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"Awesome". The word only begins to descrioe rne

power of DOSPLUS 3.5, the latest in the line of

popular Disk Operating Systems from Micro-Sys-

tems Software, Inc.

Long known for its production of high quality

user friendly operating systems, Micro-Systems

Software introduces a whole new breed of

DOSPLUS. Version 3.5 explores avenues of power
and flexibility previously untouched in TRS-80 DOS'.

DOSPLUS 3.5 is the last word in professionally

crafted operating systems and combines un-

iimrrea power ana flexibility with the same reliable

and steady performance you have come to ex-

pect from the name DOSPLUS. In short, DOSPLUS
puts you in total control. From its parameter rich

library, to the many and powerful utilities, to the

full featured BASIC, DOSPLUS is THE system for the

TRS-80 Model I or III.

Priced at $149.95, DOSPLUS gives your micro-

computer mainframe power without mainframe
price. Order yours today and experience the

power... DOSPLUS!

• DOSPLUS 3.5s total device independence and completely external device struc-

ture allow Interface to almost ANY kind of peripheral. Support Will, be given for

hard disks, printers, and non-standard floppy drives.

• In addition, DOSPLUS 3.5 offers many utilities including a menu driven user inter-

face that allows file manipulation at the touch of a key, full file and disk editing

utilities, and a directory check utility with optional repair. Standard utilities let

you map file locations, restore killed flies, or offset file locations in memory.

i DOSPLUS 3.5 also includes one of the best Disk BASIC interpreters available with

any DOS. With exclusive features like controlled screen formatting and label ad-

dressing, DOSPLUS BASIC puts you a step ahead. Single step debugging, global

text editing, program cross referencing, and a multi key/multl array sort are ali

standard.

i The DOSPLUS 3.5 manual will set new standards in documentation. Almost 400

pages of clear, easy reading text that will acquaint you with all areas of system

operation. The user's manual Is written In English instead of "computerese" and
Is aimed at both the novice and the experienced user alike. The technical man-
ual clearly documents every part of the system and will prove a gold mini*

to programmers seeking to interface with DOSPLUS.

^384

MICRO-SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, INC.
4301-18 Oak Circle, Boca Raton, Florida 33431, Telephone: (305) 983-3390

Orders Only 1-800-327-8724
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Percom Data Corporation has one hard disk drive system for just about ALL personal computers
. . . including of course

. . . IBM" -PC. APPLE" II, and TRS-80". Percom Data's innovations

with 5'V Winchester technology mean that for most personal computers . . .

having a reliable hard disk system is as easy as hooking up a cable.

A Percom Data PHD " will interface with your present system . . . and your future system . . .

so if you do change computers, you can still keep your most important investment . .

.

your Percom Data Hard Disk Drive.

Because Percom Data helped create the industry standards of today . . . new designs in software

and hardware will make your selection of a Percom Data Hard Disk Drive pay off

tomorrow through system compatibility.

A Percom Data PHD works to capacity because we take the time to correctly develop interface

software to your computer which leaves no performance holes for you to fall into.

Percom Data knows software functionality is the key to hardware performance.

Today, Percom Data PHD supports a variety of software to match your computer:

IBM -PC, PC DOS " 1.1 OR 1.0

CP/M-86\ CONCURRENT CP/M-86

APPLE , DOS 3.3, CP/M

TRS-80 MODELS III & I, DOPLUS, LDOS
IMAGINE . . . Percom Data Winchester 5' V technology ... for today's computers . . .

and tomorrow's.

To receive an informational booklet describing- Percom Hard Disk Systems, or to determine if we
have a system for your computer call our

Hard-Line Hot-Line at 1-800-527-1222.

We will also give you the name of a nearby authorized Percom Data Dealer.

Dealer inquiries are welcome.

PEFOOM DATA
CORPORATION

Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES NETWORKS SOFTWARE

(214) 340-7081 • 1-800-527-1222 • TELEX: 73-0401 (PERCOM).

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines APPLF is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corp PHD is a registered trademark of Percom Data Corporation

COPYRIGHT 1983 PERCOM DATA CORPORATION



Features

78. La Plume de Ma Tante

If you've ever wondered why there are

so many programming languages for

the TRS-80, this overview provides in-

sight and examples.

Philip Martel and Robert Nicholas

94. A Pascal Primer

|ZS-g Learn Pascal while teaching your

micro to play cribbage.

J.B. Harrell

186. Fortran Breakout

Lag This popular game appeared in Pascal

in our July 1981 issue. Here it shows

the power and speed of Fortran.

J.B. Harrell

220. Logo for the CoCo
Radio Shack's Color Logo brings com-

puter programming to your kids.

Molly Watt

General

212. Software Buyer's Guide:

Color Computer Utilities

Products to extend Color Basic pro-

grammers' skills.

256. Hardware Buyer's Guide:

Color Computer Upgrades and

Peripherals

Buying a CoCo is only the beginning.

Technique

130. Which Way the Wind Blows

P=D This weather data base provides in-

formation on high and low tempera-

tures, degree days, and more.

William Bunch and Robert J. Lisi

200. Basic, Faster and Readable—Part H
Make conditional tests easier by tai-

loring the logic to the expected input.

John Corbani

Tutorial

208.

^JTT^lTj

228. A History of Programming

Languages

This survey traces dialects' develop-

ment from the days of wires and switch-

es to the modern programming era.

Alan Neibauer

297. Directory to Hardware Manufac-

turers and Distributors

If someone makes it or sells it, we've

got it.

Articles

Business

240. Service with a Smile

Learn Basic programming and keep

customer records up-to-date.

James H. Nestor

Hardware

138. Build It Yourself

A simple serial interface for the

MX-80 and the Color Computer, with

programs to show it off.

Ralph Navarrete

274. Hardware Hacker Help

Analyze PSI circuitry problems with

this test equipment and advice.

Philip M. Van Praag

286. Making a Weak Link Stronger

What's wrong with the TRS-80's

screen? Find out, then see what you

can do about it.

Thomas Hartmann

Review

Mod II CRT Controller

Program the Model ll's MC6845 chip

and control up to 16 screen func-

tions.

Steven and Yvonne Grant

Utilities

290. Profile File Transfer

yi^j Use this easy Basic program to put

Profile data in new files.

John Mabry

ONotes
158. Tandy's Towering Totable

The definitive review of the definitive

portable computer.

John Berman

122. TheMax-80
Lobo's Max-80 provides CP/M capa-

bilities and is compatible with most
software.

R. A. Langevin

Model 11/12/16
130. Which Way the Wind Blows

208. Mod H CRT Controller

240. Service with a Smile

286. Making a Weak Link Stronger

342. TakeD

166. People Are Talking

The Model 100 has industry insiders

buzzing. Here's what they say about

Tandy's newest.

John P. Mello Jr.

169. But WUlIt Fly?

Is it safe to take your 100 on plane

trips? 80 Micro checks with the

airlines.

John P. Mello Jr.
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170. Model 100 Start-up Kit

Gas and Oil Mileage, Traveling Ex-

penses, Punch Out, Itinerary 100,

The Final Notice, Monitor 100, and
The Rule of 78—everything from

hotel bills and loan payments to

monitoring hexadecimal addresses
for portable programmers.

Departments

6. Remarks
Praise for the Model 100.

Wayne Green

10. Proof Notes

The Model 100 has changed the

world and 80 Micro.

12. Input

Goodbye to Brenner. Debug for

DLOADM. Protected software pro-

test. Program for woodworkers.
Angry AIDS customers and Sof-

Trends' response. Print sort results.

TRS-80/Apple translation. Improved

Lisp interpreter. Scripsit meets
XFERSYS.

20. Aid

European electricity. VoxBox soft-

ware needed. Which way to process

envelopes? Quest for print wheels.

Model III map. $1,000 paperweight.

NEC printer and Model II graphics.

22. Debug
An impediment in Lisp. Peg Legs and
Tack-Gun CoCo bugs. Michael's

Game in color.

24. The Next Step

ygy Scroll, don't flip.

Hardin Brothers

32. The Color Key

CoCo languages and
provements on Basic.

Scott Norman

Colorkit im-

38. Reviews

Tallymaster. Epson FX-80 printer.

Starcross, a hunt for black holes.

CoCo expansion interface and
clock/calendar. SeeBee stops Model
II boot errors. EN Base. Supreme
Ruler. ZSIM.

75. Review Digest

What others are saying about TRS-80
products.

77. Calendar

332. News
CoCo stands alone as TDP twin

leaves market. Finding romance at

300 baud. CRT safety questioned.

New posse to ride Silicon Valley. E.F.

Hutton talks, but few listen.

342. Takell
Black Friday for 11/12/16 owners.

346. Fun House
A festival of mini-programs.

Richard Ramella

356. The Gamer's Cafe

Letter to a Radio Shack dealer.

Mercedes Silver

360. Feedback Loop
Readers' questions answered.

Terry Kepner

370. Reload 80

To catch fleas, think like a computer.

Amee Eisenberg

374. New Products

Supa'Edit. 3-D Star Empire. NEC
dot-matrix printers. 1.6 MB miniflop-

py. Pajaro, a new language for the

Models l/lll. Compu-Talk for 11/12/16.

Business Computer Network. Priori-

ty Organizer. DBMS subroutine
package. Control four recorders

with one CoCo. Model III dumb ter-

minal program. Modular micro furni-

ture. What the well-dressed comput-
er is wearing.
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REMARKS by Wayne Green

With a minimum of fanfare, Radio

Shack has announced its new por-

table computer. This one is really a por-

table, unlike what are now being termed
"transportable" computers such as the

Osborne and Otrona.

The 100 is a bit more bulky and heavy

than the Sony Typecorder, but it also is

much more flexible. Despite the extra

weight, I think I'll be shifting my porta-

ble writing to the 100 and leaving the

Typecorder behind. Pity, because after

a year and a half Sony is finally getting

around to both updating the Type-
corder and lowering its cost ($700).

A couple of years ago I sat down and
thought over the features that a porta-

ble computer should have. I wrote

about it at the time . . . and also was
serious enough about the idea to get to-

gether with a manufacturer of micro-

computers and go over the proposed
design with him with an eye to getting

involved in some way with marketing

the unit.

About the only major difference be-

tween my design and the 100 is that I in-

cluded a microcassette recorder for

saving extra programs and data. The
Typecorder has one built in and it is in-

credibly useful. It can hold 100 or so

pages of material . . . and even record

audio, if needed. This is handy for times

when there are instructions to an assis-

tant about the next letter to be printed.

The Typecorder has an extra feature

over the 100 that has not been useful.

This is a steno function that creates

whole words just from the stroke of a

letter key and then the steno key. I sup-

pose that once you have the Typecorder

vocabulary memorized this is a time

saver... but, being lazy, I've never

managed to use this function. It also has

a bunch of common word endings. .

.

probably useful when a steno is trying

to keep up with dictation.

The 100 has both Basic and a word-

processor program resident in ROM
(that's computerese for being built into

the machine). It's nice not having to

load a word-processor program to start

using the 100 as a typewriter.

The main thing that stopped me cold

in developing my version of the 100 was

the liquid crystal screen. This LCD unit

is the largest I've seen in captivity, with

15,360 dots on the screen. . .allowing 40

characters per line for eight lines. Each

character is made up of a block of dots

6 • 80 Micro, July 1983

six wide by eight high (6x8). This

allows for the use of a wide variety of

graphics characters and special charac-

ters. There are special accented charac-

ters for just about any language: ar-

rows, little stick men, and so on.

The Sony Typecorder 's LCD is just

40 characters wide and one line, serious-

ly limiting what you can read at one

time. It works on an 80-character width

line, so the display only shows a half

line at a time. The 100, on the other

hand, displays a 40-character line, but

will print whatever length line you

select . . . such as 80, which is standard

for letters. I expect Radio Shack had the

LCD unit developed for them, as even

my visits to the Asian trade shows have

not let me see one of that size before.

That's one of the great benefits of being

able to dedicate a few million dollars to

a new product.

The built-in modem, complete with

automatic dialing, is right on. With the

Typecorder you have to dial your num-
ber and then use an accessory modem
unit. . .a small one, to be sure, but still

an extra gadget to be carried around.

And the Typecorder is an originate-only

modem, so you are able to dump mes-

sages over the phone, but not get 'em.

With the 100 you are all set to run up
your phone bill via CompuServe or The
Source.

The rush to market the 100 left be-

hind some of the necessary cables and
extension cords but they should be out

by the time you read this . . . along with

a new rash of supporting software and
accessories. The jackpot has been load-

ed for small firms to add to the 100.

Some firm may come out with new
key tops for the computer that will show
the graphics and special characters en-

graved on the sides of the keys, much as

the Japanese put their Kanji characters

on the side of some keyboards. We
don't use very many accents in English,

but it would be nice to be able to actual-

ly print resume, San Jose, attache, naive

as they should be and not be limited by

our typewriter. Picky, picky, but their

lowercase "i" with the two dots over it

is not right. The "i" in that case is not

supposed to be dotted with one dot . .

.

and then the two more dots over it. Tsk,

tsk, how naive of them. Oddly enough,

the instruction book shows the charac-

ter correctly; it's just on the LCD screen

that it's wrong—some programmer in

Japan probably—and it got missed

right along the line.

Well, even with an odd umlauted

"i," I'll be using the 100 for writing let-

ters, memos, and editorials for a while.

You know, Epson came close with

their HX-20. It's a nice unit too, but the

lack of the programs in ROM, the

smaller 20-character by four-line LCD
screen, and the need for an external

modem lessened its usefulness. My test

unit came without a cassette recorder

built in, so there was no convenient way
of saving programs or entering them.

Nor were there any of the needed pro-

grams available from Epson ... or any

other sources. And the computer was

based on a new microprocessor chip

that was not able to directly run pro-

grams written for other chips.

Once there are some programs to run

on the HX-20—and they have the more
important ones in ROM, right in the

machine—Epson may be able to give

Radio Shack some serious competition.

The larger LCD screen is going to push

out the tiny printer on the HX-20,



THE
SWITCH
SWITCH T05VDOUBLE DENSITY

LXDmtbler &/&
FEATURES
• 5- and 8-inch* disk, drives

• Single- & double-density

• Any size and density in any mix

• Read Model I, II* and III disks

• 5- or 8-inch* system disk

• Single & double sided disk drives

• DOS+ 3.3.9 included, with Disk

BASIC.
• 6 month warranty

• Up to 3.75 megabytes online

• Easy installation - plug-in & run

• Analog phase lock loop data

separation

• Precision write precompensation

• Regulated power supply

• Guaranteed operation at 4MHz
• All contacts gold plated

• Solder masked & silk screened

• Runs under DOS+ 3.3.9, TRSDOS
2.3, NEWDOS 2.1, NEWDOS/80
1.0, LDOS, NEWDOS/80 2.0 r

and ULTRADOS

• Reads 40- and 35-track disks on

80-track drives

• FD1791 controller + your FD1771

• Fits Model I expansion interfaces

• Fits LNW expansion interfaces

• Track configurations to 80-tracks

• 5 inch disk storage increased to:

161,280 bytes - 35-track SS/DD

322,560 bytes - 35-track DS/DD
184,320 bytes - 40-track SS/DD
368,640 bytes - 40-track DS/DD
368,640 bytes - 80-track SS/DD
737,280 bytes - 80-track DS/DD

• 8 inch disk storage increased to:

591,360 bytes - 77-track SS/DD
1,182,720' bytes - 77-track DS/DD

SS: single-sided DS: double-sided

SD: single-density DD: double-density

COMPLETE - The LNDoubler 5/8,

switches your Model I or LNW-80
into the most versatile computer you

can own. The LNDoubler's switch

allows you to boot from 5- or 8-inch

system disks, and it's accessible from

outside the interface. The LNDoubler

5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS+ 3.3.9),

complete with BASIC and utility

programs . . . ready to run your

software NOW!

VERSATILE - Whether you want

single-sided, double-sided, single- or

double-density, 5- or 8-inch operation,

complete versatility is here today!

Any combination of 5- and 8-inch disk

storage is possible with the

LNDoubler 5/8. Each of your present

40-track, single-sided 5-inch drives

will store up to 184,320 bytes

(formatted storage) - that's an 80%
increase in storage capacity for only

half the cost of just one disk drive.

With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will

have 3.75 Megabytes of online storage

- that's more storage than a Model II

or Model III!

ADVANCED - The LNDoubler 5/8

is the most technically advanced,

tested and reliable double-density

board you can buy. The LNDoubler

5/8 has more features, more options

and more software support than any

other product of its kind.

EASY TO INSTALL - The
LNDoubler 5/8 is easy to install.

There are no traces to cut, no wiring

to do, just a screwdriver and a few

minutes of your time is all that is

required. The instructions are fully

illustrated for all interfaces. In

minutes you will be 'up-and-running',

and enjoying your computer as never

before.

COMPARE - Compare features,

compare quality, compare value, and

make the SWITCH today!

Immediate delivery from stock - at

your dealer NOW for only

'219.95
DEALERS - You too can ^^S&^
make The Switch.

^31USfffyRESEARCH CORPORA TION
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680 (714)544-5744 (714)641-8850

•8'- drive operation requires special cable, 8" double-density requires :>.f,5MHv. C'PL! speed-up modification or LNW-80 4MHz computer. TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.



REMARKS

which won't be a large loss.

Most applications these days call for

a printer capable of putting out letter-

sized pages with 80-column printing. I

think that the quality of the dot-matrix

type on the Epson MX-80 has brought a

lot of businessmen around to being able

to accept that type of printer for busi-

ness letters. The time was when nothing

less than an IBM Selectric-quality

character was really usable for business.

Just as I've found the Typecorder of

enormous use on my travels, I think

other businessmen will want to be able

to put the time normally wasted in

air terminals and on planes to use. Peo-

ple who travel by train or bus in com-
muting to work will want to take advan-

tage of wasted time to write memos and

letters. I see a large business ahead for

this type of computer.

Salesmen will be able to call in from

their motel in the morning and get the

latest information for their sales calls

during the day . . . arriving with infor-

"The better-armed

a salesman is,

the more effective

he is going to be.

"

mation on whom to see, notes from previ-

ous meetings, data on orders and pay-

ments, quality problems, and so on.

The better-armed a salesman is, the

more effective he is going to be.

If there is an order that should be

placed immediately, or perhaps a ques-

tion about delivery, the salesman can

whip out his computer, plug it into the

nearest phone jack, call the home plant

with his message, and get the needed

data right from the home computer di-

rectly . . . and even get a confirmation of

an order on the spot.

Executives will be able to travel more
when they take along this communica-

tions system. They'll be able to check

with the home-office computer and get

a dump of memos on important mail,

meetings, and questions needing a deci-

sion. They'll be able to respond imme-
diately. . .or write up the answers and
have the computer send them back

later . . . along with any letters typed

during the trip. This is going to increase

efficiency and productivity.

8 • 80 Micro, July 1983
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META TECHNOLOGIES
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL 1-800-321-3552
~>HIO and all other inquiries call (216) 289-7500

participating:
organization;

joint/
marketing
services

PLUS COMPATIBILITY WITH MOST
SOFTWARE PACKAGES THAT

SUPPORT LEADING PRINTERS AND
A LIST PRICE WELL BELOW
COMPARABLE, COMPETITIVE
MODELS. . .CALL FOR QUOTES

THE GEMINI SERIES-
FOR ASTRONOMICAL VALUE
AT DOWN-T

DISKITjN
DISK UPGRADE

Gold Plated Edge
Connectors

Switching Power Supply

Supports 5" or 8" Drives

• 40/80 Track Supported

Single/Dual Head Supported
' Metal Disk Drive Brackets

MODEL II

Features
• All Hardware and Cables for

Two Disk Drives
• 1 Hour or Less for Install.

• 100% Compatible
• No Soldering Needed
• 180 Days Warranty on

Controller

DISKIT III W/O DRIVES $229.00
DISKIT III W/ONE Tandon

100-1 40 Track Drive $439.00
DISKIT III W/TWO Tandon

100-1 40 Track Drives . . . .$639.00
DISKIT III W/TWO Tandon

100-2 40/40 Dual Drives . . .$CALL

TRS-80
MODEL I

EXPANSION
$349.00

Real time clock
6 month warranty
Heavy steel case
Thousands ot users
Works w/any DOS 100°,

RS232C serial I/O

Parallel printer port

Gold-plated connectors
Floppy disk controller

Full 32K 200NS RAM

BOOKS
"OTHER MYSTERIES"

TRS-80 DISK $19.95
Microsoft BASIC Decoded . . .$24.95

The Custom TRS-80 $28.95
BASIC Faster & Better $29.95
How to do it on the TRS-80 . .$29.95
DISK I/O Machine Language .$29.95
TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded $24.95
1001 Things To Do with
Your Personal Computer. . . .$7.95

PARAGON
DISKETTES

MTC'S
MTC is now carrying its Paragon Gold'M

Diskettes in both Single AND Double
Sided, Soft AND Hard Sectored, all with

reinforcement hub rings. Individually

100% ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in

GOLD!

Paragon Plain Jane'" (1S.SD) $19.95

Paragon Plain Jane'" (1S.SD)

Scorepac"* $38.95

Paragon Gold (1S.DD) $23.95

Paragon Gold (1S.DD)
10 Sector $23.95

Paragon Gold (1S.DD)
Scorepac'" $46.95

Paragon Gold (2S.DD) $29.95

Paragon Gold (2S.DD)
Scorepac'" $56.95

\ferbatim®
5'/4" 1S/DDEN
5 V." 2S/DDEN (MD550-01)
8" 1S/DDEN (FD34-8000)

MD525-01) $27.95
$39.95
$43.95

SUPPLIES
5-1/4" File Box for 50 Disks .$24.95

5-1/4" Plastic Library Case . . .$ 3.50

5-1/4" Hub Ring Kit $10.95

Refills (50 Hub Rings) $ 5.95

5-1/4" HEAD Cleaning Kit . . .$16.95
8" File Box for 50 Disks $29.95
8" Plastic Library Case $3.95

MX-80 Ribbons $ 9.95

MX-100 Ribbons $18.95

MODEL l/lll SOFTWARE
The Home Accountant

(Mod. Ill ONLY) $74.95

Newscript 7.0 $109.95
Brevi-T (Mod I & III) $ 19-95

Floppy Doctor & Memory Diagnostic

Mod. I .$ 24.95 Mod. Ill .$ 29.95

Electric Webster
w/Correcting Feature $129.00

Hyphenation Feature $ 49.95

Grammatical Feature $ 39.95
Complete System(4 features) $199.00

Apparat's NEWDOS/80 V2 ..$129.00

(Comes with MTC Que Card™)
Electric Pencil V.ll (Disk) $ 79.95

Electric Pencil V.ll (Tape) . . .$ 69.95

GEMINI 10-15 are trademarks
o* Star Micronics. TRS-80 is a

trademark of the Radio Shack
Division of Tandy Corporation.
DATALIFE is a trademark of

VERBATIM. PLAIN JANE,
PARAGON MAGNETICS are

irademarks ol MTC
1983 by Meta Technologies

Corporation

TO ORDER CALL
1-800-321-3552

IN OHIO
AND ALL OTHER INQUIRIES and Offerings subject to

(21 6) 289-7500 chan9e gggy*
notice

PRICES IN EFFECT
THRU

July 31, 1983
Prices, Specifications,

ISN'T IT TIME YOU SCORED
. . .WITH SCOREPAC!™

Get a SCORE of diskettes in a

sturdy, new PAC and SAVE! MTC's
innovative, unique packaging con-

cept for diskettes offers the best

value in magnetic media today.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
Buy ANY SCOREPAC™ at its

regularly advertised price and you're

entitled to purchase a 5Va" File Box
for the added cost of only $17.95.*

'Limit 1 File Box per SCOREPAC™.

SCOREPAC™ w/20 Paragon
Plain Jane™ Diskettes

1S/DD $38.95
SCOREPAC™
w/20 Paragon Gold Diskettes

1S/DD $46.95
SCOREPAC™
w/20 Paragon Gold Diskettes

2S/DD $56.95

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

MICROBUFFER™ IN-LINE

FOR ALL COMPUTER/PRINTER
OR COMPUTER/MODEM

COMBINATIONS
MICROBUFFER IN-LINE

32K Parallel $ CALL
64K Parallel $ CALL
32K Serial $ CALL
64K Serial $ CALL
64K Memory
Expansion Modules $ CALL

MICROBUFFER/E
MBP-16K Parallel $149.00
MBP-32K Parallel $189.00
MBP-64K Parallel $269.00
MBS-8K Serial $149.00
MBS-16K Serial $169.00
MBS-32K Serial $209.00

ELECTRONIC PROTECTION
DEVICES

The PLUM—3-way EMI-RFI AC Power Line

Noise Filter (wall outlet) $ 49.95

The LEMON—6-way Surge Suppressor for

AC Power Lines (wall outlet) .$ 54.95

The LIME—Same as LEMON w/5 ft. cord &
on-off switch $ 79.95

The PEACH—6-way Surge Suppressor,
EMI-RFI Line Filter (wall outlet)$ 89.95

The ORANGE—Same as LIME w/EMI-RFI
Filtering PLUM & LIME
Combined $1129.95

GRIZZLY 200—250 Watt Uninterruptable

Power Supply (universal

install.) $1495.00
GRIZZLY 750—750 Watt Uninterruptable

Power Supply (universal

install.) $1895.00

i

WE ACCEPT
•VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
•CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
•C.O.D.

1

• Add $3.00 for shipping

& handling.

•$2.00 EXTRA for U.S.

Mail delivery.

• $5.00 EXTRA for C.O.D.
• Ohio residents add 6.5%

sales tax.

See List ot Advertisers or, i-sge 355
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The 100:

a machine
with duende

The microcomputer industry is fast

being overrun by snake oil artists

looking for a quick kill. As a result,

users are becoming increasingly cynical

about the hyperbolic fanfare surround-

ing many new products. Today manu-
facturers have to market something tru-

ly outstanding before they receive praise

that might, be considered unqualified.

All the more remarkable, then, is the

nearly universal acclaim for Tandy's

new Model 100. Everyone we've spoken

to or whose comments we've read

agrees: this is a well-crafted machine,

one that gives Tandy an early lead in the

burgeoning lap-sized portable market.

What makes the Model 100 so good?
Of course, it's packed with useful and
intriguing features, which we examine

fully in our review beginning on p. 158.

But the qualities that impress us most go

beyond simple hardware and software.

This machine has what the late colum-

nist George Frazier might have called

duende.
Duende is a certain quiet, stylish

charm that imbues a person or object

with almost instant appeal. The 100

might be just another plastic box full of

silicon chips, yet Tandy has somehow
managed to give it a distinct personality

that separates it from the competition.

Put a Model 100 in the average user's

lap, and he's captivated.

We are also impressed by the fact that

the Model 100 is designed for both the

end-user and the programmer. The neo-

phyte businessman can be up and run-

ning in a matter of hours, and still ex-

panses of uncharted territory await the

experienced, curious programmer.
Should these two factions develop a

mutually profitable relationship, the

potential exists for a substantial support

industry.

We're convinced that the Model 100

is going to be a success. In fact, we're so

sure that starting with this issue we're

giving the 100 its own section, called

ONotes, starting on p. 156. Along with

the review, this month's articles in-

clude a news analysis of the 100's posi-

tion in the microcomputer market and a

software starter package.

The starter package includes two
originals (Gas and Oil Mileage and
Traveling Expenses) and five conver-

sions of programs previously published

in 80 Micro (Punch Out, Itinerary 100,

The Final Notice, Monitor 100, and The
Rule of 78). All have been selected to

take advantage of the Model 100's por-

tability, and all but one fit into 8K.

Future editions of ONotes will in-

clude utilities, games, and applications

for the Model 100. Do you think you
have something of interest to other

Model 100 users? If so, send a query let-

ter to ONotes, 80 Micro, Peterbor-

ough, NH 03458.
*****

Our Model I/III owners will be glad

to know that the material in ONotes is

in addition to our regular offerings.

They'll also be happy to hear that with

the advent ofHOT CoCo, we're phasing

out our coverage of the Color Com-
puter. The reason for this move is

simple: we don't have the room to ade-

quately cover both systems. The vast

majority of you own Model I's and
Ill's, and we feel strongly that the bulk

of our material should fill your needs.

If you're a Color Computer owner,

don't despair. You'll be able to transfer

your subscription from 80 Micro to

HOTCoCo.
—E.M.
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META TECHNOLOGIESssas^
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132 W^aV

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3552 TO ORDER V^E35?19
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321 -3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

AN IMPROVED VERSION of

the WINNER of THREE
80 MICRO READERS' CHOICE AWARDS

The NEW AIDS-
by SofTrends, Inc.

1. TRUSTWORTHY. A bad diskette or an undependable machine can ruin your

whole day. The NEW AIDS-HI checks itself. If something's wrong, it tells you, in-

stead of turning on you like a mad dog.

2. GENEROUS. The NEW AIDS-III doesn't use BASIC. But it does use the

memory BASIC uses. And to make the most out of that extra memory, it selec-

tively compresses bytes into tiny bits. It all adds up to more usable data records.

Up to 3 times as many.*

3. THOUGHTFUL The NEW AIDS-III never treats you harshly. If one keystroke

will do, it won't ask for two. The NEW AIDS-III remembers things like report for-

mats, search strategies and file names. So you don't have to. It even reminds you,

gently, to save your important data.

4. INTELLIGENT. The NEW AIDS-III is smart. It doesn't waste your time with

questions about record sizes, field counts and othertechnical mumble-jumble. A
new system can be created, or an old one modified, in a couple of minutes. Even

if your name isn't Albert Einstein.

5. KIND. The NEW AIDS-III is always ready to help. It says so, on every screen

display. HINTS™ (Help INdexed To Screen) tells you on which page in the NEW
AIDS-III manual to look for more information. The manual is easy to understand

and easy on the eyes.

6. QUIET, if you hit the wrong key, you won't hear any annoying buzzes, clicks

or chirps. Instead, FLAWS™ (FLash-Annunciated Warning System) will create a

striking visual effect. But only for an instant. And without affecting any of the

text on the screen. Guaranteed to catch the eye of the fastest touch-typist.

7. ALERT.
|f the NEW AIDS-III is left alone, it lets you know it missed you. It wor-

ries about your important data. After several minutes of no activity, the NEW
AIDS-III creates a striking visual display to get your attention. Touch any key to

let it know you're still there, and it stops. For a little while, anyway.

8. LEAN. There's no fat in the NEW AIDS-III. That's because it uses SofTrends'

proprietary PMX™ system architecture. Small, lightning-fast, reliable. Lean?

Yes. Mean? Definitely not.

9. FAST. Searches and sorts hundreds of records in seconds. Screens are

displayed in the blink of an eye. Disk access rates approach one-thousand char-

acters per second. No waiting for "garbage collection". The NEW AIDS-III lives

fast. Up to 10 times as fast.*

10. REASONABLE. At only $79.95, the NEW AIDS-III is very reasonable. Down-
right inexpensive, if you value your time. Join the thousands of AIDS owners
around the world. Order yours today and put the NEW AIDS-III data management
system to work for you.
* As compared to MTC AIDS-III, Version 1.0

Specify Model I or Model III $79.95
** CALL REGARDING UPGRADE POLICY **

CALCS-IV ONLY $20 when purchased with AIDS-lll/Version 2.0!

Specify Model I or Model III $39.95

NEW AIDS-III

EXTENDED FUNCTIONS
by SofTrends, Inc.

VISAPLEX™
Interfaces AIDS and VisiCalc® LOAD
and SAVE records as VisiCalc®data files

Automatically converts formats, as
easily as typing "A,B,C". Sort, select,

modify and reformat VisiCalc^Jata using

AIDS. Formulate, compute and sum
AIDS data using VisiCalc® Even LOAD
or SAVE a partial spreadsheet! Control

information can be saved in a
VISAPLEX specification file (A/SF).

Comprehensive documentation refer-

enced by "HINTS".
Specify Model I, III or IV . . $39.95

FORMAX™
Extended formatting for user-defined

forms. Define custom form-letters,

labels, checks, almost anything in

minutes. Output facility supports column
positioning, skipping lines, sending
control codes to the printer, date
formatting, conditional inclusion of text

(great for automatically customizing
letters), and more! It will even spell-out

a number in English (just right for

checks)! Tremendous power at a
fantastic price.

Specify Model I, III or IV . . $24.95

ACE™
AIDS Character Editor. Now you can
create or modify form-letters, labels,

checks and other forms without Quitting

AIDS. A "what-you-see is what-you-get"

screen-oriented text editor. Handles
lines up to 255 characters long.

Features include Insert, Delete, Move,
Copy, Load, Save, horizontal and
vertical scrolling, direct entry of ASCII
values, 255 Tab positions, margination,

a unique "instrument panel", a margin
"bell" and much more! You have to use
it to believe it.

Specify Model I, III or IV . . $24.95

AVOID
WRITER'S CRAMP!
BUY 2 & SAVE

Purchase both the ACE and FORMAX
extended functions for only $39.95!

Just mention this special offer when you
order and save almost 20% on these

great products.
Specify Model I, III or IV . . $39.95

TRS-80 is a trademark of the

Radio Shack Division of Tandy
Corporation. VisiCalc is a

trademark of Visi Corp. PLAIN
JANE. AIDS-1. AIDS-III. CALCSIII.

CALCS-IV, MERGE-III are

trademarks of MTC.

©1983 by Meta Technologies
Corporation

T TO ORDER CALL

1 -800-321 -3552
IN OHIO

AND ALL OTHER INQUIRIES

(216)289-7500

PRICES IN EFFECT
THRU

July 31, 1983
Prices, Specifications,

and Offerings subject to

change without notice

8307

f• Add $3.00 for shipping
& handling.

• $2.00 EXTRA for U.S.

Mail delivery.
• $5.00 EXTRA for C.O.Dj
• Ohio residents add 6.5%
sales tax.

WE ACCEPT
•VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
•CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
•C.O.D.

It
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Apology to Holmes

"Muscle Micros" (80 Micro, April

1983, p. 82) refers to the Holmes
Sprinter III speed-up kit as the 4 MHz
Holmes-Brenner speed-up. This is en-

tirely incorrect. We checked with both

B.T. and Computex, and both refer

properly to this product as the Holmes
Sprinter speed-up or the Sprinter III.

They know nothing of anyone named
Brenner.

James A. Clemans
Holmes Engineering

3555 South 3200 West

Salt Lake City, UT 84119

We've never heard of the fellow,

either, and have no idea how he slipped

into the article. Sorry about that.—Eds.

Color Kudos

Scott Norman's Color Key column
and his article on FLEX (80 Micro,

March 1983, p. 30 and p. 101) struck

just the right notes and exhibited just

the right orientation for me and, I

suspect, many other Color Computer
owners.

I seem to have traveled a portion of

the road Mr. Norman has traveled. I've

purchased C.C. Writer, Color File,

Spectaculator, and Telewriter. My next

big acquisition will be a disk system.

Thanks to his FLEX article, the road

ahead has begun to seem less confusing.

Bard S. Crawford
9 Patriots Drive

Lexington, MA 02173

DLOADM Bug

The mystery surrounding the

DLOADM command in Extended Col-

or Basic as discussed in "CC DLOAD"
(80 Micro, March 1983, p. 140) is easily

cleared up. A bug in the ROMs prevents

a DLOADM command from being rec-

ognized as such.

For a simple fix, use CLOSE #-1 :

POKE &H78, ASC("M") : DLOADM
"filename," baud, offset. Baud has the

same value as DLOAD and offset has

the same value as CLOADM.
As with CSAVEM and CLOADM,

there is no DLOADM token, just

DLOAD followed by an ASCII M. On
encountering a DLOAD or DLOADM
command, the next byte from the Basic

12 • 80 Micro, July 1983

program loads into the A register (an

ASCII M if the command was
DLOADM). This first step is common
to most commands and occurs before

jumping to the DLOAD routine.

Second, a subroutine closes the cas-

sette file if it's open (DLOAD or

DLOADM needs the buffer). Then the

A register is checked to see if it contains

an ASCII M, and a flag byte is set or

cleared accordingly.

Unfortunately, the second step

causes the contents of the A register to

change; consequently, the third step

does not recognize DLOADM. This

bug could have been corrected by ex-

changing the second step for the third.

Ralph Fox
4212 Wadsworth Ct. HI 02

Annandale, VA 22003

The Copy Controversy

After PowerSoft's statement on
piracy (80 Micro, April 1983, p. 24),

I'm sure the controversy is not going to

die down, and I want to add my com-
ments to the fray.

PowerSoft failed to address what are

to me the two uppermost issues in this

discussion: It is undeniably hypocritical

to sell a program that copies other ven-

dors' uncopyable programs but cannot

be copied itself, and it is inconvenient

for me to be prevented from including

utility programs on my regular working

disks as I see fit.

I am an honest computer user and
will not accept or give away copyrighted

programs. PowerSoft has the right to

do whatever they want with their pro-

grams, but I will continue to exercise

my influence as a consumer by never

buying protected software.

John Ratzlaff

Mount Pisgah Academy
Candler, NC 28715

MULTIDOS Mess

I am pleased with my recent purchase

of MULTIDOS for my Model I with a

Percom Doubler I. It's compatible with

most of my software, except the new
Radio Shack SuperScripsit.

After I copied SuperScripsit to my
MULTIDOS disk, everything worked,

but the errors displayed at the bottom
of the screen appeared as garbage.

MULTIDOS apparently used the log-

ical record length from the directory

when opening files in contrast to

TRSDOS, which specifies it in opening

the file.

To fix the problem you must zap rel-

ative byte 4 of the directory entry for

ERRORS/CTL to 40 hexadecimal, the

logical record length that SuperScripsit

expects to see.

Doug Lyons
P.O. Box 741

Bucksport, ME 04416

Tape Reload

You included some misinformation

concerning the Radio Shack XRX III

modification in the February Reload 80

column (p. 416).

The XRX HI modification does not

defeat high-speed tape loading by

KWICOS. Double-speed operation

through the XRX at a performance lev-

el superior to the standard 500 baud is a

principal development goal met for all

Model I KWIK programs; KWICOS,
KWIKIT, KWINK, KLOAD, and
KNET allow tape operations at 1,000

baud even with the XRX modification.

It is only for 1,500- to 3,000-baud

cassette operations that you must dis-

able the modification by a simple

change in the connection of two wires.

The XRX modification itself is a

hardware attempt to make a brute force

compensation for an error in the

original Model I ROM; it is a temporary

fix. The dismal cassette performance is

not due to some flaw in the port cir-

cuitry. On the contrary, the original cir-

cuits can reliably handle much higher

than 500 baud.

The cassette loading on the newer

machines (those that print MEM SIZE?
instead of MEMORY SIZE?) is better

than the early models. This is because

the ROM routines are corrected, not

because the XRX was incorporated into

the hardware.

Later Model I units should not have

the XRX, and should not need altera-
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MODEL I
MODEL III

$5995

Wouldn't it be nice if your computer
could always boot up with the right time

and date and then stay accurate. New-
clock-80 will enhance your Model I or III

system with powerful clock/calendar/timer

functions.

Using LSI (large scale integration) and
custom circuits, Newclock-80 provides

MO/DATE/YR, HR:MN:SEC plus

AM/PM and day of week and even takes

care of leap years! It continues to keep time

and date with quartz accuracy when the

computer is turned off or experiences a
power failure. A single battery lasts over 2
years.

Compatibility: Newclock-80 is

compatible with any operating system,

including DOSPLUS, NEWDOS, LDOS.
With its fully decoded circuitry it will work
with any other hardware you may own.
Bus expanders are available.

Installation is very simple, no tools, no
disassembly, no soldering. Just plug it in,

that's all. There is no power supply or

messy cable. Newclock-80 plugs into the

rear of the keyboard © or side of the Exp

.

Int. ©. Model III Newclock fits the 50 pin

card edge (underneath) O

The Software: Newclock-80 is as easy to

use as it is to install. -"SET", a Basic

program, is used only once to set the time
and date and select 12 or 24 hour format.

-"TIMESTR", also in Basic, patches your
computer "TIME$" function to read

Newclock-80. It also adds "TIMES" to

keyboard-only systems, a short routine is

simply "poked" into low memory.

Newclock-80 uses 12 ports (176 to 188)

:

6 for the time, 6 for the date. The data is

conveniently stored in decimal form, no
conversion is needed. You can read or

modify any digit using simple Basic "INP"
and "OUT" statements.

No risk trial. Order your Newclock-80
today, see how easy it is to install and
operate then decide within 30 days if you
want to keep it. If for any reason you are

not delighted with its quality and
performance, you may return it for a

prompt and courteous refund.

Your unit will come complete © with

software on tape, detailed instructions,

handy reference card, and a 90 day
warranty. Specify Model I or III. Software is

also available on disk: add $5.

Lithium battery (not included) available

from RADIO-SHACK (#23-162) or add
$ 1 . 50 to your order

.

Thanks to outstanding engineering and
efficient manufacturing, ALPHA Products
is once again able to offer a great product at

a surprising price. Order your Newclock-80
at no obligation today.

Toll Free Order Line

800221-0916
Orders Only, NY* Into call (212) 296-5916. Hours: 9-5 B.S.T.

JZQALPHA ffTWoMm
79-04 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven, NY 11421 *-* 17 (212) 296-5916

ADD $2.50 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD. CHECKS. MO.
C.O.D. ADD $3.00 EXTRA. ^^
NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. H r^m
OVERSEAS. FPO, APO: ADD 10%. «^M Q^
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.
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tion to operate at the higher tape-

transfer rates.

Lloyd A. Rice

KWIK Software

816 E. Maupin St.

Bolivar, MO 65613-0328

Page Number News

"Number Your Program Listings"

(80 Micro, Anniversary Issue 1983,

p. 208) provides an excellent way to

page-list Basic programs. It works well

with a Model III if you change lines 810

and 850 to IN A,(0F8H) and OUT
(0F8H),A, respectively.

It is also helpful to adjust the number
in line 780 to fit the length of paper

you're using.

Dan Ramsey
NTTC Corry Station Box 2266

Pensacola, FL 32511

Space Calculation

Program Listing 1 is a simple program
that might be of interest to woodwork-
ers, carpenters, and cabinet makers. It

computes the interval length between

spindles for a railing, and accumulates

this distance for complete accuracy,

printing out in inches and thirty-seconds

of an inch.

Often a woodworker has to measure

the space between spindles, the rise and
run of stairways, and so on. Usually the

cumulative measurement does not equal

the original length desired, so it is

necessary to hedge on each measure-

ment until the spacing is satisfactory.

This program solves the difficulty.

Carl Eggstaff

P.O. Box 3773

Incline Village, NV 89450

BOALERT
Occasionally, 80 Micro receives

letters from readers who have had
difficulties with our advertisers.

Most of the time, theseproblems are

resolved to the satisfaction ofallpar-
ties, but someproblems appear to be

insoluble.

As a service to readers and adver-

tisers alike, 80 Alert willpinpoint dis-

tributors who cannot be reached, by
readers or by our advertising depart-

ment, for customer service. Anyone
who has current information about a

manufacturer or distributor men-
tioned in the column is welcome to

write and update our data.

Intersoft Unlimited went out of

business effective Dec. 1, 1982. Anyone
interested in their C compiler (reviewed

in 80 Micro, February 1983, p. 198)

should contact: Michael Spohnholtz,

c/o MAS Enterprises, 2623-15 1st Place

N.E., Redmond, WA 98052. Version

2.5 has been completed.

AIDS III Free?

Boy, am I ticked off! Two years ago I

bought a copy of AIDS III and CALCS
IV from Meta Technologies. I paid full

price for these programs. Now along

comes the March 1 983 issue of 80 Micro

(p. 136) and I find an upgraded version

of AIDS III given away free.

It makes me wonder why I was so

honest. I should have made copies of

the program for my friends—after all,

10 REM A PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE SPACE DISTANCE BETWEEN SPINDLES
20 REM FOR A RAILING, OR THE RUN AND RISE OF A STAIRWAY
30 REM INPUT AND OUTPUT IS IN INCHES AND 32NDS OF AN INCH
40 CLS
50 PRINT "TOTAL LENGTH IS"
60 PRINT "INPUT INCHES": INPUT A
70 PRINT "INPUT 32NDS": INPUT B
80 PRINT "NUMBER OF INTERVALS IS": INPUT C
90 D=B/32: E=A+D
100 PRINT "TOTAL LENGTH IN DECIMALS IS" E: F=E/C
110 PRINT "INTERVAL SPACING IS" F "INCHES" :G=F
120 H=FIX(G) :P=(G-H) *3 2+. 5 : Q=FIX (P)
130 PRINT H "INCHES" Q "32NDS"
140 Z=G:G=G+F:IFG<EGOTO120
150 PRINT "TOTAL LENGTH ACCUMULATED IS" Z "INCHES"
160 GOTO160

Program Listing 1

it's now free to anybody. Also, why
wasn't I informed that an upgrade was

available? What is the point of being a

loyal customer?

If I were advertising programs similar

to AIDS III or The Creator in your
magazine, I'd be mad as hell. It's hard

to compete against free giveaways.

K.D. Miller

Toronto, Canada

SofTrends' Side

With great interest, I'vefollowed the

response to Bruce Tonkin's article,

"The Creator" ^80 Micro, January

1983, p. 74), and to my articles about
the AIDS programs f80 Micro, March
and April 1983, p. 136 and p. 168). As
expected, these articles have generated a
highlypolarized reaction. We have been

alternately applauded and berated by
owners of the AIDS system.

I have been particularly struck by our

detractors' lack of understanding. I'd

like to explain SofTrends' reasons for
risking the anger of thousands of sat-

isfied AIDS users.

The irony ofAIDS winning three 80

Micro Readers' Choice Awards f80

Micro, January 1983, p. 394) is that it

had been out of commerical distribu-

tion for more than half a year. His-

torically, whenever a new release of
AIDS is made available, virtually all

current owners upgrade their systems

within six months.

It should be made clear that the

source code for these programs is not

that of an enhanced version. It is the

original, remarked, uncompressed
source with minor changes for clarity

and legalprotection. Itspublishedform
runs slower and uses more memory
than its commercial equivalent.

Over the years, hundreds of users

have asked for the remarked code so

they could make custom modifications.

This is thefirst time it has been released.

A number of the routines within the

older AIDS are valuable examples of
advanced programming in Basic—cer-

tainly of interest to some of 80 Micro 's

readers.

I'd like to address the morality ofgiv-
ing away aproductfor which thousands

of people have paid good money. In

1972, I purchased a four-function cal-

culatorfor $295. Four years later, rath-

er than pay $50 to have it repaired, I

replaced it with an eight-function calcu-

lator that cost $20.

14 • 80 Micro, July 1983
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NOW ONLY $28 QO
SPECIFY MOD I OR III

30%
THIS CELEBRATION
ENDS ON THE LAST

DAY OF THE
COVER MONTH

Toll Free Order Line
800-221-0916

Orders Only, NY & Info call (212)296-5916. Hours: 9-5 E.S.T.

79-04 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven, NY 11421

Add $2.00 per order tor shipping/handling.

We accept Visa. Mastercard. Checks, M.O.

C.O.D. Add $3.00 extra.

N. Y. Residents add sales tax.

Overseas, FPO, APO: Add 10% B
Dealer discounts available. v**ww \
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INPUT

/ have never regretted this decision,

nor countless others, to obtain a high-

technology product while risking short-

term obsolescence. Thejustificationfor
such a purchase cannot be based on
crystal-ball prognostications. That cal-

culator saved me scores of hours of ef-

fort. Even at minimum wage, it was
worth the price.

Finally, a word to SofTrends' com-
petitors. Ifyou can produce and deliver

a better product at a lower price, do it.

I'll buy it, I'll use it, I might even sell it.

Ifyou can't, maybe you ought to try

giving it away.

Robert A. Fiorelli

President

SofTrends Inc.

26111 Brush Ave.

Euclid, OH 44132

SuperScripsit Serial

I had problems trying to get Super-

Scripsit to work with my letter-quality

serial printer, a Perkin-Elmer Carousel

350, and my Model III. My printer did

not automatically add a line feed after

each carriage return, and was incapable

of being adjusted to do so.

The detailed documentation carefully

stated that when line feeds are sup-

pressed, byte number 98 in the serial

driver equals 00. You must change byte

number 98 to 0A, the ASCII code for a

line feed, to ensure an automatic return.

Rodney B. Murray
Kenilworth #1412

Philadelphia, PA 19144

Sort Support

In response to my article "Another
Sort of Sort" (80 Micro, December
1982, p. 276), a reader, Peter Weygang,
has provided a simple and interesting

method of printing the results of a posi-

tion or count sort without using a dum-
my record. If you like to experiment

with sorting routines, I suggest you give

it a try.

Make the changes shown below to

Program Listing 2 in my article.

• Delete lines 290-340 and line 410.

• Add: 290 FOR J = 1 TO 11

300 X(C(J),I) = J

310 NEXT J

425 T = X(I,PR)

• Change the 10 in line 420 to 1 1

.

• Substitute a name and address for

the "AAA,AAA,AAA", such as

16 • 80 Micro, July 1983

LEWIS,HARRISBURG,PAinline 1000.

When you incorporate these changes,

the print should look the same as under
the previous program.

A disadvantage of the position sort

and print as shown is that it requires a
complete re-sort of all data each time

you add a record. Since I wrote the ar-

ticle for a data base where complete
re-sorts could be avoided, I selected the

dummy record approach in its stead.

This leads to the merge sort used in that

application.

Karl L. Townsend
103 Knollwood Drive

Lansdale, PA 19446

The Model I and the LP VII

Serge Calmettes' article "LP VII

Screen Output" (80 Micro, February

1983, p. 252) does not contain a routine

for the Model I with Radio Shack's

lowercase modification.

Since lowercase changes video RAM,
when Mr. Calmettes' program looks

at alphanumeric characters in video

RAM, it sees numbers 1-26 instead of

65-90.

Program Listing 2 is a revised version

of his program that works on the Model
I equipped with lowercase.

Steven Maguire

481 Quist Drive

Port Richey, FL 33568

Apple Adjustments

I have a rather unique application for

O'Connor's "Seeker" program (80

Micro, March 1983, p. 272). It converts

PRINT to LPRINT, but is also useful

for converting TRS-80 Basic to Apple
Basic and vice versa.

I extended O'Connor's list to include

the standard Apple words, and by
transferring files from the Apple at my
office to my Model I at home, I can edit

or convert the Apple programs (except

for graphics) and even return them to

the office machine.

My university is operating an educa-

tional net for science teachers. Since

some schools have Apples and others

TRS-80s or IBMs, we can convert one
kind of program into another and file it

on the mainframe with the proper desig-

nation for the final user. I wish some-
one would write a good translator, but

for now we are converting by hand.

I'd like to encourage your advertisers

to include non-Tandy computers (not

just peripherals) in their ads. Many of

us have access to more than one kind of

machine, although we concentrate on
the Tandy equipment.

David A. Mathewes
420 Long Branch Road
Cullowhee, NC 28723

See 80 Micro, June 1983, p. 78, for
an Apple emulatorprogramfor TRS-80
Z80 microprocessors.—Eds.

Better Basic Lisp

Randy Beer's Basic Lisp interpreter

(80 Micro, March 1983, p. 176) is su-

50000 Y=0:FORV=15360TO16383STEP64
50010 P1 = 0:FORI = 0TO63:P=PEEK(V+I) :GOSUB60000: IFPO30RP>126THEN
P=0
50020 P1=P1+P:NEXTI:IFP1=0GOTO50060
50030 FORI=0TO63
50040 P=PEEK(V+I) :GOSUB60000:IFP<32ORP>127THENP=32
50050 LPRINTCHR$(P) ; : NEXTI : LPRINTCHR$ ( 26)

;

50060 LPRINTCHR$(18)

;

50070 F0RW=1T03
50080 P1=0:FORX=0TO127
50090 P=POINT(X,Y) :P1=P1+P:NEXTX:IFP1=0GOTO50150
50100 FORX=0TO127
50110 P=POINT(X,Y) :IFP=-1THENP=255:GOTO50130
50120 P=128
50130 LPRINTCHRS(P) ;CHR$(P) ;CHR$(P)

;

50140 NEXTX
50150 LPRINTCHRS(10) ; : Y=Y+1 : IFY=48THENRETURN
50160 NEXTW
50170 LPRINTCHR$(30)

;

50180 NEXTV
50190 RETURN
60000 IFP>47ANDP<61THENRETURNELSEIFP<=26THENP=P+6 4
60010 RETURN
60020 RETURN

Program Listing 2



_w Model III users can take advantage of the ALPHA I/O system too. Our new
t .OD III/I BUS CONVERTER allows most port based Model I accessories (such as

'J:

;l';,,-.

our ANALOG-80, INTERFACER 2 and INTERFACER-80) to connect to the Model III

bus. MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER, complete with all connectors, only $39.95.

ffl

Printers?

PRINTSWITCH

Have ? printers on line a! ah limes and select printer t or

2 by means of a conveniently located switch End the problem

ot constantly plugging and unplugging printer cables PRINT-

SWITCH is a compact module that plugs onto the pareiiel printer

port ot your t RS-80 and provides an edge connector tor each

of your two printers. It works with any two types of printers:

dot matrix, daisy wheel, plotters, TRS-80 converted selectrics,

etc. Assembled, tested, ready to use with connector and in-

structions. For Model lor im (please specify). ONLY. .$59.00

[_JF CABLESO0 40R

@£ID 34Wn,42- B3 Q3

®£D 34^54-03 @ ED

os MPh«t r>

® E^D 34 Wn, 4ft

©S 40Pln,2or41

P
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SUPERIOR QUALITY REPLACEMENT & EXTENSION CABLES
Highest quality cable and high force, gold plated contacts

ensure the utmost in connection reliability.

O KEYBOARD TO EXPANSION INTERFACE
. . $21

© DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 1 OR 2 DRIVES $32.

© DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 3 OR 4 ORIVES $45.

© DISK DRIVE CABLE EXTENDER $22.

© PRINTER CABLE EXTENDER - $24.

® 40 PIN BUS EXTENDER -2 ft. ..$22 4 ft. ..$24.

Custom cable configurations are also available. Call us.

YOU ASKED FOR IT: EXPANDABUS" X1, X2. X3 AND X4
CONNECT ALL YOUR TRS-80 DEVICES SIMULTANEOUSLY
on the 40 pin TRS-80 bus. Any device that normally plugs
into the keyboard eoge connector will also plug into the

"EXPANDABUS". The "X4" is shown with protective

covers (included). Tne TRS-80 keyboard contains the bus
drivers (74LS367) for up to 20 devices, more than you will

ever need. Using the E/l, it plugs either between KB and E/l

or in the Screen Printer port. Professional quality, gold

plated contacts. Computer grade 40 conductor ribbon cable

X2...$29. X3...S44. X4..I59 X5...S74.
Custom configurations are also available, call us

ANALOG-80: A WORLD OF NEW APPLICATIONS POSSIBLE.

8 DIGITAL MULTIMETERS PLUGGED INTO YOUR TRS-80!!!
Measure Temperature. Voltage. Current. Light. Pressure, etc

Very easy to use: for example, let's read input channel #4 10
OUT 0.4 Selects input #4 and also starts the conversion 20
A= INP(O) Puts the result in variable 'A'' Voila 1

Specifications Input range 0-5V to 0-500V Each channel

can be set to a different scale

Resolution: 20mV (on 5V range). Accuracy: 8 bits (.5%). Port

Address: jumper selectable Plugs into keyboard bus or E/l

(screen printer port) Assembled and tested 90 day warranty

Complete with power supply, connector, manual . $139

JSPECIAL THIS MONTH!,

\$Q9_5

DISK DRIVE EXTENDER CABLE, FREE YOUR MINI-DRIVES.

End the daisy-chain mess once and for all. Fits all mini-

drives: Percom, Aerocomp, Shugart, Micropolis, MTI, Vista,

Pertec, Siemens. BASF. East to install: just remove the drive

cover, plug in the EXTENDER CABLE and replace the cover.

Now you can change and move your drives without dis-

assembly. Keep the cover on and the dust out. High reliability

gold plated contacts, computer grade 34 conductor cable.

tested and guaranteed.

Get one for each drive ONLY $8.95

GREEIM SCREEN

TIMEDATE 80: REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR MODULE
Keeps quartz accurate time tor 3 years on 2 replaceable

AAA batteries (not included) Gives MO/DATE/ YR. DAY ol

WEEK. HR:MIN:SEC and AM/PM. Features INTELLIGENT
CALENDAR and even provides for Leap Year This compact

module simply plugs into rear of Keyboard or side of

Expansion Interface (may be slipped inside E/l). Includes

cassette software for setting clock and patching to any DOS
(including NEWDOS 80 2.0) Optional "Y" connector allows

for further expansion For Mode! I Fully assembled and

tested Complete with instructions and cassette. ONLY
£95.00. "Y" option, add $12 00

INTERFACER-80: the most powerful Sense/Control module.

• 8 industrial grade relays, single pole double throw isolated

contacts: 2 Amp. @ 1 25 Volts. TTL latched outputs are also

accessible to drive external solid state relays.

•8 convenient LEDs constantly display Ihe relay states

Simple "OUT commands (in basic) control the 8 relays

• 8 optically-isolated inputs for easy direct interfacing to

external switches, photocells, keypads, sensors etc

Simple "INP" commands read the status of the 8 inputs.

Selectable port address. Clean, compact enclosed design

Assembled, tested, 90 days warranty. Price includes power
supply, cable, connector, superb user's manual $159

IBM and all the biggies are using green screen monitors

Its advantages are now widely advertised We feel that every

TRS-80 user should enjoy the benefits it provides But
WARNING: all Green Screens are not created equal. Here is

what we found

•Several are just a flai piece of standard colored Lucite. The
green tint was not made for this purpose and is judged by
many to be too dark. Increasing the brightness control will

result in a fuzzy display.

•Some are simply a piece of thin plastic film taped onto a
cardboard frame. The color is satisfactory but the wobbly film

gives it a poor appearance

•One "optical filter" is in fact plain acrylic sheeting.

•False claim: A few pretend to "reduce glare" In fact, their

flat and shiny surfaces (both film and Lucite rype: ADD their

own reflections to the screen.

•A few laughs: One ad claims to "reduce screen contrast"

Sorry gentleman but it's just the opposite. One of the Green

Screen's major benefits is to increase the contrast between

the text and the background.

•Drawbacks: Most are using adhesive strips to fasten their

screen to the monitor. This method makes it awkward to

remove for necessary periodical cleaning. All (except ours)

are flat Light pens will not work reliably because ci Ihe big

gap between the screen and the tube.

Many companies have been manufacturing video filters' for

years. We are not the first (some think they are), but we have

done ir homework anc we think we manufacture ihe Pes:

Green Screen Here is why

•If fits right onto the picture tube like a skin because it is the

omy CURVED screen MOLDED exactly to the picture tube

curvature. It is Cut precisely to cover the exposed area of the

picture tube. The fit is such that the static electricity is

sufficient to keep it in place! We also include some invisible

reusable tape for a more secure fastening.

•The filler material that we use is jusl right, not loo dark nor

loo light. The result is a really eye pleasing display.

We are so sure thai you will never take ;ev Green screen off

that we offer an unconditional money-back guaranty: try our

Green Screen for 14 days. If for any reason you are not

delighted with it, return it for a prompt refund.

A las! ward We think thai companies, like ours who are

selling mainly by mail should:«list their street address»have a

phone number (for Questions and ordersVaccept CODs. not

every one tikes to send checks to a PO box»otfer the

convenience of charging their pu'chase to maior credit cards

How come we are the only green screen people doing it
7

Order your ALPHA GREEN SCREEN today . $12.50

IMSALPHA Products
17 ADD S2 50 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANOLING

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FIRST CLASS MAIL
WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTER CHARGE. CHECKS. MO.
COD: ADO S2.00 EXTRA
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ^j
N Y. RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX

79-04 Jamaca Ave., Woodhaven, N.Y. 11421 Info and order: (212)296»5916
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perb, so I want to suggest something to

improve it. To use the interpreter, you
have to type at the speed of processing

each character, which is not very fast.

I modified the input routine to op-

erate on buffered input—to accept a
line of text at a time rather than a char-

acter at a time.

Several advantages result from this

method. You can correct a line with the

backspace key before you press return.

You can also make better use of your

time. Type in a line, press enter, and go

eat lunch while the machine digests the

line (it takes a while).

If you have an operating system that

allows redirecting input from the disk

instead of the keyboard, it's possible to

simulate a mainframe environment.

Whip out your text editor and pro-

duce some Lisp source code. Then start

up the Lisp interpreter, feeding it input

from the disk file previously created.

Depending on the length, you might
want to come back in the morning.

The modification below is for a

Model I disk system or a Model III.

PEL-TEK Announces

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES for

the TRS 80 MOD l/lll

Pel-Tek's Word Machine Version 2.0

A full featured line oriented word processor in machine
language . . . now better than ever with these features:

• Block graphics (for printers that support it)

• Embedded printer controls • Help screen

• Lower case support for unmodified Mod I's

• Variable margins, line length, page length, line spacing

• Access to D.O.S. with warm start re-entry

• Scroll upldown text • Save/load disk files

• InsertJdelete characters/lines • String search

• Printer independent • Simplified commands
• Twenty-four page typeset manual with command

summary sheet (Manual FREE with S.A.S.E.)

Easy to learn, easier to use, now compatible with Aspen's

RANDOM HOUSE proof reader.

for Mod l/lll 32/48K Disk $20.00

The Random House Proof Reader
From Aspen Software, the best price/performance

spelling checker on the market today. Based on the

Random House Dictionary:

• Shows spelling errors in context

• Allows immediate correction

• Add or delete words from dictionary

• 32,000 word dictionary

Suitable for use with Pel-Tek's word machine or other

TRS-80 Mod l/lll Word Processors.

for Mod l/lll 32/48K Disk $50.00
SAVE $10.00!! Order Pel-Tek's Word Machine and the

Random House Proof Reader together for one low price,

only $60.00

PEL-TEK
P.O. Box 1026 • Southampton, PA 18966
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 800 523 2445

In Pennsylvania Cal (215) 947 2334

• Check or Money Order • Visa, MasterCard accepted

• Add $2.00 per order for postage and handling

• PA residents add 6% sales tax
324

You can convert it to Level II with a lit-

tle effort.

23 PS = 1: BUFS = "": REM MS 3/82

90 PS = PS + 1 : if PS > len (BUFS) then line in-

put BUFS: BUFS = BUFS + " ":

PS - 1

:

REM MS 3/82

95 AS = mid$(BUFS, PS, 1): KK= asc(A$):

return: REM MS 3/82

Michael J. Sorens

1414 Davidson Road
Abington, PA 19001

Who Are the Real Pirates?

A year ago, before I bought my com-
puter, I would have been on the side of

the software writer. Now with about

$1 ,000 worth of software, my sympathy
leans toward the pirate.

I consider myself, for lack of a better

term, a computer user. I don't like to

patch, PEEK, POKE, convert, delete,

and plead with a purchased program to

try to get it to do what I thought the ad
said it would do.

I use the computer to keep the books
for five small corporations, appraise

real estate, and do anything else that

might help me in my work. I try not to

use it to create more work.

My $1,000 investment in software

covers about 20 programs, not counting

the games and such that come on
LOAD 80 tapes. I consider two pro-

eef°:m
Two address listings for the South

Bay User's Group and one for the

Silicon Valley Computer Club (80

Micro, Anniversary Issue 1983, p. 526)

are inaccurate. You can contact all three

groups at: South Bay TRS-80 User's

Group, P.O. Box 60116, Sunnyvale,

CA 94088.

Michael Nadeau's review of Demon
Seed (80 Micro, April 1983, p. 56) did

not contain the address of the manufac-
turer, Trend Software. Direct your re-

quests for information or dealer prices

to: Trend Software, P.O. Box 741,

Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013.

grams excellent, and two good. The rest

had bugs, poor or no documentation,

and needed alterations that were be-

yond me. Some were so bad that I just

reformatted the disks to salvage some-
thing out of a bad investment.

I have about $400 worth of software

that 1 feel was worth the money, but

somewhere software writers have $600
of my money they didn't earn. I can't

help feeling that if a friend showed me a

program I liked and let me copy it, I've

already paid my dues and wouldn't get

too upset about it.

If I order a $100-plus program from
someone who advertises as a profes-

sional, I expect the software to boot up
and run error-free immediately. No
PEEKing, POKEing, patching, and
pleading.

William E. Sharp

2145 West Ave.

Ocean City, NJ 08226

Scripsit Tips

You can use the standard XFERSYS
utility on DOS 1 .3 disks to obtain more
than the two back-ups allowed by your

Model III Scripsit 3.2 disk.

Take an old DOS 1.1 or 1.2 disk with

enough room to hold Scripsit, then do

an XFERSYS on that old disk in drive

one while your DOS 1 .3 Scripsit disk is

in drive zero.

While updating old DOS 1.1 and 1.2

disks, I used my original DOS 1 .3 Scrip-

sit disk because it contained my only

copy of the XFERSYS utility. Scripsit

started appearing on everything I up-

dated. They were multiplying like rab-

bits—so many that I had to purge to

control the excess population.

Each new Scripsit copy allows as

many normal back-ups as you have left

on your original.

I was annoyed to find that stock

version 3.2 Scripsit reads and writes

tapes only at 500 baud. The patch for

1,500 baud is as follows: PATCH
SCRIPSIT/CMD (ADD = 5308,FIND
= AF321 142.CHG = AF320000).

If you still use Scripsit 1.0, try:

PATCH SCRIPSIT/CMD (ADD =

5222, FIND = AF321 142, CHG -

AF3200O0). You can omit the AF32 if

you move the ADD = 2 bytes higher.

Michael M. Meyers

12 Hamilton Ave.

Montclair, NJ 07043
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E^ }J^\/ shipping on any order that includes at least one game]

Ei A"\ I
Use our convenient toll free 800 line.

GHOSTGOBBLER
From Spectral Associates, this

"Pac" theme game is the best of it's

type. Brilliant color, action and
sound, just like an arcade gobble
your way to glory, but watch for

those ghosts! Get in on the wild fun
of this game craze now. Tape:
$21 .95, Disk: $25.95

DONKEYKING
DONKEYKING

You simply can not buy a more impres-
sive game for your color computer than
this new wonder from Tom Mix. The
graphics, sound, and animation are all

just astonishing ! There are four different

graphic screens and each is endless
fun. Requires 32K. Tape: $24.95, Disk:
$27.95

PlJS^iSS

PROTECTORS
There are several good ver-

sions of the "Defender" theme
available for the CoCo. None,
however, rival this one from
Tom Mix. No other game
matches the detailed graphics
and sheer excitement of this top
seller. Requires 32K. Tape:
$24,95, Disk: $27.95

;%- fit-

'

m

CREATUREFEATURE
From Color Software, comes a
lightening swift shoot & dodge
the enemy game. It's clever
cross between "Robotron" and
"Beserk" themes, with bullets

flying everywhere. Solid, shoot-
em-up-fun. Requires 16K.
Tape:$17.95.Disk:$19.95

ANDROIDATTACK
Spectral Associates' very well

done "Berserk" type game with
some interesting added fea-
tures. Each cassette contains
both the 16K and 32K version.
The 32K version has voice out-
put! Plenty of action. Tape:
$21.95

FROGGER
Just released by The Cornsoft
Group, this is the officially

licensed version from Sega, the
arcade manufacturer. It has it

all! 4 lane super highway,
snakes, turtles, logs, alligators,

etc. Lots of action and laughs!
Requires 16K. Tape: $19.95

mm
SUPERJOYSTICKMODULE

ONLY
$19.95

INTERGALACTICFORCE
Your space fighter roars into the

Death Corridor. Lock-on and
blast the enemy fighter from the
sky. Now try dropping one into

Death Star's narrow exhaust
vent. It takes skill and guts.

Good luck! With "Star Wars"
theme song. From Anteco.
Tape: $24.95

Joystick Interface.
Now you can connect any Atari compatible joystick to your CoCo.
These sticks are extremely rugged & provide very fast response
and real arcade type action. They will improve the play of almost
any game. The difference will amaze you!

*#f 's a )id Fire Module!
Press the fire button on your joystick and get a great burst of fire

instead of just a single shot! Adds tremendously to the many
shooting type games that do not have repeat fire. With variable

burst speed.

* it's a 6ft r
THEATARI

ONLY

$8.50

A well proven joystick, the Atari is

known for being rugged and reliable. It

gives good response and is the stan-
dard among home video players. Now
at a great price! Use with module above.

ZIRCON VIDEO
COMMAND

ONLY

$14.95
A GREAT
BUY!

This one has received outstanding re-

views. Its unique design fits the hand
beautifully and it has the truly fast and
positive response needed for high
speed play. Actually out-performs some
joysticks that cost $50 or more.

CGLORWARE INC.

78^03B Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 11421

(212) 647-2864

WICOFAMOUS
"RED BALL''

THE BEST
YOU CAN BUY

$34.95

The high performance joystick from the
people who make them for the arcade
machines. Built to take the abuse of

even the most enthusiastic player. This
is the best! Wico #15-9730. Use with
module above.

ORDERING
INFORMATION

ADD $2.00 PER ORDER
FOR SHIPPING.

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD
CHECKS, M.O.

COD. ADD $3.00 EXTRA.
NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.
OVERSEAS, FPO, APO, ADD 1 0%.
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.
IF ONE OR MORE GAMES
ARE INCLUDED,
SHIPPING IS FREE.

TOLL FREE ORDERING
800-221-0916

Orders only. NY& Info call (212) 647-2864
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What's the Current Info?

I'm in the military and will be return-

ing to Germany this summer. I present-

ly own a Model II with two printers and
plan to buy a Model III before I leave.

Will both of these computers operate on
the European 220-volt, 50-cycle system?

What effect will the 50 Hz patch have

on software operation?

Ifanyone can answer these questions,

I'd appreciate hearing from you.

CH(LTC) Bobby G. Allen

8630 Glen Mont
San Antonio, TX 78239

VoxBox Software Wanted

I desperately need the operating soft-

ware for the TRS-80 VoxBox. All my
tapes self-destructed after the 90-day

warranty expired. Can someone help?

Scott Korney
915 Vaughan St.

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan

S6H5N9

Which is Better?

We recently bought a Model 16 that

we're planning to use for college admin-
istration purposes. We're having a diffi-

cult time deciding whether we should

use a stack loader and feeder for word
processing envelopes and letters, or

whether we should go with continuous-

feed letters and envelopes with a stuffer.

SUPERSCRIPSIT
PRINTER DRIVERS
DDDDDDDD QGOD D D

30 DIFFERENT PRINTERS
NOW SUPPORTED!!!

NEC, IDS PRISM, QUME SPRINT
OLYMPIA ESW 102/103/3000
EPSON FX-80, DTC 380Z,

C.ITOH F-10, BROTHER HR-1
SMITH CORONA TP-1
EPSON MX-80/MX-100

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A/83A
RADIO SHACK LINE PRINTER V
OKIDATA MICROLINE 92/93
OKIDATA MICROUNE 84
C. ITOH PROWRITER

$49 ch $59

Additional Printer Drivers Available — Call

Mall / Phone Orders Accepted

ALPS
23 Angus Road

Warren, New Jarsay 07060

201-6477230

374

Can someone provide us with the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of each sys-

tem? Also, does anyone know where we
can get label applicators that would suit

our needs?

A. Wayne Lowen
Central Christian College

1111 Urbandale Drive East

Moberly, MO 65270

Program Swap

I'm a Color Computer owner, and

I'd like to swap machine-language pro-

grams with anyone who's interested.

Harry Sawyer

80 High Oaks Drive

Watchung, NJ 07060

Print Wheel Compatibility?

Does anyone know of a computer

other than Radio Shack that makes
print wheels compatible with the Daisy

II? NEC says that 50 print styles are

available for their Spinwriter.

Gary W. Shanafelt

2128V2 S. 18th St.

Abilene, TX 79605

Connection Wanted

I'm trying to connect my 16K Color

Computer with the PC-100C printer.

Does anyone have information on how
to do it?

Armando Martinez

Gonzalitos 331 Sur

Monterrey, N.L.

Mexico 64030

What's the Strapping Position?

I would like to increase the memory
capacity of my Model I to 16K, but I'm

having a difficult time locating proper

strapping information for the Z3 strap-

ping position while using NEC ROM.
Can anyone help?

R.L. Fletcher

8131 ViaBonita

Sanford, FL 32771

Do You Have a Map?

I would like to know if anyone has

either a memory map for the Model III,

or a map of system RAM.
Eric Ewanco

7633 Beckwood Drive

Fort Worth, TX 76112

CoCo Mailings

I'd like to buy an envelope/stationery

feeder for my 32K Color Computer that

can handle 500-1,000 mailings at a

time. Can someone help me?

Terry Moor
P.O. Box 652

Willernie, MN 55090

Orphan Unit

GTE and RCA no longer manufac-

ture or support my GTE NOVAR 5-41

printer, so I now own a $1,000 paper-

weight. Does anyone know where I can

get either service or the schematics for

this unit?

John Vinokur

P.O. Box 204

Champlain, NY 12919

Needs Service Manual

I'd like to buy or borrow a service

manual for the Shugart 400 disk drive

used in the early TRS-80 Model I.

A. A. O'Brien

18 Tirriki St.

Charlestown 2290

Australia

Compatibility Problem

I can't get the high resolution graph-

ics on my Model II to print out on the

NEC 8023C printer. Does anyone know
of a way to get these two products to

work together?

Robert Stockman

10748 100th St.

Alto, Ml 49302
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s* — The Answer is...

SCRIPT!
TM

THE WORD PROCESSOR
FOR BUSINESSMEN AND
PROFESSIONALS
With ongoing support directly
from us

A FEW OF NEWSCRIPT's 200
STANDARD FEATURES:
• FORM LETTERS WITH MERGING OF NAMES AND ADDRESSES
• GIVES SUPERB APPEARANCE TO YOUR FINAL DOCUMENTS
• COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL WITH TUTORIAL AND EXAMPLES
• CENTERING, TOP/BOTTOM TITLES. INDENTS, PAGINATION
• UNDERLINING. BOLDFACE. DOUBLE-WIDTH. ITALICS+
• SUB/SUPER SCRIPTS. RIGHT-JUSTIFIED PROPORTIONAL*
• CREATES TABLE OF CONTENTS. SORTED INDEX
• "LEGAL" LINE NUMBERING
• SCREEN GRAPHICS, SPECIAL PRINTER SYMBOLSt
• SEARCH/REPLACE GLOBALLY OR WITHIN LINES. COLUMNS
• BLOCK MOVE, COPY, DELETE. INSERT. FILE MERGES
• AUTOSAVE. WHOOPS, DIRECTORY. KILL
• SUPPORT FOR ALL LISTED PRINTERS IS INCLUDED **

(NO PATCHES INVOLVED) **

• SUPPLIED READY-TO-RUN ON 'TINY" DOSPLUS
• ALSO RUNS UNDER NEWDOS/80. LDOS, MULTIDOS, TRSDOS

BUILT-IN SUPPORT
MOST POPULAR

PRINTERS', INCLUDING:
Anadex, Brother, Centronics. C.Itoh. Diablo, Epson, Gemini,
Microline, NEC, Prowriter, Qume, Radio Shack (LP 1-8. DW2. DMP-
410. DWP 200-2100), Smith Corona, Teletype. Typewriter, anything
compatible with any of these, and many others, parallel and RS-232.

SPECIAL AVAILABLE OPTION: Right-justified
proportional for Diablo, F-10, Qume, Spinwriter,
etc. Requires "Daisywheel Proportional" Option
plus NEWSCRIPT.

REVIEWERS AND USERS AGREE

NEWSCRIPT 7.0:

Mailing Labels Option:

Special: NEWSCRIPT + LABELS:
Daisywheel Proportional Option:
Pencil'VScripsit" File Convertor:
NEWSCRIPT Manual & Reference card only:

Electric Webster + Correction Feature:
Hyphenation Feature for Electric Webster:
Grammatical Feature for Electric Webster:
Graphics Editor and Programmer (GEAP):
Dotwriter High-resolution graphics:

Special: GEAP + Dotwriter:

$124.95
29.95

139.95
49.95
24.95
29.95
149.50
49.95
39.95
49.95
69.95
99.95

"NEWSCRIPT" is the best
word procesor I have seen
. . . unsurpassed in printer
control ... no other
TRS-80 word processor
can match its ability to
format text ... its editor is

fast, easy, and powerful."
(80 MICRO. Oct. 1982)

"Your phone information
system and the prompt
and courteous staff that
you provide to help your
clients . . . are worth the
cost of the system."
(V.HM.)

"Better than cold beer on
a hot day!! Thank you!!"
(R.S.)

"What a program. So easy
to learn and easier to use.
I waited too long before
ordering!" (PJ.M.)

".
. . takes the TRS-80 to a

new level of text handling
. . . very user-friendly . .

.

superb documentation,
adaptability to many
printers and operating
systems ... a standard
against which other
TRS-80 word processing
programs will be judged."
(SOFTSIDE. Dec. 1982)

".
. . ongoing support

second to none, with
superb documen-
tation." (80 U.S. Journal.
Feb. 1982)

REQUIRED CONFIGURATION u
48K TRS-80, MAX-80, LNW, or
compatible, with one or more
disk drives. Specify Model I or
Model III.

t some features work only if your
printer has the mechanical
capability.

** Daisy Wheel Proportional is an
extra-cost option.

TO ORDER, CALL NOW,
TOLL-FREE: (800)

824-7888, Operator 422
For orders, information, or names of nearby dealers-
(213) 764-3131. or write to us.

Orderfrom your Software dealer orfrom:

0_
Dep't. C, Box 560 No. Hollywood, CA 91603
TERMS: VISA. Mastercard, checks, money orders. COD. No P.O.'s accepted. Most orders shipped
within 24 hours. Please add S3.00 for surface UPS in U.S.A., or S6.00 for UPS Blue Label. Add $6i 00 inCanada. $15.00 overseas air shipment, 6V4% sales tax in California.



Load 80 LISP Fix

Randy Beer's "LISP: Basically Speak-

ing" program found on the March 1983

Load 80 disk and cassette does not work
correctly. The program responds with

an error message when instructed to

evaluate a list. This is due to an acciden-

tal second iteration of line 4500.

To fix this program just delete line

4500 and then look at the listing. Line

4500 should now be in its correct place

between lines 4460 and 4600. If it's not,

retype the line as found on p. 176 of the

March 1983 issue.

—

80 Techies

The Last Fix

The Color Computer version of Rich-

ard Ramella's Peg Leg listing (March

1983, p. 28) won't run correctly. To fix

the program, you need to add AND
POINT (A,B) = 8 to statements 600,

620, 640, and 660.

Lyle Jones

427 Pamela
Wichita, KS 67212

Tank-Gun Fix

Larry Becker's "Tank-Gun" pro-

gram for the Color Computer (August

1982, p. 202) has two bugs in it. The
first bug is that line number 1070 needs

to have +W added to the end of the

line. Without this correction any wind

affects only the right tank but not

the left tank. The second bug is in line

1030. The variable YB should be changed

toYA.

Ron Mix
2020 Chieftain Row

Logansport, IN 46947

Hear and See for the CC
In order for Nancy Modney's

"Michael's Game" program (February

1983, p. 208) to run on the 16K Color

Basic Color Computer you need to

delete line 60 and change line 220 to:

220 FOR Y = TO 30:NEXT Y

Roger Terry

Box A -461

Camarillo, CA 93011

LISP Fix

The APPEND function in my "LISP:

Basically Speaking" article (March

1983, p. 176) operates differently than

standard LISP when dealing with NIL.

Changing the following two lines in the

program listing will clear this up:

4310IFST(A) =0THEN
X = N:A = A-ST(A)-1:
RETURN ELSE X = AS:Z = X: FOR
J = A-ST(A)TOA-l:Y = ST(J):IFY = 0OR
Y>2000 AND YON THEN
ER = 4:ST(A) = Y:GOTO 25000

4313 NEXT:IFZ = X THEN
X = N:A = A - ST(A)- 1:RETURN

Randy Beer

911 Lexington-Ontario Road
Mansfield, OH 44903

JL

y

Hardwood
For H'«

, * 175.00
Beginning^

*A for PersonalW t an attora.

ei-s--
lhe

^rnOCl
MC&VISA<

cpicd

*•
1

— """"^
nntto order, call -

Forlnforrr.auonorr^^^ 7797

(
a\ %) 842-7797

lUh & Harwell Jg 66044
407
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"WHERE DID
TALLYMASTER offers a new, powerful,

easy- to-use way of summarizing and ana-
lyzing budgets and expenses. It's designed
•'

; • ersonal and small business use by peo-
ple who need quick answers to the question
"Where Did All The Money Go?"

Like most PROSOFT products, "TALLY-
MASTER" originally was developed just

for our own use. To find out why our expen-
ses kept rising, we looked for a quick and
easy way to categorize our bills. The check
register gave too much detail, and with

"VISICALC", it was hard to just add new
numbers at random
TALLYMASTER takes a simple, com-

mon-sense approach to organizing and
summarizing expenses and sales. Up
to 702 categories can be defined. As
numbers are added to them, new to-

tals are shown instantly. It's like

having a room full of calculators,

all in easy reach. Totals can be sor- I

ted, reports printed, and disk files

combined

TALLYMASTER's handsome documen-
tation has a step-by-step tutorial, with dozens
of examples and illustrations. We've even
included five sample disk files for you.
Whether you're managing a home budget or

usiness expenses, this program can give
you better understanding and control. It

helped us, and it can help you.

TALLYMASTER is available for the
TRS-80 Models I and III (48K) and the
IBM Personal Computer (128K). The
TRS-80 version is just $79.95. The IBM
version, with function., keys and an
extra-fast sort, is just $129.95.

Dept. C. Box 560, No. Hollywood, CA 91603

(213) 764-3131
Toll-Free order lines:

(800) 824-7888 oper 422

Terms: VISA, MC, CHECKS, C.O.D., or even cash - No P.O.'s. Please add $3.00 shipping/handling
in U.S.A., $5.00 to Canada, $15.00 overseas. For C.O.D. please add $2.00 in U.S. only, add
6'/2% sales tax in California, we ship within one day of receiving orders.

Hard select of desired

printer with toggle

switch. Software select

mode via CHRS(l) or

CHRS(2)

Lights indicate which
printer has been selected

"Centronics" compatible

TWOPRINT fits the

following: MOD I, II, III, IV,

12 & 16 (Please specify

as some reguire changes
to your cables)

Requires purchase of

Radio Shack P/N
(270-1552AJ Battery

Eliminator

Includes factory supported

Software on Disk or Tape,

a s39.95 valuel

A precision, Time proven.

Highly stable Clock

For LNW, Hard Disks,

MOD I & MOD
(specify)

Fully enclosed - Cable

allows for flexible

mounting

Requires 2 AAA
cells for 3 yr. life

Applications

Program Support
'

is growing, write for List
S^

Check 01 Monp) Order,

Visa or MasterCard accepted
CALIFORNIA WORD EXCHANGE
802 E. Lime • Monrovia, CA 91016

(7131 4A3-C;«A/-x

AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

^ See List ot Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 23



THENEXT STEP by Hardin Brothers

Areader asked the question suc-

cinctly: "How can I make your

Flip routine (The Next Step, 80 Micro,

March 1983, p. 37) flip the top half

of the screen one time, the bottom

of the screen another time, and the en-

tire screen when I use it a third time?"

The most obvious answers are not

necessarily the best: you could rewrite

the screen-flip routine for each applica-

tion, alter the program by POKEing
new screen addresses into it, or send a

parameter array to the routine, using

the techniques I explained in May 1983.

However, there is an easier, more pow-
erful technique.

Your computer treats Basic programs

as data manipulated by the Basic inter-

preter. The interpreter itself is a pro-

gram that contains and creates tables of

data. You must decide which sections of

memory contain data and which con-

tain program instructions. When a pro-

gram bug makes the Z80 process a data

structure as a set of machine-language

LOAD 80

Enhancing
the

Flip Routine

instructions, the result is probably ei-

ther a reset or a system lock-up.

One of Basic's data structures is the

single-dimensioned integer array. Basic

7F00
7F0
7F01
7F03
7F04
7F05
7F07
7F08
7F0B
7F0E
7F0F
7F10
7F11
7F12
7F14
7F15
7F16
7F19
7F1A
7F1B
7F1D
7F1E
7F1F
7F20
7F21
7F23
7F24
7F27
7F29
7F2C
7F2D
7F2E
7F2F
7F30
7F31
0001
000E

3E0E
<2\)

21002
1140G
90
C5
47

19
10FD
CI
E5

21C
04

19
10FD
E5
19
Dl
CI
EDB0
EB
22204
3E1E
CD330
C9
00
se

00
Y:V:

2 3

3B

00000 TOTAL

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00541
00542
00550

ERRORS

*************************************

Selective Screen Scroll *

— Demonstration for *

use of integer arrays *

to hold machine-language *

programs. *

**************

ORG
NOP
LD
NOP
NOP
LD
NOP
LD
LD
SUB
PUSH
LD
ADD
DJNZ
POP
PUSH
LD
INC
ADD
DJNZ
PUSH
ADD
POP
POP
LDIR
EX
LD
LD
CALL
RET
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
equ
EQU
END

SCRL10

SCRL20

TOP
BOTTOM

»*******<

7F00H

B,TOP

A, BOTTOM

HL, 0000H
DE,40H
B
BC
B,A
HL,DE
SCRL10
BC
HL
HL,3C00H-40H
B
HL,DE
SCRL20
HL
HL,DE
DE
BC

DE,HL
(4020H) ,HL
A,1EH
0033H

1

14

i**************

; ROUTINE IS RELOCATABLE
PADDING
B=TOP LINE
AND MORE

PADDING
A=BOTTOM LINE
FINAL PADDING
CLEAR HL
LINE OFFSET
A= BOTTOM-TOP
SAVE TOP LINE #

B= BOTTOM-TOP
HL=HL+1 LINE OF BYTES
HL=# OF BYTES TO SCROLL
RECOVER TOP LINE #

SAVE BYTE COUNT
HL==>SCREEN TOP - 1 LINE
SO B ISN'T
HL POINTS TO NEXT LINE
HL=SCROLL START ADDRESS
SAVE IT ON STACK
HL==>2ND SCROLL LINE
DE==>TOP SCROLL LINE
GET BYTE COUNT
MOVE IT ALL UP A LINE
HL==>LAST LINE
SAVE AS CURSOR POSITION
CLEAR LINE CHARACTER
PRINT CHARACTER

; RETURN TO BASIC

; TEMPORARY VALUES
;FOR ASSEMBLY

Program Listing I

stores each value of the array in two

consecutive bytes of memory. An array

of nine values, for example A%(0) to

A%(8), is stored in 18 consecutive

bytes. The Basic interpreter must know
where to store the bytes and how to re-

trieve them.

Basic operates on the array as a data

structure, but those same 18 bytes could

be used to store a short machine-lan-

guage routine. The advantage of using

an integer array to store a machine-lan-

guage program is that Basic changes

any pair of bytes in the program by

merely redefining one of the array's ele-

ments. If you write the machine-lan-

guage program carefully, Basic can eas-

ily access each parameter.

A Selective Screen Scroll

This month's demonstration routine

lets you scroll any portion of the screen,

leaving the rest undisturbed. Use it on

the Model I to protect any part of the

screen from scrolling, and on the Model

III when the built-in scroll protection is

inadequate.

The routine's source code is given in

Program Listing 1 . Except for the nine

lines containing NOPs (No OPeration),

the program is not unusual. A top line

number for the scroll area is loaded into

the B register; a bottom line number for

the scroll area is loaded into the A regis-

ter. The program then calculates the

number of lines to scroll, the starting

address of the scroll area, and the ad-

dress of the second line of the scroll

area. In line 440, an LDIR block move
performs the actual scroll. Line 460 up-

dates the cursor position and line 480

clears the last line of the scroll area by

printing a line clear character: 1EH.

Pad with NOPs

You rarely find nine NOP instruc-

tions in such a short routine. The top

four demonstrate the crux of the integer-

array technique.

Every integer in an array holds exact-

ly 2 bytes. Two parameters in this rou-

tine, the top and bottom lines of the ver-

tical scroll area, must be easy to change.

They are easiest to modify if each is held

alone in a single integer in the array.

The NOPs align the machine-language

code with the array's integers. (See the

comments in Program Listing 2.)

Follow these two rules when padding

a machine-language routine with
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Last Night, CompuServeTurnedThis
Computer IntoATravelAgent For Jennie,

A Stock Analyst for Ralph, And Now,
It's Sending HerbieToAnotherGalaxy.

NO MATTER WHICH COMPUTER
YOU OWN, WE'LL HELP YOU GET

THE MOST OUT OF IT.

If you've got places to go,

CompuServe can save you time and
money getting there. Just access the

Official Airline Guide Electronic

Edition-for current flight schedules and
fares. Make reservations through our
on-line travel service. Even charter

a yacht through "Worldwide Exchange."

If your money's in the market,

CompuServe offers a wealth of

prestigious financial data bases.

Access Value Line, or Standard and
Poor's. Get the latest information on
40,000 stocks, bonds or commodities.
Then, consult experts like IDS
or Heinold Commodities. All on line

with CompuServe.

Or if, like Herbie, intergalactic

gamesmanship is your thing, enjoy the

best in fantasy, adventure, and space

games. Like MegaWars, the ultimate

computer conflict.

To get all this and more, you'll

need a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects with

almost any personal computer, terminal,

or communicating word processor.

To receive an illustrated guide to

CompuServe and learn how you can
subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service

2180 Wilson Road, Columbus, Ohio 43228

800-848-8199
In Ohio, call 614-457-8650 ^235

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

An H&R Block Company
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THE NEXT STEP

NOPs:
• To change a 2-byte value (such as a

screen or memory address), be sure

both bytes are in the same integer.

• To change a 1-byte value (such as a

screen line number), be sure that byte is

the first byte in an integer and that an

NOP follows it.

The purpose of the first four NOPs in

Listing 1 should now be clear. The first

instruction of the program is LD
B,TOP. If the selected TOP value is 2,

the machine code is 06 02. To be easily

altered, the TOP value must be in an in-

teger of its own, so an NOP is added be-

fore and after the instruction to produce

the machine code 00 06 02 00. Like-

wise, the NOPs in lines 240 and 260 iso-

late the second parameter.

The five NOPs at the end of the pro-

gram serve a different purpose—mark-

ing the end of the program with at least

two zero-integer values, and making the

conversion from machine code to Basic

variables easier. They help you recog-

nize the end of the routine.

10
li
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20 '

30 '

40 M%
50
60 L%
70
80 '

90 '

100
110
120
130

i********************************************
i * *

' * CONVERT/BAS *

'* This program converts a machine- *

'* language program in memory to *

'* integer values to be used in *

'* integer arrays. *

i * *

i********************************************

= 32512

= 49

'This equals 7F00H — change it to equal
'the ORG of your assembled program
•L% equals the length of your assembled
'program

FOR 1% = M% TO M% + L% STEP 2

K = PEEK(I%) + PEEK(I%+1) *256
IF K > 32767 THEN K = K-65536
LPRINT K;" , "

;

140 NEXT 1%

Program Listing 2

1
i*********************************************

2 ' * *

3 '

*

Selective Screen Scroll Routine *

4 '* Place in an integer array. *

5 '* *

6 '* Uses RESTORE Patch described *

7 '

*

presented last month *

9

10
11

50
50
5

50
50
50

*********************************************

)0 •**** SCRL — scrolls any portion of the screen
11 ' QA%(1) = Top line of scroll (0 - 14)
)2 ' QA%(3) = Bottom line of scroll (1 - 15)
13 '** Initialize — GOSUB 50005
)4 ' Call ~ GOSUB 50007
55 Q%=0 : DIM QA%(22) : RESTORE 50006 :

FOR I%=0 TO 22 : READ QA%(I%) : NEXT :

RETURN
50006 DATA 1536, 1, 15872, 14, 33, 4352, 64, -14960, 6471,

-752, -6719, -16351, 1083, 4121, -6659, -12007,
-4671, -5200, 8226, 15936, -13026, 51, 201

50007 DEFUSR = VARPTR ( QA% ( 0) ) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN
50008 '*** NOTE — for tape systems, line 50007 should be

Q% =VARPTR ( QA% ( 0) ) : POKE 16526 ,Q%-INT(Q%/256) *256
POKE 16527, INT(Q%/256) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN

Program Listing 3

Converting to Basic

Listing 2 converts the assembled ob-

ject code to integer values. Be sure to

set the values of J and K correctly.

If you don't have a printer, change the

LPRINT in line 270 to PRINT.
This converter program is simple to

use. Load the assembled code into

memory. With a disk system, use the

Load command from DOS. With tape,

use the System command to load the

program, but press break at the second
"?" prompt. Then load and run the

converter program. If you don't use a

printer, write down the values that ap-

pear on the screen.

Ignore the final zero values, which

mark the routine's end. The rest of the

converter's output is the list of integers

that you store in an array in your

program.

Building the Basic Routine

Once you have the values from List-

ing 2, you're home free. The last step is

to set up two short Basic subroutines to

process the program. If you are using

the Restore modification I discussed last

month, use Program Listing 3; other-

wise use Program Listing 4.

The easiest way to use machine-lan-

guage programs stored in integer arrays

is to create two subroutines—one to in-

itialize the program and the second to

run it. I use high line numbers, include

documentation comments, and store

them together in a single disk file. When
I want to use a subroutine, I merge the

file into my program, delete those ar-

rays I don't want, and delete the com-

ments after the program is written and

debugged. I also reserve variable names

beginning with Q solely for these rou-

tines so I don't create conflicts with oth-

er variable names in my programs.

Line 50005 begins the initialization

subroutine. The first statement,

Q% =0, needs some explanation. Basic

stores arrays in a data table just above

the one it uses for simple variables.

Each time a simple variable is created,

all array variables are moved up in

memory. If Q% were not previously

defined, the statement in line 50007,

Qo/o =USR(0), would move the integer

array to make room for Q%, and the

USR routine would jump to a wrong,

and probably fatal, address.

After defining Q%, the subroutine at

50005 defines each of the integers in the

array and then returns. By comparing
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2 i*********************************************
2 i* *

3 '

*

Selective Screen Scroll Routine
4 '* Place in an integer array. *

5 •*

6 ' * Does not use the RESTORE Patch *

7 i * *

Q I *********************************************

9
'

10 '

50000
50001
50002
50003
50004
50005 Q%=0

* * ** SCRL — scrolls any portion of the screen
QA%(1) = Top line of scroll (0 - 14)
QA%(3) = Bottom line of scroll (1 - 15)

Initialize — GOSUB 50005
CaJ 1 — GOSUB 5 0007

. DIM QA%(22) : QA%(0)=1536 : QA%(1)=1 :

QA%(2)=15872 : QA%(3)=14 : QA%(4)=33 : QA%(5)=4352 :

QA%(6)=64 : QA%(7)=-14960 : QA%(8)=6471 : QA%(9)=-752
QA%(10)=-6719 : QA% (11) =-16351 : QA%(12)=1083

50006 QA%(13)=4121 : QA% ( 14) =-6659 : QA% ( 15) =-12007 :

QA%(16)=-4671 : QA% ( 17) =-5200 : QA%(18)=8226 :

QA%(19)=15936 : QA% ( 20) =-13026 : QA%(21)=51 :

QA%(22)=201 : RETURN
50007 DEFUSR = VARPTR ( QA% ( 0) ) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN
50008 '*** NOTE — for tape systems, line 50007 should be

Q%=VARPTR(QA%(0)) : POKE 165 26 , Q%-INT (Q%/256 ) *256
POKE 16527, INT(Q%/256) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN

Program Listing 4

1 i*************************************
2 • * *

3 ' * Demonstration routine for
4 '* SCRL - screen scroller *

5 ' * *

g i*************************************

10
20
30
40

5

hi
70
72
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

A$="SCROLL DEMONSTRATION LINE'
GOSUB 50005
FOR J=7 TO STEP -1

QA%(1)=J : QA%(3)=15-J
GOSUB 120
FOR K = 1 TO 16-2*J

GOSUB 50007
FOR L=l TO 10 : NEXT L

NEXT K
IF INKEY$= n " THEN 90

I NEXT J
I END
CLS :FOR K=0 TO 15

PRINT @ K*66, A$ ; K ;

NEXT K
RETURN

i ******** ADD either Program Listing 3
or Program Listing 4

here

Program Listing 5

Listing 3 with Listing 4, you can see the

utility of last month's Restore modifica-

tion. In fact, I originally wrote it for use

with integer array subroutines.

The second program you need to

write runs the USR routine. The begin-

ning of the machine-language program

(which is also the beginning of the ar-

ray) starts with the VARPTR function

and initializes the USR. Initialize the

USR address each time you call the rou-

tine to be sure that Basic has not relo-

cated the array to a new address while
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Program Listing 5 is a short demon-

stration routine you can add to the

beginning of either Listing 3 or 4. If you

use it, you should understand how to set

up and call the integer-array subrou-

tines. You'll see how to change the

scroll routine each time it is called and

its effect on the screen display.

Back to the Question

Having explained so much, I still

haven't answered the original question.

Program Listings 6, 7, and 8 are source

codes from demonstration routines I've

explained over the past several months.

However, each has been padded with

NOPs to work with the integer-array

technique. Program Listing 9 shows the

Basic subroutines needed to access

those demonstrations, complete with

documentation comments. Use Listing

"The strength

of this technique

is the ease

with which you can

change the

machine-language

program.
''

your program was elsewhere.

The strength of this technique is the

ease with which you can change the ma-

chine-language program. Before every

GOSUB 50007 in your main program,

you can modify the values in QA%(1)
and QA%(3), changing the top and bot-

tom of the scrolled area of the screen.

Don't let your program load integers

with erroneous values—the machine-

language routine doesn't include any er-

ror checks. A scroll between lines 3 and

35, for example, is disastrous.

9 to start your own library of machine-

language subroutines. If you want

more, take a look at Lewis Rosen-

felder's book, Basic Faster and Better&
Other Mysteries (IJG Inc., Upland,

CA, 1981).

One word of warning. If you include

more than three or four integer-array

routines in a Basic program, execution

speed might drop as Basic shuffles

around the arrays each time you define

a new simple variable. Since the pur-

pose of machine-language routines is to

speed up your Basic program, you have

to make a choice: live with the slower

speed (never!), reduce the number of in-

teger arrays used (but that leads to

duller programs), or, best of all, define

all simple variables at the beginning of

your program, preferably with a DIM
statement.

Many programmers don't know that

DIM A,B,C is a legitimate Basic com-
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THENEXT STEP

mand. It creates space for variables A,

B, and C in Basic's simple variable table

and helps speed up almost any Basic

program that uses arrays. One further

hint—define the variables in order of

use. Put those used most often first, and

those used least often at the end. Basic

searches from the beginning of the

variable table each time a variable is

used in a program. If the most frequent-

ly used variables are at the beginning of

the table, the Basic interpreter doesn't

have to look as far, and program execu-

tion is faster. For short programs, the

change is unnoticeable; long, complex

programs, on the other hand, exhibit a

significant increase in speed when vari-

ables are predefined.

In the coming months, I will look at

ways to use the "mysterious" low mem-
ory (the bytes that Basic won't let you

use) to enhance your programs.

Write to Hardin Brothers at 280 N.

Campus Ave., Upland, CA 91786, or

contact him through CompuServe. His

e-mail address is 72165, 735.

ARRANGER
100" Mat June Language Disk lnde> Program

for the TRS-80 Model I& 111.

Automatically recognizes ALL major DOS's!

The Arranger is a master index system that

automatically records the names of your pro-

grams, what disks those programs are on and

type ol DOS. Features include

• Automatic single and double density

recognition.

• Accepts 1 DOS, DOS*. TRSDOS,
DBI.DOS, NEWDOS 80, MUl.TiDOS

. . .

• Works interchangeably with Model 111, 1

double density.

• Capacity of 250 disks, 44 filenames disk

• Quickly locales any amount of free

granule'
• Finds ..i program in less than 30 seconds!

• Alphabetizes 1500 filenames in 40 sees.!

• Option to sort by any extension

(/BAS, CMD. ???)

• Easily updates diskettes previously

added with only 2 keystrokes.

• Backup function built in.

• Uses 1 to 4 drives, 35, 40 or 80 tracks.

• Radio Shack doubler compatible

Requires 32k / 1 disk minimum

JUST $29.95
FREE SHIPPING

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Specify: TRS-80 Model number

(If you've added double density to

your Mode; !, please indicate)

TRIPLED SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 642A PERSONAL CHECK
Layton, Utah 84041 VISA OR
(801)546-2833 MASTERCARD

7F00
7F00 00
7F01 21003C
7F04 00
7F05
7F08

010004

Bl
20F7

7F09 36BF
7F0B 00
7F0C 23
7F0D 0B
7F0E 73
7F0F
7F10
7F12 C9
7F13 00
7F14 00

7F15 00
7F16 00
7F17 00
0000
00000 TOTAL

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340

ERRORS

**********************************
* Screen-fill routine to be used
* with an integer array in Basic

ORG 7F00H
NOP
LD HL,3C00H
NOP
LD BC,400H
NOP
LD (HL) , 0BFI1

NOP
INC 11

L

DEC BC
LD A,B
OR C
J R NZ,LOOP
RET
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
END

; PROGRAM IS RELOCATABLE
;FOR PADDING
;HL==> TOP OF SCREEN
;PAD AGAIN
BC=# OF BYTES TO FILL
PAD AGAIN
0BFH= .191

LAST PAD
POINT TO NEXT BYTE
DROP BYTE COUNT
GET MSB AND

MERGE WITH LSB
GO UNTIL DONE
BACK TO BASIC

Program Listing 6

7F00
7F00
7F01
7F04
7F05
7F08
7F09
7F0A
7F0C
7F0D
7F0F
7F10
7F11
7F12
7F13
7F14
7F15
7F16
7F17
7F18
7F1A
7F1B
7F1C
7F1D
7F1E
7F1F

00000 TOTAL

01000
7E
17

3008
17

3805
2F
IF

37
IF
7 7

23
0B
7 a

i<l

20EE
C9

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410

ERRORS

!*****************************<
Flip routine to be used with
an integer array in Basic

ORG 7F00H
NOP
LD HL, 3C00H
NOP
LD BC,400H
LD A, (HL)
RLA
JR NC,GO
RLA
JR C,GO
CPL
RRA
SCF
RRA
LD (HL) ,A

INC HL
DEC BC
LD A,B
OR C
JR NZ,LOOP
RET
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
END

; PROGRAM IS RELOCATABLE
;ADD PADDING
;HL==>TOP OF SCREEN
;AND MORE PADDING
;BC=# OF BYTES TO FLIP
GET BYTE FROM SCREEN
BIT 7 TO CARRY FLAG
GO IF NOT GRAPHICS
BIT 6 TO CARRY FLAG
GO IF MODI I I SP. CHAR.
COMPLEMENT BITS 0-5
RESTORE BIT 6

SET CARRY FLAG TO
RESTORE BIT 7

PUT IT ON SCREEN
POINT TO NEXT BYTE
DROP BYTE COUNTER
GET MSB OF COUNTER

AND MERGE WITH LSB
GO UNTIL DONE
BACK TO BASIC

;END MARKERS

Program Listing 7

Program Listing 8

7F00
7F00 00
7F01 11A01
7F04 00
7F05 2100:
7F08 00
7F09 01001
7F0C 7E
7F0D FE21
7F0F 00

7F10 3801
7F12 35
7F13 23
7F14 0B
7F15 7 8

7F16 Bl
7F17 20F3
7F19 ID
7F1A 20E9
7F1C C9
7F1D 00

00100
00110
00120
00130
00140 ;

00150
00160
00170
00180
0190 LOOP1

00200
00210
00220 LOOP2
00230
00240
00250
00260

270 GO
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
00350

.************************************
;* Melt routine to be used with *

integer array in Basic *

**********************

ORG 7F00H
NOP
LD DE.0A0H
NOP
LD HL,3C00H
NOP
LT) BC,4 00H
LD a, (hl;
CP 21H
NOP
JR C . GO
DEC (HL)
INC HL
DEC BC
LD A , B

OR c
JR NZ,LOOP2
DEC E

JR NZ,LOOPl
RET
NOP

PROGRAM IS RELOCATABLE
PADDING
# OF PASSES TO MAKE
PADDING
HL==>TOP OF SCREEN
PAD AGAIN
BC=# OF BYTES TO MELT
GET SCREEN BYTE
LOWEST VALUE + 1

FINAL PADDING
GO IF DONE
ELSE DEC. CHARACTER
BUMP POINTER
DROP BYTE COUNT
GET MSB OF COUNT AND

MERGE WITH LSB
GO UNTIL DONE
DROP PASS COUNTER
DO WHOLE SCREEN AGAIN
BACK TO BASIC

Listing S continues
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Listing 8 continued

7F1E 00 00360 NOP
7F1F 00 00370 NOP
7F20 00 00380 NOP
7F21 00 00390 NOP
0000 00400 END

;LAST END MARKER

100 TOTAL ERRORS

2 •* *

3 '* FILL, FLIP, AND MELT *

4 '* written as integer-array routines *

5 '* *

g I******************************************

7 '

8 ' NOTE: These routines are written in Disk Basic
9 ' and use the modified RESTORE command presented
10 ' in this column last month.
11 '

12 ' To change for tape systems, lines
13 ' must be modified as follows:
14 '

15 'Q%=VARPTR(Qx%(0) ) :POKE 16526 ,Q%-INT (Q%/256) *256

:

POKE 16527, INT(Q%/256) : Q%=USR( 0) : RETURN
16 'where Qx%(0) is QB%(0), QC%(0), or QD%(0)

18 ' To use without the modified RESTORE, each array element
19 ' must be separately loaded with its appropriate value
20 ' (see Program Listing 4)
21 •

22 •

50010 '**

50011 '

50012 '

50013 '

50014 '**

50015
50016 Q%=0

FILL — fills any portion of screen (or other
memory) with any selected character

QB%(1) = Top of area to fill (15360 = top
of screen)

QB%(3) = Number of bytes to fill (1024 =

full screen)
QB%(5) = ASCII value of fill character

Initialize — GOSUB 50016
Call — GOSUB 50018
DIM QB%(9) : RESTORE 50017 :

FOR I%=0 TO 9 : READ QB%(I%) : NEXT : RETURN
50017 DATA 8448, 15360, 256, 1024, 13824, 191, 2851, -20104,

-2272, 201
50018 DEFUSR=VARPTR(QB%(0)) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN
50019 '

50020 '**** FLIP — complements all graphics on the screen
50021 ' QC%(1) = Beginning of area to flip (15360 =

top of screen)
50022 ' QC%(3) = Number of bytes to flip (1024 =

full screen)
50024 '** Initialize — GOSUB 50026
50025 ' Call — GOSUB 50028
50026 Q%=0 : DIM QC%(13) : RESTORE 50027 :

FOR I%= TO 13 : READ QC%(I%) : NEXT :

RETURN
50027 DATA 8448, 15360, 256, 1024, 6014, 2096, 14359, 12037,

14111, 30495, 2851, -20104, -4567, 201
50028 DEFUSR = VARPTR( QC% ( 0) ) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN
50029 '

50030 •**** MELT — "melts" any portion of the screen, any
number of times with any given lowest
character

QD%(1) = number of passes through screen
(1 to 255)

QD%(3) = Top of area to melt (15360 = top
of screen)

QD%(5) = Length of melt area (1024 = whole
screen)

QD%(7) = Lowest chaacter to melt to + 1 II

(33 = ASCII space)
Initialize — GOSUB 50036
Call — GOSUB 50038
DIM QD%(14) : RESTORE 50037 :

FOR I%= TO 14 : READ QD%(I%) : NEXT :

RETURN
50037 DATA 4352, 160, 8448, 15360, 256, 1024, -386, 33, 312,

9013, 30731, 8369, 7667, -5856, 201
50038 DEFUSR = VARPTR

( QD% ( 0) ) : Q%=USR(0) : RETURN
50039 »

Program Listing 9

50031 '

50032 '

50033 '

50034 '

50035 '**

50036 Q%=

Instai

Assembler
New Versi

The Instant Assembler is a powerful as-

sembly language development system for

the TRS-80, and our new version is better

than ever, if yon are already an assembly
language programmer, its unique design
will greatly increase your productivity. If

you're just getting started, there is no bet-

ter assembler to help you learn machine
language programming. Our new version

includes the following features:

• Immediate assembly which detects syn-

tax errors as source is entered.

• Compact source format that allows you
to write programs nearly three times as

large as other assemblers in the same
amount of memory.
• Produces relocatable code modules that

can be saved on disk or tape and linked

together in memory for large or modular
assemblies.

• Assembles to disk, tape, or directly to

memory for immediate debugging with

the built-in debugger.

• The built-in debugger will step though
your programs one instruction at a time,

showing each disassembled instruction

and its effect on the registers and memory.
• The debugger can use the symbols in

your source code when stepping or disas-

sembling.

• Input and output of conventional source

or condensed INTASM source.

• Assembly and disassembly of un-
documented Z-80 instructions.

• Comprehensive 65 page instruction

manual with many examples.

The Instant Assembler package includes

six separate programs. The assembler it-

self includes the editor and built-in debug-
ger. The Linking Loader is included in

several versions foi differenl memory
sizes. A stand-alone version of the debug-

ger (MicroMind) is also included. Mi-
croMind can be relocated in memory and
has commands to single-step, set break-

points, display or alter registers or mem-
ory, find bytes or words, disassemble to

screen or printer, convert between hex
and decimal numbers, and write SYSTEM
tapes.

INTASM 2.1 is $39.95 for the tape version

and $49.95 for disk (specify Model I or

Model III). The instruction manual only is

$5, refundable with purchase of the pro-

gram. Include $2 postage, and California

residents add 6% sales tax. VISA, MAS-
TERCARD, and COD orders are ac-
cepted. Satisfaction is guaranteed or a full

refund will be made ... «

MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
Box 400-A, Summerland, CA 93067

(805)969-4557

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 31



THE COLOR by Scott Norman

I'd
like to comment on some of the

add-on languages available for the

Color Computer. Sorry I can't over-

whelm you with an all-purpose program

written in one of them, but I do have a

few opinions. Just remember that these

are subjective and subject to change.

Pilots used to talk about "type

hogs"—people who made it a point to

fly as many types of aircraft as possible,

however briefly. I'm a bit of a high-level

language hog. I find new languages aw-

fully interesting, although time seldom

permits me to become deeply immersed
in them.

I've stayed aware of what is available

for the CoCo, though. I've already re-

viewed several languages, Pascal (80

Micro, September 1982, p. 198), Forth

(80 Micro, December 1982, p. 80), and

Random Basic (80 Micro, April 1983, p.

198). I have also done a little digging in-

to C and the Shack's Color Logo, and
expect to spend more time with lan-

guages requiring FLEX or OS-9.

Up to this point, Pascal has been

more trouble than it's worth. I know it's

the prototype of modern structured lan-

guages, but the limitations of the Dyna-
soft implementation (sold by Comput-
erware and Frank Hogg Labs) are too

severe to be easily overcome. The lack

of floating-point variables is trouble-

some, as is the effort required to handle

string input/output and to define screen

formats.

Still, I remain optimistic. My ex-

perience is restricted to the old 16K

package. The situation will improve

greatly if there's ever a CoCo version of

Microware's OS-9 implementation, or

something else that capitalizes on 64K.

Forth continues to intrigue me. It

allows me to think I'm getting close to

controlling the computer without hav-

ing to go all the way to Assembly lan-

guage. Perhaps paying close attention

to the entry positions on the stack and

other details soothes my conscience.

But I seldom program in Assembly

language because I'm not intrigued by
microprocessor architecture.

I think Forth has real advantages for

control applications, an opinion but-

tressed by the history of the language's

development. It is also sufficiently com-

pact so that a 32K computer runs utili-

tarian Forth programs; even 16K can be

useful. The high degree of standard-
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Speculations
about a new
software tool

ization that the Forth User's Group en-

courages hasn't hurt, either.

The Forth package I use comes from

Armadillo International Software.

There are several other vendors,

though, and some of them offer im-

plementations designed to capitalize on

CoCo graphics and other features. You
might want to check them out.

I liked Computerware's Random
Basic from the start, and it remains a

favorite of mine. That 200-decade range

for floating-point variables is invaluable

for a variety of scientific and engineer-

ing problems, and the facilities for

error-trapping and user-defined func-

tions make it a near-professional

language.

Random Basic requires 64K and

FLEX, and it doesn't support high-

resolution graphics. The former isn't

too much of a limitation, as it repre-

sents the only practical way to get an-

other Basic interpreter into a Color

Computer. You couldn't do it in 32K
RAM. The lack of graphics capability is

more serious, and I plan to work on an

interim solution for certain problems.

Suppose I have a Random Basic pro-

gram whose output produces a two-

dimensional array. My idea is to write it

to a sequential disk file, exit Random
Basic, and invoke DBasic.

It should be possible to write a

DBasic program to read the file and

produce a high-resolution graph of the

results. Anyway, that's the plan. I'll

keep you informed, and maybe I'll have

something in time for the science issue

in the fall.

Useful Tools

I have a weakness for software tools;

anything that promises to ease the

mechanics of either programming or

controlling the computer's operating

characteristics gets my attention. One of

my first loves is Soft Sector Marketing's

Master Control keyboard redefinition

package for the Basic programmer (re-

viewed in 80 Micro, March 1982, p. 49).

More recently, I've been getting a lot

of mileage out of another set of tools

with a somewhat different orientation.

The product is a relocatable machine-

language program called Colorkit, the

brainchild of George Ziniewicz at

Arizin Inc. (P.O. Box 8825, Scottsdale,

AZ 85252).

A versatile package, Colorkit pro-

vides 33 commands that increase the

user's control over the machine at run

time, expand the Color Basic editor,

provide convenient access to memory,
and define up to ten function keys.

Colorkit is available on tape and

disk, and requires a little under 5300

bytes of RAM. If you can spare the

room, load it into high memory at the

beginning of a session and leave it there.

It's compatible with the Basic ROMs
so you can EXEC the kit and go about

your programming business, invoking

Colorkit commands as you need them.

You can also load and run other pro-

grams, as long as no memory conflict

exists.

For those of you strapped for mem-
ory, Arizin makes a junior version of

Colorkit called Microkit that requires

only half the memory. In my opinion,

though, the ten commands it omits in-

clude some of Colorkit's most useful.

First of all, Colorkit includes a full-

screen editor that lends a different

flavor to Basic programming. Personal-

ly, I find Extended Color Basic's line-

oriented edit command a bit of a pain.

Full-screen editing is much more conve-

nient for the amount of word process-

ing I do.

You invoke the editor with .SCON
(Colorkit commands are typically three

or four uppercase characters preceded

by a period). The arrow keys control

four-way cursor movement, and you

can replace characters by overtyping.

L'^i^i^^S^iV^-V.'^i^i-J^I^Jiiirtiii^iS
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.

rt BASESCRIPT
FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BYTE, ABLE TO LEAP TALL STACKS, OF DATA WrTtt*
SINGLE PASS AND DEDICATED TO MAINTAINING TRUTHFUL DATA RECORPS
JUSTIFIED POCOMEWTS, AND THE ACL AMERICA* MAILING- LIST !

'

Fast . . . Reliable . . . Flexible . . . Easy To Use
A Full Featured Letter Processor:

Word wraparound, auto centering and matgins, left/

right justification, headers, page numbering,
columnar math, insert, delete, merge, append, on-

screen help, and more . . .

A Mail Merge Program:

Produce single or multiple

"custom" letters with virtu-

ally unlimited selectivity by
zip, sub-category assign-

ment, activity levels, "wild

card" search and more . . .

228

A Complete Mailing List System:

Large and flexible name/address fields including

preferred form of addressing, large comments field,

letters sent, replies received, and activity tracking.

Expanded tracking abilities are user selectable.

Supports foreign zip codes.

A Forms Program:

Create, fill out, update and store your in-house "forms."

Users report finding almost unlimited applications for

this unique feature.

Priced at just $99.95 including 70+ page manual
Shipped on a DOS PLUS® TDOS operating system.

Specify Model I, Model HI, or LNW 80. Postage and
handling $2.50. Out of U.S. $10.00. Florida residents add
5% sales tax. Mastercard and Visa accepted

Micro Systems Software ""Tandy Corporation ™LNW Research

making a name for itself

FLORIDA MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
8106 Rose Marie Circle, Boynton Beach, FL 33437 305-737-9626

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 33



You can open spaces with the

shift/right arrow combination, and

close them with shift/left arrow.

One oddity: The Colorkit cursor has

autorepeat motion, but nonuniform

speed. It visibly accelerates to its max-

imum speed if you hold down an arrow

key. Precise control is an acquired skill.

No scrolling is provided, so if you

want to edit a long program you must

stop the listing after every screen page.

Colorkit' s .PDLY command helps by

controlling the print delay on a char-

acter-by-character basis.

A delay of zero results in the conven-

tional printing speed, while .PDLY9
gives you time for a quick snack be-

tween lines. A single-step mode con-

tinues printing as long as a key is

depressed.

An analogous command, .RDLY,
controls the running speed of a Basic

program. You can imagine how handy

the single-step option is for debugging.

The global search command, .GBL,

enhances the editor's capabilities. It

finds a specified string up to 11 char-

acters long in a Basic program.

If the string is a reserved command
name, though, you must precede it with

a backslash character (shift/clear).

Spaces specify wildcard search char-

acters. If it finds the target string,

Colorkit displays the appropriate Basic

line, ready for editing. You can look for

the next occurrence of the search target

by entering a single period.

The .FN command gives the CoCo's

numeric keys user-defined functions.

You can save yourself a lot of work

when entering a program by using .FN

to set up frequently used sequences up

to 250 keystrokes long.

You program a key by hitting the @,
the =

, and the number of the key itself.

Colorkit responds with "PROGRAM,"
and you enter the desired keystrokes.

These can include blanks that are filled

in later with numerical values, using the

full-screen editor.

For example, a graphics program

might frequently use a sequence like:

DRAW "BM-,~,

Where screen coordinates replace the hy-

phens whenever you use the command.

You can store function key defini-

tions in a buffer below Colorkit itself,

save them, and retrieve them when you

subsequently load the program.

To use a function key, press @ fol-

lowed by the key number. To some ex-

tent, this feature overlaps the functions

of Master Control and Eigen Systems'

Basic Aid, although Colorkit doesn't

replace either of them.

"Colorkit has

a few options

to offer

the Basic programmer

at run time.

"

Every Basic programmer is aware of

the conflict between good programming

practice and efficiency of operation; if

your program is well documented with

REMs and uses lots of spaces for leg-

ibility, it takes up a lot of memory. It

runs slower, too.

Colorkit has a couple of commands
that help: .DELR and .DELS delete

REM statements and unnecessary

spaces respectively. You write and

debug a program in expanded form, get

a listing for posterity, and use the com-

mands to compact everything.

.DELR gives a screen listing of the

deleted lines, and both commands in-

form you of the number of bytes

deleted.

Colorkit has a few options to offer

the Basic programmer at run time. You
can merge programs with it, for exam-

ple. Disk users have always had the

Merge command, and cassette users can

use the well-known PEEK/POKE se-

quences, but these have limitations.

Merge requires ASCII files, and both

techniques require the second program

to have the higher line numbers before

you start. Colorkit' s technique might be

easier.

Load the program that is to be first in

the final product. Make a note of its

highest line number, and enter Color-

kit's .PROT command. This effectively

hides the program from sight and pro-

tects it from being overwritten by sub-

sequent loading operations.

Load the second program, and use

Basic's RENUM if necessary to get its

line numbers into the proper range.

Finally, enter .REST to restore the first

program. The two are now merged, and

you can run or save them as usual.

The .PROT/.REST pair allows you

to protect one program while you work

on another. If desired, you could load,

edit, run, save, and clear out the second

program with NEW while the first one

is under wraps.

NEW doesn't destroy a program in

memory; it just resets certain pointers.

Should you make an error and use

NEW before saving a valuable pro-

gram, Colorkit lets you get it back with

the command .OLD.
Colorkit offers two methods for

melding machine code and Basic pro-

grams. The .DATA command converts

code to data statements and appends

them to an existing Basic program,

while .MMRG merges a Basic program

with a block of memory containing the

raw code. It then returns an address that

a Basic USR statement can use. I

haven't worked with this feature, but it

should relieve the programmer of a lot

of bookkeeping.

The .VAR command produces a list

of numeric and string variables defined

by a running program up to the point at

which you invoke it. This handy feature

tracks down conflicts from reusing a

variable name. .VAR displays the num-

ber of bytes of string storage currently

used and reserved, the top of program

memory, and the available free

memory.
A final pair of run-time commands,

.TXON and .TXOF, give the user con-

trol over the interchange between text

and graphics screens when a running

program encounters certain I/O state-

ments. Normal Color Basic operation is

equivalent to the use of .TXON, which

the Colorkit documentation translates

as Auto Text Screen.

That is, a program reverts to the text

screen when a print or input command
comes up, even if it's been displaying

graphics. If you invoke .TXOF how-

ever, no such switch takes place. You
can then enter invisible commands from

the keyboard.

An example is in order. I wrote

a simple program to generate con-

centric circles in PMODE4 termi-

nated by the kind of endless loop

often used to keep a graphics display

on the screen.

Before running the program, I en-

tered .TXOF. When the circles were

complete, I hit break. Normally, the

display reverts to the text screen with a

break message; this time, the graphics

remained on screen. I could enter key-
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Turn Your
Color Computer
into SUPER Computer

HOT CoCo.The exciting new monthly magazine for the
TRS-80 Color Computer*. It promises to transform your low-end
machine into a high-resolution superstar.

HOT CoCo is the brainchild of Wayne Green, the publisher of
80 Micro. The information in HOT CoCo is first rate with monthly
columns and reviews that focus on valuable money-saving
techniques. Time savers too! Plus problem solving articles on:

•Utilities—patching, aiding, troubleshooting

•Graphics—graphs and patterns

•Hardware—interfacing and enhancing
•Games—fun and strategy

•Programming techniques and tutorials

•Coverage of home use, business,

communications and education applications

Best of all, HOT CoCo is written by users just like you. The
material is always up-to-date and useful. Hardware, software,
books.

. .what's new. . .what's best. . .what works.
All this is yours for the affordably low subscription rate of

$24.97. With pre-payment (check or credit card), you'll receive

a 13th issue FREE! Use the attached order form, the coupon
below, or call toll free 1-800-258-5473.

Turn your mild-mannered machine into a SUPER computer.
Subscribe to HOT CoCo today.

. "\7"r?O f ^ want a subscription

X HO • to HOT CoCo at $24.97.

1 understand that with payment enclosed or credit card order,
I will receive a FREE issue making a total of 13 issues for
$24.97.

MC DVISA DAE DCHECK/MO BILL ME
CARD* EXP.DATE__

SIGNATURE.

1" CoCa

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

| CITY

Canada and Mexico $27.97. 1 year only, US funds. Foreign surface $44.97, 1 year
I only, US funds drawn on US bank. Please allow 6-8 weeks delivery.

HOT CoCo»Box 975»Farmingdale, NY 11737
| 'TRS-80 Color Computer is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

NAME INTERBANK#_

ADDRESS.

STATE. _ZIP.



What do people

who've used thP
NEW amber or green
replacement CRT's

•To the President of Langley-

St. Clair:

"Your entire staff merits applause.

"For three months we've been

trying to get an Orange Phosphor

slow-decay CRT from Tandy,

with zero success, even though

we've spent over $16,000 with TRS.

"Three days after calling you,

not spending a dime with you
previously, we got it. Seventy-two

minutes later, it was up and

working fine.

"Your shipment service is ter-

rific. Your installation guide is

100% clear with accurate step-

by-step instructions and even a

touch of welcome humor.

"This is the first letter produced

with your CRT. After we try it for

a while, we'll probably order two
more for our other TRS-80 Mod
lis. ..from you, no one else.

"Congratulations. Your adver-

tising is accurate."

Rene Gnam
Clearwater, Florida
From an unsolicited

letter ot testimonial

"I recently replaced the old

black & white CRT in my (Heath-

kit) H89 microcomputer with one

of the new Amber non-glare

CRT's sold by Langley-St. Clair

Instrumentation. The decrease in

eye strain was quite dramatic

and I highly recommend the

amber tube in place of either the

plain white or ghastly green that

Heathkit offers...

"I must admit there is one
drawback. Since the amber tube

has a non-glare surface, I can no

longer see people sneaking up

on me."
John Roy

THE COLORKEY

Review in

Buss Newsletter December 1982

LSIS's NEW SOFT-VIEW
REPLACEMENT CRT

FOR THE #-'

FULL STORY
SEE PAGE 43

ansley-St.Clair

^ Instrumentation

Systems, Inc.

132 West 24th St., NY, NY 10011

board commands, however. .PCLS

clears the display, and Run starts the

process over again, with neither com-

mand appearing on the screen.

This feature lends itself to games re-

quiring keyboard inputs while a graph-

ics screen is in place. I hope to apply it

to such a program for a column in the

near future.

(t
, . .software tools. . .

can greatly increase

your control

over the computer. . .

'

To help you keep track of command
entries, Colorkit has a keyclick feature.

The use of .KLON turns on an audio

signal equivalent to Extended Color

Basic's SOUND 234,1 at each key con-

tact closure. You can change the pitch,

with an appropriate POKE. I prefer

SOUND 30,1.

You can customize other aspects of

Colorkit, including the speed of cursor

acceleration during editing, the color

and blink rate of the cursor itself, and

various default delay values. Even the

names of Colorkit commands are sub-

ject to alteration. You can save all such

changes on tape or disk.

So much for my pet programming

and run-time tools. As befits a proper

toolkit, Colorkit also includes a clutch

of commands for examining, changing,

and moving blocks of memory.

.MEM prompts you for an address,

then displays it in hex and decimal,

along with its contents in hex, ASCII,

decimal, and double decimal. That

should satisfy anyone.

That last mode is a 16-bit value equal

to 256 times the contents of the location

in question, plus the contents of the

next address. It's useful for evaluat-

ing pointers in Color Basic's storage

format.

Once you invoke .MEM, you can

romp through memory with the up and

down arrows. You can enter new data

into any cell without a special insert

mode; stop at the address in question

and type away. There is one catch,

though: In general, you should enter

data in hex.

If the value corresponds to the ASCII

code for a keyboard character, you can

enter that character as a string literal in-

stead. You can't enter data in decimal

format, even though the display will

subsequently show the correct decimal

values for hex entries.

.DUMP produces a printer or screen

listing of a specified portion of mem-
ory, but without .MEM's data entry

capability.

.BLOK moves any portion of mem-
ory to a specified section of RAM. You
can set it up as a nondestructive copy

operation, or as a true block move

(assuming the original material is in

RAM, not ROM).
A final convenience, .SAV, displays

the start, end, and execution addresses

of a machine-language program loaded

from tape. The complete display has the

form:

CSAVEM "filename", start, end, execute

If the Colorkit' s cursor is positioned at

the end of this line, pressing enter

makes a back-up tape copy.

If you first delete the C in CSAVEM,
you get a disk copy. This illustrates use

of the editor to perform direct com-

mands (those not contained in a pro-

gram).

Some of Colorkit's commands and

features are more valuable than others,

and consequently I use them most of the

time. The point is that software tools

are fun. They can greatly increase your

control over the computer, making it

easy to perform tedious, difficult, or

impossible tasks.

I expect to continue to report on any

tools that strike me as especially useful.

The Colorkit is available on tape for

$29.95, and on disk for $34.95. The

Microkit costs $2 less in each format.

Thank You

My bleating about the CoCo's key-

board in the first few Color Keys appar-

ently struck a sympathetic chord. A
number of readers responded with key-

board information.

As regular readers know by now, I've

switched to the Micronix keyboard. I do

want you to know that I appreciate the

tips. In this case, publishing lead times

meant that I had my solution before

most of you knew of my problem, but

next time I might not be so lucky.

Scott Norman welcomes reader

response to The Color Key. Write c/o

80 Micro, 80 Pine St., Peterborough,

NH 03458.

80 Micro, July 1983



NEW! QUIKPRO+II for Model 4, I, II, 12, III, IBM-PC, OSBORNE, APPLE II CP/M

Program Generators are here to stay.

These programs, that let your computer
write programs for you are replacing the
need for the average person to learn

programming, hire a programmer or
spend hours searching for the right

applications programs that many times
don't fit. Generators are becoming a
software staple like spread sheets, and
word processors. In fact, Generators are
more useful because they can perform
mote than jus? a single function and
they can actually write a program that
can be used by itself.

What to Look For in
a Program Generator:
1. Easy to Use—a program generator

that's hard to use won't save you
firne or money, in fact, it may even
cost you. QUIKPRO- II is the Easiest
to use.

2. Creates Separate Programs—

a

separate BASIC Program for both
Printing Reports and Filing is

essential to insure easy to follow
clean BASIC Code (not jumbled
up).

3. 100% Customizable—gives you the
ability to make any modifications
you like to the program that it

generates, by providing

documentations listed right in the
program.

4. FREE FORM Reporting with Data
Merge— lets you print information
anywhere you want to. Even print

text anywhere you want to on a
piece of paper.

QUIKPRO+II meets or exceeds all of
these requirements and more.

See for yourself how QUIKPRO+II
stacks up. Here's the part of the
comparison chart our challengers
couldn't show you.

HOW TO ORDER:
Pick your machine type:

doesn't

Comparison Chart
Proven & Tested worldwide by over 3,000 users
Requires you to learn special screen handlers

"

Creates EASY TO FOLLOW Structured Proqrams
READY to RUN in BASIC
Maximum Number of Fields per Screen/Record
Lets you use graphics
Maximum number of calculated fields
Maintains separate Key File
Requires a special Operating System to be used
Uses standard ASCII File structure tor Master Files
Data Easily accessed by other programs
EASY to Follow documentation
Automatically writes a manual for each Filing
Program it creates, if you want it to
Lets you start from a previously created program form
Lets you string search for data in key fields of any
field or anywhere in a file

Prompted Less than, Greater than or equal to on
number fields

SORTS any record field

FREE Indexing utility

Maximum Flexibility in Report Generation contains all these
A COLUMNAL Reports
132 Columns Adjustable Page length
Column totals Adjustable Page width
Custom Headings Record Selectable Reportinc
Multiple line printing and SORTmg
B. FREE FORM Report Designs
Easy to use Free Form Report Editing
Adjustable page length & width
Lets you print both TEXT and DATA anywhere on a page.
(This let's you create memo, custom letters, forms.
Even merge data into your reports)
Unlimited & separate report programs written in the
standard BASIC for your machine
Lets you print a single form, group of forms or all forms
based on record selection from a file.

SORT forms into a particular order.

SUPPORTED & AVAILABLE on all of these machines:

Yes No
No Yes

Yes No
:>9 3?
Yes v es
60 32
Yes No
No Yes
Yes No
Yes No
Yes ?

Yes No
Yes ?

Yes No

Yes No
Yes Yes
Yes No

features:

Yes No

IBM 5150
IBM-PC
IBM-PC XT
OSBORNE Portable
Apple II or lie with CP/M
COMMODORE 64 (Soon)
8" CP/M SD Disk

Yes

TRS-80 Model 4 & II.

TRS-80 Model II TRSDOS
TRS-80 Model II CP/M
TRS-80 Model I TRSDOS
NEWDOS
rRS-80 Model 16

The ultimate Test .....

NO RISK MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Yes

Lets you RUN the Programs on your own computer (No
special disk seals to worry about.) Just RUN it on your
computer. If you like it. keep it. If not ... WE'LL Buy it Back

READ OUR GUARANTEE

No

No

TRS-80 Model III or I SI 49 OSBORNE S 1 49
TRS-80 Model 4 S149 IBM-PC $199
rRS-80 Model II 5189 IBM-XT $199
TRS-80 Model II CP/M S'89 IBM 5150 $199
TRS-80 Model 12 518S CP/M 8" 3D S259
TRS-80 Model 16 $189 Apple II CPM $149

CALL TOLL FREE ANYTIME 24 Hours a Day: VISA /Mastercard or COD
All States except Calif, Alaska, & Hawaii 1-800-824-7888 Operator 120
From Calif call 1-800-852-7777 Operator 120
From Alaska & Hawaii call 1-800-824-7919 Operator 120

BY MAIL: VISA/Mastercard, Check or COD ($4.50 shipping & handling)

Send to: ICR FutureSoft ICR FutureSoft gives you a
P.O. Box 1446, Dept. PCI satisfaction or your money
1718 Kingsley Ave. back guarantee for 10 days
Orange Park, FL 32073 from date of delivery ^ 66
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Tally master 1.2

Prosoft

Box 560

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Models I and III

$79.95

by R. Walter Steur

Chuck Tesler of Newscript fame has

written Tallymaster to fill, the

breach between hand-written account

books and VisiCalc-type programs.

Tallymaster is a program for the indi-

vidual and householder as well as the

businessman.

Tallymaster is a disk-based, machine-

language program for TRS-80 Models I

and III, and the IBM PC. The disk con-

tains the Tallymaster program, a Help

file, four Example files that illustrate the

program's use, and a Household file to

help set up an individual record-

keeping system. You can transfer these

files to a formatted disk or a system disk

with Tallymaster 's transfer utility.

Documentation

The documentation is clear, detailed,

and easily understood by any novice.

The manual is in an attractive 9-by-

7-inch binder and is almost 100 pages

long, including a table of contents and

an index.

The manual has three sections. The

first section describes installation, gives

an overview of the program's uses and

capabilities, and provides a command
summary. The second section is a.four-

part tutorial that describes all the neces-

sary steps to operate the program. It

includes actual practice sessions and ex-
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ample files. The third portion provides

information on disk file formats and er-

ror messages.

The manual guides you through a

quick and easy training session in which

you set up a bookkeeping system,

manage it, and manipulate the figures

and categories. You won't have to be a

mathematician to understand and im-

plement the tutorials, and you'll be us-

ing the program like a pro before you

know it. Chuck Tesler wrote the manual

himself and he did a fine job.

Using Tallymaster

Tallymaster isn't designed to keep

track of individual checks or sales, but

to define and manipulate groups. It lets

you define categories meaningful to

you, rather than to your accountant.

Tallymaster provides 27 worksheets,

each of which contains up to 26 catego-

ries—a total of 702 categories and sub-

categories.

Since you can manipulate worksheets

between different files, you have access

to an unlimited number of categories.

You don't need to use, or even store, all

the categories. You only work with the

ones you define. Ifyou need to increase

the number of categories during a ses-

sion, specify a new category and it joins

the others as ifyou'd defined it from the

beginning.

The first worksheet, containing cate-

gories A-Z, acts as your totals page.

You can total all subcategories (pages

AA-ZZ) to the first page. Each subcate-

gory page has its own totals and subto-

tals that figure into the overall picture

on the first page.

You can generate monthly and quar-

terly reports easily by adding first pages

together into one report file. This pro-

cedure is easier done than said—it's

edited by Janet Fiderio
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fast, easy, and useful.

Defining a category is simplicity

itself: Type the one- or two-letter ID

and a name for the category. The cat-

egory is automatically added to the file.

Suppose you- want a main category of

travel expenses. Type A TRAVEL and

press enter. The program adds the trav-

el expense category to the first category

on the first page.

If you want to separate the travel ex-

penses, go to page AA by typing AA.
Define the subcategories in the same

fashion as the main category. AA
GASOLINE sets up a category for gas,

AB TIRES sets up a category for tires,

and AC TRIP TO RIO sets up a catego-

ry for the trip. You can change subcate-

gories every month if your expenses

change.

You can add, clear, or change catego-

ries at any time. You can even retitle

them without changing the values they

contain. All that remains the same is

that subcategory pageAA always totals

to category A, subcategory page BA
always totals-to category B, and so on.

As an added feature, if you don't

want to total a specific category or



group of categories, you can selectively

skip them. This makes it possible to

keep separate categories or pages of cat-

egories in the file, but out of the cumu-
lative total.

To add an amount to a category, type

the ID and the amount; the sum and
two subtotal levels appear immediately.

To subtract an amount, follow the same
procedure but precede the amount with

a minus sign. See Fig. 1 for an example
of a Tallymaster work sheet.

The subtotals on subcategory pages

are continuously updated on the specif-

ic page, but they are not totaled in the

main category unless you give the total

instruction. You can total these sub-

totals on the main page at any time and
the program only totals them once.

For example, if you have a subcate-

gory for computer software and you
buy a $100 software package, you sub-

tract that $100 from the main category

when you total. After totaling, that

$100 purchase still shows in the sub-

category, but will not be subtracted the

next time you total.

Tallymaster does more than add and
subtract numbers. Its features include

defining expense and income categories;

adding and subtracting numbers to each

category; totaling all or selected sub-

categories to the main work sheet; sav-

ing results to disk and retrieving them
later; printing reports, using selected in-

formation; printing bar graphs in re-

ports; combining ranges of categories

and files; moving, duplicating, deleting,

and zeroing categories; performing a

limited variety of arithmetic operations;

and developing simple projections.

Tallymaster is menu driven. Fourteen
primary commands are available from
the main menu (see Fig. 2), which you
can conveniently access from a work
sheet by pressing break or enter. You
also press break or enter to get from the

main menu to the work sheets.

The Help command gives rather

complete instructions in 21 different

areas. The text for the first topic is 10

screens long. Again, use break to exit

the Help file.

See Figs. 3a and 3b for the secondary

menus for the Math and Move, and Se-

quence/Sort commands. Work sheet

amounts normally appear in decimal
(dollar and cents) format, but the

Integer command shows numbers as in-

tegers (useful for unit sales) and the Per-

cent command shows them as percent-

ages of the overall total.

1 A : PERSONNEL 34851.53 E : OFFICE SUPPLIES 0.00
1 B : MARKETING 20907.66 G : EQUIPMENT MA INT. 0.00
1 S : TAXES 12009.14 N LOAN REPAYMENTS 0.00
ft C : (FFICE SPACE 4955.00 1 PRODUCT MATERIAL 0.00

J : POSTAGE 4212.41 R REFUNDS 0.00
D : OFFICE UTILITIES 3376.95 ACCOUNTING 0.00

H : AUTO/TRAVEL/MEAL 2054.36 T CORP. SAVINGS 0.00
L : DP EQUIPMENT" 673.00 U INVESTMENTS 0.00
P : LEGAL 535.00 V BAD DEBTS 0.00

I Q : SUBSCRIPTIONS 469.00 w DONATIONS 0.00

3 F : OFFICE EQUIPMENT 219.00 X 0.00

J
K : CP SOFTWARE 139.95 Y 0.00

1 M : DP MAINTENANCE 90.00 Z : 0.00

-$j sub-tota 1 : 84493.00

I CATEGORY, AMOUNT/DESCR 1 PT 1 ON => .

I TOTAL: 114178.27; ENTRIES; 92 ID S; LATEST:

Figure 1

naanfmammsat

<*> <*> <*> TALLYMASTER (c) 1983, PROSOFT <*><*><*>

TO RETURN TO THIS MENU LATER ON, PRESS <BREAK>

H - HELP (INSTRUCTIONS)
$ - DISPLAY AS DOLLARS 4 CENTS
% - DISPLAY PERCENTS OF TOTAL
I - DISPLAY VALUES AS INTEGERS

M - MATH AND MOVE
T - TOTAL SIB-CATS TO 1ST PAGE
P - PRINT

R - READ WORKSHEETS FROM DISK
W - WRITE WORKSHEETS TO DISK-
A - ADD A FILE TO WORKSHEETS
S - SEQUENCE/SORT CATEGORIES

Z - ZERO VALUES
C - CLEAR NAMES AND VALUES
Q - QUIT (EXIT TO DOS)

( ANY OTHER KEY TAKES YOU TO THE WORKSHEETS )

SELECT BY LETTER OR SYMBOL => ? .

Figure 2

MATH / MOVE:

C - Copy one range to another (dupl icate)

R - Relocate a range of categories (rove)

A - Add SOURCE range TO TARGET range
S - Subtract SOURCE range FROM TARGET range
M - Multiply TARGET range by SOURCE range
D - Divide TARGET range by SOURCE range

K - Multiply TARGET range by constant frcm KEYBOARD
V - Divide TARGET range by constant fron KEYBOARD

H - HELP

/ - CANCEL

Select by letter => ?

Figure 3a
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Tutorials

A scries of four tutorials provides the

user with excellent examples of Tally-

master's operation as well as experience

utilizing the majority of available com-

mands. The first three tutorials develop

a "Quarterly Summary of Expenses" in

three stages.

A one-page summary, by major cate-

gories, for one month is the EX-
AMPLE 1 file on the disk. A multi-page

These sequences are available:

D - Descending by value
A - Ascending by value
N - alphabetical by Name
I - ascending by category I.D. (normal)

H - r£LP
/ - CANCEL

Select by letter =»> ? .

Figure 3b

WARY CF E^ENSES, < TH QUARTER, 1982 Page 1

TOTAL 0CTCBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

: PERSOWEL 34851.53 11977.65 12064.62 10809.26

: MARKETING 20907.66 7909.00 7401.16 5597.50

: TAXES 12009.14 3960.71 3680.53 4367.90

: CFFTCE SPACE 4955.00 1705.00 1625.00 1625.00

: POSTAGE 4212.41 1390.28 1296.96 1525.17

: CFFICE UTILITIES 3376.95 1051.01 1088.87 1237.07

: AuTO/TRAVEL/MEAL 2054.36 816.62 562.18 675.56

: CP EQUIPMENT 673.00 608.00 35.00 30.00

: LEGAL 535.00 125.00 260.00 150.00

: SUBSCRIPTIONS 469.00 22.00 390.00 57.00

: CFFICE EQUIPMENT 219.00 0.00 144.00 75.00

: CP SOFTWARE 139.95 120.00 0.00 19.95

: CP MAINTENANCE 90.00 0.00 90.00 0.00

: CFFICE SUPPLIES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: EQUIPMENT MAINT. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: LO\N REPAYMENTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: PRCOUCT MATERIAL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: REFUNDS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: ACCOUNTING 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: CORP. SAVINGS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: INVESTMENTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: BAD DEBTS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

: DONATIONS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

** TOTALS ** 84493.00 29685.27 28638.32 26169.41

Figure 4

Automatic Ribbon Re-Inker

Re-ink any type of ribbon (except carbon) for

less than 5 cents.

Extremely simple operation. 1) Load cartridge

or spool. 2) Add ink to reservoir. 3) Start

motor.

We have a MAC INKER for any printer—many
MAC INKER units support multiple printers.

Ink contains lubricant tor sale dot matrix

printhead operation. Multicolored inks

available. Ask for brochure.
Cfiimputer
Friends
100 Northwest 86th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97229
(503) 297-2321

357

Price $54.95' '<'-<

plus $3.00 S&H.
Prices siightly

higher for some
printers. Total

satisfaction or

full refund.-;

Dealer inquirie

welcome

aclnkei

FALCON
MICRO
SYSTCMS

ENERGY ENGINEERING SOFTWARE
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee

Thorough, Interactive Programs in BASIC

• Piping Pressure Drop - $125.00

• Combustion Calculations - $89.50

• Steam Cycles for Cogeneration - $230.00

• Economic Analysis for

Alternative Cycles - $99.50

• Design & Performance of

Shell & Tube Exchangers $135.00

• Cooling Tower Mass &

Energy Balances $99.50

• Condenser Design Calculations - $135.00

TRS- 80 MODEL 1,3 IBM PC

Customized Applications &
HOT LINE Help Available

Check or Money Order

FALCON MICRO SYSTEMS -529

725 PARKVIEW

ELK GROVE, IL 60007 - (312) 439-5429
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breakdown of each major category, still

at the monthly level, is the EXAMPLE2
file. Finally, the EXAMPLE3 file

develops a multi-page quarterly sum-
mary using the high-level totals from
three individual months. The third file

uses Tallymaster's ability to load previ-

ously saved data into different work
sheet locations.

The Print command gives you a

printout of the results, as in Fig. 4. The
Print command is a relatively limited

report generator, but it's simple to use

and presents the desired information in

a clear, useful format.

The fourth and final tutorial uses the

Math/Move facilities to develop a

"Sales Summary and Projection." In

the EXAMPLE4 file, the range of cate-

gories exceeds a single work sheet and
the tutorial shows how the program
handles and manipulates them. Devel-

oping this sales summary is a complex
task involving multiplying by a con-

stant, adding two ranges of categories

together, and multiplying two ranges

together.

ESTIMATED SALES REVENUES — OCTCBER, 1982 Page 1

TOTAL ...10. ..20.. .30.. .40.. .50.. .60.

5089.50 '""""""""""""mimm

1622.50 ******

756.00 ***

3503.60 IHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI

698.68 *»

11670.28

A : FOOTWEAR

C : JACKETS

D : SHIRTS

B : SLACKS

E : TIES

** TOTALS **

Figure 5

The completed sales summary pro-

vides information on unit sales by
product, prices by product, and ap-

proximate revenues by product. If you
only require a revenue projection in

report form, the Print command pro-

vides totals and a bar graph (see Fig. 5).

Be aware that the tutorials are only

guides and you can apply the techniques

as you wish.

By the time you've used these tutori-

als, you are ready to modify the exam-

ples in the tutorials or set up a system

from scratch for your own use. It's

amazing how quickly you can master

Tallymaster. You don't need a text

book and a two-semester night school

course.

Reservations

Nothing is perfect. Tallymaster's

Help command is too detailed for me.
The amount of information in the Help

file slows you down even when you're in

the learning stage. The manual is a bet-

ter place for detailed information.

Tallymaster's price is certainly fair,

although some people might wonder
about spending this much for what
appears to be a simple program. Ac-

C -Compiler for LDOS 5.1
• Integer subset with float via functions

•Standard I/O redirection

• Unix-compatable standard library

• Sequential files with read, write, append
• Extensive installation library

• Generates Z-80 source as output
• Dynamic memory management
• Includes EDAS 4.1 macroassembler
• Over 250 page reference manual

,' See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 41
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tually, Tallymaster has tremendous

depth and is well worth the money.

1 also noticed that there appears to be

a difference between computers that

causes the break and enter keys to vary.

Tallymaster's menus state that the

break key switches pages. On two of the

computers I have access to, a Model I

and a Model III, break has no effect

and I have to use enter instead. This

isn't a problem, but it is contrary to the

instructions. On my other Model I, the

break key works as it should.

Recommendations

You should know that Prosoft is

noted for their fine software support.

They are polite and helpful, and will

answer your questions to your satis-

faction.

Tallymaster has cut my bookkeeping

time by about a third. I can do my quar-

terly taxes in half the time I needed be-

fore, and 1 save at the end of the month
when I balance the books. It's all done

in seconds! I still keep a set of written

books, but I have balanced to the penny

every time I've compared the two.

I recommend Tallymaster to every

user who wants a good, easy, accurate

bookkeeping system, and to anyone

interested in home or small business

budgeting and bookkeeping. It provides

all the necessary features. If you've

been looking for just the right program

to handle your bookkeeping work, give

Tallymaster a try.

• *••
The Epson FX-80
Epson America Inc.

3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance, CA 90505

$695

by Dan Bishop

When I received my new Epson FX-
80 printer (see photos), I was anx-

ious to see how it compared with the

earlier MX-80 and MX- 100 printers.

The printer came out of the box in

five parts, including a 190-page opera-

tor's manual, an ink-ribbon cartridge,

?MWW

Epson 's new FX-80 printer.
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the printer, a hard plastic separator (to

snap behind the platen to separate the

incoming paper stream from the outgo-

ing stream), and a plastic printer lid that

prevents paper entanglement and re-

duces printer noise. The printer does

not come with a connect cable for the

computer; order this for the specific

computer you plan to use with the

printer.

Except for its height, the FX-80 is

somewhat larger than the MX printers.

It weighs 16.5 pounds and measures

16.5 inches wide, 13.7 inches deep, and

3.9 inches high. It comes with the stan-

dard Centronics-style 8-bit parallel male

connector, although other common
printer ports are available. The printer

is enclosed in a cream-colored hard

plastic case.

The FX-80 supports both friction-

feed and tractor-feed applications, as

long as your fan-fold paper's sprocket

holes are between 9.5 and 10 inches

apart. The optional tractor-feed attach-

ment accommodates paper widths from

4 to 9 inches.

Once the pin-feed sprockets are ad-

justed for paper width, loading the pa-

per is almost effortless. Hand-feed pa-

per (from the top, center) down behind

the roller until its advance is blocked.

Use the line-feed button to guide it until

it comes around to the front, already

engaged in the sprocket pins. A roll

paper holder is optional.

Beware of CPS

The first thing I did when I hooked

the printer up to my computer was to

run several print-speed tests. After all,

one of the FX-80' s selling points is its

print speed of 160 cps—twice that of the

MX-80 and MX- 100 printers.

Figure 1 shows the resulting print

speeds I obtained, using a three-line

Continues on p. 45



"THE RESULTSARE IMPRESSIVE. .
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"

—Dennis Kitsz, 80 Microcomputing: 12/82

Langley-St. Clair's* Soft-View

Replacement CRTs
eliminates the strobe,
flicker and fatigue
from TRS-80's:

Now you can upgrade your monitor with
the new medium persistence green or
amber phosphor tube.

State-of-the-art systems such as IBM™
and Apple III™ do not use the less costly

"P4" B&W display tube because it is

actually intended for TV viewing and its

rapid strobes (60 times per second)
cause irritating eye fatigue.

Mo amount of "green plastic" will solve
this problem. But the new SoftAfiew
CRT display tube from Langley-St. Clair

will.

Available in slow decay Green or medium decay
"European Amber" (the standard in Europe)

- Made with Lead/Strontium impregnated glass that

stops X-ray emission.

Of high-contrast face glass that also stops most
G.V. radiation.

Available in frosted glass with extra Anti-Glare
benefits.

• Easily installed...comes with pre-mounted
hardware.

Warranted for one full year against manufacturing
defects or tube failure.

1 The finest quality double-dark glass phosphor
fields to produce dramatic contrast.

Ideal for Word Processing and Programming, yet
fast enough for Games and Graphics.

lsis Soft-View™CRTs
*GN42 Green Phosphor $79.95
*GN42G Green Phosphor w/Anti-Glare $89.95
*OR34 Amber Phosphor $89.95#OR34G Amber Phosphor w/ Anti-Glare $99.95

also available:
#R22G Red Phosphor w/Anti-Glare $139.95

0*6220 Blue Phosphor w/Anti-Glare $139.95

Plus: $7.00 for packing and UPS Shipping
$17.00 for Overseas. Parcel Post or UPS Blue Label

Add Sales Tax where applicable.
(Inquire about the CRTs we have available for
many other computer models)

For MasterCard and Visa Orders only, call

I C*C*X i \J i \J 212/989-6876)

ngley-St. Clair Instrumentation Systems, Inc.
2 West 24th St.. New York, N.Y. 1001

1

"* fl«8ER Pw»> _

FL «CKER . iff.00" NOT

^462

Actual unretouched photo.

* World's largest supplier of upgraded replacement CRTs.
Soft-View. IBM. Apple and TRS-80.and trademarks of LSIS, IBM. Apple Computer and Tandy Corp
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Choose a
Quality Computer Services
hard disk system for your
old or new microcomputer

I. Because it is

ultra-reliable and
warranteed to stay
that way.

2. Because it offers
up to 40 mil"
bytes of high-!

performance.

. Because you'll

et the best ...

a little less.

A hard disk drive from Quality

Computer Services is compatible with

just about any microcomputer, including

those listed at the right. So rugged

that hundreds are operating on five

continents—including many remote

sites where service is not available.

When you buy one you get a free

warrantee for a full year. (It's free

because we don't think you'll ever have

to use it.)

I earn more about QuCeS hard disk

systems—choice of 6, 1 2, 20 or 40

megabytes; easy hookup; expansion and

backup options; new removable 5

megabyte Winchester disk; high-

performance specifications; and name of

nearest dealer.* just return the coupon.

Or if you prefer, call or write QuCeS.

• Dealer inquiries invited.

Quality Computer Services
1 78 Main Street

Metuchen, New Jersey 08840

Please send me:

More information.

Name of dealer.

LJ Call me at

( )-
Name <*.

Title

Company

Address

It's nice to know that QuCeS prices are

very competitive. Our price for 20

megabytes for example, including I -year

warrantee, attach software and all hard-

ware, is just $2999.

Choose QuCeS
when you
want the

for

little less

QuCeS hard disk systems are

compatible with Apple lid?;,

Epson ™, Heath/Zenith "\ IBM®,
TRS-80® I, II, III, XVI, Osborne
many SI 00™ based, and most
other popular microcomputers.

NEW!
Optional cartridge disk for on-line/

off-line backup storage of up to

5 megabytes per cartridge.

178 Main Street a Metuchen, New Jersey 08840

Toll-free number: (800) 63 1 -5944 ^48

201/548-2135
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Continuedfrom p. 42

Basic program to print out 100 lines of

text containing 80 characters each, us-

ing some of the different print modes
available on the FX-80.

The results disturbed me enough that

I decided to time the print-out rate for

the self-test diagnostic built into the

printer. This bypasses the computer en-

tirely. Unfortunately, the results were
the same. This made me question the

actual print speed for the older MX
series. I hooked up an MX-100, rated at

80 cps, and ran the same Basic program
I used before. The MX-100 operated at

just under 60 cps! So, while the FX-80
doesn't even approach the 160 cps ad-

vertised, it is about 2/3 again as fast as

the old MX series.

New Features

The FX-80' s dot matrix grid is in-

creased from 9 dots by 9 dots to 1 1 dots

(wide) by 9 dots (high). This new pat-

tern accommodates one of the more ex-

citing features of the new printer

—

proportional spacing. The letters i and 1

Normal Pica Mode: 98 cps
Normal Pica,

Double Strike : 3 5 cps
Normal Pica,

Emphasized : 25 cps
Compressed Pica : 97 cps

Fig. I. Results of timing tests with the FX-80
and MX-100 printers.

occupy less horizontal space on a line

than before; conversely, letters m and w
use more space. The resultant copy
looks neater and more professional

than the MX type.

The "emphasized mode" also im-
proves the text's appearance. This
feature is preset by positioning one of
the readily accessible DIP (dual in-line

package) switches, so the printer

defaults to emphasized mode when you
turn it on. Or, it can be selected with a
software command from the computer.
While print speed is sacrificed in the

emphasized mode (see Fig. 1), it pro-

duces higher quality print by striking

each line of print twice. This darkens

the characters and widens the dots so

that more overlap occurs, improving

character resolution.

The "double-strike mode" is a dif-

ferent approach to enhancing the ap-

pearance of printed characters. Here
again, a line of print strikes a second
time over the first, but only after the

paper is advanced 1/216 inch. This vir-

tually eliminates spaces between the

dots. And for a truly bold effect, use

both emphasized and double-strike

features.

As with the MX printers, the FX-80
lets you define a variety of print sizes.

The four commonly used sizes are con-

densed (132 characters per line [cpl],

normal [80 cpl] , condensed enlarged [68

cpl], and enlarged [40 cpl]). Since

subscripts and superscripts are sup-

ported, you can combine one of the op-
tional character fonts with the sub-

This is *n exanple o< nomal ELITE size print.
This is an example of normal PICA size print.
This is an example of normal PICA ITALICS print.
This is an exatple of nornl ELITE ITALICS print.

This it an txaaplt of doubl i-ttrl ki noriil ELITE print.
This is an example of doubl •-tri ke normal PICA print.
This is an example of emphasized normal PICA print.
This la an example oi emphasized, double-strik* normal PICA print.

•* HIHrlH print.

This is an eitfle of cotpressed norial PICA print.

This is an example of normal PICA print.
This is compressed enlarged PICA print.This is «sr-t 1 arged != I C*^ print.
MMMM WWWW iiii 1111 Normal sized emphasized PICA print.
MMMM WWWW iiii 1111 Proportionally spaced emphasized PICA print.

Fig. 2. Sixteen ofthe more than sixty different combinations ofprint size, printfont, and bold-
ness characteristics available with the Epson FX-80printer. Note especially the quality ofthe double-
strike elite, the emphasized pica, and the proportionally spaced emphasized pica examples.

script/superscript mode to produce
several sets of "super-compressed"
character.', as well.

The FX introduces a new feature, the

"elite" size type that prints in either

normal mode (96 cpl) or enlarged

modes, (48 cpl). Add these sets to the

italics character sets and your printer

almost doubles as a typesetting ma-
chine. See the sample lines in Fig. 2.

The addition of 2K of built-in RAM
on the FX printer lets you redefine any
of the 256 possible CHR$ codes to cor-

respond to a character of your own
design. With these down-load charac-

ters (distinguished from the ROM char-

acters described earlier), you can design

a complete Greek or Russian alphabet

set and store the customized character

set in RAM. Switch back and forth be-

tween the sets at will.

Any figure or design can be stored as

a down-load character. Since the ROM
character set is also easily transferred

to the down-load area of RAM, you can
redefine only one or two of the normal
characters, and keep all of the rest

intact.

The ROM character generator built

into the FX offers nine different nation-

ally oriented character sets. For exam-
ple, the French set gives you an accented

a and u, two accented e's and a

c circumflex, while the Spanish set

gives you an inverted question mark
and an n tilde. Other foreign-lan-

guage character sets include Italian,

German, Swedish, Danish, and
Japanese.

Figure 3 shows some of the interna-

tional characters defined in FX ROM.
Use the Backspace command to back-

space over a letter and insert a caret,

tilde, or umlaut.

Another useful feature is a command
that lets the printer interpret CHR$
codes from 0-31 and from 128-159 as

printable characters rather than control

codes. This defines down-load charac-

Aaa tab AaAa £*£*

6d dodo 0&0# Hit uiluii

Nnffn Ll £ ¥¥ ££ f3fl

n \ o \cj \ i> /

Fig. 3. Examples of international characters

built into the Epson FX-80 ROM Character

Generator.
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ters using CHR$ codes not normally

available.

Additional Text Features

As with the MX series, you have

complete software control over vertical

spacing by specifying when the printer

receives a line-feed instruction. Similar-

ly, the left and right margins can be

specified using software control, as can

the horizontal tabs.

The FX has a reverse-feed capability;

you specify how many 216ths of an inch

you want the paper to move backwards.

This gives you a tremendous amount of

".
. . any software written

for the MX printers

should work

on the FX-80."

latitude in format control for special ef-

fects and the like.

80-7/83

Discover the convenience of telephone consultation. Find out about

software before you buy. Over 2,500 programs to choose from at discount

prices -including all of the most popular business and professional software.

Choose the purchasing plan that's right for you.

Whether you are buying for a corporate division or for your personal

computer, 1TM can give you discount prices on all software. Select the ITM
plan that best fits your needs:

~|f
Expert selection advice and discount prices.

P Avoid costly mistakes in software purchasing. ITM helps you select

f| the software that is most compatible with your other software and

best suited for your ap plications.

ITM members receive unlimited consultation and our lowest

discount prices on software. And members receive special services

like demonstration privileges, quantity discounts, research reports,

newsletters, and regular product updates. Credit terms are

available for qualified members.

For large organizations.

ITM's national account program is specifically tailored for large

organizations who expect to purchase more than $20,000 worth of

software per year. Included are quantity and volume discounts

and employee participation. Specialized research and consulting

services are also available.

3
Buy from our large inventory at low prices.

Call for availibility and special offers. ITM offers you low pnces but

without the services we give members. Cash or credit card only.

Call us now. Make software buying simple for you.

Call toll-free today.

(800) 334-3404
In California

(415)284-7540

Please send me information on the plan checked below

:

Plan !.

' Plan 2. COMPANY NAME

Software Division
936 Dewing Ave, Suite E,

Lafayfette; CA 94549-4292

^289

Plan 5. ADDRESS

CITY/STATL//.IP

HTM, 936 Dewing Ave., Suite E, Lafayette,CA 94549-4292

Graphics

The Graftrax package is a standard

feature with the FX series. It has com-

plete pin-fire control, making it possible

to construct intricate dot-imaging

graphics. In fact, this Graftrax package

is expanded beyond the original's

capabilities.

Where the MX series let you define

graphics using 8 pins, the FX printer

gives you the choice of defining graph-

ics using either 8 pins or 9 pins. This

choice makes the FX compatible with

the software written for the MX, pro-

viding even greater versatility for the

FX programmer.

Two additional commands are avail-

able for the FX as well. One doubles the

speed of dual-density, bit-image graph-

ics. The other command prints graphics

in quadruple-density mode. Bit-image

data can appear at 1 ,920 print positions

per 8-inch row.

Conclusion

As far as I can determine, all of the

commands available on the MX-80 and

MX-100 are identically defined with the

FX-80. Thus any software written for

the MX printers should work on the

FX-80.

While the documentation is not in-

tended for beginners, it is a definite im-

provement over the MX-100 manual

that first appeared on the market. A call

to California assured me that Epson

was working diligently to produce re-

vised manuals to accompany the FX
printers. However, if you have worked

with CHR$ codes before, the current in-

struction manual should present no

problems.

The FX-80 printer is not as fast as I

had hoped, but the added functions

convince me that the new FX-80 is a

worthwhile upgrade of the MX series

printers and is well worth the list price

of $695.



wt is the,year2186. You areaboard the

Jjnining vessel Starcross, in search of
rare black holes you hope to harness to

provide energy for civilkation andcash
for you. Youare the captain and sols

voyager on the Starcross, with the ex:
ception of your ship's computer.

Suddenly, the mass-detector alarm
goes off, alerting you to a nearby mass.
This could be your big break. On the

other hand, it could be the beginning of

a wild goose chase, the likes of which
are enough to make you swear off

black-hole mining forever. It depends
on how well you play the game.
The game is Starcross, Infocom's

first science-fiction adventure game. It

comes in an innovative flying saucer-

shaped package that includes a map of
the galaxy and necessary directions.

Like Infocom's other games, Zork I

and II, Starcross requires a TRS-80
Model I and III with 32K ofRAM and a

disk drive. It is designed to let you re-

spond with complete sentences, rather

than just one- or two-word commands.
Starcross has an impressive vocabulary,

even though it occasionally tells you
that it doesn't understand a certain

word, even when it has just used the
word itself.

As you begin your adventure, you re-

ceive assistance from your on-board
computer, an obstreperous piece ofma-
chinery that insults you if you act

against its advice, ignores you if it feels

like it, and corrects your language when
you curse it.

You must address the computer di-

rectly by saying, for example, "Com-
puter, what is our status?" or "Com-
puter, set course for Mars," and so on.

This becomes tedious after a while.

Navigating the M.C.S. Starcross is

tricky at first; a special notice has been
added to the package to explain it more
fully.

Once you arrive at the mysterious

mass, the real fun—and frustration

—

begins. The mass, you discover, is not a

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

black hole after all, but a huge space

vessel containing several small worlds

and a variety of bizarre alien creatures.

They include an enormous, talking

spider (that is as boring as he is large),

an alien chieftain (with an eye for your
spacesuit), and a giant slithering grue
(Grue Vulgaris) that kills you if you ac-

cidentally stumble into its lair.

Upon entering the vessel—and this

takes a little time—you discover that the

ship and its inhabitants are in some kind

of trouble. You must figure out what is

wrong and correct the problems before

it's too late.

As you play, the game records your
moves and gives you points for making
the right ones. When you leave the

game or get killed, it ranks you based on
how well you performed. Rest assured,

you will be a Space Cadet for a long

time before you complete the game.
There are a few things to remember

while playing Starcross. You should

learn how to usethe commands that let

you save and restore a game position so

that you won't have to start from
scratch every time a move gets you
killed or leads you to a dead end.

Although Starcross is loaded with de-

scriptive detail purely for literary value,

many of the material objects presented

have some significance to the game. If

anything is presented that you can pick

up and take with you, take it—just

in case.

Since all the action in this game takes

place aboard spaceships, your move-
ment is denoted by Fore, Aft, Port, and
Starboard commands. This takes some
getting used to.

The package states that the game
takes about 35-40 hours to complete,

and you will undoubtedly pull out your

disk in disgust many times before you
reach the end. But, this game is a mas-
terpiece of sophisticated programming,
with enough challenge, variation, and

adventure to keep you coming back for

a long time.

What do people
who've used the

NEW amber or green
replacement CRT's
say about them?
"...Anyone could easily install

this replacement CRT. The in-

structions are clear, simple (if not
over simplified), and complete. At

no time during the installation

was I confused or lost. It even
worked the first time I turned it on.

"I believe the orange (amber)
phosphor is a great improvement
over the standard monitor. Often
I sit at my computer for several

hours at a time and I can really

tell -the difference between the-

two monitors...

"The (Langley-St. Clair Soft-View)

CRT is an excellent product and
makes the TRS-80 an even better

computer."
Mark Renne
Review in 80 U.S.

"The instructions...are in pleas-
ingly plain English, and I was
able to install the CRT in about
twenty minutes, even though I

had never performed such a task

before. The difference in the

display is most gratifying; it has
a much more 'professional' ap-
pearance, the contrast is much
better, and it is definitely easier
to use for sustained periods of

time. The last item is particularly

important, since my TRS-80 is

mostly used for word processing.
"Again, thank you very much

for your excellent service in pro-

viding me .with a product which
is everything it was advertised to

be, and which makes my com-
puter more useful... I will not

hesitate to recommend your fine

product and company to other
TRS-80 owners."

J. Kimble Rigney
Columbus, Ohio

LSISs NEW SOFT-VIEW
REPLACEMENT CRT

FOR THE *

FULL STORY
SEE PAGE 43

Langley-StCIair
0;.«0 Instrumentation

• Systems, Inc. ^
132 West 24th St., NY, NY 1001

1-800-221-7070
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CIRCLE COMPUTERS
15% DISCOUNT ON MOD l/lll SOFTWARE
FROM BIG FIVE & SOFT SECTOR MKT.

PROGRAM TAPE DISK
Cyborg 13.55 16.95
Frogger 16.95 19.50
Outheuse 13.55 16.95
Bounceoids 13.55 16.95
Crazy Painter .13.55 16.95
Weerd 16.95 16.95
Catapillar 13.55 16.95
Panik.: .16:95 21.90

Vexus .

.'
: 16.95 18.65

Rally...: 16.95 18.65

Sneak Thief 16.95 18.65

MUCH MUCH MORE
CALI F0 (

< FREI CATALOG

M0D3 I6KLV2 850.00
M0D3 48K 1 Drive 1395.00
M0D3 48K 2 Drives 1650.00
LYNX MODEM . 235.00
TANDON 40tk with ps and case . . . 199.95
REVERSE VIDEO MOD1 11.00
LOWERCASE FOR M0D1 11.00
D0SPLUSM0D3Ver.3.4 127.00

MON.-FRI.' 8AM-5PM
SAT. -SUN 9AM-7PM

WRITE OR CALL
CIRCLE COMPUTERS

P.O BOX 108

Lowell. MA 01853
(617) 4 ;)3-1%3

Certified CK/MO/COD/CREDIT CARD AC-
CEPTED. ADD S2.50 S/H 1.50 extra for

COD.

^148

REVIEWS

LET YOUR
HOME COMPUTER
SUPPORT YOU

(For as. little as $20 per month!)

Use your home computer to select

and time stocks, options and com-
modities .

Timing charts and
model portfolios updated daily

(actual 12 month performance com-

puterized and logged daily)

:
: Over 4.000 securities on-line

24 hours, 7 days
r 21 years of testing/credibility

: : In use now by traders.

brokers & investors

n Cost based upon usage
(as low as $20 per month!)

Whether you trade $5,000 or

$5,000,000 our SCC 90 information

service is designed for you! ^272

For information, call (51 6) 757-8638

or write John Lambert or Ron Olsen

Securities & Commodities Corp
Box 521, Northport, N.Y. 11768

Name

Address

City.

State Zip.

Phone.

• •••

BT-10O0 Expansion Interface

Color Computer
16K-64K
$270 including buffered cable

$300 with 8K internal RAM

BT-1020 Real Time Clock/Calendar

Color Computer, with or without

BT-1000

$109

Basic Technology

P.O. Box 511

Ortonville, MI 48462

by Scott Norman

Two Color Computer add-ons make
intelligent use of the bus signals

available at the Color Computer's car-

tridge port. The BT-1000 Expansion In-

terface lets you attach up to five

peripherals to the bus (disk controller,

ROM packs, or experimental boards).

The BT-1020 Real Time Clock/Cal-

endar keeps track of time, day, and

date. You can continuously display this

information, record it on FLEX data

files, or use it in real-time control appli-

cations.

These well-made Basic Technology

products have solder-masked printed

circuit boards, gold plated connectors,

and other nice touches. You can use the

BT-1020 independently of the BT-1000,

but you'll probably need both for so-

phisticated control applications. I'll

start with the BT-1000, the heart of the

system.

The BT-1000 Expansion Interface

You can think of the BT-1000 as a

straightforward extension of the Color

Computer's bus, providing five addi-

tional sockets housed in a gray plastic

enclosure. The box also contains a

power supply, sockets for additional

RAMs, and memory decoding circuitry.

It connects to the Color Computer via

a 40-conductor cable whose free end

terminates in buffered-drive circuitry.

This end is housed in a cartridge that

plugs into the computer's ROM pack slot.

Memory decoding is the real key to

the BT-1000's power. In the normal

memory map of a 32K Color Com-
puter, everything up to address 32767

(7FFF hexadecimal [hex]) is RAM
available to the user.

The next 16K belongs to the Color

Basic ROMs, and the cartridge port

addresses occupy yet another 8K,

49152-57343 (COOO-DFFF hex). (That

leaves 8K unaccounted for in the 64K
address space of this machine, but

that's why you have FLEX.)
That limited address space is where

the trouble begins. You can't hang a

bunch of peripherals onto the cartridge

port, wire them in parallel, arid expect

good things to happen.

As soon as the computer tries to ac-

cess any address between C000 hex and

DFFF hex, each of the outboard chips

tries to put its own data onto the bus.

This is called bus contention, obviously

a no-win situation. At best, one

memory chip might have a sufficiently

strong signal to override the others and

get its data through to the CPU.
But how could you guarantee that

that was the chip you wanted to read?

Furthermore, it's possible to damage
the weaker chips in the fight.

Any C0C0 bus expander must settle

such disputes and designate a particular

peripheral as the real location of any

specified address, with the ability to

change this assignment under operator

or program control. That's what mem-
ory decoding is all about.

The BT-1000 handles this in several

ways. A small toggle switch on the left

side of the unit determines whether the

BT-1000 or the Color Computer itself

handles the decoding above C0O0 hex.

You might leave memory decoding to

the computer if you use FLEX or the

new C0C0 utilities. Their all-RAM
Type 1 memory configuration requires

computer control.

The toggle switch is not well marked
on the BT-1000 review sample. The

manual is fairly clear, but the setting

positions should be marked on the case

itself.

The BT-1000's expansion slots are

numbered 1 through 5, with the first

slot nearest the input cable connec-

tor. Since the BT-1000 plays an active

role in memory decoding, the slots are

not wired identically.

For example, only the first slot con-

nects to the CART signal (interrupt

input that detects the presence of a car-

tridge) at pin 8 of the expansion connec-

tor. If you have a ROM pack or other

peripheral intended to autoexecute, the

first slot is the place for it. The disk con-

troller is a common candidate for this
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position, although it is not an autoexe-

cution cartridge.

Since the other four expansion slots

lack the CART connection, cartridges

plugged into them have no immediate
effect when you turn on the CoCo. If

such cartridges contain ROMs, you can
copy their contents into RAM or ex-

amine them where they stand. You can
execute any programs they contain with

an appropriate EXEC command, taking

precautions to avoid bus contention.

Such precautions involve another sig-

nal line that the expansion slots do not
share equally. This is the chip enable,

CTS, located on pin 32 of the con-

nector. Normally, it decodes addresses

between C000 hex and FEFF hex (deci-

mal 65279) and turns on the appropriate

ROMs in a program pack. When the

BT-1000 is activated, however, the CTS
lets the user select one of several

peripherals.

Jumpers within the BT-1000 let the

user separate expansion slots 1 , 2, and 3

from 4 and 5 as far as the CTS signal is

concerned. The memory map's upper

16K is divided into a pair of 8K seg-

ments, referred to as CTSLO (sockets

1, 2, and 3, addressed at COOO-DFFF
hex) and CTSHI (sockets 4 and 5,

EOOO-FEFF hex).

Alternatively, you can decode the

CTSHI addresses as belonging to an
additional quartet of 24-pin integrated

circuit (IC) sockets within the BT-1000.

You can populate these with 4K by 8K
EPROMs, or 2K by 8K EPROMs, or

RAMs.
The CTS signal activates a particular

chip. Whether it responds to a par-

ticular range of addresses depends on its

internal structure. That's why you can

put 2K or 4K chips into the same socket.

The BT-1000 contains several jumpers
and DIP (dual in-line package) switches

that designate the memory map in use.

The manual is fairly clear on their inter-

action, although it requires more back-

and-forth paging than I'd like.

With a little planning, the user can
partition the upper end of the CoCo's
memory range into several easily man-
aged segments. He can then employ
them for disk controllers, parallel

printer interfaces, resident monitors or

other utilities, and for experimental

boards to interface with the outside

world.

This is no small achievement; the

Color Computer is not designed for

control applications, and its bus is

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

neither standard nor readily accessible.

The BT-1000 is not for the beginner.

It requires reasonable familiarity with

digital electronics to realize its benefits.

This is particularly true to avoid con-

flicts between the Radio Shack disk

controller and other peripherals due to

incomplete internal address decoding of

the controller's registers.

The BT-1020 Real

Time Clock/Calendar

You can use the BT-1020 with the

BT-1000 or plug it directly into the Col-

or Computer's cartridge port as a stand-

alone peripheral. At the least, it adds a

touch of big-machine class to the

CoCo's operation. When exercised, it

plays an important role in real-time

monitoring and control applications.

The BT-1020 is housed in an enlarged

ROM pack cartridge like that of the

Radio Shack disk controller, and is built

around the Motorola MCI 468 18 IC.

The computer's 5-volt power supply op-

erates it, although after eight hours of
operation its internal NiCad battery is

sufficiently charged to operate the unit

independently for about two weeks.

Major features include:

• Time, day, month, and year displays

with 12- or 24-hour options

• 100-year calendar with leap-year

compensation

• Daylight savings time compensation
• Periodic alarm feature

• Time and date information available

from specific RAM locations in binary

or BCD formats

• Maskable interrupts available at

specified times of day, at specific rates,

or at the end of the clock update cycle

• Relocatability via jumpers on the PC
board.

As received, the BT-1020 is con-

figured to occupy addresses FECO-
FEFF hex, although with a pair of in-

ternal jumpers you can move it to any
one of four 64-byte blocks with start-

ing addresses between FEOO hex and
FECO hex.

The BT-1020 provides 50 bytes of
available RAM and 14 bytes devoted to

time, data, and control information.

The MCI468 18 has four internal

registers that control the mode of
operation and can determine the unit's

status.

To demonstrate typical applications,

a sample cassette with three programs is

included, together with complete source

code listings.

$22.50
(PER BOX OF 5VO

1 side/D Density

Verbatim (MD525-01)

$19J b Scotch
Cleaning

5V4" and 8" Kits —

DISKETTE-JUNCTION
stocks a complete

line of 3M magnetic media
including 96TPI Quad Density.

Call now to order the Scotch
diskette for your equipment.

TOLL FREE
800-321-5134

Ohio Residents Call

216-676-5640

DISKETTE JUNCTION
5918 Smith Rd.

Cleveland, Ohio 44142

WE ACCEPT
VISA • MASTER CARD

CHECKS • MONEY ORDERS • COD.
• Add $3.00 for shipping & handling.

• $2.00 EXTRA for U.S. Mail delivery

• $3.00 EXTRA for COD.
• Ohio residents add 6.5% sales tax.

Authorized Distributor *"W it
Information Processing Products Oiwl
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What do people
who've used the

NEW amber or green

"...I now have a happy com-
puter with a pretty orange, non-

glare screen and Langley-St. Clair

has a very satisfied customer who
would not hesitate to recommend
their products and services again...

"Thank you, Langley-St. Clair!"

Ed Feins

Union, New Jersey

REVIEWS

ftorn un$ol'C>l9<J '

"...I decided to try out the

Langley orange (amber) unit, a

color that is popular in Europe.

The results are impressive, not

only because the image is crisp

and well defined, but also because
of a subtlety in the phosphor
itself - it decays (fades from the

screen) slower than the screen is

refreshed. This means that the

usual screen flicker is gone, and
your eyes and brain can relax

through more hours of comput-
ing. Also, the annoying screen

glitches (due to CPU accessing)

are significantly reduced.

"The tubes are not very expen-

sive ($80 for green, $90 for amber,

and more for the soon-to-be-

released blue and red) and are

shipped with excellent instruc-

tions. I installed my unit in less

than a half hour. There is no

soldering, only the removal and
replacement of a few bolts and
the tube socket..."

Dennis Kitsz

80 Applications Column
80 Microcomputing

LSIS's NEW SOFT-VIEW
REPLACEMENT CRT

FOR THE
FULL STORY
SEE PAGE 43

Lansley-St.CIair
-, Instrumentation

Systems, Inc. -"62

132 West 24th St., NY. NY 10011

1-800-221-7070
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Timeset is a Basic program that in-

itializes the time and date when the
;

BT-1020 goes into operation. It

prompts the user for the order and for-

mat of the information. For instance,

2:15:30 PM appears as 14/15/30.

You must experiment when using this

program, since the number of prompts

makes it difficult to get the BT-1020's

clock off to an accurate start.

Timerd is also written in Basic,

although it contains data statements

used for a machine-language subroutine

to read the time and date registers. Once
you load Timerd, the Run command
displays the time, day, and date in the

upper right corner of the screen. There

is one such display per run.

The third program, Shwtimb, is in

machine language. It continuously

reads the BT-1020 and displays the up-

dated time and date in the upper right

corner of the screen. The registers are

updated every quarter of a second,

although the time display changes only

once a second.

The display is in reverse video, with

the format for 2:57:06 PM on March

26, 1983 taking the compact form:

14:57:06

03/26/83

The program is written in position-

independent code, so you can load it in-

to high memory and leave it there.

You can leave Shwtimb running

while you write Basic programs. A long

program line will not overwrite the

time/date display on the screen, but in-

formation entered from the keyboard

while programming makes its way safely

into RAM.
Switching to a graphics mode elim-

inates the BT-1020 display, but the real-

time clock continues to run. The display

returns as soon as you re-establish the

text mode (by breaking a graphics pro-

gram, for example). Once Shwtimb is

executed, you can halt it only by reset-

ting the interrupt enable through a

specific PEEK/POKE combination

detailed in the manual.

The program listings and documenta-

tion provide the user with the elements

for adapting the BT-1020 to timing and

control applications. In Basic, you must

interrogate the memory location corre-

sponding to the BT-1020 register of in-

terest, AND or OR the data with a suit-

able bit mask, and make some decision

based on the result.

Summary

Like the BT-1000, the BT-1020 is

most effectively used by those with

some knowledge of the Color Com-
puter's inner workings. Many hobbyists

have such knowledge, and I'm not sug-

gesting that these products would in-

terest only computer engineering pro-

fessionals. But their implementation is

complicated.

The products are generally well

made, and the documentation is suffi-

cient to give you a good start. Given

some degree of experimental inclina-

tion, you can significantly expand the

flexibility of your Color Computer.

• ••••
SeeBee (For Model II)

Systems Enhancement Engineering

P.O. Box 40215

Indianapolis, IN 46240

$59.95 plus $3 shipping

by Charles R. Perelman

SeeBee (Systems Enhancement En-

gineering Boot Error Eliminator) is a
blessing for vintage Model II owners,

specifically those who have 32K units

with a serial number before 32001700

and 64K units with a serial number be-

fore 64036930. Radio Shack began cor-

recting a Model II boot-up problem in

mid- 1982, but local Radio Shack deal-

ers estimate the cost to upgrade at a

minimum of $120 to install a replace-

ment board and cable. If your TRSDOS

manual advises you to insert a terminat-

or plug in your extra disk port and

warns you that your expansion drives

must be turned on before booting a

disk, you need SeeBee.

The alternative is to plug SeeBee into

the computer port, and your cable from

the expansion drive into SeeBee. No ad-

ditional parts, cables, or installation are

required. You no longer get boot errors,

and the noise level is reduced because

the extra drive isn't running.

With SeeBee, if your program tries to

access another drive, TRSDOS error

message 8 warns you that the expansion

drive is not ready. (In CP/M you get a

similar result.) Switch on the other

drive, insert the disk and continue with-

out incident. You save wear and tear on

additional drives while you work solely

Continues on p. 53



Unprecedented Offer

Call

OMIKRON
for further

details

«H 5)8*5-8013CmVI $139
Limited Time Only

This package
includes:

MAPPER III/48K

CP/M 2.2

MBasic-80

CP/M: THE SOFTWARE STANDARD
* CP/M presents an industry-standard software inter-

face Programs designed to run under CP/M can run on all

CP/M computers

* CP/M is available for almost every computer on the

market, including IBM, Xerox, Apple, Commodore, DEC, NEC,

Tandy, and many many more.

* There are thousands of CP/M programs available -

word processors, languages, data bases, and applications.

No single manufacturer, not even Tandy, Apple, or IBM,

could ever develop and support this much software.

* With hundreds of software developers competing
for a place in the CP/M market, CP/M programs will continue

to get better and cost less

CP/M: POWER AND VERSATILITY
* The majority of business and professional computers

offer CP/M. CP/M programs tend to be state of the art

in every respect

* CP/M means reliability and dependability. Over the

years, CP/M has evolved into a mature, sophisticated, and
thoroughly debugged product. There are no hidden

surprises with CP/M

* With CP/M and TRSDOS, your TRS-80 can run twice

as much software as other computers. You get to choose
the best from both worlds.

* CP/M offers far more versatility than TRSDOS CP/M
computers are available that offer hard disks with tape

backup, multi-user capability, multi-high speed
processors, and many other features. There is a CP/M
computer to meet all your future needs.

CP/M: SAVE TIME AND MONEY
* unlike TRSDOS, CP/M programs can be transferred

to your next CP/M computer. All of the money you spend
on CP/M software can be considered an investment in

the future.

* Your old TRS-80 will never be obsolete with CP/M.

When you buy your next computer, your TRS-80 can serve

as a completely compatible home or backup unit.

* With CP/M, you can effectively master your new
computer before you buy it You will not need to relearn

operating procedures, rewrite programs, re-enter old

data, or learn new applications programs

* With all of these advantages, CP/M is simply the

most powerful and cost-effective product you can add to

your TRS-80. CP/M conversion easily pays for itself in time

and money saved

OMIKRON CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
* Save Now—omikron's hardware prices are the lowest

in the industry. However, with Omikron, hardware savings

are only the beginning. Omikron also sells a variety of

CP/M software products for use with our CP/M adapter.

Our special software prices can easily save you $1000

or more on the finest, most popular CP/M programs
available.

* save Later—To help our customers afford the cp/m
software they require, omikron has formed Cougar, our

official users group. With Cougar, Omikron can arrange to

purchase CP/M software products at high volume dis-

counts. This allows us to offer our customers surprising

discounts on top quality software products Over a years

time, many of our cougar members save hundreds of

additional dollars on software purchases.

•Cougar products and prices are available only to Omikron hardware purchasers

OMIKRON PRODUCT INFORMATION
* omikron products are designed for years of trouble-

free operation. All Omikron printed circuit boards carry

a life-time warranty"to the original purchaser.

* Omikron products are designed for simple, plug-in

installation. No soldering or modification to your TRS-80

is required.

* The Omikron CP/M system features a sophisticated

set of utilities and drivers designed to optimize and
enhance the use of CP/M on the TRS-80.

* Over the years, Omikron, has sold thousands of

CP/M adapters. Our products have been highly praised in

reviews in Byte, interface Age, SoftSide, 80-US, Desktop

Computing, 80 Micro, and many others Reviews are

available on request.

OMIKRON'S PRODUCTS
• Mapper I/48 - 48K CP/M for the Model I

• Mapper I/64 - 64K CP/M for the Model I

• Mapper iu/48 - 48K CP/M for the Model III

• Mapper IH/64-64K CP/M for the Model III

• Mapper ll - 8" drives for the Model I

• CP/M software including: WordStar, MailMerge, Super-

Sort, Microproof, Electric Webster, COMMX, and, CBASIC

New PrOdUCtS: (available 2nd quarter 1985 I

• 8" drives for the Model III

• 24 x 80 screen for the Model ill
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OMIKRON Products that set Precedents

1127 Hearst Street, Berkeley, CA 94702 (415) 845-8013

TRS-80™ Radio Shack/Tandy Corporation Wordstar™ Micro Pro CBASIC II, CP/M™ Digital Research



Put64KCP/M 2.2 in your
TRS-80Model ID and tap into

2,000 business progra
Now you can run programs such

as WordStar, dBASE II,

SuperCalc, MailMerge and vir-

tually thousands of other CP/M-
based programs on your TRS-80
Model III.

CP/M 2.2 is the industry stan-

dard operating system that gives
you access right now to over
2,000 off-the-shelf business pro-

grams.
Our plug-in Shuffleboard III

comes with 16K of RAM, giving
your Model HI the power of full

64K CP/M 2.2 without inter-

ference of the ROM or video
memory. In fact, the Shuffleboard
will appear transparent in the
TRS-80 mode and will not inter-

fere with any DOS operation.

READ and WRITE Osborne,
Xerox and IBM personal
computer software plus many
more popular formats.

Unfortunately, there is no stan-

dardized CP/M format for 5 V*

"

diskettes. But we have developed
a way to READ/WRITE and RON
standard programs under the
following single-sided formats:
Osborne 1 S/D, Xerox 820 S/D,
IBM PC* D/D for CP/M 86 only,

Superbrain D/D, Kapro II D/D, HP
125 D/D and TeleVideo D/D.
•Will Read and Write Only.

Easy plug-in installation.

It's so simple. The Shuffleboard
III plugs into two existing sockets
inside your Model III. There are no
permanent modifications, no cut

traces and no soldering. You'll be
up and running
in minutes.

New Products.
80 x 24 VIDEO BOARD: Features

dual intensity screen, programmable
cursor control for block, underline &
blink rate, on-board bell with audible
keyclick, battery-operated real time
calendar/clock, full ASCII character

set plus 256 special character
graphics, dual RS-232 outputs and
composite video output.

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER: Now
you can access 5 '/<» " and 8" floppy

disk drives in any combination up to

4 drives of S/D density, S/D sided.

Tap into a wealth of CP/M software
which comes on 8" IBM 3740 format
or Pickles & Trout CP/M for the Model
II.

SOFTWARE: Additional CP/M soft-

ware programs are available. Call or
write for details.

OEM and DEALER inquiries
invited.

The Shuffleboard III comes fully

bumed-in and tested complete
with 64K CP/M 2.2 and MBASIC
80 interpreter, plus software
manuals and a first class user's

manual — with a 1-year limited

warranty and 15-day no-risk free

trial — for only $299.

See the Shuffleboard III at

your dealer's now.
Once you see what the Shuffle-

board can do for your Model III

you'll want one at once. If your
dealer does not yet stock the
Shuffleboard have him give us a
call. Or send check, money order,

VISA or MASTERCARD number
(sorry, no COD's) plus $5 shipping
per board ($17 outside the LISA &
Canada)* directly to the address
below. Cal. residents please add
sales tax. Credit card purchases
can be phoned in directly and
we'll ship from stock.

(415) 483-1008
*Air mail shipments to Canada & all other
countries.

m memory™
merchant

14666 Doolittle Drive San Leandro, CA 94577

(415) 483-1008

WordStar & MailMerge are trademarks of MicroPro.

SuperCalc is a trademark of SORCIM.
dBASE II is a trademark of AshtonTate.

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation,

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Continuedfrom p. 50

with the built-in drive. And SeeBee acts

as a terminator plug should you need to

take your expansion drives in for repair.

System Enhancement Engineering

unconditionally guarantees the unit for

90 days. If, after that period, you have a

problem, the SeeBee will be repaired for

'SeeBee performs

as represented.

It's a better

mousetrap. . .

"

a flat service fee of $10.

SeeBee performs as represented. It's

a better mousetrap and makes your

Model II more enjoyable. The peace of

mind from eliminating the potential loss

of valuable data and programs makes it

well worth its price.

• • • Vi

ENBase
Southern Software/

Allen Gelder Software

Box 11721

San Francisco, CA 94101

$140

Model I and III

by Wynne Keller

ENBase (ENB), formerly called Elec-

tric Notebook, is the first inexpen-

sive relational data base marketed for

the Models I and III.

Relational data bases have a unique,

logical approach to data structure: They
consider the fields of an ordinary data

base as sets of related data. Data is tied

together according to your specifica-

tions, rather than by an arbitrary record

number that the program assigns. No
repetitious data uses up valuable disk

space, but relational data bases are slow.

ENB comes on a formatted disk that

runs with TRSDOS. A convenient utili-

ty program on the disk rapidly transfers

the data base programs to your
TRSDOS system disk.

Owners with only one drive can use

ENB. Unlike many data bases, ENB
is pleasant to use on a single drive.

Prompts appear for switching disks,

and once you load the program, you
don't need to change disks again.

ENB is supposed to work with most
operating systems; however, some
problems with DOSPLUS have not yet

been resolved. I used the program on

NEWDOS80.

Data Structure

Organizing your data correctly is cru-

cial, and sometimes difficult. I'm going

to explain organization in considerable

detail, to clarify the differences between

ENB and other data bases I have re-

viewed. I'll discuss cataloging a mineral

collection as an example.

A mineral has a name, perhaps quartz.

It was found at a particular location.

You describe the location using a mine
or quarry name, which is in a county, in

some state, in a country.

To keep records on the collection,

you assign a unique number to each

specimen. In a conventional flat-file

data base, each category represents a

field. In a relational data base, each is

called a set.

Suppose you have 10 specimens from
Dunton Gem Quarry in Oxford Coun-
ty, Maine. To complete an entry for

the first specimen, you must include

all the information. On the second

".
. . ENB allows

data manipulation

that would be impossible

in many other programs.

'

specimen, ENB's differences become
apparent.

In a regular data base, the second

specimen requires an entry in every

field, just like the first. In ENB, you
need only the specimen number, speci-

men name, and mine name. The pro-

gram recognizes Dunton Gem Quarry

and therefore knows the county, state,

and country are the same as before. It

doesn't ask for them again.

Entering repetitive data in regular

data bases is not as difficult as this de-

scription implies, because quality pro-

grams usually have a special keystroke

sequence that automatically repeats pre-

viously typed data. The point here is not

time saved, but disk space saved. Fur-

thermore, the relational structure al-

lows more flexibility.

One example of this flexibility is that

you can approach data from any angle.

It is possible to type in all the mine data

at one sitting, then type in the names of

various minerals some other day and
link them together with the specimen

numbers. You can use any set as a

starting point to enter data, but some
are not very useful depending on how
the sets are linked during data-base

initialization.

You can add a new set at any time,

without harming or restructuring the

existing data. Most data bases do not

allow this, or make it difficult to

accomplish.

If the initial minerals data base had
no information on the size of each spec-

imen, you could later add the set "Size"

and link it to specimen number. There-

after, the program requests the size each

time you add a new number. You can

also type in sizes for all the specimens

already in the data base.

Finally, ENB allows data manipula-

tion that would be impossible in many
other programs. If a data structure prob-

lem seems to require two or more data

bases tied together, a relational data

base might solve the problem.

For example, Maine has many miner-

al sites. A particular group of minerals

occurs at each location. Some of the

minerals are quite rare and hard to

identify.

I wanted to make a list of each miner-

al that could occur anywhere in the

state, and maintain information to help

identify it, such as color, hardness,

and crystal form. In addition, I wanted

a list of every quarry in the state, and all

minerals known to occur in that quarry.

Ideally, the printout of minerals at

each quarry should show the mineral

names and the identification data for

each on the same list. In most data

bases, this set-up requires a lot of work.
If tourmaline occurs in 25 locations,

you would have to enter the identifica-

tion data on tourmaline 25 times.

Such a task is not worthwhile—better

to run this problem as two separate data
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bases and shuffle printouts. With ENB,
the project becomes feasible using sets

for quarry names, mineral names, crys-

tal forms, hardness, and description.

ENB's features eliminate work duplica-

tion and provide printouts with the

name and description of each mineral

that occurs at a location.

Initialization

After planning the data structure on
paper, you must initialize the program.

I had no difficulty visualizing my sets

and layout on paper, but molding the

program to follow this layout was an-

other matter.

The author of ENB provides a com-
plete sample data base and a tutorial.

The disk tutorial shows each data-base

screen as it goes through the sample

application of a school classroom
schedule. If you have a question about

what is happening, press clear at any

time and you'll see a separate page of

explanatory text.

Three disk tutorials explain using the

program, setting up the program, and
defining reports. In concept and execu-

tion, the tutorials demonstrate creative

use of a computer to assist and instruct

the user.

The manual is spiral-bound with a

soft cover and has high-quality dot-ma-

trix type. It includes a five-page index

and a complete table of contents.

The first part of the manual explains

the tutorial and describes the school

data base in detail, with occasional ex-

amples of business applications like in-

voicing. This program was developed in

England, so the school system is a little

different from that in the states, but

there's enough detail to make the exam-

ple reasonably clear.

The manual includes hints for ana-

lyzing your own data structure and
describes several pitfalls. Even so, struc-

turing the data base is difficult, time-

consuming, and frustrating. You have

to try various approaches to find the

one that produces the desired results.

The trick is to select the proper features

and define the correct relationships

among the sets.

Each set's optional features include

closed, datavalue, number, uppercase,

and shorthand. You cannot add new
members to a closed group. Datavalue

means you can add members to the set

freely, without a query from the

program.

The number feature restricts entry to
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numerical data and associated special

keys. The uppercase feature converts

any entry to uppercase. Shorthand al-

lows abbreviated entries for searches;

"tourm" lets you find the set member
tourmaline.

You define the relationship between

one set and another by selecting the cor-

rect constraint. The four types of con-

straint are single, required, belongs, and
secondary. For example, a city can have

only one state, but a state has many
cities. You define the set city as having

an attribute (a related set) called state,

which needs the constraint single.

The set state also has an attribute

"Initializing this data base

is difficult;

it requires patience

and determination,

but the results

are worth it.

"

called city, but you cannot use

single as a constraint because the state

has many cities. This sounds clear

enough on paper, but as you try to enter

information into the program, it's easy

to become confused about whether

you're describing the connection from

city to state or from state to city.

If you use required as a constraint,

you must make an entry when typing

the data. Since each city must have a

state, you might want to insist on one by
placing the required constraint on the

attribute state of the set city.

Belongs and secondary are even more
complicated. These two attributes help

establish parts of a group (belongs) and
relationships that are unimportant

(secondary).

After initialization, trial runs estab-

lish whether the data structure is cor-

rect. A typical problem might be getting

the program to ask the right questions

at the right time when you enter data.

As I typed specimen numbers into the

program, I wanted to add the name and
locale for each. At first, ENB asked for

one number after another. If I mis-

spelled a mineral name, the program
automatically added it to the set without

checking to see if the name matched

previous data.

I eventually solved each of these

problems and many more by changing

features, constraints, and links among
sets. Initializing this data base is dif-

ficult; it requires patience and deter-

mination, but the results are worth it.

Using the Program

ENBase is designed for accuracy and

efficiency. You can make the program
check data as you enter it. It is possible

to add records from several directions

—

you can name any set as the starting

point.

When you add to the set mine, the

program asks you for a mine name.
After you type it, ENB compares it with

the mines already on file. If the mine is

new, you can add it or back out.

If you misspell the name or capitalize

a letter incorrectly, the program does

not recognize it as a name on file. Back
oinV and reenter the name correctly. If

you think the program should recognize

the name and you cannot see why it

doesn't, request a list of the mines

already on disk.

Once you add the mine, the program

requests specimen numbers from it.

Each number is checked as you type it,

so you can be certain no duplicate num-
bers exist in the collection. (If you don't

want the number-checking feature, ini-

tialize the set numbers to have the fea-

ture datavalue.) With each new num-
ber, you can enter a specimen name.

It's difficult to make errors with this

system, but should one occur, you can

fix it by entering the set involved and

renaming the incorrect item. If the er-

roneous item is connected to more than

one other item, the correction is made
for all items.

In most data bases, if you have the

wrong state initials for Arkansas, you
would fix each affected record by se-

lecting and correcting them one at a

time. With ENB, a global change is un-

necessary because only one Arkansas

entry is on the disk, regardless of how
many cities connect with it.

In a regular data base, deleting a

record deletes all the information, not

just one field. In ENB, the deletion of

an item in one set triggers deletions in

other sets. Some are automatic dele-

tions, while others are optional. It

depends on the connections established

between different sets.

Sorting is never necessary with this



"% $ BMywonde
Ifyou bought my accounting
it's good news.

Ifyou didn't, ifs agood reason to b
You're probably growing. My software keeps
growing too.

I've tinkered with it right along, improving
it constantly. My accounting systems now work
for CP/M, TRSDOS and MS/DOS (the IBM PC).

It's a natural outgrowth of my support. Talk to
a few thousand users on the phone, and you
get a few new ideas.

Early on, I resolved that none of my customers
would suffer if they bought a system before I

improved it. So I've made this offer ever since I

started over four years ago:
No matter when you bought, I'll upgrade any of

my accounting systems to its latest capability on
the same machine for $25. If you've upgraded your
machine, I'll give you a replacement system for

either $25 or the difference between what you paid
for your software originally and the price ofthe new

software. If you've gone from a TRS-80 Model I to a
Model 11/16 or an IBM PC, say, you get a full credit
for whatever you paid me for your Model I systems.
Just send me your old disks and I'll send you the
new ones.

It's this simple. If you ever buy any of my
software, you'll never lose your investment.

I wish the whole world were that simple.

Taranto
& ASSOCIATES, INC

Model I, Model III and Model 4 systems: Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, General Ledger, Inventory Control, Invoicing, Payroll.

Model II, Model 11/12/16, CP/M and IBM PC systems: General Ledger,
Accounts Payable/Purchase Order, Accounts Receivable (Open Item or

Balance Forward), Payroll/Job Costing, Inventory Control

Post Off;,::,:; Box 6216, 121 Paul Drive, San Rafael CA 94903. Outside
California, toll free (800) 227-2868. In California, (416) 472-2670.

CP/M ::i a trademark of Digital Research Corporation TRS -i

,- See List ol Advertisers on Page 35!)

id TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corporation. MS/DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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data base. ENB places all items in

sorted order as you enter them.

Math functions are virtually unavail-

able in ENB, except additions (totals)

in a set during a report. However, a

program to convert data for VisiCalc is

on the disk. It is possible to send ENB
data over to VisiCalc, perform calcula-

tions, and return the updated file to the

data base.

This is far less convenient than doing

simple calculations within ENB. An in-

ventory application, for example, is dif-

ficult to implement since obtaining price

times quantity figures or percentage

markups is time-consuming.

You can send reports to the screen or

a printer. The formats are versatile and
fairly easy to establish. Alternatively,

you can save them to disk for later reuse

or editing.

When you first establish a set, you
also specify a set width. This is the

screen display width, not the number of

characters you can type. The simplest

reports use the screen display width for

each set. However, as a screen is only 64

characters wide and a printer 80 or 132

characters wide, you might want to alter

the display width for some reports.

If any item exceeds the allotted

width, the program truncates it on the

right side. If the number of characters

selected does not fit on a single line, the

excess is not printed; there's no wrap-

around to a second line. You cannot

print any multiple-line formats, such as

labels.

This is a potentially serious flaw, al-

though you wouldn't want to use this

program for a mailing list anyway. If

you need multiple-line reports, you must
write a Basic program to access the data.

I especially liked the appearance of

reports because there's no entry dupli-

cation. Groups of data stand out clear-

ly. Selection of the first set for the

report is very important because that set

orders the data.

For example, to see all mines alpha-

betically, place the mine name first. To
group mines by country and state, you
must place the country set first. The
report prints the country name, then

each state alphabetically, then each

mine in the state, also alphabetically.

You can place sets in any order on
the line.

You can use selection criteria for

reports. This program has the most so-

phisticated selection criteria I have en-

countered in any data base. Virtually
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any complexity is allowed; any logic

possible in Basic is possible in this

program.

This includes logical AND, OR,
NOT, range, greater than, less than, not

equal to, equal to, instring, wildcard,

and searches on the right side of a data

string. The default search is a simple

AND relationship among sets, so you

don't have to understand the sophisti-

cated searches until you need them. The
manual is clear and you shouldn't have

problems using this power when you

need it.

"This program has

the most sophisticated

selection criteria

I have encountered

in any data base.

Virtually any complexity

is allowed;

any logic possible

in Basic

is possible in this program.

"

You can specify the line at which

printing begins by selecting some partic-

ular set member as the report's first

item. You also control the number of

lines per page and the pause at the end

of each page. You can have page breaks

whenever a new value is in a specified

column, and you can total numerical

columns.

ENB allows stopping in the middle of

a report to manipulate data, a particu-

larly useful editing feature. The data is

grouped on the screen according to

some search criteria, and you can easily

edit it. After that, continue to the next

page, quit entirely, or do some other

unrelated job and finish the report later.

Thirty pages of the instruction manu-
al discuss writing programs to access the

data in ENB. I have not studied this or

tried to write a program. Any user-

Basic program replaces the ENB menu
manager and uses the provided ENB
Access Method, in machine language,

to manipulate the data.

You can use Scripsit or any word pro-

cessor that reads an ASCII file to access

or change ENB data. This is also a fast-

er way to place new data in the data

base because it greatly reduces disk ac-

cess. You place a few simple control

codes on each line, with semicolons sep-

arating each set's data.

Capacity of this program depends on

disk storage and the number of items

(objects) in the sets. The distributor says

that the program holds 65,280 objects.

Each object can be up to 110 bytes (or

characters) long.

ENB files can span several drives.

Each time you begin using the program,

you specify which drive has the most

free space. The file grows evenly and

gradually on all available drives. A
four-drive system could fill disk capaci-

ty before reaching the object limit, if

most objects were near the 110-byte

limit.

Conclusion

ENB is fascinating. I like its efficien-

cy and method of handling data. I also

like the double-checked entries and the

program's attention to accuracy. The
ability to add new sets after you've es-

tablished the data base is also very

useful.

The uncluttered appearance of re-

ports, the sophisticated search func-

tions, and the VisiCalc/Scripsit inter-

faces are among the many assets of this

quality program.

Speed is the program's greatest draw-

back. I used the program on an LNW
that runs at 4 megahertz, twice the

speed of a Model III. I found the speed

acceptable for important tasks, but

unacceptable for mundane jobs. This

distinction is important. ENBase is not

an all-purpose program; don't try to use

it for 2,000 names on a mailing list.

Save it for complex interactive data

management, where speed is less impor-

tant than sophistication. Clock speed-

up kits are available for the Models I

and III, and might be worth considering

if the slow speed bothers you. Since disk

access causes much of the waiting time,

speed should be no problem with a hard-

disk system.

The other major drawback is the dif-

ficulty in initializing the program. You
might spend weeks trying different ap-

proaches. On the other hand, many
data bases are unable to handle tasks

that ENB does with ease. If you have

such a task, the time you spend getting

ENB running is insignificant.

Continues on p. 60



New Release
Now supports Mailing Lists, Form Letters,

"ZAP-PROCESSING", and 18 more printer drivers.

STILL ONLY
$69.95
IF YOU STILL THINK YOU
HAVE TO SPEND $200 FOR A
GREAT WORD PROCESSING
SYSTEM, THEN YOU NEED TO
READ THIS AD!!The Magnificent

WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
For the TRS-80 Model I and III

Supports over 50 different popular printers includ-
ing OKIDATA Microline 80, 82A, 83A, 84A, Qume,
Centronics 737, 739, Radio Shack Line Printer IV,

VI, Daisy Wheel II, EPSON MX-80, MX-100, Graftrax,

Graftrax Plus, Gemini-10, Gemini-15, NEC PC-
8023A-C, Spinwriter 5510, 5515, 5520, 5525, C. Itoh

Prowriter 8510, Starwriter FP-1500, F-10, Tec 8500R,
Smith-Corona TP-1 , Brother HR-1 , COMREX Com-
Riter CR-1, IDS Microprism 480, and Diablo 630.

Supports proportional space right-margin justifying

on Centronics 737, 739, Radio Shack Line Printer IV,

Daisy Wheel II, Graftrax Plus, NEC PC-8023A-C,
Spinwriter 5510, 5515, 5520, 5525, C. Itoh Prowriter
8510, Starwriter FP-1500, F-10, and Diablo 630.

Powerful Mailing List and Mail-Merge capabilities

for personalizing standard legal documents and
Form Letters, handling infinite number of data
records per run, infinite number of data fields per
data record, and data fields as large as up to 1000
characters each.

Brand new feature called "ZAP-PROCESSING",
allows you to display and edit any type of data or
program file in "ZAP" (byte-hexidecimal) format.

Any character or symbol your printer can print, even
dot graphics, can be used in mid-line printing with

the Special Character feature.

Written in fast Z80 machine language with type-
ahead key-stroke buffering for speed typing.

Single key-stroke control of all editing functions
for ease of use.

Continuous on-screen display of word count, line

count, and free memory count.

Superscripts, subscripts, underlined, bolded, ex-

panded and condensed type styles - combine and
intermix within a line.

Automatically justifies and word-wraps on the screen
as you type.

Search, Replace, and Global Search and Replace.
Odd and even page user-definable headers, footers,

and page number lines, with automatic page
numbering.
User-definable linespacing, sheet size, top, bottom,
left, and right margins.

Move blocks of text and copy blocks of text from
disk, to disk, and within the text.

Examine disk directory on any disk and kill files

while editing.

Powerful full-screen editing features for EDTASM
and BASIC files, including automatic renumbering
of lines.

Built in function to dump contents of screen to

printer.

Print-previewing formats text, inserts headers,
automatically numbers pages, etc. on the screen
without printing it on paper.

Page by page pausing capability for sheet fed

printers.

Supports both parallel and serial printers.

Printer control code access.
Works with NEWDOS, NEWDOS80, TRSDOS,
MULTIDOS, LDOS, and DOSPLUS - Single or
Double Density.

Compatible with most all available spelling checker
programs.

GUARANTEE
Many word processing systems claim theirs are the best, but few would dare guarantee them.
Not us! We are confident that ZORLOF is the most useful word processing system on the market

for under $200. If you don't agree, return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Add $2.00 shipping & handling. Florida residents add 5% sales tax. Checks require 3 weeks to clear banks.

SEE YOUR LOCAL
DEALER OR CALL (305) 259-9397 VISA

ANITEK SOFTWARE PRODUCTS P.O. BOX 1136 MELBOURNE, FL. 32935 (305)259-9397

*• See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 57
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We now are featuring quality disk drives.

From
Tandon — Siemens — Remex — MPI — Teac

Prices start at $199.95

with Power Supply and Case.

Drive a Hard Bargain

Super Sale on
We have rewritten the book on Hard Drives. Our hard drives

are the fastest (DMA available soon) the most versatile

(Newdos,
A
Dosplusf and Ldos

c
drivers), the most adaptable,

(runs on the Model I and Model III using the same adapter),

but, we must admit, it is the lowest (in cost that is) starting at

$1,395.00 for a 12 meg. (unformatted) primary and $695.00
for a secondary system. All systems come complete with power
supply, case, cables and software drivers.

Warranty — one full year. Callfor more dt

TOLL FREE ORDERING
1-800-343-8841

Dealer in{

SOFTWARE

GENERALand TECHNICAL
1-617-872-9090

ntt&i

TERMS:
MG/Vlsa/Amex and personal
checks accepted at no extra charge.
C.O.D., please add $3.00.

Shipping: Please call for amount.

One Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 872-9090
Hours: Mon. thru Fri 10 am to 6 pm (E.S.T.)

Sat 10 am to 5 pm
Copyright 1983 ° A ""Apparat Inc.

B "Microsystems Software Ir

C "Logical Systems Inc.

S3AIHQ MSIQ S3AIUCJ X$\Q S3AIHQ NSIQ S3AIUCI NSIQ S3AIUCJ XSIQ S3AldQ XSIQ SSAIdd >4SIQ S3AIUQ
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Starting at $199.95 complete
with Power Supply and Case!!

Tandon — Siemens — Remex MPI — Teac
single sided 40 track — dual sided 40 track
single sided 80 track — dual sided 80 track

for

RADIO SHACK — HEATH/ZENITH — APPLE 3

IBM/PC-TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 5

* MOST OTHER COMPUTERS
Dual Sided Special

dual sided 80TK drive with Power Supply and Case
and Our Double 90 Warranty - All for $299.95

dual sided 40TK drive with Power Supply and Case
and Our One (1) Year Warranty - all for $259.95

TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERALAND TECHNICAL
1-800-343-8841 1-617-872-9090

Model III Internal Disk Drive Kits. . ......... $Call
Color Computer Drives 01 23 $Call
Diskettes (Box of io) ***** $18.95
Dot Matrix Printers $Call
Word Processing Printers atartlng at$899.95
Printer Buffers 8K to 51 2 K «.*„«$ 143.95
Disk Drive Cases and Power Supplies .i»*w.*$49.95
DOSPLUS-3.4- $SpecialPi

One Year Warranty Available on all Drives!

TERMS:
M.C/Visa/Amex and personal
checks accepted at no extra charge.

C.O.D, please add $3.00.

Shipping: Please call for amount.

One Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 872-9090
Hours: Mon. thru Fri 10 am to 6 pm (E.S.T.)

Sat 10 am to 5 pm
Copyright 1983 ®

- .?.•

1 '"TANDY CORPORATION
2 '"ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
3 "APPLE COMPUTER CORP.
4 "IBM CORPORATION
5 '"TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

S3Aiaa MSia S3Aiaa xsia S3Aiaa *sia S3Aiaa »sia s3Aiaa xsia ssaihq :hsicj S3Aiaa asia S3Aiaa >isia
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Continued from p. 56

• ••

Supreme Ruler

JMC Software International

P.O. Box 598

Falls Station, NY 14303

Model I or in
32K required

$18.50 cassette

$20.50 disk

by Thomas L. Quindry

Whatever your vision of a supreme

ruler might be, King, Queen,

President, or Czar, this game gives you

the chance to direct the fate of your own
country.

Within the narrow confines of your

TRS-80 kingdom, your responsibilities

are many. You must set and balance the

tax rate and maintain your country's

treasury. The levies collected support

business and industry.

You can borrow up to one billion

dollars from the World Market to

maintain your country's solvency. In

addition to loaning money, the World

Market is the agent that buys and sells

food. You are responsible for feeding

your armies as well as the general

populace.

Military might is a significant factor

in the outcome of the game. Your army

must be able to defeat up to nine other

countries' armies, offensively and de-

fensively. Your enemies are either

human or computer opponents. All

human-reigned countries make their

own decisions. Computer-reigned

countries make decisions randomly.

To maintain your population, which

includes the executive/management

faction, the army, and the general pop-

ulation, you must attract effective exec-

utive/management types and people to

supplement your army.

Your government earns its income

from income taxes, corporate taxes,

sales taxes, import duties, interest, and

other sources. Your tax levels affect

your country's ability to attract industry

and people. High taxes drive people

away, but low taxes encourage mass im-

migration. You have to balance the

overall effect on the economy.

The success of industry and business

depends on tax rates and government

Circle 182 on Reader Service card.

Save valuable time!
5 to 50 times faster

performance than floppy disks

and Winchester drives

PION'S INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is designed for use with a

family of interfaces and software packages. Currently avail-

able are interfaces for IBM, SI 00, TRS80, Apple, SS50, and

most Z80 uP, and software for most popular operating systems.

Additional interfaces are continually being developed for the

most popular computers.

SAVE MONEY! Bas
Increase your * m
computer's productivity

The INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is a high performance

data storage subsystem with independent power

supply, battery backup, and error detection. It has

256KB to 1 Megabyte of solid state memory integrated

to perform with your operating system.

iC Price for 256KB Unit [Includes Interface and software]

095 plm tax <where applicable) and shipping IMj !"J
Visa and Master Card accepted. ,!!PPBeJ iBH

PION, inc 490
Tel. (617)923-8009

1 01 R Walnut St.,Watertown, MA 02172
TRS80 trademark of Tandy Corp. Apple trademark of Apple Computers

Interstellar Drive trademark of PION, Inc.
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subsidies, population size, the amount
of new business established, the physi-

cal condition of the citizens, and the

amount of available land. You use the

Gross National Product (GNP) as an

indicator.

You must supply government ser-

vices to pay for road and highway re-

pairs, unemployment compensation,
insurance payments, social security,

medicare, and maintenance of public

facilities. The amount of money the

government pays for these services af-

fects immigration/emigration, births/

deaths, productivity, and tax rates.

The government also buys food for

the population or sells it through the

World Market to raise revenue.

The army's only purpose is warfare.

Its intricate existence is based on the

number of soldiers available, the num-
ber of military units available, and the

efficiency of this fighting force.

Soldiers' pay, operations/mainten-

ance expenses, and money to buy new
equipment affect the draft and volun-

teer forces available and the number of

fighting units. Emigration occurs if you

draft too many people.

You must wage battles to defend

your land and to acquire land from
other countries. The other countries can

attack you or each other. When you at-

tack another country, you weaken your
defenses at home.

Your ability to defeat the enemy de-

pends on your efficiency and the num-

"When you attack

another country,

you weaken

your defenses at home.

ber of fighting units and on the enemy's
efficiency and available defenses. The
attacker almost always acquires land,

though sometimes with heavy losses. If

you lose too much of your army in bat-

tle, you are vulnerable in subsequent

years.

Land acquisition is of paramount im-

portance. Without it, your population

declines, your treasury shrinks, and

your industrial resources diminish. This

weakens your country and reduces its

ability to provide services to appease the

population or maintain the army. If you
lose all of your land, you must forfeit

your game to the other players.

You also lose if your debts exceed one
billion dollars and your country can't

pay the annual interest. In that case,

you go bankrupt and your land is divid-

ed up between the remaining countries.

Several displays (but no graphics)

summarize your state of affairs. You
start with a beginning-year summary in-

cluding a weather prediction, the num-
ber of personnel, the number of army
units, and their efficiency for each

country.

A report for each country summariz-

es government revenue from taxes, the

total treasury, and the interest paid on
loans from the World Market. It also

lists the number of immigrants and
emigrants, births and deaths, and the

total population.

Other displays give you control over

and management of your country. Your
decisions determine the state of your

$54.95 for COMPLETE SET
Ahhhh, instant relief! At last there is a

permanent cure for contact oxidation

on Model I edge connectors. Many TRS-80
users are familiar with the symptoms: un-

timely resets, spontaneous reboots, or the

inability to get the computer started at all

without a frustrating session with a pink

eraser.

The Gold Plug 80 is a well made device
consisting of an edge-card plug with gold

plated contacts, available with either 34 or

40 contacts. The rear of the plug has ter-

minal tabs which fit exactly over the ex-

isting foil fingers on the TRS-80's connec-

tors. After installation, the original plugs

have been extended about a half inch,

meaning that the plastic door covers no
longer fit. This did not trouble me, but you
should take it into consideration. E.A.P.'s

advertising leaflet, by the way, cautions

you about the doors, which is refreshing.

They also have the excellent policy of per-

mitting you to return any plugs ordered for

a refund if after seeing them you are un-

The Gold Plug 80

GOLD PLUG 80-E.A.P. COMPANY ^e
P.O. Box 14 Keller, TX 76248 (817) 498-4242

willing to undertake the instajlation.

An excellent set of instructions accom-
pany the plugs, and they are shipped
promptly. I ordered mine by mail on a Mon-
day and received my set of plugs by first

class mail on Tuesday of the next week.

Installation

Installation requires a soldering iron (I

use a 40-watt Weller), Rosin-core solder, a

Phillips screwdriver, and your last Pink

Pearl. The keyboard and Expansion Inter-

face have to be disassembled to get at the

connectors, which are then cleaned— the

eraser's last fling. The Gold Plug 80 is fit-

ted over the existing plug with the con-

tacts centered, and then soldered to the

board. I have some soldering experience,

but it proved to be an easy, safe job. The
contact is heated, a very small amount of

solder applied, and then you go on to the

next contact. It took about an hour to do
all six plugs.

If you are a little nervous about this kind

of work, note that all the contacts on the

underside of the RS-232 output connector
are grounded— that is, they are all con-

nected. Start there; you can do no harm
and the practice will be helpful.

The Gold Plug 80 set I bought included

all six plugs. The plugs are available indi-

vidually for $9.95, or you can get a pair for

the keyboard to Expansion Interface

cable for $18,95.

As I said earlier, I did resolder every con-

nector on the machine, and I haven't had a

single unwanted reset since.

s See List ot Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 61
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country's economy, the army's condi-

tion and size, and whom you attack.

Remaining displays give battle results

and a year-end summary. The summary
indicates the amount of land, popula-

tion, GNP, and industrial health of

each country. You need this informa-

tion for next year's decisions.

The game continues for several years,

limited only by the skill of the players.

It's not uncommon to play for 20 or 30

years or more, depending on the

number of players.

The 39-page manual explains the

game adequately, but is lacking in some
respects. It doesn't explain that the

game is for more than one player, al-

though it is suggested by the terms hu-

man countries and computer countries.

The most obvious omission is the

manual's lack of instructions on load-

ing the disk. The disk is labeled Model
I/III, but doesn't boot on a Model III.

It does have a Model III boot sector in

single density that can't be read. To
boot the disk on a Model III, use the

convert program from TRSDOS or

other operating systems.

If you like intellectual game playing,

you'll like Supreme Ruler. It isn't fast-

paced, but it requires much thought.

The game provides a change from ar-

cade games that rely on reactive skills.

Supreme Ruler is well programmed.

The displays are easy to read despite in-

tricate interrelationships and formulas.

My major criticism is that mismanage-

ment of your country is not explained,

only the end result. Also, the game in-

cludes some misspelled words that you

can correct easily since Supreme Ruler is

programmed in Basic.

• •••
ZSIM
Instant Software Inc.

Peterborough, NH 03458

Model I, 16K
$29.95 cassette

by Carl Oppedahl

ZSIM is a utility for Model I owners

who do a lot of Assembly program-

ming. It lets you study, test, and debug

machine-code programs with more con-

trol and versatility than simpler utilities

such as Radio Shack's Debug.

Like Debug, it lets you inspect and

modify register and memory contents,

and allows you, through breakpoints,

to execute selected portions of a ma-
chine-language program in RAM. Un-

like Debug, it also lets you use break-

points to run portions of ROM, as well

as halt execution of a program being

tested under any of a variety of

conditions.

From Assembler to Emulator

In the early days of microcomputing,

programmers had to assemble and enter

machine code (ones and zeroes) by

hand. Assemblers, which produce code

from more understandable Assembly

language, made the process easier, but

their programs defied debugging.

The next big step was the develop-

ment of debugging monitors, which al-

low carefully controlled execution of

machine-language programs. By insert-

ing a breakpoint in the program being

debugged, it is possible to execute part

of the program, and then return to the

monitor.

Radio Shack's Debug program is

typical of modern debugging monitors.

It resides in memory along with the pro-
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gram being debugged. Most of the time,

Debug is being executed—whenever

you are inspecting and modifying regis-

ters and memory locations, for exam-

ple. But when you command Debug to

run the program being debugged, the

only way it can do that is to jump to that

program. Then Debug itself, though still

in RAM, is no longer being executed.'

This is where the breakpoint comes

in. If you tell Debug to execute the pro-

gram starting at 7000 hexadecimal (hex)

with a breakpoint at, say, 7010 hex,

then Debug does not immediately jump
to 7000 hex. First, it replaces the current

contents of 701OH with an RST 30 in-

struction (hex value F7), which returns

control to Debug. When execution

reaches the breakpoint address, the F7

hex causes the CPU to restart, com-
mencing execution at address 0030H
within Level II ROM. The ROM code

there is a jump to 400F hex, which is in

RAM—and the code there is a jump to

Debug again, placed there as part of

Debug's initialization routine. At this

point, the original contents of the

breakpoint address (701OH in this case)

are restored.

If you use Debug to watch the break-

point location, you won't see the F7

hex. Debug's screen display routine

shows the original contents at all times.

This lengthy discussion of break-

points is necessary to allow me to

describe the various ways that emula-

tors like ZSIM represent an improve-

ment over traditional debugging
monitors.

Enter ZSIM

An emulator is a program that ac-

cepts machine language as input and

produces a description of what would

happen if a CPU were executing the

code directly. The fundamental differ-

ence between an emulator such as ZSIM
and a monitor like Debug is that ZSIM
is always running and has nearly com-

plete control over what's going on,

while Debug sometimes yields control

to the program being tested, regaining it

only if a breakpoint instruction is

encountered.

From the user's point of view, run-

ning ZSIM is much like running Debug.

With the program to be tested already in

memory, you load and run ZSIM. The
utility sets up simulated CPU registers

in RAM and commences simulated pro-

gram execution, instruction by

instruction.

For most opcodes, the emulation

process takes four steps: The contents of

the simulated registers are loaded into

the actual CPU registers, the instruction

is executed, the contents of the actual

registers are loaded into the simulated

registers, and the simulated program

counter (PC) is incremented.

If the instruction is a jump, the simu-

lated (not the actual) PC is loaded with

the jump address. If the instruction is a

conditional jump, the condition is eval-

uated (based on the contents of the sim-

ulated registers) and the simulated PC is

updated as necessary. Calls and returns

are handled similarly.

Execution of the program being test-

ed, then, occurs step by step, with full

control before, during, and after the

emulation of each instruction. And this

is the real power of ZSIM: You can in-

struct it, ahead of time, to halt execu-

tion when it enounters any of a wide

range of conditions. For example,

ZSIM can stop when a CPU register or

register pair reaches a certain value,

when a load is attempted outside a cer-

tain range of addresses, or when pro-
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gram execution is attempted within a

certain area. In the emulation equiva-

lent of a breakpoint, execution halts

when the simulated PC reaches a given

value.

Another potent feature of ZSIM is

that it can be used to study and debug
ROM routines with the equivalent of a

breakpoint. Recall that Debug regains

control of a program by placing an F7
hex at the desired stopping point. Since

this is impossible to do in ROM, there

can never be a return to Debug once the

jump to ROM occurs.

ZSIM, on the other hand, produces a

breakpoint interruption simply by test-

ing the contents of the simulated PC
register after each emulated opcode exe-

cution, regardless of whether it comes
from RAM or ROM. (The ZSIM in-

struction for this is a Stop command.)
As with Debug, you can enter com-

mands to inspect and modify (simulat-

ed) CPU registers and (actual) memory
locations, and can directly execute ma-
chine code with breakpoints. (ZSIM
uses a Restart 8, hex CF, for the break-

point return code, rather than Debug's

Restart 30.)

The Drawbacks of Emulation

Since emulation provides easier and
more fruitful debugging opportunities,

why would you ever use actual exe-

cution?

First of all, emulation is slower—as

much as 10 times slower for one case I

tried. For each program step to be emu-
lated, the CPU goes through several

dozen ZSIM steps.

This slowness can be more than a

mere nuisance. For example, tape and
disk operations with the TRS-80 depend
on precise execution times to read and
write data. For instance, cassette input/

output doesn't work properly if CPU
interrupts are not disabled through

CMD "T." The periodic execution of

the interrupt routine distracts the CPU
from servicing the tape read/write cir-

cuitry. Similarly, a program's test tape

and disk I/O operations do not emulate

properly. ZSIM's execution-with-break-

point mode should be used instead.

The keyboard input ROM routine at

002B hex is also prohibitively slow if

emulated, so ZSIM is designed to run,

rather than emulate, that code when-
ever it is called. Printer and video out-

put, on the other hand, suffer only

slightly when subjected to emulation, so

ZSIM makes no special provision for

those routines.

Command Vocabulary

Like Debug, ZSIM offers ASCII and
hex display modes, display and modifi-

cation of specified memory locations

and Z80 register contents, and single-

step execution with and without calls

executed in full.

In addition, ZSIM the program being

tested with continuous listing (and op-

tion printing) of an abbreviated or

detailed trace, showing register con-

tents, disassembled opcode of each in-

struction, and other information. If one
or several register-test conditions are

selected and program execution stops,

ZSIM lists the reasons in the Trace

display. (A sample detailed trace is

shown in Fig. 1.)

In addition, the AREA command
suppresses the trace display at all times,

except when the simulated PC value is

within a user-specified area.

The PRNT command routes all

screen output to the printer, which is

very handy during troubleshooting. Al-

most every ZSIM command causes the

screen to be completely "repainted," so

if the PRNT mode has been selected,

the entire screen resulting from each

command is printed. One potentially

bewildering side effect is that, if the

printer is accidentally left off line,

ZSIM appears to hang up when the next

command is typed.

The DISA command produces a dis-

assembled listing of 15 instructions

starting at a selected address (see Fig. 2).

According to the manual, if the Radio

Shack Editor/Assembler was used to

assemble the program under test, DISA
(and certain other commands) will use

the symbol table to yield a fully symbol-

ic listing. I could not, however, get that

feature to work with my Disk Editor/

Assembler (#26-2202). Elsewhere in the

manual I found mention of Tandy's

Tape Editor/Assembler (#26-2002),

Macrobiotic Computing's DOS disk ed-

itor/assembler, and Instant Software's

ASSEM, so perhaps the symbolic fea-

ture of the disassembler works only

with these utilities.

Another disappointment with the

DISA command is that it does not list

the hex code along with the Assembly-

language opcodes. Finally, it would be

nice if typing "DISA" would list the

next 15 opcodes after the ones just dis-

assembled. Instead, you must figure out

whether the last opcode listed was a 1-,

2-, or 3-byte code, and add 1 , 2, or 3 to

the last address to disassemble the next

few instructions.

There are a few other features that

would have made the command set

more user-friendly. For example, the M

DISA
7000

7003

7006

7009

7O0B

700C

700D

"(X)t:

700F

7010

7011

7012

7013

7014

7015

7000

LD HL.4650

LD DE.7650

LD BC.IAOO

LDIR
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP

(XXX)

0000

0000

(XXX)

(XXX)

0000

0000

0000

0000

(XXX)

0000

0000

(XXX)

0000

0000

, 4650

+ 7650

-
1 A00

i 7009

+ 700B

i 700C

700D
- 700E

• 70or

+ 7010

+ 7011

l
7012

+ 7013

+ 7014

• 7015

Fig. 2. Disassembled Memory Contents

DUMP 7000

7016 NOP
0000

AF' = 0000

BC =0000

DE =9050

HL =6050

IX =0000

IY = (XXX)

SP =42E5

PC 7016

7000

7010

7020

7030

1570

A = FAS-X-X - BC -0000 DE = 9050 HL = 6050

IX == 0000 IY = 0000 SP = 42E5
BC'=0000 DE'=0000 HI.'=0000

F3 AF C3 74 06 C3 00 40 C3 00 40 El E9 C3 9F 06

0000000000000000 0000000000 00 0000
0000000000000000 0000000000000000
F3 AF C3 74 06 C3 00 40 C3 00 40 El E9 C3 9F 06

F3 AF C3 74 06 C3 00 40 C3 00 40 El E9 C3 9F 06

C7 46 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000000000000000
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000000000000000
21 50 46 11 50 76 01 00 1 A ED B0 (X) 00 00 00 (XI

0000000000000000 0000000000000000
00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

Fig. I. ZSIM Single-Instruction Trace
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command, used to modify a memory
location, requires you to type the letter

M, a space, a full four-digit hex ad-

dress, another space, and the two-digit

byte to be stored there, for each loca-

tion to be modified. This gets quite tedi-

ous when 10 or 15 opcodes must be

typed in. It would have been better if

ZSlM's M command were modeled af-

ter Debug's, requiring you to type only

the first address and the remaining data

bytes one after the other.

Finally, the register modification

command does not allow the AF, BC,
DE, HL, A?F, B'C, D'E', or H'L'

registers to be set as a pair. Instead, the

registers of each such pair may only be

set individually.

Documentation, Media,

And Model III Use

Some programs have a good refer-

ence manual (containing a complete

enumeration ofcommands, syntax, and

possible error codes) but an inadequate

training manual; others have good in-

structions but lack reference documen-
tation. The 28-page booklet packed

with ZSIM avoids both pitfalls, and

serves both needs admirably. For some-

one familiar with an assembler and with

Debug, one careful reading and an hour

or so of experimentation at the key-

board will help you master the utility.

There is one small inconsistency. It

states in the first chapter that ZSIM is

slightly more than 650 bytes in length,

while a figure shows ZSIM extending

from 4650 hex to 5FB4 hex, or about

6,500 bytes. The latter figure is correct.

ZSIM is sold on a copy-protected cas-

sette. It takes almost four minutes to

load, which will annoy disk owners, but

neither TRSDOS 2.3 's Tapedisk nor

2.7DD's Tape can produce a disk copy.

According to ISI, the ASSEM and

ZSIM programs can be purchased

together on disk for $1 19.97, and an ob-

ject code printout is available for those

who prefer to enter and store the pro-

gram manually.

Many computer products require

elaborate customer support, such as a

toll-free phone number and publication

of patches. For the most part, inexpen-

sive utilities like ZSIM are purchased

only by relatively sophisticated users

who can get along with a mailing ad-

dress and a thorough instruction and

reference manual. This is fortunate,

because when I called Instant Software,

ready to ask some made-up questions,

no one could be found to answer them.

A woman took my phone number, say-

ing a technician would call the next day,

but 1 received no call.

As a final aside, ZSIM appears to run

perfectly on the Model III, although no

mention of this is made on the box or in

the instructions. It loads from a Model

I-format tape, so the slower 500-baud

mode of the Model III must be used.

At $29.95, ZSIM is a worthwhile ad-

dition to the library of anyone who has

mastered Debug, and who writes or

studies Assembly-level programs. It is

thoroughly error-trapped, fully docu-

mented, and does what it claims to do.

• •••

Propack
The Small Computer Company
230 West 41st St., Suite 1200

New York, NY 10036

Model m
$75

by Wynne Keller

Anyone who uses a data base exten-

sively has probably encountered

dead ends. These multi-purpose pro-

grams cannot do everything. Problems

typically arise when you post monthly

balances, or when reports must con-

form to some printed form. To ac-

complish these and other tasks, you

have to write a program to access the

data-base files, manipulate the data,

and put it back again. Enter the profes-

sional programmer at $25 an hour.

But owners of Profile 111+ have

another way. With a moderate grasp of

Basic programming, you can use Pro-

pack software to access and manipulate

your Profile III + files.

You need not know anything about

random access file-handling techniques.

You just have to know enough Basic to

print a report or whatever you intend to

do with the file. My own Basic experi-

ence could be described as "rusty aver-

age," but I have no difficulty under-

standing the Propack manual.

Propack loads into protected high

Continues on p. 68

TRS-80

PACKAGE i

SYSTEM
DISCOUNTS 1

TRS-80

TRS-80'S
TWI

mm"'Em

mm?

RS-80

IN ON

E COMPUTER EXPRES
"YOUR ONE STOP COMPUTER STOP"

CALL (313) 439-2474 FOR
^0

COMPUTER
EXPRESS
32 E. Main

Milan, Ml 4816C

m 313) 439-2474 *B

LOWEST IN NATION. LOW AS 10% ABOVE COST

SPECIAL SALES EVERY MONTH.

PURE FACTORY EQUIPMENT

TRAINED TECHNICAL & PROGRAMMING STAFF
REPUTABLE DEALER FOR 4 YEARS

REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTIFICATION TRS-80 REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY

PRICE

QUALI
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Open your eyes to the computer software company
that's been creating wonders for the past seven years.

While our name may be new to some of you, The Small
Computer Company is well known to a growing segment
of the computer industry.

They know that we're the company who developed
Profile® Plus and Profile III Plus filing system software for

Radio Shack.

But the really big news is that now, whether you're an
end-user, dealer, or microcomputer manufacturer, you
can order our small wonders directly from us, to fit your
every need. Our software is so unique, it even has its

own name: Smallware™ Smallware is software that com-
bines high quality with customer support in a complete
product line.

Now you'll know who to call for Profile enhancements
on the Model II or III, filePro™ our CP/M® electronic filing

system, custom designs and more. Even if all you need
is a little consultation or program modification.

The Small Computer Company is a highly experienced
software design firm that creates award-winning Small-

ware. And we stand behind our work with a commitment
to our customers, large and small. See for yourself.

For further information, call (212) 398-9290. To order, ask
for Mr. Burton.

Small Computer Company, Inc.
230 West 41st Street, Suite 1200, New York, New York 10036 -245

Smallware and filePro are trademarks of The Small Computer Company, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. Profile is a registered trademark of Radio Shack
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In the dawn of the computer age programmers need-

ed the patience of Job to manually keyboard all the ma-
jor program listings from a single issue of 80 Micro.

Then LOAD 80 burst onto the scene and exploded
that practice. Today thousands of TRS-80* owners use

LOAD 80 cassettes and disks every month. These time-

conscious computerists spend more time enjoying all

the benefits of those 80 Micro programs.

And now LOAD 80 comes to the rescue of color com-
puterists with COLOR LOAD 80. You can enjoy the

same benefits, the same LOAD 80 quality, the same
time-saving results, but in full color. And since the pro-

grams come directly from the pages of 80 Micro, the

complete and detailed documentation is right there in

the magazine, just like regular LOAD 80. COLOR

LOAD 80 will be issued every three months on cassette

only. Order the June 1983 quarterly cassette (April

1983 to June 1983 issues) or the "Best of '82" cassette,

containing programs from the 1982 issues of 80
MICRO.

Subscribe today to LOAD 80 and save close to 30%
on the single issue price (choose either monthly cassettes

or disks). A subscription to COLOR LOAD 80 is not

available at this time.

Start enjoying all the benefits of the programs in 80

Micro without all the programming hassles. Fill out the

attached order form and send it to LOAD 80, 80 Pine

Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. Or call toll free and
use your MasterCard, Visa, American Express.

**ATTENTION MODEL III USERS'
New, Improved Operating System!

—Ready To Run!!

NEW DISK TRANSEH SYSTEM ALLOWS LOAD 80 TO NOW BE RUN ON MODEL III SINGLE DRIVE
UNITS WITH NO CONVERSIONS NECESSARY!!
LOAD 80 is simply the listingfrom 80 MICRO. Use the KEYBOX accompanying each article as your guide to system configurations. LOAD 80
rum on the * TRS-80 Model I and Model HI computers only. COLOR LOAD 80 runs on the *TRS-80 Color Computer only. * TRS-80 and Color
Computer are trademarks of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

Yes! Send me the June LOAD 80

. i Disk $21 .47 LI Cassette $ 1 1 .47

Price includes postage and handling.

Foreign air mail please add $.45 per Hem for postage and handling

Please enter my subscription for one year, beginning

with this month's issue. DDisk $199.97 Cassette $99.97

Foreign air mail please add $25 per subscription

DCheck/MO CMC DVisa DAE

7-83

Card*.
. Exp. date.

Signature.

Name

Address

City State_ .Zip-

Load 80 • 80 Pine St. • Peterborough, NH 03458.

LOAD 80 and COLOR LOAD SO arc- manufactured by Instant Software Inc. , a subsidiary of YVa\Ti<

anything other than save you typing.

Yes! Send me the COLOR LOAD 80

D2nd Quarterly at $11.47 (April, May, and June)

"Best of '82" at $16.47

Price includes postage and handling.

Foreign air mail please add $.45 per item for postage and handling.

DCheck/MO DMC DVisa DAE

Card#
, Exp. date_

7-83

Signature.

Name. ...

Address

City State. ..Zip

Load 80 • 80 Pine St. • Peterborough, NH 0.3458.

Green Inc. There is no warranty expressed or implied that I.OAD 80 and COLOR LOAD 80 will do
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Continuedfrom p. 64

memory, and you access it via the USR
command. You dimension an array for

the number of fields to be accessed, and

declare the file to be read. After the file

is opened, you may get the records by

indexed sort or by record number.

"I recommend

(Propack) for

Profile III + owners

who know Basic. . .

fl

In all, Propack has eight commands.
GETN increments automatically and

brings in the next record. GETX searches

the index for a specified record. PUT
and PUTN return the records after

you're done with them. You must close

the files. Both the OPEN and CLOSE
statements are Propack commands,
and it is not possible to close a file

opened by Propack with the Basic

CLOSE.
The 36-page hardcover manual is ex-

ceptionally clear. Examples are given

for all the commands, and a few more
advanced Basic words such as CVI are

also explained. Possible error messages

and their causes are listed for each

command.
The Propack package includes some

extras. Profile users are familiar with

the double-break feature used to exit

any program section. After pressing

break once, you must do it again to con-

firm your intention to quit. This feature

may be incorporated in any Basic pro-

gram by using Propack.

Two pages of the manual are devoted

to some helpful user-defined functions.

These include a function to strip trailing

blanks from a string, and a way to en-

sure that the Basic STR$ command
doesn't strip zeros from monetary

figures, as in 12.5 when you mean
12.50. The software authors also

discovered the Basic VAL function does

not work in a Model III when negative

numbers are involved. They provide a

function to substitute for VAL.
Propack is an excellent utility and I

recommend it for Profile III + owners

who know Basic and need auxiliary pro-

gramming to get the most out of their

data base.
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Hamburger Sam, Killer Gorilla,

Jungle Boy, Hoppy, Penguin

Displayed Video

111 Marshall St.

Litchfield, MI 49252

Model I and III

Each $15.95 cassette

$19.95 disk

by Eric Grevstad

80 Micro staff

Most game companies, hoping for a

product review, send 80 Micro

sample copies. Displayed Video makes
other firms look like pikers: They sent

their entire line of Dubois 8c McNamara
games, five recent creations and seven

old ones, crammed onto one double-

sided disk. Except for a stick-on label

that keeps coming off in the drive, it's

one of the most popular disks in the

office.

Basically, Dubois & McNamara
adapt arcade games for the TRS-80 and

assume you know the original coin-op

versions. (I can't criticize their docu-

mentation since the 12-game demo disk

included none. Their ads, long on pic-

tures and short on text, are in the "un-

named, but familiar, game now avail-

able for TRS-80" tradition.)

The older games are pleasant but un-

remarkable. Insect Frenzy, for instance,

is a counterfeit Centipede. Ghost
Hunter is a fast and somewhat con-

fusing Pac-Man, Alien Cresta sort of a

low-rent Demon Seed.

Jungle Raiders keeps you busy de-

fending a camp besieged on all sides by

swarms of thieves. Space Shootout is a

two-player duel, with contestants

blasting away at intervening obstacles

so they can blast at one another.

The new games will bring cries of rec-

ognition—hazy recognition, given the

state of Model III graphics—from ar-

cade fans. Hamburger Sam sends play-

ers scurrying around a Panik-type maze

of cheese, patties, and buns to assemble

burgers, while dodging or peppering

nasty hot dogs, pickles, and fried eggs.

Those addicted to the arcade model,

Burger Time, will be disappointed at the

barely recognizable images but happy to

have a home version. Others will find

the game slow, complex, and uninter-

esting.

The leisurely pace continues in Killer

Gorilla. Compared to another Model
I/III Donkey Kong clone, Computer

Shack's Liberator, Killer Gorilla is slow

and rather easy (although it gives no

points for jumping over barrels or ob-

stacles, and some sputtering bombs
liven up the later screens).

While not built for speed, the game
has some wit. The title display vibrates

to the gorilla's mighty footsteps, and

"Help!" flashes beside the various

damsels in distress. Rescue one and a

Valentine heart appears while the ape

stamps off in anger.

This approach is slightly sex-

ist

—

while Liberator casts you as a

"scientist" rescuing an '"assistant,"

here you're definitely a hero saving a

girlfriend. (The woman appears to be

naked in Displayed Video's ad. Thank
heaven for low-resolution graphics.)

The other three new games, while

flawed, are more enjoyable. One is

Jungle Boy; no one at 80 Micro could
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play it but it made everyone laugh.

After swinging from vine to vine

through the woods (see the Atari VCS
smash Pitfall), J.B. has to swim a river,

surfacing for air a la Sea Dragon and us-

ing last-second knife thrusts to kill croc-

odiles. After that, there's an uphill run

through an avalanche, and a dangerous

interview with some cannibals.

Considering its adventurous premise,

Jungle Boy is ploddingly slow. Timid
players can literally wait for minutes be-

fore two vines come close enough for

the trapeze leap; the staff did Tarzan
yells and swan dives all day, usually

missing the vine but enjoying the hero's

graceful, arching fall to disaster. It's a
frustrating game—expect zero scores

for some time—but, with practice and
patience, it becomes silly fun.

Frogger fans will like Hoppy, which
except for the truly horrible screen

flicker is an almost first-rate version of

the arcade hit. Players spring nimbly

between lanes of traffic (cars, trucks,

bulldozers) to reach an equally treacher-

ous stream, crossed by means of float-

ing logs and temporarily floating tur-

tles. Flies (1,000 points) and alligators

(instant death) pop in and out of the

harbors on the far side of the stream.

Catching the end of a log or jumping
to a safe harbor requires extreme preci-

sion, which is tricky since the arrow
keys are sensitive to the point of key-

bounce. Crossing the highway, the frog

can easily die by overtaking cars from
behind. Nevertheless, Hoppy is prob-

ably as good a jump as the Model III

will see.

Probably the most successful arcade

adaptation is Penguin, an amiably low-

res version of Pengo. The hero moves
with a nice waddling motion (particu-

larly on the diagonal), scuttling around
a floe littered with ice cubes and icicle

monsters.

Once you're alongside a cube, a space-

bar kick sends it sliding across the ice,

obliterating monsters in its path. The
monsters destroy stationary cubes,

eating your ammunition in their quest

to eat you. A time limit (dwindling ener-

gy level) keeps the pressure on. After

clearing one floe, another appears with

a different arrangement of cubes and
more monsters.

The Displayed Video games aren't

TRS-80 classics: The graphics are aver-

age, the sounds are mostly perfunctory

beeps and buzzes, and the action rarely

surpasses a walking pace. Still, they're

priced $5 to $10 apiece under the com-
petition. At that price, they're worth
considering as pleasant diversions.

Not a rave review, but the 12-game
disk spoiled us. If they could sell that

disk for $75 or $100, Displayed Video
might well dominate the industry.

• ••

The Last One
D.J. 'AT Systems Ltd.

2 Century Plaza #480

2049 Century Park East

Los Angeles, CA 90067
Model II

$495

by Charles R. Perelman

The Last One is a program generator

that lets you produce ready-to-run

(under TRSDOS) Basic programs by
answering menu prompts and questions

in plain, though structured, English.

While familiarity with Basic is not a

necessity, it's certainly helpful. The
Last One has its place for neophyte pro-

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Listing of NEWSEC4

Branch on a 5 option menu to 2, 7, 14, 21, 47

Set pointer to the end of SECS file

Keyboard input for SECS file

Write data to SECS file

Ask <MORE DATA TO ENTER?>. Branch if yes to 3

Direct unconditional branch to 1

/Set pointer to the start of SECS file

Keyboard search of SECS file <ON EOF to 45>

Check records from SECS file

Backstep within SECS rile

Figure I

grammers, but it's neither a panacea
nor the last program you'll ever need to

buy (despite its name).

The Last One requires that you me-
ticulously plan your program in ad-

vance, drawing up a detailed outline of

Line 3 . . . KEYBOARD INPUT

Draw settings . . .

Insert Text of "ADD A SECURITY TO LIST" at 30,2 underlined with " = "

Insert Text of "TYPE IN INFORMATIONAS INDICATED FOR NEW SECURITY" at 10„15

Row/Column settings . . .

QUANTITY
DESCRIPTION

PURCHASE DATE
COST

With Tidy screen

A clear screen before KEYBOARD INPUT
With correction facility

8 5 8 20

9 5 9 20

10 5 10 20

1! 5 U 20

•" :,;we 2

program logic and screen displays. The
penalty for sins of planning omission is

redoing major portions of the creative

process. For example, all files are ran-

dom-access and therefore have to be

named. It's impossible to access or store

data in a file not named during program
design.

An early prompt asks you to put your

printer on-line. Turning it on at that

point is essential. (After the program
burps the printer with a line feed, you
can shut it off until the flowchart is

completed.)

Generating a program involves nam-
ing your files and establishing the

length, name, and character of file

variables (alphanumeric, numbers only,

or date). The program automatically

error-checks entered data.

Architects' Options

The next step in program construe

-
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TRS m IBM
FILE TRANSFER PROGRAM
Transfer your TRS Model I, li, III, or 16

files to fhe IBM Personal Computer

• No more retyping
• No more wasted time
• Fast transfer - baud rates of 1 1 0-9600
• File concatenation supported
• Send files of any length

• Make SSS - the IBM PC is new and
software is scarce - take your "new"
IBM programs and sell them for $$$.

• Transfer any file - ASCII, embedded
control codes, compressed binary

formats, encrypted data bases, high
ievel language programs (Basic,

Fortran, Cobol, Pascal, etc.), elec-

tronic spread-sheet data, word pro-

cessor files - it all gets transferred -

nothing is aaded - nothing is lost!

The File Transfer Program comes
completewith all instructions, hard-

ware and software (for both TRS

and IBM),

FILE TRANSFER PROGRAM diskette

(Works with DOS 1,1 or 2.0)

Plus$1.60 shipping & handling,

State TRS model when ordering,

(CA residents add 6.5% State sales tax)

$£ MC/VISA/COD/CHECK OK 2£
Phone orders call

(408) 988-0164

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

PRODUCTS
1400 Coleman Avenue. Suite C-18,

Santa Clara, California 95050
BM is c registered trademark ot Internc'ioiai Business

Machines Cap .•
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tion is to describe the program in a

stylized flowchart of words (rather than

graphics) using a 19-item menu. Fun-

damental building blocks include file,

screen, or printer output; keyboard or

file input; search; sort; and branching.

You can branch to another part of the

program unconditionally or only when
a logical condition, such as a match or a

yes-or-no answer, is satisfied.

The Merge Fields function puts an

entry in the specified field of each rec-

ord in a file. For example, you may
want to key all records identically at

program initialization.

The Last One's binary search algo-

"One of

The Last One 's

strongest points

is its

display-design routine.

. . . centering, underlining,

and normal

and reverse-video

lines and boxes

are all menu choices.

"

rithm is reasonably fast. It matches por-

tions of a key field, continuing on with

other items that match the search pa-

rameters, or lets you review all items in

a file by using null as the matching key.

You can sort up to three keys simultane-

ously. Either ascending or descending

order is available; subgroups are proper-

ly ordered when multiple keys are used.

Special functions let you insert

pauses, generate random numbers, and,

most important, run other programs.

Since variables are not saved automat-

ically, you must place them in a file

before leaving the main program to ac-

cess subprograms.

File-pointer manipulation enables

you to examine records, modify data,

clear files, and organize indexed file

structures.

The Calculations feature lets you use

arithmetic, trigonometric, and other

Basic operators, enter code in Basic,

and use subroutines within complicated

formulas. Most formulas are entered in

straightforward algebraic notation.

While in calculate mode, Control F calls

a help screen listing the variables The

Last One assigns to all fields and file

pointers. Unfortunately, you cannot

calculate with field labels, but must use

the assigned letter-number combina-

tions and letter variables that don't con-

flict with those already defined.

To use effective Basic inserts with

Calculations requires Basic program-

ming knowledge, careful analysis, and

some experimentation. It takes practice

to work with the available functions.

After you complete the flowchart of

program steps, map out the program
path by inserting the applicable destina-

tion for each branching decision in your

list—and turn on the printer, lest all

coding after the flowchart be deleted

when the program is generated. With

the printer safely on-line, The Last One
prints and digests your flowchart, and
the fun starts. (Figure 1 is an example of

a partial flowchart for a simple sort-

and-list routine for securities.)

From Flowchart to Program

Flowcharts from separate modules or

small programs can be merged with a

menu option. Branching destinations

and coding after completion of the

combined flowchart must be reentered.

Each line of the flowchart is pro-

cessed, and you are asked questions at

any point where instructions to the user,

decisions, or display of data may be ap-

propriate. The program lets you review

all entries before final coding (see Fig. 2

for an example of the printout of a user-

specified flowchart line).

One of The Last One's strongest

points is its display-design routine. Full-

screen editing is not provided, but cen-

tering, underlining, and normal and re-

verse-video lines and boxes are all menu
choices.

Other display options include a re-

port format in columns with headers,

page numbers, and footers, directed to

either screen or printer, and the choice

of displaying individual fields rather

than an entire record. These options

make creating effective screens easy.

The software gives you several op-

portunities to make corrections before

setting program parameters. As for the

finished program, you can design your

own error-trapping routines or accept
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LEADER jMAIL ORDER PI! OUNTSii

Texas 817/274-5625

IBM Personal Computer
INTERNAL DISKS FOR IBM

Tandon Internal Disk-160K $CALL
Tandon Internal Disk-320K SCALL

HARD DISKS FOR IBM
Complete 5 Meg. Systems from . . $1550
Multi-computer Network Systems.

QUADBOARD FOR IBM
Includes 64K to 256K additional memory
Serial & Parallel Port and Calendar Clock

PRINTERS FOR IBM
STAR and EPSON SCALL
NEC 3550 Spinwriter ... SCALL

MONITORS
Med Hi Res- Green Co rare x S89
High Res-Green BMC from $89
High 'Res-Color PGS SCALL

Matches IBM PC
Low Res-Color-Taxon Vision 1 . . . SCALL
High Res-Color-Taxon Vision 1 . . SPALL
High Res-Green-Taxon . ,_, SCAjLL

APPLE
First DISK DRIVE includes controller. DOS!
3.3. cables and manual SCALLl
Second DISK DRIVE with cable . $CALL|

APPLE to EPSON card and cable
APPLE TO GEMINI card and cable

Z80 CARD '.. SCALLl
MAM CARD SCALL
Printer Interface Cards

. . . SCALL
j

Graphic Printer Interface Card. . . $CALL|
Graphic Spooler Interface Card

available with 16K to 64K

Systems, Inc.

FOR IBM, APPLE II AND APPLE III

SPECIFY INTERNAL/EXTERNAL
5 m ega by t e h a rd d r i v e " . . . . S C A L L I

12 megabyte hard drive $CALL I

HARD DISKS from S1889|

Megabyte Hard Drive $CALi_
1 Megabyte Hard Drive SCALL

I 20 Megabyte Hard Drive SCALL

I

Add 5. 10 or 20 Megabytes of storage to your TRS-80 Model 1. Model II. Model III.

Model 12, IBM, Apple, Atari. Heath, Zenith, Intertec. S100, Osborne. Eagle
Commodore 64, Xerox, Superbrain, Z89/90, DEC LSI— 11. NEC PC-8001. and more

|One or several computers can share A HARD DISK
>k about OMNINET for your Apple or IBM PC.

Dedicated

To Being No. 1

CS MODEL Ml 4or\ * man
Systems come with 180 day warranty.

$1444 $1644
With standard 40 track With 2 dual headed 40
double density drives track dbl density drives
Over 340.000 bytes Over 730.000 bytes
includes TDOS Includes DOSPLUS 3.4

($150 value!

[Fully assembled and tested systems that are software compatible and functionally
identical to Radio Shack units sold at computer stores for Shundreds more.

CONTROLLER BOARDS are high quality double sided epoxy boards with gold
plated contacts

laPOWER SUPPLY is the finest switching type available.
[OMOUNTING HARDWARE includes power and data cables.
TDISK DRIVES are Tandon. the same ones used by Radio Shack .40 track, double!

density, with a 5 millisecond stepping rate.

TCS MODEL III DISK EXPANSION KITS
|1 Controller, Power Supply. Mounting Hardware & Instruction $2791
2 Controller. Power Supply. Mounting Hardware & one 40 track Tandon Drive S478I
3 Controller. Power Supply, Mounting Hardware & two 40 trbek Tandon Drive $677l
3A Kit 3 but with two 80 track drives (dual 40's) $8791
|3B Ki) 3 but.with two 160 track drives (dual 80's) . . . $1099|

TCS Model III and Color Computer
about the Green or Amber CRT for your customized Model III

Model III and Color Computer
Witn Original 90 day Manufacturer's Limited Warranty

Call for current pricing, information on the

Model II. ..Model 16. ..Model 12. ..Model 4

All Radio Shack Equipment shipped from our store in >M

Brady, Texas.

FEATURES
100 CPS
9X9 Dot Matrix
True Decenders
Super Scripsit-Subscript-Underlining
Friction and Tractor
Programable L rie Spacing

Extended Six (6) Month-

99% Compatible with software written
for No. 1 Printer.

High Res. Bit Image Block Graphics
Backspacing-Doublestrike-And More
5, 6, 8 1/2. 10: 12 and 17 Pitch
Free 2.3K Buffer

utory W.irr.in.tv-llt f F!

Gemini 10 (9 inch Carriage) Friction and Tractor SCALL
Gemini 15 (15 inch Carriage) Friction and Tractor •. $CALL
Serial Interface SCAL^
Apple Card and Cable $CALL
Commodore Interface $CALL

Call and ask about the new High Speed Printers By Star Micronics

OMMO
V IC 20--DISK DRIVES-MONITORS

DATASETTES--SOFTWARE
ACCESSORIES

Call For Current Pricing Information.

• nrr

safety fused, and corrn: DRIVE CABINET is industrial grade heavy guagem
ith gold plated external connector with extender cable

1 DRIVE in Cabinet
1 40 track single sided $249
80 track (dual sided 40 track) : $329

1 160 track (dual sided 80 track . $449

1 DRIVE/Double Cabinet
|
40 track single sided
""i track (dual sided 40 track)
160 track (dual sided 80 fack;

$389

2 DRIVES/Double Cabinet
40 track single sided $489
80 track (dual sided 40 track) $639
160 track (dual sided 80 track) $849

Drives in cabinets come assembled/tested with power supply Order cable separately.

BARE DRIVES ONLY
40 track single sided
80 track (dual sided 40 track) . . .

1 160 track (dual sided 80 track) . .

.

8 inch Slimline sgl/dbl sided .. ." ichester Hard Drives .5-30 Meq

SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL

ITF
Smith-Corona --M:

TCS has the LOWEST PRICES on IN-STOCK PRINTERS
MATRIX PRINTERS
EPSON MX & FX MODELS
C.ITOH 8510/TEC/PMC

DMP 100
DMP 200
DMP J 00
DMP SCO
DMP 2100

ANADEX 9501 -A
CENTRONICS 352.053
OKIDA1 A PRINTERS

INTER CABLES AND INTERFACES AVAILABLE.
CALL FOR CUR RENT PRICING INFORMA

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

C ITOH F-10 (40 CPS)
DAISY WHEEL II (RS)

NEC 3510-3550
NEC 77107730

BROTHER/COMREX

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEM
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 817/274-9221
ORDER STATUS 817/277-1913

TF.LEX/TWX/Easylink ELN 62100790

800 433-5184
^ 59

No tax out of state. Texan*
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the ones automatically included. Built-

in routines ignore improper data input,

but no error message is given to the

operator.

With its questions answered, The
Last One takes your specifications and
writes the Basic program in ASCII for-

mat. Load Basic and the new program,

then save it in TRSDOS compressed file

mode, and it's on disk and ready to

run. Generated programs are com-
pletely functional, and screen displays

look good.

Different portions of a generated

program are shown in the Program
Listing. The first two segments show
part of the housekeeping code, a series

of subroutines for screen and data man-
agement and error-checking. The last

lines are applications-specific, file-han-

dling routines.

Although most input, output, and er-

ror-checking functions use subroutines,

file access coding is repetitive and in-

creases the program's size. Note the log-

ical operators to compact the Basic code.

The "tight" code makes deciphering the

program rather difficult, particularly

since there are no comments.

Despite The Last One's sophisticated

use of string operators, the manual only

identifies file variables and pointers,

rather than explaining variables that are

used in generated programs. This

makes modifying or patching programs

a chore.

In constructing a complex program,
you'll save hours of time and avoid

frustration by starting with a shell pro-

gram of proven routines and calling

your enhancements from subprograms.

This limits recoding modifications to

the called programs, which can be ap-

pended to the main section after de-

bugging.

Veddy, Veddy British

Printed in England, where the pro-

gram originated, The Last One's man-
ual is attractive, readable, and well or-

ganized. Its chapters are arranged in the

same sequence as the program's menus
and prompts. I would have liked addi-

tional information and routines for

using the various functions, since the

software is more powerful than a first

reading indicates.

The index is also skimpy, considering

the program's complexity and the

amount of detailed information pre-

10 REM -NEWSEC4 Written by THE LAST ONE
20 CLEAR 5000:ON ERROR GOTO 55000:DEFDBL A,N:DIM AS ( 4) ,B$ ( 4) ,S$ ( 4)
,W$(4) :GOTO 50000
30 PRINT@(V-1,H+(H>0)

)

f CHR$(2) ;: RETURN
40 0K=1:IF MD=0 GOTO 60
50 MD=2:PRINTCHR$(28) ">"; : K=ASC ( INPUTS ( 1) ) : PRINTCHRS ( 28) " "; : IF K=
13 THEN OK=0: RETURN: ELSE IF K<>32 GOTO 50
60 DL=VAL(LEFT$(A$,1) ) : ML=VAL (MID$ ( A$ , 2) )-DL+(DL>0) : IF ASC(A$) <65
GOTO 110:ELSE ON ASC(A$)-65 GOTO 70 , 250 ,250 :DL=99 : GOTO 110

Initial Lines

290 D$=MID$(A$,4,2) :H=INT( VAL (A$)

)

300 D=VAL(RIGHT$(A$,2) )/4:D=-(D=INT(D) ) :IF D$="00" OR M=0 OR M>12
THEN D$=" B :GOTO 280
310 IF D$>MID$( n 312831303130313130313031", 2*M, 2) THEN IF NOT (M=2
AND D>0 AND D$= n 29" ) THEN DS="":GOTO 280

Use of String Operators in Routine to Check Date Entry

520 RESTORE 540:FI=0:FOR 1=1 TO 4 : READ LI:IF 1=1 THEN FIELD l,Li A
S W$(I) ELSE FIELD 1,F1 AS F$,LI AS W$(I)
530 FI=F1+L! :NEXT:FIELD 1,6 AS LR$
540 DATA 10,25,8,11
550 LSET W$(1)=A$(1)+CHR$(5) :LSET W$ ( 2) =A$ ( 2) +CHRS ( 5) :LSET W$(3)=A
$(3)+CHRS(5) :M=11:D=2:A=VAL(A$(4) ) :GOSUB 360:IF ASC(A$)=37 THEN ER
ROR 77:ELSE LSET W$ ( 4) =MID$ ( STR$ ( VAL ( A$) ) , 2+ ( VAL ( AS) <0) ) +CHR$ ( 5)
560 PUT 1,PA+1:PA=PA+1:IF PA>EA THEN EA=PA-1:GET 1,1: LSET LR$=MID$
(STRS(EA) ,2) :PUT 1,1

File Handling Routine

Program Listing

sented; it should be expanded substan-

tially. More helpful documentation in-

cludes tear-out cardboard sheets with

copies of most of the menus, a glossary,

and grid sheets for screen design.

Section 3 of the manual is a fairly

comprehensive introductory tutorial.

Information for program initialization

appears only in this section, making it

mandatory reading before diving into

The Last One. The rest of the section

contains detailed instructions for writ-

ing a mailing and phone-list program.

The tutorial is well-written, understand-

able, and indispensable for understand-

ing the creative process. As the table of

contents says, "If you intend to load

and use The Last One without reading

the manual first, then for heaven's sake

start here."

Some other droll humor shows up,

along with British spellings. The man-
ual's copyright information remarks,

"Finally, our Legal Eagles have come
up with the following piece of dynamic

gibberish which says, in summary, that

if you write a program . . . which causes

your computer to disintegrate into a

pale pink mushroom cloud, then it's

your fault." The menu choice for end-

ing a program is "Go home for tea."

A flowchart and coding printout,

called "trace documentation," describe

an invoice-generating program and a

mailing list and label printer. This

information teaches you combinations

of flowchart lines that invoke program
features and demonstrate some Basic

insertions. D.J. 'AI' Systems states that

they send customers other sample pro-

grams on request.

Experienced Basic programmers
should find the documentation ade-

quate after some experimentation. Be-

ginners will have difficulty setting

pointers or taking advantage of features

like Basic patches and calling related

programs; they may be able to do little

more than imitate the tutorial and sam-

ple programs.

D.J. 'AI' System's Los Angeles of-

fice appeared anxious to please, offer-

ing to review any documentation

created by a registered purchaser to help

solve programming problems. Software

updates are currently free.

Permanent Records

From the description of the func-

tional tools used as building blocks, you
can see that The Last One is oriented to-

ward, and reasonably well-suited for,
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AND SAME-DAY SHIPPING

MAKE US COMPETITIVE.

UR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.

Home of the Nation's Largest Computer Printer Inventory.

NEC 8023
Outstanding Graphics, Print

Quality & Performance

144 x 160 dots/inch • Proportional Spacing
• Lower case descenders • N x 9 dot matrix
• 8 character sizes • 5 unique alphabets • Greek
character set • Graphic symbols • 100 CPS
print speed • Bi-directional, logic-seeking
• Adjustable tractors • Single-sheet friction

feed • Vertical & horizontal tabbing .

Stall

CRT's and Monitors
Price, Performance & Reliability

Televideo List Discount

910 S 699 $575
925 S 995 $730
950 $1195 $945
970 $1495 $Call
Amdek
Video 300, Green $ 249 $155
Color-1 $ 499 $345

Other Quality Printers at Red Baron
List Discount

AnadexDP-9501A $1,725 $1,325
Anadex DP-9620A $1,845 $1,475
Anadex WP-6000 $3,450 $2,900
Smith-Corona TP-1 $ 895 SCall
NECSpinwriterRO
Serial Parallel 771 $3,085 $2,425

Serial3510 $1,895 $1,600
Okidata Series SCall
Toshiba P-1350 $2,195 $Call

Interface Equipment
Complete Stock of Options,
Cables and Accessories.

GRAPPLER+ APPLE INTERFACE $175
BUFFERBOARD $175
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable . .$1 50
SIGNALMAN MODEM $Call

HAYES MICROMODEM II $300
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON
ACCESSORIES $Call

CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple,
Atari, IBM, TRS-80 (all models) $Call

PRINTER STANDS: Large $ 99
Small $ 25

PRINTER RIBBONS—Most Types $Call

Color Coder Diskette Cases $ 16
VERBATIM DISKETTES $Call

IDS Prism 80/132
Affordable Color, Speed

200 CPS • Bi-directional, logic-seeking • 24 x 9 dot
matrix • Lowercase descenders • 8 character sizes
• 80-132 columns • Proportional spacing
• Text justification • Optional color and dot resolu-

tion graphics

Prism 80 Base List $1 ,299
Prism 132 Base List $1,499 £f*o||
Microprism 480 List $799 pIsClll

The Epson Series
High-Quality Printers

at a Low Price.

Brothers HR-1 Daisy Wheel
Perfect for quality,

quiet word processing.

• 16 CPS • Prints up to 6 copies • Bi-directional
• Cloth or carbon quick-change cassette ribbon
• Quiet, efficient operation for word processing

Brothers HR-1
Parallel List $1,100
Serial List $1,200 £f**|||
Ask about the Brother HR-15 QUdlll

Star Micronics
Gemini 10/15

160 CPS • Dot graphics • Proportional spacing •

Downloadable character sets • 10 and 12 CPI •

Super/subscripting • Underlining • Reverse line

feed

Epson FX series SCSlI
Full Line of Epson Accessories.

120 x 144 dot graphics -100 CPS- 2.3K buffer
• 2K User programmable ROM
Underlining • Super/subscripts
• Friction feed and adjustable
tractors

Gemini 10
Gemini 15

Lowest
Priced
Dot

Matrix

Our People, Our Product:
Both Are Specialized.
Red Baron is an organization of computer printer

specialists. They know the capabilities of each
printer, and how to match one to your exact need.
Call for expert consultation today!

Here's How To Order:
Phone orders are welcome; same-day shipment on
orders placed before 11:00 a.m. Free use of Master-

Card and Visa. COD's accepted. Personal checks
require 2 weeks clearance. Manufacturer's warranty
included on all equipment. Prices subject to revi-

sion. APO/FPO Orders Welcome.

Orders Only Call

(800) 854-8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 779-2779

*4B
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

^275

4501 E. Eisenhower Circle, Anaheim, CA 92807

Red Baron ComputerProducts, 1983
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data base or sorted list programs. How-
ever, there is no delete-a-record function.

Using random files, if you mark
items with a delete key, sooner or later

you must have a routine to compact the

file. I used the Calculations feature to

insert Basic patches to delete records;

unless you know something about
Basic, you're out of luck on this score.

Either a delete function should be

added or a delete routine included in the

documentation. The Last One's convo-
luted code for opening, closing, and
fielding files makes tracing the flow to

locate patches tedious. The lack of a
record deletion feature contradicts the

concept of program generators.

A further complication, copying data

from one file to another, involves more
than a read followed by a write. Since

The Last One assigns unique variables to

each file, you need a formula to equate

them: for example, B$(1) = A$(1). In

this way, the variable for the second file

(B$) is initialized to the value of its

counterpart in the first file. You won't

find this information in the manual. I

gleaned it from a careful review of a

generated program that didn't work as

expected.

Fascinating, Not Fast

What The Last One does is fascinat-

ing, and the code it produces is interest-

ing and educational. Its two most glaring

problems are slow speed and complex
debugging. Except for the machine-lan-

guage break-disable routine, the pro-

gram consists of a number of Basic

overlays.

Because it extensively accesses ran-

dom files, collects garbage as Basic

clears string space, and frequently re-

writes screens, creating a program with

The Last One is slower than molasses in

January. Keyboarding is often inter-

rupted, apparently for string reorgani-

zation; touch typists will be aggravated

to find characters in the middle of a

word failing to register, or the screen

display coming to a halt. Perhaps oper-

ating with a hard disk is more satisfying.

When running the finished program,
disk accesses for sorting and listing as

few as a dozen records with four or five

fields cause a blank screen for several

seconds. According to the manual, the

shell sort used in generated Basic pro-

grams could require 20 minutes or more
for files of 500 records. This is not en-

tirely the fault of The Last One, since
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the intention is to stick to Basic rather

than machine language, but it does af-

fect program performance. For faster

operation, the manual suggests restruc-

turing your program to obtain informa-

tion with a search instead of a sort.

The software's most significant draw-

back becomes evident when you make
an error or want to modify a program.
You can modify the original flowchart

by inserting, deleting, or swapping

lines, then reentering all branching in-

structions. As I discovered through trial

and error—these details are not men-
tioned in the manual—a new line at the

end of a flowchart is not inserted, but

"...The Last One's

built-in functions

provide an excellent

programming shell.

"

simply entered and automatically ap-

pended. To modify a line, first delete it

and then insert a new one.

Earlier, I emphasized turning on your

printer when you start, and suggested

building program additions as external

routines prior to debugging. This is be-

cause there is no way to change a small

part of the coding after completing the

flowchart.

Program generation destroys all

coding subsequent to the flowchart; the

question-and-answer session must be
completely redone, without benefit of

any prior information unless you
printed the documentation on the first

run. It's like using a compiler, but hav-

ing to redo much of the coding before

recompilation.

The manufacturer claims jumping to

a specific coding location to make cor-

rections is prohibited due to hardware
limitations related to file handling. The
IBM PC version is supposed to allow

corrections without complete recoding.

Operating Comments

You need two disk drives for The
Last One since flowcharts and pro-

grams are placed on separate disks. A
menu-driven library feature lists and
displays information from prior pro-

grams on all work disks; previously de-

signed files or flowcharts are quickly

integrated into new routines. Unfortu-

nately, there is no facility to delete stale

or erroneous data from the work disk or

library index.

The manual suggests you use The
Last One only for programs that would
require over 15 minutes to code in

Basic. Without any changes, I found
that even comparatively simple pro-

grams with files require closer to two
hours. A shell for a formula can be writ-

ten in 30 minutes to an hour. That's not

too bad for a complete program, but it

assumes no errors or modifications.

You don't have the flexibility of an

interactive interpreter.

Educationally speaking, studying the

generated code yields valuable lessons in

creating screen displays, handling data

with random files, and trapping errors.

You will probably get some ideas of
how to use logical and string operators

to condense Basic programs at the cost

of added complexity.

Wrap-Up

The Last One is an impressive piece

of software. It is one of a number of

program generators on the market that

herald a trend toward easier program-
ming. As memory greater than 64K be-

comes standard, software like this will

emulate minicomputer and mainframe
capabilities, giving a wider range of pro-

gram versatility.

The sample trace documentation

demonstrates that complex programs

can be written with considerably less

coding than starting from scratch in

Basic. D.J. 'AF Systems offers docu-

mentation for several programs without

charge; users knowledgeable in Basic

subroutines have almost unlimited flex-

ibility in customizing calls for specific

programs with the Calculations feature.

If you can survive the slow pace of

creating a program and the cumber-
some, often frustrating, procedure for

recoding the entire question section for

modifications, The Last One's built-in

functions provide an excellent program-
ming shell. If you want a quick method
of designing screen displays, need a

number of routines involving a lot of

data entry followed by searching for

specific records, or can use Calculations

to speed complex formula manipula-

tion, The Last One may be just your
cup of (English) tea.
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Versaledger II, H & E Computron-
ics, 50 N. Pascack Road, Spring

Valley, NY 10977; Model 11/12,

64K, $149.95.

"Going back three years to the

time when I was putting my books on
my first computer, I would have been

happy if 1 had Versaledger II. It does

the job it is supposed to do. ... I can

think of no information you must
have from your general ledger not

provided with Versaledger II." two/
sixteen, March/April, p. 35.

Stat Multi-Pack, Robert R. Bel-

anger, 541 W. 6th St., Azusa, CA
94702; Model 11/12/16, $325.

"Stat Multi-Pack is a very good
package of advanced statistical rou-

tines that will appeal especially to

researchers in psychology and educa-

tion. ... It does have advanced capa-

bilities that are hard to come by this

side of mainframe packages like

SPSS, SAS, and BMD. Stat Multi-

Pack is aimed at serious researchers

who understand the sophisticated re-

sults they can obtain easily with this

well-crafted package. It is the best

package available for the Model
11/ 12/16 running either TRSDOS or

CP/M." two/sixteen, March/
April, p. 48.

Synther-7, Computerware, Box 668,

Encinitas, CA 92024; Color Com-
puter, $21.95 cassette, $26.96 disk.

"Synther-7 is a real-time music
synthesizer which is totally con-

trolled by software. It enables you to

generate musical notes and sound ef-

fects from designated keys on the

computer. These sounds can be
modified by several parameters be-

fore they wind up on your tv's audio

speaker or cassette's audio input.

Because the sound is routed to the

AUX jack, it enables you to record

your works right onto the cassette

recorder, or for that matter, any
recording device at all. . . .Overall it

is an excellent program and well

worth the list price." the Rainbow,
April, p. 156.

Super Color Disk Zap, Nelson Soft-

ware, 9072 Lyndale Ave., S. Min-
neapolis, MN 55420; Color Com-
puter, $49.95 disk.

"Super Color Disk Zap is a ma-
chine-language disk utility program
that has many useful features. ... If

you are at all serious about your disk

system, this program is a must. Mr.
Tim Nelson, the author, is to be con-

gratulated on a job well done." the

Rainbow, April, p. 139.

Computers In The Schools, Ronald
G. Ragsdale, OISE Press (Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education),

107 pp.

"Ragsdale asks the all important

question: 'Why should schools use

computers?' and goes beyond the

facile 'wave of the future,' 'keep up
with the Jones' positions to discuss

real and rational issues.

"The book is not a guide to specif-

ic makes—there are plenty of books
that purport to tout virtues—but it is

a thorough exposition of problems,

pitfalls, power, perquisites and ad-

vantages to be gained from computer
use in a variety of educational

roles." InfoAge, March, p. 39.

Mastering VisiCalc, Douglas Her-

gert, Sybex Inc.; 217 pp., $11.95.
".

. .Mastering VisiCalc is intend-

ed for beginners. The author takes

the reader through a brief, lucid, and
surprisingly comprehensive tour of
VisiCalc 's capabilities, with special

emphasis on home, office, and scien-

tific applications. He then goes

through a hands-on instructional

that quickly gets the user into the

program and establishes a rapport

between novice and spreadsheet.

"But even people who have worked
with VisiCalc can derive consider-

able benefit from Mastering Visi-

Calc." Personal Computing, May,
p. 142.

Breakthru, Avalon Hill, 4517 Har-

ford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214;

Color Computer, $20.

"This is truly a good game. Don't
expect Britt Monk's version to be yet

another version of the game Break
Out, it's better. . . .Breakthru simu-

lates three-dimensional play with-

out wearing the funny glasses. It's an
enjoyable, fast, and fun game."
The Color Computer Magazine,
May, p. 73.

The Beginner 's Guide to Computers,
Robin Bradbeer, Peter De Bono,
Peter Laurie, Addison-Wesley,
Reading, MA; 208 pp., softcover

$9.95, hardcover $19.95.

"... (this) is an exciting book that

covers a lot of ground. While it's a

great introduction to computers . . .

this is not the book to get if you want
specific information on which mi-
crocomputer to buy ... a fine general

introduction whose only major
weakness (is) a difficult section on
programming." Popular Comput-
ing, June, p. 214.

TAS Utility Package, The Alternate

Source, 704 North Pennsylvania

Ave., Lansing, MI 48906; Model I

and III, LDOS, one disk drive,

$49.95.

"This package consists of four

separate utilities for TRS-80 com-
puters using the LDOS operating

system. . . .These are functional and

useful programs. ...At less than

$50, they represent an excellent

value, and even using just one of the

utilities regularly will justify the pur-

chase price of the package." Info-

World, May 2, p. 61.

___^_______ __



Star Micronics
GEMINI-10

$339.88 UPS DELIVERED
100 characters per second, bi-directional, logic-seeking,

W/2.2K data buffer

5 fonts, w/italics, double width, emphasis & proportional spacing
Subscripts, superscripts, underlining, backspace, emphasis,
double strike, enhanced print, special characters
1 20 x 1 44 dots/inch hi-res graphics, 6x6 block graphics

PRINTERS
C. Itoh

C. Itoh Prowriler $390.88
C. ltohProwriter2 $734.88
C.ltoh F-l Starwriter. 4 ) cps
Parallel or RS-232C $1 379.88
C.ltoh F-1 Prmtmaster, 55 cps
Parallel or RS-232C $1079.88
F- 10 Series Tractor $289.88

Diablo
Diablo 620 $1029.88
Diablo 630. $1989.88
Diablo 630 Tractor $289.88

Epson
F*80 $CALL
FX-80F/T . . SCALL
MX-80 SCALL
MX-80F/T SCALL
MX-100 SCALL
Com-Riter (Letter Quality)
Parallel or RS-232C SCALL

IDS
IDS Prism 80 $1079.88
above w/graphics S1 1 39.88
above w/sheetteed $1 249.88
above w/4-color $1539.88
IDS Prism 132 $1229.88
above w/graphics $1 309.88
above w/sheetfeed $1419.88
above w/4-color $1699.88
IDSMicroprism $574.88

Mannesmann-Tally

NEC
NEC 3530
NEC 7730

S789.88

$1759.88
$2399.88

PRINTERS
Okidata
Microline 82 A $41 9.88
82A Okigraph ROM $49.88
82A Tractor $59.88
82A Roll Paper Holder $49.88

Microlhe 83A $679.88
83A Okigraph ROM $49.88

Apple Okigraph II $59.88
Microline 84 w/graphics & tractor

Parallel, 200 cps $1024.88

Qume
Qume Sprint 1 1 + $1539.88

Smith-Corona
Smith Corona TP-1 $579.88
Specify either 1 or 1 2 cpi,

& parallel or RS-232C interface

Accessories
2-way Printer Switch
Parallel or RS-232C $11 9.88
Trace Soundtrap $11 9.88
8KMicrofazer $154.88
64K Microfazer $21 9.88
128KMicrofazer $319.88

CALL FOR PRICES on Cannon, Cen-
tronics, Panasonic, Ricoh, Silver

Reed, & others

Silver Reed
EXP-550

$71 9.88 UPS DELIVERED
• True letter-quality with Diablo code compatability
• 16 characters per second, 132 columns, bi-directional

• Subscripts, superscripts, underlining, backspace,
• Parallel interface standard

MODEMS
Emtrol
The LYNX TRS-80 direct-connect
modem features originate/answer,
auto-dial/answer, 300 baud transmis-
sion. Will work without RS-232C inter-

face. Comes complete with all cables &
hardware.
LYNX $229.88

DC Hayes

Hayes 300 Baud $224.88
Hayes 1 200 Baud $539.88

Novation
AutoCat 300 $31 9.88
AutoCat 1 200 $609.88
1 03 SmartCat $1 99.88
103/21 2 SmartCat $499.88
Novation D-Cat $159.88
Novation J-Cat $139.88

Anchor Automation
Signalman Mark 1 $89.88

Disk Drives
PMC
SSDD External Drive $239.88
QCS 1 2Mb Hard Disk $21 59.88
QCS 20Mb Hard Disk $2479.88
QCS 40Mb Hard Disk $3699.88

Information & Orders

(603) 881-9855
Orders Only: (800) 343-0726
No Hidden Charges

FREE UPS shipping on all orders—No extra charge to use credit cards—COD
orders accepted ($10 fee added)— All products shipped factory fresh with full

warranty (we are authorized for warranty work on many products—just ask)—No
purchase orders, foreign or APO orders accepted—Minimum $50 per order-
Personal checks take 3 weeks to clear—This ad prepared in April: prices are
subject to change, but customers get lowest possible price at time of shipment.

SOFTWARE
Microterm
A terminal program from Standard
Microsystems Software, makers of

DOSPLUS. Microterm supports auto-
dial/answer modems like the Lynx &
Hayes Smartmodem. Features pre-pro-

grammed dial & transmit, direct file

transfer, 34K capture buffer, and high
operational baud rate (near 9600).
Specify Model I or Model III

Microterm $79.88

DOSPIus 3.4
The preferred disk operating system

for Model I or III. Features BASIC array
sort, (multi-key, multi-array), active
"DO", device routing, DOS command
repeat, etc. Exceptional. Specify Model
I or III, single or double track, 40 or 80
track drive
DOSPIus 3.4 $99.88

NewScript
Prosoft's NewScript is the best word

processing software available for the
TRS-80 Model I or III. NewScript
supports the features of most popular
printers, including NEC, C. toh, Oki-

data. Epson, Centronics, etc.

NewScript features true proportional
spacing, single and double width type,
subscripts, superscripts, underlining,
boldface, multiple pitches, full-screen
editing, global search & eplace and
customized "form" letters that also will

reate mailing labels from NewScript
files. Format 2 up, 3 up, etc. for use on
envelopes, packages (not a mail list

program with sort options).

A typeahead/p'intahead buffer maxi-
mizes printer & computer speed. Plain
English commands simplify operation
and editing. NewScript comes with a
complete manual, including many ap-
plications, and support from the
authors. Specify Model I or III.

NEWSCRIPT/Mail Labels
. . $112.00

Electric Webster
A 50,000 word dictionary for New-
Script It can be selected from the
main menu, used, then returns you to
main menu. The Electric Webster
features spell checking, options on
change, & a "browse" feature allowing
you to choose spellings or to enter
your own NewScript compatible.
Electric Webster $134.86

NewScript Options
ScripSit-to-NewScript File

Conversion Software $27.88
Grammatic Module $38.88
Hyphenation Module $46.88
Proportional Module $46.88

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THE BOTTOM LINE
MILFORD, NH 03055-0423 TELEPHONE (603) 881-98551



CALENDAR
July

10-11 Microcomputers in Music Edu-
cation Triton College, River

Grove, IL.

13-15 American Production and In-

ventory Control Society, Falls

Church, VA. APICS 1983 Sum-
mer Seminar Doubletree Plaza

Hotel, Seattle, WA.
14-17 Origins '83 International Ad-

venture Gaming Convention
Cobo Hall, Detroit, MI.

18-19 Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto,

CA. Productivity '83 Westin

Hotel, Seattle, WA.
20-22 University of Oregon, Eugene,

OR. Computers in Education

Conference Hilton Hotel and
Convention Center, Eugene,

OR.
25-28 IEEE Computer Society, Silver

Spring, MD. Softfair Software

Development Conference Hyatt

Regency, Crystal City, Arling-

ton, VA.

26-29 University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana, IL. Com-
puter-Based Music Instruction

Workshop UIUC campus.

August

2-4 Microprocessor Background for

Management Personnel Univer-

sity of California Extension,

Berkeley, CA.
22-26 American Association for Arti-

ficial Intelligence, Menlo Park,

CA. National Conference on
Artificial Intelligence Hilton

Hotel, Washington, DC.

September

26-29 IEEE Computer Society, Silver

Spring, MD. Compcon Fall '83

Marriott Crystal Gateway, Ar-

lington, VA.

xtMonth

"Aaargh!" yelled Mad Max. "Level

4's impossible!"

"Sounds like Madison, WI's been de-

stroyed by meteors again," Mercedes

said. Max was playing Tom Alar's Ar-

mageddon, one of the programs we've

been reviewing for 80 Micro's annual

games issue. Normally, the Gamer's

Cafe relies on commercial software, but

the August articles have kept us typing

programs and giggling a lot.

Besides Armageddon, Max endorses

Hollie Satterfield's Attack of the

TRS-80, an adventure that challenges

you to destroy a crazed Model I, and
Mike Conforti's Muddy Pig Simulator

("Slippery swine!" Max snarls every

time one gets away). Max's two favorite

movies after Tron are Animal House
and The Paper Chase; there's a campus
adventure that combines the two.

Mercedes Silver read the more serious

articles ("You're not going to let them

,-• See i >st o/ Advertisers on Page 356

print Strip Blackjack, are you?"), and
recommends August's do-it-yourself

joystick and CoCo game design tutori-

als. Her favorite is Joseph Dlhopolsky's

machine-language patch that uses the

CRT's electron beam to eliminate screen

flicker, but she admits to liking

Maxwell's Demon ("It's a game, but it's

based on a scientific theory"). I caught

her puzzling over an Australian adven-

ture, Lost on the Great Barrier Reef,

too.

There are Color Computer and I/III

games ranging from Kings and Castles

and Crypto-Mania to Maze Chase and
Micro Melodies. There's even an adven-

ture, ten casino games, and a buyer's

guide to more games for the Model
11/12/16.

"And a patch to slow down Level 4 of

Armageddon," Max said. "Please?"

—Rodney Gambicus

CRITICAL PATH
SCHEDULING

SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS-80
MODEL II

• up to 500 activities per file

• comprehensive job calendar

processor

• user-defined activity codes

• selective reports by code, status,

critical ity, sorted by date

• prints easy-to-read barcharts

• designed for unskilled operators

• proven on multi-million $
projects

•110 page manual includes

primer on the Critical Path

Method
• requires 64K Model II and 132

column printer

System U.S. $495.00
Manual only U.S. $25.00
(Incl. shipping & Handling)
Ontario residents add 1%
Send check or M.O. to:

CANADIAN MICRO SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 98, Station J,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4J 4X8

ask about our upcoming version

for the TRS-80 Modell III

Computet tlcth£S
The Original Soft-Wear Computer Cover

Give your TRS-80' Model III handsome,
stylish PROTECTION from dirt, dust, static

electricity. DRESS IT SMARTLY in the

Computer Clothes cover

U High-tech grey and black
'. Tintless, top-quality cotton blend
ZjFully lined for double protection

ZiWashable, needs no ironing

[ZFull 30 day warranty, money
refunded if not completely satisfied

Each cover S35.00 plus S2.00 shipping
and handling. New York residents add
sales tax.

Please send check, money order.

or VISA/ MasterCard number
and expiration date to:

Home Works
799 Broadway, Suite 325, NY, NY 10003
(212)982-2406

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks tor delivery via UPS

Sorry, no COD.
"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation ^270
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TUTORIAL

La Plume de Ma Tante
by Philip Martel and Robert Nicholas

I
f you've ever wondered why there are so many
programming languages for the TRS-80, this

overview provides insight and program examples.

Language Model I and III Color Computer

Basic Yes Yes

Assembly Yes Yes

Fortran Yes No

Cobol Yes No

Pascal Yes Yes

APL Yes No
Forth Yes Yes

Logo No Yes

Lisp Yes No
Pilot Yes Yes

Table I. Languagesfor Radio Shack Computer Systems

Language Version

Basic Radio Shack Basic

Assembly Disk based NEWDOS • version

of Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler

Fortran Microsoft's Fortran

Cobol Ryan-McFarland Corporation

Cobol package

Pascal Pascal-80 by Phelps Gates

APL APL-80 by Phelps Gates

Forth Model I Forth by Miller

Microcomputer Services

Logo Radio Shack Color Logo

Lisp Lisp and program by Randy

Beer (80 Micro, March 1983,

p. 176, April 1983, p. 254)

Table 2. Language Versions Used for Program Listings

"My aunt's pen." If you've taken

first year French, you know the phrase.

It's one of the many senseless phrases

one learns in mastering a new language.

According to Webster's New Twenti-

eth Century Dictionary, a language is

"any means of expressing or communi-
cating, as gestures, signs, animal

sounds, etc. All the vocal sounds,

words, and the ways of combining them

common to a particular nation, tribe, or

other group."

The Encyclopaedia Britannica (15th

edition) defines computer languages as

"sets of characters used to form sym-

bols and words in such a manner that

the various steps of solving a problem

may be communicated to a computer."

The concept common to these two

definitions is that language produces

communication using a set of words

and symbols. Communication is the key.

You communicate with computers

for many reasons: to balance your

checkbook, write letters home to mom
and dad, zap aliens, maintain a mail-

ing list, teach your children to say

"la plume de ma tante," keep track of

accounts receivable and payable, turn

the coffee pot on in the morning, and

so on.

These examples illustrate the end re-

sult of computer programs. A program

is the proper arrangement of words and

symbols of a given computer language

that results in some task being per-

formed. Each language has its own
words and symbols, as well as its own
rules for combining them.

The most common programming

languages available for the Radio Shack

computers are Basic, Assembly, For-
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MAILIN
SYSTEMEM $89.95

(Tandy Trade Mark) Model I and III

We proudly present here what many consider to be the most

powerful and versatile mailing list system on the market today. It

is primarily written in BASIC with embedded machine code for

the speed sensitive areas. This makes our system easy to modify,

yet extremely fast. ..Our system is specifically configured to run

on floppy disk drives Some other ma]or systems, run on floppies

but are really intended for use on hard disk drives To get the real

benefit of such a system, one usually has to purchase expanded
track/density disk drives and even then a problem occurs when
all the drives are filled with data We have neatly solved this

problem by allowing your data disks to be maintained in

continuous order even though, due to limitations of your drives,

the list is too large to all be "on line" at one time. Thus our

system accomodates extremely large lists using your existing

drives and yet avoids the "segmented" data problems of the hard

disk approach.

• Simple to use even for the novice

• Permits 2260 names on-line with 40 track dbl density drives

and almost 5000 names with 80 track drives 35 track single

density drives permit 1025 on-line entries

• Super fast sort by alp. or zip order (8 sec. for 1000 entries)...

both orders can exist simultaneously on disk

• High speed recovery of entries from disk speed of sort is

meaningless if retrieval from disk is slow ..ours pulls in over 8

per sec!

• Optionally supports a second address line

© I ransfers old files over to our system ^M— LOOK!
• Zip order is "sub-alphabetized."

• Less than 5 digit zips have leading 0's appended.

• Supports 9 digit zips, Canadian zips, and foreign abbrev

• Backup data disks are easily updated as entries are created,

edited, or sorted. ..extremely useful!!

• Optional reversal of names about commas This permits disk

storage in last-name-first order to facilitate meaningful alph.

order while the printout will be in "natural" order.

• Permits telephone, account, and/or serial numbers, etc

• Prints on envelopes or on labels, 1 , 2, 3 or 4 across

• Test label/envelope printing lets you make horizontal and

vertical ad|ustments with ease

• Master printout of your list in several formats (not just a re-

hash of the labels) extremely useful.

• Selective printing by specific zips or by zip range.

• Editing is simple and fast ..direct access or automatic search

...Batch transfer of edited entries to backup disks.

• Optionally provides for duplicate labels to be printed

• Deleted entries have "holes" on disk filled automatically and
alph order is still maintained!

• System adjusts to any DOS
• Our automatic repeat feature allows often used names/ad-

dresses to be entered with a single key stroke

• Load and "scroll"/edit through entries on disk

• All labels optionally support an "ATTN:" line with provisions

for multiple entries.

• Plenty of user defined fields with various options for simul-

taneously purging and selecting the printout even allows for

inequalities. ..powerful and easy to use.

• All 0's in address labels are replaced by easier to read 0's

• Continuous display of number of labels/envelopes printed

• Each disk entry automatically "remembers" how many mail-

ings have been made for that particular entry Can be tied in

with purge/select

• Extensive assortment of extra cost options for customized

master list printout (in addition to the standard 'one men-

tioned above), transfer of entries between disks, summary
reports, and "publisher's" type multiple list label printouts

• Continuing expert support just a phone call away You will be
able to discuss your problems/modifications with the authors

.* Hardware requirements: 32K, printer and 1 or 2 drives»I«JM^^^^——! I illl li llinllli 111

CrtDkl I CTTCD ( Use alon* or with th« "^ ... — _HJKM Lt I IfcK ^ mail list system J 5J9.95
Create letters and store on disk with provisions tor later retrieval

and additions Then print the letters using your mailing list

• Same select and purge features as mailing list system.

• Select either continuous fanfoldor "cut sheet" paper
• Selectable tabing, test printing, and paging.

• Allows regular or legal size pages.

» Greetings are selectable by codes on mailing list. Options

nclude Mr. /Mrs

tm
' Name t;

wmmmt
SIGN (Supplied on tape, can be transferred to disk) $19.9.'
Produce large (reduced 50% here) attention getting signs.

nii «««:««! www
ss ss ••! in !<" » F?

ss
...

in ' f* Ff

SS5SSSSSS
...

'I II ««««'
S«S«S-; 'H li i PFWPW

hi i ilium

00 « ' *£
ft) 00 GO MB '0

00 06 oo mx is'

oo no co >> <a W
.; .< CO u t,

SUPER CALENDAR (Supplied on tape only) $19.95
Prints out calendars of individual months of years ranging from
158 5 to any time in the future. Standard banker's holidays are

noted. ..Additionally prints out large "graphics" type wall

calendars with memos under each day. ..Use as a planning
calendar with optional disk storage Requires 16K and a printer

Football Scouting Report (Disk only) $89.95
Allows coaches to scout opponents up to 5 times in advance and
then reliably predict their actions

Loan Amortization (
*™ l

£%££££*
be

) $29.95
Achieves pin point accuracy with a built in calendar.. .This

sophisticated program produces an exceptionally professional

looking printout that includes yearly summaries as well as

"totals-to-date"...Severaloptions for calculating interest includ-

ing one that pushes the payment date ahead to the next business

day if the regular pay date falls on a weekend or holiday.
' dware requirements Model I or III, 16K, and a printer

Interfaces to your own basic FAST SORT
programs sort with the speed of anti

machine code but with the con- .. PH * RCXITPD
venience of basic. Use your disk «LrnrtDCII^tK
to merge our short basic programs (Disk only) $29.95
(with embedded machine code) with your own basic program
Follow simple instructions to set up a sort of string, integer,

single, or double precision arrays (also ascending or descending

order). Sample sort time - 8 sec. for 1000 dbl. prec. numbers
Also included is a ready to use basic program Use it lo obtain a

printout of alphabetized names

' Buy our Mailing List System and Form

J
Letter Option together and get our Super

J
Calendar and Sign programs absolutely

free!
|

Mailing List System ||f|g«f

Form Letter Fast Sort Super Calendar

Model I or III?

Total (Add $3 00 for Shippings, Handling)

Check LJ COD. LJ Visa L_J

Card No. :
/Exp.

Name :_

Address

itate, & Zip

RECISION XROTOTYPES " 63

|607Ymbacion Refugio, Tx. 78377 (512)526-4758
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trail, Cobol, Pascal, APL, Forth,

Logo, Lisp, and Pilot.

Low- Versus High-Level Languages

In point of fact, though, your com-
puter understands and interprets only

one language—machine language.

Everything else is an illusion. Machine

language consists of numbers that your

computer sees as commands directing it

in a variety of simple tasks, such as

adding two numbers together.

Although the numbers have specific

meaning to the computer, they are not

particularly meaningful to most people.

You might learn that the number 201 is

the command to return from a subrou-

tine (in a Z80 microprocessor), but it is

not inherently obvious.

In the beginning, man created

computer programs in machine code
with switches and plug boards. Now he

uses a monitor that allows him to view

and modify the numbers more readily.

The next step in computer language

evolution was to assign more compre-

hensible symbols and words with the

numbers. The result is Assembly lan-

guage. The number 201 becomes the

more memorable mnemonic RET

—

short for return. Assembly language is

still low-level. Each mnemonic repre-

sents a single instruction to the

machine.

In high-level languages, one line of

code might represent many machine
operations. Also, high-level languages

often use complete words rather than

mnemonics (RETURN, not RET) to

make programs easier to read and
understand.

Although this doesn't make much
difference to the end user, it helps the

programmer who has to maintain or

modify a program code.

To emphasize the point, consider the

problem of whiting out the video screen

in three languages: machine code, As-

sembly, and Basic. The video screen lo-

cation for the Models I and III are from
15360 to 16383.

Machine language:

33,0,60, 17, 1,60, 1,

255,3,54, 191,237, 176

Assembl> language:

10 ill., 15360

LD DE.1536I

LD BC.1023

LD (HL),191

LDIR

Basic:

10 FOR X = 15360 TO 16383

20 POKE X,191

30 NEXT X

The machine-code version is on the

obscure side. The Assembly program is

80 • 80 Micro, July 1983

clearer provided you understand what
the mnemonics mean (for instance, LD
means LOAD). On the other hand, the

Basic program is comprehensible to

nearly anyone who reads English.

You might not know what POKE
means, but the routine is performing a

loop with the value of X ranging from
15360 to 16383. Line 20 tells the ma-
chine to place the graphics character

associated with the number 191—a
solid white block—at screen location

X. When the loop is finished, the

screen is completely white.

While the Basic program is easier to

write and understand, the machine- and
Assembly-language versions have the

distinct advantage of speed. Low-level

languages run about fifty times as fast

as high-level languages.

Method of Implementation

Machine language, once entered into

the computer via a keyboard, is exe-

cuted directly. No intermediate steps are

involved. This is not true of any other

computer language. But since all you
work with is a series of numbers, it's

difficult to edit or expand the original

program

.

To use Assembly language, you
create the program in an editor, then

run your creation through another pro-

gram, an assembler. The result is an

executable machine-language program.

An advantage to using the editor and
assembler rather than machine lan-

guage is the comparative ease of writing

understandable code. Another is the

ability to modify or expand the original

program. Also, the editor allows you to

change or delete old lines and insert new
ones with relative ease. Finally, the

assembler points out certain types of er-

rors in your program.

TRS-80 Basic is a completely differ-

ent matter. It allows you to create, edit,

and execute your program. Like the

assembler, it indicates errors as it

encounters them.

However, when you run a program,

it is "interpreted." The machine code to

be executed is stored in your computer's

ROM (read-only memory). Each Basic

instruction in the program must be read

and the associated variables stored in

the appropriate memory locations.

Then the corresponding machine code

in ROM must be located and executed.

This process is repeated for every

Basic instruction and must be repeated

every time that instruction is encoun-

tered. That's why Basic is so slow.

Interpretation is not the only way to

implement Basic in your computer. You
can also use a Basic compiler. You

create, maintain, and modify your

Basic program with an editor. Then you

run it through a compiler program. The
end result is an executable machine-lan-

guage program. Like the assembler and

the interpreter, the compiler points out

certain errors for you.

An advantage to this approach over

interpreted Basic is speed. But the com-
piled program generally doesn't run as

fast as a similar program written direct-

ly in machine or Assembly language.

While the end product in all three

cases is machine code, the compiler is

not as efficient because it does not com-
prehend your goal to white out the

screen. It simply goes through your

Basic program one instruction at a time,

converting it to machine code.

Some ways of communicating in ma-
chine code take less time to perform

than others. An experienced program-

mer with a thorough knowledge of the

computer's machine-language instruc-

tion set often finds shortcuts based on

his understanding of a problem. He sees

the problem as a whole, while the com-
piler looks at it one piece at a time.

The human and the compiler are at-

tempting to reach the same goals from
completely different perspectives. The

human is attempting to get the comput-

er to white out the screen. The compiler

is attempting to turn the Basic com-
mands into machine language.

As a result, the human can usually

compose a shorter, tighter program
than the compiler. Since every machine-

language instruction takes time to ex-

ecute, the human-generated program
runs faster.

Among the other common lan-

guages, APL, Logo, Lisp, and Pilot are

generally implemented interpretively.

Fortran and Cobol are usually compiled.

Pascal is usually compiled to an in-

termediate code known as P-code.

P-code is interpreted when you run your

program.

Somewhat the same situation applies

to Radio Shack's version of Cobol for

the Models I and III. Their RUN-
COBOL utility interprets your compiled

Cobol program.

Forth is both a programming lan-

guage and an operating system. It lies

somewhere between the compiled/in-

terpreted status of Pascal and a fully

compiled language like Fortran.

History and Uses

• Basic

Basic, Beginner's All-purpose Sym-
bolic Instruction Code, was developed

as a language for use on a large time-

shared computer system at Dartmouth



SPECIALS OF THE MONTH!

INTRODUCING THE IMPROVED
LNW 80 MODEL II

. . . AT AN UNBELIEVABLE PRICE!

LNW-80
MODEL II

This computer has it all! TRS-80 T" Model I and CP/M® software

compatibility with two operating systems; DOSPLUS 3.4 and CP/M
2.2. The LNW 80 MOD II can read and write the 5V4* disk formats of

several CP/M computers including: OSBORNE, KAYPRO, XEROX 820,

CP/M 86 as well as standard 8" IBM format. Standard features: 96K
of RAM, parallel and serial ports,

cassette and joystick ports, RGB and

Composite Color interfaces, HI-RES

graphics and much more! Six

month warranty.

*1995.

SYSTEM SPECIAL!
Complete LNW 80 Model II system includes:

Enhanced LNW 80 MOD II *1995.

2 TEC disk drives, 40 tracks $660.

BMC12A green phosphor monitor ... $149.

Video and drive cables $29.

$2833.

$?995.

SOFTWARE SPECIALS!

PRINTER SPECIALS!

New TOSHIBA P1350 dual mode printer

• 100 CPS letter quality and 160 CPS draft

quality *1595.

C. ITOH F10 40 CPS • bi-directional

daisy wheel printer $1379.

New SEIKO GX-100 • 50 CPS
dot matrix printer with built-

in tractor feed $244.95

This is a Price Breakthrough!

OKIDATA 83A $669.

• 120 CPS dot matrix printer

with tractor feed.

PROWRITER parallel

10" *469.

PROWRITER parallel

15" $679.

EPSON MX-100 $649.

SUPER ™ $244.95

Data base management system.

• 13 times faster than dBASEII™,this

is the most powerful, easy to use

DBMS program that we have seen!

For TRS-80 and CP/M.

INFOSTAR *387.

• New from MicroPro®, now you can

write custom applications with plain

English and edit your reports with

WORDSTAR!

dBASE II™ with QUICKCODE $695.

dBASEII T" $479.

Mfeo^lPorfl©
We're the helpful, friendly computer wholesalers that sell

direct to users by mail only. No showrooms. No toll-free

numbers. Just the best prices you'll find anywhere.

LNW 5/8 doubler $159.

LNW 5/s doubler w/DOSPLUS 3.4 . $175.

LNW expansion II $329.

MICRO-MAIN FRAME 8" drive

controller for TRS-80 MOD III ... *93.9S

4 drive 5V<" cable for LNW &
TRS-80 *35.95

2 drive SV*" cable for LNW &
TRS-80 *29.9S

2 drive 8" cable for LNW &
TRS-80 *39.95

1100 EAST HECTOR STREET
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA 19428

215-664-5383 m
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.; TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.; dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate; SUPER is a trademark of l-S-A, Inc.

Prices are subject to change without notice. Quantities are limited.



College in the mid-1960s. It's a general-

purpose language that's rather easy to

learn in a short period of time.

It takes time, practice, and patience

before you can write sophisticated pro-

grams. Since its creation, Basic has ac-

quired many commands. Most of the

string commands, PEEK, POKE, and
random files are new.

A main advantage of Basic is that

you can sketch out ideas for programs

or complicated subroutines rather easi-

ly. This is a good approach before begin-

ning a program in Assembly language.

Don't use Basic when it's not fast

enough or when the program you have

in mind would be large and complicated

in Basic, but short and simple in some
other language. Or when you have a

listing of a program in Fortran. Or
when you're taking a course in

Cobol

• Assembly

Assembly language is relatively hard
to program but extremely fast. Most
commercially available video games,

particularly those with a lot of graphics

and animation, are written either whol-

ly or partly in Assembly language.

When you are programming in one
of the higher-level languages, you do
not have to pay attention to every detail

regarding arithmetic and input/output

operations. However, when you decide

to use Assembly, you have to tell the

computer exactly what you want it to do
and how to do it.

For instance, if you want to put the

word Hello on the video screen in Basic,

use PRINT"Hello". In Assembly lan-

guage you must tell the computer what

"Cobol is ideal

for manipulating

business data.

"

to print, where the video screen is, and
how to put it there. Assembly language

runs 50 to 100 times faster, but it also

takes you 50 to 100 times longer to write

programs.

• Fortran

Fortran, FORmula TRANslation,
was designed at IBM in the 1950s. It is

the oldest commonly used higher-level

language.

On the Models I and III, Fortran rep-

resents a good choice for intensive com-

putation (number-crunching) tasks if

Basic is too slow. It wasn't designed for

string operations and the input/output

is more difficult than Basic, but a lot

easier than Assembly. Speed is its

primary advantage.

• Cobol

Cobol is an acronym for COmmon
Business Oriented Language. In a

group effort, several computer manu-
facturers and the federal government
developed it in the late 1950s. It is per-

haps the most standardized of all the

heavily used languages.

Cobol is ideal for manipulating

business data. For example, standard

Cobol (not Radio Shack's version) con-

tains a sort verb. Point at the array you
need sorted and say "SORT". It also

contains a search verb for linear or

binary searching. It allows long vari-

able names, making it easy to write

readable code.

You can define, redefine, and sub-

divide fields in all possible combina-

tions for later reference. For instance,

you can break NAME down into LAST
NAME, FIRST NAME, and MIDDLE
NAME.
You can further subdivide those to

indicate LAST INITIAL, FIRST INI-

TIAL, and MIDDLE INITIAL. You

The G

Powerful Graphics. BIZGRflPH is a

self-prompting business graphing pro-

gram designed to work exclusively with

Grafyx Solution. Micro-Labs' Grafyx

Solution is a plug-in, clip on board which

gives you 98,304 points in a 512 x 192

matrix. That's sixteen times as many
points as a standard Model III! Improve

your business with clear, accurate

graphs. Perfect for monagers, small

businessmen and analysts. The BIZ-

GRAPH package can display Line Graph,

utiorr for your Business

Bar Chart, Pie Chart, Area Plot,

Histogram Plot, and Scatter Plot. Data

can be entered from the keyboard or

disk files - including VisiCalc*.

Quality Grafyx. Select graph type,

enter data or file name, select options,

and a graph is quickly displayed in

amazingly fine detail. Multiple data sets

can be combined on one graph. Another

unique feature is the ability to display the

hi-res screen along ujith the normal text

and louj-res screen.

Versatile Grafyx. BIZGRRPH is a
flexible program providing automatic

Ilsia

labeling of X and V axis points using 85

characters/line. Forecasting future trends

is possible using line fitting, quadratic,

and third order linear regression

analysis. Data smoothing using moving

averages is also possible. The finished

graph can be saved on disk or printed

on any of 20 popular printers.

The Grafyx Solution package is shipped

from stock and includes the board, 44

programs, and a 54 page manual all for

$299.95. The BIZGRRPH program,

sample graphs, and manual is $98.

Shipping is free on pre-paid or COD
orders. (Tx. res. odd 5% sales tax.)

®VisiCdc/fte9iae<ed TM ViaCcrp .c,

Micro-Labs, Inc. 214-235-0915

902 Pinecrest, Richardson, Texas 75080
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can even redefine the field NAME to be
an array called NAME ARRAY and
look through it letter by letter to delete

extra blank spaces.

The vast majority of all business pro-

grams running on mainframes and
minicomputers are written in Cobol.
Since it is compiled, Cobol runs fairly

fast. And since Cobol code is easy to

read (self-documenting), it's relatively

simple to modify.

• Pascal

Pascal, named for the French mathe-
matician Blaise Pascal, was created in

the early 1970s as an educational tool.

Pascal was intended to introduce stu-

dents to computer programming. It's a
structured language that almost forces a
programmer to organize his program
before entering it into the computer.
One of its strong points is its many

different possible data types. You can
add new ones as your program requires.

For instance, you can establish the days
of the week as one data type. Or you
can declare a data type called DATE
that includes automatic range checking

for month (1-12), day (1-31), and year

(0-99).

Like Basic, Pascal tries to be a gener-

al-purpose language. It is more tedious

to program in than Basic.

• APL
APL, A Programming Language,

was defined in 1962 by Dr. Kenneth
Iverson. Originally, it wasn't so much
a computer-programming language as

a way of expressing mathematical
concepts.

If you're interested in mathematical
or engineering problems and can over-

'

'Forth is strange,

different, frustrating,

andfascinating.

"

come the hurdle of its character set,

APL might be for you. You can manip-
ulate vectors and matrices without telling

the computer how to do a matrix multi-

ply. For jobs done repetitively, the in-

terpretive nature of APL is a disadvan-

tage, but it's great for quick-and-dirty

jobs involving lots of math.

• Forth

Forth stands for fourth generation

language. The second generation sys-

tem on which it was developed permit-

ted only five-character file names, so
Fourth became Forth. Charles Moore
developed it around 1970.

Forth is strange, different, frus-

trating, and fascinating. It requires an
entirely different approach to program-
ming, so you need time to get used to it.

One of Forth 's big advantages is that

it's an extensible language. A program-
ming language consists of words and
symbols, and the rules for combining
them; in Forth, you can add new words
and symbols that become as much a part

of the language as the original ones.

You might take the initial language

and add new features for specific appli-

cations. Perhaps you could add func-

tions for controlling a telescope

(TRACK, SIDEREAL TIME, POINT)
in your home observatory, and develop

a new dialect called Astro-Forth.

• Logo
Logo, from the Greek "logos"

meaning word, is a way of teaching peo-
ple (especially children) to interact with

a computer. It is basically a graphics

language. Like interpreted Basic, Logo
provides an interactive mode and a pro-

gramming mode.
Radio Shack's version of Logo for

the Color Computer has two interesting

features: recursion and multi-tasking.

A Spectacular Graphic Adventure Experien

16K
Model

1 & 3 Tape

MADAM ROSA
meets E-Z

. |the Extraterrestrial's sexy SISTER]

-MISADVENTURE #7—
A hilarious adventure! The fun really

when these two famous characters

inside Madam Rosa's Massage Parlor!

CHALLENGING!

SOUND & GRAPHICS combined w
ADVENTURE* FUN!!!

Imagine the possibilities...

Also Available [16K Tape Model I & III]:

#201 Madam Rosa's Massage Parlor

#202 Wet T-Shirt Contest
#207 Madam Rosa Meets E-Z

j The Softcore Software Co.

1-800-633-2252 ext. 460 Tr^Hinel''
VISA-MASTER CARD—COD—CHECK

9 Southmoor Circle, Kettering, Ohio 45429
|513) 294-3383 [12-6 p.m.] dealers & more info

Write For Complete Catalog ^379

Can your VisiCalc Sort?

Sort the rows
or columns of a

VisiCalc

spread sheet.

It can with VIS Bridge SORT from Solutions, Inc.

The sorted spread sheet still

contains all the formulas
and values from the un-

sorted original. Use up to

4 additional keys to break
ties or specify secondary
sorts. Each key may be
alpha or numeric and either

ascending or descending.
VIS\ Bridge/SORT is available for the Apple® II + and III,

the IBM PC™ and the TRS-80® I, 11/12/16, and III.

$89 plus $4 shipping and handling from Solutions, Inc.

Order 802 229 0368. 97 College St., Box 989, Montpelier, VT
05602. Mastercard and Visa. Dealer inquiries welcomed.
Also available: VIS\ Bridge/REPORT™ for $79 and
VIS\ Bridge/DJ™ for $445. -^76

a:i v.'S/ Bndge products are tracemarks ol Solutions Inc VisiCalc" is a trademark ol VisiCo
IBM PC" 's a trademark ot IBM Corp Apple' is a trademark o' Apple Computers Inc

ademark of Tandy Corp
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10 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER " ; N
20 GOSUB 1000
3 PRINT "FACTORIAL = "; F
40 GOTO 10
990 REM FACTORIAL SUBROUTINE
1000 F = 1
1010 FOR X = 1 TO N
1020 F = F * X
1030 NEXT X
1040 RETURN

Program Listing 1. Basic

00100 ORG 7000H
00110 /FACTORIAL SUBROUTINE
00120 ; PARAMETER IN B, RESULT IN HL
00130 FACT: LD HL,1
00140 FACT1

:

CALL MUL
00150 DJNZ FACT1
00160 RET
00170 ;MUL - MULTIPLIES HL BY B
00180 ; RESULT IN HL, NO OVERFLOW
00190 MUL: PUSH BC ;SAVE B
00200 LD DE,0
00210 EX DE,HL ;DE HAS MULTIPLICAND
00220 MUL1: ADD HL,DE
00230 DJNZ MUL1
00240 POP BC ; RESTORE B
00250 RET
00260 END

Program Listing 2. Assembly

Recursion allows you to write a pro-

gram that refers to itself; for instance,

you can draw a tree as a series of succes-

sively smaller branches.

Multi-tasking permits you to do sev-

eral things at the same time. You can

have two tasks drawing game pieces

moving around the screen while a third

task scans the keyboard for the players'

moves.

• Lisp

Lisp, LISt Processor, operates on
lists consisting of atoms, instead of on
numbers. The atoms are arbitrary sym-

bols that might be numbers but do not

have to be.

Everything in Lisp is a list, even pro-

grams. This means that a Lisp program
can operate on another Lisp program or

even on itself. It was originally de-

veloped for, and is still used largely

for, experiments in artificial in-

telligence.

• Pilot

Pilot is a limited language useful for

developing multiple-choice type tests. It

allows you to quickly create questions

and answers for students. You can also

use the computer to score the student

while he takes a test at the terminal.

If you want to write programs to test

people via a computer, Pilot might
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be the language you want to use. How-
ever, Pilot is very specific and has no

other uses.

Sample Program—Factorials

To give you a better feeling for the

nine languages discussed in this article

(Pilot excluded), here is a set of pro-

grams to calculate factorials.

The factorial of any whole number is

the result of multiplying together all the

whole numbers from your original

number down to one. It is expressed

mathematically by using the exclama-

tion point. 1! means 1 factorial.

1! = 1

2!=2xl=2
3!=3x2xl=6
41=4x3x2x1=24
n! =nx(n- l)x(n-2)x . . . x 1

Now look at how you can get the com-
puter to figure out factorials in each lan-

guage. All the programs are fairly sim-

ple. (They do not include error-checking

to be sure you always entered a whole

number greater than or equal to one.)

Depending on the language, each

program has an upper limit as to how
large a factorial it can compute. (Facto-

rials build up quickly.) We did not

check for this upper limit in most cases.

The idea is to help you compare getting

the computer to calculate factorials in

various languages.

Basic—Program Listing 1

This program has two parts. The first

section, the main program, lets you
enter a number and then print the fac-

torial value for that number. The sec-

ond part is a subroutine that calculates

the factorial.

Line 10 uses the Input command
along with the variable N for number.

The computer prints "ENTER NUM-
BER" followed by a question mark,

and waits until you type in a number
and press enter. Enter the whole

number for which you want the fac-

torial.

Basic allows only distinct variable

names of one or two characters. SU and
SUM are the same variable since the

first two characters are identical. This

makes lengthy Basic programs some-

what difficult to read.

Line 20 then calls subroutine 1000,

which figures out the factorial for N.

Line 30 prints the factorial for N, called

F for factorial, in the program. Line 40

sends you back to line 10 to enter anoth-

er number.
Line 990 is a comment line, inserted

to remind you that this next section is a

subroutine used to calculate factorials.

Line 1000 initializes the value of F to 1

.

Line 1010 sets up a For . . . Next loop

incrementing the value of X from 1 to

the value of N. Line 1020 takes that

present value of F and multiplies it by

the present value of X. The result is

stored back in F.

Line 1030 increases X by 1. If X is

now greater than N, the program drops

down to line 1040, the Return com-

mand. This takes you back to the com-

mand following the GOSUB that sent

you here (in this case, line 30).

The first time through the loop, F = 1

and X=l, so F = FxX=lxl = l. If

you go through a second time, X is incre-

mented to 2. Therefore, F = 1 x 2 = 2. If

X is incremented to 3, you have

F = 2 x 3 = 6. This process continues un-

til the value of X is greater than the

value of N.

It is important to initially set F to 1 in

line 1000. Otherwise, Basic would set F
to zero by default. No matter how many
times you multiply zero by other values,

the answer is still zero. In addition, you
need to set F= 1 at the beginning of the

subroutine so it gets initialized every

time you calculate another factorial.

Assembly—Program Listing 2

In essence, this listing is the Assembly



SPELU
that can even SPELL, with dictionary display and automatic correctio

Automatic

Simple

Checker

Even Looks up Correct Spellings for you

/Am §

"Electric Webster is the Cadillac of vocabulary
programs. . . If I could only have one, it would be
Electric Webster.
'80 Microcomputing, September 1982

• INTEGRATES into 7 different word processing

programs, (SuperScripsit, Scripsit, Newscript, Lazy
Writer, Electric Pencil, Copy Art, Superscript).

• SINGLE KEY OPERATION: You need only press a

key and in moments, Electric Webster can actually be

saving, proofing, correcting and hyphenating your
text— all automatically.
• 50K WORDS AND MANY MORE: You can view
words in context, or add them to your dictionary at the

stroke of a key.

• VERIFIES CORRECTIONS: Ifyou think you know
the correct spelling of a word, EW will check it for you
before it makes the corrections.

• DISPLAYS DICTIONARY: If you don't know, EW
will look up the correct spelling for you, and display the

dictionary.

• FAST CORRECTING: In as little as 30 seconds,

Electric Webster can return you to your Word Processing
program, with your text fully corrected and on your

• VOTED #1: If this sounds too good to believe, you
don't need to take our word for it. Take the word of the

thousands of 80 Micro readers who voted Electric

Webster the #1 spelling checker. Take the word of the

scores of professional software reviewers who have
raved about Electric Webster. Or, ask your local

computer or software dealer for a demonstration, and
see for yourself!

ACCLAIMED IN REVIEW AFTER REVIEW:

Microproof: "There is simply no finer program
available . .

." Creative Computing, March 1982

Microproof: "This is a very useful product and should be
obtained by anyone who uses a word processor."

80 Microcomputing, August 1981

Microproof: "The summary review of this program?
One word—Excellent."
Computronics, September 1981

"Actually, Electric Webster is faster than its predecessor

(Microproof). . . and spelling corrections are immediately
verified against the dictionary before being accepted. .

."

Microcomputing, September 1982

My spelling book is now gathering dust. Electric

Webster not only checks spelling, displays words in

context and corrects errors in the text, but it will also

immediately take you to the right place in a 50,000 word
dictionary so you can check the correct spelling for

yourself." Info World, August 1982

"In my opinion, the perfect combination is

Correcting Electric Webster with the hyphenation and
grammar add-ons. To my surprise, it fills every

reasonable expectation. It is fast, easy to use and
accurate." Desktop Computing, December 1982

LOW PRICES—Add features as you need them:
Spelling Checker $ 89.99 (TRS-80)

$149.50 (CP/M™ & PC DOS)
Spelling Correction $59.99—includes correction,

dictionary lookup and 6 word processing
integrations.

Grammatical Checking $49.99
Hyphenation $49.99 (included with CP/M™ & PC
DOS)

COR
,' See List ot Advertisers or Page 35b

The Ultimate

PROOFING
Post Office Box 61 11 Albany, California 94706 • (415)524-8098 SYSTEM
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00100 C FACTORIAL PROGRAM
00110 DOUBLE PRECISION FACT
00120 .18 WRITE(5,40)
00130 READ (4, 50) NUMBER
00140 FACT=1
00150 DO 20 1 = 1, NUMBER
00160 20 FACT=FACT*I
00170 WRITE(5,60)FACT
00180 GOTO 10
00190 4 FORMAT ( '0ENTER NUMBER '

)

00200 5 FORMAT (12)
00210 60 FORMAT (' 0FACTORIAL = ',F10.0)
00220 END

Program Listing 3. Fortran

language equivalent of the Basic pro-

gram's subroutine at line 1000. It is not

a complete program.

The listing does not include a section

allowing you to input the number to be

factorialized, or an output routine to

display the result on the screen. To in-

clude these would have made this pro-

gram considerably longer and more
complex.

The first line (ORG 7000H) informs

the assembler that you wish it to place

the machine-language program at mem-
ory location 7000 hexadecimal (hex).

ORG stands for origin.

The four lines in the program that

begin with semicolons are remarks.

Several other lines have remarks at the

end, also indicated with a semicolon.

The line numbers are the editor's line

numbers. You use them when editing,

deleting, or inserting lines. You cannot

refer to them within the program.

Line 00130 is the first true line in the

subroutine. Before you call this routine,

you should have stored the number be-

ing factorialized in the B register. When
you exit this subroutine, the factorial

for B is stored in the HL register.

FACT is a label you can refer to with-

in the program. In Assembly, you use

labels in the same manner you use Basic

line numbers. The rest of the line (LD
HL, 1—load the HL register with 1) is

equivalent to line 1000 in the Basic sub-

routine. It initializes the factorial to 1.

Line 00140 is labeled FACT1. It calls

the subroutine labeled MUL below.

Line 00150 (DJNZ FACT1) takes the

place of the For . . . Next loop. It decre-

ments the B register and, if the result is

not zero, jumps back to FACT1.
Line 00160 (RET) is the same as the

Return in Basic. The factorial has now
been computed and stored in the HL
register.

The actual computation gets a little

tricky. Like most microprocessors, the

Z80 only has a few registers to work
with—A, B, C, D, E, H, L, IX, and IY.

In addition, you have A' to L'. They all

have different uses. As a result, you
frequently have to save (PUSH) regis-

ters in memory on the stack. Keeping

track of what's in each register can be

confusing.

MUL multiplies the value in HL by

the value in B and stores the result back

in HL. This is the same as line 1020 in

Basic. To keep it simple, the multiplica-

tion is in the form of repeated addition

(5x4-5 + 5+5 + 5).

Line 00190 saves the value of BC on
the stack. Lines 00200 and 00210 move
the present value of the factorial in HL
into DE and zero HL for use as the

NEW PRINTERS ADDED! FIND YOURS BELOW

G°od
n

RIBBON ^%A1_P EXACT REPLACEMENTS. LONG-LIFE. HEAVY INKING

RADIO SHACK-CENTRONICS-EPSON-ANADEX-BASE 2-HEWLETT PACKARD-MALIBUIBM-NEC-C.ITOH-IDS

PRINTER
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(Contact us if your printer is

not listed. We can probably
RELOAD your old cartridges.)

ANADEX 9000 Series

BASE 2

RADIO SHACK
DAISY WHEEL II

Carbon Film (261419)

COLORS ™,%Z„
Long-Life Fabric (1449)

LP l-ll-IV 700 Zip Pack

(1413)730/737/739/779

DMP-200 (26-1483)

DMP-500 (26-1482)

LP Ml V (26 1414)

LP VI-VIII DMP-400 (26-1418)

LP VII DMP- 100 (26-1424)

EPSON MX 70 80 IBM

MX 100
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inc ''«-'»' J50.460
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DATA ROYAL 5000

NEC 8023 Series

Spinwriter Fabric
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G
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our own shop feature Long-Life
and Heavy Inking. Our instructions:

DROP IN, NO WINDING!
Cartridges NOT included

S21/3 $78/12

$18/3 $66/12

i I

$25/6 $48/12 $270/72

$30/6 $58/12 $324/72

$24/3 $47/6 $90/12

$13/3

$18/3

$18/3

$48/12

$66/12

$66/12
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S18/3 $66/12

$21/3

$18/3

S78/12

$66/ 12

$18/3

$18/3

S66/12

$66/12

$18/3 $66/12

S25/6 S48/12 $270/72

$30/6 $58/12 S324/72

RELOADS
You SEND your used

CARTRIDGES tb us. We
RELOAD Ihem for you.

$10/1 $9 ea./2 or more

$9/1 $8 ea./2ormore

S15/3

$18/3

$9/1 $8 ea./2 or more

$9/1 $8 ea./2ormore
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$9/1 $8 ea./2ormore

$9/1 $8ea./2or more

$9/1 $8 ea./2 or mote
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S9/1 $8 ea./2ormore^

S11/1 $10 ea./2ormore

$9/1 $8 ea./2ormore

$9/1 $8 ea./2ormore

S8/1 S7 ea./2ormore

S15/3

S18/3

WORRIED ABOUT ORDERING BY MAIL'' Relax We've been m business lor many years and can please the
smallest and largest accounl. You receive some ol the finest ribbons available made of our own exclusive
IMAGE PLUS+ '••< fabric and carbon film Our ribbons fit your printer exactly COMPARE, but BEWARE 1 We
order all our competitor's products and are amazed at what we get. Have you ever received a new fabric

ribbon you had to unwind and dump out on the table before you could use it 7 We have O'. carbon dim in

serts that had no end-of-nbbon sensor? Or. 7 meg cartridges with only HALF enough ribbon at full retail''

Our only business is RIBBON manufacturing and distribution. We use the latest s(aie-df the-art production
equipment and are blessed with a fine, dedicated staff We 1

fully guarantee all our products because we make
them ourselves You must be completely satisfied, period. Our ribbons are made fresh daily and shipped withm
24hours Write lor oui brochure and newsletter ' INK SPOTS ". "T?^ x> P-.---.I.:

»&.
V/SA
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(from the various

manufacturers. Subiecl
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$30/2 $87/6 $168/12

$21/3 $84/12 $504/72
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$21/3 $82/12 $480/72

$20/2 $58/6 $112/12

$30/2 $90/6 S 180/ 12

$24/2 $72/6 $144/12

$25/2 $75/6 $150/12

$22/2 $66/6 $132/12

$16/2 $48/6 $96/12

$18/2 $52/6 $100/12

$30/2 S87/6 $168/12

SILVER DOLLAR
WIND to LOAD

WHY DO WE SELL THESE?
This is the type ribbon you get if you order
from our fellow advertisers. We sell them
for less since we make them ourselves. Do
you really like the mess and inconvenience of

unwinding and dumping this type ribbon
into a wastebasket or out on a newspaper
and/or winding it into your cartridge? We
don't know why these are being sold.

Computers should simplify your life, not
make it more complex just to save a few
pennies You are welcome to order these
if you cannot afford our EZ-LOAD tm
INSERTS. RELOADS, or NEW CART-
RIDGES But BEWARE! You now know how
to avoid disappointment One more caution:

be sure to check the length of any ribbon

BEFORE you buy it. For instance, an MX 100
ribbon should be 30 yards long, not 20 as in

theMX-HO

$12/3 $44/12 $252/72

$11/3 S40/12 S228/72

$12/3 S44/12 S252/72

$18/3 S66/12 $360/72

Biorhythms. Trap

Rip Cord. Yacht Sea
Concentration & 4 more

MODEL II 8" GAME DISCS

$25 EACH
Ugly. Bingo

Towers. Blackjack

Farkle. Pony & 3 more

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, or COD TO:

BCCOMPCO
800 South 17 Box 246

SUMMERSVILLE, MO 65571
(417)932-4196 " 152

WE PAY UPS SHIPPING ON PREPAID ORDERS. PLEASE
INCLUDE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY. ADD
$1.00 FOR POSTAL. APO, FPO. or AK, AS, CM, GU, HI,

PR. TT. VI, CANADA or MEXICO.
FOREIGN ADD 10%, U.S. FUNDS.
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THE WORLDS FASTEST TRS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT WE VE ADDED MORE
NEW FEATURES to the ONLY INTERACTIVE
BASIC COMPILER for the TRS-801

1. Speed increases of 10-100 times are typical after compilation.

2. Compiled code can be RELOCA TED to run anywhere in memory. Code is even

ROMable!

3. ZBASIC 2.2 NOW SUPPORTS BOTH RANDOM and SEQUENTIAL DISK I/O.

4. ZBASIC 2.2 is now a super tool for business programmers: RANDOM ACCESS

FILES, and PRINT USING statements are supported as well as a HIGH PRECI-

SION MATH package (with no rounding problems).

5. Special BUILT-IN MACHINE LANGUAGE COMMANDS to increase program

operation by as much as 1000 times! Special commands are implemented for

fast memory searching (CPDR, CPIR), block memory moves (LDIR, LDQR), in-

putting and printing HEX numbers, inserting MACHINE LANGUAGE into

COMPILED CODE, disabling and enabling interrupts, inverting memory, lb bit

PEEKs and POKEs, and stack control, debug and much more.

6. ZBASIC 2.2 compiles the ENTIRE PROGRAM into Z-80 machine language.

(Not 8080 code or a combination of BASIC and machine language like some

other compilers.) Clumsy LINKING LOADERS, and RUNTIME MODULES are not

needed; ZBASIC 2.2 creates a ready to run MACHINE LANCUACE program.

7. NO ROYAL TIES imposed on registered ZBASIC owners.

8. Typical COMPILATION TIME is TWO SECONDS for a 4K program.

9. Use TRS-80 Basic to write ZBASIC programs!

10. Compile some existing programs with only minor changes. (BASIC program-

ming experience is required.)

1 1. Fully compatible with both the Model I and the Model III. Mod I compiled

programs work on a MODEL III, and vice-versa. ZBASIC works with

NEWDOS-80, NEWDOS+, DOSPLUS, LDOS, MULTIDOS, ULTRADOS,

TRSDO.S etc. (Not TRSDOS Mod I double density)

12. BUIL T-IN and much improved MUSIC and SOUND EFFECTS commands.

13. Improved CHAINING for disk users.

14. IIME$ now available on DISK version. (Mod I only) \

15. ZBASIC 2.2 now has an INPUT @ command (similar to PRINT @).

16. The TAB function will now tab 255 columns on a printer. (BASIC cannot tab

past column 64 ,'

17. NEWDOS 80 2.0 USERS can use the CMD "dos command" function'.

(DOSPLUS may use name "dos command")

18. NEW and EASIER to use VSR COMMANDS.

19. New math functions to calculate XOR and INTEGER REMAINDERS of a

DIVISION.

20. Logical STRING COMPARISONS are now supported.

21. The disk commands INSTR, MID$ ASSIGNMENT are now supported on both

DISK AND TAPE ZBASIC.

22. DEFSTR is now supported.

23. Eight disk files may be opened simultaneously; random, sequential or mixed.

24. LINE INPUTS, is now supported.

25. Invoke the compiler by simply hitting these two keys: ": - "

26. NEW 60+ PAGE MANUAL WITH DESCRIPTIONS AND EXAMPLE.

27. ZBASIC 2.2 Comes with CMDFILE/CMD program from MISOSYS, to allow ap-

pcnding or merging compiled programs and machine language programs from

tape or disk.

ZBASIC 2.2 DOES NOT SUPPORT THESE
BASIC COMMANDS:
1

.

ATN, EXP, COS, SIN, LOG, TAN, and exponentiation. |However,

subroutines are included in the manual for these functions.)

2. ERROR, ON ERROR GOTO, ERL, ERR RESUME
3 No direct commands like AUTO, EDIT, LIST, LLIST ETC. although

these commands may be used when writing programs.

4. Others NOT supported: CDBL, CINT, CSNG, DEFFN, FIX, FRE.

5. Normal CASSETTE I/O. (ZBASIC supports it's own SPECIAL
CASSETTE I/O statements.)

6 SOME BASIC COMMANDS MAY DIFFER IN ZBASIC. For

instance, ENDjumps to DOS READY, STOPjumps to BASIC

READY etc.

7. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS: to approximate the largest BASIC

program that can be compiled in your machine fat one time), enter

BASIC and type: PRINT [MEM-6500J/2. Remember, you < an merge

compiled programs together to fill memory.

ZBASIC 2.2 SPEED COMPARISON DEMO
To help give you an idea how fast compiled programs are, we have

included this demo program:

ZBASIC 2.2 DEMO PROGRAM
Time to compile and run complete program

BASIC Execution speed MOD I . LEVEL II

ZBASIC Execution speed MOD 1, LEVEL II

BASIC Program size (WITHOLH VARIABLES)

ZBASIC Program size (WITHOUT VARIABLES)

(Remember that the ZBASIC program includes an 1879 byte sub-

routine package.) Program shown exactly as compiled and run in

BASIC and ZBASIC.

10 .========= ZBASIC 2.2 EXAMPLE PROGRAM AND TIME TEST========
20 CLS:CLEAR100:DEFINT A-X:DEFSTR Z:DIM AA (64, 24) , Z (50) : RANDOM
30 AA=100:BB=-1000:CC=3:DD=-3:EE=-9999:ST*="START TIME "+TIME»
40 FOR I=1T0127STEP2 -.FOR J=i47T01STEP-3 : XX=POINT ( I , J ) : SET ( I , J)

5» XX='<I-J)/CC«<7+I+J> :XX=ABS(INT<RNDU«J>-n«>+7> sRESETU.J)
60 XX=PEEK<I+J> : POKE 15360+1+J, J sOUTS55,JAND (3»J> iXX=INP(I )

70 AB*=STR*<I+J) :BA«=LEFT*(AB«, 2) : AA ( I /2, J/2> =VAL (BA« ) +AA*3
80 BA*=BA«+RIGHT*(BA«, RND ( 3 ) ) :XX=INSTR(1, BA«, "9") : X X=SQR < I»J)
90 BA*=MID*<BA*,2, 2) : MID* (BA«, 1 , 1 ) -Z : IF XX THEN 100 ELSE CLS
100 IF LEN<BA*)>3 OR SGN(XX)=1 AND ASC(BA»)=32 THEN PRINT"+++";
110 IFPOS(0)>62 THEN TRON : TROFF : PRI NT ELSE X X=NOT ( RND (99) > + 100
120 A»=INKEY*:IF A»="Y" OR A*="y" AND I>120 THEN PRINT"TRUE. .

"

130 RESTORE : READA, C, Z < J) , D : G0SUB1 70: G0SUB1 70 : G0SUB1 70 : G0T021
140 NEXT :PRINT"»";:NEXTI:CLS:PRINT9512, ST*, "STOP TIME ";TIME»
150 STOP* ============== END OF MAIN TEST LOOP =============-===»

160 DATA 12345, -1, "TEST", -9999
170 ON RND (6) GOTO 180,190,200,180,190,200
180 RETURN
190 RETURN
200 return
210 on rnd (9) gosub 180,190,200,180,190,200,180,190,200
220 GOTO 140

NOTICE ZBASIC 2.0 OWNERS: you cart upgrade your ZBASIC 2.0 for no charge Just

send us your original diskette/cassette and $15 00 with your registered serial number

and copy of your invoice. We will send your ZBASIC 2.2 and updates to your manual

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, COD. ORDERS CALL.

800 528-1 149 order line

ZBASIC 2 2 DISK VfcRSION AND MANUAL 89 95

ZBASIC 2.2 TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 79.95

ZBASIC 2.2 DISK & TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 99.99

MANUAL ONLY (APPLIES TO pijc-ma-JF
I 25 CO

:0MIN. 2 SEC.

: 7 MIIM.34 SEC.

:0MIN. 18SEC.
: 895 BYTES
: 2733 BYTES

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL (602) 323-9391

4897 E. SPEEDWAY, TUCSON, ARIZONA 85712 ^ 12

TRS-80 is tm of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp.

,' See List ol Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 87



000100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
000110 PROGRAM-ID. FACTORIAL.
000120 AUTHOR. BOB NICHOLAS.
000130 DATE-WRITTEN. 03/23/83
000140
000150* PROGRAM COMPUTES FACTORIALS FOR VALUES FROM 1 TO 19
000160
000170
000180 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
000190 CONFIGURATION SECTION.
000200 SOURCE-COMPUTER. RS

.

000210 OBJECT-COMPUTER. RS

.

000220
000230
000240 DATA DIVISION.
000250
000260 WORK] --E :. u .-AC .

< EC'!.' LOE„

000270
000280 77 NUMBER-VALUE PIC 9(2) VALUE ZEROES.
000290 77 FACTORIAL-COUNT PIC 9(2).
000300 77 FACTORIAL PIC 9(18) .

000310 77 PRINT-FACTORIAL PIC ZZZ , ZZZ ,ZZZ , Z ZZ , ZZZ , ZZ9 .

000320
000330
000340 PROCI : :,.£ >M

000350
000360 00--MAINLINE,
000370 PERFORM 10-INPUT
000380 UNTIL NUMBER-VALUE = 99.
000390 STOP RUN.
000400
000410 J --INPUT.
000420 ACCEPT NUMBER-VALUE PROMPT.
000430 IF NUMBER-VALUE < 1 OR NUMBER-VALUE > 19
000440 DISPLAY "VALUE MUST BE FROM 1 TO 19"
000450 ELSE
000460 PERFORM 20-PROCESS
000470
000480 2 0--PROCESS.
000490 MOVE 1 TO FACTORIAL.
000500 PERFORM 3 0-FACTORIAL
000510 VARYING FACTORIAL-COUNT FROM 1 BY 1

000520 UNTIL FACTORIAL-COUNT > NUMBER-VALUE.
000530 MOVE FACTORIAL TO PRINT-FACTORIAL.
000540 DISPLAY PRINT-FACTORIAL.
000550
000560 3 -FACTORIAL.
000570 COMPUTE FACTORIAL = FACTORIAL * FACTORIAL-COUNT.
000580 END PROGRAM.

Program Listing 4. Cobol

product in the present computation.

Line 00220 (MUL1) adds DE to HL.
Line 00230 (DJNZ MUL1) decre-

ments the B register and jumps back to

MUL1 if the B register is greater than

zero. This loop performs the actual re-

peated addition.

Line 00240 restores the B register.

Line 00250 returns to line 150. Line

00260 (END) doesn't do anything at all.

It is merely for the benefit of the

assembler.

Fortran—Program Listing 3

In many ways, the Fortran program
is similar to the Basic version. We did

not use a subroutine for the factorial

computation.

Fortran lets you assign variable

names of up to six characters. NUM-
BER is for the input value and FACT is

for the factorial result.

Line 00100 is a comment line in-
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dicated by the C. Line 00110 specifies

that the variable FACT is to be a

double-precision number. This allows

you to calculate larger factorials than

you could in the Basic and Assembly
programs. (Something similar is possi-

ble in Basic by specifying DEFDBL F to

make F a double-precision number.)

Line 00120 is labeled 10. The Fortran

editor uses the lines in the first column.

If you wish to refer to or go to a specific

line in Fortran, you must supply the line

number in this second column of num-
bers. You cannot go to the editor's line

numbers.

Line 00120 says WRITE(5,40). All

writes and reads in Fortran are refer-

enced by LUNs—Logical Unit Num-
bers. LUN 5 is the Logical Unit Number
for the TRS-80 video screen.

The 40 tells you to refer to the line

numbered 40—not the editor line num-
ber in the first column, but the 40 you

placed in the second column of num-
bers, editor line 00190.

This is a Format statement that for-

mats what you are writing. In this case,

it also contains what you are writing

('0ENTER NUMBER') enclosed in

quotation marks. The zero in front of

enter creates a line feed before printing.

Line 00130 says READ(4, 50)NUM-
BER. This reads the value of the vari-

able NUMBER that you'll type into the

keyboard (LUN 4) as formatted in line

50. Line reference 50 (editor line 00200)

is FORMAT(I2). The 12 specifies that

you can enter a two-digit integer.

Line 00150 is the equivalent of the

Basic For. . .Next loop. DO 20 1 = 1,

NUMBER tells the computer to execute

line 20 for I ranging from 1 to the value

assigned to NUMBER. When it's

finished, it drops to line 00170. There is

no visible end to the loop like the Next

command in Basic. DO takes the part of

For and Next.

Line 20 (editor line 00160) takes the

present value of FACT and multiplies it

by the present value of I. This process is

identical to the Basic subroutine.

Line 00170 (WRITE(5,60)FACT)
writes the value of FACT to the screen

(LUN 5) according to the format indi-

cated in line 60 (editor line 00210). This

prints the phrase 'FACTORIAL ='

followed by the factorial. The program

specifies a format of F10.0, a floating-

point decimal number of up to 10 digits.

Line 00180 sends the program back

to line reference 10 to accept another

number. As in the assembler, the END
in line 00220 is for the benefit of the

Fortran compiler.

While the flow of the Fortran pro-

gram is almost identical to the Basic ver-

sion, the Fortran is more tedious in

formatting the input and output.

Cobol—Program Listing 4

Cobol programs are divided into four

specific blocks (called divisions): Identi-

fication, Environment, Data, and Pro-

cedure. Some of the divisions are fur-

ther broken down into sections and
paragraphs. Paragraph names and vari-

ables can be up to 30 characters long,

making code very readable.

The Identification division holds gen-

eral information on the program. It

must contain the Program-ID para-

graph assigning a name to the program.

Other paragraphs, such as Author and
Date Written, are optional. All Cobol
program lines end in periods.

The Environment division specifies

what computer the program was written

on (source) and the system it is to run on
(object). Other sections let you name

Continues on p. 92
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Smallware. That's what we've named our unique soft-

ware designed for microcomputers. Smallware offers

much more than ordinary software: high quality, custom-
er support and a complete product line. You can buy
software anywhere. But for the special features of

Smallware, The Small Computer Company is your one
and only source.

The Small Computer Company is known to many as the
company who developed the filing system software
Profile® II, Profile Plus and Profile III Plus for Radio
Shack; and filePro™ our CP/M® version.

Now, whether you're a microcomputer end-user, dealer

or manufacturer, you can order our Smallware directly

from us.

Here are just some of the enhancements we offer to

Model III users:

PROSORT: If you need to select records for a report by more
than two criteria (income, zip code, purchases, etc.) Prosort lets

you use up to sixteen. Once selected, the records can be sorted
by up to five criteria (zip code, within state, by last name).
Prosort also offers substantially greater sorting capacity. . . $150

FORMS: If you prepare forms that require several lines of data,
from invoices to snipping instructions, Forms is invaluable. It

allows you to print individual forms (up to 13" x 11") with
graphics, trademarks, logos, underlining, subscript and
superscript functions $125

ARCHIVE: Lets you maintain up-to-the-minute, clean files by
removing inactive records and transferring them to a pre-deter-

mined list or file; split an existing data base into any number of
specialized files; free substantial disk storage space $150

PROPACK: A tool that lets BASIC programmers more easily
customize Profile systems. The resulting programs are shorter,
easier to write and faster running. Propack also gives the BASIC
program indexed access to Profile data $75

For Model II, 12 and 16 users, there's Quikback ,uwith Format,
Display, Transfer, 8 Line Reports With Math, Math Upgrade for

Profile Forms, Math 64, Propack and more.

The Small Computer Company does more than create

award-winning Smallware. Our commitment to the

customer extends to custom design as well as system
consultation.

For further information, call (212) 398-9290. To order, ask
for Mr. Burton.

The
230 West 41st Street, Suite 1200, New York, New York 10036

Smallware, Propack. Quikback and (ilePro ate trademarks of The Small Computer Company, inc.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc. Profile is a registered trademark of Radio Shack.
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Great Service at Low Warehouse Prices .

.

If you're looking for rock-bottom prices

and fast personal service, look no further!

We buy in volume and are able to sell the

products you want at prices that finally

make sense. And service? We take care of

you like our business depends on it.

Because it does. When you call M.D.S., you

get the fastest delivery available any-

where. Our unique order management
system is on the job, keeping tabs on your

order, every step of the way. Our prices are

lower, our service is better. (216) 481-1600

Looking forward to your call.

Russ Knotts • President

NEWDOS/80
Version 2.0

Model I and Model III

The hottest Disk Operating System is now avail-

able in its latest version. This is the ONE from

Apparat. Inc.. the people whose systems have

made the TRS-80 the reliable computer.

$139.95

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
By Dave Stambaugh

FLOPPY DISK/MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC programs

are designed to thoroughly check out the two

most trouble prone sections of the TRS-80. the

disk system (controller and drives) and the

memory arrays.

MODEL I $24.95

MODEL III $29 95

BOOKS
OTHER MYSTERIES

TRS-80 DISK $19.95

Microsoft Basic Decoded $24 95

The Custom TRS-80 $28.95

Basic Faster & Better $29.95

How To Do It On The TRS-80 $28.95

TRSDOS 2 3 Decoded $28.95

The Custom Apple $28.95

Machine Language Disk I/O $29.95

CP/M Primer $15.95

ELECTRONIC
PROTECTION DEVICES
The PLUS - 3-way EMI-RFI AC Power Line

Noise Filter (wall outlet) $49.95

The LEMON - 6-way Surge Suppressor for

AC Power Lines (wall outlet) $54.95

The LIME same as LEMON w/5ft.

cord and on-off switch $79.95

The PEACH - 6-way Surge Suppressor,

EMI-RFI Line Filter (wall outlet) $89 95

The ORANGE - same as LIME w/EMI-RFI

Filtering PLUM & LIME Combined $129.95

GRIZZLY 200 - 250 Watt Uninterruptible

Power Supply (universal install.) $1495.00
GRIZZLY 750 • 750 Watt Uninterruptable

Power Supply (universal install.) $1895.00

\ * -
%j||i DATASUPPLIES

DISKITJH
MODEL IV DISK UPGRADE

1-zss

Floppy Doctor with

the purchase of

any DISKIT III

$30.00 VALUE!

Features • Metal Disk Drive Bracket:

• Gold Plated Edge • All Hardware and Cables

Connectors • 1 Hour or Less tor

• Switching Power Supply Installation

• Supports 5" or 8" Drives • 100% Compatible

• 40 80 Track Supported • No Soldering Needed

• Single Dual Head • 180 Days Warranty on

Supported Controller

DISKIT III w/o Drives $229.00

DISKIT III w/oneTandon
100-1 40 Track Drive $439.00

DISKIT III w/twoTandon
100-1 40 Track Drive $639.00

DISKIT III w/two Tandon

100-2 40/40 Dual Drive $799 00

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME

PRINTERS tfenU^fce5

Epson FX 80 w/Graftrax $CALL

Epson w/Graftrax $CALL

Epson MX-100 w/Graftrax $CALL

GEMINI 10 by Star Micronics $349.00

GEMINI 15 by Star Micronics $549.00

IDS Prism 80 $CALL

IDS Prism 132 $CALL

Okidata Microline 80 $CALL

Okidata Microline 82 $469.00

Okidata Microline 83A $CALL

Okidata Microline 84 . . .
... $CALL

EPSON PRINTERS
Graftrax Plus $60.00

MX-80 Ribbons $9.95

MX-100 Ribbons $18.95

Epson Service Manual $30.00

16 K RAM SPECIAL
4116 200ns. Guaranteed one full year $13.95

ELECTRIC PENCIL

Version II

Model I and Model III

An expanded version of the critically acclaimed

original word processing system! Includes all

features of Version I plus many new extensions.

Disk Version $79.95

Tape Version $69.95

ELECTRIC WEBSTER
iiilnc" of SpellingCheckers 80Micro 9/82.

• 50,000 WORD DICTIONARY
• FAST and ACCURATE - No other Spelling

Checker comes close!

• INTEGRATED- Proofs and corrects from within

most popular word processing programs!

• SMART - Finds and displays correct spelling!

• HYPHENATES automatically • inserts discre-

tionary hyphens with 100% accuracy (optional).

• COMPLETE • One step proofing system.

Electric Webster w/correcting feature $129.95

Hyphenation feature $49.95

Grammatical feature $39.95

COMPLETE SYSTEM all Four Programs $199.00

NEWSCRIPT 7.0

NEWSCRIPT is the versatile TRS-80 word pro-

cessing program. It supports "smart" printers

like the Epson, Okidata, NEC, C.ltOh, Spinwriter.

Centronics 739 and more.

NEWSCRIPT ... $109.95

MORE SOFTWARE
Inventory + $29.95

Cash Register/80 $29.95

UNITERM Terminal $79.95

UNITERM/80 Terminal $89.95

ACE MAIL for Hayes Smart Modem , .

.

$69.95

LABELMAKER for MX80 $19.50

AIDS III Data Management $70.00

Maxi Manager w/utilities $129.95

CP/M • IBM • APPLE • TRS-80 owners

dBASE II" $>9D/6o $489 00

WordStar $5p&«0 $299.00

MICRO DATASUPPLIES
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE COMPUTER WAREHOUSE. INC. OF OHIO

22295 EUCLID AVE. EUCLID. OHIO 44117
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\ferbatim
PREMIUM DISKETTES AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

DATALIFE
Seven data-shielding improvements mean
greater durability and longer data life.

VERBATIM DATALIFETM
DISKETTES

S'/.-inch (box of 10)

MD525-01
1S/DDen

Soft-Sectored Diskettes

5 V," 2S/D Den (MD550-01) $39.95

5 W 2S/4 Den (MD557-01) $51.50
8" 1S/D Den (FD34-8000) $43.95

Hard-Sectored Diskettes

5 \A" 1S/D Den 10-sector (MD525-10) $26.95
5 W 2S/D Den 10-sector (MD550-10) $39.95

5 '/«" 2S/4 Den 10-sector (MD557-10) $51.50

SUPPLIES
b'A" File Box for 50 diskettes $24.95
AVERY TABULABLES
5,000 3Vv x 15/16 $15.95

FAN FOLD PAPER (Prices F.O.B.S.P.)

914 x 11 18 lb WHITE 3,000 ct $29.95
14% x 1 1 18 lb. WHITE 3,000 ct $39.95

* * * THIS MONTHS SPECIAL * * *
FLIP'n FILE w/10 Bulk Diskettes $39.95

Head Cleaning Kit w/10 Bulk Diskettes $34.95

(5 1/." 1S/DD)***********
DISK DRIVE CABLES
Disk Drive Cable for 1 Drive $18.95
Disk Drive Cable for 2 Drives $24.95

Disk Drive Cable for 4 Drives $29.95

All Cables Are 5 Ft. Long

DISK DRIVES Tandon
Complete with Chassis & Power Supply:

i

—

Fully assembled silver

chassis with external

card edge connector

for easy cable instal-

lation. With MDS 120

days warranty.

COMPLETE
TM100-1 40 Trk $249.00
TM100-2 40/40 Trk $329.00
TM100-4 80/80 Trk $399.00

MOD. Ill COMPLETE CASE & POWER SUPPLY

SIEMANS FDD100-8 SS/DD 8 in .... $472.00

BARE DRIVES
TM100-1 40 Trk $189.00
TM100-2 40/40 Trk $259.00
TM 100-4 80/80 Trk $329.00
SIEMANS FDD100-8 SS/DD 8 in .... $279.00

TM84B-1 SS/DD 8" 77 Trk Thinline . $369.00

TM84B-2 DD/DD 8" 77 Trk Thinline $479.00

so?£Wx
-

**-Afc
0\? e^<

"l/» SOFT

' /4 SECTORS

SINGLE SIDE

SINGLE DENSITY
W/HUB RING

100*. CERTIFIED

1 YEAR WARRANIY

$1.59*

1/ " SOFT

/4 SECTORS

SINGLE SIDE

DOUBLE DENSITY

W/HUB RING

100". CERTIFIED

1 YEAR WARRANTEE

$1.89*

W SOFT

SECTORS

DOUBLE SIDE

DOUBLE OENSITY
W/HUB RING

8'
SOFT

OR 32

SECTORS

SINGLE SIDE

SINGLE DENSITY

100% CERTIFIED

1 YEAR WARRANTEE

$1.69

8'
SOFT

OR 32

SECTORS

SINGLE SIDE

DOUBLE DENSITY

100?= CERTIFIED

1 YEAR WARRANTEE

$2.29*

o» S0FT

OR 32

SECTORS

DOUBLE SIDE

DOUBLE DENSITY

100% CERTIFIED

1 YEAR WARRANTEE

*Now Get High Quality at a Low Price

Manufactured by a Major Disc Company
For MDS Without Their Name on Diskettes.

•Minimum order 20 diskettes with

Tyvek envelope and storage shipping box
•Quantity discounts - 100 deduct 3%
1000 deduct 5%, 10.000 deduct 10%

MODEMS
Hayes Micromodem II (APPLE) $299.00

Hayes Smart Modem (RS-232) $239.00
SIGNALMAN DIRECT CONNECT
(RS232) 300 Baud $94.95

U.S. ROBOTICS Inc.

Auto Dial 212A,

300/1200 Baud Modem $599.00
Auto Link 212A,

300/1200 Baud Modem $549.00
Micro Link 1200, 1200 Baud Modem $449.00
Auto Link 300, 300 Baud Modem $219 00

Practical Periphials

MICROBUFFER
MBP-16K Parallel $149.00
MICROBUFFER IN-LINE For Most Printers

32K Parallel $289.00
64K Parallel $339,00
32K Serial $289.00
64K Serial $339.00
64K Memory Expansion Modules $169 00

^Call (216)481-16
Si MONDAY thru SATURDAYl
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME'

WE ACCEPT
• Visa

• MasterCard
• Checks
• Money Order
• COD

ALL PRICES
ARE FOR

MAIL ORDER ONLY
Prices. Specifications

and Offerings subiect

to change without

notice

LNW
TRS-80 Mod. I Expansion

$349.00
• RS232c serial I/O
• Parallel printer port

• Gold-plated

connectors

Full 32k 200ns RAM
Real time clock

6 month warranty

Heavy steel case

Floppy disk controller • Thousands of users

• Works with any DOS 100%

SPRINTER
Double Your Speed

Speed-up cuts computer operation time in half,

saves time and money. Fast 4 MHz Z80B CPU
included, installs in 15minuteswith no soldering

or cutting.

SPRINTER III for MOD III $95.95

SPRINTER I for MOD I $95.95

MODEL I DOUBLE
DENSITY PACKAGE
Everything you need to convert your TRS-80
Model I to run double density. Complete with

software hardware, and instructions, installs

in minutes with no soldering, wiring or cutting.

Dosplus V 3.4 w/LNDOUBLER 5/8
LNDOUBLER 5/8 Board w/o dos .

$199.00

$169.00

* * * THIS MONTHS SPECIAL * *

LSIS Softview '" REPLACEMENT CRTs
Green Phosphor w/Anti-Glare $79.95
Amber Phosphor w/Anti-Glare $89.95***********

HEAD CLEANING
KIT 5W

Clean the

heads in

just 30 seconds
and save on costly

service calls and
data drop-outs.

ADD S3 00 FOR
SHIPPING

& HANDLING
$6.00 Extra for

COD Orders

Ohio Residents

add 6 5% Sales Tax

MAIL
ORDER
PRICES
ONLY



INTEGER) : INTEGER;
: INTEGER;

X;

PROGRAM TESTFACT;
VAR NUMBER: INTEGER;
FUNCTION FACTORIALS:

VAR TEMPFACTORIAL,X
BEGIN
TEMPFACTORIAL : =1

;

FOR X := 1 TO N DO
TEMPFACTORIAL := TEMPFACTORIAL

FACTORIAL := TEMPFACTORIAL;
END;

BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *)

WHILE TRUE DO
BEGIN

READLN (NUMBER)

;

WRITELN (FACTORIAL (NUMBER) )

;

END;
END.

Program Listing 5. Pascal

Continued from p. 88

the files to be used, hexadecimal con-

stants, and special conversion names

(for example, commas rather than deci-

mal points in numbers).

You must define all file descriptions

and variables in the Data division. You
can break this division down into three

possible sections: File, Working-Stor-

age, and Linkage.

The File section contains a field-by-

field description of each file used in the

program. Any other program variables

are specified in the Working-Storage

section. The Linkage section indicates

variables to be passed to external

subroutines.

The Working-Storage section of this

program describes four variables.

NUMBER-VALUE is a two-digit num-

ber initially set to zero. (In Cobol, 9(2)

specifies a two-digit numeric field; X(2)

indicates a two-character alphanumeric

field.) The number to be factorialized is

stored in NUMBER-VALUE.
FACTORIAL-COUNT serves the

same function as the X in the Basic

For . . . Next loop and the I in the For-

tran Do loop.

FACTORIAL is the result; it's set up

to hold 18 digits. PRINT-FACTORI-
AL displays the value of FACTORIAL
on the screen. The commas make the

results easier to read, and the Z's allow

zero suppression.

The actual program is in the Pro-

cedure division. The procedure is

subdivided into four paragraphs. All

paragraph names in the previous three

divisions are predefined system names.

However, you make up your own
names for the paragraphs in the Pro-

cedure division. You can preface the

paragraphs with numbers, but it's not

mandatory. The first paragraph name
(line 000360) could also be HEY-
GANG-I START-HERE.
The 00-MAINLINE paragraph tells

the computer to perform paragraph
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FACTORIAL
1 BEGIN : ' ENTER NUMBER ' ;

2 N-*—.q
3 F-«— IN

4 F

5 —»-BEGIN

Program Listing 6. APL

10-INPUT until you enter the number

99. This is like Basic's GOSUB com-

mand. As in Fortran, you must refer to

paragraph names rather than to the

editor's line numbers.

Line 000420 accepts a value for

NUMBER-VALUE from the key-

board. The word PROMPT produces

two underline symbols on the screen

where you are to type. (Two because

NUMBER-VALUE was defined as two

digits.)

Lines 000430-000460 check to be sure

the number is in the range of 1 to 19.

Anything above 19 requires more than

18 digits to compute. If the number is in

the range, the program passes on to the

20-PROCESS; otherwise it returns to

accept another input.

Line 000490 initializes FACTORIAL
to 1, as did line 1000 of the Basic

program.

Lines 000500-000520 are equivalent

to the Basic For . . . Next loop ranging

from 1 to NUMBER-VALUE. The dif-

ference here is that execution jumps out

of the loop to perform the actual com-

putation in 30-FACTORIAL.
To display FACTORIAL with zeros

suppressed and commas, the program

must first MOVE it to PRINT-FAC-
TORIAL (line 000530) and then display

PRINT-FACTORIAL (line 000540).

Line 000570 does the actual compu-

tations, like line 1020 in the Basic

listing.

Cobol programs tend to be lengthy.

On the other hand, the code is quite

readable, and the output is nice.

Pascal—Program Listing 5

The Pascal listing is 17 lines long—
we'll refer to them as if they were num-

bered from 1 to 17.

Line 1 names the program TEST-

FACT. Note that logical lines in Pascal

end in semicolons.

Line 2 defines a variable, NUMBER,
as an integer. You can use long variable

names in Pascal, although many ver-

sions of the language only recognize the

first eight characters.

Line 3 defines a function (subroutine)

called FACTORIAL that receives one

integer parameter (N) and returns an in-

teger value. In Pascal, all subroutines

must be defined before the program's

main part.

Line 4 defines two integer variables

(TEMPFACTORIAL and X) only used

within the function FACTORIAL.
Lines 5-10 are the actual function. In

Pascal all blocks start with the word

BEGIN and end with the word END.
Line 6 initializes TEMPFACTORI-

AL as 1, as did line 1000 in the Basic

version.

Lines 7 and 8 are the same as the

Basic For. . .Next loop.

Line 9 assigns the computed value for

the factorial (T) to the function FAC-
TORIAL to be passed back to the main

part of the program below.

Line 10 ends the function FAC-
TORIAL, and lines 1 1-17 are the main

program.

Line 1 2 repeats lines 13-16 indefinite-

ly. You can continue entering new num-

bers to be factorialized.

Lines 1 3 and 1 6 are the beginning and

end of the block to input a number, ex-

ecute the function FACTORIAL, and

print the result.

In line 14, READLN (NUMBER)
reads the value of NUMBER from the

keyboard.

In line 15, WRITELN (FAC-
TORIAL(NUMBER)) executes the

function FACTORIAL above and

writes the value returned on the video

display. LN after the word WRITE tells

the computer to do a line feed after the

write.

Line 17 ends the main program.

APL—Program Listing 6

The APL version of this program is

short because APL has a built-in facto-

rial function—and we used it!

Line zero is the name of the routine

(FACTORIAL). Line 1 is labeled

BEGIN so execution jumps back to it.

Again, the label name is your choice—it



could be HERE or START. This line

also prompts you to enter a number.
Line 2 lets you input a number from

the keyboard and stores it in the vari-

• able N. The .q stands for QUAD, re-

sponsible for numeric input. APL has

its own unique character set that's

impossible to implement on the
TRS-80. QUAD is generally shown as a
rectangular box.

Line 3 computes the factorial of N
and assigns it to the variable F. Line 4
prints the value of F on the screen. Line

5 jumps back to the label BEGIN to let

you enter another value.

APL doesn't stop there. You are not

limited to entering a single number and
getting a single result. You can enter

more than one number, or even opera-

tions on sets of numbers, and get all

their factorials. For example, enter 1 5

3, and you'll get 1 120 6 as a response.

Or you can enter .i 5 (the numbers
from 1 to 5) and get their factorials as a
result: 1 2 6 24 120.

Or you can enter 3 + 6 and get 9 fac-

torial. Or. . . .

Forth—Program Listing 7

Again, there are no line numbers in

Forth, but we refer to them as lines 1-5.

The colon in line 1 indicates that you
are defining a function called FACT.
The definition does not include an in-

put routine. For example, to find 3

factorial, you type 3 FACT and press

enter.

Forth is a stack-oriented language.

Forth, rather than the function FACT,
places the 3 directly on the stack.

Line 2 adds 1 to the value on the top
of the stack (stack =4). Line 3 places 1

on the stack (stack = 1 4) and then

swaps the top two numbers on the stack

(stack =4 1).

Line 4 places a 1 on the stack

(stack = 1 4 1) and then DO takes the 1

and the 4 off the stack and holds them
as the counters for the equivalent of the

Basic For. . .Next loop. One important
exception: The loop falls through when
it equals the upper limit (4), not when it

is greater than that limit. (This is why
the program added the 1 in line 2.) The
stack now holds 1

.

The 1 * LOOP portion of line 4 per-

forms the loop by putting the I index,

initially 1, on the stack (stack =1 1),

multiplying the top two numbers on the

stack, and leaving the result on the stack

(stack =1).

The I index is then incremented by 1

(from 1 to 2). This process of multi-

plication and incrementing the index

continues until the I index equals 4
(stack = 6).

: FACT
1 +
1 SWAP
1 DO I * LOOP .

Program Lis ting 7. Forth

TO FACT :M
MAKE : T 1

WHILE :M>1
( MAKE :T :T*:M
MAKE

)

HT

:M M-l

PRINT :T
END

Program Listing 8. Logo

(DEFUN FACT (N)

(SETQ X 1)

(DOUNTIL (COND
((EQN

(SETQ X (MUL
(SETQ N (SUB

)

0)

X
N

X))
N))

D)

Program Listing 9. ilisp

The period at the end of line 4 prints

the number on top of the stack

—

the

factorial. Finally, the semicolon in line 5

ends the definition of this function.

Logo—Program Listing 8

Again, the program doesn't have any
line numbers, but we refer to them as

lines 1-9. A Logo input section is pos-
sible but rather difficult to code, so we
didn't include one. To get the factorial

for 3, type in FACT 3.

Line 1 defines a program named
FACT with one parameter :M. (Notice

that all variable names begin with a co-

lon in Logo.)

Line 2 initializes the value of :T to 1

(like line 1000 in the Basic program).

Lines 3-6 constitute a loop. In this

case, the program moves backwards
from the input number to 1 . Where the

other programs have calculated 3 fac-

torial as 1 x 2 x 3, this routine calculates

3x2x1.
Line 4 sets :T equal to :T times :M,

line 5 decrements the value of :M, and
line 6 marks the end of the While loop.

Since Logo is a graphics language, it

always places a turtle (a little graphics

marker like a cursor) on the screen when
it displays anything. Line 7 (HT) tells

the computer to hide the turtle for a
neater display.

Line 8 prints the factorial value :T,

and line 9 ends the program.
You normally wouldn't use a lan-

guage like Logo for numeric computa-
tions. It was designed for learning about
programming in a graphics environ-

ment to make it attractive to children.

Lisp—Program Listing 9

Again, the Lisp version has no line

numbers, but we refer to the lines as

lines 1-8. There is no input within the

program. To find 3 factorial, type

(FACT 3).

The first line defines the function,

FACT, with one parameter, N. Line 2

sets the variable X to 1

.

Lines 3-7 are a loop to calculate the

factorial. Like the Logo program, this

version computes 3 factorial as
3x2x1.

Lines 3 and 4 state that the loop
(DOUNTIL) continues until the
CONDition N = occurs. When this

happens, the value of X is returned and
printed automatically.

Line 5 does the multiplication, leav-

ing the result in X. Line 6 decrements

the value of N, line 7 is the end of the

DOUNTIL loop, and line 8 marks the

end of the program.

The World Beyond

So there you have it. Nine program-
ming languages (plus Pilot) are avail-

able for Radio Shack's computer sys-

tems (see Table 1).

Many other computer languages ex-

ist: Algol, Snobol, Slip, Mad, Ada,
Jovial, Joss, PL/I, Quiktran, CAL,
Comit, I PL, Formac, Dynamo, Sim-
script, GPSS, and Focal, to name a very

few. Not many of these are readily

available for your Radio Shack
computer.

This article considered languages

from only two points of view: low-level

versus high-level, and the method of im-

plementation. Other possible approach-

es include algorithmic and procedural

languages, simulation languages, list

processing languages, process-control

languages, and so on.

The definition of a programming lan-

guage is a source of endless argument.

This article serves as a broad introduc-

tion to the concept of language as well

as an exploration of some of the com-
puter languages available to you.

Philip Martel can be reached at 748
Tyler St., Pittsfield, MA 01201.

Robert Nicholas can be reached at

Z-B Lennox Heights, Lenox, MA
01240.
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TUTORIAL
LOAD 80

by J.B. Harrell

ould you like to learn a little about Pascal

programming while teaching your micro how

to play a mean game of cribbage? Read on .

.

TYPE
cardtype =

RECORD
suit : 1..4; (subrange specified)

card : 1 ..13; (subrange)

value : 1..10

END;
control (statel, state2, state3); (symbolic scalar)

controlstates = SET OF control; (set of states)

hand = ARRAY [ 1..6 1 OF cardtype;

Figure i

figure 2

PROCEDURE changel (p : INTEGER );

BEGIN
p :

= 2

END:

PROCEDURE change2 ( VAR p : INTEGER );

BEGIN
p :

= 2

END;

Figure 3

VAR
handl : ARRAY [ 1..6] OF cardtype;

hand2 : hand;

hand3 : ARRAY [ 1..6 ] OF RECORD
suit : 1..4;

card : 1..13;

value : 1..10

END;

Structured programming relies heavi-

ly on formal data structures and pro-

gram modules that are linked together

to develop larger programs. Many lan-

guages support this type of program-

ming, but none has the simplicity of

Pascal.

Pascal is a compiled language, unlike

Basic, which is interpreted. This means

program development takes longer in

Pascal, but the final code runs faster.

Well-written Pascal source programs

require very few comments because

they're naturally descriptive. This is a

blessing for programmers who must de-

cipher the work of another programmer

(or try to read something you wrote sev-

eral years ago).

Another benefit of Pascal is the com-

piled output code. If your compiler pro-

duces standard p-code, you can use the

code on another computer without re-

compiling it. You only need an appro-

priate p-code interpreter in the host

computer.

An Overview

Certain segments of a Pascal pro-

gram must follow a rigorous order. In

Basic, you can dimension an array

anywhere in a program, and you can

use variables before defining them.

Pascal variables have only one format

(which cannot be changed), and you

must declare them before calling them.

Pascal is not a line-oriented language

The Key Box

Model I or III

48K RAM
Pascal-80

One Disk Drive
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Smith-C deal better.

The Smith-CoronaTP-I (Saisy wheel printer with optional tractor feed.
Ever since the Smith-Corona TP-I was intro-

duced, it's been a great success with critics and
users. And ifs been a good deal at its low price.

Now, it's a better deal than ever. Because
now you can get this high-quality, low-cost printer
for even less.

Buy a Smith-Corona TP-I letter-quality

printer any time between June 1 and July 31, and
Smith-Corona will send you a $50 refund.

Of course, what you'll be getting is more
than a good deal. Because the Smith-Corona TP-I
is a printer with the same excellent print quality
as found on the finest office typewriters.

The TP-I handles letter and legal sized pa-
per. And with the new tractor feed option, the
TP-I can handle both fanfold and single sheet
paper—without ever having to remove the trac-

tor feed!

The TP-I is very simple to operate. Ifs com-
patible with most personal and home computers
and available with either standard serial or paral-
lel data interface. And, unlike many printers, the

k- See List of Advertisers on Page 355

TP-I is made in America.
Theres a choice of state-of-the-art daisy

wheels to give you a wide variety of fonts. (At
$7.95 each, you can easily afford several.)

So if you're in the market for a high-quality,

low-cost daisy wheel printer, get the Smith-
Corona TP-I. Get it now and make a good deal a
good deal better—with a $50 rebate.

* Please send me more information on the Smith-Corona «

TP-I daisy wheel printer.

Name Title_

Company Name

Business Address

City_

Type of Business

.State. Zip.

I_

Mail coupon to

:

Jerry Diener—VR Sales, Smith-Corona
65 I-ucust Avenue

New Canaan, Connecticut 06840

Smith-Corona
- j
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Program Listing. Pascal Cribbage

{ CRIBBAGE plays the game of Cribbage using a graphical
display ot cards on the video screen. It is you versus

the computer in this game and you must be on your toes

to win as the computer is sharp and will take all points

that you do not count properly.

Written by:

LCDR John B. Harrell, III
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Quarters 192-A
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Last modification: 27 March 1983 }

PROGRAM cribbage (input, output);

LABEL
9999;

CONST
zero = 48;

TYPE
cardtype =

RECORD
suit ;

card :

value :

END;

VAR

{ ASCII character code for

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER

{ card suit }

{ card value }

{ screen print position }

,6 ] OF cardtype;
,6 j OF cardtype;
,5 ] OF cardtype;
,4 ] OF cardtype;

,15,1.. 7 ] OF INTEGER;
,11,1.. 6 ] OF INTEGER;
,4,1.. 5 ] OF INTEGER;
,4 ]

OF INTEGER;
,50 ] OF INTEGER;

,52 ] OF INTEGER;

PROCEDURE printat (location : INTEGER);
VAR
temp : INTEGER;

BEGIN
{ set system cursor to the "location" specified }

temp := 15360 + location; { 3C00H + location }

poke(16416,temp MOD 256); { LSB to 4020H }

poke(16417,temp DIV 256) { MSB to 4021H }

END; { printat }

zs 1..4;
zc 1..13;
zp 0..1023;
myhand ARRAY [ 1

yourhand ARRAY [ 1

workhand ARRAY [ 1

cribhand ARRAY [ 1

t7, t8, t9 INTEGER;
i, j, k, 1 INTEGER;
V ARRAY [ 1

q ARRAY [ 1

r ARRAY [ 1

s ARRAY [ 1

played ARRAY [ 1
cd, cl, c2 INTEGER;
c3, c4 INTEGER;
stot, hand INTEGER;
crib BOOLEAN

;

scorel INTEGER;
score2 INTEGER;
deck ARRAY [ 1

p, m INTEGER;
ch CHAR;

PROCEDURE delay (seconds
VAR

i, j : INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR j : = 1 TO seconds DO
FOR i := 1 TO 2000 DO

{ nothing }

END; { delay }

PROCEDURE setup;
BEGIN

delay (2)

;

zp := 458;
printat(448)

;

WRITE(chr(31) ,chr(13]
WRITE(chr(13) , 'Hand:

END; { setup }

INTEGER) ;

'Play',chr(13) ,'0f The') I

Listing continues

like Fortran or Basic. Its free-format

style makes the source program very

readable. Extra spaces, blank lines, and

comments have no affect on program

run time.

Pascal Program Structure

Pascal source programs comprise

two parts: the heading and the block.

The heading names the program and any

files used in it. Pascal-80, an excellent

TRS-80 Pascal, specifies actual file

names. For example, the heading:

PROGRAM cribbage (input, output):

specifies that the program name is Crib-

bage and it will use the files Input and

Output (keyboard and video screen).

The program block consists of the

following six parts. All of these seg-

ments are optional but the last one:

• Label declaration

• Constant declarations

• Type definition

• Variable allocation and definition

• Procedure and function definition

• Program statements

Labels are unsigned integers used to

locate and identify a particular segment

of source code. A label is the target of

the Pascal GOTO statement and is used

for transfer control. No statements re-

quire labels and, in fact, some program-

mers consider labels bad form in struc-

tured programs.

Constant definitions assign a descrip-

tive synonym to a constant. For exam-

ple, the statement:

CONST zero = 48;

assigns the value of 48 to the symbolic

representation of zero, which you can

now use anywhere in the program. This

is handy when you use the same con-

stant repeatedly in the source code. You
can assign constants values correspond-

ing to any of the Pascal simple types, in-

cluding character strings.

One powerful aspect of Pascal is the

ability to define complex data types.

These complex types are constructed of

the simple integer, real, Boolean, and

character types. The simple types are

supplemented with subrange specifica-

tions, symbolic scalars, and sets.

Each type can be made more complex

by using the record type to define an

aggregate of different types. You can

gather groups of a particular type to-

gether in an array of that type. For ex-

ample, consider the type definitions in

Fig. 1.

All program variables have to be

named in the variable section. You can
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Introducing the Most Powerful
Business Software Ever!

TRS-80™ (Model I, II, III, or 16) • APPLE" • IBMT" • OSBORNE™ • CP/Nf" • XEROX™

S**
GENERAL LECeCK-

The VersaBusiness™ Series
Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSARECEIVABLES™ $99.95
Versa Receivables'" is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of ail information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VERSA RECEIVABLES'" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VersaLedger II™ and VersaInventory*".

VERSAPAYABL.es™ $99.95
Versa PAYABLES" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSA Payables- maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABLES-, you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLLtm
$99.95

Versa Payroll" is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government-required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati-
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER IT" system.

VersaInventory- $99.95
Versa Inventory- is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSA INVENTORY" keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES- system. VERSAINVENTORY- prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re-

ports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

•CQMPLrTRQNICS!
50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

VersaLedger ir $149.95
VersaLEDGER II™ is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VersaLedger 11™ can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,

expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large

corporate general ledger system without any additional software.
• VersaLedger IP" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity

(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),
• stores all check and general ledger information forever,

• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VersaLedger 11™ comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de-
signed for first-time users. The VersaLedger IF™ manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER U™, using complete sample data files

supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

• 9

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS'" module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems,
and at a fraction of their cost. II you are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS" module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals lor any VERSABUSINESS- module may be
purchased lor $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free <800) 43 1-28 18
(N.Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

* add $3 for shipping in UPS areas * add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
* add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas * add proper postage elsewhere

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.

I is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp • 'APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp. - *IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp. 'OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp.
*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research 'XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.



Listing continued

PROCEDURE initarrays;

PROCEDURE initv (row, vl, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6 : INTEGER)

;

{ array "v" is the array used to select the 4 out or t>

cards in the computer's hand when evaluating for

discard posibilities }

BEGIN
v[row,l] :» vl;
v[row,2j :- v2;
v[row,3] :- v3;
v[row,4] := v4;
v[row,5] :- v5;
v[row,6J : v6;
v[row,7] :-

END; { initv }

PROCEDURE initq (row, ql, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6 : INTEGER);

{ array "q" is used by "evaluate" to count all cards

in runs or 3, 4, or 5 cards }

BEGIN
q[row,lJ : ql;
q[row,2] i- q2;
q[row,3] :- q3;
q[row,4] :» q4;
q[row,5j := q^;
q[row,6] :» q6

END; { initq }

PROCEDURE initr (row, rl, r2, r3, r4, r5 : INTEGER);

{ array "r" is used by "evaluate" to evaluate runs of

4 out of the 5 cards in the hand }

BEGIN
r [row,lJ
r [row, 2

j

r [row, 3 J

r [row, 4]
r [row, 5 J

END; { initr }

:= rl;
i- r2;
:= r3;
:» r4;
;= r5

BEGIN { initarrays }

initv

(

initv

(

initv(
initv(
initv

(

initv(
initv

(

initv

(

initv(
initv(
initv(
initv

(

initv

(

initv

(

initv

(

9,1,3,5,6,2,4);
10,1,4,5,6,2,3);
11,2,3,4,5,1,6);
12,2,3,4,6,1,5) ;

tj o -j ; C.l.l\<13,2,3,5,6,1,4);
14,2,4,5,6,1,3) ;

15,3,4,5,6,1,2);

initq( 1,
initq( 2,
initq( 3,
initq( 4,
initq( 5,
initq( 6,
initq( 7,
initq ( 8,
initq( 9,
initq(10,
initqdl,

1,1,1,
1,1,2,
1,1,2,
1,1,2,
1,2,2,
1,2,2,
1,2,2,
1,2,3,
1,2,3,
1,2,3,
1,2,3,

2.3, 9);
2,3,12);
3,3,12);
3.4, 8);
2.3, 9);
3,3,12);
3.4, 8);
3.3, 9);
3.4, 8);
4.4, 8);
4.5, 5);

initr(l,l,l,2,3,6);
initr(2,l,2,2,3,6)

;

initr(3,l,2,3,3,6);
initr(4,l,2,3,4,4);

{ "evaluate" runs of 3 cards }

s[l] := 1;
s[2] :- 2;

s[3] :- 3;
s[4] := 3

END; { initarrays }

PROCEDURE drawsuit;

PROCEDURE backspace;
BEGIN
WRITE(chr(26) ,chr(24) ,chr(24)

)

END;
Listing continues

use any of the type definitions described

above, including your own types, to de-

fine a variable. For example, the three

variable definitions listed in Fig. 2 are

identical.

Of the special types, symbolic scalar

s

and sets are particularly important. As

an example, consider the definition of

the record subfield Suit above. Instead

of defining Suit to have a subrange of

1..4, you could just as easily define

suit as:

suit : (spades, hearts, diamonds, clubs);

You can assign the variable suit any one

of the symbolic names of the suits.

Statements such as the following are

valid:

VAR i : suit;

FOR i : = spades TO clubs DO . .

.

You can define a set of any particular

type. The example above is repeated

here in compressed form:

VAR controlstates

state3);

SET OF (statel, state2,

This defines the set of all states that a

model of a finite automata may con-

tain. Then you can perform various set

operations on the variables. This short-

ens the code significantly. For example,

suppose you test the variable ch to see if

it contains one of the following char-

acters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, G, or g. In Basic,

you'd have to use several If statements.

In Pascal, the following code using set

makes the test:

IF ch IN ( [ T..'6' ] + [ 'g','G' ] ) THEN. .
.

The record type is the single most

important data structure in Pascal. It

lets you define complex data structures

with minimum effort. Your hand in

Cribbage is represented by the follow-

ing data structure using records:

VAR yourhand : ARRAY [1..6] OF cardtype;

To reference the fourth element's card

numerical value, you simply write the

record name (followed by the array in-

dex) followed by a period, then the field

name:

cvalue : = yourhand [4], value;

Pascal procedures and functions are

recursive (they can call themselves) and

specify any number of most any type of

parameter. Parameters can be passed to
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TRS-80MODELS I, II& III&theIBMPC

tagnostic For Cassette or Disk

I WORKING CORRECTLY? ARE YOU SURE?
Tests every component of your TRS-80 for proper operation.

ROM: Checksum lest

RAM: Four separate tests including every address and data value

Video Display: Character generator, video RAM, and video signal tests

Keyboard: Every key contact tested

Line Printer: Character test

Cassette Recorder: Read/write/verify data

RS-232-C Interface: Read sense switches (Model I), connector fault, data transmission, framing, data loop, baud rate

generator

Disk Drives: Disk controller, drive select and restore, track seek and verify read, read/write/verify all tracks and
sectors, formatting, disk drive timer, disk head cleaner

Model I: single or double density, 35, 40 or 80 track drives

•Model 3: single or double density, 35, 40 or 80 track drives

single or double sided drives

One program adapts to any system configuration and hardware.

Individual tests of each device with operator monitoring and intervention.

Continuous system tests run continually for hours, with diagnostic reports optionally written on line printer.

Complete instructions and documentation.
SPECIFY TRS-80 " MODEL I OR MODEL HI

CASSETTE

SMART TERMINAL
Enables your TRS-80 to be used as a data communications terminal

to a time-sharing system, computer bulletin board, or another computer,
via the RS-232-C interface.

• MEMORY BUFFER holds data for transmission or data received from
other computer.

• CASSETTE or DISK may be used to load or save data from memory.
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION of data from memory.
• AUTOMATIC STORAGE of incoming data at user's option.

• TRANSMIT or RECEIVE WITH VERIFICATION options included for

communication between two TRS-80s using Smart Terminal.
• Full CONTROL KEYS, including control key mapping into any ASCII

character. True BREAK key. Lower case supported on Model I.

• Buffered LINE PRINTER ECHO for incoming data.

• Disk and cassette files fully compatible with ELECTRIC PENCIL " and
SCRIPSIT" programs.

• BAUD RATE and RS-232-C CHARACTERISTICS can be reset from
within the program.

• SAVE PROGRAM option creates "personalized" back-up copy of

program with all options set as specified by user.

• ONE PROGRAM supports both cassette and disk systems. Program is

compatible with PMC-80 and other TRS-80 "work alike" computers.

Model I or III Version supplied on cassette $69-95
supplied on diskette $74-95

Model II CCP/M) Version $799$

MON-3 and MON 5

Monitor Programs "3 and °5are powerful utility programs whi< li enable

you to interact directly with the TRS-80 in machine language. Ihev are

useful both for beginners and for advanced programmers.

• BEGINNERS can learn to use machine language.
• COMPLETE instruction manual.
• SIMPLE commands, easy to use.

Both MON-3 and MON-5 contain the following features:

• DISPLAY memory in ASCII and hexadecimal form.
• DISASSEMBLE memory to see machine language commands.
• MOVE and COMPARE blocks.

• SEARCH through memory to find specific values.

• MODIFY memory in different ways.

• RELOCATF object programs.
• READ and WRITE object tapes in SYSTEM format.

• UNLOAD programs in low RAM on disk.

• CREATE SYMP,OLIC CASSETTES of disassembled output for use as

input to EDTASM program (MON-3 only).

• PRINT output optionally on video display or line printer.

Monitor "5 adds the following features:

• SAVE and LOAD disk files.

• INPUT and OUTPUT of disk sectors, bypassing disk operating system.

• RS-232-C COMMANDS for terminal mode, send and receive data.

• COMPLETE DEBUGGING PACKAGE including setting and displaying

registers, single stepping, setting breakpoints and executing

machine instructions.

Available for Model I and III Level II computers (16K, 32K
and 48K). Specify TRS-80" Model I or III

MON-3 (for cassette systems] $39-9$
MON-5 C*or disk systems] $59-95

MAILING LIST
Maintains mailing lists of up to 1326 names (48K version). Add, change,
delete, or find names. Machine language sort according to information in

ANY field (first or last name, address, city, state, zip code). Three or four

line labels printed in 1,2, 3, or 4 columns, in master list, or on video display.

TRS-80 Model 1/3 Disk Version $69-95
IBM PC Disk Version $79-95

HOME BUDGET
Keeps track of your monthly and year-to-date income and expenses.

Income and expenses classified by code numbers for identification of

categories. Data includes date, code number, amounts and check number
(optional). Computes monthly and year-to-date summaries showing
income tax deductions. All output printed on video display or line printer

at user's option. Complete instructions for customizing to suit your own
budget.

TRS-80 Model 1/3 Cassette Version $29-95
TRS-80 Model 1/3 Disk Version $49-95

IBM PC Disk Version $59-95

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Based on Dome Bookkeeping Record #612, this program keeps track of
income, expenditures, and payroll for a small business. Receipts and
expenditures can be entered on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. Program
computes monthly, through last month, and year to date summaries.
Payroll section (included in disk version only) keeps record of employees
and paychecks with up to six categories of payroll deductions. Computes
employee payroll records and year-to-date payroll totals. Complete
instructions for customizing to suit your own business.

TRS-80 Model 1/3 Cassette Version $29-95
TRS-80 Model 1/3 Disk Version $59-95

IBM PC Disk Version $69-95

•CQfnPLiTHQMICS
,-9

50 N PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

• All orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add $3.00forshipping in UPS Areas
• Add $4.00 for COD. or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5.00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries



zs" as follows:

/ isrinn continued

BEGIN { drawsuit }

{ suits are described by the variable
1 - Spades
2 - Hearts
3 - Diamonds
4 - Clubs }

CASE zs OF
1: WRITE(chr(160) ,chr(134) f chr(164) )

;

2: WRITE(chr(168) ,chr(137) ,chr(169) ) ;

3: WRITE(chr(160) ,chr(134) f chr(164) )

;

4: WRITE(chr(160) ,chr(158) ,chr(180))
END;
backspace;
CASE zs OF

1: WRITE(chr(24) ,chr(130) ,chr(139) ,chr (131) )

;

2, 3: WRITE(chr(137) ,chr(129))

;

4: WRITE(chr(138)

)

END
END; { drawsuit }

PROCEDURE drawcard;
VAR

i : INTEGER;

PROCEDURE backspace;
BEGIN

WRITE(chr(26) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) )

;

WRITE(chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) )

END;

BEGIN { drawcard }

WRITE(chr(160) ,chr(176) ,chr(176) )

;

WRITE(chr(176) ,chr(176) ,chr(144))

;

backspace;
FOR i := 1 TO 4 DO

BEGIN
WRITE(chr(170) ,' ' ,chr(149));
backspace

ENli;

WRITE(chr(130) ,chr(131) r chr(131)) ;

WRITE(chr(131) f chr(131) f chr(129)

)

END; { drawcard }

PROCEDURE clearcard;
VAR

i : INTEGER;
BEGIN

FOR i j- 1 TO 7 DO
BEGIN
WRITE ( ');

WRITE (chr( 26))

;

WRITE(chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24) ,chr(24))
END

END; { clearcard }

PROCEDURE layoutcard;

PROCEDURE cardchar;
BEGIN

CASE zc OF
1: WRITE('A');
10: WRITE('T');
111 WRITE('J');
12: WRITE('Q');
13: WRITE ('K')
ELSE WRITE(chr(zero+zc)

)

END
END;

BEGIN { layoutcard }

printat(zp)

;

drawcard;
printat(zp+65)

;

cardchar;
printat(zp+259)

;

cardchar;
printat(zp+129)

;

drawsuit;
zp : zp + 6

END; { layoutcard }

{ display number }

PROCEDURE shurfle;
VAR

i, j f k, temp : INTEGER;
Listing continues

a subprogram in two ways: as value pa-

rameters or as variable parameters. Val-

ue parameters are passed to the process-

ing routine and cannot be modified by

it. Variable parameters can be modified

by the called routine.

Consider the two procedures in Fig.

3. The procedure change 1 does nothing

to the parameter p; it is local. The pro-

cedure change2, however, changes the

value of the variable assigned to p via

the call to the value of 2.

The last section of a program (or

function or procedure) is the statement

section. This section is a compound
statement comprising the keyword
BEGIN, followed by any legal Pascal

statements, followed by the key-

word END.
Several types of statements exist:

assignment statements, procedural

calls, If decision statements, While

"Well- written Pascal

source programs require

very few comments. . .

"

looping control, Repeat looping con-

trol, Case selector statement, For

looping control, GOTO statements,

and any other Begin . . . End compound
statement.

Structuring a program to function

without GOTO statements means you

must rely heavily on Pascal's looping

control statements and flexible decision

capabilities. The Pascal For statement is

similar to Basic's, but control variables

are restricted data types and the step

value uses the successor (or predecessor)

in the index variable's range. This is

more complex than just saying that the

step is -l- 1 or - 1 . Note the following le-

gal Pascal For statement:

VAR i : (spades, hearts, diamonds, clubs);

FOR i : = spades TO diamonds DO<statement>;

You can control loops with the control

variables range specified by a symbolic

scalar. The statement may be any legal

Pascal statement. The For statement

has no effect if the starting value is

greater than the ending value.

Other looping constructions in Pascal

use the following two formats:

WHILE <expression> DO <statement>;

REPEAT <statement> UNTIL <expression^

The While statement executes a Pascal

statement while the condition specified
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PAC
* 30-Day money o
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(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventory Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.
Checkbook Maintenance Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable

Programs

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST

NAME DESCRIPTION

1 RCILE78 Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78's

2 ANNCI 1 Annuity computation program
3 DATE Time between dates

4 DAYYEAR Day of year a particular date falls on
5 LEASEiriT Interest rate on lease

6 BREAKEVN Breakeven analysis

7 DEPRSL Straightline depreciation

8 DEPRSY Sum of the digits depreciation

9 DEPRDB Declining balance depreciation

10 DEPRDDB Double declining balance depreciation

1

1

TAXDEP Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

12 CHECK2 Prints NEBS checks along with daily register

13 CHECKBK1 Checkbook maintenance program
14 MORTGAGE/A Mortgage amortization table

15 MCILTMON Computes time needed for money to double, triple

16 SALVAGE Determines salvage value of an investment

17 RRVARIN Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

18 RRCONST Rate of return on investment with constant inflows

1 9 EFFECT Effective interest rate of a loan

20 FVAL Future value of an investment (compound interest)

21 PVAL Present value of a future amount
22 LOANPAY Amount of payment on a loan

23 REGW1TH Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over
24 SIMPDISK Simple discount analysis

25 DATEVAL Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for oblig.

26 ANNGDEF Present value of deferred annuities

27 MARKUP * Markup analysis for items

28 SINKFUND Sinking fund amortization program
29 BONDVAL Value of a bond
30 DEPLETE Depletion analysis

31 BLACKSH Black Scholes options analysis

32 STOCVAL1 Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

33 WARVAL Value of a warrant

34 BONDVAL2 Value of a bond

35 EPSEST Estimate of future earnings per share for company
36 BETAALPH Computes alpha and beta variables for stock

37 SHARPE1 Portfolio selection model-i.e. what stocks to hold
38 OPTWRITE Option writing computations
39 RTVAL Value of a right

40 EXPVAL Expected value analysis

41 BAYES Bayesian decisions

42 VALPRINF Value of perfect information

43 VALADINF Value of additional information

44 UTILITY Derives utility function

45 SIMPLEX Linear programming solution by simplex method
46 TRAMS Transportation method for linear programming
47 EOQ Economic order quantity inventory model
48 QCELIE1 Single server queueing (waiting line) model
49 CVP Cost-volume-profit analysis

50 CONDPROF Conditional profit tables

51 OPTLOSS Opportunity loss tables

52 FQCJOQ Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
53 FQEOWSH As above but with shortages permitted

54 FQEOQPB As above but with quantity price breaks

55 QCJECJECB Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

56 NCFANAL Met cash-flow analysis for simple investment

57 PROF1ND Profitability index of a project

58 CAP! Cap. Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of capital

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensating bal. required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGANAL Merger analysis computations

63 FINRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of project

65 PRINDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRINDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIND Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
68 TIMETR Time series analysis linear trend

69 T1MEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FCJPRINF Future price estimation with inflation

71 MAILPAC Mailing list system

72 LETWRT Letter writing system-links with MAILPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 LABEL 1 Shipping label maker
75 LABEL2 Name label maker
76 BCSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TIMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system-storage permitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 INVENT2 In memory inventory control system

8 1 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 T1MGSAN Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAYNET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 (JPSZONE Finds UPS zones from zip code
91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including return address

92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSF1LE Insurance policy file

94 PAYROLL2 In memory payroll system

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAFFD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH Purchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS Sale-leaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor's rate of return on convertible bond
1 00 PORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

TRS-80 Cassette Version $99.95

TRS-80 (Mod-I or III), Pet, Apple
or Atari Versions $99.95

D TRS-80 Mod-ll, IBM, Osborne
and CP/M Versions $149.95

ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.. CANADA AND MEXICO

NEW TOLL Pd

•SSSlifm

wl
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ASK FOR OUR 64-PAGE CATALOG
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

HOUR
OA ORDER

^jm^r LINE

ALL PRICES & SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 101



Listing, continued

BEUIN
els;
printat(471);
WRITE

(

'SHUFFLING');
FOR i 2= 1 TO rnd(30)+15 DO
BEUIN

j j- rnd(52);
REPEAT

k := rnd(52)
UNTIL k <> j?
temp := deck [k]

;

deck[k] := deck[j];
deck[j] := temp

END
END; { shurfle }

PROCEDURE convert (cardvalue : INTEGER)

;

BEGIN
zs : (cardvalue - 1) DIV 13 + 1;

zc := cardvalue - 13 * (zs - 1)
END; { convert }

PROCEDURE cutf ordeal;
VAR

cardnumber, your value, myvalue : INTEGER;
BEGIN
REPEAT

els;
WRITE( 'Please cut for deal (From 2 to 51) t

1

);
READLN(cardnumber)

;

WRITE(chr(15) )

;

if NOT (cardnumber IN [2.. 51])
THEN

BEGIN
WRITELNCCUT IN THE DECK, PLEASE');
delay(2)

END
UNTIL cardnumber IN [2.. 51];
convert (deck [cardnumber] )

;

yourvalue := zc;
printat(384)

;

WRITE ( 'Yours — >')

;

zp := 394;
layoutcard;
REPEAT

j := rnd(50)+l
UNTIL j <> cardnumber;
convert (deck [ j ] ) ;

myvalue i= zc;
printat(414)

;

WRITE ( 'Mine —>')

;

zp := 424;
layoutcard;
delay(3);
IF yourvalue < myvalue

THEN m :•» 1

ELSE
IF yourvalue > myvalue

THEN m :=
ELSE

IF yourvalue = myvalue
THEN cutfordeal

END; { cutfordeal }

PROCEDURE dealthehand;
VAR

k, 1, y : INTEGER;
BEGIN

printat(984)

;

CASE ra OF
0: WRITE('I am dealing');
1: WRITE('You are dealing')

END;
ra :» 1 - ra;

y := 1 - m;
delay(l)

;

els;
zp t" 74;
printat(64) ;

WRITE( 'Your Hand: ')

;

FOR i !«= 1 TO 6 DO
BEGIN

k := 2 * i - y;
1 := 2 * i - m;
convert (deck [k] ) ;

myhand[i] .suit := zs;
myhandf i] .card := zc;
IF zc > 10

THEN myhand[i] .value := 10

Listing continues

by the expression is true (remember that

a statement can be a series of statements

bracketed by a Begin . . . End delimiter

pair). The Repeat statement, on the

other hand, executes the Pascal state-

ment until the condition specified by the

expression is true.

Note that if the expression is false on

entry into each, the following will hap-

pen: While does nothing and Repeat ex-

ecutes the statement at least once.

Both simple and compound condi-

tional statements are supported by the

If and Case statements. The general

form of the If statement is:

IF <expression>

THEN <statement>

ELSE <statement> (This is optional)

The statement can be any valid Pas-

cal statement including another If

statement.

The other type of conditional state-

ment is Case. Case is an expression used

to select the appropriate statement la-

beled with a constant value in the range

of the selector. The general form of the

Case statement is:

CASE <expression> OF
<constant> : <statement>;

<constant> : <siatement>

END;

You could rewrite every Case statement

using nested If statements, but this de-

feats the otherwise neat appearance of

the program.

A Programming Example

Cribbage (see the Program Listing) is

a Basic program adapted to TRS-80
Pascal. Sections of Cribbage are ma-

chine-dependent on the Model I or III.

These areas use the addressing locations

for the system cursor (procedure Print-

at) and the card-drawing routines which

write graphics characters to the screen

to draw the cards. To use this game on

another computer, you will have to

rewrite the following routines to con-

form to your computer's graphics:

Drawsuit, Drawcard, Clearcard, and

Layoutcard.

Pascal-80 provides several functions

not part of standard Pascal. Cls clears

the video screen, Random activates the

random-number generator, Poke
POKEs the byte value specified in the

address provided, and Rnd returns a

random number between 1 and the

maximum number specified. You'll

have to write routines to perform these

functions if you don't have Pascal-80.

The procedure Initarrays sets up the

array values used by the function Dis-
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FOR
TRS-80 It t lr«drm*rk of the Radio Stuck Dlvlilon ol Tandy Corp,

-80™ • APPLE 7

APPLE It t Utdtmtrk of Apple Corp.

B

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL FINANCE
1. CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE
2. TIME FOR MONEY TO DOUBLE
3. FEDERAL FICA & WITHHOLDING TAX
3. COMPUTATIONS
4. HOME BUDGET ANALYSIS
5. ANNUITY COMPUTATION
6. UNIT PRICING
7. CHANGE FROM PURCHASE
8. NEBS CHECK PRINTER
9. DAYS BETWEEN DATES

10. MORTGAGE AMORTIZATION TABLE
11. INVENTORY CONTROL
12. PORTFOLIO VALUE COMPUTATIONS
13. VALUE OF A SHARE OF STOCK
14. SALES RECORD KEEPING SYSTEM
15. FUTURE VALUE OF AN INVESTMENT
16. EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATE (LOAN)
17. PRESENT VALUE OF A FUTURE AMOUNT
18. RATE OF RETURN-VARIABLE INFLOW
19 RATE OF RETURN-CONSTANT INFLOW
20 REGULAR WITHDRAWAL FROM INVESTMENT
21. STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION
22 SUM OF DIGITS DEPRECIATION
23 DECLINING BALANCE DEPRECIATION
24 BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS
25 SALVAGE VALUE OF INVESTMENT
26. PAYMENT ON A LOAN
27. FUTURE SALES PROJECTIONS
28 CREDIT CARD FILE
29. ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY (EOQ)

INVENTORY MODEL
30. VALUE OF HOUSE CONTENTS
31. TEXT EDITOR
32. MONTHLY CALENDAR
33. DAY OF WEEK
34. CASH FLOW VS. DEPRECIATION
35. COMPLETE MAIL SYSTEM
36 INTEREST RATE ON A LEASE

TlSTlCS

STATISTICS AND MATHEMATICS
37. RANDOM SAMPLE SELECTION
38 ANGLOMETIC CONVERSION
39. MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION,

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM
40. SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION
41. MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
42 GEOMETRIC REGRESSION
43. EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION
44. SIMPLE MOVING AVERAGE
45. SIMPLE T-TEST efi 1

46. CHI-SQUARE TEST » * **
47. NORMAL PROBABILITIES
48. BINOMIAL PROBABILITY
49 POISSON PROBABILITY
50. MATRIX ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION •

51. MATRIX TRANSPOSE
52. MATRIX INVERSE
53 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
54 SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
55 QUADRATIC FORMULA
56. LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTIONS
57 ROOT HALF INTERVAL. SEARCH
58. ROOTS OF POLYNOMIALS
59. ROOTS NEWTON'S METHODS
60. PRIME FACTORS OF INTEGER
61 I EAST COMMON DENOMINATOR
62 RADIAN DEGREE CONVERSION
63 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

UTILITIES

MJV*»

64 QUICK SORT ROUTINE
PROGRAM STORAGE INDEX
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ BUILDER
FORM LETTER WRITER
SHELL SORT
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER
CODES MESSAGES
MERGE TWO FILES

GRAPHICS
73. DRAWS BAR GRAPH
74. DRAWS HISTOGRAM
75. MOVING BANNER DISPLAY

GAMBLING AND GAMES
76. RANDOM SPORTS QUIZ
77. GOVERNMENT QUIZ
78. HORSE RACE
79. MAGIC SQUARE
80. ARITHMETIC TEACHER
81. HIGH LOW GAMBLE
82. UNSCRAMBLE LETTERS
83. HANGMAN
84. GAME OF NIM
85. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
86. ROULETTE GAME
87. ONE-ARMED BANDIT
88 HIT THE TARGET
89 WALKING DRUNK
90. STATE CAPITAL QUIZ
91 TIC -TAG -TOE
92 DICE GAME
93. LUNAR LANDAR GAME
94 BIORHYTHM
95. HORSE SELECTOR (CLASS CALCULATOR)
96. RANDOM DICE ROLL
97. RANDOM ROULETTE ROLL
98. RANDOM CARD DEALER
99 GUESS THE NUMBER
100. WHITE OUT SCREEN

GXMBU**

72. SORT WITH REPLACEMENT

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE'

CQMPLITRQNXCSJ
•v\ATVH&v-\A''<

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

PLEASE SEND ME:

D MASTER PAC 100 CASSETTE VERSION
3 MASTER PAC 100 DISKETTE VERSION
MASTER PAC 100 (MODEL II DISKETTE VERSION)
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ORDER
LINE

$99 95

. $99.95

$149.95

(914) 425-1535
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ORDER LINI
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
• All orders processed within 24-Hours

• 30-Day money back guarantee on all Software
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NAME • • • • •

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
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"

Listing continued
ELSE myhand[i] .value := zc;

convert(deck [1] )

;

yourhand[i] .suit := zs;
yourhand [ij .card := zc;
IF zc > 10

THEn yourhand[i] .value := 10
ELSE yourhand[i] .value := zc;

printat(12 +6 * (i - 1))

;

WRITE(i:2)

;

layoutcard
END

END; { dealthehand }

PROCEDURE postscores;
BEGIN

printat(229)

;

WRITE ('My Score: ' ,scorel:4)

;

printat(291)

;

WRITE('Your Score:
'
,score2: 4)

END; { postscores }

PROCEDURE myscore (amount : INTEGER)

;

BEGIN
scorel := scorel + amount;
IF scorel > 120
THEN GOTO 9999
ELSE postscores

END; { myscore }

PROCEDURE yourscore (amount : INTEGER)

;

BEGIN
score2 := score2 + amount;
IF score2 > 120

THEN goto 9999
ELSE postscores

END; { yourscore }

PROCEDURE upcard;
BEGIN

CASE m OF
Listing continues on p. 108

card and the procedure Evaluate. Note

that Pascal cannot read values from

a Data statement, nor can it spec-

ify blocks of data in statements like

Fortran does. This can be a significant

hindrance.

The array v specifies the 15 combina-

tions of the indexes of the six cards in

the computer's hand. The function dis-

card chooses the four cards with the

highest count. The array q evaluates all

combinations of runs in five cards. Ar-

ray r catalogs runs that occur in four of

the five cards. Array s is for runs of

three cards in five.

Cribbage is played to 121 points or

better. Six cards are dealt, with you and

your micro alternating as dealer. You
each select discards from your hands

and the cards are cut for the Up card.

Play then begins, alternating until the

game is over.

Watch out—the computer is a cut-

throat player. It takes all the points that

you do not count correctly and never

misses a chance to peg points on you

while playing the cards.

LCDR. J.B. Harrell can be reached

at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard,

Qtrs. 192-A, Portsmouth, NH 03801.

J & M Systems, Ltd. is a leader in the Model III

marketplace with our JFD-III Disc Controller. With
thousands in operation, we have set new standards
in controller performance and reliability. We bring
these same high standards to the COCO, resulting

in the highest quality disc controller system on the
mpare these functions before you buy:

:;-/" / '

• Price. $449 includes controller, first drive, di

basic in ROM, and manuals. Just plug it in.

• Never needs adjusting. Our exclusive Digital

/ Phase Lock Loop Data Separator and Digital Pre-
comp Circuit eliminates the 3 adjustments found
on other controllers. /

• High quality standard production disc drives. For
- improved service and reliability. Tandon & Teac -

drives provide twice the read sensitivity that the
drives found in other disc systems do, and hold
their alignment far longer. /

• Gold-plated card edge connectors througho

Software compatible with Radio S"

Basic, Flex, and OS/9. /

J & M Systems, Ltd., 137 Utah N
(505) 265-1501 /

ISC SYSTEM -$44

J&M SYSTEMS, LTD.
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For TRS-80*, IBM Personal Computer*, Osborne*, and all Microsoft BASIC* computers

The last word on disk random access and file handling techniques, this series

is intended for everyone — beginning programmers, businessmen and

professionals will learn how to create custom programs to handle inventories,

mailing lists, work scheduling, record keeping, and many other tasks, while

more experienced programmers will learn advanced, professional program-

ming techniques for faster, more efficient data storage and retrieval.

Although random access file handling is a matter of some complexity, the

subject has been treated in a simple and down-to-earth fashion, so that any-

one with some small familiarity with programming in Microsoft BASIC will be

able to cope with the material. Each stage of learning uses a sample program

as a starting point. The programs grow in capability and complexity as the

books progress into all of the various aspects of file handling and record

manipulation. An extensive effort has been made to keep the material co-

herent and every program line is explained in detail.

THE
COMPLETE

BCCK
CP

RANDOM
ACCESS

DATA EILE
PROGRAMMING

Volume I: Casio File Handling Techniques
• The writing of a Menu to Summarize • Searching the random file by

program functions name or key field

• The writing of a screen format to • The ability to search in a "NEXT
accept data for records or PRIOR" fashion

• The creation of the basic record • The ability to purge deleted

• The FIELD and LSET routines for records from a disk file

buffer preparation • The ability to calculate with

• The writing of the record to disk data from a disk file

in a random access mode • The provision for future expansion

• The ability to change or edit a of the data fields

record • The use of flags to prevent

• The LPRINT capability from disk using program crashes

three different formats • Date setting, printer on-line and

• Deleting a record from a random many other routines to make a

file program run like a commercially-

• Sorting the random file written program

Volume II: Advanced rile Handling Techniques
• Blocking & de-blocking, Shell- • Relational database programmmg-

Metzner sort, In-place screen editing, comprehensive self-balancing

recovery of deleted record space accounting system with printouts

• Alpha-index record retrieval, fast • Hashcoded data file manipulation-

machine/BASIC sort (probably the fastest method of

• Linked list record structure and data retrieval). Hashing the input

sort-merge, deleted record removal . key and recovery method explained

and file reorganization • Span-blocking techniques (allows;

• Multi-key file reorganization and creation of records longer than

record searching 256 bytes without wasted space

The Complete Cock Of Random Access Oata file Programming
Volume I: Basic File Handling Techniques $29.95

optional Vol. I Program Disk for Model l/lll $28.50

optional Vol. I Program Disk for Model II $32.50

Volume II: Advanced File Handling Techniques $29.95

optional Vol. II Program Disk for Models I, II or III $49.95

HOUR &0^^ AO° *3 °° FOR SM "*ptNG ,N UPS AREAS

l^nDnFQ I IMP ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS

ORDER ^^UnUtn UIINCL AOd ».oo to Canada and Mexico

I ,Mp (OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE) ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF US..

50 N PASCACK ROAD
KjllMJJL /onftXAO-t OQHQ

canada and mex.co

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 W^P* (91 4) 425-1 535 (800) 43I-2818
flfe 7

all™™J™»™^™™^™ CHANGE "'
, 9 - 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - ^8/



• • EVERYTHING FOE
MODEL I, MODEL I

' TRS-80" is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

FROM

^RACET COMPUTES

• All orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add S3.00 tor shipping in UPS Areas
• Add $4.00 for C.O.D.'or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5.00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries

ESSENTIAL UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR EVERY TRS-80 OWNER ***

Tach Alwil Racd Cwttputea IHMy V^wq^am

*** ALL PROGRAMS ARE WRITTEN IN MACHINE LANGUAGE
*** ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF MACHINE LANGUAGE IS NECESSARY TO USE ANY OF THE UTILITY PROGRAMS
*** EACH UTILITY PROGRAM IS CALLED UP FROM BASIC USING THE SIMPLE BASIC COMMANDS PROVIDED
*** EACH UTILITY PROGRAM COMES WITH A RACET COMPUTES INSTRUCTION MANUAL
*** EACH INSTRUCTION MANUAL INCLUDES SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF UTILITY USAGE
*** EACH UTILITY ALLOWS THE USER TO PERFORM CERTAIN BASIC OPERATIONS TEN, TWENTY OR MORE TIMES FASTER THAN THE

EQUIVALENT BASIC ROUTINE (FOR EXAMPLE, GSF CAN SORT AN ARRAY OF 1000 RANDOM NAMES INTO ALPHABETICAL ORDER IN
UNDER 9 SECONDS!!)

GSF (GENERALIZED SUBROUTINE FACILITY)
• SORTS 1000-ELEMENT ARRAYS IN 9 SECONDS
• SORTS UP TO 15 ARRAYS SIMULTANEOUS! Y (MIXED STRING Fl OATING POINTAND
INTEGER)

• SORTSSINGLE OR MULTIPLE SUBSTRINGS AS ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SORT
KEYS

• READ AND WRI I E ARRAYS T O CASSET1 E

• COMPRESS AND UNCOMPRESS DATA IN MEMORY
- MOVE ARRAYS IN MEMORY
• DUPi ICATE MEMORY
• FAST HORIZONTALAND VERTICAL LINES

• SCREENCONTROLSFORSCROLLINGTHESCREENUP.DOWN.LEFT.RIGMTANDFOR
GENERATING INVERSE GRAPHIC DISPLAYS

• ADDS PEEKS AND POKES (MOD-II VERSION ONLY)

MODEL-! VERSION 525 00
MODEL-II VERSION $50,00

MODEL-II /ERSION M0 Q0

KFS-80 (KEYED FILE SYSTEM)
• CREATE ISAM FILES.(INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD)
• ALLOWS INSTANTACCESSTO ANY RECORD ON YOUR DISKETTE
• INSTANTLY RETRIEVE RECORDS FROM MAILING LISTS. INVENTORY, ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE OR VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION WHERE RAPID ACCESS IS RE-
QUIRED TO NAMED RECORDS

• PROVIDES THE BASIC PROGRAMMER THE ABILITY TO RAPIDLY INSERTORACCESS
KEYED RECORDS IN ONE OR MORE DATA FILES

• RECORDS ARE MAIN! AINED IN SORTED ORDER BY A SPECIFIED KEY
• RECORDS MAY BE INSERTED OR RETRIEVED BY SUPPLYING THE KEY
• RECORDS MAY BE RETRIEVED SEQUENTIALLY IN SORTED ORDER
• RAPIDACCESS TO ANY FILE REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF RECORDS
• MULTIPLE INDEX FILES CAN BE EASILY CREATED WHICH ALLOWS ACCESS OF A
SINGLE DATABASE BY MULTIPLE KEYS (FOR EXAMPLE, BY BOTH NAME AND ZIP-

CODE)

MODEL-! VERSION $100.00

MODEL-II VERSION S175.00

MODEL-III VERSION $100 00

DSM (DISK SORT MERGE)
• SORT AN 85K DISKETTE IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES 1

• SORTS LARGE MULTIPLE DISKETTE FILES ON A MINIMUM ONE DRIVE SYSTEM
• AIL RECORDS ARE PHYSICALLY REARRANGED-NO KEY FILES ARE REQUIRED
• SORTS RANDOM FILES CREATED BY BASIC, INCLUDING FILES CONTAINING SUB-
RECORDS SPANNING SECTORS

• SORTS ON ONE OR MORE FIELDS IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER
• FIELDS MAY BE STIRNGS, INTEGER. BINARY INTEGER OR FLOATING POINT
• THE SORTED OUTPUT FILE MAY OPTIONALLY HAVE FIELDS DELETED. REARRANGED
OR PADDED

• SORT COMMANDS CAN OS SAVED FOR REUSE
• SINGLE SORT MERGE. OR MIXED SORT/MERGE OPERATIONS MAY BE PERFORMED
• SORTED OUTPUT MAY BE WRITTEN TO A NEW FILE. OR REPLACE THE ORIGINAL IN-

PUT FILE

MOOEL-I VERSION $75.00

MODEL-II VERSION $150.00

MODEL-III VERSION $90.00

MAILLIST (A MAILING LIST DATABASE SYSTEM)
• IDEALLY SUITED FOR ORGANIZATION MAILING LISTS. PERSONAL ADDRESSBOOK,
OR MAILING LISTS BASED ON DATES SUCH AS REMINDERS FOR BIRTHDATES OR
DUES PAYABLE

• USED ISAM (INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD) FOR RAPIDACCESS TIMES
• YOUR MAILLIST CAN ALWAYS BE SORTED AND MAINTAINED BY UPTO FOUR INDEX
FILES (FOR EXAMPLE, NAME, ZIPCODE. DATEANDNUMBER)

• MAILLIST ALLOWS UP TO 30 ATTRIBUTES TO BE SPECIFIED (TO BE USED IN SEL-

ECTION OF SPECIFIED RECORDS WHEN GENERATING REPORTS OR MAILING
LABELS

• MAILLIST SUPPORTS BOTH 5 OR 9-DIGIT ZIPCODES
• PRINTING MAY BE STARTED OR ENDED ATANY POINT IN THE LIST..THEUSERCAN
SEE COY FIELDS OR CODES TO BEPRINTED

• CAPACITY IS 600NAMESFOR MODEL-1 ,3S00NAMESFORMODEL 1 1 , 38,000NAMESFOR
MODEL II WITH HARD DISK DRIVF 1200 NAMES FOR MODEL III

MODEL VERSION $75.00

MODEL-II VERSION $150.00

MODEL-II! VERSION $75.00
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HSDS HARD DISK DRIVE SOFTWARE
• MAKES TRSDOS COMPATIBLE WITH MOST HARD DISK DRIVES.
• ADDS MANY EXTRA FEATURES TO TRSDOS $400 (

COMPROC (COMMAND PROCESSOR)
• AUTO YOUR DISK TO PERFORM ANY SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS THAT YOU
NORMALLY GIVE FROM THE KEYBOARD (FOR EXAMPLE. INSERT THE DISKETTE,
PRESS THE RESET BUTTON, YOURCOMMAND FILE COULDAUTOMATICALLYSHOW
YOU THE DIRECTORY, SHOW THE FREE SPACE ON THE DIKSETTE, LOAD A MA-
CHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE. LOAD BASIC, LOAD AND RUNA BASICPROGRAM.
AND SELECT A GIVEN ITEM ON YOUR MENU ALL WITHOUT TOUCHING THE KEY-
BOARD')

MODEL-I VERSION $20.00

MODEL-MI VERSION $30 00

NOT AVAILABLE FOR MODEL-II

DISCAT (DISKETTE CATALOG SYSTEM)
• THIS COMPREHENSIVE DISKETTE CATALOGUING/INDEXING UTILITY ALLOWS THE
USER TO KEEP TRACK OF THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS IN A CATEGORIZED LI-

BRARY. ..FILE INCLUDES PROGRAM NAMESAND EXTENSIONS. PROGRAM LENGTH,
DISKETTE NUMBERS AND FREE SPACE ON EACH DISKETTE KEEP A COMPLETE
CATALOG OF THE DIRECTORIES ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER (SORTED ON EACH DISKETTE.. OR COMPLETE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF
PROGRAMS ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES)

MODEL-I VERSION $50.00

MODEL-III VERSION : $50.00

MODEL-II VERSION (SEE MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE)

BLINK (BASIC LINK FACILITY)
• LINK PROM BASrC PROGRAM TO ANOTHER SAVING ALL VARIABLES
• THE CHAINED PROGRAM MAY EITHER REPLACE THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM OR CAN
BE MERGED BY STATEMENT NUMBER

MODEL-I VERSION $25.00

MODEL-III VERSION '.

$30.00

MODEL-II VERSION (SEE MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE) $50.00

INFINITE BASIC
• ADDS OVER 80 COMMANDS TO BASIC
• SORTING. STRING CENTERING/ROTATION/TRUNCATION JUSTIFICATION ..DATA
COMPRESSION STRING TRANSLATION/COPYING SCREEN DISPLAY SCROLL-
ING ..MATRIX OPERATIONS SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS (THROUGH MATRIX
INVERSION) DYNAMIC ARRAY RESHAPING

MODEL-I VERSION $50.00

MODEL-III VERSION $60.00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

INFINITE BUSINESS
• ADD ON PACKAGE TO INFINITE BASIC 'REQUIRES INFINITE BASIC)
• ADDS PACKED DECIMAL ARITHMETIC WITH 127 DIGIT ACCURACY (t.O.V)

• COMPLETE PRINTER PAGINATION CONTROLS AUTO HEADERS FOOTERS AND
PAGE NUMBERS

• BINARY SEARCH OF SORTED AND UNSORTED ARRAYS (INSTANT SEARCH OF 'AN

ELEMENT WITHIN AN ARRAY)
• HASH COOES

MODEL-I VERSION -
$30.00

MODEL-III VERSION $30.00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

REMODEL-PROLOAD
• THE ULTIMATE RENUMBERING PROGRAM RTNUMBFRS ALL OR PART OF A PRO-
GRAM (ALLOWS PARTIAL RENUMBERING IN MIDDLE OF PROGRAMS)

• PARTIAL OR COMPLETE MERGE OF TWO CASSETTE PROGRAMS

MODEL-I VERSION .$35.00

MODEL-III VERSION $35 00
NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

COPSYS
• COPY AND VERIFY ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE (SYSTEM) TAPES WRITTEN IN STAND-
ARD FORMAT IF YOU BUY A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM COPSYS ALLOWS
YOU TO EASILY COPY THE PROGRAM ONTO ANOTHER CASSETTE AS A BACKUP

MODEL I VERSION ' $15.00

MODEL-III VERSION '....• $20.00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

FOR DEALER
INFORMATION CALL: ^" RACET COMPUTES^

1330 N. GLASSEL, SUITE M, ORANGE CA 92667

(714) 997-4950

MODEL II SPEEDUP—FAST DISK I/O
THIS IS AN ENHANCEMENT FOR TRSDOS 2.0 THAT WILL
RADICALLY DECREASE DISK ACCESS TIME.

DISKS BOOT FASTER TO DOS
IMPROVE DISK I/O UNDER BASIC

MODEL II ONLY

MODEL II FASTBACK — FULL DISK BACKUP
IN 55 SECONDS

IN BUSINESS TIME IS MONEY, AND ONE BACKUP IS WORTH A THOUSAND TEARS.
• WORKS ON SYSTEMS WITH 2 OR MORE DRIVES
• CAN REPLACE YOUR EXISTING TRSDOS 1.2 or 2.0 BACKUP UTILITY

MODFl II ONLY

MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE
ESSCNTIAI FOR EVERY MOD II OWNER
RECOVER AND REPAIR FILES AND DIRECTORIES (BY JUST ENTERING A SINGLE
COMMAND)
XCOPY SIMILAR TO COPY BUT CAN COPY ANY NUMBER OF FILES AT ONE TIME
FASTER AND MORE ACCURATE THAN COPY SINCE RECORDS ARE COPIED IN

GROUPS RATHER THAN ONE RECORDS AT A TIME. USING XCOPY YOU CAN COPY
FILES THAT CAN NOT BE COPIED USING THE COPY COMMAND
SZAP PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO READ AND MODIFY ANY SECTOR ON A
D'SKETTE

XHIT...CAN BE USED TO REPAIR A DISKETTE DIRECTORY
DCS. DIRECTOR CATALOG SYSTEM lo A UTILITY FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF USER
DISKETTES SETS OF A MULTIPLE DISKETTE DIRECTORY FILE (WITH UP TO 1200
INDIVIDUAL FILE NAMES). ALLOWS SELECTIVELY LISTED OR PRINTED LISTS OF
DIRECTORY FILES IN COMBINED SORTED ORDER (FOR EXAMPLE, LISTED ALPHA-
BETICALLY BY DISKETTE. OR A COMPOSITE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ALL YOUR
DISKETTES!)

DEBUG-II ADDS SEVERAL FEATURES TO THE PRESENT TRSDOS DEBUG UTILITY
INCLUDING SINGLE INSTRUCTION CYCLE. AUTO (LOOP) BREAKPOINTS, SUB-
ROUTINE CALLING, BREAK-KEY DETECTION AND MANY OTHERS

MODEL-II ONLY $150 00

MODEL-II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
• THIS PACKAGE IS A MUST FOR ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS
• INCLUDES THE MICROSOFT EDITOR ASSEMBLER PLUS WITH ENHANCEMENTS FOR
THE MQDEL-II

• A COMPLETE DISASSEMBLER
• SUPERZAP FOR READING AND MODIFY ANY SELECTOR ON A DISKETTE

MODEL-II ONLY $;? :-:>(>

MOD-II BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY
• LIST OR PRINT A SORTED CROSS REFERENCE TO ALL NUMBERS OR VARIABLES
WITHIN A PROGRAM

• LIST OF PRINT ALL LINE NUMBERS CONTAINING A SPECIFIED STRING OF CHAR-
ACTERS

MODEL-II ONLY $50.00

*** ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE ***

END USERS
CALL:

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

•CQMFJTRLTOCS"
50 N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977
^9

(914) 425-1535

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818
ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 FOR COD. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U.S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

- See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 107
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Our Users asked for it, and we made the
best TRS-80 disk assembler even better!

Now M-ZAL has:

Recursive MACROS with full symbolic parameter
substitution

Conditional assembly with unlimited nesting

Text Editor warm-start/recovery option

Support for all popular source file formats

Load Module inspect/superzap using LINKER

and the features that made it famous:

True multi-pass assembly
Full Screen Option Menus
ENTRY/EXTERN symbols, relocation,and object
module linking

8 character labels with sorted symbol table

Built-in symbol table cross-reference

Nested 'INCLUDES (source file chaining/nesting)

Lower case support (Model 3 only]

Over 175 pages of documentation including
Z-80 Technical Manual
Full Screen Text Editing and much, much more!

M-ZAL provides a modular, structured development
environment that makes programming your TRS-80

a truly enjoyable experience. Order yours today
(Requires 32k, 2 disk system)

#1050-10 Mod 1 $149.00
# 1250-10 Mod 3 $149.00

The Profess

Full Screen Text Editor for BASIC: we were the first to

give the TRS-80 this indispensable ability! A must for

every BASIC programmer:

I

#1210-20 Mod1&3 $29.95

T-ZAL: custom designed for the Model 3, this tape
based assembler has many of M-ZAL's most
desired features.

#1250-20 Mod 3 only $49.95

XBUG: for machine language analysis and
debugging—this tiny (2.5k) but powerful program
lets you do it all!

#1020-10 Modi $19.95
#1220-10 Mod 3 $19.95

FILEXFER: transfer any disk file between two TRS-80s.

Use direct cable link or RS modems. Mod 1 and
Mod 3 can be mixed. RS-232 and disk reqd.

#1040-10 Mod 1 and 3 $49.95

'WeVe been using M-ZAL heavily for

over two months now, and it's been
forth its weight in gold."

PROSOR

"...well written software that &
QVerdue" —Bruce Dougta;

OU rv"tCrOCOflT)J

BASIC editor Review

"During the first 3 days of use, M-ZAI^

saved more money in programmers
time than we had paid for the
prOdUCt." . -William Denrnar

' The editor has at least doublet
productive capacity..,Having spent a
good deal of money on so called
Vtiiities' that don't work, it's a delight
to find one that not only lives ud to its

iloims but ferti$h

Our choice for the best TRS-80 DOS:

DOSPLUS 3.4 Modi $149.00
DOSPLUS 3.4 Mod 3 $149.00

Call or write for more information.

All products require level II.

Mail orders specify catalog #.

Send check, money order, or MC/VISA
numbers and expiration date to:

Computer Applications Unlimited
P.O. Box 214, Dept. ABM Rye, New York 10580

(800) 354-5400 (toll free, orders only)

(914) 937-6286 (questions & NY state residents)

N,Y./ State residents add applicable sales tax.

Outside USA and Canada add $ 1 0.00 shipping.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

OMPUTER

UNLIMITED f"M
,.. >>o

i dlv. of CAU, Inc.

TRS-80 is a TM of Tandy Corp. M-ZAL is a TM of CAU, Inc.

Z-80 isaTM ofZilog, Inc.

.' See List ol Advertisers an Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 111
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ShapeyourTRS-80 to

communicatewith anycomputei

Omniterm is the most flexible, powerful
terminal program you can buy. Omniterm lets you
adapt your TRS-80 to communicate with 99.9% of

the world's computers. Your company's mainframe,

for example. Or any other personal computer, time-

sharing computer, or communications service.

Omniterm overcomes incompatibilities in

screen formats, baud rates, character sets, control

codes and file transfer protocols. Seven complete

translation tables let you change any character, for

complete compatibility of all input and output

devices. Omniterm is so flexible, users have even

set up their ASCII-coded systems to communicate

with EBCDIC-coded systems.

You can send all ASCII characters, even those

that aren't on your keyboard. Reformat your screen

to neatly accommodate any line length. Run your

printer while you're sending or receiving data.

And even review data that's scrolled off the top

of the screen.

Omniterm 's well-thought-out design makes it

easy to use. You can get a status display of all func-

tions while on line to tell you what's going on, and
make any changes at the same time. You can create

a special file of your settings to make it easier next

time. You also get X/Y cursor control, single keystroke

sign-on and auto-dialing. Even a phone directory.

And lots more.

You don't have to be a computer expert to use

Omniterm. Just spend a day with what the review-

ers call "the best manual in the business." Then if

you need helpjust call, write, or contact us via

CompuServe, Delphi, or Source.

Omniterm is the proven terminal program. The

program thousands of people have used success-

fully. And the one the editors call the "top program
available" (Byte.80-Micro. Infoworld , etc.)

Omniterm comes complete with sample setting

files, conversion utilities, a practical text editor, seven

translation tables, and a 76-page manual with index.

Available at leading dealers, or prompt shipment

on direct phone and mail orders. Order Omniterm,
for a super-smart TRS-80 that's putty in your hands.

Only $95 for TRS-80 Models I or III (32K memory,
one disk minimum). $175 for Models II, 12 or 16

(64K memory minimum). (In Mass., add 5% sales

tax. ) MasterCard, VISA, and C.O.D.

IBM PC version coming soon.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Telephone: (617)852-0233
CompuServe: 70310,267
Source: TCA8 18
Delphi: Lindbergh

41 Fairhill Road Holden, Mass. 01 520

s See Lis! of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 113
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SOFTWARE
for the TRS-80 Model E

• Patient Data Management System,
a comprehensive medical/insurance
billing system.

•Insuie, a life insurance agency
management system.

Other programs available upon request.

Call or write today.

A Division of

Micro-Computer Sales Corporation of Fayetteville

P.O. Box 53376 / 223 Fairway Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28305 / 919-483-2003

-435

"EVERYTHING FOR YOUR COMPUTER"

Creative Compu
Department 80

(305) 894-0789 (Florida)

1236 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, FL 32803 USA

TOLL FREE 800-327-9294

RIBBONS
PRINTER

RADIO SHACK
PRINTERS

Daisy Wheel II

Black

Brown/Blue/Red
LP 1-2-4

LP3&5
LP 6 & 8 (DMP 400)

DMP200
DMP 500

EPSON/IBM
MX-707807807F/T

MX-100
OKIDATA
80-82-83

CENTRONICS
700/730/737/739/779

ZIP PAK
CITOH
8510

RIBBONS
EZ

RELOAD

10 For $24.95

6 For 24 95
4 For 18.95
3 For 13.95

3 For 13.95
3 For 13.95

3 For 13.95

3 For 16.95
3 For 18.95

4 For $18.95

3 For $13.95

CARTRIDGES

3 for $29.95 Re-Loadable

6 for $29.95 (DW II only)

Non-Reloadable
N/A

EPSON BRAND
16.95 ea.

21.95 ea.

4 For 1 3.95

CALL TOLL FREE 800-327-9294
Write For Free Catalog

Over 1000 items in Diskettes, Paper, Lables, Ribbons. Checks, Storage Boxes,
Furniture, Binders and Hardware. Florida plus 5% tax.

Add $2 For Shipping On Orders Less Than $30

Most orders out In 24 hours with VISA, M/C, Money Order, AMEX, Cashier
Check, Bank Wire and C.O.D. Pesonal check allow 10-14 days. Mall order only.
Prices subject to change.

80™ Model I & III

External Mini Disk

Single Chassis w/Power Supply:
Fully assembled stiver chassis with external card edge connector for easy
cable installation. Chassis includes power supply & one Tandon drive.

• TM 100-1 W/CHASSIS
• TM 100-2 W/CHASSIS

S245
S315

TANDON BARE DRIVES:
• TM 1 00-1 SINGLE SIDED 40 TRACK $ 189
• TM 100-2 DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK S259
• TM848-1 8" HALF HEIGHT SINGLE SIDED $349
• TM848-2 8" HALF HEIGHT DOUBLE SIDED S459

CDC BARE DRIVES:
• 9408 5 /> SINGLE SIDED 40 I RACK $175
• 9409 5'/T DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK $ 259

PRINTERS
EPSON:
MX80 W/Graftrax . . S409
FX80 $569
MX100 W/Graftrax . S649

STAR-MICRONICS:
GemiRi-10 S339
Gemini-15 S489

SMITH CORONA:
TP1 $ 499

OKIDATA:
ML80 S350
ML82A S429
ML85A S689

C-ITOH:

Prowriter $459
Prowriter 2 $699

BROTHER

:

HRI S789

FREE SHIPPING
ORDER MOW - TOLL FREE

1-800-531-5475

(512) 250-1523 in Texas

CompuAdd Corp.
13010 Research Blvd.

Suite 101

Austin, Texas 78750

Visa, MasterCard, Money Order
or Cashier's Check. Add b% sales

tax if Texas Resident.

TRS 80 is a Trademark of
Tandy Corp

^252

.' See Lisl ol Advertisers on Pago 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 115
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RACET computes lto-^3 b1RACETcomputes m.-^ ^RACET computes
Inlegrily ^ So'lware J EL imegnly in Sollwaro _3 |^| £_ '"«,,"

'n So
oil. Suite M. O'ange CA 92667 (714) 997-4950

lit?,

Give Your TRS-80* a Tremendous Boost
with RACET computes Software

RACET computes THE Name for TRS-80 Utility Software!! We make the

TRS faster, more efficient, and easier to use. Our Programming Aids

improve your productivity. Our reputation is for products that are profes-

sional in design and work as advertised!!

There are NO protection schemes used on our products. We rely on the

integrity of the purchaser and reasonable pricing rather than copy protec-

tion. A utility, to be useful, must be available on any of your diskettes. The

user has a right to backups.

•** Speed-Up Kit Version 2.X ***
For use with Version 2.0 on Model II and XV1 $99.95

NOW WITH OPTIONAL 2-SIDED DRIVE SUPPORT FOR MOD XVI UNDER 2.0!!!

This is a software 'fix' to TRSDOS 2.0. A MUST to users impatient with the

speed of TRSDOS. Boot Speed faster by 2 1/2 times. Data reads up to 5

times faster. Time and Date need only be entered once a: power qn... Retains

Verify Detect features. = mcet .<*

** Model II Fast Backup Utility ** $75

5 to 1 times faster backupsHlfull disk backup (including verify) in 55 SEC-

ONDS on two drive system-- 2:1-5 on a single drive system. In business,

time is money and one backup is worth 1000 tears.

** SUPERZAP II for TRSDOS II for Models II and XVI ** $99.95

Recover Blown Files!! Now'you, can directly access, modify, copy, zero, or

print any sector on your diskette OR Radio Shack Hard Drive. Includes a

SCAN utility to facilitate a disk search for a specified string. Documentation

includes a description of the TRSDOS II directory structure. •

** SUPERZAP for CP/M 80** ** $99.95

You asked for it!! And now it's here..Runs on any.CP/M Version 2.x system

running on a Z80 CPU and 8-inch diskettes!! Recover blown file's. Access,

modify, copy, zero, and printany sector on disk or in memory— in Hex or

ASCII. Full screen,editor. File edit ,mode.

RACET COMPUTES Utilities

Programmers Aids
Generalized Subroutine Facilities (GSF) Mod I $25 Mod II S50 Mod
III $30 Includes Multi-key Multivariate and PuftRey Character String

Sorts. ^B^
Basic Link Facility 'BLINK' Mod I and III $30' Mod II $50 Chain from

program to program or merge retaining variables.

Infinite BASIC Mod I $50, Mod III $60 Extends BASIC with matrix func-

tions and 50 more string functions.

Infinite BUSINESS Mod I and III S30 (Requires Infinite BASIC) Printer

pagination controls, binary array search, and more!!

Command Process 'COMPROC Mod I and Mod III S30 Auto your disk

to perform any sequence of keyboard instructions.

Diskette Catalog System 'DISCAT' Mod I and III NEWDOS 80 Version 2 $50

Disk Sort/Merge (DSM) Mod I $75, Mod III $90, Mod II $175 Machine

language random file sort package. Power available only on large machines.

Keyed File System 'KFS-80' Mod I and III $100 Mod II $175 Machine

language BASIC ISAM utility. Binary tree index system.

Model II Utility Package $150 Includes Superzap. bulk copies and other

utilities for repair of blown diskettes. Complete documentation on diskette

structure and guidance for repair.

Model II Development Package $125 Includes Superzap, Apparat Dis-

assembler and Mod II interface to Microsoft Editor Assembler - and

documentation for Mod I and uploading service.

Model II Basic Cross Reference Utility $50

zr-RACET computes LTD-d 1 tr-|km Integrity in Software .J * C>
1330 N. Glassell, Suite M, Orange, CA 92667 (714) 997-4950

(71 4) 997-4950 for order desk. (71 4) 771 -0883 for new BBS service.

CALL FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING ON HARD DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS.

CIRCLE READER RESPONSE FOR FREE TRS AND NEC CATALOG.

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation "CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. ^ 468

FIELD PROVEN
HARD DRIVES

5 to 240 MEGABYTES ON LINE for the TRS-80* Mod II/XVI

Winchester and Cartridge Disk Drives available for immediate delivery!!

5 MEGABYTE FOR Mod I, II, and III

CALL FOR PRICING

mm

~,

14+ Megabyte (formatted) ARM Winchester Disk Drive CALL for Pricing

Includes ECC error detection and correction. FAST. Service Contract Avail-

able ($30/month/drive). Multiplexor available. SHARE hard drive between

four Model ll's!!

20 Megabyte Cll Honeywell Bull Cartridge Drive $7995

10 Megabytes fixed, 10 removable for the professional installation requiring

Removable Media for BACKUP. 60 and 120 Megabyte add-on drives available.

Up to 240 MEGABYTES!
!
Four port multiplexor available to SHARE hard drives.

HARD/SOFT DISKS SYSTEM (HSDS) SOFTWARE
Radio Shack 2.0 Compatible Operating System for Hard Drive Operation.

Run your 2.0 software on hard drives without conversion (except drive des-

ignation). Compatible with most machine language programs that use the

standard calling sequence. Supports ARM, Cameo, Cynthia Bull, Corvus,

Data Peripherals, QCS, Radio Shack, and certain other hard drives.

Access BOTH your floppy disk drives and hard drive files INTERCHANGEABLY!!

Complete utilities include-HZAP (Hard Disk SUPERZAP), Directory Catalog Sys-

tem, Parameterized FORMAT, HPURGE (Bulk Copy/Purge Utility) and others.

The Hard/Soft Disk System (HSDS) Software has almost two years FIELD

experience. Version 5.0 adds several enhancements including maintenance

of system files on the hard drive, files as large as the disk, the ability to seg-

ment the disk as logical drives, and definable directory size. Floppy backup

(close to a Megabyte per minute) is provided for Winchester drives.

HSDS for Radio Shack $500

HSDS for Other Drives $400

e _J
LUCI COMPUTES ltd

-

Integrity in Software

1330 N. Glassell, Suite M, Orange, CA 92667 (714) 997-4950

CALL FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING ON HARD DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS—
BUY WHERE YOU CAN GET SOFTWARE SUPPORT!!

DEALER AND SYSTEM HOUSES — WE HAVE DEALER PRICING!!

CIRCLE READER RESPONSE FOR FREE TRS AND NEC CATALOG.

k-41 'TRS-80 is a trademark of tandy corporation

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 3b5 80 Micro, July 1983 • 117
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Computer Books and
Software for the TRS-80s,

are at your IJG Dealer

Today.

TRS-80 Disk & Other
Mysteries.

The "How To" book of

data recovery by H. C.

Pennington. 128 pages,
$22.50

"

Microsoft BASIC
Decoded & Other
Mysteries.

The complete guide to

Level II operating

systems & BASIC by
James Farvour. 312 pages,

$29.95

BASIC Faster & Better &
Other Mysteries.

Microsoft BASIC
programming tricks &
techniques by Lewis
Roscnfelder. Software

available on disk. Radio
Shack Cat. No. 62-1002.

290 pages, $29.95

The Custom TRS-80 &
Other Mysteries.

A guide to customizing

TRS-80 hardware and
software by Dennis
Bathory Kitsz.

Schematics and listings.

336 pages, $29.95

TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded &
Other Mysteries.
The TRSDOS operating

system explained by
James Farvour.

Disassembly of code with
commentary. 300 pages,

$29.95

BASIC Disk I/O Faster &
Better & Other
Mysteries.
Programming techniques
and helpful subroutines,

by Lewis Rosenfelder, for

BASIC programs which
store or retrieve datafrom
disk. (Available in June)

$29.95

How To Do It On The
TRS-80.
The applications guide to

the TRS-80 Models I, II,

III & Color Computer by
William Barden, Jr. 300

pages, $29.95 (Available

in Spring '83)

Machine Language Disk
I/O & Other Mysteries.

The guide to machine
language disk software

for TRS-80 Models I & III

by Michael Wagner. 288

pages, $29.95

Electric Pencil Operators
Manual.
By Michael Shrayer and
H.C. Pennington. 123

pages, 24.95

The TRS-80 Beginners
Guide To Games &
Graphics.
Simple programs teach

basic concepts of

graphics and game
design, by Tom
Dempsey. (Available in

July) $24.95

The Captain 80 Book of

BASIC Adventures.
Eighteen program
listings plus Adventure
program generator, by
Bob Liddil. 252 pages,

$19.95

NEW BOOK!

Software
Electric Pencil 2.0z Word
Processing System.
The easy to learn, easy to

use word processing

system by Michael
Shrayer. Includes
operators manual. Disk

$89.95, Cassette or

Stringy Floppy $79.95

BLUE Pencil — 50,000

Word Expandable
Dictionary. Companion
to the Electric Pencil 2.0z

word processing system.

Disk $89.95

RED Pencil—Automatic
Spelling Correction. For

use with the Electric

Pencil 2.0z word
processing system. Must
be accompanied by Blue

Pencil to operate. Disk
$89.95

BFBDEM — BASIC
Faster & Better Library

disk by Lewis
Rosenfelder. 32

demonstration
programs, BASIC
overlays, video handlers,

sorts and more for the

Model I & III. Radio
Shack Cat. No. 260-2021.

Disk only $19.95

^-445
Electric Pencil TM Michael Shrayer
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NEW BOOK!

BFBLIB — BASIC Faster
& Better Demonstration
disk by Lewis
Rosenfelder. 121

functions, subroutines
and user routines for the
Model I & III. Disk Only
19.95

Utilities

TRANSLATE Convert
any character to any
character or string.

Create your own
shorthand. Print special

characters. Disk $49.95

DISKMAP Produces two
different reports; a listing

of disk space allocation

by granule, and a listing

of all granules allocated to

each data file. Disk $29. 95

Games
CYBERCHESS
Chess Improvement
System. Not a game, but
a powerful and effective

method for improving
one's skill in chess.

Choose from 55 amateur
or 55 professional disk
packets with 4 different

games on each. System
Disk $29.95 (Includes
four games). Each
amateur or professional
disk $19.95 each.

FLAG RACE
Race your car through a
maze and try to reach all

the flags before being
caught and killed by-

drone cars. Can you do it?

For Models I & III. Disk
$24.95

SPACE ROBBERS
Inter-galactic thieves are

after your supplies and
you must stop them
before they take it all. For
Models I & III. Disk
$24.95

INTtRCEPTOR
The aliens are attacking
you in wave after wave,
can you survive and get
back to the mother ship to

refuel? For Models I & III.

Disk $24.95

ALIENS
Invaders attempt to land
and you must stop them.
But watch out, you're
dead if they land on you.
For Models I & III. Disk
$24.95

FUNSOFT Games
distributes through IJG
for Models I & III.

BABLE TERROR Babies
are roaming the maze like

complex everywhere but
you can only see a few
yards ahead, can the

Babies be cleared out
before they clear out you?
Disk $24.95, Cassette
$1.9.95

MAD MINES Mad
Mines are being placed

into the space around
your planet. As their mad
pace speeds up, the

situation becomes more
difficult. Can they all be
destroyed? Disk $24.95,
Cassette $19.95

APPLE PANIC Crazed
apples chase you over
many ladder connected
brick levels. Your only
hope is to dig holes in the
floor and beat themdown
when they get stuck. Disk
$24.95, Cassette $19.95

THE BLACK HOLE Your
mission is to seek-out
and destroy the Dorfian

leader. But, can you
survive the perils of the
Black Hole? Disk $24.95,

Cassette $19.95

TIME RUNNER Newly
discovered land is yours
for the taking. All you
have to do is take it . . .

before the defender
droids catch you that is.

Disk $24.95, Cassette

$19.95

IJG products are available
at computer stores, B.

Dalton Booksellers,

Radio Shack Computer
stores, and independent
dealers around the world.

If IJG products are not
available from your local

dealer, order direct from
IJG. Include $4.00 for

shipping and handling
per item. Foreign
residents add $11.00 plus
purchase price per item.

U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc.

1953 West 11th Street
Upland, California 91786
Phone: 714/946-5805

mKit'sfrom
IT'S JUSTGREAT!

TRS 80 rM Tandy Corp
Microsoft TM Microsoft Corp

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355

c IJG. Inc. 1983
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REVIEW

by R.A. Langevin

*-*>?. • '"

he Lobo Max-80 gives you CP/M capabilities

and is compatible with most of your software.

Its solid performance makes it a great buy.

• •••

The Max-80
Lobo Drives International

358 S. Fairview Drive

Goleta, GA93117
$820, 64K and CP/M 2.2

$95, 64K Expansion RAM
$175, Amdek Video 300 Green Screen

12-inch Monitor

$69, LDOS 5.1

Lobo Systems' Max-80 is an 8-bit

microcomputer that supports LDOS
and CP/M; an impressive array of stor-

age options, including floppy and hard

disks; serial input/output; and both

serial and parallel printer ports. In

terms of versatility and performance

per dollar, it is unquestionably a best

buy in today's marketplace.

The system is a natural upgrade for

Model I owners since it offers CP/M
while preserving their investment in disk

drives and in much of their software. It

is also completely at home in a business

environment.

Not everyone, however, will appreci-

ate this computer. Serious game players

will find they can't use self-booting

disks in the machine. In addition, al-

though Model I graphics are supported

and limited graphics are available in the

CP/M mode, the Max-80 cannot pres-

Photo l

ently display full-screen, high-resolu-

tion graphics, a deficiency that makes it

unsuitable for some business uses.

Whatever your interests and needs,

the details below will help you decide if

this computer is for you.

Physical Characteristics

The Max-80 is basically a single-

board computer housed, with its power

supply, in an attractive, ivory-colored

plastic case mounted on a steel base-

plate. It complies with the radiation

limits established by the FCC for Class

A computing devices. Although this

standard states that operation of com-

plying equipment is likely to cause inter-

ference in residential areas, I have not

encountered problems even with a tele-

vision in the same room.

The footprint of the Max-80 is ac-

ceptably small, only 17 Vi inches wide

and 10 inches deep. The top of the

machine is 2 inches off the table top at

the front and slopes gently upward to

V/i inches at the top of the keyboard.

The rear of the case holds a line fuse and

all the connectors and switches. The in-

ternal power supply operates on

1 10-115 volts ac and is efficient enough

so that a fan isn't necessary to keep the

electronics cool. The entire computer

requires only 28 watts. Even after hours

of continuous operation, the case is

never warm to the touch.

Functional Characteristics

Except for an optional 64K bank of

memory, the Max-80 is complete as it

comes out of the box. There are no

extra boards for disk interfaces, se-

rial I/O, or video electronics. As a re-

sult, the machine's original cost is its

only cost.

The machine is available with LDOS
5.1 and CP/M 2.2; much of the avail-

able Model I and Model III software are

supported as is 8-bit CP/M software.

This combination of operating systems

provides access to a larger software base
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m. 3RD GENERATION
PRINTER
GRAPHICS

TRANSFORM YOUR VISICALC " FILES INTO HIGH^SoTuTION CUSTOM
GRAPHS ON YOUR TRS-80" COMPUTER AND GRAPHICS PRINTER.

I = HIGH/LOW
- = CLOSE

* HIGH RESOLUTION
data Pointa/ inch.
CAPACITY - 1000
Points per graph.
GRAPH SIZES - From

- 60 x 72
* LARGE DATA
Input Data

SELECTABLE
sq. to 7"

X 24" * STANDARD DATA SOURCE -

Plots Data from VISICALC or
USERS OWN PROGRAMS using the
DIF T » Standard Format. » GRAPH
FEATURE SELECTION - Fill out
Pre—formated Form on VISICALC
screen or i n users own proqram.
* MINIMAL ENTRY REQUIREMENTS -

Enter only name of Datafilo and
location therein of data to be
plotted. * MULTIPLE FUNCTION
GRAPHS - Plots over 10 Data '

Sets per graph. * DATA SYMBOLS - Plots data with user

comonLri
h
?r

S
"

k*
DA™

J
NTERPaLflTIDN - connects data points withcomposed line shapes. * LINE/SYMBOL LIBRARY - Plots each Datawith different line/symbol shace chosen frnm n ,<-,„,,._

CUSTOM LINES AND SYMBOLS

-360 -270 -180

IDUSTRI

SEE YOUR
LOCAL

SOFTWARE
DEALER

OR ORDER
DIRECT.

DATAGRAPH:
$79.95

Available in COLOR
On IDS Prism" Printer:

COLOR PLOT Version

$89.95

Set

as interactive screen-graphics proqram
' r composing symbol shapes. * AUTO SCALING - Selects scale valuesfor ease of graph interpretation. User adjustable Mantissa Tahl» *

hnrf-nn? ?' *,
CALENDAR SC*LE - Op t i onal 1 y prints names of month on

ear Stair St" »
CU™B' SELECT!™ ~ ^°t each data set with Lin-

F
"

'

rf

St *P '
°r ^graph curves. * OPTIONAL MIN/MAX VALUES -

DESCRIPTt™«
P J™? V™ ValUBS °* tHe D*ta Sets

" * DQ™ SETDESCRIPTIONS - Prints text descriptions of each Data Set in graphlegend. * TEXT ENTRYS - Prints graph title, axis labels, and date ongraph. * USER FRIENDLY - Checks validity of input data ' and di

s

PTay=cause of errors. * COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION - Comprehensive 75 page
entrv ?nmno r

lth
1

e>!a '"Ple
!

covering data preparation, graph featureentry, composina lines and symbols, and technical notes

COMPUTER
• TRS-80 MODEL I 48K
• TRS-80 MODEL III 48K
• LNW80 48K

DOS
• TRSDOS 1.3, 2.3

• NEW1X5S, NEWDOS/80
• DOSPLUS3.4, LDOS5.1

DISK DRIVES
• SINGLE DRIVE (NOT TRSDOS)
• DUAL DRLVE (PREFERRED)

USER REQUIREMENTS
GRAPHICS PRINTER:
• MX-80 GRAFTRAX, OR GT +
• MX-100

• LINEPRINTER VIII, DMP 200

• NEC 8023 A-C, C.ITOH 8510

• IDS 460/560, 480, 80/132
• OKIDATA 82/83

+ + OTHER VERSIONS IN DEVELOPMENT

TO ORDER: Send check, purchase order, or request for COD shipment. Specify Computer
and Printer Type. Include $2.50 for postage and handling. Calif, residents add 6% tax

DEALER
INQUIRIES
WELCOME

MICRO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS • MICROPLOT, INC.
1815 SMOKEWOOD AVE. • FULLERTON, CA 92631 • (714) 526-8435

^526

™A° E^KKS DATAGRAPH (MICRO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS); VISICALC (VISICORP); TRS-80 (TANDY CORP1.DIF (SOFTWARE ARTS INC.): PRISM (INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS)
'• »«> W H ANDY CORP).

" ''
f'" List ot Advertisers on Page 355

VISA/MASTERCARD [Mo**Cwdl
ACCEPTED
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Photo 2

than that of most competing machines.

A Z80B running at 5.07 MHz gives

the Max-80 its formidable processing

power. This is nearly three times the

speed of the Model I, 2Vi times the

speed of the Model III or the Softcard

Apple, and 25 percent faster than the

Model II or 12. The extra speed of the

machine is readily apparent, especially

with long-running programs or sorts. It

has no impact, of course, on disk I/O

since the disk transfer rate is set by the

drive speed and not the processor. The

reset button is conveniently located out

SUPER SOFTWARE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODELS I & III AT SUPER PRICES!

BUSINESS Disk

Maxi Cras (Adv. Int.) 79 90

Maxi Mail (Adv. Int.) 79.90

Maxi Mgr. & Utility (Adv. Int.) 119 90

Max. Stat (Adv. Int.) 159.90

Lazy Writer (Alphabit Comm.) 139.95

Home Accountant (Continental) 59.90

Electric Webster (Cornucopia) 119.60

E/W Hyphenation Opt. (Cornucopia) 39.90

GEAP (JF Consulting) 39.90

GEAP Dotwriter (JF Consulting) 79.90

Newscript (Prosoft) 99 90

Newscript & Labels (Prosoft) 1 1 1 .90

Tallymaster (Prosoft) 63 90

Postman (Soft-Sector) 63.90

Postman & Postwriter (Soft Sector) 95.90

Accounts Payable (Taranto) 60.00

Accounts Receivable (Taranto) 60.00

GL/Cash Journal (Taranto) 60.00

Invoicing (Taranto)
,

60.00

Payroll (Taranto) 60.00

PROGRAMMING TOOLS
M-ZAL (Computer Appl.)

Faster (Prosoft)

Trashman (Prosoft)

Super Utility (Powersoft)

Tape Disk

119.20
73.90 23.90

31 90
47.90

GAMES
Armored Patrol (Adv. Int.)

Eliminator (Adv. Int.)

Rear Guard (Adv. Int.)

Sea Dragon (Adv. Int.)

Starfighter (Adv. Int.)

Voyage of Valkyrie (AOS)
Crush, Crumble, Chomp (Auto Sim.)

Temple of Asphai (Auto. Sim.)

Dnieper River Line (Aval. Hill)

GFS Sorceress (Aval. Hill)

Telengard (Aval. Hill)

Defense Command (Big Five)

Weerd (Big Five)

Cyborg (Computer Shack)
Vaults of Cynwron (Compu-Thngs)

Bounceoids (Cornsoft)

Frogger (Cornsoft)

Scarfman (Cornsoft)

Panik (Fantastic)

Sargon II (Hayden)
Venture (Horizon)

Penetrator V (Melbourne)

Alien Defense (Soft Sector)

Caterpillar (Soft Sector!

Outhouse (Soft Sector)

Sky Sweep (Soft Sector)

FS-1 Flight Sim. (Sub Logic)

Tape Disk

19.90 19.90

19.90 1990
19.90 19.90

19.90 19.90

19 90 23 90

27.90 31.90

23.90 23.90
31.90 31.90

1995 2395
23.95 27.95

18.35 2235
12.70 15.90

15.90 15.90

12.70 15.90

31.90 -

1270 15.90

15.90 18.30

12.70 15.90
15.90 19.90
' - 27.90

11.90 15 90

21.20 21.20

12.70 15.90

12.70 15.90

12.70 15.90

12.70 15.90

21.75 29.15

We now have software for the Color Computer.

Send for our catalog! Free gift with all orders!

RMESRIMES COMPUTER PRODUCTS
262 Tracey, Dept. 7A, Grand Island, N.Y. 14072

(716) 773-2519

Add S1.50ror U.S. Shipping, S4.50 for Canada or Mexico Add S1 .50 for COD For fas-

test service send MO. or Cert. Check. Allow 2 weeks for personal checks. Master-

card Visa also accepted. New York residents add sales tax.

*TRS-80 is a Trademark of Tandy Corp. 'm

of harm's way on the back of the case.

The Max-80's keyboard has a crisp

feel and is a pleasure to use. You can in-

put the entire ASCII character set di-

rectly, making awkward work-arounds

unnecessary. The keyboard also in-

cludes control and escape keys, a 10-key

numeric keypad with decimal point and

enter keys, four programmable func-

tion keys, and a cursor-control block

that includes a clear key. All ASCII

keys are supported by auto repeat and

the entire keyboard is fully debounced.

A real-time clock with internal,

rechargable battery backup is a stan-

dard feature. The clock is software ac-

cessible and maintains month, day,

year, and time in hours, minutes, and

seconds. With the Max-80 turned off,

the clock is maintained for up to six

weeks. The backup battery claims a life

of five years and is readily replaced

through an access panel on the bottom

of the computer.

The Max-80 's RAM consists of one

or two banks of 64K each, provided by

eight or 16 Texas Instruments TMS
4164-20 chips. You can purchase the

computer with the maximum 128K of

RAM, but sockets for the second 64K

bank are standard equipment and the

additional chips are easily installed by

even an inexperienced user.

The Max-80's only ROM contains a

small bootstrap loader that disables

once the system boots. As a result, the

modified LDOS supplied with the sys-

tem loads the bottom 12K of RAM with

the code that resides in ROM on Tandy

or LNW machines. Consequently, cur-

rently available self-booting disks don't

operate on the Max-80.

Separate, gold-plated card edges are

provided on the rear of the case for

5- and 8-inch floppy drives. Single- and

double-density and single- and double-

sided operation are available for both

drive sizes and are supported by the

built-in controller in both TRS-80 and

CP/M modes. A slide switch mounted

adjacent to the 5-inch disk connector

controls pin 32, permitting it to select

drive four or, alternatively, to act as the

side-select signal when using double sid-

ed drives. Track counts of 35, 40, 77,

and 80 are supported on 5-inch disks and

the standard 77 tracks on 8-inch disks.

A hard-disk interface is also included

in the Max-80 and is available on a

50-pin, gold-plated card edge on the

rear of the machine. This Shugart Asso-

ciates Standard Interface (SASI) is

designed to be used with an external

controller. Both of the computer's op-

erating systems are presently configured

to use Lobo Systems' Universal Con-
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troller and do not support other con-
trollers without modification.

Up to four drives in any combination
can be used with LDOS; eight drives

can be used with CP/M. Since so many
disk options are available, a DIP (dual
in-line package) switch is provided on
the rcai- of the case so you can boot the

operating system from the first 5-inch
floppy, the first 8-inch floppy, a 5- or
8-inch hard disk, or a 5- or 8-inch flop-

py connected through the universal

controller.

Serial I/O is provided through two
independently programmable, built-in,

RS-232 interfaces accessible through
DB-25 connectors on the rear of the
case. All standard baud rates up to

19,200 are supported. Either interface
can be used to drive a serial printer.

Parallel printer output is available

from a standard Centronics interface

available on a card edge on the rear of
the case. A slide switch adjacent to this

port permits grounding or ungrounding
pin 27 to adapt to printers (like the Ep-
son MX-80) that interpret a grounded
pin 27 as a request to generate a line

feed after each carriage return.

An RCA phono jack provides video
output. It drives any monitor that ac-
cepts 1 volt composite video from a 75

ohm source and provides 15,750 Hz
horizontal and 60 Hz vertical sync fre-

quencies.

Lobo recommends a monitor band-
width extending from dc to at least 12
MHz to obtain good detail in the dis-

play. This is especially important in the

CP/M mode, where the normal display
is 80 characters by 25 lines. You can
select a 40-character by 25-line display
with a function key. In the TRS-80
mode, the display is a compatible 64 or
32 characters by 16 lines.

A fully documented system bus is

also available on a 40-pin card edge on
the rear of the case. You can use this to
support additional peripherals although
Lobo provides no direct support for

this. Surprisingly, only the low-order
eight address lines are available on the
bus, somewhat limiting its utility.

Standard TRS-80 Model I graphics
are supported by the LDOS operating
system—the extended graphics of the
Model III are not. In the CP/M mode,
you can display up to 192 user-defined
shapes. The first 128 shapes are limited

to shapes that can be defined in the top
half of a 8-by-16-dot rectangle. The re-

maining 64 shapes can be defined in a
full 8-by-16-dot rectangle.

in normal use, the first 128 blocks are

used to display the ASCII character set.

By using the facilities provided, you can
redefine any of these to accommodate
foreign alphabets or special characters

as desired. Redefining the character set

is not simple, however, and is probably
not feasible for anyone but an experi-
enced Assembly-language programmer.

Operating Systems

The system's modified LDOS is sup-
plied by Logical Systems Inc. and com-
prises the TRS-80 Model III version of
LDOS 5.1 with minor changes to adapt
it to the Max-80. These changes include

modifications to the Date, System, and
Time Library commands; the BACK-
UP/CMD, CMDFILE/CMD, and
FORMAT/CMD utility programs; and
the KI/DVR keyboard driver. Togeth-
er, these changes accommodate the new
real-time clock, the Max-80's more ex-
tensive storage and boot options, the

full ASCII keyboard, and the absence
of cassette I/O.

Several new programs are also pro-
vided including SETDATE/CMD and
SETTIME/CMD, for setting or read-
ing the real-time clock; MAX80/DCT,
the drive-control table that contains the

characteristics of the attached disk

drives; and RS232M/DVR, the driver

BODEX CORP.
224 East Main St. Marlboro Mass. Phone 1 617 485 5115

or 461 1027

MODEL 4 $162900

64K 2 Disk RS232

..- -, ^——

—

wm^m

24K Model 100

bA

$819
Model 12 80K 2 Drive 3250
Model 16 128 K 2 Drive 4699
Color Computer Call
Modem I D.C. 125
Modem II D.C. 195
Modem D.C.-1 200 599

Model 4 Upgrade Kit. Converts TRS-80 Model III com-
puters (except for cabinet and disk drives). Includes
new keyboard, 64K RAM, sound, TRSDOS and Disk
BASIC. #26-1123, $699°°

PRINTERS:

Prices subject to change without notice.

Not responsible for typographic errors.

DMP-100
DMP-200
DMP-400
DMP-500
Microline80

Microline82A
Microline92

Microline93
P.C. Plotter Printer

GEMIN1 10

GEMIN1 15

$299
590
999
1499
315

395
499
855
199

320
450 ^381

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

See List ol Advertisers on Page -355
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program for the two RS-232 serial

ports.

When using LDOS , the four function

keys on the keyboard are not pro-

grammed to do anything. However,

they return 81-84 hexadecimal (hex) and

can activate functions in your own pro-

grams. In addition, when using the

KI/DVR keyboard driver, both the

control and escape keys are recog-

nized—a real convenience.

CP/M 2.2, by Digital Research Inc.,

is entirely compatible with other CP/M
2.2 implementations. The Basic in-

put/output system (BIOS) is written by

Lobo and accommodates the specific

hardware configuration of the Max-80.

In addition, Lobo provides several

utilities that enhance the ease of use

of the Max-80 in the CP/M mode.

The xcopy.com command lets you

format or copy floppy disks. All 5-inch

disk track counts are supported and

disks can be formatted in Lobo's single-

or double-sided, double-density format

or in Osborne, Xerox 820 or Omikron

single-density, single-sided formats.

Single-sided, single-density 8-inch IBM
and double-sided, single- and double-

density formats are also supported.

The program's xconfig.com is a pow-

erful utility that reconfigures disk

drives, remaps the existing keyboard,

installs a new character set, reconfigures

the serial ports, sets the default

IOBYTE, and writes a reconfigured

system to disk.

For Max-80s with the extra 64K bank

of RAM, xconfig also lets you establish

the extra bank of memory as a ninth

drive, drive I, with IK of directory and

63K of storage space. This RAMdrive is

a very convenient place to put frequent-

ly used utilities.

The xhard.com utility formats 5- or

8-inch hard disks with or without built-

in floppys. The xlock.com command
provides the capability of locking out

defective blocks on a hard disk using the

manufacturer-supplied media defect

sheet.

The xtime.com program sets the real-

time clock. The remainder of the utili-

ties are those normally provided with

any CP/M system and include ed.com,

asm.com, load.com, pip.com, stat.com,

and movcpm.com.

Three of the function keys are pre-

programmed when using CP/M. Fl

toggles the caps lock on and off, F2 tog-

gles between 80- and 40-character line

lengths on the screen, and F4 slows the

screen scroll so that you can read at

your leisure.

The four cursor-control keys are not

supported by CP/M. They do, how-

ever, return hex values that make the

keys operational with some editors and

word-processing programs. The up ar-

row returns 1C, the down arrow returns

ID, the left arrow returns ID, and the

right arrow returns IF.

Documentation

At press time, the final documenta-

tion for the Max-80 was unavailable.

The machine does, however, come with

a very impressive and complete prelimi-

nary operation manual.

The first 55 pages of the manual de-

scribe how to set up the system and use

the CP/M utilities unique to it. It also

lists the CP/M video character and con-

trol codes, essential information for in-

stalling some editors and word proces-

sors such as Wordstar. In addition, it

includes a helpful appendix that covers

modifying floppy drive jumpers to

make them compatible with the

Max-80. Disk drives already configured

for the Model I need no modification

and operate "out of the box."

It is important to note that when us-

ing CP/M the video monitor is equiva-

lent to a serial terminal and recognizes

18 different cursor and display control

Now you can develop Z-80 based,

stand-alone devices such as games,

robots, instruments and peripheral

controllers, by using your TRS-80 as a

development system The DEVELOP-
MATE plugs into the expansion con-

nector of your TRS-80 and adds

PROM PROGRAMMING and IN-

CIRCUIT-EMULATION capabilities to

your system (with or without expan-

sion interface).

Complete instructions and sample

schematics are included to help you

design your own simple stand-alone

microcomputer systems. THESE
SYSTEMS CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS

FOUR ICs: one TTL circuit for clock

and reset, a Z-80. an EPROM, and one

peripheral interface chip

When the In-Circuit-Emulation

cable is plugged into the Z-80 socket

of your stand-alone system, the sys-

tem becomes a part of your TRS-80:

You can use the full power of your

editor assembler's debug and trace

program to check out both the hard-

ware and the software. Simple test

loops can be used to check out the

hardware, then the system program

can be run to debug the logic of your

stand-alone device

Since the program is kept in TRS-80

RAM, changes can be made quickly

and easily. When your stand-alone

device works as desired, you use the

Developmate's PROM PROGRAMMER
to copy the program into a PROM.

With this PROM, and a Z-80 in place of

the emulation cable, your stand-alone

device will work by itself
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The DEVELOPMATE is extremely

compact: Both the PROM programmer

and the In-Circuit-Emulator are in one

small plastic box only 3.2" x 5.4". A

line-plug mounted power supply is

included. The PROM programmer has

a "personality module" which defines

the voltages and connections of the

PROM so that future devices can be

accommodated. However, the system

comes with a "universal" personality

module which handles 2758, 2508 (8K),

2716, 2516 (16K), 2532 (32K), as well

as the new electrically alterable 2816

and 48016 (16K EEPROMs).

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE
81, for Model I, with software, power

supply, emulation cable, TRS-80

cable, and "universal" personality

module $329

DEVEI OPMATE 83, Model III version,

same as above $329

PM2 PERSONALITY MODULE for

2732A EPROM $15

PM3 PERSONALITY MODULE for

2764 EPROM $15

ORION
INSTRUMENTS - 151

172 Otis Avenue, Dept. M, Woodside,

CA 94062

(415) 851-1172

Master Charge and Visa phone orders accepted.

California residents please add 6'*% sales tax.



codes, including direct-cursor address-

ing, high-lite, and low-lite. In effect, the

monitor behaves like a SOROC IQ120
terminal and responds to all of its con-
trol codes.

The technical reference section of the
manual provides descriptions of the

Max-80 hardware, including a pin-by-

pin description of the signals on each
connector. It is followed by a system
programmer's manual that details the

steps involved in customizing the
Max-80 to meet special requirements.

The final portion of the manual con-
sists of seven appendixes containing the

manufacturer's data sheets for the Z80
and the baud-rate generator, the serial

I/O controller, the floppy disk control-

ler, the clock/calendar, the parallel out-

put controller, and the CRT controller.

Two additional appendixes contain a
complete schematic of the Max-80 and
the source code for the bootstrap loader
in ROM.
LDOS documentation consists of

Logical Systems' standard 200-plus
page manual for LDOS 5.1, supple-

mented by a six-page addendum de-

scribing the modifications made to

LDOS for the Max-80.
In addition to the CP/M documenta-

tion in the preliminary operation

manual, Lobo also includes a copy of
the Osborne CP/M User Guide by Tom
Hogan. This is provided instead of the

usual CP/M manuals from Digital Re-
search and is fully adequate for the

first-time CP/M user.

Model I Compatibility

There is no way to provide a satisfac-

tory or complete discussion of TRS-80/
Max-80 compatibility. As a conse-
quence, the discussion that follows is

based on my experience with the com-
puter during the past few months and is

supplemented by information supplied

by MAXIMUL, the Max-80 user's

group.

Using LDOS in its TRS-80 mode, the
Max-80 is a curious mixture of the
Model I and Model III. File and direc-

tory formats and operating system entry
points are identical to those with LDOS
on the Model III. However, the printer

is memory-mapped as in the Model I,

rather than addressed through an out-

put port as in the Model III. In addi-
tion, RS-232 serial I/O is provided by a
Z80 SIO chip, rather than a UART chip
as in the Tandy machines. This may in-

troduce problems with some word pro-
cessors and terminal programs.
The LDOS operating system includes

two utilities, REPAIR/CMD and
CONV/CMD, that are helpful in con-
verting programs to the Max-80. The
first of these modifies Model 1 disks so
that they can be read by LDOS. The
second copies Model III TRSDOS disks

to LDOS formatted disks. Using these

utilities, almost any Basic program con-
verts and runs properly on the Max-80.

Assembly-language programs pre-
sent more of a problem. Most, but not
all, Assembly-language programs that

run under, or have already been
patched to run under, LDOS should
run correctly on the Max-80. Some,
such as the Radio Shack Series 1 Edi-

tor/Assembler, run without patching.

If in doubt, arrange to try the software
before you buy it!

Logical Systems does provide a $10
fix disk that includes patches for many
popular programs. It is an excellent in-

vestment and lets you patch the follow-

ing programs to run on the Max-80:
• Model I Scripsit—same features

• Model I Scripsit—adds enhancements
• Model 1 VisiCalc

• Model III VisiCalc

• Model III Enhanced VisiCalc

• RSCOBOL—Radio Shack Cobol
• RSBASIC—Radio Shack Basic
Compiler

For Hardware and Software Development

For TRS-80 Model I or III Computers (48K RAM)

FEATURING . .

.

• Collection Of 1000 Data Samples On Each Of 16 Channels

• Optionally Expandable To 64 Channels

• User-Selectable Sampling Rates As Fast As 20 MHz

• Easy To Specify Triggering & Collection Conditions

' Timing Displays For Hardware Include:

Standard 16 channel timing diagram

Edge mode for transition identification

State Displays For Software Include:

Dump in hex, binary, octal, decimal

Instruction disassembly of microprocessors

Map showing frequency of data samples

Plus . .

.

Histogram showing software performance

Signature analysis of 14 points at once

Correlate sample to reference memory
Pattern search to aid data location

Incredibly friendly help' displays

The LA-1680 Logic Anlayzer allows you to

hook up to a high-speed digital circuit; define

and collect the data you wish to examine; and

then, produce a visual representation of the

actual digital signals for closer inspection and

analysis. This facilitates the design and ser-

vice of computers, peripherals, and any

equipment which contains digitial logic

circuitry.

The LA-1680 Logic Analyzer contains the

high-speed circuitry necessary to perform the

time-critical functions of data recognition and
collection. The TRS-80 microcomputer pro-

vides for convenient keyboard entry of user

commands, detailed display of data on
screen or printer, and storage of test set-ups

or displays on disk.

This combination results in a powerful digi-

tal tool, exhibiting features found only on

today's most expensive, top-of-the-line logic

analyzers. Yet, the affordable LA-1 680 is well

within the reach of educators, hobbyists, and

industry.

LA-1680 Logic Analyzer $1250.00

High Impedance Probes
(TTL or CMOS; 8 Channels) $275.00

Model I Cable Adapter $95.00

64 Channel Expansion Unit .... $1250.00

Demonstration Disk $5.00

OmniLogic, Inc.
P.O. Box 87

RENTON, WA 98057

206/271-2000 , 469
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• Model I Microsoft Basic Compiler

• Model I Microsoft Macro-80 As-

sembler

• Model I Microsoft Fortran

• Radio Shack Desktop Planner

• Radio Shack Business Mailing List

In addition, all Logical Systems, MI-

SOSYS, and most PowerSoft software

run on the Max-80 without patching, as

well as Pascal80 from New Classics

Software.

CP/M Compatibility

The issue of CP/M compatibility is

not relevant since the Max-80' s CP/M
2.2 is fully compatible with other imple-

mentations. It is important to know
that the size of the Transient Program

Area (TPA) on the Max-80 is 52,486

bytes if the Command Control Proces-

sor (CCP) is overwritten, 50,432 if it is

not. As a consequence, CP/M applica-

tion programs that require a 56K TPA
cannot run on the Max-80 at present.

Moreover, since the Max-80 monitor

acts like a serial terminal, some pro-

grams that make use of terminal control

codes have to be patched to work. This

is true unless they incorporate an instal-

lation procedure to tailor them to ac-

commodate specific terminal codes.

One final area of incompatibility

common to both the CP/M and

TRS-80 modes should be noted. The

Max-80 uses a Z80 SIO instead of a

UART chip as the serial controller.

Therefore, machine-language programs

that use a serial port and attempt to pro-

gram the UART will work only after

major modification.

Support

The Max-80 is warranteed for one

full year and can be repaired free of

charge during that time. It is necessary,

however, to return the machine to Lobo
since they do not have repair facilities

outside the factory. I have no reliable

information on their repair turn-

around time.

Lobo Systems maintains a technical

support group that can be reached by

phone during normal working hours.

On the several occasions I called, the

support staff was courteous and help-

ful, though not always reliable in re-

turning calls.

For the most part, the staff has been

able to answer all my questions on the

Max-80 hardware and CP/M. LDOS
questions are best taken up directly with

Logical Systems' support group. It is

unfortunate that neither Lobo nor

Logical Systems provides a toll-free

number for technical support—long

distance charges add up quickly.

Another avenue of support for

Max-80 owners is MAXIMUL, the

Max-80 user's group. The group pub-

lishes an occasional newsletter with use-

ful information on software compatibil-

ity, hardware modifications, and future

Lobo Systems' plans. At the present time

there are no membership dues.

MAXIMUL also distributes disks

with user-developed software for the

Max-80. Two are available at this time,

MAXIMUL #1—CP/M utilities—$10

for one 8-inch disk or $15 for three

5-inch disks, and MAXIMUL #2—
LDOS utilities at $10 on one 5-

inch disk.

Help with the Max-80 is also avail-

able on CompuServe in section 2 of the

LDOS SIG and section 5 of the

XTRA-80 (QSD) SIG. Membership in

the latter SIG is free to members of

MAXIMUL.

Performance

My Max-80 has been used almost dai-

ly, usually several hours per day, since

Christmas of 1982. It is attractively fin-

ished and professionally built, and has

been "rock solid" during the entire

time. The machine does everything that

LNW-80 Model II $1595

96K 5"/8" DISK CONTR.. RGB COLOR
DOS- PLUS, 3.4, HI-RES GRAPHICS
RS 23 Z-C, PAR. PRINTER PORT., CPM
80x24 DISPLAY, 1 YEAR WARRANTY

COMPUTERS
LNWMODELI DISCONT

PMC 8 1 I6K $525 48K $660
TIMEX $56 1 6 MEM $42

APPLE CLONE (SYSCON 2

)

$599

TRS 80 COLOR COMP. 1 6I< $269
MODIII48K2/40TRK. S/S.RS232 $1,730

CRT MONITORS
AMDEK 300 GREEN $139
AMDEK 300 AMBER $ 1 59
AMDEK COLOR I

$359
AMDEK COLOR II $639
TAXAN RGB COLOR $299
ZENITH GREEN $115
APPLE/IBM RGB CARD $89

EXPANSION INTERFACES

LNW SYSTEM EXPANSION II »349
MICRO DESIGN MDX-2 $449
MICRO DESIGN MDX-3 $289
HOLMES ENG IM2 $129
DOUBLE DENSITY MULTIPLIER $95

TEAC V4 SIZE DRIVES
Bare Compl

FD 55A 40TRK S/S $209 $245
FD55B40TRK D/S $280 $319
FD 55F 80TRK D/S $350 $390

ALL TEACS HAVE A 1 YEAR WARRANTY

Bare Compl

$189 $230
$259 $299
$340 $385

TANDON DRIVES

100-1 40TRKS/S
100-2 40TRK D/S
100-4 80TRK D/S

ECONOMY DRIVES
COMPLETE W/CASE/PWR SUPL/CABLE
40TRK S/S $195
Dealers: Discount on Cases & PWR Supplies

APPLE COMPATIBLE DRIVE
W CONTR CARD, CASE & CABLE $295

C-ITOH PRINTERS

PROWRITER8510
PROWRITER 1550
F-10 40CPS
F-10 55CPS
F- 10 TRACTOR FEED
QUME SPRINT 1 1 40CPS

MODEMS
NOVATION l-CAT

SIGNALMAN

PAR SER

$429 $539
$659 $739
$1295 $1295
$1550 $1550

$195
$1,450

$«35
$85

BEA
LNW SYSTEM EXPANSION II

UPGRADE YOUR MOD 1 OR PMC-80/81 WITH

DISK CONTROLLER - RS 232 -PARALLEL

PRINTER PORT 32K 200 NS MEMORY GOLD
CONNECTORS -POWER TRANSFORMER •

CASE CABLE
FOR ONLY »349

TRS COLOR COMP. EXP. BOARD

REAL TIME CLOCK
PAR PRINTER PORT
DISK DRIVE CONTR $289

80x24 DISPLAY Add $75

SOFTWARE
LAZY WRITER
ELECTRONIC WEBSTER
MAXI MANAGER
POSTMAN
DOS PLUS 3.4

$159 MULTIDOS $89

$119 SUPER UTILITY-*- $49
Si 29 M A S SO ea. $135

$119 NEWSCRIPT $114

$89 OMNITERM $78

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDERS
VISA/MASTER CHARGE ONLY:

(800) 633-2252 EXT 720

ALL QUESTIONS: (313)538-1112

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX-POSTAGE
CALL FOR CHARGES-PRICES ARE DISCOUNTED FOR
CASH AND MONEY ORDER {NON CERTIFIED CHECKS
ALLOW 2 WEEKS TO CLEAR) MASTER CARD AND VISA
ADD 3% NO COD NO NET TERMS

COMPUTER OUTLET
1 6727 Pattoa Detroit MJ48219

mtKatmmmmmmmmmmma^maamatmmmmm^^^
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its advertising claims and is a delight

to use.

Although the preliminary operation
manual supplied with it is a bit fuzzy in

some places, the necessary information
is there and, if needed, a call to the
Lobo support group usually clarifies

any areas of uncertainty. I expect the
final documentation to be outstanding.

meantime, unless a particular software

package is guaranteed to run on the
Max-80, your safest bet is to assume
that it does not.

A minor point of frustration con-
cerns the location of the slide and DIP
switches at the rear of the computer.
These are mounted slightly inside the

case and are not easily accessed.

Frustrations Enhancements

I have experienced some frustrations

with the Max-80, two major and one
minor. The most troublesome problem
has been the absence of full-screen,

high-resolution graphics. In today's

business environment, graphics displays

play an increasingly important role. I

can only hope that Lobo, or after-mar-
ket suppliers, will provide a solution to
this problem.

I also found it frustrating trying to

determine what TRS-80 software is

compatible with the Max-80. The
machine hasn't been fully integrated in-

to the TRS-80 software market yet.

Software vendors either don't know of
it or have no experience with it.

Hopefully, as time passes, a larger share

of the available, popular TRS-80 soft-

ware will be patched and offered for

sale in a compatible version. In the

Two enhancements are now in store

for the Max-80. The most exciting is the

imminent availability of CP/M Plus,

which will be supplied to all current

owners for $30. This operating system
allows the use of the full 128K RAM
and significantly enhances the CP/M
capability of the machines.

After CP/M Plus becomes available,

the Max-80 will only be sold with CP/M
Plus and the full 128K of memory. Its

base price will rise accordingly, to $945.
At that time, Lobo is expected to drop
support of the current CP/M 2.2 and
will no longer offer it as an option.

LDOS users also have something to

look forward to. In early spring, Logi-
cal Systems is expected to offer a soft-

ware utility that permits you to load
LDOS into the upper 64K bank of
memory and operate it from there. This

should make for a fast operating sys-

tem. So far as I have been able to deter-

mine, the price for this utility has not
yet been sot.

Competition

The Max-80 has only two competi-

tors, the LNW-80 and the Model III en-

hanced with any of the several available

64K CP/M boards. With respect to

both of these machines, the Max-80 is

faster, offers twice the memory, and is

less expensive.

The competing machines do, how-
ever, offer Basic in ROM (the Max-80
does not) and the troublesome compati-

bility issue does not arise. All are fine

machines.

The Max-80 is a well-built computer
that delivers exactly what it promises. It

fills a niche in which there are few com-
petitors and offers access to a larger

software base than that of any purely

CP/M-based machine. It is available at

a highly competitive price and directly

supports a wider variety of floppy- and
hard-disk storage options than any ma-
chine in its price class.

R.A. Langevin can be reached at

7621 Fontaine St., Potomac, MD
20854.

N YOUR COLOR COMPUTE
TO THE POWER OF '

NOW FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF SOFTWARE FOR .

OPERATING SYSTEM COMES FHL COLOR FLEX. JUST LOOK AT THESE F

IF YOU ARE TIRED OF
NO DISK SOFTWARE,
THEN FHL COLOR FLEX
IS THE ANSWER!
FLEX is the world's most popular operating

-x3m for the 6809 and with over 150 progi
re the largest supplier of serious soft-

i for FLEx. These programs range from
I processors thru business applica-

nts to software development tools.
Many Fortune 500 companies use our
software. FHL Color . **~

FLEX turns your Color
" luter into a power-
stem more

mf FLEX NOW ONLY $99.00
•NEW "Ted" Tiny Editor
•NEW "ISM" Tiny Assembler
•NEW - Machine language monit.
•Hi-Res screen formats - 16 x 32,
24 x 51 upper and lower case,
24 x 64 and 32 x 64 upper case •

•Advance disk I/O and terminal

JPHi

j
_le or double sided, single or

double density drives
»No additional hardware required

»ee our NEW 32 payc
latalog in the April '83

.ssue of COLOR
COMPUTER NEWS

PHONE (315) 474-7856 • TELEX 6467
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TECHNIQUE I
LOAD 80

Which Way th d Blows
by William Bunch and Robert J. Lisi

ecord daily high and low temperatures and

precipitation with this weather data base.

Then use the data to plan your heating budget.

Program Listing I

***********************************************
******** WEATHER STATISITICS
******** BY
******** BILL BUNCH
******** AND
******** BOB LISI
******** CRANSTON, RHODE ISLAND
******** VERSION 2.0
***********************************************

********
********
********
********
********
********
********

18
20
3

40

50
60
7

80
90
.10

:

110 '

120
130 CLS:CLEAR0:ONERROR GOTO0 :ONERROR GOTO 2540:CLOSE
140 CLEAR2000:DIMNN(366) ,H(366) ,L(366) ,R(366) ,MO(12) ,RJ$(12) ,X(3

65)
150 DATA -1,30,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334
160 PRINT@534, "OPENING DATA FILES"
170 FOR M0=1T012:READ MO (MO) :NEXT:GOSUB2020 :GOSUB2270 :GOSUB2280

180 ' SET UP MASTER MENU
190 CLS:PRINT@0,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(1) )/2)RJ$(l) :PRINT@64 ,TAB ( 32-LEN

(

RJ$(2) )/2)RJ$(2)
200 PRINT@128,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(3))/2)RJ$(3) :PRINT@256 ,LL$

210 PRINT@389,"<U>pdate specific date" ;TAB(40) "<A>dd data"
220 PRINT@453,"<I>nitialize new data f ile" ;TAB( 40) "<S>tatistics

report"
230 PRINT@512,TAB(25) "<E>nd session" :PRINT@576 ,LL$

240 PRINT@640,TAB ( 32-LEN (RJ$( 4) )/2)RJ$(4)

;

250 FL=1:GOSUB2340
260 ON INSTR("IAUSE",IN$)GOTO 280,370,540,780,2010
27 GOTO240
280 'INITIALIZE NEW DATA FILE
290 ONERROR GOTO 2540
300 CLS:PRINT@64,TAB(32-LEN(WN$(1))/2)WN$(1) : PRINT@256 ,TAB( 32-LE

N(WN$(2))/2)WN$(2)

Listing I continues

I first became interested in meteorol-

ogy about 18 years ago. Before long I

realized that I'd have to make daily ob-

servations to become an effective

weatherman.

I obtained a maximum-minimum
thermometer and an accurate rain

gauge, and in 1965 I began keeping dai-

ly records. My parents took the daily

readings if 1 was unable to be there.

In 1978 I purchased a TRS-80 Model

I. I found that I could easily computer-

ize the volumes of data I had collected.

My first program used sequential-

access disk files. The program was fast

and did everything I needed at the time.

However, I soon decided that I wanted

to be able to search between any two

dates and compile certain statistical in-

formation.

I also wanted to be able to input my
data whenever I had the time to do it. I

realized that this would require random-

access disk files.

The resulting program (see Program

The Key Box

Model 1 and III

32KRAM
Disk Basic

One Disk Drive

Printer Optional

NEWDOS80 2.0
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;:FL=1:GOSUB2340

";H$;

";M$;

";M$;

";:FL=-3:G0

";:FL=-3:G0

; :FL=-5:G0

>40,ES$:NEXT

Listing continued

310 PRINT@399,"Do you wish to continue (Y/N)
320 ON INSTR("YN",IN$)GOTO340,190
330 GOTO320
340 PRINT@539,"SURE (Y/N) " ; : FL=1 :GOSUB2340
350 IF IN$="Y" THEN360 ELSE IF IN$="N" THEN 190ELSE340
360 PRINT@661, "KILLING TEMP/DAT FILE" :KILL"TEMP/DAT" : GOTO 190
370 'ADD DATA RECORDS
380 CLS:PRINT@0,TAB( 32-LEN (RJ$(1) )/2)RJ$(l) : PRINT@64 ,TAB (32-LEN(
RJ$(2) )/2)RJ$(2) : PRINT@128,TAB ( 32-LEN (RJ$( 7) )/2)RJ$(7) :PRINT§256
,LL$
390 PRINT@520,"<I>nput new days or <R>eturn to master menu ";:FL
=1:GOSUB2340
400 IF IN$="I"THEN410ELSE IFIN$="R"THEN190ELSE390
410 IFLOF(l) =0THENPR=1:GOTO2310ELSE420
420 EN=LOF(l) :PR=LOF(l) +1 :GET1 ,EN:GOSUB2100:NN=D:GOSUB2140
430 PRINT@512,ES$:PRINT@448,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(6))/2)RJ$(6)
440 PRINT" 512, TAB ( 32-LEN (M$) /2) M$:NN=NN+1
450 PRINT@656,"How many days will be entered " ; : FL=-3 :GOSUB2340

:

N=VAL(IN$) :PRINT@650,EL$:M$=DA$
460 FOR I=1T0N
470 GOSUB2140:D=NN
480 PRINT8650, "Enter the HIGH temperature for
SUB2340:H(I)=VAL(IN$)
490 PRINTS714, "Enter the LOW temperature for
SUB23 40:L(I) =VAL(IN$)
500 PRINT@778, "Enter the PRECIPITATION for
SUB2340:R(I)=VAL(IN$)
510 HT=H(I) :LT=L(I) :RF=R(I)
520 GOSUB2290 : PUT1 , PR : PR=PR+1 : NN=NN+1 : PRINTS
530 CLS:GOTO190
540 'UPDATE SPECIFIC RECORD
550 CLS:PRINT@0,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(1) )/2)RJ$(l) : PRINT@64 ,TAB(32-LEN<
RJ$(2))/2)RJ$(2) :PRINT@128,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(8))/2)RJ$(8) :PRINT@256
,LL$
560 PRINT@520,"<U>pdate record or <R>eturn to master menu ";:FL=
1:GOSUB2340
570 IF IN$="U"THEN580ELSE IF IN$="R"THEN190ELSE560
580 PRINT@456,EL$:PRINT@470, "Enter date " ; :GOSUB2180:M$=IN$:GOS
UB2120:DD=NN
5 90 ONERRORGOTO2540
600 RJ%=(DD-5478)
610 GET1,RJ%:QQ%=CVI(D$)
620 IFDDOQQ%THEN630ELSE640
630 PRINT@720,"DATE ";M$;" DOES NOT EXIST" : FORA=1TO1200 :NEXTA: PR
INT@704,EL$:GOTO580
640 PRINT@384,ES$:PRINT@384,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(9) )/2)RJ$(9) :PRINT@44
8,TAB(32-LEN(M$)/2)M$:GOSUB650:GOTO6 80
650 PRINT@591,"1. The HIGH temperature was
660 PRINT@655,"2. The LOW temperature was
670 PRINT @7 19, "3. The PRECIPITATION was
RETURN
680 PRINT@832, "Enter line # to be updated, <E>xit, <N>ext, <P>re
vious record " ; : FL=1 :GOSUB2340
690 ON INSTR("123ENP",IN$)GOTO710,720,740,190,760,770
7 00 GOTO6 80
710 PRINT@832,EL$:PRINT@847, "Enter new HIGH temperature ";:FL=-
3:GOSUB2340:HT=VAL(IN$) :LSET HT$=MKI$(HT) : PUT1 ,RJ% : GOSUB650 :GOTO
680
720 PRINT@832,EL$:PRINT@847, "Enter new LOW temperature ";:FL=-
3:GOSUB2340
730 LT=VAL(IN$) :LSETLT$=MKIS(LT) : PUT1 ,RJ% : GOSUB650 : GOT06 80
740 PRINT

>

832,ELS:PRINT§847, "Enter the new PRECIPITATION ";:FL=-
5:GOSUB23 40:RF=VAL(INS) : LSETRF$=MKSS (RF)
750 PUT1,RJ%:GOSUB650:GOTO680
760 RJ%=RJ%+1:GET1,RJ%:NN=CVI(D$) :GOSUB2140 :GOTO640
770 RJ%=RJ%-1:GET1,RJ%:NN=CVI(D$) :GOSUB2140 :GOTO640
780 'STATISTICS
790 DEFFNAA(HH,LL) =(HH+LL)/2
80 DEFFNAV(AA) =FIX( ( FIX ( AA*10 ) +SGN ( AA) *5) /10)
810 CLS:PRINT^0,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(1) )/2)RJ$(l) : PRINT§6 4 , TAB ( 32-LEN

(

RJ$(2) )/2)RJ$(2) :PRINT@128,TAB( 3 2-LEN (RJ$( 10) )/2)RJ$(10) :PRINT@2
56 ,LL$
820 PRINTg520,"<C>alculations or <R>eturn to master menu ";:FL=1
:GOSUB2340
830 IFIN$="C"THEN ELSE IFINS="R"THEN190ELSE820
840 PRINT@512,ES$:PRINT@530, "Enter STARTING date " ; :GOSUB2180 :DA
S=IN$:MS=IN$:GOSUB2120:SD=NN:RS%=(SD-547 8)
850 PRINT@658, "Enter ENDING date " ; :GOSUB2180 :M$=IN$: GOSUB2120
:ED=NN:RE%=(ED-5478)
860 PRINT@512,ES$
870 GET1,RS%
880 IFSD=CVI (DS)THEN900ELSE890
890 PRINT8909, "STARTING DATE ";DAS;" DOES NOT EXIST ":F0RBB=1T01
200:NEXTBB:GOTO840
900 GET1,RE%

910 IFED<=CVI(D$)THENGOSUB2100:GOTO930ELSE920
920 PRINT@909, "ENDING DATE ";M$;" DOES NOT EXIST "

: FORBB=1TO1200
:NEXTBB:GOTO840

Listing continues

USING P1$;CVI(HT$]
USING P1$;CVI(LT$)
USING P2$;CVS(RF$)

Listing) records daily high and low tem-

peratures, as well as precipitation. At
any time the computer calculates the

following statistics for any time period

you specify: the average high and low

temperatures, rounded to the nearest

tenth of a degree; the average tempera-

ture for the period; the number of heat-

ing degree days; the period's highest

and lowest temperatures and their

dates; the number of days the high was
90 degrees or more, or 32 degrees or

less; the number of days the low was 32

degrees or less; and the number it was
zero degrees or less.

Pressing any key gives precipitation

data in a form similar to the tempera-

ture statistics.

A homeowner can determine heating

bills, or choose a type of insulation based

on the degree-day information. People

who heat with wood can get an idea of

the necessary amount for the next

heating season.

The Program

This program utilizes the NEWDOS80
2.0 operating system, and runs on a 32K
one-drive system.

The calendar date routine is in lines 150

and 2110-2160. It converts the date you
enter into an integer by the following

steps:

• Line 170 reads the data elements in

line 150 into the array MO(MO). The
twelve elements in this array convert a

date in the format MM/DD/YY into a

signed integer.

• The date (MM/DD/YY) is broken
into three variables: MO, DA, YR. The
variable MO determines which of the 12

EPSON
FX-80/FT
^£iAC (SHIPPING^QUj INCLUDED)

160 CPS 11x9 DOT MATRIX
GRAFTRAX-PLJS

SUPERSCRIPT SUBSCRIPT
TRUE JNDERLIN NG

FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED

ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR . .. . $55
4», SER'Al BOARD ;RS 232' $150
i = P -E BCA^c a\:: :,a5,e ss;
TRS SO EXP INT CABLE $25
IBM PC CABLE S30

STAR GEMINI 10 S"S*& S35C

BRUM ELECTRONICS

*..C\S 2 V.EEKS
Ce«T,F,E0 CHECKS
MONE'- OSOERS

COD ADD *< N

151-0" 20 AVE
r ES TONE \ v ••jj-

(212) 767-4353

:e*s fO" »EfiSOSA, c-*zz<

we; j-

DE. .£=

resides-; a:: -->
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Listing continued

930 RL=RS%
940 PRINT@512,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(11))/2)RJ$(11) :X*1

950 GET1,RL:GOSUB2100
960 NN=CVI(D$) :GOSUB2140:PRINT@576,TAB(32-LEN(M$)/2)M$
970 NN(X)=DxH(X)=HT:L(X)=LT:R(X)=RF
980 IFCVI(D$)=EDTHEN1010ELSE RL-RL+1 :X=X+1 :GOTO950
990 ' DEGREE DAY CALCULATIONS
1000 Z=0:Q=0
1010 FORI=lTOX
1020 SS=FNAA(H(I) ,L(I))
1030 IFSS>=65THEN1060
1040 Z»t.5-FNAV(SS)
1050 Q=Q+Z
1060 NEXTI
1070 ' AVERAGE HIGH, AVERAGE LOW, AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CALCULATIO
NS
1080 FORI=lTOX
1090 A=A+H(I) :B=B+L(I) : NEXTI : C=A/X : E=B/X : F= ( C+E) /2
1100 ' OUTPUT
1110 CLS:NN=SD:GOSUB2140: PRINT" FROM " ;M$; :NN=ED:GOSUB214

0: PRINT" TO ";M$
1120 C(1)=C*10:C(2)=FIX(C(1)):IFABS(C(1))-C(2)>=.5THENC(2)=C(2)+
1
1130 C(3)=C(2)/10
1140 PRINT "The average HIGH was";C(3)
1150 E(1)=E*10:E(2)=FIX(E(1)):IFABS(E(1))-E(2)>=.5THENE(2)=E(2)+
1

1160 E(3)-E(2)/10
1170 PRINT "The average LOW was";E(3)
1180 F(1)=F*10:F(2)=FIX(F(1)) : IFABS(F(1) ) -F(2) >=.5THENF(2) =F(2)

+

1
1190 F(3)=F(2)/10
1200 PRINT "The AVERAGE temperature was";F(3)
1210 PRINT "Total DEGREE DAYS were";Q
1220 PRINT
1230 ' DETERMINING HIGHEST AND LOWEST TEMPERATURES
1240 L—99999
1250 S=99999
1260 FOR 1=1 TO X
1270 IF H(I)<=L THEN 1290
1280 L=H ( I ) : DH=NN ( I )

Listing continues

elements in MO(MO) are used in the

calculation.

My starting date was 01/01/65. Your

starting date is important because it de-

termines where your date is placed on

the disk. You must calculate your start-

ing date and enter it into the program.

• Calculate an integer NN from those

three variables by using the following

formula:

NN = INT((YR*365.25 + .75) + MO(MO) +

DA- 18263) -2
For example: January 1, 1965—01/01/65

(my date)

Value = INT((65*365.25 + .75) + (- 1) + 01 -

18263) -2 = 5479

March 1, 1983—03/01/83

Value = INT((83*365.25 + .75) + 59 + 01-

18263) -2 = 12111

The number 59 in the last equation is

derived from line 150 of the program

listing (i.e., March is the third month of

the year; therefore, count three data

statements in).

Substituting the values from my date

(01/01/65) results in the integer 5479.

This value (NN-1) is used in lines

600, 840, and 850. Your value will re-

place mine.

RS204

One size does not fit all . Our cases are designed for specific hardware con-

figurations. When you put your computer in our case, it fits hand-in-glove.

Once your equipment is safely inside the attache-style carrying case, it never

has to be taken out again . To operate, simply remove the lid and connect the

power. To store your computer, disconnect the power, enclose your disks,

working papers, and manuals in the compartments provided, and attach

the lid. It's as easy as that.

CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 848-7548

• AP106 Amdek Color I, II or III Monitor 119

• P401 Paper Tiger Printer (400/445/460) 99

• P402 Centronics 730/737 & Radio Shack Printer 89

• P403 Epson MX70 or MX80, Microline 82A Printer or Color

Computer 89

• P404 Epson MX1 00 Printer 99

• P405 IDS 560 or Prism 132 Printer 109

• P406 C. Itoh Starwriter/Printmaster F-1 Printer 119

• P407 Okidata Microline 83A or 84 Printer 99

• P408 C. Itoh Prowriter 2 Printer 99

• P409 C. Itoh Prowriter (Apple Dot Matrix) or NEC PC8023 Printer

.

89

• IB501 IBM Personal Computer with Keyboard 1 29

• IB502 IBM Monochrome Monitor 99

• CC50 CaseCart 79

• CC80 Matching Attache Case (5") 85

• CC90 Matching Attache Case (3") 75

• CC91 Matching Accessories Case (5W Diskettes, Paper, etc.) ... 95

• CC92 5.25" Diskette Case (Holds 75 Diskettes) 49

^139
ua: 5650 Indian Mound Court, Columbus, Ohio 43213 (614)
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'The HIGHEST temperature was ";L;"or

'The LOWEST temperature was ";S;"on

Listing continued

1290 IF L(I)>=S THEN 1310
1300 S=L(I) :DL=NN(I)
1310 NEXT I

1320 FOR 1=1 TO X
1330 IF H(I)=L THEN 1350
1340 NEXT I

1350 11=1
1360 FOR 1=1 TO X
1370 IF L(I)=S THEN 1390
1380 NEXT I

1390 12=1
1400 NN=DH:GOSUB2140: PRINT
";M$
1410 NN=DL:GOSUB2140: PRINT
;M$
1420 ' DETERMINING # OF DAYS TEMPERATURE FALLS WITHIN CERTAIN RA

NGES
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620

PRINT
W=0:V=0:K=0:M=0
FOR 1=1 TO X
IF H(I) >=90 THEN 1480
GOTO 1490
W=W+1
IF H(I) <=32 THEN 1510
GOTO 1520
V=V+1
NEXT I

FOR 1=1 TO X
IF L(I)<=0 THEN 1560
GOTO 1570
K=K+1
IF L(I) <=32 THEN 1590
GOTO 1600
M=M+1
NEXT I

P=( (M)/X)*100
PRINT "# of days HIGH 90 or +:";W; ';P;"% of days had

";"temp. at or1630 PRINT "# of days HIGH 32 or -:";V;
below freezing"
1640 PRINT "# of days LOW 32 or -:";M
1650 PRINT "# of days LOW or -:";K
1660 PRINT@916, "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
1670 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN1670
1680 CLS
1690 ' PRECIPITATION CALCULATIONS
1700 PRINT@530, "WORKING ON PRECIPITATION DATA"
1710 SS=0:A=0:B=0;C=0
1720 FOR I=1T0X
1730 SS=SS+R(I)
1740 IFR(I)>=.10 THEN 1760
1750 GOTO 1770
176 A=A+1
1770 IF R(I)>=.50 THEN 1790
1780 GOTO1800
17 90 B=B+1
1800 IF R(I)>=1.00 THEN 1820
1810 GOTO 1830
1820 C=C+1
1830 NEXTI
1840 L=0
1850 FOR I=1T0X
1860 IFR(I)>LTHENL=R(I) :DR=NN(I)
1870 NEXTI
1880 CLS
1890 PRINT@147,"P RECIPITATION"
1900 PRINT@211," «

1910 PRINT
1920 PRINTTAB( 11) "Total Precipitation was ";USING P2$;SS; : PRINT
" inches."
1930 PRINT
1940 NN=DR:GOSUB2140: PRINT" The greatest amount of rainfall w
as "; USING P2$;L; : PRINT" on ";M$
1950 PRINT:PRINTTAB(10) "The number of days of 1.00 or more were
";C

1960 PRINTTAB(10) "The number of days of
1970 PRINTTAB(10) "The number of days of
1980 PRINT: PRINT
1990 CLOSE
2000 GOTO2000
2010 CLOSE: END
2020 'STRINGS
2030 RJ$(1)=" WEATHER STATISTICS
LL BUNCH":RJ$(3)="MASTER MENU" :RJ$ ( 4) ="SUB MENU " :RJ$ ( 5) ="Ente
r your selection" :RJ$(6) ="LAST DATE ENTERED" :RJ$( 7) ="RECORD INPU
T PROGRAM"
2040 RJ$(8) ="RECORD UPDATE PROGRAM" :RJ$ ( 9) ="DATE TO BE UPDATED"
2050 RJ$(10)="STATISTICS CALCULATIONS" :RJ$ (11) ="WORKING ON DATE"

Listing continues

.5t

.11

or more were
or more were

';B
; ;A

":RJ$( 2) ^WRITTEN BY BI

MASTER
HORSE
HANDICAPPER
OVER 3 YEARS IN THE MAKING
1st complete handicapping program
that evaluates all variables

EVALUATES FROM RACING
Age
Class

Condition
Consistency
Earnings

Gender Post (Today)
Jockey(Today) Post (Last)

Jockey (Last) 3 Speed
Length Trainer

js Time of Yr. Workouts

And gives you GRAPHIC
REPRESENTATION of finish

ADAPTS TO ANY TRACK IN THE
WORLD

Quickly and easily by changing data statements
relating to local track records/jockeys and trainers.

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED
If you own a model l/lll

and also enjoy a day at

the races, why not com-
bine them and make a
nice profit. With a $1.75

racing form and this

program you can take

the "luck'.' out of the
track and be a "con-

sistent" winner.

Note: Specify

Mod l/lll &
Memory:

Program:

Thoroughbred +

Maiden 59.95/16K
Quarterhorse +

Maiden 59.95/16K
C. Pace Handicap

39.95/16K
D. Thoroughbred/Pace

79.95/32K
E. All with One MENU

99.95/48K
This program can be
suited to 16K-48K
machines TAE OR DISC.

Send check/money order/VISA/Mastercharge
elude expiration date) to:

Prof. Jones FREE 48 Hr.

1114 N. 24th St. Shipping in USA
Boise, Idaho 83702
Or call (208) 342-6939 M-F/8:00-3:00 MST

TERMS: Add 3 WEEKS for personal checks / Add 6.00 for
C.O.O. / Add 4% for Idaho residents / Add 4.00 shippinq
outside U.S.A.

• 449

^ilu m|

publications.
• MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
COMPUTERS

• MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
PLANS & PROJECTS

• MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED
HOME IMPROVEMENTS

We reach your specific target
audience with a low out-of-pocket
cost. And our readers buy because
they want to, not because they
have to. What better way to reach
the hard core target market of do-
it-yourselfers who are expected to
purchase over a hundred billion dollars
worth of goods in the next ten years.

See Lis! ol Advertisers on Page 355

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
Call Edwin T. Knobloch, (212) 719-6572
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If this value is not changed, when you

run the program and access a date error

code 60 (bad record) causes the pro-

gram to terminate.

William Bunch can be reached at 51

Fairwood Drive, Cranston, RI 02920.

Robert J. Lisi can be reached at 100

Meadow Road, North Providence, RI
02904.

A High temperature accumulator

AA Average temperature function

AV Rounding function

B Low temperature accumulator

Bl String variable

BB A counter

C Average high temperature

CF Used in blinking cursor routine

CO Same as above

D Used as date

DA String variable (Input-Date)

DD Date

DH Date of high temperature

DL Date of low temperature

DR Date of greatest precipitation

E Average low temperature

ED Ending date

EL. String variable to erase to end of line

EN LOF(l)

ES String variable to erase to end of screen

F Average temperature

FL Field length in blinking cursor

H High temperature

HT High temperature of disk

I Counter

I

I

Accumulator

12 Accumulator

IN String input

K Number of days low zero or -

L Low temperature

LT Low temperature from disk

M Date

MO Month data

N Counter

NN Date integer

P Percentage of days at or below 32

degrees

PI Print using string

P2 Same as above

PR Physical record

Q Degree day accumulator

QQ Date integer

R Rainfall

RE Last record on disk file

RF Rainfall of disk

RL Record number

RS First record on file

SD Starting date

T Calendar conversion routine

V Number of days high 32 or -

W Number of days high 90 or +

X Counter

YR Year

Z Degree days

Fig. 1. List of Variables

Listing continued

2060 B1$=CHR$(8) :B$=STRING$(32,B1$) : EL$=CHR$ (30) : ES$=CHR$ (31) :CO
$=CHR$(15)
2070 P1$="###":P2$="##.##"
20 80 RETURN
2090 ' DISK FILE ORGANIZATION
2100 D=CVI(D$) :HT=CVI(HT$) :LT=CVI(LT$) :RF=CVS(RF$) :RETURN
2110 ' CALENDAR CONVERSION ROUTINES
2120 YR=VAL(RIGHT$(M$,2) ) :MO=VAL(LEFT$ (M$ f 2) ) :DA=VAL(MID$ (M$,4)

)

:NN=INT(YR*365„25+.75)+MO(MO)+DA-18263
2130 IF YR-(INT(YR/4) *4 ) <>0 AND MO>2THEN NN=NN-1 : RETURN
2140 TI=NN+18263:YR=INT(T!/365.25) :DA=INT(T1-YR*365.25) :MO=12:IF
YR-(INT(YR/4) *4) <>0 AND DA>58 THEN DA=DA+1
2150 IFDA<=MO(MO)THENMO=MO-1:GOTO2150ELSEDA=DA-MO(MO)
2160 M$=RIGHT$(STR$(MO) ,2) +"/"+RIGHT$ (STR$ (DA) ,2) +"/"+RIGHT$ (STR
$(YR) ,2) : RETURN
2170 ' ROUTINE TO ASSURE DATE ENTERED IN MM/DD/YY FORMAT
2180 FL=8:GOSUB2340
2190 IFINSTR(1,IN$,"/")<>3ANDINSTR(4,IN$,"/")O6THEN2240
2200 Jl=VAi,(MID$(IN$ f l,2) ) : IFJK1ORJ1>12THEN2240
2210 J2=VAL(MID$(IN$,4,2) ) : IFJ2<1ORJ2>31THEN2240
2220 J3=VAL(MID$(IN$,7 f 2) ) : IFJ3<65THEN2240
2230 M$=IN$:RETURN
2240 PRINTMID$(B$,1,8) ; :GOTO2180
2250 RETURN
2260 ' DISK FILE
227 OPEN"R" , 1

, "TEMP/DAT" , 10 : RETURN
2280 FIELD 1 , 2ASD$,2ASHT$,2ASLT$,4ASRF$:RETURN
2290 LSETD$=MKI$(D) :LSETHT$=MKI$ (HT) :LSETLT$=MKI$ (LT) :LSETRF$=MK
S$(RF) :RETURN
2310 CLS:PRINT@522, "Enter STARTING date "; :GOSUB2180
2320 DD=NN:DA$=M$:GOTO450
2330 ' FLASHING CURSOR ROUTINE
2340 IN$="":CF=0:W$=INKEY$:WD=0:WS=WD:WL=WD:IFFL=WDTHENFL=1
2350 PRINTSTRING$(ABS(FL) ,CHR$(136) ) ; STRING$ (ABS (FL) ,CHR$(24) )

;

2360 PRINTCHR$(14) ; :F0RW=1T025:W$=INKEY$: IFW$O""THEN2370ELSENEX
T:PRINTCHR$(15) ; :FORW=1TO25:W$=INKEY$:IFW$O""THEN2370ELSENEXT:G
OTO2360
2370 IFW$OCHR$(13)THEN2390ELSE PRINTSTRING$ (ABS (FL) -WL, " ") ;

23 80 PRINTCHR$ ( 15 ) ; : W=25 : NEXT : RETURN
2390 IFW$O"@"THEN2410
2400 CF=1 :PRINTCHR$( 15) ;: RETURN
2410 PRINTCHR$(14) ; : IFW$=CHR$ ( 24) THEN PRINTSTRING$ (WL,CHR$ ( 24) )

;

:GOTO2340
2420 IFW$OCHR$(8)THEN2460ELSEIFWL=0THEN2360ELSEPRINTCHR$(24) ; :I

FFL>0THEN2440ELSEIFPEEK(16418)=44THEN2450
2430 IFPEEK(16418) =46THENWD=0:GOTO2440 ELSEIFPEEK (16418) =430RPEE
K(16418)=45THENWS=0

2440 IN$=LEFT$(IN$,LEN(IN$)-1)
2450 WL=WL-l:POKEl6418,136:GOTO2360
2460 IFABS(FL)=WLTHEN2360 ELSEIFFL>0THENIFW$>=" "ANDW$<="Z"THEN2
510
2470 IFW$="."ANDWD=0THENWD=1:GOTO2510
2480 IFW$=","THENPRINTW$; :WL=WL+1:GOTO2520
2490 IF(W$="-"ORW$="+")ANDWS=0ANDWL=0THENWS=1:GOTO2510
2500 IFW$<"0"ORW$>"9"THEN2360
2510 PRINTW$;:IN$=IN$+W$:WL=WL+1
2520 IFABS(FL) =1THEN2380 ELSE 2360
253 ' ERROR CODE OUTPUT
2540 CLS
2550 '

2560 CLS : PRINT @512, "BASIC ERROR CODE "; ERR/2+1;" HAS OCCURRED IN

LINE # ";ERL
2570 PRINT: PRINT "PLEASE CONSULT 'NEWDOS/80 MANUAL' FOR DETAILS":

PRINT"PRESS ENTER TO RESUME "

;

2580 FL=1:GOSUB2340:IFIN$OCHR$(13)THEN2560ELSERESUME190

CONVERSION BY Robert J. Lisi

DELETE THE FOLLOWING LINES:

ADD THE FOLLOWING LINES:

2025 RJ$(1)="*** WEATHER STATISTICS *** " : RJS ( 2) ="Wr i tten By: BILL BUNCH & ROBE

RT J. LISI":RJ$(3)="MASTER MENU" : RJS ( 4) ="SUB MENU ":RJS(5)="> Enter your selec

tion: ":RJS(6)="LAST DATE ENTERED" : RJS ( 7) ="RECORD INPUT PROGRAM"
2035 RJ$(10)="STATISTICS CALCULATIONS" : RJS ( 11) ="WORKING ON DATE"

2045 LSS=STRINGS179,"-") : LE$=STRINGS ( 79

,

"=")
: PlS=" ######": P2S="##*# .# #"

2055 S$=STRINGS(32,32) :RS=CHRS(26) :N$=CHRS(25) :CFS=CHRS(2) :C0S=CHR$(1)

2065 LL$=STRINGSC79,"_") :OFS=CHRS(2)
23 4 5 WE=1:INS=MIDS(SS,1,ABS(FL) ) :MIDS ( INS , 1 ,LEN ( ED$) ) =EDS

23 5 5 W=1:PRINTCF$;W1$;INS;MIDS(BS,1,ABS(FL) ) ;COS;
2365 IFWS=CHRS(16)THENWB=USR7(0) :GOTO2360
237 5 IFW$=CHR$(29)THENIFW<=ABS(FL)THENPRINTMID$(INS,W,1) ; : W=W+1 : GOT0243

23 85 IFWS=CHR$(4)THENIFW<=ABS(FL)THENMID$(IN$,W,ABS(FL)-W)=MIDS(IN$,W+1,ABS(FL)-

Conversion continues
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OUR DISK DRIVE PRICES WILL

^liBfe' An all new low cost internal half

size drive to expand your sto-

rage capability. Single headed
40 track kits have same storage
capacity as full size drives and
utilize half the space. Disk drives

use standard 5-1/4" diskettes.

Includes DOS + Operating
System.

DRIVE I KIT PLUS DRIVE 2

thter

SAVE $159

ER DRIVES
ER VALUE

IF PURCHASED AT THE SAME TIME RS232 KIT *59«

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES

Add-on disk drives

fortheModelland
II areavailabiein

40 and 80 track,

singleand double
head configura-
tions.

Contact MTI or a

local authorized
dealer.

rom $289
—

INTERNAL DISK
DRIVE KITS

A new low cost inte-nal disk kit is available to

expand your storage capability. With this kit, you
may expand your 16K TRS-80* Mod III computer.
Includes: 1-MTl 40 track, double density disk drive,

power supply, controller, cables and DOS PLUS
operating system.

ADD-ON WINCHESTERS

SOr

Add 5. or 11. megabyte hard disk drive to any
Model III. The complete self contained unit

includes a Winchester drive, controller, power
supply cooling system and cables in an
attractive enclosure. _ * . _ _ _

From $1799
Special-Includes DOS + 4.0

MTI DOES IT. Our CP/M 64K turns your TRS-80 Model III

into two computer systems, with memory upgrade to 64K
and an 80" x 24" column video card, you will convert your
computer to a CP/M base machine.

LIKE THE BIG BOYS. That means you can access the

single largest body of microcomputer software used by
companies like Xerox, Osborne. Eagle, etc What is better,

is that you can switch back and forth between TRS-DOS
and CP/M modes, and our own Z-80 monitor.

EASY INSTALLATION. The CP/M 64K system plugs
directly into the TRS-80 CPU board.

HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS. You have available

literally hundreds of programs written for many mini and
micro computers under CP/M.

f*P/M
Optional CP/M 2.2 Operating System

CP/M-64K

*119

pli
OVER 100 AUTHORIZED SALES AND
SERVICE CENTERS
CALL 714 978-9833
for the center nearest you

THIS IS A LIMITED TIME OFFER

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC.
1530 S. SINCLAIR, ANAHEIM, CA 92806
(714) 978-9833
NOTE: WE'VE MOVED TO A LARGER FACILITY

U.S. PRICES F.OB. SANTA ANA
CALIFORNIA AND MAY VARY BY AREA

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc
TRS-80" is a registered trademark orTandy Corp.
M.T.I. is a registered trademark of Microcomputer
Technology, Inc

^247
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a> Inventory
at Check-ait

CASI

POINT-OF-SALE

Which performs al] the normal

functions of a computer and is

specially programmed to....

COMPUTE Sales Taxes, Discounts,

Special Sales and Promotions

TRACKS Sales by Type, such as Visa,

Mastercard, Check, Charge, etc. and by

Employee /Operator for up to 30 people

SELF-PROMPTING to Cashiers

Produces Audit Trails and ACCOUNTING
DATA for entire operation

CONTROLS up to 20,000 INVENTORY
LINE ITEMS on our Hard Disk Drive

CONTROLS up to 1,500 INVENTORY
LINE ITEMS on your Floppy Drive

Complete, Ready-to-Run SOFTWARE
comes with Cash Control Drawer Unit

AUDIBLE SIGNAL produced when any

key is depressed by any operator

DRAWER operates automatically or by

manual override anytime

Generates RECEIPTS on Printer

Available to display in English, French,

Spanish, or German Languages

Operates on 110AC or 220AC...just plug

it in

NO INTERFERENCE with or modification

of regular TRS-80 Mod III. ..plugs right

into computer

FREE Specifications and Data Package or

order complete Operating manual for $15
from

ICR/FutureSoft
Box 1446 - Orange Park, Florida 32073

(904) 269-1918 for technical assistance

and Dealer Information

Integrated Cash Register Systems from

as low as $449.

Conversion continued

W) :MIDS(INS,ABS(FL) ,1)=" ":GOT02435
23 95 IFW=1THEN2410ELSEIFWS=CHRS(8)THENPRINTWS;FLS;B1$;:W=W-1:MID$(INS,W,1)=FLS:G
OTO2360
2 40 5 IFW$=CHRS(28)THENPRINTWS;:W=W-1:GOTO2360
2415 IFCF=0ANDW=1THENCF=5
2 425 MIDS(INS,W,1)=WS:W=W+1:PRINTW$;
2435 PRINTCF$;MID$(B$,1,W-1) . INS;MID$ (B$, 1 ,ABS(FL) -W+l) ;C0$; :GOTO2360
2445 GOSUB2345
2455 IN#=VAL(INS) : RETURN
2465 PRINTHIDS(BS,1,ABS(FL)

!

2475 PRINTMIDS(B$,1,ABS(FL)

i

EDIT THE FOLLOWING LINES:

:ONWE+1GOTO2440,2445
:ONWE+1GOTO2440,2445

";M$;"

";MS;"

";MS;"

';:FL=3:GOSUB24 40:IFCF=

'; :FL=3:GOSUB2440:IFCF=

' ;:FL=5:GOSUB24 40:IFCF =

•;USING P1$;CVI(LT$)
";USING P2S;CVS(RFS) :RETURN
<E>xit, <N>ext, <P>revious record

';:FL=-3:GOSUB2

160 PRINT@(12, 25) , "OPENING DATA FILES ";: PRINTCHRS (2)
190 CLS:PRINT@(1,25) ,FNRVS("*** WEATHER STATISTICS ****): PRINT§( 3 ,0) ,TAB( 40-LEN

(

RJS(2))/2)RJ$(2)
200 PRINT@(5,0) ,TAB(40-LEN(RJ$(3) )/2)RJ$(3) :PRINTLL$
210 PRINTS(8,5) ,"<U>pdate specific date" ;TAB( 50) " <A>dd data"
220 PRINT@(10,5) ,"<I>nitialize new data f ile" ;TAB ( 50) " <S>tatistics report"
230 PRINT@(12,28) ,"<E>nd session" : PRINTLLS
240 PRINTS(20,0) ,TAB(32-LEN(RJ$(5) )/2)RJ$(5) ;

260 ON INSTR("IAUSE",IN$)GOTO 280,370,540,780,2590
300 CLS:PRINTS(1,25) ,FNRV$("**** WARNING ****") :PRINT@ (3 ,15)

, "THIS PROGRAM
WILL " ;FNRV$( "DESTROY" )

;" ALL PRESENT DATA Ml"
310 PRINTS(5,20) ,"Do you wish to continue (Y/N) " ; :FL=1:GOSUB2340
340 PRINTS(8,28) ,"SURE (Y/N) " ; : FL=1 :GOSUB2340
360 PRINTS(18, 20)

, "KILLING TEMP/DAT FILE" :CLOSE:KILL"TEMP/DAT" :GOTO190
380 CLS:PRINTS(1,25) ,FNRV$("*** WEATHER STATISTICS ***"): PRINTS (3 , 0) ,TAB( 40-LEN

(

RJ$(2) )/2)RJ$(2) : PRINTS (5,0) ,TAB ( 40-LEN (RJ$( 7) )/2)RJ$(7) : PRINTLLS
390 PRINT@(12,20) ,"<I>nput new days or <R>eturn to master menu " ; :FL=1 :GOSUB2340
430 PRINTS (8,0) ,ES$; : PRINTS (8,0) ,TAB ( 40-LEN (RJ$ (6) )/2)RJ$(6)
440 PRINTS(10,0) ,TAB(40-LEN(M$)/2)MS:NN=NN+1
450 PRINTS(14,15) ,"How many days will be entered " ; :FL=3:GOSUB2440: IFCF=1THEN190
ELSEN=VAL(IN$) : PRINTS650 , ELS: MS=DA$
460 FOR I=1TON:PRINTS(14,0) ,ES$;
480 PRINT@(14,15) , "Enter the HIGH temperature for
1THEN190ELSEH(I)=VAL(INS)
490 PRINT@(15,15) , "Enter the LOW temperature for
1THEN190 ELSE L ( I ) =VAL ( INS)
500 PRINT@(16, 15)

, "Enter the PRECIPITATION for
1THEN190 ELSE R( I) =VAL ( INS)
550 CLS:PRINTS(1,25) ,FNRVS("*** WEATHER STATISTICS ***"): PRINTS ( 3 ,0) ,TAB( 40-LEN

(

RJS(2) )/2)RJS(2) : PRINTS (5,0) ,TAB( 40-LEN (RJS( 8) ) /2) RJS ( 8) : PRINTLLS
560 PRINTS(10,20) ,"<U>pdate record or <R>eturn to master menu " ; : FL=1 :GOSUB2340
580 PRINTS(8,0) , ESS; :PRINTS(12, 20)

, "Enter date " ; :GOSUB2180 :MS=INS:GOSUB2120 : DD

=NN
630 PRINTS(8,25) ,FNRVS("DATE ");M$;" DOES NOT EXIST" : FORA=1TO1200 : NEXTA: PRINTS (

8

,0) ,ES$; :GOTO580
6 40 PRINTS (6,0) ,ES$; : PRINTS (5,0) ,TAB ( 40-LEN (RJS ( 9) )/2)RJS(9) : PRINTS (6,0) , TAB (40-

LEN (MS) / 2) MS: PRINTLLS: GOSUB6 50 :G0T06 80
650 PRINTS(10,15) ,"1. The HIGH temperature was ";0SING P1S;CVI (HT$)

660 PRINTS! 11 ,15) , "2. The LOW temperature was
670 PRINTS(12,15) ,"3. The PRECIPITATION was
680 PRINTS( 20 ,10)

, "Enter line # to be updated,
"; :FL=1:GOSUB2340

710 PRINTS(20,0) , ELS; :PRINTS(20, 20)
, "Enter new HIGH temperature

340:HT=VAL(INS) :LSET HTS=MKIS(HT) : PUT1 ,RJ% :GOSUB650 :GOTO680
720 PRINTS(20,0) , ELS; :PRINTS(20, 20)

, "Enter new LOW temperature " ; : FL=-3:GOSUB2

3 40
740 PRINTS(20,20) ,EL$; : PRINTS ( 20 , 20) ."Enter the new PRECIPITATION " ; :FL=-5:GOSUB
23 40:RF=VAL(INS) : LSETRF$=MKSS(RF)
810 CLS:PRINTS(1,18) ,FNRVS("*** WEATHER STATISTICS CALCULATIONS ***"): PRINTS ( 3 ,

) , TAB (40-LEN (RJS (2) )/2)RJ$(2) : PRINTS (5,0) , TAB ( 40-LEN (RJS ( 10) ) /2) RJS ( 10) : PRINTLLS
820 PRINTS(10,20) ,"<C>alculations or <R>eturn to master menu " ; : FL=1 :GOSUB2340

830 IFINS="C"THEN 840 ELSE IFIN$="R"THEN190ELSE820
840 PRINTS(7,20) ,ESS; : PRINTS ( 10 , 25) , "Enter STARTING date " ; :GOSUB2180 :DA$=INS:M$
=IN$:GOSUB2120:SD=NN:RS%=(SD-547 8)

850 PRINTS(12, 25)
, "Enter ENDING date " ; :GOSUB2180 :MS=INS: GOSUB2120 : ED=NN:RE%=

(

ED-5478)
860 PRINTS(7,0) ,ESS;
890 PRINTS(20, 20)

, "STARTING DATE " ; CHRS ( 26 ) ; DAS; CHS ( 25)
;
" DOES NOT EXIST " : FORBB

=1TO120 0:NEXTBB:GOTO840
920 PRINTS(20, 20)

, "ENDING DATE " ; CHRS

(

26) ;MS;CHRS ( 25)
;
" DOES NOT EXIST ":FORBB=l

TO1200:NEXTBB:GOTO84
940 PRINTS (5,0) ,TAB( 40-LEN (RJS (11) )/2)RJ$(ll) :X=1
960 NN=CVI(D$) :GOSUB2140:PRINTS(7,0) , TAB ( 40-LEN (MS) /2) MS
1660 PRINTS(20,25) ,FNRVS ( "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" );: PRINTCHRS ( 2)

1700 PRINTS(7,0) , ELS; :PRINTS(7, 25) , "WORKING ON PRECIPITATION DATA"
1890 PRINTS(3,25) ,"P RECIPITATION"
1900 PRINT@(4,25) ,"- -------------
1990 REM
2000 PRINTS(20,20) ,FNRV$("PRESS ENTER TO RETURN TO MENU" );: PRINTCHRS ( 2)

2010 AS=INKEY$:IFAS=CHRS(13)THEN190ELSE2010
2030 RJS (8) ="REC0RD UPDATE PROGRAM" : RJS ( 9) =" DATE TO BE UPDATED"
2040 DEFFNRV$(XS)=RS+" " +XS+NS+CHRS ( 158)
2050 B1S=CHRS(28) : BS=STRING$ ( 32 ,B1S) : FLS="_" : FS=STRINGS ( 32 ,FL$)
2 06 ELS=CHRS(23) : ESS=CHRS ( 24) :DG$=" . 0123 4567 89" :CCS=CO$+CFS+CHRS (30) +CHRS ( 31)
2310 PRINT@(8,0) , ESS; :PRINTS(10, 20) , "Enter STARTING date " ; : GOSUB2180 :GOSUB2120
2340 F0RK5=1T08:XS=INKEYS:NEXT:INS=MID$(F$,1,ABS(FL) ) :WE=0 :GOTO2350
23 50 CF=0:W1S=RS:IFFL>0THENW1S=NS
2360 W$=INKEYS:IFW$=""THEN2360
2370 IFW>ABS(FL)THEN2390ELSEIFWS>=" "ANDW$<=" ""THEN2425
23 80 IFWS=CHRS(9)THENIFW<=ABS(FL)THENMID$(INS,W+1,ABS(FL)-W)=MIDS(INS,W,ABS(FL)-
W) :MIDS(INS,W,1)=" ":GOT02435
2390 CF =INSTR(CCS,WS) : IFCFO0THENWS=CHRS ( 13) :GOTO2410
2400 IFW$=CHR$(27) THENPRINTMIDS(BS,1 ,W-1) ; :ONWE+1GOTO2340 ,2345
2410 IFWSOCHRS(13)THEN2360ELSEIFWE=0THENINS=MID$(INS,1,W-1)
2420 PRINTCF$;MIDS(BS,1,W-1) ;NS; INS; SPC ( ABS( FL) -LEN ( INS) )

;: RETURN
2430 IFABS(FL) =1THENW$=CHRS ( 13) :GOTO2410ELSE2360
2440 GOSUB2340:GOTO2450
2450 IFCFO0THEN2 4 5 5ELSEFORW=1TOLEN(INS) : IF0=INSTR(DGS,MIDS ( INS ,W,1) ) THENW=LEN (

I

NS) :NEXT:GOT02465:ELSE NEXT
2460 IFCFO0THEN2470THEN247 5ELSEFORW=1TOLEN(IN$) : IF0=INSTR(DGS ,MIDS

(

INS,W,1) ) THE
NW=LEN(IN$) :NEXT:GOT0247 5ELSENEXT
2470 IN#=VAL ( INS) : RETURN
2540 IF ERR=60 THEN PRINTS ( 20 , 0) , ESS; : PRINTS ( 21 , 20) , "DATE "CHRS( 26) ;MS;CHR$ ( 25)

;

" DOES NOT EXIST"; : PRINTCHRS ( 2) : FORAA=lTO900 :NEXTAA: RESUME 190
2560 CLS: PRINTS (12, 10) , "BASIC ERROR CODE ";ERR;" HAS OCCURRED IN LINE * " ; ERL
2570 PRINT: PRINT"PLEASE CONSULT ' "FNRVS ( "BASIC OWNERS MANUAL")" ' FOR DETAILS":
PRINT'PRESS ENTER TO RESUME ";
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(including 2 Diskettes)

HE NEW AMDISK-III

ODEL III ADD-ON DRIVE

The AMDISK-III Micro-floppy disk system is an

engineering breakthrough in disk size, storage

capacity, media protection and user conven-
ience. It's fully compatible with your TRS-80
Model-Ill*.

01

Enjoy a full 736 KBytet (formatted)

storage capability and the extra convenience of

the new 3" hard-plastic encased diskettes. They
fit into a shirt pocket and are easy to mail, too.

The AMDISK-III drive system is ruggedly con-

structed for years of trouble-free operation and is

backed with our 90 day warranty on parts and
labor.

Just circle the reader service number to receive

full technical details.

* TRS-80 and TRS-DOS are registered trademarks of Tandy
Corporation

tRequires recording on both sides

2201 Lively Blvd. • Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
(312)364-1180 TLX: 25-4786

CORR

Amdek

REGIONAL OFFICES: Calif . (71 4) 662-3949 • Texas (81 7) 498-2334

your guide to innovative computing! ^no



HARDWARE

Build It Yourself
by Ralph Navarrete

Photo 1. Connector inside the MX-80. Note that one pin is blocked to assure that auxiliary interface

boards will be inserted correctly. Empty sockets are for Graftrax ROMs.

Here's an inexpensive

serial interface cir-

cuit for the Epson MX-80
and the Color Computer.

It must be a corollary to Murphy's

law that compatible pieces of equip-

ment are never compatible. At least,

that's what I found when I bought an

Epson MX-80 printer to use with my
Color Computer.

I had problems interfacing the equip-

ment because the MX-80's Graftrax op-

tion doesn't support graphics with Ep-

son's least expensive serial interface

board (Model 8141).

In this article I'll present an inexpen-

sive serial interface circuit that supports

all MX-80 modes, including dot-ad-

dressable graphics. I've also included

two programs that dump Color Com-
puter graphics screens (PMODEs 3 or 4)

to the MX-80.

Serial Interfaces

A computer (or a printer's micro-

processor) sends or receives data in two

ways. These are:

Photo 2. Epson 8141 Serial Interface Board. This board does not support dot-addressable graphics on

Graftrax-80, and it is completely incompatible with Graftrax-Plus.
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• Serially, sending and receiving infor-

mation through a 1-bit port while soft-

ware deciphers the characters, and
• In parallel, using byte-wide (8-bit)

ports to and from a device that inde-

pendently sends or receives serial data.

If you can spare the microprocessor

time, using software to send data saves

output port space (1 bit versus 8 bits).

You also need no other devices to trans-

late incoming parallel data to the serial

protocol (except to convert to the

RS-232 voltage levels).

The MX-80 with the 8141 board uses

the software mode. Its microprocessor

cannot translate data from the serial in-

put and simultaneously handle the

printer's other functions.

Four classes of boards (I'll call them
board types 1-4) interface serially with

the MX-80. In order of increasing

complexity, these are:

• A simple home-brewed board trans-

lating transistor-transistor logic (TTL)/
RS-232 voltage levels only. See Fig. 1

.

• Epson's Model 8141 board, which

also includes the rarely-needed teletype-

writer (TTY) interfacing compatibility.

• A home-brewed board incorporating

a UART (universal asynchronous re-

ceiver/transmitter) to convert from
serial to parallel. See Fig. 2.

• A single-board microcomputer such

as the Epson 8150 that converts from
serial to parallel and also buffers the

incoming data.

Only board types 3 and 4 support

dot-addressable graphics on the MX-80
with Graftrax-80 or Graftrax-Plus.

Types 1 and 2 don't work with Graf-

trax-Plus.

The rest of this article describes how
to build and use board type 3. (While

only the more complicated board 3 is re-

ferred to, the construction technique is

similar for board type 1.) These serial

interface boards let you access all MX-
80 capabilities, including dot-address-

able graphics.

The Basics

These boards are built around a
UART chip. UART chips have two in-

dependent channels. One converts from
serial to parallel, the other from parallel

to serial. The two channels have com-
mon parity, but their baud rates can

differ.

The circuit for a type 3 board, shown
in Fig. 2, emulates a Centronics-type

parallel interface. It is plugged into a

connector in parallel with the external

Centronics-type printer connector. The
major difference is that the internal

connector also has power supply leads.

Photo 3. Prototype Boardfor the Circuit in Fig. 2

OS -25
RS-232C
CONNECTOR

COLOR COMPUTER
SERIAL
CONNECTOR

EPSON MX-80
INTERNAL
CONNECTOR

PINS 5,6,
8.ZO

T^>° PIN 'I

U2

U3' I PIN 4

o<^l-
2 !^USE ONLY ONE

^•J OF THESE

DIP
SWITCHES

O'OFF
l = ON

rr—r_:

*s+

^-"o.

-r^o-

T ^ki

PIN 19

PIN 9

PIN 7

PIN 17

PIN 15

PIN 5

PIN 3

PINS 21,23

PIN 24 AND/OR 26

DATA TO PRINTER

PRINTER STATUS

= 8 BIT, 1 = 7 BIT

0=000, I- EVEN PAR

PARITY = NO-, l = YES

BOl

81
I BAUO RATE

B2
SELECT

S3 J

SERIAL SELECTED

SIGNAL GROUND

PIN 16

PIN 20

PIN 14

PIN 12

+ 5 VDC SUPPLY

+ 12 VDC SUPPY

ISOLATED 12 VAC

-12 VDC SUPPLY

Additional U2 connections:

To ground: Pins 4, 7, 10, 13 (if not used)

To +5Vdc: Pin 14

Additional U3 connections (if used):

To ground: Pin 7

To +12Vdc: Pin 14

To - 12V dc: Pin 1

Baud rate select: (B3-B2-B1-B0):

1111= 75 Baud 1100= 150 Baud 1001= 600 Baud
11 10 =110 Baud 1011 =200 Baud 1000= 1200 Baud
1101 = 134.5 Baud 1010 = 300 Baud 0111 = 1800 Baud

Fig. I. Circuit Diagram for Type I Board

0110 = 2400 Baud

0101 =4800 Baud

0100 = 9600 Baud

The board type 3 circuit has four

main sections: the power supply, the

TTL/RS-232 voltage level converters,

the UART and handshaking circuits,

and the circuits associated with choos-

ing baud rates. The data received serial-

ly is converted to normal TTL levels.

The UART, using the parameters set by

the DIP (dual in-line package) switches,

presents the printer with eight lines of
data (all of which may not be in use)

latched into the printer using two hand-
shake signals.

One of the printer's status lines (pin 4
in the internal printer connector) is

channeled to pin 4 of the Color Com-
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puter's serial connector. The printer's

two other status lines, Error and Out of

Paper, are not used in this configura-

tion because if either is on, the first

printer status line also reads busy.

You could use board type 3 with the

parallel connector of any printer, an

external power supply, and a matching

connector. I intended to build an inter-

nal board powered by the internal

MX-80 connector but also connected to

the Centronics-type connector on the

back of the printer. Then I discovered

that all the required data lines were

available from the internal connector.

You can explore these alternative

connections.

Construction

You can assemble the circuit for a

type 3 board on a fixed-pattern perfo-

MARKET TREND
COMMODITY

TRADING SYSTEM
FOR TRS-80* MODEL I OR III

Futures trading demands early recognition of

changes in market direction. This software
system allows the user to base buy and sell

decisions on the crossovers of user-selected
moving averages. In addition, it produces
charts of the high, low, close and volume. Ex-
tensive use of editing and graphics features
makes the program easy to operate and
understand. Although tape files may be used,
a disk drive is recommended for efficiency.

Minimum system requirements are 16K RAM
and either Level II or Model III Basic. A printer

is optional. The price is $24.95 (U.S.) on
cassette. Add $3.00 for the Model III data
diskette version.

Make check payable to:

INPHOTECH ^479

Dept. R, P.O. Box 113
Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6J 4Z5

"TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

CREATE YOUR OWN
Telephone Directory

NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND TELE-

PHONE NUMBERS.

SEARCH YOUR DIRECTORY BY

INDEX NUMBER OR SEARCH KEY.

DIAL PHONE NUMBERS USING

RELAY. (Schematic Included)

PROGRAM IS TRANSFERABLE TO

DISK AND COPIES ITSELF.

SUPPLIED ON CASSETTE WITH

INSTRUCTIONS. SPECIFY MODEL

I OR III, LEV. II, 16k min. - $19.95

PINE HILL SOFTWARE
R.R.4BOX261

Marshall, Illinois 62441 •"«

rated circuit board (perfboard) using

soldered jumpers (as I did on my proto-

type) or you can use a printed circuit

(PC) board. There is no room inside the

printer for the long socket pins used in

wire-wrapping unless you raise the

board. You should use sockets for all

ICs, but solder all other components,

including the DIP switches, in place.

I use the GC Electronics positive

EPSON MX-80
INTERNAL CONNECTOR

NOTE: SEE FIGURE 2 (CONT'D)
FOR ADDITIONAL

=: cii rvC5 iiCI2 :^c6-cio

T
CONNECTIONS.

PIN 10 STROBE *

PIN 4 BUSY

PIN ?A, 26

GROUNC

PIN 16 (5)

P:N 2C (12)

PIN

PIN

14" ISOLATED
12 VAC
SUPPLY

-12 VDC SUPPLY

Additional Ul connections:

To +5Vdc:Pin 1

To ground: Pins 3, 16, 21, 23, 26 to 33, 40

No connection: Pins 13, 14, 15, 22, 24, 25

Additional U2 connections:

To + 5V dc: Pins 14, 13 (if not used as line driver)

To ground: Pin 7

Additional U3 connections (if U3 is used):

To + 12V dc: Pin 14

To - 12V dc: Pin 1

To ground: Pin 7

No connection: Pins 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Additional U4 connections:

To +5Vdc: Pins 3, 11, 16

To ground: Pins 1, 8

Additional U5 connections:

To +5Vdc: Pins 4, 5, 6, 7

To ground: Pins 2, 3, 10

Additional U6 connections:

To +5Vdc:Pins4, 8

To ground: Pin 1

Additional DIP switch connections:

To ground: Pins 14, 15, 16

J9* should be inserted only if your system uses 5 or 6 bits per character rather than 7 or

J 10* should be inserted only if your system uses only 1 stop bit instead of 2.

*These jumpers are not used with the Color Computer.

Fig. 2. Circuit Diagram for Type 3 Board
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^oaucrsPRICESAND SERVICE
TOO GOODTO PASS UP!
COLOR COMPUTER

tape disk

Diagnostics 17.25

Graphics Editor 17.25

Master Control II 22.95

Bugout (Monitor) 16.95

Oracle (Graphic Monitor) 25.75

Ultra 80 CC (Editor/Assembler) 42.50

Ultra 80 CC Plus Oracle 64.95

Soundsource (with Cable) 21.95

Color Games by Lance 15.95

CC thello 12.75 1495
Ghost Cobbler, Space Invaders 17.50 20.50

Colorout 11.95

Color Bonanza 42.95

Color Caterpillar or Death Trap 17.25

Color Scarfman 17.25

Deathplanet: The Dogstar Adv. 15.95

Dunkey Munkey 21.95

Mean Craps Machine 1595

GAMES
tape disk

Attack Force or Cosmic Fighter 12.75 15.95

Stellar Escort or Galaxy Invasion 12.75 15.95

Meteor Mission II or Robot Attack 12 75 15.95

Delense Command or Super Nova 12.75 15.95

Weerd 15.95 15.95

Forbidden City or Forbidden Planet 29.95
Hyperlight Patrol 15.50

Defiance (Disk Only) or Panik 15.50 19.50

Devil's Tower 12.75 15.95

Alien Defense or Bounceoids 13.95 17.25

Sneak Thief 17.25 18.95

Frogger 17.25 19.95

Reign of Red Dragon or Stratos 19.95 19.95

Double Feature 31.95

Caterpillar or Scarfman 13.95 17.25
Penitrator 21.75 21.75

Armoured Patrol or Eliminator 19.95 19.95

Rear Guard or Sea Dragon 19.95 19.95

Adv. Tripac 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, or 10-12 31.75

Adventure International Hint Book 6.95

$99.95

Newscript + Mailing Labels 114.95

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT
The #1 Best selling program for home and small busi-

ness accounting ;s now available for TRS-80 Model

3. Handles up to 99 accounts, five checkbooks, multi-

ple income accounts, and can split transactions to any
number of accounts. Prints net worth statements,

income statements, as well as custom designed

reports Displays a Bar chart and trend lor any selected

category It is easy to use and yet provides ail the power

you'll need. (By Continental Software, requires Model

3, 2 drives, 48K

)

$62.95

TALLYMASTER
Designed to help those running a Dusiness or house-

hold. It is easier to learn than most spreadsheet programs

and includes complete documentation and an on-line

HELP command. Handles up to 702 expense or income

categories (By Prosoft. reauires 48K, 1 disk drive)

$64.95

T80-FS1
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
The realism of "out-the-window" flight is yours with

this challenging simulation by SubLOGIC. It is written

in machine language and is capable of a 3 to 6 frame

per second display. Flight cha'actenstics are similar

to the Piper Super Club. Outperforms other simulators

costing over $100,000.

Model 1 or 3 Tape Version — S22.50

Model 1 or 3 Enhanced Disk — S29.50

Maxi CRAS
A Check Register Accounting System featuring up to

223 accounts with no limit to the number of transactions.

Prints statements showing activity in one or more

accounts, check registers, income and expense subtotals,

and an account distribution statement, if you have been

disappointed with other money managers, it's time to get

the best. Requires 2 drives & 48K. List $99.95.

$79.95

OMNITERM
The Best "smart' terminal package available for the

Model l/lll It's menu driven and includes a text editor,

tour conversion utilities, and setting files to access all of

the popular data bases such as CompuServ, the Source.

Dow Jones, etc User defined keys and automatic

reformatting of data to the Size of your screen are only

two of many extra features List $95.00

$79.95

SOFTWARE
NEWD0S80/Vers. 2 S1 24.95

LD0S 5.1 109.95

D0SPLUS3.5 119.95

DOSPLUS II 199.95

Micro Clinic - Mod 1 24.50

Micro Clinic - Mod 3 28.50

Trashman 34.50

Faster 24.95

R.P.M. - Disk Timer 22.50

CAU's Basic Editor 24.75

M-ZAL 129.50

T-ZAL - Mod 3 39.95

LDOS Utility Disk* 1 42.50

LD0S FED (File Editor) 33.95

EDAS - Version IV 84.95

The BASIC Answer 59.95

Super Utility Plus Ver. 3.0 65.95

Maxi Manager w/utility 1 19.50

Maxi Utility 44.95

Maxi Mail (Mod 3 Only) 79.95

Maxi Stat 169 95

GEAP Version 2.1 45.50

Dot Writer Version 1.5 55.95

GEAP Plus Dot Writer 84 95

$119.50
Includes Correcting Feature

Hyphenation Option 41.95

Grammatical Error Option 41.95

Electric Webster s a TM of Cornucopia Software

24- Hour Shipping tor Items in Stock

Free Use ot Credit Cards

Large Selection-Call for Items Not Listed

Toll Free Order Line

Free Shipping on Orders over S1(

Friendly, Honest, Reliable Service

We accept Visa, Master Card, check, cash, money
orders, and COD. In the 48 continental States add $2.50
for UPS standard shipping, we'll pay shipping if your
order is over $100. Alaska and Hawaii orders are

charged actual shipping charges. COD orders are

charged an extra $2.00 and require cash or certified

check on delivery. POs accepted upon approval.

When ordering By mail, include your telephone num-
ber, credit card information, computer model, memory
size, and number of drives. Colorado residents add
appropriate sales tax (6W0 in Denver).

Prices are suBject to change without notice.

IVFBI
Applied Microsystems, Inc.
612 Washington, Denver, CO 80203 ^390

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE

1-800-468-4474
IN COLORADO CALL 861-9250

LCDS is a TM of Logical Systems, Inc. I-ZAI is a TM of CAU, Inc. TRS-B0 is a TM of Tandy Corp. NEWSCRIPT is a TM of Prosoft



method to make PC boards. Once you

have your positive master, all you need

is a pre-sensitized board, a sun lamp or

bright sun, an alkali developing solu-

tion, and the usual ferric chloride etch-

ant. These chemicals are hazardous, so

use proper caution when handling

them. (Supplies for this method are

available at many electronic supply

stores, or COD from Rockford Elec-

tronics in Rockford, IL.)

You can assemble an internal board

very easily on any perfboard. The inter-

nal connection to the printer is the only

tricky part. I'll explain how to use one

of these connectors with a perfboard

later. In any case, use a long cable with

a terminal connector matching your

computer's. See Fig. 1.

Photo 1 shows the connector and the

space where an optional interface board

plugs into the MX-80. Photo 2 shows
the now-obsolete Epson 8141 board I

used previously in the printer. Photo 3

shows the handwired prototype board

now in my printer.

Figure 3 contains the printed circuit

pattern for my board, while Fig. 4

shows component and jumper place-

ment on the board. Table 1 lists the

parts for a type 3 board.

Because the RS-232 signals are rela-

tively slow for a digital system, com-

ponent layout is not critical. Capacitors

C1-C4 are used in timing circuits. They
should not be disc capacitors: Use

the more stable polystyrene or mica

capacitors.

When the board is finished, make
sure that potentiometer Rl yields a fre-

quency from the 555 chip (U6) of exact-

ly 16 times your maximum transfer rate.

Since 4800 baud (POKE 150,6 or POKE
150,7 in the Color Computer) is my
highest rate, I adjusted the output of the

555 chip to exactly 76,800 Hz. If you are

planning to use 9600 baud, halve the

size of capacitor C4 and adjust R9 to

obtain a frequency of 153,600 Hz.
If you use a disc capacitor for C4

with the 555, the frequency may be un-

stable, and produce annoying and un-

predictable errors. As with any resis-

tor-capacitor timing circuit, it may
require recalibration after the capacitor

burns in.

The most difficult part of putting the

board together is soldering the board-

to-board connector. The female con-

nector in the printer has 26 pins, but the

male connector on your board can have

either 24 or 26 pins since pins 1 and 2 are

not used for this project. You must also

cut or remove from the connector sev-

eral other pins that are not used (spec-

ifically, pins 6, 8, 13, 18, and 22).
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Table 2 shows the pin designation for

the internal printer connector, cross-

referenced to the connections on the ex-

ternal parallel connector. Note that

many pins on the internal connector

have different functions depending on

whether the data going into the printer

connector is in bit-by-bit (serial) or

parallel mode. (Remember that board

types 1 and 2 feed the printer serial data

Part Description

C1-C2 100 pt mica capacitors

C3 220 pF mica capacitor

C4 510 pF mica capacitor

C5 220 /iF electrolytic capacitor (35V)

C6-C13 0.1 fjF disc-type capacitors

1)1 1N-4001 power diode

R1-R5 5k '/4-watt resistors

R6 10k !4-watt resistor

R7 33k !4-watt resistor

R8 2.2k '4-watt resistor

R9 20k 15-turn potentiometer

Ul AY-5-1015 (Radio Shack part no.

276-1794)

U2 1489 RS-232 receiver

U3 1488 RS-232 driver

U4 74LS123 dual one-shot

U5 74LS93 4-bit counter

U6 555 timer

Circuit board

8-section DIP switch

24- or 26-pio board-to-board connector

such as part no. 929836-05 from Digi-Key,

P.O. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701

RS-232 or DIN connector with cable

Sockets for all integrated circuits

Note: See Fig. 1 for parts necessary for type 1 boards.

Table I. Paris List jar Board Type 3

Fig. 3. Circuit-Board Pattern for Type 3 Board



If you're serious about ViSlCALC®

then you should know about

That's because VIZ-A-CON is the exciting new
consolidation system tor VisiCalc users. Using your

VisiCalc database, and without learning a new
system, VIZ-A-CON will:

• Perform Consolidations-Automatic roll-ups

of weeks into months into years, or

departments into divisions into regions.

• Allow "What If" Questions in Three Dimensions-

Get answers at any level of consolidation.

• Act as a Report Writer-To your VisiCalc data-

base, with word processor interface.

VIZ-A-CON is a another imagination enhancing product
brought to you by ABACUS ASSOCIATES, (713) 666-8146,

6565 W. Loop 8., Suite 240, Dept. 10, Bellaire, TX 77401. See your

software dealer, or order directly, (800) 547-5995, ext. 170. Visa/

Mastercard accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

Apple II, II + , HE, TRS-80 I, 111---$ 99.95 + 3.95 S&H
Apple III, TRS-80 II 12/16, IBM PC-S139.95 + 3.95 S&H

128K PRINTER BUFFER WILL CONTROL YOUR
PRINTER WHILE FREEING YOUR COMPUTER.

•NO PROGRAM CHANGES. . .Just plug it in

and use it!

•COPY FEATURE. . .Just press button to get
another copy.

•NO SPECIAL CONTROL CODES TO MAKE IT

WORK.
•CENTRONICS PARALLEL. . Fits most computers
and printers.

64K VERSION — $299.95

128K VERSION — $399.95

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Add $3.50 for shipping

CALL: 703-228-5800

FREEDOM MICRO-SYSTEMS ,3eo

Star Route 6 * Wytheville, VA 24382

VtSA 703/228-5800
MasterCard

WE COULD SHO
THE OLDWOMAN

INVESTOR III™ makes rhyme and
reason out ofreal estate investing.

The Old Woman Who Lived In A Shoe made a

great nursery rhyme. But would the shoe make a

good real estate investment? Now, with the help of

Good Softwares INVESTOR M™ you can know. In

fact, you can perform real estate analysis with
INVESTOR III™ about as easy as a child learns

Mother Goose.
Because INVESTOR III™ was developed by a real

estate investment company and written by its in-

house computer experts, it is both practical and
comprehensive. Yet, it's so easy to use that from
the moment you load INVESTOR III"' into your
Radio Shack TRS-80 or your IBM Personal Com-
puter, you get a step by step process which can
analyze everything from a small rent house to a

multi-million dollar office project.

To find out more (see if the shoe fits, so to

speak) call or write today! What you'll get with
INVESTOR III™ is a whole new world of real estate

investing at your fingertips. And that's no fairy tale.

50TTUJPne CORP
A Division of The Goodman Group, Inc.

12900 Preston Rd., Dallas, Texas 75230 (214)239-6085

$249.00 plus $5.00 for shipping and handling.

American Express, MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Making dollars and sense
out of information. • 496
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Connector Pin

Number Function

Internal External In/Out Parallel Mode Serial Mode

1 32 Out Error Error

2 12 Out Out of paper Out of paper

3 8 In Bit 7 Baud rate select

4 11 Out Busy Busy

5 7 In Bit 6 Parity disable

6 10 Out Acknowledge* Acknowledge*

7 6 In Bit 5 Parity disable

8 31 In Initialize* Initialize
*

9 5 In Bit 4 Odd/even* parity

10 1 In Strobe* Strobe*

11 - Out Bit 8 Serial data input

12 - Out + 12V ac + 12V ac

13 - Out Reset* Reset*

14 - Out + 12Vac + 12V ac

15 4 In Bit 3 Baud rate select

16 - Out + 5Vdc + 5Vdc
17 3 In Bit 2 Baud rate select

18 - Out + 24V dc + 24Vdc
19 2 In Bit 1 8/7* bit select

20 - Out + 12V dc + 12V dc

21 - In Par. /Serial* select Par. /Serial select

22 15,18,34 - No connection No connection

23 36 In Printer select Printer select

24 16.33 - Signal ground Signal ground

25 - In TRS-80/PET* >elect TRS-80/PET* select

26 19 to 30 - Signal ground Signal ground
- 14 In Auto line feed* Auto line feed*

- 17 - Chassis ground Chassis ground
- 35 Oil! + 5V dc check + 5V dc check

- 13 Out Select output Select output

* Asterisk indicates that the signal is active low (at logic 1 when grounded).

Table 2. Connector Pinoutsfor the MX-80

that the printer deciphers, while board

types 3 and 4 feed the printer whole

bytes of data in parallel.)

In the printer's internal connector,

pin 22 is plugged shut to help align the

socket. This means you have to cut that

pin on the male connector to make sure

it fits correctly when the board is placed

in the printer.

The pins on the board's male connec-

tor should extend between 5/8 and 3/4

inches below the circuit board. If you
use a printed circuit board, don't let any

solder bridges form between the pads.

You may have to slide down the plastic

piece holding the pins in place to allow

room for the soldering iron. Solder the

connector in place and then slide the

plastic piece up again.

If you use a fixed-pattern perfboard,

make sure the plastic holding the con-

nector pins in place is flat against the

underside of the board to minimize play

when putting the board in or taking it

out. Use a section of board without any

pattern to prevent shorts. If necessary,

scrape off the copper pattern in the sec-

tion of the board where the connector

will be.

The pins must extend far enough a-

bove the board to allow a wire to be

soldered to them on the upper side of

the board. Since the pins are only 1/10

inch apart you must also use shrink tub-

ing around the pin/wires—unless you

OFF=EVEN PARITY:ON = ODD PARITY
OFF = 8 BITS. ON = 7 BITS (6/5 WITH J9)

OFF = NO PARITY .ON = PARITY CHECK

-C9—

1

1 7/^

R8
U2

\_M0UNTIt
HOLE

GROUND

COUNTER PROBE

CUT OUT

Fig. 4. Type 3 Board Component Placement and Cables
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own stock in Epson, that is. Otherwise,

you may have to replace the printer's

power supply or other parts in the inter-

face board or printer.

The board must not contact any com-

ponents inside the printer. Pay partic-

ular attention to the tab from the tran-

sistor (marked Ql on the printer's main
board) standing next to the large capaci-

tors. If necessary, use a cut-out to give

ample clearance around transistor Ql

.

You don't need the RS-232 driver chip

(type 1488) for most applications,

but use it if you think you may want it

some day. In my prototype I used the

remaining inverter in the RS-232 receiver

chip instead of one on a 1488 because

the Color Computer HI/LO threshold

is at about 2 volts. This means that

voltage levels normally given by TTL
logic will trigger my computer's serial

input. Since the prototype board I wired

up was short on space, there was no
sense adding the driver chip.

If your computer uses a type 1489 as

receiver or some other circuit with a

threshold of about 2V, you may be able

to use the remaining 1488 inverter as

your driver. (If this explanation baffles

you, you should definitely use the 1489.

Have some knowledgeable friend help

you with the whole project.)

To connect your printer to your com-
puter, hard-wire a suitable connector

with a cable long enough to suit your

needs. See Fig. 3 and Photo 3. The best

printer connector and cable is one from

Radio Shack (part no. 26-3020). Cut off

one of its connectors and you have a

ready-made cable and a spare connector.

Once your board is complete, check it

out, solder in sockets for all the ICs,

solder in the other components, and in-

sert the board in the printer without any

BY RALPH J. NA
10 CLS
20 PRINT " FREQUENCY COUNTER PROGRAM" : PRINT "

VARRETE"
30 print: print"program will hot return to basic unless a ground co
nnection is made and the signal to be counted goes into pi
n 2 of the serial connector"
40 print: print "counts follow and repeat while there is a signal
on t:;i: input"

50 print: print "if running, hold any key to stop if stalled, press
reset to force back to basic"

60 input "press any key to count" ;a$
7 data ce,0,0,86,c3,b7,1,13,86,c4,b1,1,13,26,f9,b6,ff,22,84,1,26,
f9,33,41,7d,1,13,2c,9,b6,ff,22,84,1,27,f9,20,e9,1f,30,7e,b4,f4
80 FOR 1=1536 TO 1578
9 READ A$
100 C$="&H"+A$
110 POKE I,VAL(C$)
120 NEXT I

130 DEF USR0=1536
140 CO=0
150 A=USR0{A)
160 CO=CO+l
170 PRINT "COUNT #"CO"=";A
180 IF INKEYSO"" THEN END
190 GOTO1.50

Program Listing 1. Low-Frequency Counterfor the Color Computer

1536 0600 CE0000 LDU #$0000
1539 0603 86C3 LDA #$C3 195
1541 0605 B70113 STA $0113 275
1544 0608 86C4 LDA #$C4 196
1546 060A B10113 CMPA $0113 275
1549 060D 26F9 BNE $0608 1544
1551 060F B6FF22 LDA $FF22 65314
1554 0612 8401 ANDA #$01 1
1556 0614 26F9 BNE $060F 1551
1558 0616 3341 LEAU U+$l 1

1560 0618 7D0113 TST $0113 275
1563 061B 2C09 BGE $0626 1574
1565 061D B6FF22 LDA $FF22 65314
1568 0620 8401 ANDA #$01 1
1570 0622 27F9 BEQ $061D 1565
1572 0624 20E9 BRA $060F 1551
1574 0626 1F30 TFR U,D
1576 0628 7EB4F4 JMP $B4F4 46324

Program Listing 2. Disassembly ofMachine-Language Portion of Listing 1

of the integrated circuits plugged into

their sockets. Make sure the connector

goes in right.

Set the DIP switches on the board ac-

cording to your computer's needs (see

Fig. 3). Now power it up (without any

of the integrated circuits on the board)

in the self-test mode to see that the

printer is still operating properly.

"The Epson MX-80
overheats if used

in direct sunlight. . .

"

Check for + 5V and - 12V values at

the various IC power supply pins as in-

dicated in Fig. 2. After that, connect the

red lead of your voltmeter to any + 5V
location and check the black lead for a

reading of +5 volts whenever you
touch the ground. Check the ground lo-

cation at all IC sockets for such a

reading.

Once you're sure everything looks

good, turn off the power, make sure

potentiometer R9 is set about halfway,

and insert U5 and U6. Power up again

and make sure U6 oscillates (pin 3) and
that U5 divides the output of U6 by

checking U5 pin 14 (it should be the

same frequency as U6 pin 3). Then
check U5 pins 12 and 1 {Vz the base fre-

quency), U5 pin 10 (!4 the base fre-

quency), U5 pin 9 (1/8), and U5 pin 1

1

(1/16). Adjust R9 so that the final check

above is 4,800 Hz. Now connect your

frequency counter lead to Ul pin 17.

By individually switching on each of

the five DIP switches that set the baud
rates, you should be able to read fre-

quencies of 4,800, 9,600, 19,200,

38,400, and 76,800 Hz. If you used a

mica capacitor for C4, the frequencies

should be rock-steady.

Depending on the load your counter

places on the circuit, you may not see an
exact doubling of the frequency when
going from 2400 baud (38,400 Hz) to

4800 baud (76,800 Hz). If that is the

case, don't worry about it—but set R9
by the 2400 baud value of 38,400 Hz.

The reason for this is explained below.

When making frequency measure-

ments be sure to use a high-impedance

input to the frequency counter. The
50-ohm inputs often used for high-

frequency work load down the chips

and give erroneous readings. In particu-

lar, the output of oscillator U5 changes

somewhat (usually less than 1 percent)

depending on the output loading. This

is why, in general, your final frequency

check should be on the lower frequen-

cies after the circuit is complete and U5
divides the frequency down. You may
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Don't letprice get in theway
ofowninga qualityprinter.

Adding a printer to your computer makes
sense. But deciding which printer to add can be

tricky. Do you settle for a printer with limited

functions and an inexpensive price tag or buy a

more versatile printer that costs more than your

computer? Neither choice makes sense.

Here's a refreshing option— the new, compact
STX-80 printer from Star Micronics. It's the under

$200 printer that's whisper-quiet, prints 60 cps

and is ready to run with most popular personal

computers.

The STX-80 has deluxe features you would

r\

expect in higher priced models. It prints a full 80
columns of crisp, attractive characters with true

descenders, foreign language characters and

special symbols. It offers both finely detailed dot-

addressable graphics and block graphics.

And, of course, the STX-80 comes with Star

\ Micronics' 180 day warranty (90 days on the

print element).

•I The STX-80 thermal printer from Star

Micronics. It combines high performance with

a very low price. So now, there is nothing in

the way of owning a quality printer.

'Manufacturer's suggested retail price.

micro nicj-mc

Computer Peripherals Division. 1120 Empire Central Place.

Suite 216. Dallas, TX 75247 (214) 631-8560

wftK-ao

ThenewSTX-80 printer

foronly $199!



10 'COLOR COMPUTER SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM FOR PMODES3/4 AND MX-80
20 ' BY RALPH J. HAVARRETE
30 ' PROGRAM TAKES SOME 40 MINUTES
40 ' PROGRAM CAN BE SPEEDED UP BY 30% IF SAM CHIP PUT IN ADDRESS D
EPENDANT MODE FOR LINES WHICH DO NOT OUTPUT TO PRINTER
50 PCLEAR 8

60 CLS: PRINT " COLOR COMPUTER HIGH RESOLUTION" : PRINT " BASIC LAN
GUAGE SCREEN DUMP": PRINT " BY RALPH J. NAVARRETE"
70 PRINT@128,"";:INPUT"WHITE(W) OR BLACK(B) DOTS";C$:IF C$="" ORC$
="B" THEN PRINT0155, "BLACK" ;:C$="B" ELSE PRINT0155 , "WHITE"

;

80 INPUT "GRAPHICS START AT PAGE #";NN
90 NN=FIX(NN*3 + 0.2)*512
100 TIMER=0
110 PRINT#-2,CHR$(27) "1" 'CARRIAGE RETURN=SPACE OF 7 DOTS
120 M=^20

130 FOR I=0TO27
140 PRINT " ";

150 PRINT#-2,STRING$(20,32) ;CHR$(27) "K"CHR$( 0) CHR$ (1)

;

'256 BYTE
S OF DOTS FOLLOW
160 N=UN
170 P=33
] 80 Q=120
190 P=P-1
200 IF P=0 THEN PRINT"I="I" TIME="TIME+TIMER/3600 :TIMER=0 :PRINT#-2
:NEXT I:GOTO340
210 D=0
220 R=0
230 J=64
240 XX = N+I*224+D:R=R+(PEEK(XX) AtlD Q) *J/0
250 J=J/2
260 D=D+32:IF D<193 THEN 240
270 PRINT STRING$(6, 8) XX;
280 IF C$="W" THEN R=255-R
290 IF 1=27 THEN R=INT(R/16) *16
300 PRINT#-2, CHRS(R)

;

310 Q=Q/2:IF Q>.6 THEN GOTO210
320 N=N+1
330 GOTO180
340 PRINT "TIHER=" TIMER, "END"

Program Listing 3. Basic Program for Color Computer Screen Dump (PMODEs 3 or 4)

also want to check the frequency at U6
pin 1 (38,400 Hz) after running the

printer a while, or if it gets overheated,

since capacitors tend to age and slightly

change value with time. In my experi-

ence, the Epson MX-80 overheats if

used in direct sunlight or in room temp-

eratures of over 90° F.

In place of a frequency counter you
may use Program Listings 1 and 2 with

the test cable (made with the spare con-

nector from the Radio Shack printer

cable) shown in Fig. 4. This combina-

tion accurately measures frequencies

between about 10 Hz and 5,000 Hz
through pin 2 of the Color Computer
serial port.

Higher and lower frequencies yield

erroneous results; very slow frequencies

(0-2 Hz) may make the program seem
to lock up since it may not be able to re-

turn to Basic. For the range indicated,

the program is accurate plus or minus 5

Hz. It comfortably measures the rela-

tively square TTL digital signals in this

project, but only at the 4,800 Hz source

for 300 baud (U5 pin 11). If you get this

value, however, all the others will most
probably be right also.

If the relative error of 5 Hz bothers

you, note that it is only an error of 1/10

of 1 percent of the 4,800 Hz. The exact

SAVE MONEY O
TRS-80" (

1-800-835-9056
Kansas Residents — 316-624-1919 (collect)

s CHECK WITH US AND SAVE TRS-80 MODE

We have the largest Inventory in the
Central United States. Immediate
shipment directly to you from our
warehouse.

^ Visa or Mastercard

^ Bank Cashier's Checks

^ Bank Money Orders

^ Bank Wire Transfers

* All Inventory 100% TRS-80 Equipment
* Free Price List

* No Out-Of-Stote Taxes

TRS-80 is the registered trademark of Tandy Corporation

Two Disk Drive System

(Cat. No. 26-4005)

Jimscot Inc

1023 N. Kansas — Box 607
Liberal, Ks. 67901
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Portable Model 100, 8K $650
Model 12 1-Drive $2750
Model 12 2-Drive f3499
Model IV 64K 2-Drive M699
16K Ext. Basic Color Computer. $273
64K Chips, set of 8 f79
Super Pro Keyboard *69

Complete line of

Verbatim, Televideo, Okidata,

Prowriter

•prices subject to change

$ _ ,

d ttKmc i-
.
m.

Z80
DISASSEMBLER

$6995

Two pass operation -

generates labels at

referenced locations

Generates Zilog

mnemonics

Allows user defined

labels

Allows define byte,

define word and define

space directives

COMPLETE cross
reference

• Output to console, list

ordiskdevice(s) inany
combination

• Generates mnemonics
for CP/M system calls

• Illegal instructions
generate define byte
sequence

• Start and stop at any
location in file

• Source or complete
listing type output

• 28 page manual

SPEED -disassemblesatypical 17K.COMfile,
generating a 110K .Z80file (over 10,000 lines of

source) and a 52K .XRFfile in less than 1 minute
45 seconds using standard bios and 8" SS/SD!

Available for Z80 CP/M and TRS-80 III

_S" L J? Systems
1622 North Main Street, Butler, PA 16001

(412) 282-0864 ,zao

Terms: add $2 shipping US, others $5. PA add 6% sales tax.

Specify format required. Check, MO, Visa, M/C, COD accepted

Z80. CP/M, rRS-80 T Ms of Zilog Digital Research. Tandy Corp rps f

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

I50SY
NNOUNCES

• Disassemble from
disk /memory

• Disassemble to
disk/printer/video

• Automatic output
partitioning

• Full label generation
• Data area screening

-

generates DB, DW
• $40 + $2 S&H

MISOSYS
P.O. BOX 4848
ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22303
703-960-2998
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values I obtained with my computer are

in Table 3.

If you use the cable and program for

other projects, note that the combina-

tion is unsuitable for low-amplitude

signals, for circuits requiring very high

impedance inputs, or for square waves

having narrow high or low portions.

Next, insert all the remaining ICs

(watch for the correct orientation) and

apply power again in the self-test mode.

If it works, you're ready to print.

Assuming you previously set both the

board and your computer to identical

baud rates, parity, and word length,

send a stream of line feeds to your

printer and watch the paper fly. Try
whichever of the following programs

fits your machine:

10 PRINT #-2, CHR$(10);

20 GOTO 10

Or, for the Models I and III:

10 LPRINT CHR$(10);

20 GOTO 10

Once you pass this test you can print

anything you like. You'll have to fiddle

with the bountiful supply of Epson DIP
switches to try other modes.

Model I and III owners shouldn't

have trouble dumping their block

graphics screens to the original MX-80
or with Graftrax-80. Only remember, in

certain modes you must add a constant

offset to the value in memory, since the

number for each block type is not al-

True value Readings

10 Hz 11-12

100 Hz 101 102

1,000 Hz 997-1005

4,800 Hz 4800-4804

Table 3

ways the same for the printer and the

Model I /I II. Graftrax-Plus does not

support block graphics.

Dot-Addressable Graphics

In theory, Model I/III owners can

compose dot graphics by setting aside

memory space, composing the graph

(without seeing it) and then dumping it

to the printer. Color Computer owners

have it much simpler since what we see

is what we get.

Program Listings 3 and 4 present two
equivalent programs for dumping
PMODE 3 and 4 screen graphics from

the Color Computer to the MX-80. The
first program is in Basic and the second

is a combination of Basic and machine

language.

The main difference is that the Basic

program takes about 40 minutes to run,

during which the printer sits still most of

the time. The second program, how-

ever, takes only about 1.8 minutes to

10 'COLOR COMPUTER SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM FOR PMODES 3/4 AND MX-80
20 'BY RALPH J. NAVARRETE
30 'CHANGE ALL 32XXX VALUES IN LISTING BELOW TO 16XXX FOR 16K MACH
INKS
40 'PROGRAM TAKES SOME 100 SECONDS
50 PCLEAR 8

60 CLEAR 500,32000
70 DATA 3 J , MI 50 , J 9 :

i , 0, 15, 31, 2, 32, 21
80 DATA 134,254,183,0,111,166,60,167,32,236,56,237,62,134,128,167,
33,111,34,,111,35,111,36,&H86,064,&HA7,37,&HA6,38,198,224,61,227,3
4,227,62,31,1,166,132,164,33,230,33
90 DATA &HC1,1,&H27,4,&H44,&H54,32,&HF8,&HE6,&H25,&HC1,1,&H27,4,&H
4 8, &H54, 32, &HF8, 171, 36, 167, 36, 100, 37, 204, 0,32, 227, 3

4

100 DATA 237, 34,16,131, ,224 . 38 , &HCA, 166 , 36 , 230 , &H3A, 39 , 01 , &H43
,&HE6,38,&HC1,27,3 8,8,68,68,68,68,72,72,72,72,&HAD,&H9F,&HA0,&H02,
&H6 4,&H21,&H26,&HA3,&HEC,&H3E,&HC3,0,1,&HED,&H3E,&H6A,&H20,&H26,&H
94, &H39, 0,0,0 ,0,0,0
110 CDS: PRINT " COLOR COMPUTER HIGH RESOLUTION ": PRINT " BASIC/AS
SEMBLY SCREEN DUMP": PRINT" BY RALPH J. NAVARRETE"
120 PRINT @ 128," POKING MACHINE LANGUAGE"
130 FOR 1=32001 TO 32009
140 READ X : POKE I,X : NEXT I

150 FOR 1=32031 TO 32155
160 READ X : POKE I,X : NEXT I

170 DEF USR0=32001
180 PRINTS 12 8,""; : INPUT-WRITE (W) OH BLACK(B) DOTS";C$:IF C$="" OR
C$="B" THEN PRINTS 15 5

, "BLACK" ;: POKE 32012,0 ELSE PRINTS 155, "WHI
TE";:POKE 32012,1
190 INPUT"GRAPHICS START AT PAGE #";PAGE
20 PAGE=FIX(PAGE*3 +.0 2)/3
210 TIMER=0
220 PRINT#-2,CHRS(27) "1"

230 POKE 32014,32 ' PP
240 POKE 32010, PAGE*6:POKE 32011,0 ' NN
250 POKE 32020,0 'D
26 FOR 1=0 TO 27
270 POKE 32024,1
280 PRINT#-2,STRING$(18,32) ;CHR$(27) "K"CHR$ ( 0) CHR$ ( 1) ;

290 X=USR0(X)
300 PRINT#-2
310 PRINT" ROW="; :PRINT USING "###"; I;
3 20 NEXT I

330 PRINT"DOTDUMP COMPLETED IN";:PRINT USING
INT " SECS"
340 END

#.#" ; TIMER/60; : PR

Program Listing 4. Basic/Machine-Languagefor Color Computer Screen Dump (PMODEs 3 or 4)

BTA MODEL 953B EPROM PROGRAMMER -$359

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc.

HWY. 603, P.O. BOX 387

BAY ST. LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 39520
(601)467-8231

Programs 2508, 2758, 2516, 2716, 27C16, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 27C32, 2564,

2764, 27C64, MCM68766, 27128.

RS-232, 3 line serial interface, Xon/Xoff format, DB-25 I/O connector.

No personality modules - software control EPROM selection.

Extended diagnostics.

LED warning indicates power applied to EPROM socket.

Supports Intel, Motorola, and Intel 8086 data formats as well as HEX data

dump.
Automatic baud rate selection.

Textool zero insertion force socket.

Available CP/M software.

Model 953A, programs most 24 pin EPROMS. Price -$269.00
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run (using 4800 baud for the printer)

during which the printhead never stops

moving. With Graftrax-Plus, it's even

faster.

I don't claim that the Basic program
is a model of efficiency. I just wrote it to

test the algorithm used in the machine-

language program.

A disassembly of the position-inde-

pendent machine-language code is

found in Program Listing 5. Note that

the locations between 32010 and 32030

10 32001 7D01 1F50 TFR PC,D
20 32003 7D03 C3000F ADDD #$000F 15
30 32006 7D06 1F02 TFR D,Y
40 32008 7D08 2015 BRA $7D1F 32031
50 32031 7D1F 86FE LDA #$FE 254
60 32033 7D21 B7006F STA $006F 111
70 32036 7D24 A63C LDA Y-$4 4

80 32038 7D26 A720 STA Y+$0
90 32040 7D28 EC38 LDD Y-$8 8

100 32042 7D2A ED3E STD Y-$2 2

110 32044 7D2C 8680 LDA #$80 128
120 32046 7D2E A721 STA Y+$l 1

130 32048 7D30 6F22 CLR Y+$2 2

140 32050 7D32 6F23 CLR Y+$3 3
150 32052 7D34 6F24 CLR Y+$4 4

160 32054 7D36 8640 LDA #$40 64
170 32056 7D38 A725 STA Y+$5 5

180 32058 7D3A A626 LDA Y+$6 6

190 32060 7D3C C6E0 LDB #$E0 224
200 32062 7D3E 3D MUL
210 32063 7D3F E322 ADDD Y+$2 2

220 32065 7D41 E33E ADDD Y-$2 2

230 32067 7D43 1F01 TFR D,X
240 32069 7D45 A684 LDA X+0
250 32071 7D47 A421 ANDA Y+$l 1

260 32073 7D49 E621 LDB Y+$l 1

270 32075 7D4B C101 CMPB #$01 1

280 32077 7D4D 2704 BEQ $7D53 32083
290 32079 7D4F 44 LSRA
300 32080 7D50 54 LSRB
310 32081 7D51 20F8 BRA $7D4B 32075
320 32083 7D53 E625 LDB Y+$5 5

330 32085 7D55 C101 CMPB #$01 1

340 32087 7D57 2704 BEQ $7D5D 32093
350 32089 7D59 48 ASLA
360 32090 7D5A 54 LSRB
370 32091 7D5B 20F8 BRA $7D55 32085
380 32093 7D5D AB24 ADDA Y+$4 4

390 32095 7D5F A724 STA Y+$4 4

400 32097 7D61 6425 LSR Y+$5 5

410 32099 7D63 CC0020 LDD #$0020 32
420 32102 7D66 E322 ADDD Y+$2 2

430 32104 7D68 ED22' STD Y+$2 2

440 32106 7D6A 108300E0 CMPD #$00E0 224
450 32110 7D6E 26CA BNE $7D3A 32058
460 32112 7D70 A624 LDA Y+$4 4

470 32114 7D72 E63A LDB Y-$6 6

480 32116 7D74 2701 BEQ $7D77 32119
490 32118 7D76 43 COMA
500 32119 7D77 E626 LDB Y+$6 6

510 32121 7D79 CUB CMPB #$1B 27
520 32123 7D7B 2608 BNE $7D85 32133
530 32125 7D7D 44 LSRA
540 32126 7D7E 44 LSRA
550 32127 7D7F 44 LSRA
560 32128 7D80 44 LSRA
570 32129 7D81 48 ASLA
580 32130 7D82 48 ASLA
590 32131 7D83 48 ASLA
600 32132 7D84 48 ASLA
610 32133 7D85 AD9FA002 JSR ($A002) 40962
620 32137 7D89 6421 LSR Y+$l 1

630 32139 7D8B 26A3 BNE $7D30 32048
640 32141 7D8D EC3E LDD Y-$2 2

650 32143 7D8F C30001 ADDD #$0001 1

660 32146 7D92 ED3E STD Y-$2 2

670 32148 7D94 6A20 DEC Y+$0
680 32150 7D96 2694 BNE $7D2C 32044
690 32152 7D98 39 RTS

Program Listing 5. Disassembly ofMach ne-Language Portion of Listing 4

are reserved as storage for variables.

The code, as mentioned previously, is

position-independent. It runs correctly

in any area of memory, as long as you

clear that area to keep the Basic inter-

preter from using it as a scratch pad.

The programs also run whether your

computer outputs 7 or 8 bits ASCII
code since only seven vertical dots are

printed on each pass of the printhead.

The programs automatically set the

printer to a carriage-return depth of

7/72 inches, or the height of seven dots.

In the Color Computer, each of the

192 horizontal rows is composed of 32

bytes of data from left to right. The
programs print 28 rows, each of which

is composed of 256 vertical columns

seven dots high. The programs read 7

bytes of data, representing the first byte

of the top seven rows of the screen.

Then the leftmost bits of each byte are

rearranged into a single byte and sent to

the printer.

This process repeats for all 8 bits in

those bytes, and the whole process re-

peats 32 times per row for all 28 rows.

Since 28 rows of data add up to 196

dots, when printing the last row (num-

ber 27, since the count starts at zero),

the bottom four dots are blanked out to

keep from printing garbage.

Cassette-system programs require

only two pieces of information: whether

the picture should be composed of

black dots on a white background or

vice versa; and the page number where

the Extended Basic graphics screen in

PMODE 3 or 4 starts.

The answer to the second question

can be an integer or thirds of an integer,

since a graphics page is 1.5K long. A
display can start at any 0.5K boundary

if you choose to do your own POKEing
instead of using the Extended Basic

commands. For example, if the graph-

ics in a machine-language game start at

location 8192 (8K), the page entry is

8192/1536, or 5.33.

Since graphics page 1 starts any-

where, depending on how many disk

files you have open, disk owners may
want to change line 90 in Listing 3 or

line 200 in Listing 4 by adding an offset

10 ' 2 COLOR DUMP
20 PMODE 4,l:PCL5:SCREEt 1,1
30 LINE (4,3)-(251,188)

,

PSET,B
40 LINE (8,6)-(247,185)

,

PSET,B
50 LINE (0,191)-(255,0)

,

PSET
60 CIRCLE (192,144) ,30
70 CIRCLE (64,48) ,30

80 PAINT (192,144)
90 PAINT (64,48)
100 GOTO100

Program Listing 6. Produces Graphics in Fig. 5
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for the space used by the disk drive.

This is usually 2048 for Listing 3 and 4

for Listing 4.

Always make sure you don't position

the program where it writes over the

graphics. For graphics starting on page

1, load and run the program with

PCLEAR 4 or 8. If the graphics are

very high in memory, however, load

and run the program in a very low area,

like PCLEAR 1 followed by a suitable

Clear statement such as CLEAR
500,7679.

For an example of a two-color graph-

ics screen dump using these programs,

see Fig. 5. This screen is made by the

program in Listing 6 and is printed both

with white and black dots so you can see

how the negative image looks.

Even more interesting is the screen

^^r^s^m^^-'

B

dump of a four-color high-resolution

screen (Fig. 6) generated by the pro-

gram in Listing 7. In PMODE 3, a pair

of bits represents a double-width pixel

on the television screen. Each set of 2

bits can be set to 00, 01, 10, or 1 1, with

each of those binary numbers represent-

ing one of four colors. Because the

screen dump program prints memory
contents bit by bit, colors represented

by 01 and 10 result in vertical stripes

with adjacent areas filled with those two
different striped patterns appearing in

alternate columns.

Ralph Navarrete can be reached at

P.O. Box 492, Piscataway, NJ 08854.

Fig. 5. PMODE 4 (Two-color) Screen Dump Fig. 6. PMODE 3 (Four-color) Screen Dump

IS Pi1o6g*?f
DUHP

30 A=5:B=6:C=7 :D=8
40 COLOR C,D
50 PCLS
60 SCREEN 1,0
70 LINE (0,0)-(255,191) r PSET
80 PAINT (10,30)
90 CIRCLE (80, G0) ,50,

A

101 PAINT (80,60) ,A
110 CIRCLE (175,132) ,50 r B

121 PAINT (175,132) ,B
13 END

Program Listing 7. Produces Graphics in Fig. 6

ThE MicRO-DEsiqN TRS 80 upqnActe iNcludES MicRO-DEsiqNs exceptjonaI MDX-6
CONTROUeR t>OARd, ONE 40 TRACk TANdON Disk DRJVE, NECESSARy INSTAllATiON cadIes

hARdwARE. Will Also controI externaI 8" Disk Drive Systems. (

dlsk^

ANd

For More Information & Free Ljterature

CaII or Wrjte

MICRO-DESIGN
6501 Mancfiaca RoAd
Austin Texas, 78745

Toll Free

'".::: See our ads on pages 233, 269, 348, 349, 371
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A Star is born

The 1

PIRODUGEl
The Professional Program Writer.

Now Available for the Model I & Model III

With 48K and 2 Disk Drives
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If BASIC somehow doesn't seem so basic, and your software has been getting you
nowhere, then let me introduce myself. THE PRODUCER is my name. Writing
programs is my game. If you're interested in an inexpensive way to quickly and
easily write professional quality custom software programs, then read on.

Have you ever wasted money on software that didn't do what you
thought it would 9 Are you burned out on high priced, canned
programs that make big claims, but don't meet your needs. Has a
lack of good software made your computer an expensive gadget that
doesn't do what you hoped it would 9 If so. I'm here with good news.
With my help you can put those problems behind you.

What is THE PRODUCER?
In short, I'm a Program Generator designed to write customized
software programs. If you have a need to store and retrieve
information, perform calculations on your data and get displayed or
printed reports. I can help you develop a program to do just that, in

just about any format you can imagine. That's why I'm called a
program development system. I'm a powerful and sophisticated
software package, born of vast technical knowledge and
professional design experience. Yet, I'm the most simple, practical,

easy to use and functionally versatile program generator ever put on
the market.

What can THE PRODUCER do for you?
How can I help you? Just let me count the ways.

1.1 make programming easy. I'm user friendly. If you can answer
simple English questions and push buttons, I'll do all the hard work.
Let me worry about the BASIC language required to complete your
program. Describe the program you want and I'll write it for you. The
process is simple. First. I produce a printed planning sheet to help
you get your ideas on paper. When you've finished planning, you're
ready to draw your screen right on the monitor. The Screen design
and appearance is completely at yourcommand, including graphics.
You have full editorial control. Make all the changes you like, until

you're satisfied. After you're thru, I'll guide you thru some simple
English questions about your Screen. Based on your answers, I'll

write a complete BASIC program for you.
2. 1 can save you 100's of hours of time. I provide real short cuts to

meet your needs by going direct from your idea to a 'ready to use'

customized program.
I write all the BASIC code for you. I'm simple,

but I'm not shallow. The only limit to my capacity is your
imagination

3. I can save you big bucks. You may never need to buy another
program to store and retrieve your data. With my help, you can
design your own custom programs to get your job done.
4. I can help make you more productive. Having me as your partner

will be like taking a smart pill. I'll pay for myself many times overby
increasing your productivity and creativity. With my custom
programs serving you. your computer will be the valuable friend you
hoped it would be.

5. I can help make you a real pro. Based on your ideas.
I write

complete stand alone programs.
I write in BASIC code, but you talk in

English to me. And if you're an entrepreneur, you can sell the

programs you and I create. As a licensed owner of THE PRODUCER.
you may do so without paying royalties.

6. I can make good programmers much better. I produce fully

commented BASIC code so you can use me as a building block to

write your own specialized software. I have the best screen and input
module available anywhere at any price.

get with THE PRODUCER?
nfa

What do you
1. Two diskettes containing THE PRODUCER program development

system, and a complete disk operating system. Also included is a

free sample personal management program (value S59.95) useful to

every computer owner
2. Extensive documentation in a three ring binder, with index tabs,

guick reference system, comprehensive index and sections for the

novice and professional programmer.
3. Complete printed tutorial, walking through each step in THE
PRODUCER process and resulting in a finalized sample program An
audio cassette tape (S14.95 value) of the tutorial session is also
provided free for a limited time.

4. A toll free technical assistance number for PRODUCER owners.
5. A free one year subscription to THE PRODUCER'S quarterly

newsletter containing ideas, sample programs and update
information related to THE PRODUCER

TECHNICAL COMPARISON CHART
PRODUCER

FEATURES OF THE FINISHED BASIC PROGRAM
Full Screen Oriented Input of All Fields - . YES
Edit without Retyping with insert & delete YES
Restrict field Length automatically . . YES
Unlimited Restriction choice for each field YES
User defined Custom Prompts for each Field YES
Full Speed Typing in ALL Fields .... YES
Immediate Exit from Any Field to Menu YES
Enter Fields from last Record automatically YES
Fast BTREE File Structure (No Sort Nwdocll . YES
Find Record with Part of a Key YES
Hi-Speed Global Search for ANY Field in a Record YES
Duplicate Keys and Multiple Keys Supported . yES

JR. QUICKPRO CREATOR

Global Field Replacement Function
Run Predefined Reports from Finished Program
Select Reports from Menu in Finished Program
Sort (machine language) ANY Field-Free
Custom Mailing Labels Option (any Size)
Do Calculations on fields in Program
Sell Finished Program with No Royalty •

PRODUCER CAPABILITIES & FEATURES
Toll Free Question Line
Create PROFESSIONAL Finished Program
Modify Program without Starting Over
Ease of Use including Complete TUTORIAL
Number of Calculations allowed per field

Use Field Names for Calculations
Use ALL Math Functions in Calculations
Generates a BASIC Program
Custom Design exact Screen YOU desire
Full Feature Screen Generator

(
graphics)

Easy Report Generation with Any Restrictions
Complete & Thorough DOCUMENTATION
Detailed Quick Reference Materials
Audio Cassette Tutorial Available

YES
YES
YES
VES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

8

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
VES
YES
YES
YESProgram Planning Form Provided '"

Sample Programs Available before Purchase

FREE UTILITIES INCLUDED
Free Menu Driven DOS Utility Package
Free Disk Operating System (Super Fast)

File Rebuilder & Reorganizer included Free

> I S

Y E S

YES
YES

$149.95
Send Cashier's Check, Money
Order or Certified Check to:

PRODUCER SOFTWARE „ 59
A division of Texas Computer Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327
Or For Master Card - Visa - American Express

Call 1-800-433-5184 Texans Call 817 -274 -5625

PRODUCER Generated Programs
We understand your reluctance to invest in THE PRODUCER until you know for sure it provides what we say it does. The programs below are
unmodified, finished programs generated by THE PRODUCER Our customers tell us that PRODUCER generated programs are better than many
high priced programs written by human professionals. Compare these programs to any you have seen selling at a similar price Their quality will
surprise you Buy any of these PRODUCER generated programs now and we will gladly apply the cost of that program toward the future purchase
of THE PRODUCER Or buy THE PRODUCER now and select one of the PRODUCER generated programs to be included in your order absolutely FREE

Executive Scratch Pad $29.95

Expense Notebook $19.95

Teacher's Grade Book $29.95

Recipe Program $19.95

Photo Assistant $29.95

Video Library $29.95

Mailing List $19.95

Personnel Program $39.95

See descriptions in March
and April Issues of 80 Micro

$39.95

$39.95

$19.95

Inventory 1

Maintains group of

identical items

Inventory 2

Maintains record for

individual items

Record Library

Organizes your music center
Reader's Guide $19.95

Orgainzes magazine
articles/clippings

Personal Checking $29.95

Organizes checking accounts
Loan Calculator $39.95

Calculates loans, principal

and interest

THE PRODUCER is a trademark of PRODUCFR.Software Inn a rlivig.nn nf h„,„ „< t q .

The PRODUCER, JR.
If you don't need all the features of The PRODUCER-- the professional program writer.
and you don't want to spend $149.95 on software. READ ON Producer Software has
the perfect solution for you

THE PRODUCER. Jr
A SIMPLE TO USE professional program generator And-it's only $89.95. This self
documented program generator can have anyone creating self-contained, stand alone
programs in no time at all No other program generator can provide you with ease of
use, low price and quality

FEATURES
screen generator allows easy definition and creation of fields
B-tree file lets you search, insert delete and edit

' reports by single restriction (no sort)
• much more (see technical comparison chart)

The PRODUCER. Jr comes to you complete with all the above features and its own
operating system for only $89 95 But. don't let this low price fool you-The
PRODUCER. Jr is still the most powerful program generator on the market today with
the exception of the original PRODUCER And The PRODUCER. JR is completely
compatible to the original PRODUCER, so if you decide to upgrade at a later date you
may do so for only $75 00 So don't miss out Order today

For an independent product review of the PRODUCER see page 62 of March issue of 80 Micro.
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Tandy's
Totable

by John Berman

Radio Shack's Model 100 marks the

beginning of a new era in microcomput-

ers. Just as the Model I revolutionized

the microcomputer industry in 1977, the

Model 100, a powerful, inexpensive,

completely equipped (except for disk

drives and printer), battery-powered

portable with built-in software, will

have a similar effect on the microcom-

puter market of today.

After looking at the machine and its

market, I believe Tandy is going to sell

more of these portables than the num-

ber of Models I and III combined,

something on the order of one million

units. And I think they'll sell half of

them the first year the computer is

available.

To back up this rather outlandish

claim, let me tell you about the com-

puter. When I'm done, I'm sure you'll
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The Model 100 is all

you could want in a

portable—powerful, versa-

tile, and lightweight.

agree that it's the most significant ad-

vance in computers this year.

Physical Specifications

The Model 100 measures 1

1

3A inches

wide by %Vi inches high by 1 7/8 inches

deep. It weighs four pounds, about the

size and weight of the Model III TRS-
DOS manual. To quote Radio Shack's

publicity announcement, "any smaller

and the standard-sized keyboard

wouldn't fit, any lighter and the unit

would slide across your worktable."

In fact, the unit's dimensions were

dictated almost entirely by human-use

(ergonomic) considerations. It features

a full-sized typewriter-style keyboard

with normal keys (not chicklet keys like

the Color Computer, nor membrane

keys like the Atari 400).

The keys have a solid feel, and give

an easily audible "click" as they hit the

bottom-stop when pressed. All keys

have automatic key repeat if held down
for more than a second.

The entire keyboard/display is gently

sloped at about a one- or two-degree

angle for easy viewing when the unit is

on a table.

In addition to the standard alpha-

numeric and punctuation keys, there

are special keys for computer functions.



These special keys are escape, delete,

backspace, tab, caps lock, code, graph,

number, and control keys.

The code key generates foreign-lan-

guage letters with appropriate accent

marks for French, Spanish, German,
and other languages. The graph key

puts graphics blocks, lines, and symbols

on the display. The control key gener-

ates computer control codes 1 -26.

The numeric key converts the U,I.O,

J,K,L, and M keys into a numeric key-

pad, indicated by small number blocks

in the lower right corner of each key.

While the keys aren't aligned like a stan-

dard keypad, and there isn't a telltale

bump on the I (5) key, it's better than no
keypad at all.

The graph and code keys are also

used with the shift key to give you an

alternate set of graphics and letters.

This means that all 255 displayable

characters can be generated from the

keyboard by one or another combina-

tion of keys. Unfortunately, using the

control, code, and graph keys requires

both hands. This is a problem for the

handicapped since the keyboard is too

wide to be spanned with one hand.

The Display

The display is an eight-line by 40-

character liquid crystal display (LCD),
four times the size of the Epson HX-20
display. It's large enough to prevent

most complaints about LCD displays

being too small for serious work, but

small enough to maintain the unit's por-

tability.

The LCD features dot-addressable

graphics of 64 rows by 240 columns that

can be mixed with text for games,

charts, and graphs.

The display also includes a dial to ad-

just the viewing angle of the LCD, so

you can put the computer at almost any
angle and position the display for maxi-

mum visibility. Because the LCD dis-

play uses reflected light to illuminate the

display, it puts to rest one of the major
complaints about video terminals: radi-

ation-induced eye fatigue. (Radio Shack

experimented with an LCD display of

two 40-character banks, for a total dis-

play size of 80 columns by eight lines,

but in user field tests discovered that it

was a cumbersome system that most
people didn't like.)

One disadvantage to the LCD display

is its lack of speed. The response time is

quite slow and has a marked effect on
the speed of program execution. I wrote

a simple For . . . Next loop that counted

to 800, and had the program display

Photo 1. The back side ofthe Model 100. From left, the components are the reset button, RS-232port,

parallel printer port, phone jack, and cassette jack.

Photo 2. Right side of the Model 100 showing (from left to right) the on/off switch, display adjust-

ment, and 6V dc po wer jack.

both starting and ending times.

It took approximately one second
for the loop to execute. Adding a
"PRINT@0,I" in the loop slowed ex-

ecution time down to 14 seconds.

Changing the PRINT@ to simply

PRINTI, forcing the entire display to

scroll one line for each number, slowed

the display down so much that it took

33 seconds just to count to 100! A
definite handicap since the CPU
operates at 2.4 MHz.

Between the keyboard and the dis-

play is a line of 16 small buttons in four

groups of four. The two sets on the left

are special-function buttons, labeled

F1-F8. Depending on which software

program you're using, their definitions

change, although in Basic you can rede-

fine them to whatever you want (there

are space limitations to those defini-

tions, of course).

The third group of buttons is labeled

Paste, Label, Print, and Break/Pause.

The Paste button is used in conjunction

with the text editor; more on that later.

The Label button pertains to the

function buttons labeled F1-F8, and
uses the bottom line of the LCD display

to show the definitions currently as-

signed to those buttons. A series of

white boxes are evenly spaced across the

bottom line of the display. The boxes

are numbered 1-8 to correspond to the

function buttons. The internal design

constraints of the keyboard and LCD
display circuitry prevented placement of
the eight special-function buttons di-

rectly below the LCD.
The Print button sends either the dis-
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play contents or the entire file being ed-

ited to the printer port.

The Break/Pause button either

pauses program or listing execution

(like shift @ on the Model I/III and

Color Computers) or, when shifted,

breaks program execution (it prints Con-

trol-C on the display when you do that).

The rightmost set of four buttons

moves the cursor left, right, up, and

down. It would have been more con-

venient if the buttons were arranged in a

diamond pattern, but the size of the

LCD circuit board precluded that set-up.

On the left side of the computer are

two switches to control the modem and

a bar-code reader. On the right side of

the computer is the on/off switch, the

display-angle adjustment, and the exter-

nal power supply (6V dc) connector. At

the back side of the computer are the

rest of the peripheral connectors: cas-

sette port, modem jack, Centronics par-

allel printer port, and a DB25 RS-232

connector.

Hardware

The computer includes most of the

hardware features desired by computer

users, including a built-in, direct-con-

nect, auto-dial modem (originate and

answer, with an optional cable to attach

a modular phone line), a cassette port

that uses the standard Radio Shack cas-

sette cable and tape recorders, a 26-pin

Centronics-compatible parallel port

connector, and an RS-232 port. The

computer also has a jack for an acoustic

300-baud modem for non-modular

phones.

One feature adds considerably to the

Photo 3. The inside of the Model 100. The main circuit board is on the

computer's reliability. Not only is it

powered by batteries (four AA cells),

but an internal Ni-Cad battery powers

RAM when you turn off the computer.

The Ni-Cad batteries maintain your

memory after the other batteries go

dead for up to 30 days with an 8K com-

puter, eight days with a 32K computer.

And the optional ac power supply re-

charges the batteries while you're using

the computer, extending their lives in-

definitely.

Photo 4. Left side of the Model 100 with (from left to right) the bar code reader port, a direct-con-

nect/acoustic modem switch, and the answer/originate mode switch.
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The AA batteries are used primarily

to power the LCD, peripheral ports,

and CPU. Using standard batteries you

have about 20 hours of computing time

before you'll have to replace them.

When you have less than about 20 min-

utes of life left in the batteries, a low-

power LED comes on. I ran mine for

almost 40 minutes before my batteries

finally gave out.

To see what would happen, I tried to

CSAVE a program with weak batteries.

About halfway through, the computer

shut itself down and turned off the re-

mote control on the tape recorder. Re-

placing the dead batteries with fresh

ones restored the display, which still in-

dicated CSAVE, but nothing was hap-

pening. I had to use the Break button to

regain control of the unit.

CLOADing the file failed, since the

power went off in the middle of a line of

data, but the intact program remained

in my computer's memory.

If you were to use AA Ni-Cad batter-

ies, you'd probably get much more than

20 hours of useful life, and you could

recharge them as many times as you

wanted (well, almost, since even Ni-Cads

get too tired to use after a year or so).

To help the batteries last longer, the

computer automatically turns itself off

if you don't use the keyboard for a spec-

ified time. You can set this time limit to

anywhere from 60 seconds to 25 min-



left, theLCD readout (top) and keyboard circuitry are on the right.

utes. The power-off feature is disabled

when you're in the term mode of

Telcom.

For those interested in expanding the

computer's capabilities, there's an ex-

pansion port socket under a small door

on the bottom of the computer. The
same compartment holds an expansion

ROM socket to insert software car-

tridges.

The built-in modems are definitely a

good deal, and allow the utmost in flex-

ibility. The Centronics port is a must on
almost all computers today, and the RS-
232 port is an extension of the modem
equipment.

You have complete control over the

RS-232. Baud rates of 75, 1 10, 300, 600,

1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19,200 are

acceptable, with 6-, 7-, or 8-bit word
lengths; Odd, Even, or no parity is sup-

ported as is XON/XOFF status control.

The baud rate is selected by specify-

ing a number from 1-9, or using an M
to select the 300-baud modem instead of

the RS-232 port. All this is done with

software; there aren't any hardware

switches to play with.

Examining the inside of the computer
is an experience in advanced technol-

ogy. All the chips are CMOS design

(complementary metal-oxide semicon-

ductors), with extremely low power
drain. The ROM is a special 32K pack-

age of eight smaller flat-pack CMOS

ROM chips.

The RAM chips, in the lower left cor-

ner of the unit, comprise four CMOS
flat-pack chips per 8K bank of RAM.
Two chips are on top and two are on the

bottom of each special RAM pack car-

rier chip.

The direct-connect modem hardware

is in the upper left corner of the unit,

and the expansion port and expansion

ROM socket are in the bottom center of

the case.

It's almost incredible that they i

aged to pack so much capability in

little hardware.

Firmware

The firmware (software stored in

ROM) is as impressive as the rest of the

machine. In fact, the firmware is what
makes the Model 100 such an excep-

tional computer. It's one of the first

computers to supply all the software re-

quired by most first-time computer
users as an integral part of the com-
puter. The Model 100 gives you a Basic

that's more powerful than any Vxs ever

seen, far better than the Basic on Radio
Shack's other computers.

The simple word processor takes only

a few minutes to learn, but is power-
ful enough to satisfy most writers'

requirements.

A telecommunications program is

provided that goes far beyond the pack-

ages sold by Radio Shack for their other

computers. And there's an address-file

program that can be used with the Tel-

com program to dial phone numbers
for you, both on rotary-dial systems

and on push-button phones (this feature

works only with the direct-connect

phone cable attached).

Finally, there's a schedule program to

store important dates and engagements.

The operating system for this ma-
chine is easy to use. When you turn on
the computer you're presented with a

menu display of what's in RAM, along

with the month, date, year, day, time,

and currently available RAM space.

There's room for 24 file names in the

menu, five of which are occupied by

Photo 5. TheROMsocket and expansion port on the bottom of the Model 100. (Note: The cover has

been removed.)
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Photo 6. An internal view of the expansion port and ROM socket (see Photo 5).

Basic, Text, Telcom, Address, and

Schedule. That's right, RAM is parti-

tioned into RAM files. You can have up

to 19 files in RAM, if you have enough
room for them all. (An 8K computer

has only 5,460 free bytes; the rest is used

for display memory, function-key as-

signments, port addresses, and other

things needed by the operating system.)

To select a program or text file, posi-

tion the cursor over the file name and

press enter. If it's a Basic program,

Basic is enabled, your program is loaded,

and it automatically begins execution.

Text files are automatically loaded into

the word processor, with the cursor at

the beginning of the file. Machine-lan-

guage files begin executing immediately.

Placing the cursor over Basic or Text

loads them without a resident file, al-

though Text does prompt you for a new

file name. That way a text file is

automatically saved when you return to

the menu or turn off the computer.

Basic programs are left in Basic until

you either provide a name to save them

in RAM, or type New and wipe them

out. Named files aren't destroyed by

New; they're saved and Basic pointers

are moved to empty RAM.
You can be working on a Basic pro-

gram, go to a text file and write, and re-

turn to your Basic program that is ex-

,

actly as you left it.

Which brings up the interesting point

of how the computer works. When you

load a file into Basic, it isn't moved
from its current position in RAM. In-

stead, pointers in Basic are set up to tell

Basic where in memory the file sits, and

where there's empty RAM for Basic

variables, arrays, and other data.
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This means that, unlike a disk sys-

tem, you are always operating on the

file in memory, not on a duplicate that's

been loaded from storage into Basic.

This gets hairy at times and points out a

major flaw in this type of system: You
can't save a file twice from Basic.

Say you're working on a program

called "TEMPA" and you want to save

it under a new name so you can edit it

without risking it. You can't save it as a

Basic file. Instead, you have to save it as

an ASCII file, which takes up more
memory than a Basic file (untokenized

versus tokenized), and memory is at a

premium in an 8K system.

This leads to another problem. After

you've finished with "TEMPA" and

you want to work on "TEMPB", the

ASCII file, you have to make sure you

have enough room in RAM for a third

program.

ASCII files aren't loaded into Ba-

sic; they're duplicated into Basic as

tokenized programs! Thus you have

"TEMPA", an ASCII file, "TEMPB",
your new program, and a tokenized ver-

sion of "TEMPA" in Basic. This is all

fine and good if "TEMPA" is a small

program, but if it's 2K, and "TEMPB"
is 2K, you won't have enough room left

in an 8K computer to load "TEMPA"
into Basic. (Remember, you only have

5,460 free bytes, less if you have an ad-

dress and/or schedule file set up.)

The only solution is to save your

precious program on tape, a quick pro-

cedure at 1500 baud, fortunately.

Another drawback to the operating

system is that you have no way to deter-

mine the length ofRAM files. However,

it took me only an hour or two to figure

out a simple Basic program to do that.

Manual

The manual is a well-written, spiral-

bound, 224-page book. It lies flat and

measures SVz inches by 11 inches. It's

fairly thorough, but some of the exam-

ples are too short to be informative and

it's marred by several sins of omission.

For example, the command ASC(x)

isn't listed although it's a valid Basic

command.
The LCD is listed as an output device

with no instructions on how to use it,

just a list of commands. Similar prob-

lems are scattered throughout the book.

Photo 7. A section of the main circuit board, showing 8K RAM expansion sockets. Above, one 8K

RAM module is in place at thefar right center of thephoto. Three additional8KRAM module sockets

are to the left.



The manual starts off with a brief ex-

planation of how to use the Model 100

for text processing, telecommunica-

tions, scheduling, and as an address file.

The explanations, while brief, are ade-

quate. Then the manual goes into a de-

scription of Basic. Finally, a series of
five appendixes gives the technical details

on connecting Model 100 accessories,

turning the machine on and off, sample
work sessions, technical specifications,

and maintenance information.

For the hacker, the specifications sec-

tion is the most interesting since it gives

the pin-outs for all the ports, including

the expansion port on the unit's base. In

addition, it has a display worksheet,

character code tables, Basic error codes,

and derived functions.

The last item is an index, which
should have included the Basic com-
mands but doesn't.

The manual is almost half as thick as

the computer itself, but a small, totable,

quick-reference guide booklet is pro-

vided. The booklet itself is over 50

pages long.

The Basic portion of the manual is

definitely not designed for the neo-
phyte. It consists of an alphabetical list-

ing of almost all the Model 100 Basic

commands. If you're a novice at Basic

programming, you might have to buy a

book explaining the commands.

Accessories

Model 100 accessories currently

available include a power supply

($5.95), a direct-connect modem cable

with one hour of CompuServe and Dow

Lease Costs

(minimum purchase must total $1600)

Computer
M100 8K version

M100 24K version

8K upgrades (each)

Lease/machine

$27.90/month

$34.86/month

$ 4.19/month

Service Contracts

Machine Lease customers Non-lease

M100 8K $6.11/month $79/yr

M100 24K $8.25/month $99/yr

8K upgrades $1 .00/month $12/yr

(each)

(Lease customers are leasing the M100)

Table 1. The leasefigures listed are based

on theformula (Lease = . 03492 timespur-

chase price) for monthly payments. Sub-

ject to change at the whim of Tandy.

Addresses Use

- 32767 ROM
128 - 600 Basic keyword list

796 - 859 Basic error codes

916-1024 Cold start values for RAM
32768 - 40959 Fourth RAM chip (24K-32K)

40960 - 49151 Third RAM chip (16K-24K)

49152 - 57343 Second RAM chip (8K-24K)

57344 - 62960 First RAM chip (8K). Note you only have 5K.

62961 - 65535 Operating system overhead

63109 - 63358 Keyboard input buffer

63369 - 63496 Basic function keys

63369 Files

63385 Lo'ad "

63401 Save "

63417 Run
63433 List

63449 (blank)

63465 (blank)

63481 Menu
63498 - 63625 Duplicate of 63369-63496

63841-64128 Menu display

63841 BASIC
63853 TEXT
63864 TELCOM
63875 ADDRSS
63886 SCHEDL
63897 Suzuki Hayashki

63908 Available (blank)

64904 - 64927 Menu Time Display

65024 - 65343 RAM duplicate of LCD
65344 - 65535 Telcom video buffer

Fig. J. A ratherprimitive memory map, but more than you getfrom Tandy.

Jones connect time ($19.95), a printer

cable ($19.95) that fits any Radio Shack
parallel printer, and 8K RAM upgrades

($119.95 plus $15 installation). A hard-

shell carrying case is not yet available.

For the businessman interested in

leasing and maintenance, service con-

tracts are available for the Model 100

(see Table 1).

Basic

As I mentioned earlier, the real power
of the Model 100 lies with its firmware.

All the files in RAM and the hardware
in the machine are available to the pro-

grammer. If you'll look at Table 2

you'll see many commands added to the

standard Microsoft Basic to take ad-

vantage of the Model 100's special

features.

The design and treatment of the I/O
is exceptionally open-ended. The same
I/O commands are used for all the dif-

ferent input and output devices (see

Table 3). That is, the command Input#
inputs data from the cassette port, the

modem, the RS-232, and from RAM
files. The command Prints sends data

to the cassette, the modem, the RS-232,

the RAM, the LCD, and the printer.

The difference is in how the file buf-

fer is opened, as a CAS, MDM, COM,
RAM, LCD, or PTR buffer. (Although
they don't mention it in the manuals,
one of the devices used for I/O is

DSK—a disk drive perhaps?) You can
even use the Run command to load and
run a Basic program from the modem,
the RS-232 port, or tape cassette ports.

Making the Basic even more power-
ful are the ON. . .GOSUB commands.
While running a Basic program you can
set up subroutines to handle interrupts

from the modem, the RS-232, function

keys, and internal clock. That's right,

you can put a specific time in the

ON... GOSUB statement, and when
that time arrives, the program branches
to the subroutine automatically!

Another handy feature is the Files

command, which displays the file

names currently in the menu. If you
happen to be using one of the Basic pro-

grams, it's indicated by an asterisk at

the end of the file name. The Files com-
mand can even be included in a program.

Microsoft decided to use the text pro-

cessor they already had, Text, rather

than write a new one just for the 100's

Basic. So you can edit a line, a group of
lines, or even your whole program just

by typing Edit and giving line numbers.
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Since you're in the text editor and all the

text commands are available to you, you

can move lines, merge lines, split lines,

and make any other changes you want.

When you're finished, press the F8

key and your alterations are merged

back into your program. If you've im-

properly formatted your edited lines,

the Model 100 beeps and remains in the

text editor (I'll tell you more about the

text editor in a moment).

This warning system doesn't always

work, though. When I tried to combine

four Basic lines into one, the combined

line never made it back into Basic. Al-

though I tried several times, the result

was always the same, no original or

merged lines in Basic. I still haven't fig-

ured out why this happened since I've

successfully merged other lines.

Model 100 Basic does have a few dis-

advantages: It can't do hexadecimal or

octal base arithmetic, there's no Auto

Line-number command and no Delete

command, and the largest line number

allowed is 65529 (the manual doesn't

mention this anywhere; I discovered it

through trial and error).

I also found one serious flaw in

Basic: In If. . .Then. . .Else statements,

if the command Else is misspelled you

get no error messages. I discovered this

when I had an If . . .Then statement

with the Else at the end of the display

"The word processor

included with

the Model 100 is a

sharp little program.

"

line. The Else was misspelled

ELSRETURN, with the Return on the

next line. Not only didn't I get an error

message, the Return was ignored. It

took many hours of hard searching to

track down the error.

Model 100 Basic has another little id-

iosyncrasy: Sending PRINT to the dis-

play doesn't automatically clear each

line. That is, if you fill the display with

information, then send "PR1NT@0,"
":PR1NT:PRINT:PRINT", you don't

get the first four lines of the display

cleared, as you do with the Models

1/II/III/12/16 and the Color Com-
puter. The only way to clear a line is to

use the PRINT@ statement with the

STRINGS statement to send a batch of

blank spaces to the display to clear the

required number of lines.

There may be many interesting things

the display can do, but they aren't listed

anywhere in the manual. For example,

typing PRINTCHR$(27);"p" makes

everything sent to the display appear as

reverse characters (white on black). To

switch back, type PRINTCHR$(27)"q".
These must be lowercase letters, al-

though I don't know why.

Text Processor

The word processor included with the

Model 100 is a sharp little program. It's

character-oriented and provides most of

the important features desired by

writers. You can move, duplicate, and

delete by the character, word, line, or

sentence, everything on the display be-

Table 2. Basic keywords. Note the interrupts allowedfrom the RS-232, modem, and timefeature. Not listed in either the quick referenceguide nor

the manual are the two commands DSKIS and DSKOS. I wonder what they could be for?

Command

ABS
ASC
ATN
BEEP
CALL

CDBL
CHRS
CINT
CLEAR
CLOAD
CLOAD?
CLOADM
CLOSE
CLS
COM

CONT
COS
CSAVE
CSAVEM
CSNG
CSRLIN
DATA
DATES
DAYS
DEFDBL
DEFINT
DEFSNG
DEFSTR
DIM

Definition EDIT

Get absolute value of number. END
Get ASCII code for character. EOF
Arctangent function. ERL
Generates a "beep". ERR
Calls M/L routine, passes values to ERROR
A HL reg. EXP
Converts numbers to double precision. FILES
Returns ASCII character for number. FIX
Truncates decimal number to integer. FOR...TO...

Clears string space; sets high memory. STEP...NEXT
Load a Basic program from tape. FRE
Verify a Basic tape program. GOSUB
Load a M/L program from tape. GOTO
Close open data files. HIMEM
Clear Screen.

Enable/Disable communications (RS-232) IF.. .THEN. ..ELSE
from Basic. INKEYS
Resumes program execution. INP
Cosine function. INPUT#
Save a Basic program to tape. INPUTS
Save a M/L program to tape.

Convert a number to single precision. INSTR
Returns verticle cursor position. 1NSTR
Defines a data set in a program line. INT
Set or display current date. IPL

Set or display current day. KEY
Define double-precision variables. KEY LIST

Define integer variables. KILL

Define single-precision variables. LCOPY
Define string variables. LEFTS
Define array size. LEN

Edit a Basic program, line, or range of

lines.

End program execution.

Test for end of file.

Get line number of last error.

Get number code for last error.

Simulate an error.

Exponent.

Display all file names in menu.

Truncate real numbers.

Establish program looping.

Free memory space.

Call a Basic subroutine.

Transfer program execution.

Get highest memory address available to

Basic.

Conditional test expression.

Scan keyboard once.

Input from a port.

Input data from a file.

Input a given number of characters from

either the keyboard or from a file.

Search a string for a substring.

Replace a substring with another.

Get whole number from real number.

Define warm start program.

Enable/Disable/Define a Basic function keys.

List current function key definitions.

Delete a RAM file.

Copy screen to line printer.

Return left portion of a string.

Return length of a string.
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fore or after the cursor, and everything

in a file before or after the cursor.

The cursor is moved around the file by
using the arrow buttons in conjunction

with the shift and control keys. Shift/

left arrow and shift/right arrow move
the cursor to the beginning of either the

previous word or the next word.
Shift/up arrow and shift/down arrow

move the cursor to the top and bottom
of the display, and if pressed again will

page through your file, seven lines at a
time (not eight because the cursor line is

repeated on the new display). If you
have the function key labels displayed,

the paging is in groups of six lines.

The control key, when used with the

arrow buttons, moves the cursor to the

appropriate side of the display, or to the

beginning or end of your file. As a re-

sult, moving around your file is fairly

easy and fast.

The special function buttons are pre-

defined as:

• Load, for loading files;

• Save, for saving files;

• Copy, for copying text into the Paste

buffer for duplicating elsewhere;

• Cut, which cuts text out of your file

in the Paste buffer, and stores it in the

Paste buffer for moving elsewhere or

deleting; and

• Menu, for returning to the same.
The Paste buffer is interesting. When

you select a section of text to put in the

Paste buffer, the text is duplicated into

available RAM. Of course, you need
sufficient room in the buffer for the en-

tire text string, unless you use Cut to

move the text into the buffer.

Additional room isn't necessary with

Cut since you're moving the text from
your file into the buffer and not dupli-

cating it. What makes the Paste buffer

so useful is that you can store text from
one file and put it into another, even a
Basic program. However, running a

Basic program wipes out any text stored

in the Paste buffer.

The Paste buffer has another draw-
back: You have to remember to clear it

out if you need more room for text.

Deleting 8K of text just moves it to the

buffer. It still occupies 8K until you
load the Paste buffer with another,

shorter text string.

CLOSE file number

EOF(file number)

INPUT#file number,

INPUT$(numeric expression, file number)

LINEINPUT#
LOAD
LOADM
MERGE
OPEN
PRINT#
PRINT#USING
RUN
RUNM
SAVE
SAVEM

Table 3. Common I/O Commands. Note
that not all devices will respond to these

commands; for example, you can 't input

from the LCD.

Using Text is simple. Just load a file

and start typing. You're always in insert

mode, so the current cursor position

marks where new text is added.

The keyboard is interrupt-driven and
won't lose any keystrokes no matter

how fast you type. It's a little discon-

certing to look up after quickly typing
several sentences and watch the display

LET Assignment statement (optional).

LINE Draw a line (dot graphics).

LIST List program on display.

LLIST List program on line printer.

LINEINPUT# Input a string from a file.

LINEINPUT Input a string from the keyboard.

LOAD Load a Basic program (can be from RAM,
CAS, COM, or MDM).

LOADM Load a M/L program (RAM or CAS).
LOG Natural logarithm.

LPOS Line printer column position.

LPRINT Print data on line printer.

MAXFILES List or set current number of files.

MAXRAM Lists current memory size.

MDM Enable/Disable interrupts from modem to

Basic.

MENU Exits Basic.

MERGE Merges ASCII program with current program
(can be from RAM, CAS, COM, or MDM).

MID$ Get/Replace middle characters of a string.

MOTOR Turn cassette motor on/off.

NAME... AS... Rename a RAM file.

NEW Erase current program from Basic buffer.

ONCOMGOSUB Define Communication interrupt.

ONERRORGOTO Define Error interrupt.

ONKEYGOSUB Define Function Key interrupt.

ONMDMGOSUB Define Modem interrupt.

ONTIMESGOSUB Define Clock interrupt.

ON. ..GOTO Branch on expression.

ON...GOSUB Branch on expression.

OPEN Open a file for I/O.

OUT Output a byte to a CPU port.

PEEK Get a value directly from memory.
POKE Load a value directly into memory.
POS Get column position of cursor.

POWER Define time to Automatic power off.

POWER OFF
PRESET
PRINT
PRINT*
PSET
READ
REM
RESTORE
RESUME

RETURN
RIGHTS
RND

RUN
RUNM
SAVE

SAVEM
SCREEN
SGN
SIN

SOUND
SPACES
SQR
STOP
STR$
STRINGS
TAB
TAN
TIMES
TIMES
USING
VAL
VARPTR

Turn power off (in program).

Turn off x,y pixel in display.

Print data on display.

Print data to a file.

Turn on x,y pixel in display.

Read values from a Data list.

Comment line.

Reset the data statement pointer.

Continue execution after an error, or after

power is turned back on (after a POWER
OFF command).

Ends subroutine of GOSUB.
Return right portion of a string.

Return a random number between zero

and one.

Execute a Basic program.

Execute a M/L program.

Save a Basic program (to RAM, CAS, COM,
or MDM).
Save a M/L program to RAM or CAS.
Lock/Unlock display of function key labels.

Algebraic sign.

Trigonometric sine function.

Enable/Disable/Output a tone (1 to 16383).

String of spaces.

Square root function.

Halt Basic program execution.

Convert a number to a string.

Define a string of characters.

Skip space on printing.

Trig. Tangent function.

Set/Display current clock time.

Enable/Disable time interrupt.

Format data to be printed.

Convert strings to numbers.

Get address of variable.
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catch up to what you were typing.

The constant insert takes a little get-

ting used to. If you make a mistake, you

can't go back and type over it; you have

to delete a character every time you type

a correction. I usually just back up over

nications hardware is impressive, in-

cluding a standard RS-232 connector, a

direct-connect (for modular plugs)

auto-dial modem, and an acoustic

modem. One slide switch controls

answer or originate mode, and another

"The communications hardware is impressive, including

a standard RS-232 connector, a direct-connect

auto-dial modem, and an acoustic modem. '*

the errant character, type the correc-

tion, and continue typing, letting all the

bad keystroke characters pile up in

front of the cursor.

When I'm done with the sentence, I

delete the whole batch of accumulated

errors. This only works if I catch the

mistake as soon as I type it; otherwise I

have to go back through the text and re-

move typos.

There is a backspace key that erases

the character you've just typed, but I al-

ways forget about it, silly though that is.

The only other commands available

are for printing your file. The Print but-

ton is used to either print the display or

print your entire file. When the Print

button is pressed, you're prompted for

the line width of your printer, and then

the Model 100 starts sending characters

to the printer.

There are no printer formatting com-

mands, but you can embed printer con-

trol commands in your text by using the

control key. This lets you take advan-

tage of any special printer functions

your printer may have, such as

underline or boldface.

The lack of printer formatting com-

mands isn't as bad as it sounds, since

you can write a simple Basic program

that formats your printed file. As a mat-

ter of fact, the manual has a short pro-

gram in the appendix that paginates

your file every 56 printed lines and

prints a page title with the time and

date. It won't take much skill to add to

the program so it indents paragraphs,

prints page numbers, centers lines, and

so forth.

The text processor also doesn't have

global search and replace functions,

multiple block definition for altering

text, optional windowing of text (so you

can see what text formatted for a

60-column page would look like), and

macro definitions.

Telecom

As I mentioned before, the commu-
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selects acoustic or direct-connect

modem hardware.

Both the acoustic and the direct-

connect modems use the same recep-

tacle on the top of the Model 100. To
use the direct-connect modem, you

have to use the modem cable with the

modular plug and female connector on

it. After plugging the cable into the

computer, plug the male plug into the

wall socket, and your phone's modular

plug into the cable's female connector.

Now the computer is between your

phone and the wall socket, and can

directly intercept or place phone calls.

The acoustic modem uses a cable

with rubber cups that accept the

phone's handset. You can use any stan-

dard phone handset with the acoustic

modem, even those on pay phones.

When you select Telcom from the

menu, you're told the current baud

rate, word length, stop bits, and parity.

You can change these settings by typing

Status followed by the new conditions

(F3 prints Status for you). Fl searches

through the address file to match a

character string you type in (such as CIS

for CompuServe). It displays the num-

ber so you can use the auto-dial feature

or dial it yourself.

Pressing F2 makes the 100 dial the

number you've indicated. If you want

to tie into a computer network, leave

the phone hook down and the 100 auto-

matically goes on-line. If you want to

talk to someone, lift the handset before

the 100 finishes dialing and you'll be put

in voice mode when the computer fin-

ishes dialing.

F4 puts you in terminal mode, and F8

returns you to the menu.

People Are Talking

by John P. Mello Jr.

80 Micro News Editor

From market analysts to hungry com-

petitors Tandy's book-sized Model

100 micro has attracted accolades, and

some observers maintain the Micro Ex-

ecutive Work Station (MEWS) may be

the elbow grease the Forth Worth firm

needs to polish its ailing image.

"I think it's a very attractive ma-

chine," observed Aaron C. Goldberg,

research manager for information sys-

tems at International Data Corporation

in Framingham, MA.
Alex D. Stein, an industry analyst

with Dataquest in Cupertino, CA, add-

ed, "It is the embodiment of the user

friendliness that the market is requiring

more and more [these days]."

Clive Smith, a senior analyst with The

Yankee Group in Boston, commented,

"It's the first real portable incorporat-

ing a substantial flat screen into the

computer. It's only eight lines—obvi-

ously a full page would have been bet-

ter—but it is a significant step. With

further enhancements, which I expect

Tandy to introduce, I expect the prod-

uct to do very well for them."

David Hughes, publisher of Source-

trek Magazine on The Source and a

leading figure in the Network Nation,

also found the 100's screen a drawback,

but still praised the micro. "It looks

damn good to me," he said. "A chunk

of text 8 by 40 is small for a writer, but

it does feel like I'm writing and not just

getting a data stream in."

"The 100," he said, "fills a real gap

between the hand-held and Osborne

level portables."

He explained: "Time after time, I'm

at some meeting and I want to take run-

ning notes and access information in my
system by dialing it up without being

obtrusive. I've literally taken an Os-

borne into a meeting, sat in the back of

a room, and used it for note taking. It

works, but it's awfully awkward."

For John Hemphill, a product ana-

lyst for Future Computing in Richard-

son, TX, the 100 exploited what manu-

facturers of other "portables" ignored:

"The technology to do this has been

around for quite some time, but manu-

facturers have been slow in putting it

out. People that put out portable com-

puters in the past really didn't make

them portable and really didn't make



In terminal mode the function but-

tons are redefined. The first one is used

to toggle between the previous eight-line

display and the current one, giving you
a total of 16 display lines. F2 saves in-

coming data in a RAM file. F3 ships a

RAM file out (when enabled, the labels

for F2 and F3 appear in reverse video).

F4 toggles the unit between half- and
full-duplex operation, F5 sends incom-
ing data to both the display and your
printer, and F8 takes you out of term
mode (but it asks if you want to discon-

nect before it does so).

The auto-dial feature has another im-

portant use. When you're signing onto
a computer database, it automatically

sends any log-on messages you want, in-

cluding user ID numbers and passwords.

To facilitate its use, and to prevent

someone from watching you auto-dial to

a service and seeing your ID passwords,

you can enclose the important informa-

tion in greater-than and less-than sym-
bols ("<" and ">") in the address file,

instructing Telcom not to display this

information when you use the FIND
and CALL function keys.

Overall, Telcom is a simple and easy-

to-use system.

That is not to say that Telcom is per-

fect. It isn't. There's no echo function,

so the Model 100 doesn't echo received

characters back to the transmitting

computer. There's also no automatic

line feed when a carriage return is

received. This presents problems when
communicating between Model 100

computers.

Every time you hit enter, you have to

remember to hit control-J or the cursor

returns to the beginning of the line,

obliterating the line with new, incoming
information. Another disadvantage is

that there isn't automatic file capture:

Sending control-R to a Model 100

doesn't automatically open a storage

buffer for an incoming file.

Speaking of buffers, you have no
way of knowing the size of your avail-

able text buffer. Your only choice is to

check the menu for available RAM be-

fore you go into Telcom. If you should

run out of RAM while receiving a file,

the Model 100 beeps once and the

download indicator (F2) returns to nor-

thern battery-powered."

"One of the strong points of this

machine," he said, "is the communica-
tions interface. It shows [Tandy] under-

stands the importance of the communi-
cations-computer relationship."

Even Tandy's competitors admit the

Fort Worth firm's MEWS is a winner.

"It's a pretty nifty little system,"

noted Mike Kennedy, marketing vice

president for Grid Systems Corporation

of Mountain View, CA. Grid makes a
folio-sized computer selling for more
than $7,000.

An executive at a Japanese computer
firm rumored to be preparing a market
challenge to the 100 told 80 Micro he
purchased a MEWS the day it came
out. He explained, "I had to call four or

five Radio Shack stores to find one."

"I think it's a great product!" he de-

clared."! think they did a good job the

first time through."

He added, "The way this product

came together is the way things should

go. You have the best of Japanese tech-

nology, Radio Shack's product defini-

tion, and Microsoft's software capabili-

ty combining to make a nice product."
When interviewed about the 100,

Herb Feinstein, director of marketing
for the Teleram Communications Cor-

poration in White Plains, NY, praised

MEWS because it would improve the

market for his firm's $2,995 book-sized

micro. "We like the fact [Tandy's] in-

troduced it
,

" he said
. ''We think it's go-

ing to expand the market and bring

more attention to portable computers.

"

Walt Mclntyre, national sales man-
ager for Epson of America, agreed with

Feinstein about Tandy's entrance into

the book-sized market: "I think it will

help this whole segment of the busi-

ness. They're a recognized name. Even
though Epson is a world leader in print-

er and LCD manufacturing, the name is

not associated with the same strength

with microcomputers. It's a blessing on
the concept."

"I think it looks good," Access

Computer Corporation's Marketing
Vice President Harry White said of the

100, "but it's not really in the same
market we're in."

White's San Jose firm makes an Os-

borne-sized micro that comes with a

printer, two types of modems, lots of

software, and weighs more than 30
pounds with its power pack (see 80 Mi-
cro, May 1983, p. 350).

"No one," he contended, "is going
to do data-base management or word
processing or spreadsheet analysis in

any serious way on the little Radio
Shack."

But on the contrary, some very seri-

ous computing may soon be done on

mal video from reverse video.

Uses

Business executives will find the

Model 100 a boon to their work. They
can prepare reports and charts, enter

and analyze data, and download infor-

mation from data bases, no matter

where they are, a car, bus, private

plane, or train. Where you would nor-

mally waste time, you can now use a

portable computer to take advantage of

otherwise enforced idleness.

With the expansion ROM socket,

Radio Shack will soon have a more
powerful word processor available, and
I've heard they're working on an elec-

tronic spreadsheet for the 100 as well.

Salesmen and their managers will

find the Model 100 worth its weight in

gold. A salesman can prepare daily sales

reports in the field and transmit them to

headquarters at the first opportunity.

Or he can write up sales orders on the

100 and save them in RAM. At day's

end, the salesman calls the home office

from his motel room or a public phone,

and uploads all the day's sales.

Review continues

. ,,,,

the 100, according to Steve Lenininger,

the father of the Tandy's Model I and
Color Computer. Lenininger, who re-

cently returned to Tandy after a brief

stint as a consultant, maintained: "My
personal feeling is it's going to be

another Model I—a popular machine
with a lot of independent software be-

ing written for it. I think a giant amount
of software will be written for it."

But the 100 is more than just a new
machine for Tandy. Not only does it

represent one of the largest investments

in the firm's corporate history, but it

may resuscitate what some experts see

as Tandy's flagging image in the micro-

computer market.

"I think it's important," IDC's
Goldberg said of the 100, "because
Tandy's market share's declined signifi-

cantly. There's a lot of luster off the

Tandy brand-name and a lot of people

don't care who they are any more."
"To be quite honest, other an-

nouncements were pretty ridiculous,"

he opined. "Now we see they're in the

market for real. The price [of the 100] is

competitive and they're back in a new
part of the marketplace."

Stein of Dataquest, though, disagrees

with Goldberg's analysis of Tandy's
image.

News story continues
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Review continued

The following morning, the manager

prints out all the salesmen's reports on
the office computer and prepares a

summary report for the boss. This can

be done with a Model III and currently

available BBS software (such as Con-

nection-80 or Forum-80).

With minor modifications, the home-
office computer could be programmed
to print confirmation orders to mail to

customers contacted by the salesmen.

The net result: next-day accuracy on the

status of your salesmen, up-to-date

reports on inventory levels and the

fastest-selling items, and the ability to

leave messages on the company's BBS,
both for general product information

and for specific salesmen.

In today's market, daily information

on sales and product activity can make
or break a company. The Model 100

gives companies access to that informa-

tion at a modest cost per salesman.

Writers will love the freedom the

computer gives them. Up to now, most

writers have been limited to writing with

typewriters. Even the small portables

are difficult to deal with. You need

paper and a place to set it up. And
they're noisy.

After you've finished a page, you

have to either retype the page or literally

cut it up for revisions. And if you aren't

near a wastepaper basket while typing,

what do you do with all the paper

you've wasted?

With the new Model 100, your com-
positions are easily revised. When you

have a finished draft, you can save it to

tape for later printout. Newspaper
reporters will also find it useful for

remote reporting, uploading the finished

"In conclusion,

I think the Model 100

is the best computer

to appear on the market

in a long time.
"

copy to the newspaper's computer. No
more rushing back to the office, or call-

ing it in over the phone.

Students can use the machine for

term papers and reports. All they need

is a printer, and I'm sure some bright

soul will set up a printer rental opera-

tion on campus.

Miscellaneous Comments

Tandy's advertising implies you can

use the Model 100 in an airplane; the

computer's box even has a picture of an

executive working in flight. Unfortu-

nately, you may not be able to use the

Model 100 on a commercial airplane

(see p. 169 for the lowdown on in-flight

use of the 100).

Another potential problem is the use

of power supplies. Radio Shack, and

many other companies, sell 6V dc

power supplies for toys and games.

These supplies should not be used with

the Model 100 because they don't pro-

vide any line-current or voltage-filtering

protection. The CMOS chips inside the

Model 100 are extremely sensitive, so

using these other power supplies could

eventually ruin your Model 100. Use

only the power supply made by Radio

Shack expressly for the Model 100. At

$5.95 you can't say they're trying to

get more money out of you for their

computer.

In conclusion, I think the Model 100

is the best computer to appear on the

market in a long time. While disk drives

aren't immediately available, they are

on the way. In addition, I know some-

one who's developing a 128K battery-

powered bubble-memory device that

plugs into the Model 100. It should be

ready by September.

Considering what you get for the

price, the Model 100 is a great com-

puter. I'm sure many copycat com-

puters will appear on the market, trying

to cash in on the boom.
If you're looking for a portable com-

puter, and can do without CP/M and

disk drives for now, buy the Model 100.

I don't think you'll regret it.B

News story continued

"I don't think Tandy is in decline at

all," Stein said. "I think we see Tandy
losing market share because the market

is growing and competition is coming

in. We're not really seeing them suffer-

ing. Financially, they're still doing well.

They're profitable."

However, the Dataquest analyst not-

ed, "Tandy has made some decisions in

distribution that have pretty much
hindered their growing at the rate of the

market."

On just how well the 100 may do this

year, analysts differ.

Asked if Tandy could sell 300,000

units by the end of calendar 1983,

Smith of Yankee responded: "That's

plausible. We're not really talking

about a lot of money here and we're

talking about real utility. I think that's

an achievable number."

Goldberg of IDC termed the 300,000

figure "a little high." He suggested the

figure would be more around 200,000.
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"It all depends on the acceptance of

the product," he said. "It's hard to

guess that people are going to go back

to Radio Shack stores. This product

may generate some interest in people,

but, of course, it is not going to be avail-

able [outside Tandy stores]. I think

that's going to hurt Tandy." >

Dataquest's Stein also found the

300,000 figure high. "Even for a mass-

market product like this, there's a

ramp-up time," he said. "I think at the

high end, they'll sell 150,000 units by

the end of the year."

Predictions by Future Computing's

Hemphill were even lower than Stein's.

He said the under-$ 1,000, book-sized

market for 1983 would be 65,000 units,

Tandy having 25 percent of that or

15,000 to 20,000 units.

Although Access Marketing Vice

President White also found the 300,000

figure high, he conceded, "It might be

possible. . .It's not impossible, but it

sounds aggressive."

Asked if the 100 would appeal to sec-

ond- as well as first-time computer buy-

ers, White said, "That's an interesting

market for it. I wouldn't mind having

one as a terminal for one of my other

computers."

Sourcetronaut Hughes added, "You
wouldn't necessarily use it as your first

computer because it is a little limiting,

but linked with other systems, it isn't.

It's the water glass and you've always

got the pitcher somewhere else."

With the release of MEWS, Tandy
has taken an inside track on the book-

sized market. Existing competitors are

either priced outside the mass market or

have fewer features than the 100. But be

prepared for at least six new book-sized

micros before the end of the year.

"My guess is the thing is going to

take off real well and everyone is

going to jump behind it," one indus-

try executive surmised. And Clive Smith

added, "Eighty-four will be when they

face significant challenges from other

computer makers. Look to Comdex this

winter."
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But Will It Fly?

by John P. Mello Jr.

80 Micro News Editor

The Model 100 has been touted as the

ideal micro for perking up life's

dead spots—like long plane rides. But if

you intend on computing while flying,

beware! You're entering a regulatory

morass.

When it comes to using electric gad-

gets on passenger planes, Federal Avia-

tion Administration rule 91-19 bars

them all—except tape recorders, hear-

ing aids, pacemakers, and electric

shavers—unless an airline approves the

device.

Which devices have been anointed by
the air carriers? A survey by 80Micro of

six major airlines revealed none of them
have a list of approved devices nor do
they have a hard, fast rule on using por-

table computers on their aircraft.

"It is up to the airline to determine if

the device interferes with the communi-
cation or navigation aids to the air-

plane," an FAA spokesman said. "Our
belief now is that we don't think porta-

ble computers will do that."

Northwest and United spokesmen
said their airlines allow computers to be
used in flight.

"Generally," the United Airlines

spokesman observed, "computers
don't bother us as long as they can fit

under the seat."

Matt Gonring of Northwest Airlines

noted, "As long as the computer
doesn't transmit anything or receive

anything or cause any sort of interfer-

ence with communications, then we
don't have any restrictions on it. Being

a relatively new technology, we haven't

experienced any problems with it, and a

lot of people have had computers on
board."

In its flight guide, American Airlines

warns passengers: "Portable radios,

TVs, and some electronic toys radiate

signals that may interfere with the navi-

gation system so we must ask you not to

use those in flight."

"We really haven't addressed the

subject of computers," American
spokesman Paul Haney admitted. "If

somebody attempted to use one and
there was a question, it would
undoubtedly fall on the captain to

decide if it would be a problem or not."

At TWA, spokesperson Sally
McElwreath explained, "The policy is

to let a passenger use the computer until

the pilot perceives any interference."

Delta Airlines was emphatic about

barring micros from its aircraft. "We
cannot take a chance on the safety of

that equipment," a spokesman for the

airline said. "We can't take a chance on
something going awry. If someone
came aboard and set up shop, the flight

attendant would probably ask them to

discontinue."

Yet Richard Shaffer of The Wall

Street Journal was on a Delta flight

when he wrote: "This is -being written

" 'Computers don't bother

us as long as they can

fit under the seat. '

"

in the air. .. .I'm testing a small com-
puter designed to be used aboard air-

planes and almost anywhere else." The
small computer he was testing was the

Model 100.

"I have yet to have an airline stop me
from using anything," Shaffer told 80
Micro.

"I went to a lot of trouble because it

was an unannounced product," he said.

"I taped up the name and I masked all

the ports and everything that could

identify what it was.

"The only one to say anything to me
was the guy sitting next to me on the

plane. He said, 'Is that one of those

minicomputers?' And I said, 'No.'
"

"I don't see how it would be any
different from using a calculator,"

Shaffer added. "It's the same circuitry

inside."

But on Eastern Airlines, even calcula-

tors may be a target of prohibition. "At
one time we allowed some electronic

calculators, but since they've expanded,
we've had to rule those out," said Dale
Jones, manager of flight technical ser-

vices for Eastern at Miami International

Airport.

Asked what happens when a person
tries to board the plane with a com-
puter, Jones responded: "We try to

keep them off. It's a little difficult to say

it's enforced without exception. The
flight attendants have been instructed

to tell anyone using computers not to

use them."

He maintained burdening airlines

with regulating electronic devices cre-

ates problems. "The only way we can

determine any individual device does

not cause interference is to test that

device on the aircraft that we fly," he

said. "That's a long and very expensive

process."

"We've had quite a bit of controver-

sy over this," he continued. "We have

in the past tried to take certain devices

and evaluate them, but the expense and
time involved was too much for us."

He added, "Our engineering depart-

ment has received a number of electron-

ic devices from manufacturers to evalu-

ate, but we've just had to return them.

We just can't do it."

Jones cited one instance where an air-

craft missed a checkpoint allegedly be-
cause someone played a portable Pac-

Man game on the plane. The pilot was
convinced it was the game, Jones said,

but "We can't prove it was Pac-Man.
We tried to duplicate it on the ground
and couldn't."

Richard Climie, director of avionics

for the Airline Electronics Engineering

Committee in Annapolis, MD, noted

cases have been reported to his organi-

zation of devices causing systems on an

aircraft to malfunction. He added,

however, "I personally don't know of

any case where this has created a safety

hazard."

In one case, he said, a passenger used

a radio telephone on a plane. "It caused

an inconvenience to the passengers," he

said. "It caused the system that controls

the pressure to fluctuate and create dis-

comfort in their eardrums."

Climie, who owns a Model I that

"clobbers" TV channels at the lower

end of the dial, noted: "Certainly things

are better than in the days of the old

Model I, but requiring each airline to

approve the equipment is not a practical

solution to the problem when we have

so many devices."

One solution to what will become a

growing problem as more and more
book-sized totables enter the market is

to have the FAA follow the lead of the

Federal Communications Commission
and adopt RFI standards.

"If they do that," Climie explained,

"the testing could be done once. The
units could be identified so it will be

easy for the customer to know if he's

buying something he can use on an
airplane or not. It would not be
ambiguous."
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Model 100 Start-up Kit

What do you do with your new Model 100?

Here are seven programs to get you going.

Gas/Oil Mileage

by Beve Woodbury
80 Micro Technical Editor

Once you buy a Model 100, you'll

never travel without it. This pro-

gram lets you keep a running average

and overall average of your car's gas

and oil consumption.

Begin the program when your gas

tank and oil pan are full. Run Program

Listing 1. This program asks for the

brand of car and the current mileage.

It then establishes the data file,

"GASOIL.DO". Listing 1 may now be

deleted.

Program Listing 2 prints a menu with

three options: record purchase of gas

and/or oil, print a miles-per-gallon

chart, and print oil use.

The first option, purchase of gas/oil,

prompts for the price per gallon of gas,

the current mileage, and the number of

gallons purchased. The total purchase

price is printed. You are given the op-

portunity to reenter the data if it is in-

correct. The miles-per-gallon (mpg)

figure from the last tank of gas is

printed. You are then asked for the

amount of oil added. The program

must be run again to record another

Printing Formats:

B-8 spaces

E-3 decimal number

F-2 decimal number

Arrays:

D-dates of purchases

Y-0, number of gallons purchased

1 -price per gallon of gas

2-mileage

3 -oil added

For. . .Next Loops:

Kand J

Decisions:

A-data entered correct?

H add oil?

U-purchases been run?

Z-menu choice.

General:

C-car name
L-last array dimension number

M-current mileage

N-new array dimension number

O-array location of oil purchase

P-pricc/gallon of gas

Q-number of gallons of gas purchased

R-total gallons of gas

S-miles/quart of oil

T-miles per gallon

V-number of quarts of oil added

W-total quarts of oil added

X-last tank miles per gallon

Table 1. GAS.BA Variables

purchase.

Option two, print miles-per-gallon

chart, prints a chart with tank fill-up

number, date of purchase, mpg, price

per gallon, and the cost of gas per mile.

The overall mpg average is also printed.

Option three (oil use) prints a chart of

the fill-up number, purchase date,

amount of oil added, and number of

miles per quart of oil. The overall miles

per quart is printed.

Each option returns to the menu.

Line Description

10-40 Formatting

50 Prints date

60-70 Open data file & read car name,

last fill-up number

80 Prints heading

90-160 Set up and fill data arrays

170-240 Print menu, execute choice

250-310 Enter gas purchase data

320 Calculates mpg of last tank

340-370 Enter oil purchase data

380-420 Add new data to arrays

430-490 Write data arrays to data file

500-590 Print mpg chart

600-700 Print oil usage chart

710-720 Return to menu routine

730 End

Table 2. GAS.BA Line Descriptions

10 PRINT@10,"SET UP ORIGINAL FILE"
20 PRINT@50," FOR GAS & OIL USAGE
30 PRINT
40 OPEN"RAM:GASOIL.DO"FOROUTPUTASl
5 INPUT" ENTER NAME OF CAR ";C$
60 PRINT
70 INPUT "ENTER CURRENT MILEAGE ";M
80 PRINT#1 , C$; "

,
"

; "0" ;
"

, ";M
90 CLOSE: END

Program Listing 1. ORIG.BA

Program Listing 2. GAS.BA

10 CLEAR
20 REM * GAS AND OIL MILEAGE *

25 REM BY BEVE WOODBURY
30 DEFSTRA-H:B=SPACE$(8) : F=" #####. ##"

40 E="####.###"
50 CLS:PRINT@50,DATE$: PRINT
60 OPEN"RAM :GASOIL.DO"FORINPUTASl
70 INPUT#1,C,L:N=L
80 PRINT"GAS AND OIL USAGE FOR "C: PRINT
90 DIMDD(L+1) ,Y(L+l f 3) : INPUTtl ,Y ( , 2)

Listing 2 continues
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listing 2 continued

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
ART"
200
210
220
<F4

230
240
250
;P
260
270
280
$###
290
A
300
310
320
330
G n ##
340
350
360
370
;v
380
390
400
410

IFL=0THEN160
F0RJ=1T0L
INPUT#l f D(J)
FORK=0TO3
INPUT#1,Y(J,K)
NEXTK :NEXTJ
CLOSE: GOTO 710
CLS : PRINTB ; B

; "MENU " : PRINT
PRINTB;"1. PURCHASE OF GAS / OIL"
PRINTB; "2. PRINT MILES PER GALLON CH

PRINTB; "3. PRINT OIL USAGE": PRINT
INPUT"ENTER # OF YOUR CHOICE" ;Z
IFZ=1ANDU=1THENCLS: PRINT: PRINT"PRESS
> FOR MORE ENTRIES": END
IFZ>4ORZ<1THENCLS:GOTO170
ONZGOTO250,500,600
CLS :N=N+1: INPUT" PRICE/GALLON OF GAS"

INPUT"CURRENT MILEAGE" ;M
INPUT"NUMBER OF GALLONS PUCHASED";Q
PRINT "COST SHOULD BE" ; : PRINTUSING"

$

.##";P*Q:U=1
INPUT"IS DATA ENTERED CORRECT? Y/N";

IFA="Y"GOTO320
IFA="N"GOTO250ELSE290
X=(M-Y(L,2) )/Q:PRINT
PRINT"LAST TANK AVERAGED" ;: PRINTUS IN
#.##";X; : PRINT" MPG": PRINT
INPUT"ADD OIL Y/N";H
IFH="Y"GOTO370
IFH="N"GOTO380ELSE340
INPUT "HOW MANY QUARTS OF OIL ADDED"

D(N)=LEFT$(DATE$,5)
Y(N,0)=Q
Y(N,1)=P
Y(N,2)=M

420 Y(N,3)=V
430 OPEN"RAM:GASOIL.DO"FOROUTPUTAS1
440 PRINTtl , C; "

,
" ;N; "

,
" ; Y ( , 2)

450 FORJ=lTON
460 PRINT#1,D(J)
470 FORK=0TO3
480 PRINT#l,Y(J r K)
490 NEXTK:NEXTJ: CLOSE :GOT07 10
500 CLS:PRINT"TANK DATE MPG $/GA
L $/MILE
510 FORK=lTON
520 T=(Y(K,2)-Y(K-1,2))/Y(K,0)
530 PRINTUSING"###";K; .-PRINT" ";D(K);:P
RINTUSINGF;T;:PRINTUSINGE;Y(K,1)

;

540 IFT=0THENPRINTUSINGE;TELSEPRINTUSING
E;Y(K,1)/T
550 R=R+Y(K r 0)
560 NEXTK
570 PRINT: PRINT"OVERALL MPG AVERAGE IS -
n •

580 PRINTUSINGF; (Y(N f 2) -Y( , 2) )/R
590 GOTO710
600 CLS: PRINTB, "OIL USAGE" : PRINT
610 FORK=1TO1000:NEXT
620 PRINT " TANK DATE QTS/OIL MI
LES/QT"
630 FORK=lTON
640 IFY(K,3)=0THEN680
650 W=W+Y(K,3) :S=(Y(K,2)-Y(0,2) )/Y(K f 3) :

0=K
660 PRINTUSING"####";K;:PRINT" n ;D(K
);:PRINT" ";Y(K,3);"
670 PRINTUS INGF;S
680 NEXTK
690 PRINT: PRINT"AVERAGE MILES/QUART OF
IL -";
700 PRINTUSINGF; ( Y (N f 2) -Y( , 2) ) /W
710 PRINT: PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY FOR MENU"
720 IFINKEY$=""THEN720ELSE170
730 END

Traveling Expenses

by Beve Woodbury
80 Micro Technical Editor

This handy program cumulatively

records all your travel expenses so

you'll know if you are getting close to or

going over budget. It can also provide a

printout of your expenses.

Running the Program

Set up a new expense account file by
running Listing 3. Run this program on-

ly to establish a new expense file.

Choose the appropriate option from

the menu by entering the correspond-

ing number. A pause occurs after the

first menu while the computer reads

the old file and prints the new one.

Answer prompts as they appear—name,
amount, dates, comments. Be as brief

as possible in your answers. Do not in-

clude commas in your data.

The travel option provides two sub-

options—automobile and other. When
you choose the automobile option, the

program requests mileage. Enter the

mileage you have driven and the pro-

gram prints the charge. (The charge-

per-mile is set at twenty cents. You can

change it in line 140.)

Always end the program by going to

Program Listing 3. ORIG.BAII

10 CLS:DEFSTR G-Z:G="######, . ##"
20 OPEN " RAM :EXPFIL. DO"F0RINPUTAS1: OPEN "R
AM:EXPNEW.D0"F0R0UTPUTAS2:INPUT#l f K:PRIN
T#2,K
3 CLS : PRINTTAB ( 10) "MENU" : GOSUB43 : PRINT
TAB(5)"6. TOTALS OR END"
40 INPUT" ENTER # OF YOUR CHOICE: ";D
50 IFD<6THENDD=1:GOTO70
60 IFD=6ANDDD=1THEN180ELSE200

Listing 3 continues

the totals-end menu. This step prepares

the file for your next trip. If you don't

do this, you may lose your data file.

The totals menu totals expenses for

Decisions:

D Menu choice

DD Has EXPFIL been rewritten

to EXPNEW
H Hardcopy

J Travel—automobile or other

V Miscellaneous or specific total

General:

A Category accumulator

B Grand total accumulator

C Charge

E Automobile mileage

F Misc. special category accumulator

G Hardcopy number print format

K Start character of file

L Category indicator to search for

N Name
P Special miscellaneous category

U Read EXPFIL and write EXPNEW
X Comments
Y Dates

z Category indicator

Table 3. ORIG.BAII
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listing 3 continued

70 IFEOF(1)THEN90
80 INPUT#l f U:PRINT#2,U:GOTO70
90 ONDGOTO100,110,120,130,170
100 CLS:INPUT"HOTEL NAME" ;N: Z="H" :G0T041

110 CLS:INPUT"RESTAURANT NAME" ;N: Z="M" :G
OTO410
120 CLS: INPUT" ENTERTAINMENT NAME";N:Z="E
":GOTO410
130 CLS:PRINTTAB(17) "TRAVEL" : PRINT: INPUT
"AUTOMOBILE OR OTHER? A/O: ";J
140 IFJ="A"THENINPUT"MILEAGE: ";E:C=E*.2
0:PRINT"CHARGE IS " ;C:N="AUTO" :GOTO160
150 INPUT"MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION ";N:IN
PUT"CHARGE";C
160 INPUT"DATE";Y:INPUT"COMMENTS";X:Z="T
":GOTO420
170 CLS:PRINTTAB(10) "MISCELLANEOUS" : PRIN
T:INPUT"MISC. CATEGORY NAME" ;N: Z="S" : GOT
0410
180 CLOSE: KILL"EXPFIL.DO" :NAME"RAM: EXPN
EW.DO"AS"RAM:EXPFIL.DO"
190 CLS:A=0:B=0:L=" "

: V=" "
: P=" ":OPEN"R

AM:EXPFIL.DO"FORINPUTASl:INPUT#l f K
200 PRINTTAB( 12) "TOTALS FOR: " :GOSUB430 :P
RINTTAB(5) "6. GRAND TOTAL 7. END"
210 INPUT" ENTER # OF YOUR CHOICE: ";D
220 IFD=7THEN:END
23 INPUT "DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY? Y/N:
";H:IFH="Y"THENLPRINT:LPRINT
240 ONDGOTO250 f 270 ,290 ,310,330,380
250 CLS:PRINT"CALCULATING LODGINGS TOTAL
" : PRINT: IFH="Y"THENLPRINT"LODGINGS :

" : LPR
INT
260 L="H":GOSUB450:PRINT"LODGING TOTAL="
;A:INPUT;G:GOTO190
270 CLS:PRINT"CALCULATING MEALS TOTAL" :P
RINT:IFH="Y"THENLPRINT"MEALS:":LPRINT
280 L="M":GOSUB450:PRINT"MEALS TOTAL=";A
: INPUT; G:G0T01 90
290 CLS: PRINT" CALCULATING ENTERTAINMENT

TOTAL" : PRINT: IFH="Y"THENLPRINT" ENTERTAIN
MENT:":LPRINT
300 L="E":GOSUB450: PRINT" ENTERTAINMENT T
OTAL=";A:INPUT;G:GOTO190
310 CLS:PRINT"CALCULATING TRAVEL TOTAL":
PRINT: IFH="Y"THENLPRINT"TRAVEL:":LPRINT
320 L="T":GOSUB450:PRINT"TRAVEL TOTAL=";
A:INPUT;G:GOTO190
330 CLS: PRINT"ENTER M FOR MISCELLANEOUS
TOTAL ": INPUT" ENTER S FOR TOTAL ON A SP

ECIFIC NAME " ; V: IFV="M"THEN360
340 INPUT"CATEGORY NAME: " ;P: PRINT: PRINT
"CALCULATING ";P;" TOTAL" : IFH="Y"THENLPR
INTP":":LPRINT
350 PRINT:GOSUB450:PRINTP" TOTAL=" ; A: INP
UT;G:GOTO190
360 CLS:PRINT"CALCULATING MISCELLANEOUS
TOTAL": PRINT: IFH="Y n THENLPRINT"MISCELLAN
EOUS:":LPRINT
370 L="S":GOSUB450:PRINT"MISCELLANEOUS T
OTAL= " ; A : INPUT ; G : GOTOl 9

3 80 CLS: PRINT" CALCULATING GRAND TOTAL":
PRINT: IFH="Y"THENLPRINT"TOTAL EXPENSE IS

390 GOSUB450:PRINT"TOTAL EXPENSE IS ";B:
INPUT;D: IFH="Y"THENLPRINTB
400 GOTO190
410 INPUT"CHARGE: " ;C: INPUT"DATES: ";Y:I
NPUT"COMMENTS";X
420 -

430 PRINTTAB(5) "1. LODGINGS" : PRINTTAB( 5)
"2. MEALS":PRINTTAB(5) "3. ENTERTAINMENT"
440 PRINTTAB(5) "4. TRAVEL" : PRINTTAB ( 5) "5
. MISCELLANEOUS": RETURN
450 IFE0F(1)THENCL0SE: RETURN
460 INPUT#1,Z,N,C,Y,X
470 B=B+C: IFL=ZTHENA=A+C: IFH="Y"THENLPRI
NTTAB(3)N;TAB(18) ; : LPRINTUSINGG;C; : LPRIN
TTAB(30)Y;TAB(50) ;X
480 IFP=NTHENF=F+C: A=F: IFH="Y"THENLPRINT
TAB(5)N;TAB(25) ; : LPRINTUSINGG;C; : LPRINTT
AB(40)Y;TAB(55) ;X
490 GOTO450

each category or provides a grand total

of all expenses.

The miscellaneous option lets you
print a total of all miscellaneous ex-

penses or a total of any recurring ex-

penses in the miscellaneous file (like

tolls). You can obtain a printout of

every total. The grand total printout

prints only the grand total amount. If

you want a printout of individual ex-

penses, print each category's total.

Punch Out

Conversion by Mare-Anne Jarvela

80 Micro Technical Editor

This payroll program, Listing 4, tal-

lies timecards and calculates certain

payroll deductions. It is a conversion of
James J. Conroy's program (80 Micro-

computing, February 1981, p. 198).

The program has a looping routine

Q Number of time periods G Pay rate

T Total GP Gross pay
Tl Time punched in F Federal deduction

T2 Time punched out Soc Social Security

Zl a.m. or p.m. (punch in) ST State tax

Z2 a.m. or p.m. (punch out) CT Local tax

TMIN Total minutes left AS INKEY (Y/N)
HTT Hours until twelve X Loop counter

HIT Hours from twelve to time out Y Loop counter

THRS Total hours D Counter

Table 4. Punch Out Variables

based on how many time-in/time-out

entries the operator decides to make.

The screen first displays "How many
periods are there?" After the appropri-

ate number is entered, the computer

asks for the time in (including a.m. or

p.m.) and the time out. Carefully enter

each time without any punctuation.

You must also hit enter after each entry.

When done correctly, the computer
displays the time worked in hours and
minutes and in total minutes. After the

last time period is entered, the computer

pauses and a list of all the payroll entries

appears in total minutes. The total

hours and minutes worked are then

displayed.

Then the hourly pay rate is entered

and the gross pay appears on the screen.

The withholding deductions are cal-

culated and the final deductions and net

pay appear on the screen. FICA, federal

withholding, and state and local taxes

are calculated.
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4 REM PUNCH-TIME CLOCK PROGRAM FOR THE M UTES"
ODt;L~100 265 L(D)=THRS*60+(T2-Y) :NEXT D
10 CLS:CLEAR 275 HTT=12-X*.01-(1)
25 INPUT "HOW MANY TIME PERIODS ARE THER 280 MIN=60-(T1-X)
E";Q 290 TMIN=(T2-Y)+MIN
27 DIM L(Q) 295 HFT=Y*.01:IF Y*. 01=12 THEN HFT=HFT-1
30 T=0 2

35 FOR D=0 TO Q:IF D=Q THEN GOTO330 300 IF TMIN=>60 THEN TMIN=TMIN-60 : HFT=HF
40 PRINT: INPUT "TYPE THE TIME PUNCHED IN T+l
"

; Tl 310 THRS=HTT+HFT
45 INPUT" ENTER AM OR PM (A/P)";Zl$ 315 PRINT" TOTAL TIME WAS" ; THRS; "HOURS AN
50 INPUT"TYPE THE TIME PUNCHED OUT";T2 D";TMIN; "MINUTES"
55 INPUT"ENTER AM OR PM (A/P)";Z2$ 320 PRINT"OR:";THRS*60+(TMIN) ; "TOTAL MIN
60 CLS UTES"
70 FOR X=100 TO 1200 STEP 100 325 L(D)=THRS*60+(TMIN) : NEXT D
75 IF Tl-X < 60 THEN GOTO 90 330 FOR R=l TO 2000:NEXT: CLS : PRINT"CALCU
80 NEXT X LATING TOTAL TIME FOR PAY"
90 FOR Y=100 TO 1200 STEP 100 335 FOR C=0 TO D-l
95 IF T2-Y<60 THEN GOTO 110 340 PRINT L(C) :NEXT C
100 NEXT Y 345 FOR C=0 TO D-l
110 IF Zl$=Z2$ THEN GOTO 125 350 T=T+L(C) :NEXT C
115 IF Zl?OZ2$ THEN GOTO 215 355 PRINT T;" (TOTAL MINUTES)"
125 IF T1-X>0 THEN 160 ELSE 135 360 PRINT"TOTAL TIME WAS" ; T/60 ; "HOURS"
135 HRS=Y*.01-X*.01:IF X*. 01=12 THEN HRS 362 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "PRESS ENTER TO C
=HRS+12 ONTINUE"; :INPUTY$
140 PRINT"TOTAL TIME WAS" ; HRS ; "HOURS AND 365 CLS:INPUT"WHAT IS YOUR RATE OF PAY";
";T2-Y, "MINUTES" G
145 PRINT"OR:";HRS*60+(T2-Y) ; "TOTAL MINU 37 GP=INT( (G*(T/60) ) *100+. 5) /100
TES" 375 PRINT"GROSS PAY IS:" ;: PRINT USING" $$
150 L(D)=HRS*60+(T2-Y) :NEaT D ###.##";GP
160 HRS=Y*.01-X*.01-1:IF X*. 01=12 THEN H 3 80 INPUT" ENTER THE FED. DEDUCTION" ;F
RS=HRS+12 382 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"PRESS ENTER TO CO
165 MIN=60-(T1-X) NTINUE"; : INPUTY$
180 TMIN=MIN+(T2-Y) 385 CLS:PRINT"****** DEDUCTIONS ARE:"
190 IF TMIN=>60 THEN TMIN=TMIN-60 : HRS=HR 390 SOC=INT( (GP*.0665) *100+. 5) /100 : PRINT
S+l "1. FICA (SOC. SEC.) IS:";SOC
195 PRINT "TOTAL TIME WAS :"; HRS ; "HOURS A 395 PRINT"2. FED. WITHHOLDING IS:";F
ND";TMIN;" MINUTES" 40 ST=INT( (GP*.022) *100+. 5) /10 : PRINT"

3

200 PRINT"OR:";HRS*60+TMIN; "TOTAL MINUTE . STATE TAX IS: "ST
s" 405 CT=INT( (GP*.01) *100+.5)/100:PRINT"4.
205 L(D) =HRS*60+TMIN: NEXT D LOCAL TAX IS:"CT
215 IF T1-X>0 THEN 275 ELSE 230 410 PRINT"TOTAL DEDUCTIONS ARE" ; SOC+ST+F
230 HTT=12-X*.01 +CT
245 HFT=Y*.01: IF Y*. 01=12 THEN HFT=HFT- 415 print"****** NET PAY IS :

" ;GP-SOC-F-S
12 T-CT
250 THRS=HTT+HFT 420 INPUT"DO YOU WANT TO RUN ANOTHER PAY
255 PRINT"TOTAL TIME WAS :"; THRS; "HOURS A ? (Y/N)";A$
ND";T2-Y; "MINUTES" 425 IF A$="Y" THEN CLS :CLEAR:GOT025
260 PRINT"OR:";THRS*60+(T2-Y) ; "TOTAL MIN 43 END

Program Listin ? 4. Punch Out

You can change these deductions in

the program to suit your individual

needs. For users who don't want to look

up the federal withholding deduction

from a schedule, use the classical per-

centage method to figure the correct

deduction.

The program has four subroutines

that encompass all possible combina-

tions of time-in/time-out entries for fig-

uring elapsed work time. The total work
time is accurate, since it is figured from
the total minutes worked.

If you want a written record, change

the Print statements in the program
to LPRINT. If you want to calculate

overtime pay you can put provisions in

to detect and account for it.

Itinerary 100

Conversion by Brad Dixon

80 Micro Technical Editor

In today's mobile society, applications

for portable computers have come to

the forefront. This menu-driven itiner-

ary program (Listing 5) is a conversion

of a program by Ben Gorsky (80 Micro-

computing, April 1980, p. 95). It re-

quires at least 10K of usable RAM, in-

cluding memory space for data files.

Two files store travel information:

the first keeps track of flights, hotels,

car rentals, and other reservations; the

second stores payment records. These
files are stored in RAM as listed in the

program, but could be stored on tape by

changing the RAM file statement to a

tape file statement. The list of variables

used in the program appears in Table 5.

Program housekeeping is done in line

10, with the title page and main menu
following in lines 20-100. Option 1 in

the main menu loads the data recorded

during earlier sessions in RAM. Options
2-6 begin by checking the file data for

previous entries. If none are found, you
are notified and given the option to add
file information. If data is found, it is

displayed. You can then add or delete

file records, or leave the file as it is and
return to the main menu.

Option 7 directs the program to the

printer routine, giving a hard copy of all
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the data in your itinerary in the same

order as in the main menu. After all

data for your travel itinerary has been

entered, Option 8 loads it into RAM
files for retrieval as needed.

Special Instructions and Modifications

When entering hotel addresses under

Option 3, you must put slashes (/) be-

tween the lines in the address. These sig-

nal the printer to start a new line under

Option 7. Under the flights option (2),

enter the time in four numbers without

a colon between the hours and minutes.

Enter dates for Options 2, 3, 5, and 6 in

the conventional format (MM/DD/YY
or MM-DD-YY).

Each session ends when the input in-

formation is stored in RAM files. If you

press the break key at any time before

using Option 8, all your itinerary data

for that session will be erased.

Modifications to Itinerary 100 are

limited only by your specific needs and

the amount of memory available in

your Model 100. However, one useful

modification is to randomly access the

files to list all data pertaining to a

particular date or location in your

travels.

NFT Number of flights

FDATE(I) Date of 1st flight

ALN(I) Airline

DPCIT(I) Departure city

DEPTM(I) Departure time

NM(I) Flight number

ACIT(I) Arrival city

ATM(I) Arrival time

NHOT Number of hotels

ADAT(I) Arrival date at 1st hotel

HOTNAM(I) Name
DR(I) Address

DDAT(I) Departure date

NO Number of other reservations

OT(I) Data for other reservations

NACT Number of accounting items

WHO(I) Name of party to pay for 1 st item

DATDUE(I) Date payment due

STSNT(I) Date payment sent

DOLDEP(I) Amount of payment

NCAR Number of rental cars

RSNM(I) Reservation number for 1st reservation

AGNCY(I) Rental agency

PDAT(I) Pick-up date

PLC(I) Pick-up location

RDAT(I) Return date

RLC(I) Return location

TRPNM Trip name or title

Table 5. Itinerary 100 Variables

Program Listing 5. Itinerary 100

10 CLEAR500:DEFINT I,N,K:DEFSTR
F,A,D, Z,H,0,P,W,R,T
20
CLS : PRINT@135 ," ITINERARY" : PRINT@171 , "FOR
THE MODEL 100"
22 FOR Y=l TO 1000: NEXT Y
100 CLS: PRINT" YOU MAY SELECT ANY OF
THESE FUNCTIONS" :PRINTTAB( 8) "1-INPUT
RESERVATION DATA" : PRINTTAB (6) "2-FLIGHT
DATA" : PRINT@101 ,

" 3-HOTEL DATA" : PRINTTAB

(

2) "4-OTHER RESERVATIONS" :PRINT@144," 5-

CAR RENTALS"
110 PRINTTAB ( 8) "6-DEPOSITS AND
PAYMENTS " : PRINTTAB ( 3

)
" 7-PRINT

ITINERARY" : PRINT@222 ,
" 8-RECORD DATA"

120 PRINT: INPUT"YOUR CHOICE" ;K:ON K GOTO
150,200,410,610,810,1000,1200,1510
150 'INPUT DATA FROM FILE
160 CLS:INPUT"HIT ENTER TO LOAD DATA
FILE";Z:OPEN"RAM:ITINER.DO"FORINPUT AS
1: INPUT#1, NFT, NHOT, NO, NACT, NCAR :FORI=lTO
NFT:INPUT#1,FDATE(I) ,ALN(I) ,DPCIT(I)
,DEPTM(I) ,NM(I) ,ACIT(I) ,ATM(I) :NEXT
170 FOR I=lTONHOT:IFEOF(l)
THEN171:INPUT#1,ADAT(I) ,HOTNAM(I) ,DR(I)
,DDAT(I) :NEXT
171 FOR I=lTONO:IFEOF(l)
THEN172:INPUT#1,0T(I) :NEXT
172 FOR I=1T0NACT:IFE0F(1)
THEN180:INPUT#1,WHO(I) ,DATDUE(I) ,DTSNT(I
) ,DOLDEP(I) :NEXT
180 FOR I=lTONCAR:IFEOF(l)
THEN190:INPUT#1,RSNM(I) ,AGNCY(I) ,PDAT(I)
,PLC(I) ,RDAT(I) ,RETLC(I) : NEXT: CLOSE: GOTO
100
190 CLOSE :GOTOl

200 CLS: PRINT: IF NFT=0 THEN PRINT@49,"NO
FLIGHTS LISTED": PRINT: GOTO 23
220
FORI=lTONFT:CLS:PRINT@56, "FLIGHTS": PRINT
@80,"#":PRINT@106,"DATE:":PRINT@120,"FLT
. #" : PRINT@126 , "AIRLNE" : PRINT@136 , "DEPART
"

: PRINT@150 , "ARRIVE"
225 PRINT@82,I:PRINT@112,FDATE(I)
:PRINT@160,NM(I)

:

PRINT@166 , ALN( I)

: PRINT@173 ,DPCIT( I) : PRINT@182 ,DEPTM (I)

:PRINT@187,ACIT(I)

:

PRINT@196 ,ATM( I)

226 PRINT: INPUT"ENTER <OONTINUE OR <R>
ETURN";A$:IF
A$="R"THEN230ELSEIFA$="C"THENNEXTIELSE22
6
230 FOR
S=1TO1000 :NEXTS : CLS : PRINT@96 , "YOU
MAY" : PRINT" <A>DD, <D>ELETE, OR <M>
AINTAIN LISTINGS. " : PRINT: INPUT"YOUR
SELECTION",-Z$:IFZ$="A"THEN 240 ELSE IF
Z$="D"THEN 320 ELSE IF Z$="M" THEN 100
ELSE 23
240 CLS: PRINTTAB (16) "FLIGHTS" : PRINT"TO
ADD A FLIGHT BETWEEN 2

EXISTING" :PRINT"FLIGHTS ENTER THE NUMBER
OF THE NEW":PRINT"FLIGHT IN
SEQUENCE. ":PRINT"TO ADD A FLIGHT AT THE
END, ENTER THE" : PRINT"NEXT NUMBER IN
THESEQUENCE. " : PRINT: INPUT"FLIGHT
NUMBER" ;K
250 IF K>NFT THEN NFT=NFT+
1:K=NFT:GOTO270
26 NFT=NFT+l:FORI=NFT-l TO K STEP -

1:FDATE(I+1) =FDATE(I) :ALN(I+1) =ALN(I)
:DPCIT(I+1)=DPCIT(I) :DEPTM ( 1+1) =DEPTM ( I)

:NM(I+1)=NM(I) :ACIT(I+1)=ACIT(I) :ATM(I+1
) =ATM ( I ) : FCOM ( 1+1 ) =FCOM ( I ) : NEXT Lisling 5 cnnlinues
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'

Listing 5 continued

270 INPUT "ENTER DATE OF FLIGHT" ; FDATE(K
)

275 INPUT" ENTER AIRLINE NAME";ALN(K)
280 INPUT"ENTER FLIGHT NUMBER" ;NM (K)
285 INPUT"ENTER DEPARTURE CITY " ;DPCIT(K)

290 INPUT-ENTER DEPARTURE TIME" ;DEPTM (K)

295 INPUT"ENTER ARRIVAL CITY" ; ACIT(K)
300 INPUT" ENTER ARRIVAL TIME"; ATM (K)

310 GOTO 200
320 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"ENTER THE
NUMBER" :INPUT"OF THE FLIGHT TO BE
DELETED"; J :NFT=NFT-1: FOR I=JTO NFT:FDATE
(I)=FDATE(I+1) :ALN(I)=ALN(I+1) :DPCIT(I)
=DPCIT(I+1) :DEPTM(I)=DEPTM(I+1) :NM(I)=NM
(1+1) :ACIT(I)=ACIT(I+1)
330 ATM(I)=ATM(I+1) :NEXT:GOTO200
410 CLS:IFNHOT=0THEN PRINT@52,"NO HOTELS
LISTED" :GOTO430
420 FORI=lTONHOT: CLS : PRINTTAB ( 17

)

"HOTELS": PRINT :PRINTI; n ";HOTNAM(I)
, "ARRIVE ";ADAT(I) :PRINT, "DEPART ";DDAT
(I)
425 PRINT: INPUT"ENTER <C>ONTINUE OR <R>
ETURN";A$:IF A$="C"THEN NEXTIELSE IF
A$="R"THEN 430 ELSE425
430 FOR S=1TO500:NEXTS:CLS:PRINT@86,"YOU
MAY <A>DD, <D>ELETE, OR" : PRINT@127 ,

" <M>
AINTAIN HOTEL LISTINGS" : PRINT: INPUT"YOUR
SELECTION" ;Z$:IFZ$="A"THEN440ELSEIF
Z$="D"THEN550 ELSEIFZ$="M"THEN100
ELSE430
440 CLS: PRINT: PRINT"TO ADD A HOTEL
BETWEEN TWO IN THE LIST, " : PRINT"ENTER
THE NEWHOTEL NUMBER."
445 PRINT" TO ADD A HOTEL TO THE
END f ": PRINT" ENTER THE NEXT NUMBER IN
SEQUENCE. " : PRINT: INPUT"HOTEL
NUMBER" ;K:IFK>NHOT THEN NHOT=NHOT+
1:GOTO460
450 NHOT=NHOT+l:FOR I=NHOT-l TO KSTEP-
1 : HOTNAM ( 1+1 ) =HOTNAM ( I ) : ADAT ( 1+1 ) -ADAT (

I

) :DDAT(I+1)=DDAT(I) :DR( 1+1) =DR( I)
:NEXT460 INPUT" ENTER NAME OF
HOTEL"; HOTNAM (K)

470 PRINT"ENTER ADDRESS OF HOTEL" : INPUT"
(PUT /' BETWEEN ADDRESS LINES" ;DR(K)
480 INPUT" ENTER ARRIVAL DATE" ; ADAT (K)

490 INPUT" ENTER DEPARTURE DATE" ;DDAT (K)

:GOTO410
550 INPUT" ENTER NUMBER OF HOTEL TO BE
DELETED" ;K
560 FOR I=KTONHOT: HOTNAM ( I) =HOTNAM(I+l)
:DR(I)=DR(I+1) :ADAT(I)=ADAT(I+1) :DDAT(I)
=DDAT ( 1+1 ) : NEXT : NHOT=NHOT-l : GOT041
610 CLS: PRINT: IF NO=0 THENPRINT@86 , "NO
OTHER RESERVATIONS LISTED" : GOTO 630
620 CLS:FORI=l TO NO: PRINT@45 , I

;

"

" ; OTH ( I ) : PRINT : PRINT : INPUT" ENTER <C

>

ONTINUE OR <R>ETURN";A$:IF
A$="C"THENNEXTIELSEIFA$="R"THEN630
630 FOR S=1TO500:NEXTS:CLS:PRINT@88,"YOU
MAY <A>DD, <D>ELETE, " : PRINT@124 , "OR <M>
AINTAIN OTHER
RESERVATIONS " : PRINT : PRINT : INPUT"YOUR
SELECTION" ;Z$:IFZ$="A"THEN640ELSEIFZ$="D
"THEN670 ELSEIFZ$="M"THEN100 ELSE 630
640 NO=NO+l: PRINT: INPUT" ENTER
RESERVATION INFORMATION" ; OTH (NO) :GOTO610

670 PRINT: INPUT"ENTER RESERVATION TO BE
DELETED" ; K : NO=NO-l : FORI=KTONO : OTH ( I

)

=OTHD(I+l) :NEXT:GOTO610
810 CLS:IFNCAR=0THEN PRINT: PRINT@89 , "NO
CAR RENTALS LISTED" : PRINT: GOTO830
820 FOR I=1T0NCAR:CLS:PRINT@54,"CAR
RENTALS " : PRINT@77 , " # " I : PRINT@83 , "AGENCY

:

"AGNCY(I) :PRINT@105,"REG.#: "RSNM(I)
:PRINT@165, "PICKUP: "PDAT(I)
:PRINT@185,PLC(I) :PRINT@205 , "RETURN:
"RDAT(I) :PRINT@225,RETLC(I)
825 PRINT: INPUT"ENTER <OONTINUE OR <R>
ETURN";A$:IFA$="C"THEN NEXTIELSE
IFA$="R"THEN830ELSE825
830 FOR S=1TO500:NEXTS:CLS:PRINT@88,"YOU
MAY <A>DD, <D>ELETE,":PRINT@127,"OR <M>
AINTAIN CAR
RENTALS " : PRINT : PRINT : INPUT"YOUR
SELECTION" ; Z$ : IFZ$="A"THEN840ELSE
IFZ$="D"THEN950 ELSEIFZ$="M"THEN100 ELSE
830
840 CLS:PRINT"TO ADD A RENTAL BETWEEN
TWO ": PRINT" EXISTING ONES, ENTER THE
NUMBER ":PRINT"FOR THE NEW
RENTAL.": PRINT"TO ADD A NEW RENTAL TO
THE END ":PRINT"OF THE LIST, ENTER THE
NEXT ":PRINT"NUMBER IN THE
SEQUENCE.": PRINT
845 INPUT"RENTAL NUMBER" ;K
850 IFK>NCARTHEN NCAR=NCAR+
1:K=NCAR: GOTO870
860 NCAR=NCAR+l:FORI=NCAR TO KSTEP-
1 : RSNM ( 1+1 ) =RSNM ( I) : AGNCY ( 1+1 ) =AGNCY ( I

)

:PDAT(I+1)=PDAT(I) :PLC ( 1+1) =PLC ( I) :RDAT(
I+1)=RDAT(I) :RETLC(I+1)=RETLC(I) :NEXT
870 INPUT" ENTER AGENCY NAME" ; AGNCY (K)
880 INPUT" ENTER RESERVATION NUMBER"; RSNM
(K)

890 INPUT"ENTER PICK UP DATE" ;PDAT(K)
900 INPUT"ENTER PICK UP LOCATION" ; PLC (K)

910 INPUT"ENTER RETURN DATE" ; RDAT (K)

920 INPUT" ENTER RETURN LOCATION" ;RETLC (K
) :GOTO810
950 INPUT" ENTER RENTAL NUMBER TO BE
DELETED" ; J : NCAR=NCAR-
l:FORI=JTONCAR:RESNM(I)=RESNM(I+l) : AGNCY
(I)=AGNCY(I+1) :PDAT(I)=PDAT(I+1) :PLC(I)
=PLC(I+1) :RDAT(I)=RDAT(I+1) :RETLC(I)
=RETLC(I+1) :NEXT
960 GOTO810
1000 CLS:IFNACT=0THEN PRINT@48,"NO
PAYMENT ITEMS LISTED" :GOT01 030
1020 FORI=lTONACT:
CLS : PRINT@56 , "PAYMENTS " : PRINT@83 ,

" #" I : PR
INTQ103, "AMOUNT: $"DOLDEP(I)
:PRINT@132,"TO: "WHO (I) : PRINTQ160 , "DATE
DUE: "DATDUE(I) : PRINT@180 , "DATE SENT:
"DTSNT(I)
1025 PRINT: INPUT" ENTER <OONTINUE OR <R>
ETURN" ;S$: IFS$="C"THEN
NEXTIELSEIFS$="R"THEN1030ELSE1025
1030 FORS=1TO500 :NEXTS : CLS : PRINT@88 , "YOU
MAY <A>DD, <D>ELETE,":PRINT@129," OR <M>
AINTAIN PAYMENTS" : PRINT: INPUT"YOUR
SELECTION" ;Z$:IFZ$="A"THEN1040
ELSEIFZ$="D"THEN1100 ELSEIFZ$="M"THEN100
ELSE1030
1040 NACT=NACT+1
1050 PRINT: PRINT" ENTER NAME OF AGENCY
REQUIRING PAYMENT" : INPUTWHO (NACT)
1060 INPUT" ENTER AMOUNT DUE" ; DOLDEP (NACT
)

1070 INPUT"ENTER DATE DUE" ; DATDUE (NACT)
1080 INPUT"ENTER DATE SENT" ;DTSNT( NACT)

Listing 5 continues
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/.minx > continued

:GOTO1000
1100 INPUT" ENTER PAYMENT NUMBER TO BE
DELETED" ; J : NACT=NACT-1 : FORI=JTONACT: WHO

(

I ) =WHO ( 1+1 ) : DOLDEP ( I ) =DOLDEP ( 1+1 ) : DATDUE
( I ) =DATDUE ( 1+1 ) : DTSNT ( I ) =DTSNT ( 1+1)
:GOTO1000
1200 CLS :PRINT@47," ENTER TITLE FOR
ITINERARY" : PRINT: INPUTTRPNM
1220 INPUT"HIT <ENTER> WHEN THE PRINTER
IS READY" ; Z : LPRINTSTRING$ ( 4 ,

"-"

)

1230 LPRINTSTRING$(69 f "X")
:LPRINT:LPRINTTAB( (72-LEN (TRPNM) )/2)
TRPNM : LPRINT : LPRINTSTRING$ ( 6 9

, "X "

)

: LPRINT: LPRINT : LPRINT
1240 LPRINTTAB(25) "F LIGHT S":LPRINT

1250 FOR I=1T0NFT: LPRINT FDATE( I) ;TAB ( 20
) ALN(I) ;TAB(26) "DEP n ;DPCIT(I) ;TAB(50)
"AT ";DEPTM(I) :LPRINTTAB ( 20) "#";NM(I)
;TAB(26)"ARV " ; ACIT( I) ;TAB (50) "AT ";ATM(
I) : LPRINT: NEXT
1270 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINTTAB( 25) "H T E
L S": LPRINT
1280 FORI=lTONHOT: LPRINT HOTNAM ( I) ;TAB

(

20)"ARV n ;ADAT(I) ;TAB(40) "DEP ";DDAT(I)
:A=DR(I)
1290 FORJ=lTOLEN(A) : IFMID$ (A, J, 1) <>"/
"THENNEXT:GOTO1310
1300 F=LEFT$(A,J-1) :LPRINT F:A=RIGHT$(

A,LEN(A)-J) :GOTO1290
1310 LPRINT A:LPRINT:NEXT:LPRINT:LPRINT
1320 LPRINTTAB(15) "C AR RENTAL
S": LPRINT
1330 FORI=lTONCAR: LPRINT AGNCY ( I) ;TAB (15
)"PICK UP ";PDAT(I);" AT ";PLC(I)
:LPRINTRSNM(I) ;TAB(15) "RETURN ";RDAT(I)
;" AT ";RETLC(I)
: LPRINT: NEXT: LPRINT: LPRINT
1340 LPRINTTAB(25) "0 THE R": LPRINT
1350 F0RI=1T0N0: LPRINT 0T( I) :LPRINT:NEXT

1360 LPRINT: LPRINT: GOTO100
1510 CLS : PRINTTAB ( 20) "RECORDING DATA"
1520 OPEN"RAM: ITINER.D0"F0R0UTPUTAS1
1525
PRINT#1 , NFT" ,

" ; NHOT" ,

" ; NO" ,

" ; NACT" ,

" ; NCA
R:F0RI =1T0NFT:-PRINT#1,FDAT(I) "

, ";ALN(I) "

,";DPCIT(I) n
r ";DEPTM(I) ", ";NM(I) ",";ACIT

(I) ", ";ATM(I) :NEXT
1530
F0RI=1T0NH0T: PRINT#1 , ADAT ( I

)

"
,
" ; HOTNAM (

I

) "
,
" ; DR ( I

)

"
,
" ; DDAT ( I ) : NEXT

1540 F0RI=1T0N0:PRINT#1,0T(I) :NEXT
1550
F0RI=1T0NACT: PRINT#1 ,WHO ( I

)

"
,
" ; DATDUE (I)

", ";DTSNT(I) "
,
" ;DOLDEP ( I) :NEXT

1560
F0RI=1T0NCAR: PRINT#1 , RSNM (

I)
"

,
" ; AGNCY ( I

)

", ";PDAT(I)

"

f ";PLC(I)

"

f ";RDAT(I) ", ";RETL
C(I) :NEXT:CLOSE:GOTO100

The Final Notice

Conversion by Mare-Anne Jarvela

80 Micro Technical Editor

This payment-scheduling program
(Listing 6) is a conversion of one by

Walter J. Atkins, which appeared in the

February 1981 issue of 80 Microcom-
puting (p. 200). It displays all accounts

due on the 1st, the 15th, or between any
other two dates of the month.

The account files are stored in data

statements at the end of the program.

The format is: Line# DATA"account
name", "account #", due date, amount
due. See lines 600-680 in the program

listing.

After you choose a method of report-

ing, the program asks if the account

numbers are to be displayed. N sup-

presses the numbers.

At the end of your display, you'll see

the total number of accounts due and

the total amount due.

i) Option variable

Dl Start date

D2 Stop date

A Amount due

T Total amount

c Counter

H Counter

F Counter

AS Account number

NS Name
IS INKEY

Table 6. The Final Notice Variables

Program Listing 6. The Final Notice

10 REM PAYMENT DUE DATE
20 REM FOR THE MODEL-100 APRIL 83
70 CLS: PRINTTAB (10) "PAYMENT DUE DATES"
80 PRINT"FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE ARE :"

90 PRINT" 1. ACCOUNTS DUE 1ST OF MONTH
100 PRINT" 2. ACCOUNTS DUE 15TH OF MON
TH
110 PRINT" 3. ACCOUNTS DUE BETWEEN ANY
TWO DATES

120 PRINTTAB (10) "SELECT ONE OPTION "
: INP

UT"==>"; D:CLS
130 IF D>3 OR D<1 THEN 70
140 PRINT: PRINT
150 PRINT"DO YOU WANT ACCOUNT NUMBERS DI
SPLAYED (Y OR N) " ;

160 INPUT I$:I$=LEFT$(I$ f l)

170 IF I$<>"Y"AND I$<>"N"THEN CLS: GOTOl
40
180 CLS
190 ON D GOTO 200,240,280
200 GOSUB 450
210 IF D<17THEN GOSUB 480
220 IF FOl THEN 200
23 GOSUB 540: GOTO 60
240 GOSUB 450

250 IF D>=17 THEN GOSUB 480
260 IF FOl THEN 240
270 GOSUB 540:GOTO 60
280 PRINT: PRINT
290 INPUT"START DATE (MAX=31)";Dl
300 IF Dl>31 OR DK1 THEN CLS:GOTO290
310 INPUT"STOP DATE (MAX=31)";D2
320 IF D2>31 OR D2<1 THEN CLS:GOTO 310
330 IF D2<Dl THEN CLS:GOTO290
340 CLS
350 GOSUB 450
360 IF D>=D1 AND D<=D2THEN GOSUB 480
370 IF FOl THEN 350
380 GOSUB 540:GOTO60
390 PRINTC;". ";N$;
400 PRINTTAB (18) "DUE DATE :";D;
410 PRINTTAB (45) "AMOUNT $";A
420 IF I$="Y"THEN PRINTTAB (6) "ACCOUNT NU
MBER : ";A$
430 PRINT
440 RETURN
450 READ N$,A$,D,A
460 IF N$="END"THEN PRINT"NUMBER ACCOUNT
S:";C f "TOTAL DUE $";T:F=1
470 RETURN ..,. „Listing 6 continues
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MODEL IV DISK I

NLY FROM MICRO

&«.iiw"- .C-3C Prer

BOTH COMPLETE
sided drives wil'

*"

listed below:

is for single sided disk operation only and does not provide for 8" disk operation,

is for double sided and/or 8" disk drives.

'NCLUDE THE TEC 5" SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY TEC DISK DRIVE. Double

DRIVE UPGRADE KIT INCLUDES CONTROLLER, SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLY. INSTALLATION KIT, TEC DISK DRIVE AND
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS.

FDC-3BKD (Standard Grade Controller) $ 349.95
FDC-3CKD (Premium Grade Controller) $ 369.95

DISK CONTROLLER PC BOARDS ARE AVAILABLE AS FOLLOWS.
FDC-3B (Standard Grade Controller) $ 79.95
FDC-3C (Premium Grade Controller) ..

IfSt

\l'JMH\Mifl
ALMOST ANYONE'S DISK CONTROL

CONTROLLER UPGRADE KIT (less drive) INCLUDES CONTROL-
LER, SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY, INSTALLATION KIT, AND
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS.

FDC-3BK (Standard Grade Controller.) . . . . $ 179.95
FDC-3CK (Premium Grade Controller)

. . . $ 199.95

MODEL-HI "* COMPUTER COMPLETE WITH DUAL TEC DISK
DRIVES, 48K RAM, AND A MICRO MAINFRAME FACTORY IN-

STALLED DISK UPGRADE KIT.

M32-1 Model-Ill " * with FDC-3BKD $1495.00
M32-2 Model-Ill " * with FDC-3CKD S1595.00

SEPARATION AND EXTENDS 8 DISK OPERATIONTO

If you are having difficulty with your disk controller, the problem may be the data separator. Micro Mainframe can provide data separation you need. and. on
selected controllers, we can give you 8" disk capability for FREE! -"V;\-'.•:, '^pf-^y';

Ww^m^MW^m
DS-1A Data Separator

AT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE MICRO MAINFRAME CONTROLLER?

>ntrollers I

I yet thought of.

, , w .O MAINFRAME product

eriod of time of any in the mdi
ur high volume production, wi

facturers first FDC-3C disk controller. Unlike other controllers. NO ADJUST-
MENTS ARE EVER REQUIRED TO OUR DATA SEPARATOR.

MICRO MAINFRAME IS FIRST TO PROVIDE FOR 8 DISK OP-
ERATION ON BOTH OUR FDC-3A and FDC-3C MODELS.

MMF GIVES YOU A SYSTEM THAT CAN GROW WITH YOUR

$m

INCLUDED GOLD PLATED CARD EDGE CONNECTORS FOR
INCREASED RELIABILITY AT NO EXTRA COST.

MICRO MAINFRAME IS FIRST TO USE THE STATE OF THE ART
9216 DATA SEPARATOR (FDC-3C ONLY). We have proven this

'
'" separator for a full year and have used it beginning with the v

ill
'ICRO MAINFRAME has m

>V^^%

MMF's NEW 24 PAGE INSTALLATION MANUAL IS SECOND TO
NONE. Installing a disk upgrade kit from MICRO MAINFRAME is now
easier than ever before:

does not accept credit cards. You may either pre-pay your shipment, or

;ement. All non-certified funds will be held a minimum of 3 weeks to allow them to

MICRO MAINFRAME QUALITY PRODUCTS. Micro Mainframe has a complete
>ur descriptive flyer * '. */• V"' V

ho Cordova, CA 95670



Monitor 100

Conversion by Amee Eisenberg

80 Micro Technical Editor

You might be curious to find out

what's inside the Model 100 and
where it's stored. When Sergio Zigras

had similar questions about the Color

Computer, he wrote a monitor program
in Basic (80 Micro, January 1983, p.

252). Here the monitor is modified for

the Model 100 (see Listing 7).

The monitor offers five main menu
options:

•M (Memory examine and modify)

• D (Dump a block of memory)
• F (Find a character or string of char-

acters within a specified block of

memory)
• C (Convert from hex to decimal or

vice versa)

• E (End)

To conserve memory space, this pro-

gram is unforgiving of input format

errors. If you enter a command in

lowercase characters or without its re-

quired parameters, a function call error

results.

Memory Examine and Modify

The input format is MXXXX (enter).

This command displays the contents

of a specified hexadecimal address

(XXXX) and allows you to change it.

The output format is:

HEX ADDRESS = XXXX
BYTE = xx

ASCII CHARACTER = '(character)'

Next Action: H(igher), L(ower), R(estart),

(change to)XX?

The monitor responds to this com-
mand by showing the specified hexa-

decimal (hex) address (XXXX), the

hex byte contained at that address (xx)

and the ASCII character equivalent to

Program Listing 7. Monitor 100

5 CLEAR 500:CLS:PRINT@85, "WARNING: Bad Inpu
t Format Will Cause" :PRINT@125, "Program To
Fail" :PRINT@205, "READ THE MANUAL I"

10 GOTO800
20 H$="":GOSUB60:HB$=H$:RETURN
3 V$=HB$ : DA=0 : GOSUB90 : DB=DA: RETURN
40 ER=0 : IFV<48ORV>70THENER=1ELSEIFV<58THEN
V=V-48ELSEIFV>63THENV=V-55
45 RETURN
50 H$="" :A=DA/4096:A=INT(A) :GOSUB64:DB=DA-
4096*A
56 A=DB/256:A=INT(A) :GOSUB64:DB=DB-256*A
58 DB=DB-256*A
60 A=DB/16:A=INT(A) :GOSUB64: A=DB-16*A
64 AA=A: IFA>9THENA=A+55ELSEA=A+48
66 A$=CHR$(A) :H$=H$+A$:A=AA: RETURN
72 HB$=HA$
74 V=ASC(HB$) :GOSUB40:IFER=1THEN110ELSEDA=
4096*V:V$=MID$(HB$,2,1) :V=ASC(V$) :GOSUB40:
IFER=1THEN110
76 DB=256*V:DA=DA+DB:V$=MID$(HB$,3,1)
90 V=ASC(V$) :GOSUB40:IFER=1THEN110ELSEDB=1
6*V:DA=DA+DB:V$=RIGHT$(HB$,1) :V=ASC(V$) :GO
SUB40 : IFER=1THEN110ELSEDA=DA+V: RETURN
110 PRINT" ERROR, NOT HEX": RETURN

Listing 6 continued

480 IF N$="END" THEN 53
490 C=C+1
500 T=T+A
510 IF H=0THEN GOSUB 582 :H = 1
520 GOSUB 390
530 RETURN
540 PRINT: INPU1 "CONTINUE (Y OR N) " I$:I
$=LEFT$(I$,1)
550 IF I$<>"Y" AND !$<>' N"THEN 540
560 IF I$="N"THEN CLS:END
570 RETURN
580 PRINTTAB(15) " A C C O U N T S D U
E " PRINT
590 RETURN
600 DATA"DOE&CC ","A1234- RT",2, 12.50
610 DATA"JONES" ,"22233", 5,1432 .56
620 DATA" SMITH" ,"3344E", 22,65. 89
630 DATA " TOM " ," SA22234", 25,34. 87
640 DATA"UNIVERSAL INDUSTRIES" ,"123HH4",
30, 56. t>4

650 DATA"HARRY" ,"QW223-A",3,34 .34
660 DATA"DICK", "ABC 123" ,14,75 .75
670 DATA" JANE ", "23-456", 26,67. 89
680 DATA" END" ," ",0,0
690 END

120 PA$="":FORX=lT04:DB=PEEK(DA) :GOSUB20:P
A$=PA$+HB$ : DA=DA+1 : NEXT : RETURN
130 A$="":F0RX=1T08:DB=PEEK(DA) :IFDB<32THE
NDB=46
135 P$=CHR$(DB) :A$=A$+P$:DA=DA+1:NEXT:RETU
RN
200 CLS:HA$=MID$(0$,3,4) :GOSUB72 : IFER=1THE
N10
210 SDA=DA:DB=PEEK(DA) : XDB=DB: IFDB<32THENX
DB=46ELSEB$=CHR$(XDB)
215 CLS:GOSUB20:PRINT@46,"HEX ADDRESS=" ; HA
$:PRINT@133,"BYTE=";HB$:PRINT@202,"ASCII C
HARACTER= I ".;B$;" '"

220 INPUT" Next Action: H(igher) ,L(ower) ,R
(estart) , (change to)XX";HB$
225 IFHB$="L"THEN27 5ELSEIFHB$="H"THEN260EL
SEIFHB$="R"THEN10
230 GOSUB30:IFER=1THEN255
240 POKE SDA,DB:CDB=PEEK(SDA) : IFCDBODBTHE
NPRINT"NO CHANGE"
255 DA=SDA
260 DA=DA+1
265 GOSUB50:HA$=H$:GOTO210
275 DA=DA-l:GOT026 5

300 BA$=MID$(0$,3,3) :BA$=BA$+" 0" : EA$=MID$

(

0$,8,4) :HA$=EA$:GOSUB72:LA=DA: IFER=1THEN10
310 HA$=BA$:GOSUB72:IFER=1THEN10
320 IFMO=1THEN405ELSEGOSUB120:FI$=PA$:GOSU
B120 : SE$=PA$ : DA=DA-8 : GOSUB130 : PRINTBA$ ;

"

";FI$;" ";SE$;" "A$
340 IFDA>=LATHEN10
345 GUSUB50:BA$=H$:GOTO320
400 PRIN" MO=1:GOTO300
405 BE=DA:MO=0:IN$=MID$(O$,13) :CNT=LEN(IN$
)/2:CNT=INT(CNT)
415 BL$="":FORZ=lTOCNT:DB=PEEK(DA) :GOSUB20
:BL$=BL$+H$:DA=DA+1:NEXT:IFBL$=IN$THEN450
440 BE=BE+1:DA=BE:IFBE=LATHEN10ELSEGOTO415
450 DA=BE:GOSUB50:PRINTIN$;" is at ";H$" "

; :DA=DA+CNT:GOTO440
500 CO$=MID$(0$,3,l) :IFCO$="D"THEN530ELSEH
$=MID$(0$,5) :DA=VAL(H$) : IFDA>65535THENPRIN
T"BEYOND RANGE" :GOTO10
505 GOSUB50:PRINT@85,DA;"Dec.="H$;"Hex":GO
TO10
530 HB$=MID$(0$,5) :L=LEN(HB$) : IFL04THENPR
INT" 4 HEX CHARS ONLY":GOTO10
535 GOSUB74:PRINT@85,HB$" Hex=" ;DA; "decima
1":GOTO10
800 PRINT: PRINT"MONITOR COMMANDS : M , D , F ,C ,E
"

: INPUTO$:C$=LEFT$(0$,l)
810 CLS:IFC$="M"THEN200ELSEIFC$="D"THEN300
ELSEIFC$="F"THEN400ELSEIFC$="C"THEN500ELSE
IFC$="E"THENEND
820 PRINT"WHAT?":GOTO10
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THOR POINT OF SALE SYSTEMS
One or more THOR POS registers can be configured to work with a single
" computer or our THOR Local Area Network described below.Model 1/

HARDWARE:
Up to 64 user configureable keys.

• Adjustable tilt video monitor displaying 16 lines of 32 characters.

20 character per line alphanumeric printer (40 optional).

Adjustable 8 digit numeric LED display.

Cash drawer with manual (key) and automatic opening.

• RS-232 interface to Model l/lll or other types of computers.

Optional bar/OCR code scanning, scales and other peripherals.

SOFTWARE:
• Register functions under control of a master computer such as a

TRS-80 Model l/lll or a THOR Local Area Network.

• Automatic price lookup with product descriptions for over 65,000 items
when using a Winchester disk such as the THOR model described
below.

• Optional inventory control with automatic depletion at the time of sales
and generation of below minimum stocking lists.

• Optional automatic entry of sales into a general ledger system.

Common manager reports for sales, voids, discounts, etc.

The THOR POS hardware and standard software from $1799.

fcw

SUPPORTING HARDWARE FOR THE THOR LAN
Printer Interface. Supports Centronics parallel style printers

Serial printer interface.

Smart modem capable of running application programs under remote
command.

• THOR Z-80 based 64k Work Station—a low cost alternative LAN
station compared to existing microcomputers.

SPECIALITY SOFTWARE FOR THE THOR LAN
Classroom Manager System
Now you can maintain rosters, grades, attendance and miscellaneous
records for your classes (up to 99 students per class). Our test module
allows you to create any number of multiple choice, true/false, essay or
fill-in-the-blank questions in any combination. Finally our test administration
module allows you to print out or directly administer a random set of test
questions via the computer. Automatic scoring, statistics about your stu-

dents and other features make this the most comprehensive software
available at this price $199

Propane Distribution Order/Invoice/Statement Processing System
If you are interested in this or a related business contact WMS for more
information.

Medical/Chiropractic Office Practice System
A comprehensive low cost system for the one doctor or small clinic. Includes
records, histories, invoices, word processing and more functions too numer-
ous to reference. Call for a detailed brochure.

WMS Will Pay You To Use Our THOR Systems
If you have a specialized vertical market requirement and are willing to be
a development/test site, WMS will contract to pay you a royalty for every
additional sale of the resultant software.

Contact our technical staff for more information concerning what a THOR
LAN system with specialized peripherals and software can do for you.

isBtoii

THOR WINCHESTER DISK DRIVES

Disk capacity of up to 40 megabytes or more for your Model l/lll

computer. Available in fixed and/or removable drive versions.

External mounting in a two-drive case as shown or internal mounting.

Each THOR System comes with a two drive controller and interface
to your Model l/lll..

Software available includes an optional operatinq system (LDOS or
NEWDOS-80) and diagnostics.

The THOR Local Area Network can be field installed. (See below).

THOR Winchester Disk Drive System from $1299

THOR LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)

A new concept is emerging. An LAN now makes it possible for the
smallest business or school to have multi-processing with shared access
of common files on a Winchester disk.

The THOR LAN extends this concept. The THOR LAN allows the use
of various microcomputers which you already own so that your present
investment is not made obsolete. Hardware/software interfaces are avail-
able for TRS-80, Apple and Atari. IBM and Commodore are coming soon.
The THOR LAN can support up to 254 users with over 4,000 feet of cabling.
Ten conductor ribbon cable allows easy addition of new computers. Speeds
of up to one megabit per second are possible. File protection is available
with multiple users having the option to access any authorized information.

LAN capabilities can be added to the THOR Winchester Disk System
described above for just a small additional cost.

THOR LAN Hardware Software from $2699

TRSDOS is a trademark of Tandy Corp. LDOS is a trademark of Logical
Systems, Inc. NEWDOS-80 is a trademark of Apparat, Inc.

Prices are cash—Visa Mastercard/American Express/COD available
for a small additional charge.

Dealer enquiries welcome.

For Technical Information

or in Colorado Call

303/337-5909

Order Desk 1-800-641-3885
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that byte.

The program now offers four possi-

ble actions: H(igher), L(ower), R(estart)

and (change to)XX.

H displays the next higher address

(XXXX + 1) with its contents and

ASCII character.

L displays the next lower address

(XXXX-1) with its contents and
ASCII character.

R restarts the program by returning

to the main menu.

XX changes the contents of the cur-

rent memory location, then displays the

next higher memory address with its

contents. If you attempt a change to a

read-only memory (ROM) location, the

screen flashes "No Change" and dis-

plays the next higher memory location.

Dump a Memory Block

The input format is D XXXX YYYY
(enter).

The Dump command reveals the con-

tents of a block of memory beginning at

hex address XXXX and ending with hex

address YYYY.
The output format is "xxxx-*™*-

HEXBYTES HEXBYTES" (ASCII
characters).

The output from the Dump com-
mand consists of the hex address of the

first byte on the display line (xxxx), the

hex characters for the 8 bytes (HEX-
BYTES HEXBYTES), and their ASCII
equivalents. Remember, two hex char-

acters equal 1 byte. This means 8 bytes

of information are represented by 16

characters.

If the memory block being dumped is

greater than eight lines, use the pause

key to slow the display.

When the dump is complete, the pro-

gram returns to the main menu.

Find a Character

The input format is F XXXX YYYY

z. . .z (enter).

Find seeks every occurrence of the

specified hex character or group of

characters (z. . .z) within a selected

block of memory (from XXXX to

YYYY).
This command is slow. One way to

make it seem faster is to search through

short blocks of memory. While the pro-

gram is searching, the screen goes

blank.

The output format is "z . . . z is at xx.

"

When found, the starting hex address

(xx) of the string (z . . . z) is printed on
the screen. The program then returns to

the main menu. If the specified charac-

ter or string is not located within the

block of memory, the program just re-

turns to the main menu.

Convert to Hex or Decimal

The input format to Convert to Hex
is C H DD (enter). The format to Con-
vert to Decimal is C D XXXX (enter).

Convert to Hex changes a two-char-

acter decimal input (DD) into its equiv-

alent hex notation. Using longer deci-

mal numbers can yield incorrect results

or function call errors.

Convert to Decimal changes a four-

character hex number (XXXX) to the

equivalent decimal number. This com-
mand requires a four-character input. If

the number to be converted has less

than four characters, use leading zeros

to fill the extra spaces.

The output format to Convert to Hex
is "dd Dec. =xxxxHex." The output to

Convert to Decimal is "xxxx HEX = dd
decimal." The program returns to the

main menu after doing the conversion.

End

The input format is E (enter).

The End command stops the pro-

gram and returns to Basic.

Line Description

20 Converts a decimal character to hex

30 Converts a hex character to decimal

40-45 Decimal nibble (4 bits, 1 digit) to hex

50-60 Decimal address to hex

64-66 Pack a hex address (four characters)

72-110 Hex address to decimal

120 Packs 4 hex bytes

130-135 Pack eight ASCII or graphics characters

200-275 M command
300-345 D command
400^50 F command
500-535 C command
800-820 Main routine, command decoding

Table 7. Monitor 100 Line Descriptions

The Rule of 78

Conversion by Beve Woodbury
80 Micro Technical Editor

Two ways to calculate interest on a

loan are: add-on interest, and annu-

al percentage rate (APR).

Assume you are interested in an add-

on interest rate of 12 percent for a

two-year loan of $8,000 with monthly

payments. The following equation cal-

culates your monthly payments:

Monthly payment = Interest* Years*Loan + Loan

12* Years

The calculations for the loan speci-

fied above are:

Monthly payment = .12*2*8000 + 8000

12*2

Monthly payment =413.33

Let's compute the value of the annual

percentage rate that yields a payment of

$413.33 per month for 24 months on a

loan of $8,000. If payments are month-

ly, the interest per period is the APR di-

vided by 12.

Under the standard amortization ap-

proach, the borrower pays interest for a

period (a month) on the amount actual-

ly loaned during the period. The differ-

ence between the payment and the inter-

est due reduces the remaining balance

of the loan.

A number of approximation equa-

tions have been developed for the pur-

pose of determining the APR associated

with some add-on interest situations.

No equation gives an exact answer ex-

cept the one given below. The problem

with this equation is that you must solve

it by trial and error. There is no way to

solve it directly.

Monthly payment = PV
(i(l+i)tn)

((l+i)t(n-l))

The computer lends itself to solving the

equation by trial and error.

After the APR is determined, it is

possible to calculate a standard amorti-

zation table.

The Rule of 78 is an alternative

method to determine the sum of money
needed to pay off a loan. The Rule of 78

assumes (N/sum of the digits times the

interest expense) is reduced the first per-

iod, ((N - l)/sum of the digits times the
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It could have been a lot worse.

Luckily, all that was missing was the

computer and some spreadsheet software.

And that should be covered by insurance.

But it isn't. Ed didn't realize that once he

started using his home computer on busin

projects, his homeowners insurance no

longer would cover it.

As suddenly as the robber)' had occurred,

Ed found himself out several thousand dol-

lars with no way to recover it.

You need SAFEWARE™
If you use your microcomputer for busi-

ness, you can protect yourself from a loss

like this with SAFEWARE. For as little as $3

a year, SAFEWARE insurance covers all

hardware, media and purchased software.

Both business and personal.

SAFEWARE protects against thef

fire, accidental damage, even the

destruction caused by power

surges.

And, now, SAFEWARE is avail-

able on a 10-day trial basis. If

you are not completely satisfied

with the coverage provided, return

the policy within 10 days for a

full refund.

The-only risk you take with

SAFEWARE is not having it.

To obtain more information, or

bind coverage immediately, call the toll

free number. Or send the coupon to:

Columbia National General Agency,

88 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 43215

(In Ohio call toll free 1-800-848-2112).

1-800-848-
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:30-7;

Sat.-Sun. 10:30-4:30 (FST)

Amount of

Insurance
Annual
Premium

Up to $ 2,000 $35

$ 2,001-$ 5.000 $ 60

$ 5.001-$ 8,000 $ 75

$ 8,001-$11,000 $ 90

$11,001-$14.000 $105

Not avail, in AK, DC. HI. KY, LA, ME, MS,

NV. SC or WY.

Send for immediate protection: CNGA, 88 E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 43215

Name

Street

Citv _
- State

System value $ —
Check enclosed

Expires:

VISA MasterCard Card #.

Send additional information

^ See Lis! o! Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 181



interest expense) is reduced the second

period, and so on, where N is the num-
ber of periods over which the loan runs.

Listing 8 compares the results of the

two approaches. It's a conversion of

"The Rule of 300," 80 Micro, January

1982, p. 116. In general, the amount

needed to pay off a loan using the Rule of

78 is greater than that using the normal

amortization approach. This is illustrated

in the sample run (see Figs. 1 and 2).

Running the Program

The example in the figures specified a

loan of $8,000 for two years, with add-

on interest (ADD) at a rate of 12 per-

cent. The monthly payment is $413.33.

If you request hard copy, the follow-

ing appears:

Loan: 8000

Add On Interest: 12 percent

Payment: 413.33

Annual Percentage Rate:

21.59999907016754 percent

The APR decimal is carried out this

far because a small difference in the

APR produces big variations in the re-

sults. If you rerun the program selecting

to input the APR, enter 21.60 and you
will get a monthly payment of $413.35.

Options are now given for the Rule of

78 or the regular amortization chart.

The key in this analysis is the differ-

ence in the amount needed to pay off a

loan under the alternative approaches.

In this example, the maximum differ-

ence occurs in the eighth month. Under
the Rule of 78, $5,742.96 is needed to

eliminate the loan. Only $5,704.62 is

needed with the amortization approach.

From the finance company's point of

view the rate of return earned on their

money is greater if the loan is paid off

early. The Rule of 78 is an alternative

method of calculating the dollars neces-

sary to pay off a loan. This approach is

sometimes used for auto loans—be

aware of the loan agreement details so

you don't end up paying for your ig-

norance.

A$-K$ Word formats for printing

X$ Number format for printing

K-I Loop counters

Decisions:

L$ ? ADD or APR
Y$ ? hard copy

Z$ ? which chart

Rule of 78 chart:

IT Interest

RXD Principal reduction

RB Balance of loan

DD Difference

Amortization chart:

IX Interest

RD Principal reduction

LX Balance of loan

DD Difference

Calculations:

AD Add-on interest rate

AP# Annual percentage rate

LO Loan amount

M Number of months of loan

PAY Monthly payment

S Divisor in interest calculation

XP Monthly payment calculated

YR Number of years of loan

Table 8. The Rule of 78 Variables

LOAN: 8000
ADD ON INTEREST: 12 %

PAYMENT: 413.33
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 21.59999907016754
REGULAR AMORTIZATION

MONTH INT. REDUC BALANCE DIFF
1 144.00 26 9.33 7730.67 -9.60
2 139.15 274.18 7456.49 -17.65
3 134.22 279.11 7177.38 -24.23
4 129.19 284.14 6893.24 -29.44
5 124.08 289.25 6603.99 -33.36
6 118.87 294.46 6309.53 -36.09
7 113.57 299.76 6009.77 -3 7.7 2

8 108.18 305.15 5704.62 -38.34
9 102.68 310.65 5393.97 -38.06

10 97.09 316.24 5077.73 -36.97
1.1 91.40 321.93 4755.80 -35.17
12 85.60 327.73 4428.08 -32.76
13 79.71 333.62 4094.45 -29.86
14 73.70 339.63 3754.82 -26.56
15 67.59 345.74 3409.08 -22.97
16 61.36 3 51.97 3057.11 -19.21
17 55.03 358.30 2698.81 -15.3 8

18 48.58 364.75 2334.06 -11.60
19 42.01 371.32 1962.74 -7.99
2 35.33 378.00 1584.74 -4.66
21 28.53 384.80 1199.94 -1.73
22 21.60 3 91.73 808.21 0.67
23 14.55 398.78 409.43 2.41
24 7.37 409.43 0.00 0.00

Tig. 1. Regular Amortization

LOAN: 8000
ADD ON INTEREST: 12 %

PAYMENT: 413.33
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 21.59999907016754

RULE 7 8

MONTH INT. REDUC BALANCE DIFF
1 153.60 259.73 7740.27 -9.60
2 147.20 266.13 7474.14 -17.65
3 140.80 272.53 7201.61 -24.23
4 134.40 278.93 6922.68 -29.44
5 128.00 285.33 6637.35 -33.36
6 121.60 291.73 6345.62 -36.09
7 115.20 298.13 6047.49 -37.72
8 108.80 304.53 5742.96 -38.34
9 102.40 310.93 5432.03 -38.06

10 96.00 317.33 5114.70 -36.97
11 89.60 323.73 4790.97 -35.17
12 83.20 330.13 4460.84 -32.76
13 76.80 336.53 4124.31 -29.86
14 70.40 342.93 3781.38 -26.56
15 64.00 349.33 3432.05 -22.97
16 57.60 355.73 3076.32 -19.21
17 51.20 362.13 2714.19 -15.38
18 44.80 368.53 2345.66 -11.60
19 38.40 374.93 1970.73 -7.99
20 32.00 381.33 1589.40 -4.66
21 25.60 387.73 1201.67 -1.73
22 19.20 394.13 807.54 0.67
23 12.80 400.53 407.01 2.41
24 6.40 406.93

Fig. 2. Rule

0.08

of 78

0.00

Program Listing 8. The Rule of 78

10 XS="### ###.## ####.## #####.## #

###.##"
20 A$= n LOAN: ":B$= nADD ON INTEREST: ":C$
= n PAYMENT: ": D$= n ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE"
:E$="RULE 7 8" : F$= n REGULAR AMORTIZATION"
30 G$="MONTH ":H$=" INT. ":I$=" REDUC
BALANCE n :J$=" DIFF": K$="PAYMENT: "

40 CLS: PRINT: PRINTTAB( 15) E$ : PRINT@13 6
, "V

ERSUS" : PRINT@210 , "AMORTIZATION TABLES" :

F

ORK=0 TO1000: NEXT: GOTO 90
50 X=(AP#*(1+AP#) "(YR*12) ) :PAY=LO*X/( (1+
API) "(12*YR)-1) :RETURN
60 X=INT(100*PAY)/100:Y=PAY-X: IFY>.0 5TH
ENX=X+.01
7 PAY=X: RETURN
80 CLS:PRINT"MONTHLY PAYMENT IS:",-PAY: PR
INT -.RETURN

Listing 8 continues
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Listing 8 continued

90 PRINT: INPUT"LOAN";LO: INPUT"NUMBER OF
YEARS: " ; YR
100 PRINT: PRINT"MENU n

: PRINT" ADD "

B$
110 PRINT" APR ";D$
120 INPUTL$: IFL$="APR"THEN 180
130 IFL$<>"ADD"THEN 100
140 INPUT"ADD ON INTEREST RATE: ";AD:AD=
AD*. 01
150 PAY=(YR*AD*LO+LO)/(12*YR) :GOSUB60:GO
SUB«0:XP=PAY
160 FORI=1TO999:AP#=.0001*I+AD/12:GOSUB5
0:GOSUB60: IFPAY>=XPTHEN210
170 NEXTI : PRINT" ERROR" : END
180 INPUT"% RATE" ;AP#:AP#=AP#*. 01/12
190 GOSUB50:GOSUB60:XP=PAY
200 ADD=(12*YR*PAY-LO)/(LO*YR)
210 INPUT"HARD COPY Y/N: " ; Y$ : CLS : PRINTA
$;LO:PRINTB$;10 0*ADD; "%"

: IFY$="Y"THEN LP
RINTA$;LO:LPRINTB$;10 0*ADD;"%"
220 PRINTK$;XP:PRINTD$;1200*AP#; "%":IFY$
="Y"THENLPRINTK$;XP:LPRINTD$;120 0*AP#:LP
RINT:LPRINT:LPRINT

230 PRINT: PRINT"ENTER Z FOR RULE 78 CHAR
T": INPUT" A FOR REGULAR AMORTIZATION
";Z$: PRINT
2 40 IFZ$ = "A"THEN27 0ELSEIFZ$O"Z"THEN23
250 PRINTTAB(10) E$:GOSUB350: IFY$="Y"THEN
LPRINTTAB (10) E$ELSEGOTO280
26 GOTO3 6

270 PRINTTAB(8) F$ :GOSUB350 : IFY$="Y"THENL
PRINTF$:GOTO360
280 S=0:M=12*YR:FORI=1TOM:S=S+I: NEXTI :RB
=LO:LX=LO
290 FORI=lTOM:IT=(M-I+l)/S*(YR*AD*LO) : RX
D=XP-IT:RB=RB-RXD: IFI=MTHENIX=AP#*LX: RD=
LX : LX=0 : DD=0 : GOT03 10
3 00 IX=AP#*LX:RD=XP-IX:LX=LX-RD:DD=LX-RB
310 IFZ$«"A"THENPRINTUSINGX$;I,IX,RD,LX,
DD: IFY$="Y"THENLPRINTUSINGX$; I,IX,RD,LX,
DDELSEGOTO340
320 IFZ$="A"THEN340
330 PRINTUSINGX$;I,IT,RXD,RB,DD:IFY$= B Y"
THENLPRINTUSINGX$;I,IT,RXD,RB,DD
340 NEXT:END
350 PRINT: PRINTG$;H$;I$;J$: RETURN
360 LPRINT:LPRINTG$;H$;I$; J$:GOTO280

THE ULTIMATE
IN SOFTWARE
UNPROTECTION
FPS-3 ISA FRONT PANEL SIMULATOR
FORTHE TANDYCORP.TRS80 MODEL III

JUST FLIP A SWITCH AND! ! !

THE PROGRAM IN MEMORY IS COPIED
TO YOUR CHOICE OF DISK OR TAPE .TO
RUN THE COPY SIMPLY BOOT THE DISK
FROM RESET OR LOAD THE TAPE WITH
THE SYSTEM COMMAND.YOU DO NOT
NEED ANY TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
TO USE THE FPS-3. ALL YOU NEED TO
INSTALL THE FPS 3 ARE A HALF HOUR
OF YOUR TIME AND A SCREWDRIVER.
THE COST FOR A COMPLETE FPS-3 IS
ONLY S50.
WHAT THE SOFTWARE GODS

HAVE HIDDEN
^439

THIS LITTLE |^pwi|
SHALL REVEAL OtV I

L

J.E.S. GRAPHICS » P.O. BOX 2752

>

TULSA. OK. 74101 CALL 918 742 7104.

FLl ILE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and C.O.D.'s

accepted

VISA

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 InCal. call

(800)592-5935 or

J805)543-1037
^207

DISKIfT
ITiaXEll VERBATIM
100% ERROR FREE

5-/4 SS/DD

28.95

CAPTAINS
SPECIAL

ADD 2.00 SHIP

5% TAX IN FLA.

800-327-1013

MEGA-BYTE
DEPT. 80

4699 S.W. 4Slh STREET
FORT LAUD.. FLA 33314

305-5S7-1130

'-•:-!——?>**

CC" RISER

• Raises & tilts TV monitor for easy viewing

•Allows CC keyboard to slip under monitor
for more desk space

•Matching silver-gray fiberglass

•$37.50 + $2.50 shipping

"80" DEMI-CASES
• Models for LNW or MDX I & II Boards
• $32.50 + $2.50 shipping

N. Y.S. Residents Add 7% Tax ' 1 74

SYRACUSE R&D CENTER
Box 125, Dewitt, N.Y. 13214

"Specializing in Electronic Packaging"

The Banner Machine©
For the TRS-80 I & III with 32K tape or 48K disk
For use on the Epson MX-80 with Graftrax
Uses dot graphics instead of TRS-80 block graphics
Menu-driven program
Operation similar to a word processor
Makes signs up to 10" tall by any length
10 sizes of letters from J/V'-8" high
Mono or proportional spacing
Automatic centering; Right and left justifying

Makes borders of variable width up to V«"

Order The Banner Machine — $49.95 from

Virginia Micro Systems mmmmt
13646 Jeff Davis Highway Jmtm
Woodbndge. Virginia 22191

Phone (703) 491-6502
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by Y. Lempereur from Funso

Seek out and destroy the Gorfian leader taking refuge in

the black hole! You have only one ship to reach and elimi-

nate him— so make it count. Great sound, three phases of

action, joystick compatible. Survive the perils of the black

hole!

37291 16K Tape $19.95

37202 32K Disk $24.95

BRIGHT
& EARLY
by Cleo Hughes from Liberty

The BRIGHT & EARLY series makes learning fun by re-

warding accomplishment with video entertainment. De-
signed for ages six and older, the math skills package
contains: "Add-a-pet" (Addition), "TheBigBoom" (Sub-

traction), "SpacemanMath" (Multiplication), "Moon-
Lander" (Division), and "Basic Math" (Flash card review).

19640 16K Tape $13.95

CATERPILLAR
from Soft Sector Marketing

This is the fast-action arcade game you've been waiting to

play at home! You must hit mushrooms and caterpillars

segment by segment— moths and tumble bugs. The chal-

lenges, they are all moving; when hit they split into addi-

tional segments or metamorphose into different shapes;

when you destroy a caterpillar, the new one that replaces it

is a segment longer than the original!

21306 16K Tape $15.95

21373 32K Disk $19.95

JABBERTALKY
by Norm Lane from Epyx

A programmable word game. Compete against time or

friends (1-4 players) to solve your choice of scrambled

words or sentences in which each letter of the alphabet is

used for another. Jabbergrammer gives you the tools to

create even more sentences. Eight levels from simple to

simply incredible!

18009 32K Disk $29.95

by ScottAdams from

Adventure International

Nine different adventures make up this acclaimed series.

Written in machine language for fast response, they sup-

port lower case (if installed), have a unique screen video

driver with blinking cursor, and have over 100 words in their

vocabularies.

Until you've played an Adventure, you can't appreciate

the hours of challenge and fun built into each program.

Each tests your powers of reason and deduction as you

attempt to accomplish your mission using the implements

you have, find or devise.

1. Adventureland 16838 16K Tape $24.95

2. Pirates Adventure 16849 16K Tape $24.95

3. Mission Impossible 16850 16K Tape $24.95

Adventure 1, 2, 3 on disk together

43951 16K Disk $39.95

4. Voodoo Castle 16861 16K Tape $24.95

5. The Count 16872 16K Tape $24.95

6. Strange Odyssey 16883 16K Tape $24.95

Adventures 4, 5, 6 on disk together

43962 16K Disk $39.95

7. Mystery Fun House 16894 16K Tape $24.95

8. Pyramid of Doom 16906 16K Tape $24.95

9. Ghost Town 30788 16K Tape $24.95

Adventures 7, 8, 9 on disk together

43973 16K Disk $39.95

10. Savage Island— Parti— 16928 16K Tape $24.95

1 1

.

Savage Island— Part 11— 1 7042 16K Tape $24.95

12. Golden Voyage 17097 16K Tape $24.95

Adventures 10, 11, 12 on disk together

17547 16K Disk $39.95

from Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc.

Instantly superimposes correct formulas & column
headings for 17 financial forecasts on your Visicalc

spreadsheets. Immediately calculates; interest, an-

nuities, amortization, NPV, IRR, break-even, deprecia-

tion, deviation, variance, linear regression and mort-

gages. 4 sets of results display for comparison. Be accu-

rate, save time, analyze easier!

34591 64K Disk $69.95

MONEY
MANAGER
by Andrew P. Bartorillo from Acorn

A complete management tool for the home budget, it

keeps track of your checkbook and provides for easy

budget allocation. You can store information on up to 100

checkbook entries per month (250 with 48K), specify au-

tomatic withdrawals, keep records of tax deductibles, re-

cord expenses by category, even break up charge ac-

count payments into the proper categories.

28189 32K Disk $39.95,

COMPUTER
SASEBALL STRATEGY
from Avalon Hill

You're the Manager of the Home Team. Plan your strategy

and test your skill against the computer. Great opportunity

to try out all those plays you know will make your team the

Champions. Let's go. . . play ball!

11428 32K Tape $16.95 15% Off

Now til July 10 $14.41

ffiOERICKSBUI

from Avalon -Hill

2 player strategy simulation, tactical level civil war game
recreating the first battle of Fredericksburg. Each player

takes the role of Union General Burnside or Confeder-

ate General Lee. Comes complete with full color map-

board, over 230 illustrated counters and detailed rules

manual with historical background.

30542 32K Disk $34.95 15% off Now til

July 10 $29.71

ASTROBALL
by John Allen from Acorn
Once you load ASTROBALL into your TRS-80, the arrow

keys become flipper buttons, the screen becomes the play

board, and you become the "Pinball Wizard!" A flying

saucer, spaceships, meteors, and black holes add to the

fun as your ball realistically zings around the board. Five

skill levels.

16670 16K Tape $19.95

16726 16K Disk $19.95 15% Off

Sale— Now til July 10 $16.96

—NEW
from Funsoft

Dodge and run! 3 time runners race along the grids chased

by creatures whose numbers increase. Paralyze pursuers

or run into them when they're blinded. Advance to new
grids with bonus points and extra runners. Parents will

want to share this one with their youngsters!

22655 16K Tape $19.95 $16.96
37280 32K Disk $24.95 $21.21

15% Off Now til July 10

APPLI
PANIC
by Y Lempereur from Funsoft

Trap crazed apples by digging holes in brick floors, beat

them thru the hole to squash on the floor below. 3 lives are

extended by points. Has voice and music, freeze action,

saves high score on disk, joystick compatible. Don't let an

apple get you!

33433 16K Tape $19.95

37246 32K Disk $24.95

From Cornsoft

Your assignment is to paint the maze, avoiding

everyone who tries to stop you. If anyone walks in

the paint, it's ruined, and you must go back and re-

paint it. With sound, great graphics. . .truly

"a-maze-ing".

16K Tape, $15.95

16K Disk, $19.95

STARQUE
RESCUE
AT RIGEL
First of the "Starquest" series, it's an interplanetary adven-

ture. The evil High Tollah has captured ten prisoners; if you

don't find and save them they will be transformed into

enemy aliens— and set out after you!

39552 16K Tape $29.95

17929 32K Disk 29.95

STAS?

WARRI
You're on your own, light years from Earth in intergalactic

space. If you thought saving the princess in RESCUE AT
RIGEL was a challenge, wait til you pit yourself against

STAR WARRIOR! Order the second edition of the Star-

quest Series now.

39574 16K Tape $39.95

17930 32K Disk $39.95



PROGftAm/T0R€

Bookshelf

by David L Heiserman from Prentice-Hall

Complete guide to generating and using the graphic
qualities of your TRS-80. Develop programs that pro-

duce graphics for a variety of applications—from educa-
tion to games and novelties. Features high-speed
graphics that don't require machine language— it's all in

BASIC.

42646 Softcover

Book $12.95 ^1*>:

FAST
BASIC
by George A Gratzer with Thomas G. Gratzer

from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

Now, with only BASIC background, you discover the

secrets of professionals. Write faster, more efficient pro-

grams. A new technique uses short machine language
segments. Anything Basic can do. Fast Basic can go
better, all it takes are fewer than 20 assembly language
instructions and the names of 60 routines in memory.

40925 Softcover
Book $14.95

t I

by Richard V. Andree & Josephine P. Andree
from Prentice-Hall

Leads you from watching the computer "count fast" to

writing programs for creating random art, solving

equations or exploring research problems. Learn to

solve real problems. Self instructing — successfully

used by all ages from Jr. high to adult professionals.

Whether you have your TRS-80 as a playtoy or a serious

tool— programming can be fun!

10922 Softcover Book $11.95

The
Program Store
NOW OPEN
in Cambridge

TRS80
MODEL III

'O I

by Larry Joel Goldstein from Prentice-Hall

For the first time— all the information you need to know
about a model III. from turning it on to programming it

and why! You'll find how it works, introduction to BASIC
with helpful tips, immediate applications to business,

graphics, games and word processing, tables, charts,

appendices and much more.

40813 Softcover Book $14.95

Programmer's
Corner

EDAS
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
by Roy Soltoff from MISOSYS
With EDAS, you are no longer tied to memory limitations

while writing in assembly language. Now you can assem-
ble directly from text stored on disk. Branching lets you test

your program, then return directly to EDAS. Great for edit-

ing and debugging.

Other features include: global editing, upper/lower case
support, block moves, plus availability of DOS commands
within EDAS. It's the Editor/Assembler designed with the
programmer in mind!

19741 Disk $79.00

DISASSEMBLER
— NEW
by Roy Soltoff from Misosys

A TRS-80 disassembler that converts machine code to

z-80 assembly language listings. Converts from disk to

disk, automatically partitions output files, accepts
screening data for disassembly of words or literals.

LDOS or TRSDOS dependent. Extend the capabilities

of your Editor/Assembler with this utility!

36302 32K Disk $40.00

ACCEL/ 3/4

BASIC COMPILER
from Algorix

Turns your BASIC program into a machine-language/
BASIC hybrid that runs many times faster. Games, logic,

real-time, string handling and index searching programs
benefit. Recommended to overcome performance prob-

lems in business software. Requires less modification
and rewriting than other compilers. Miserly on memory
with no DOS dependency. Compiled programs save on
tape or disk.

17592 Disk $99.95

Over 2500 Programs for TRS-80, ATARI 400/800, APPLE, IBM & VIC 20.

II 1

1

Franchise openings available in selected cities

For Information Call:

1(202)3839797
To Order Call Toll-Fraa: 800-424-2738

Ks&onsin Ave., N.W., Dept. 14-07-3 Box 9582
Washington, D.C. • 20016

Visit our other stores:
|
829 Bethel Rd., Columbus OH • White Flint Mall, RocKville, MD

Seven Corners Center, Fails Church, VA • W. Bell Plaza, 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD
Westmoreland Mall, Rt. 30 East, Greensburg, PA 15601
Harvard Square, 13 Dunster St., Cambridge, MA 02138

Opening soon in Philadelphia

1983 The Program Store, Inc.

MAILORDERS: Send check or money order for total purchase price, plus $2.00 postages handling. D.C, MD. &VA.: add sales tax.

Charge Cards: Include all embossed information.

THE PROGRAM STORE • Dept. 14-07-3 • Box 9582 • 4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW • Washington, D.C. 20016
Item # Title Tape/Disk/Rom/Book Price Postage $2.00 Name

— Total Address

CHECK VISA City

MASTERCARD Card #_

Computer
.

State

.

.Zip.

Exp.

. For TRS-80 Models I, III unless otherwise indicated



TUTORIAL (>«•)

LOAD 80

Fortran Breako
by J.B. Harrell

emember the Pascal version of Breakout in

our July 1981 issue? Here's the game again,

demonstrating the power and speed of Fortran

Program Listing /. USRLIB

m%\ TITLE *** USRLIB *** FORTRAN EXTENSIONS FOR TRS-80 ***

00003
00004 ; SUBROUTINE CLS - USE THE ROM ROUTINE AND CLEAR
00005 • THE VIDEO SCREEN.
00006 ; EG. CALL CLS
00007
00008 ENTRY CLS
00009 CLS: JP 01C9H ; CLEAR THE SCREEN
00010
00011
00012 ;

INTEGER FUNCTION IRAND(MAX) - :
/L '.

00013 ;
RANDOM INTEGER VALUE IN THE RANGE OF

00014 1 TO MAX USING THE ROM ROUTINES. THIS
00015 ;

FUNCTION RETURNS AN INTEGER VALUE.
00016 ;

EG. K=IRAND(50)
0017

00018 ENTRY IRAND
00019 LRAND: LD A, UK, 1 GET "MAX" TO THE HL

00020 LD E,A REGISTER, ADDR OF

00021 INC HL "MAX" IS IN HL ON

00022 LD A,(HL) ENTRY
00023 LD D,A
00024 EX DE,HL
00025 CALL 0A9AH SET BASIC ACCUM, NTF

00026 CALL 14C9H GENERATE RAND NUMBER
00027 JP 0A7FH CINT(ACCUM) — > HL
00028
00029
00030 • SUBROUTINE RANDOM — RAMDOMIZE THE ROM

00031 ;
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

00032 f EG. CALL RANDOM
00033
00034 ENTRY RANDOM
00035 RANDOM JP 01D3H ;CALL ROM "RANDOM"

00036
00037
00038 ;

LOGICAL FUNCTION GETCH (DIM". V
;

- :;,.'.•'.% ' 'V!'.- -•::

00039 AND RETURN A 8 BIT LOGICAL VALUE

00040
'. CORRESPONDING TO THE KEY PRESSED.

00041 ;
GETCH WILL WAIT UNTIL A KEY HAS

00042 )
BEEN PRESSED.

00043 ;
EG. KEY=GETCH(0)

00044
00045 ENTRY GETCH
00046 GETCH: JP 0049H ;CALL KEYBOARD SCAN
00047
00048
00049 ;

SUBROUTINE DISPL(CHAR) - DISPLAY THE 8 BIT

00050 BYTE AT THE ADDRESS CHAR AS A CHARACTER
00051 TO THE VIDEO SCREEN. ANY VALID TRS-80

00052 ;
CHARACTER MAY BE DISPLAYED.

00053 EG. CALL DISPL(191)
00054
00055 ENTRY DISPL
00056 DISPL: LD A,(HL) ;GET CHARACTER
00057 JP 0033H

Listing I conlin es

Radio Shack's Fortran compiler and

Macro-80 assembler make up a power-

ful software development system. The

TRS-80 version of Fortran is an excel-

lent implementation of the ANSI
(American National Standards Insti-

tute) 1966 standard.

The most significant restriction in

this version is the lack of the data type

COMPLEX and routines for complex

numbers. The compiler generates a mix-

ture of native code and subroutine calls

to a run-time library support package.

This scheme generates code that runs

about as fast as code in Assembly lan-

guage. A compiler that produces only

native code on a microprocessor with

limited arithmetic capability (yes, the

Z80 falls into this category) generates

huge object programs.

Fortran has "record directed" input

and output. This means each Read and

Write statement produces a new record

to be read or written. This is the lan-

guage's most serious defect on the TRS-
80—it is impossible, for example, to po-

sition the cursor and write at a specific

location without disturbing the rest of

the screen.

Additionally, the system run-time

routines needed to support Read and

Write statements and to decode Format

statements are prohibitively large. The

Continues on p. 189

The Key Box

Model I and III

32KRAM
Fortran

Assembly Language

Fortran Compiler

Editor/Assembler
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THE NEXT EIGHT YEARS!

YOU READY TO CASH IN?

The micro computer business is predicted to grow from its present $10 billion to S100 billion before 1990! Imagine the
possibilities this opens for you! No matter where you live, if you're starting up or presently in business, no other industry offers
you more opportunities!

Now, finally, all the inside information you need to secure a prosperous future in this dynamic industry is available in
one place - THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL! An immense information source, compiled by our inquisitive research
team, aided by a panel of experts and business people from all areas of the computer industry!

We present the inside story of more than 100 lucrative computer businesses you can enter, where you'll find the real
opportunities for the eighties: from one man operations like Programming Author, Word Processing Center or Consulting to
Systems House, Service Bureau, Computer Store etc! Many at little or no investment! All the invaluable facts and figuresHow to start, Capital needs, Profit estimates and Margins, How to Sell and Market, How missing technical or business
experience need not stand in your way, Source of Suppliers, etc! Details that could take years to find out on your own 1

We'll show you inside tricks, like how to never again pay retail for computer products and consumer electronics, even for
one item - right now, while you're starting your business! How to get free merchandise and trade show invitations, etc. This alone
will more than pay for the manual! You'll read actual case histories of other computer entrepreneurs, so you can learn from their
mistakes, and profit from their success stories! Where you'll be one year from now depends on your actions todav' Let usshow you how to take the first crucial steps!

Order now and take advantage of our limited introduction special, THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL and a
six month subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER ( so you're always up-to-date with the
industry ), both for only $29.95! You must be convinced on how easy you can strike it rich in the micro computer business - or you
may return the manual for a full refund within thirty days! USE OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER TO ORDER!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO SUCCEED IN THE COMPUTER DUSINESS

IS ALL IN THIS MANUAL!
THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL has the answers to all your questions about

selecting, starting and succesfully running a computer business! The'e has never been such a
comprehensive collection of know-how and information about this business in one place! All the
facts you need to plan and acheive your goals in easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions!

These are some of the 100-plus businesses covered in PART ONE of the manual, with the
facts on How to start and run, Start-up Cost ( Even how to operate on a shoestring ), What profits
to expect, Wholesale prices, Mark-ups, Suppliers, future outlook, case histories for each, etc:

Systems House, Software Author
( who to sell to and who to avoid

)
Service Bureau. Soft-

i ware Publisher I How to find programs that sell, Word Processing Service, Consulting and Con-
sultant Broker ( use your skills or those of others, make $150 - S1000 a day!), The incredible
Games Business, Computer Store ( Franchises: Pro and Contra, or a low inventory store in your
home! ), OEM, Hardware Mfg, Data base and Teletext Service ( big prospects! ). Used Com-
puters, Repairs, Rent-A-Computer, Promote Fests and Trade Shows, Turnkey Systems

Bartering, Mail Order, Compile and rent mailing lists, Specialized Data Headhunting and Temp Help Service, Tech Writer Shop Custom Enqineerina Thehighly profitable Seminars and Training Business, and many more!
engineering, i ne

Many new ideas and ground floor opportunities! Interviews and success stories on companies of all sizes! Privy info on the profits made How some
w-nM^m VuZS'™5̂ ' S 100 -$250,000! Little known outfits that made their owners millionaires, one of these low-key companies, making s,mp,e boards,went trom nil to $20,000,000 and 100 employees in four years! Programmers that make $300,000, Thousands of micro millionaires in the making, etc'

Silicon Valley Tycoon, or just a business at home - we guarantee you II find a business to suit you - or your money back'

present job while starting a business part time!

Don't miss this opportunity to be part of this great industry - the next success story could be your own! Order the manual today' Part one and two

'"f
deluxe rln3 binder, where you can also collect our newsletter ( free for six months with the manual - a $32.50 value! )

- all for only $29.95!

Order by phone (Credit cards only), or use the coupon:

liiilll iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii

THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR NEWSLETTER -

ALL THE LATEST INSIDE BUSINESS NEWS!
NOW! SIX MONTHS FREE WITH YOUR MANUAL!

You're always attuned to the industry, and your
manual kept up-to-date, with our newsletter! Each issue has
the latest business news, ideas, new suppliers, our in-

dispensible "watchdog" column on profits, discounts
(
don t miss mfg's promos like recently when r p «/ideo moni-

tor sold at $80 - that's half wholesale, one third of the retail

price! ), the competition, the big deals, etc! Feature stories
with start-up info and case histories on new micro busi-
nesses!

You'll get invitations to trade shows and conventions,
the usage of our advisory service and our discount buying
service for your purchases'

You'll find many items in our newsletter that will save
you the cost of your manual many times over!

c; 1982, THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR

CALL TOLL FREE!
CHARGE IT!

Credit Card Orders

( MC, VISA only
)

accepted 24 hours/day

1-800-227-3800
Ask for extension 1135

In California call

1-800-792-0990

= Mail to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR PUBLISHING CO.
s PO BOX 456, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10163
= Please send me THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR
S MANUAL, and the six month free subscription to

= THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER.
= All for only $29.95, plus $3 for postage/handling ( NY resi-
= dents: add $2.64 for sales tax ). If I decide not to keep the
= manual

I may return it within 30 days for a full refund.

= NAME:

= ADDRESS:

= CITY, STATE, ZIP:

s C Check or MO. enclosed

| CARD#

= Exp. Date:

Charge to H VISA r~ MC

= SIGNATURE:
TR0783



lor EPSON printers

EXCEPTIONAL MX SERIES
RR I NT DRIVER UTILITY

PLUS *
COMF*L_ETE

CHARACTER ED I TOR

13= * * *

*F= SUPPORTS ALL. BRAFTRAX- L -•" FEATURES
» TEXT CONTROL USING 1.0NTR0L CHARACTERS *

« EASY TRANSPARENT USE *

IS" CREATE SPECIAL LETTERS AND PRINT FONTS
« USE WITHIN YOUR WORDPROCE'SSOP. *

* it- PUWL-RFUL 'ton OF' COMMANDS *

* (ih'bAl FOR BUSINESS UK PROFESSIONALS *

» LOTS OF CREATIVE FUN 100 *

t-W POWERFUL TRIPLE MENU CONTROL MODE
* IDEAL H.'K Ol'lCr PRINlfcK SE I -UP »

5= TRUE PROPORTIONAL MARGIN JUSTIFICATION
« COMPATIBLE WITH UIHE.R FEAIURES »

IS= WORKS WITH MOST POPULAR PROGRAMS
« SCR1PSIT® » LAZVWPITER * PENCIL »

« ANY BASIC PROGRAM »

ADDITIONAL- PEATUR&3
+ COHPLfTf P06L OND FORM CONTROL

* CONTINUOUS UNDERL INING

EPSON „, ,„/""-""'"SCRIPTS
• AUTO-CENTERING
+ SUPERSCRIPTS

5 , ,BSCR I P 1 S

+ ITALICS

CREATE NEW CHARACTERS
MAXPRINT* 11*" CONTAINS A POWERFUL YET EASY-
TO-USE CHARACTER EDITOR THAT Al. 1 OWS YOU TO
QUICKLY DESIGN SPECIAL LETTERS AND PRINT
FONTS FDR YUUR EPSON PRINTER WITH
GRAF TRAX' ••-"». THEN USE THESE SYMBOLS
WITHIN YOUR WORD PROCESSOR 1EXT FOR

* MATH S. SCIENCE — - Z X • - * *

* BUSINESS — © « R C "; « % 1

* FOREIGN LANGUAGE — a a O or S"*ff!

- PERSONAL FUN # 4 & S <S> t&*

MAXPFilNT"
Pr l filer

i s an ept i onai 1 v v

1 1 i l.y '-pec

der-itiried for Epson M< Sen
IJRAFTRAX"-" . It allows
any Graftrs;; text, feature
by-character basis. Chan
by inserting simple

= r :: , I f
if icailv
srs with

dm to utilize
i b character-
s are created
3.1 character;,

*ithi -d processing text.

sdiU J !( vou toThe chsrscti
create any letter imaginable. The entire
program is 100V. assembly language for
extremely smooth. quid response. 33
editor and character generation commands
with a built-in help file allow you to
perform functions like copy. find, merge,
replicate, and delete. Completed letter
files can be stored and recalled from disk
for future use.

-,1a. d MAXPRINT"""" worl-s
ograms. Adapter progri

i hThe
all BASIC
provided for SCRIPSIT, LAZY WRITER, ana
PENCIL. Minimum system requirements are a
48K Model I or Model III with one disk
drive. (Model III needs two disk drives
to convert only.) Epson MX Series printer
must be equipped with GRAFTRAX"-'-'".

UnlA the true potential g_f_ your F.PS0M.

MAXPRINT is supplied on disk with manual,
adapter programs, and shipping for only:

TO ORDERS
Call (619) 436-1*12 VI ma / Maatarcard

Or •end check or •oney order to:

Pwaoytronice., ^333

24"? South Highway 101, Suite 471
Sol ana Beach, California 92*75

Listing I continued

c* dent I iti 61 (Jl

All tut printr* >'!

ii // Smptit TH o< IiMy Corp.

Epun M-M J(l4 WlrUm!"-"*.

00058
00059
00060
00061
00062
006 3

00064
00065
00066
00067
00068
00069
00070
00071
00072
00073
00074
00075
00076
00077
00078
00079
00080
00081
00082
00083
00084
00085
00086
00087

00091
00092
00093
00094
00095
00096
00097
00098
00099
00100
00101
00102
00103
00104
00105
00106
00107
00108
00109
00110
00111
00112
00113
00114
00115
00116
00117
00118
00119
00120
00121
00122
00123
00124
00125
00126
00127
00128
00129
00130
00131
00132
013 3

00134
00135
00136
00137
00138
00139
00140
00141
00142
00143
00144
00145
00146
00147
00148
00149
00150
00151
00152
00153
00154
00155
00156
00157
00158
00159
00160
00161
00162
00163
00164
00165
00166
00167

SUBROUTINE CRLF - SEND A CRLF
VIDEO SCREEN

EG. CALL CRLF

9DH) CODE TO THE

ENTRY CRLF
CRLF: LD A, 13

JP 0033H
;SET UP CALL TO DISPL
; DISPLAY CRLF

SUBROUTINE OUTSTR ( STRING) - OUTPUT THE CHAR
STRING AT THE PARAMETER ADDRESS TO THE
VIDEO SCREEN ONE CHARACTER AT A TIME.
"S" TERMINATES WITH NO CRLF.
"%" TERMINATES STRING WITH CRLF

EG. CALL OUTSTR('THIS IS OUTPUTS')
CALL OUTSTR ( 'OUTPUT WITH CRLF% '

)

ENTRY OUTSTR
OUTSTR: LD

CP
RET
CP
JR
CALL
INC
JR

A, (HL)
'$'

Z
'%'

Z,CRLF
0033H
HL
OUTSTR

;GET NEXT CHARACTER
;TEST FOR TERMINATOR
;ALL DONE
;TEST FOR CRLF
; EXIT WITH CRLF
; DISPLAY CHARACTER
rBUMP POINTER

SUBROUTINE PTC ( LINE , ICOL) '
- SET THE SYSTEM

CURSOR (4020H) TO THE VIDEO SCREEN
ADDRESS CORRESPONDING TO LINE (0-15)

AND ICOL (0-63) BY:
ADDR <-- 3C00H + 64 * LINE + ICOL.
NO ERROR CHECKING ON LINE AND ICOL.

EG. CALL PTC(10,45)

;GET LINE NUMBER TO BC
ENTRY PTC
LD A, (HL)

LD C,A
INC HL
LD A, (HL)

LD B,A
LD A, (DE)
LD L,A
I NC DE
LD A, (DE)
LD H,A
EX DE r HL
PUSH BC
POP HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,HL
ADD HL,DE
LD DE,3C00H
ADD HL,DE
LD (4020H) ,HL
RET

;LINE NUMBER IN BC REG
;GET COLUMN NUMBER
; STORE IN HL

; COLUMN NUMBER IN DE

LINE NUMBER IN HL
2 * LINE
4 » LINE
8 * LINK
16 * LINE
32 * LINE
64 * LINE
64*LINE + ICOL

VIDEO ADDR
SAVE IN CURSOR

SUBROUTINE OUTINT (NUMBER) - OUTPUT THE 16 BIT

INTEGER VALUE PASSED AS THE PARAMETER
"NUMBER" IN INTEGER FORMAT USING THE
BASIC ROM CONVERSION ROUTINES. HAS

A LEADING BLANK.
CALL OUTINT(12345)EG.

ENTRY
LD
LD
] NC
LD
LD
F.X

CALL
CALL
LD
OR
RET
CALL
INC
JR

OUTINT
A,(HL)
E , A

• HL
A,(HL)
D , A
DE,HL
0A9AH
0FBDH
A, (HL)
A
Z

0033H
HL
0UT2

;GET NUMBER TO HL
; REGISTER

; NUMBER IN HL REG
;HL --> ACCUM. NTF
; CONVERT TO ASCII
;GET NEXT CHARACTER
; STRING IS ENDED WITH

; DISPLAY IT

; FINISH STRING

INTEGER FUNCTION INNUM(LEN) - INPUT AN INTEGER
VALUE FROM THE KEYBOARD TO AN INTERNAL

BUFFER. CONVERT THE NUMBER TO BINARY

AND RETURN THE INTEGER VALUE. tHE

INTERNAL BUFFER IS SET AT A MAXIMUM OF

10 BYTES SO ENSURE THAT LEN <= 10.

EG. NUMBER=INNUM(3)

ENTRY
LD
LD
LD
CALL
EX
LD
RET
LD
OR
RET
LD
ADD

INNUM
A, (HL)
B,A
HL,INBUF
05D9H
DE,HL
HL,0
C
A , B

A
Z

L,B
HL,DE

;GET LENGTH
;SET UP CALL TO ROM
; BUFFER ADDRESS
;G0 GET^ NUMBER
;SAVE POINTER
; DEFAULT RETURN
;<BREAK> KEY HIT
;TEST FOR NO INPUT
;REG B = INPUT LENGTH

;END STRING WITH 0H

Listing J continues on p. 190
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routines in USRLIB (Program Listing

1) let you create programs virtually free

of Read, Write, and Format state-

ments. The game Breakout (Program
Listing 2) uses the routines in USRLIB.
This program, when compiled with in-

put/output statements only in subrou-

tine INIT, requires about 9,600 bytes of
storage. After replacing all I/O state-

ments with calls to USRLIB, the com-
piled program needs only 4,100 bytes

(see Program Listing 3). This is a space

saving of over 50 percent!

USRLIB uses well-defined Model I

ROM calls, and runs under most disk

operating systems. You can even com-
pile and link-edit a program on a Model
I and transfer it to a Model III without

modification.

USRLIB Explained

Each routine in USRLIB (Listing 1)

includes an explanation of the routine

and each calling parameter. An exam-
ple of each calling sequence is followed

by the actual subroutine.

"No results are expected

from a subroutine call, but

functions are required to

return values to the calling

program. **

Fortran passes a parameter to a
subroutine or function by passing the

address pointer to the low byte of the

parameter. Subprogram parameters al-

ways occupy 2 bytes (since they are

passed as addresses) regardless of their

type. Since USRLIB uses no more than
three parameters for any routine, pa-

rameter pointers are passed by placing

the addresses in 16-bit registers. Param-
eter address pointer 1 is passed in the

HL register, parameter address pointer

2 is passed in the DE register, and pa-

rameter address pointer 3 is passed in

the BC register. No results are expected

from a subroutine call, but functions

are required to return values to the call-

ing program. USRLIB uses only logical

and integer functions. Values are re-

turned as an 8-bit value in the A register

and a 16-bit value in the HL register.

Subroutine CLS (lines 4-9) performs
a jump (JP) to the ROM routine at

01C9H to clear the video screen. I

didn't use call because the calling pro-

gram's return address is already on the

stack. The RET instruction in the ROM
Continues on p. 191

>- See List of Advertisers on Page 355

A Full Featured Terminal Program
The Ultra Tei m communications package

is one ol the easiest to use and most versatile
communications programs available for the
TRS-80. It includes a full featured intelligent
terminal program, with all the popular 'ea-
.

!'.•• of competing programs costing Uo to
hret times as much, and some new features
that can't be found anywhere else at any
price. Ulna Term also includes a self relocat-
ing host program, and hex conversion utili-

ties for bulletin board downloading. Some of
Ultra Terms unique features are:

• Supports both manual and auto dial
modems.

• Exclusive Ultra Term direct to disk file

transfer mode, allows unattended opera-
tion at the receiving computer.

• Fxclusive split screen feature allows simul-
taneous two way communications without
confusion.

• Line printer support with a 1K print buffer.
• Half and full duplex support.
• Universal ASCII format file transfer with a

33K Buffer.

• A full featured host program.

Ultra Term Price: $59.95

INFOEX • 80
Bulletin Board System

The INFOrmation Exchange bulletin
board program contains all the software
necessary to set up your own bulletin
board service or message center.
The lnfoex-80 software automatically

answers phone calls, displays a logon
message or bulletin, allows callers to
enter and retrieve messages, and lets

users chat (type) directly to the system
operator.

lnfoex-80 supports uploading and
downloading in both universal ASCII
format and Ultra Term disk file transfer
format for accurate and fast file transfer.

lnfoex-80 allows users to apply for
individual passwords, so privatepassword
protected messages can be left for any
user. The system also keeps track of the
number of times eash user has accessed
the system, as well as the highest message
each user has read, and advises each user
when messages have been left for them.

INFOEX-80 Version 2 Price $134.95

LYNX MODEM
EMTROL Systems Lynx modem is an

auto dial auto answer modem for use
on TRS-80 Model 1 or Model 3 with or
without an RS-232 interface. Thats
right, this modem includes an RS-232
interface internally, so you can use it

on any TRS-80 computer, even if you
don't have an expansion interface or
RS-232 board installed.

The Lynx includes a one year factory
warranty with one day turn around on
service should it ever become
necessary.

Lynx Modem price $249.95

SOFTWARE
» Ultraterm from United Software $59.95
• Microterm from Micro Systems $69.95
• Omniterm from Lindbergh Systems $85.00
• Intelliterm from Microcorp $134.95

• lnfoex-80 BBS from United Software $134.95

MODEM GAMES
Modem Games tape: $14.95

Chess Checkers Othello disk: $17.95

Commbat Tank Came $44.95
Includes TRS-80, Apple and
Atari Versions

COMMBAT
Modem Strategy Came

Commbat is a two player tank stra-

tegy game that can be played over a

modem. In this game, the playing field

is divided into a two by four matrix of
sectors that are further divided into a

32 by 16 matrix. The player is given
eight tanks, a base, three decoy bases,
and various weapons including rockets,
lasers, shells, mines and one ICBM.
Your mission is to locate the enemys
base and destroy it with your ICBM,
before he can discover the location of
your base. Commbat comes complete
with a TRS-80, Apple, and Atari disk
for one low price.

Commbat price $44.95

HARDWARE
Lynx Auto Dial/Answer Modem $249.00

Microconnection Manual Modem $149.00

Microconnection Auto Answer $179.00

MUSIC FROM
SOFTWARE AFFAIR

« Orchestra 85/90 Music Synthesizei $39 95
• Piano Software for above $34.95
• Greatest Hits Songs Data File $17.95

• Fanfare Software Music Routines $22.95

UNITED SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
734 FLAMINGO WAY, NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408

ORDERS - 305/965-3496 BBS - 305/842-2687

COD ORDERS — ADD $3.00
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Baudy Hou
Computer Produc

i50 Scott Lake Road
P'ontiac.,Michigan 48054

(313) 683-8388/order & info

(313)682-9550 Lines

40% OFF
PANIK DEFIANCE HYPERUGHT PATROL FORBIDDEN CITY

30% OFF
CYBORG LIBERATOR CLASH DIGOUT Jl

25% OFF
SUPER UTILITY PLUS vers

20% OFF
Subterranean Encounter - Peltek Work Machine - Newdos80 2.0

10% OFF
Accel % compiler - ENB (data base)

Prowriter Printers Epson FX-80 Printers & Printer Cableing

Hfff.BWiffl.'.ffWB

Lynx modem (cash)

—

§225.00

Hayes 300 baud Mod. .

.

239.95

Hayes 1200 Modem... 545.00

Printer Cables 29.95

10 Ft. printer cable . . 39.95

Teac slim line 40 track

disk drives bare 215.00

Single case/power .... 59.95

Dual case/power 69.95

Micro Spooler 16k ... 199.95

Software forMod I/III

. 19.95

Verbatim 1 box 27.00

Verbatim 2 boxes (ea.) 25.00

. . 49.95

Superdos . . 19.95

Jungle Boy (Great!) . .

.

.19.95

The Wild West . . 19.95

SneakThief (softsector) 21.95

Lazy Writer 145.00

Games for COCO

Zaxxon #1 game $39.95

Zasson (like above) 24.95

Shark Treasure 24.95

Donkey King 21.95

Starfire 21.95

Haywire 21.95

Pacdroids 23.95

Astro Blast 19.95

Colorpede 24.95

Color Tape Copy 15.95

Doodlebug 24.95

Color DFT by CS 24.95

Robottack 24.95

Madam Rosa's Parlor. . . . 15.00

Misc.

DosPlus 119.95

lnfoex-80 BBs System . . . 99.95

Martian Patrol 19.95

Rally by softsector 21.95

— CALL TODAY!! -

Don't forget we carry a full line of hardware & software.

So if your going to buy, don't call us first, call us last -

you'll be glad you did!

Please add $3.00 shipping &

handling on all order in U.S. All

prices over S200.00 are cash

prices only. Call 'or charge prices

VISA & Mastercharge welcome.

Checks please allow 10 days to clear. All order are shipped within 24 hours

when possible.

DENNIS BLACK, OWNER
(313)683-8388

Listing I

00168
00169
00170
00171
00172
00173
00174
00175
00176
00177
00178
00179
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00181
00182
00183
00184
00185
00186
00187
02188
00189
00190
00191
00192
00193
00194
00195
00196
00197
00198
00199
00200
00201
00202
00203
00204
00205
00206
00207
00208
00209
00210
00211
00212
00213
00214
00215
00216
00217
00218
00219
00220
00221
00222

2 ? 3

00224
00225
00226
00227
00228
00229
00230
00231
00232
00233

234
00235
00236
00237
00238

239

00240
00241
00242
00243
00244

2 4 3

00246
247

00248
00249
00250

2 51

00252
00253
00254

2.35

00256
00237

2 5 8

259
00260

261
00262

263
00264
00265
00266
00267
00268
00269

270
271

00272
00273
00274
3 275

00276
00277

continued from p. 188

LD
EX
CALL
JP

SET2:

SET3:
SET4:

(HL) .0

DE,HL
0E6CH
0A7FH

DSEG
DS
CSEG

INPUT POINTER
CONVERT TO BASIC ACCUH
CINT(ACCUM)— >HL REG

; STRING LENGTH + 0DH

<SETUP> IS A SUBROUTINE USED BY <PLOT> AND BY

<POINT> TO RETRIEVE THE PARAMETERS FROM THE

CALLING PROGRAM AND TO CALCULATE THE SCREEN
ADDRESS AND THE BIT POSITION OF THE GRAPHIC
BIT TO BE MANIPULATED.
ENTRY: (HL) = X COORDINATE ADDRESS

(DE) = Y COORDINATE ADDRESS
(BC) = SET/RESET FLAG (NOT USED FOR

<POINT> ROUTINE
EXIT: (HL) = VIDEO SCREEN ADDRESS

(BC) = BIT NUMBER
(ZVAL) = SET/RESET FLAG

PUSH HL ;SET UP X COORD FETCH
POP IX
LD HL,XCOORD
LD ', (IX)
LD (HL) ,A ;MOVE LOW BYTE
INC HL
LD A, ( IX+.1 )

LD (HL) ,A ;M0VE HIGH BYTE
PUSH DE ;SET UP Y COORD FETCH
POP IX

INC HL
LD A,(IX) ;MOVE LOW BYTE
LD (HL) ,A

INC HL
LD A,(IX+1)
LD (HL) .A jMOVE HIGH BYTE
PUSH BC ;SET UP ZVAL FETCH
POP IX
[NC HL
LD A, (IX) ;MOVE LOW BYTE
LD (HL) ,A

INC HL
LD A, (IX+1)
LD (HL) ,A
LD HI,, (XCOORD) ;GET VALUE
LD DE,-128 ;SET UP MOD 128
OR A ; CLEAR CARRY
ADC HL,DE ;THIS INSTR SETS FLAGS
JP P.SET1 •NOT DONE YET
OR A ; CLEAR CARRY
SBC HL,DE ;ADD BACK 128

LD (XCOORD) .HL
LD HL, (YCOORD) ;GBT Y COORD » MOD 48
LD DE,-48
OR A ;CLEAR CARRY
ADC HL,DE ;YC=YC-48
JP P.SET2 ;KEEF GOING
OR A
SBC HL,DE ;YC=YC+4 8

LD (YCOORD) .HL
LD A, (XCOORD) ;NEED ONLY LOW BYTE
LD E,A
LD A, (YCOORD) jSAME HERE
SRL E •X/2
123 D.0 ;D=MOD(X,2)
JR NC.SET3 ;N0 REMAINDER
INC D ;YES REMAINDER

13,-1 ;SET LIP DIVIDE LOOP

INC B ;
QUOTIENT Y/3

SUB
JP
ADD

P,SET4
A,

3

; REMAINDER WILL BE IN A

;FORM REMAINDER

Y/3 = LINE NUMBER
X/2 = COLUMN NUMBER
Y MOD 3 = ROW NUMBER IN GRAPHIC BYTE

X MOD 2 = COLUMN NUMBER IN GRAPHIC BYTE
VIDEO ADDR = 3C00H + 64 * LINE + COLUMN
BIT POS = 2 * ROW + COLUMN

PLC A
ADD
LD
LD
2D
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
i.D

ADD
LD
ADD
LD
RET

DSEG
XCOORD: DW
YCOORD: DW
ZVAL: DW

esse

A,D
C,A
L , B

H,0
HL,HL
HL,HL
HL,HL
HL,HL
HL,HL
HL,HL
D,0
HL,DE
DE,3C00H
HL,DE
B,0

;ROW * 2

;ROW * 2 + COLUMN
;SAVE BIT NUMBER
;GET LINE NUMBER
;TO HL REGISTER

;64 * LINE NUMBER
;DE = COLUMN
;64*LINE+COL

; VIDEO ADDRESS
;BC = BIT NUMBER

;DO NOT DO NOT DO NOT
.•CHANGE THE POSITION OP
j THESE 3 VALUES

SUBROUTINE PLOT( IX , IY , IZ ) - PLOT A GRAPHIC
POINT AT THE SCREEN LOCATION DEFINED BY

Listing I continues
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Listing I continued

00278
00279
00280
00281
00282
00283
00284
00285
00286
00287
00288
00289
00290
00291
00292
00293
00294
00295
00296
00297
00298
00299
00300
00301
00302
00303
00304
00305
00306
00307
00308
00309
00310
00311
00312
00313
00314
00315
00316
00317
00318
00319
00320
00321
00322
00323
00324
00325
00326
00327
00328
00329
00330
00331
00332
00333

KG.

ENTRY
CALL
LD
OR
JP
LD
LD
AND
JR
LD
ADD
LD
OR
LD
RET
LD

AND
LD
RET

IX, IY. IX IS REDUCED TO (IX MOD 128)
AND IY IS REDUCED TO ( IY MOD 4 8) PRIOR
TO USE. IF IZ IS ODD, A "SET" FUNCTION
IS PERFORMED; IF IZ IS EVEN - "RESET".

CALL PLOT(50,25,1)

PLOT
SETUP
A, (HL)

A
M,PLOTl
(HL) .80H
A, (ZVAL)
1

Z,PLOT2
IX r MASKl
I X , BC
A, (HL)
(IX)
(HL) ,A

IX.MASK2

[X,BC
A, (HL)
(IX)
(HL) ,A

;SET UP BYTE AND BIT t

;GET VIDEO BYTE
;TEST FOR GRAPHIC BYTE
;OK - BYTE IS GRAPHIC
;MAKE IT GRAPHIC BLANK
;GET FUNCTION
;TEST FOR SET/RESET
; PERFORM RESET
;GET MASK FOR SET
; PROPER MASK
;GET GRAPHIC BYTE
;SET PROPER BIT

;GET MASK FOR RESET

PROPER- MASK ADDRESS
GET GRAPHIC BYTE
RESET BRIDGE
RESTORE BYTE IN VIDEO

; DATA MASKS FOR SET/RESET

DSEG
MASK1: DB 1,2,4,8,16,32
MASK2: DB 0FEH , 0FDH , 0FBH , 0F7H , 0EFH , 0DFH

LOGICAL FUNCTION POINT(X,Y) - TEST THE GRAPHIC
POINT AT SCREEN LOCATION (X,Y) AND
RETURN A FORTRAN .TRUE. VALUE IF SET,
.FALSE. OTHERWISE. .TRUE. IS A -1 , AND
.FA!.:.;;., is 0.

EG. IF(POINT(50,25)) CALL PLOT( 50 , 25 , 0)

;SET UP BYTE AND BIT *

;GET PROPER MASK

;GET SCREEN BYTE
;TEST FOR "ON"
;SET UP RETURN
;BIT IS RESET

DEC L ;SET -1 FOR RETURN
POINT2: LD A,L ; PROPER VALUE FOR RET

ENTRY POINT
CALL SETUP
LD IX.MASK1
ADD IX, BC
LD A, (HL)
AND (IX)
LD L,0
JR Z,POINT2

Continuedfrom p. 189

routine returns properly to the calling

program. CLS issues the codes 1CH
(home cursor) and 1FH (clear to end of
frame) to clear the video screen.

Integer function IRAND (lines 12-

27) generates an integer random value

between 1 and the maximum value

passed to the function. Lines 19-24 use

the pointer address in the HL register to

load the DE register with the 16-bit inte-

ger value passed. It is up to you to en-

sure that the calling program sends

IRAND only integer values.

Basic uses the area just above 4000H
as a workspace. Since USRLIB uses Ba-
sic ROM routines, this workspace is

available to it. The arithmetic routines

use the storage beginning at 41 1DH as an
accumulator (ACC). The byte at 40
AFH specifies the type of the accumula-
tor (NTF) as integer (2), string (3), single-

precision (4), and double-precision (8).

The ROM routine at 0A9H stores the

integer value contained in the HL regis-

ter in the ACC (at 412H for integers)

and sets NTF to 2 (for integer). The
ROM routine at 14C9H (RND) accepts

any type of numerical input, as long as

the ACC and NTF are set appropriately.

The program generates a random
number as follows: if the ACC is zero

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355

on entry, generate a single-precision val-

ue between zero and 1 ; if the ACC is not
zero, truncate to integer using CINT
and generate an integer value in the
range from 1 to the maximum specified.

In either case, the result is returned in

the ACC as a single-precision result and
NTF is set to 4. The routine at 0A7FH
(CINT) converts the number to an in-

teger (if it's less than 32767) and returns

the result in the HL registers and in the

ACC. If you use a maximum value that

is negative, you get an error message
generated by the RND function and the

computer may reboot.

Subroutine RANDOM (lines 30-35)
calls the ROM routine at 01D3H to re-

seed the random number generator us-

ing the dynamic memory refresh
register.

Logical function GETCH (lines

38-46) calls the ROM routine at 0049H
to scan the keyboard. Control does not
return to the calling program until you
press a key (the routine at 002BH, how-
ever, returns zero if no key is pressed).

The call to 0049H returns an 8-bit value
in the A register.

Subroutine DISPL Oines 49-57) uses

the routine at location 0033H to display

the character in the A register. The 8-bit

™TRS80 color
From the January 1981 issue of the CSRA Computer
Club newsletter-

There was some amusement at the Novem-
ber meeting when the Radio Shack repre-

sentatives stated that the software in the

ROM cartridges could not be copied. This

month's 68 Micro Journal reported they had
disassembled the programs on ROM by
covering some ot the connector pins with

tape. They promise details next month. Never
tell a hobbyist something can't be done! This

magazine seems to bo the only source so far

of technical informations on the TRS-80 ootor

computer- Devoted to SS-50 6800 and
6809 machines up to now. 68 Micro Journal

plans to include the TRS-80 6809 unit in

future issues.

To get the MOST from your 6809 CPU - This is Hie

BEST SOURCE' The ONLY Magazine for the 8809
Computer Months Ahead ot All Others'

68 MICRO JOURNAL
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.

Hixson, TN 37343
USA

1 Yr -$24.50 2 Yr.-$42.50 3 Yr.-$64.50

•Foreign Surface Add $12 Yr to USA Price

Foreign Air Mail Add $35 Yr to USA Price

ada S Mexico Add $5 50 Y' 1o USA Pri
.-; 3

— Professional

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
for APPLE. TRS-80 & CPM SYSTEMS

• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: $450 "

Tenant History

Late Rent Report

Vacancy Report

Income Report

Auto Late Charge

Returned Checks

Operating Stmt.

Building Reports .

Utilities Report

Tax Expense Report

Prints Checks

Prints Receipts

PROPERTY LISTTNGS/COMPARABLES: $325— SCREEN BY—•— Max/Min Price

22 Items/Listing Max Price/Income

1000 Listing/Disk Max Price/Sq Foot

Listing Memo Field Min Cashflow

REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS MODULES: $50/Module
Home Purchase

Income Prop Analysis

Property Sales

Construction Cost/Profit

Loan Sales/Purchase

WORD PROCESSOR -

Tax Deterred Exchange

APR Loan Analysis

Loan Amortization

Depreciation/ACRS Analysis

Loan Wrap Analysis.

WORDSTAR: $295

At Computer Stores Everywhe

or Order COD Direct

^iMfw*

COPYCAT
DISK BACKUP UTILITY

• Allows you to duplicate most protected

software

• Automatically copies: $34 95
- Multiple Sector Sizes

- Dual Density Tracks
- Any Sector Numbers
- False Track Numbers
- Bad Sector I D's as used for Protection
- False Side Numbers

• Complete error messages

• Requires 48K and 2 disk drives

• Specify Model I or Model III

OMNI SOFT RESEARCH
2170 W. Broadway, #501

A

Anaheim, CA 92804

714-772-5000
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FOR TRS-80 MODEL I OR
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

ISFORTH

Compare.
• The speed, compactness and

extensibility of the

MMSFORTH total software

environment, optimized for

the popular IBM PC and TRS-
80 Models 1 and 3.

• An integrated system of

sophisticated application pro-

grams: word processing, data-

base management, communi-
cations, general ledger and
more, all with powerful capa-
bilities, surprising speed and
ease of use.

• With source code, for custom
modifications by you or MMS.

• The famous MMS support, in-

cluding detailed manuals and
examples, telephone tips,

additional programs and
inexpensive program updates,

User Groups worldwide, the

MMSFORTH Newsletter,

Forth-related books, work-
shops and professional

consulting.

Difference!

Personal licensing for TRS-80:

$129.95 for MMSFORTH, or

"3/4TH" User System with

FORTHWRITE, DATA-
HANDLER and FORTHCOM
for $399.95.

Personal licensing for IBM
PC: $249.95 for MMSFORTH,
or enhanced "3/4TH" User

System with FORTHWRITE,
DATAHANDLER-PLUS and
FORTHCOM for $549.95.

Corporate Site License Exten-

sions from $1,000.

If you recognize the difference

and want to profit from it, ask us

or your dealer about the world

of MMSFORTH.

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760

(617)653-6136
• 137

code can be anything the video driver

recognizes.

Subroutine CRLF (lines 60-66) uses a

variation of DISPL to send a carriage-

return, line-feed character (0DH) to the

routine at location 0033H.

Subroutine OUTSTR (lines 69-85)

sends a string of characters (which may
be an array in Fortran or a string in

quotes) to the video, character by char-

acter. If the string is terminated by $,

control simply returns to the calling

program. If the string is terminated by

%, a CRLF code is sent to the video

screen. You can substitute any termina-

tion characters you like—simply change

the codes in lines 79 and 81.

Subroutine PTC (lines 88-120) ad-

dresses the screen video locations by line

and column number. The correct video

screen position is calculated by the fol-

lowing formula:

Cursor = 3C00H +- 64 X Line + Column

The resultant screen address is stored in

vector location 4020H, the address of

the system video cursor.

Subroutine OUTINT (lines 123-144)

converts the 16-bit integer value passed

as its parameter to an ASCII string

which is then displayed on the video

screen at the location specified by the

system cursor. ROM routine 0A9AH
takes the value of the 16-bit integer in

the HL register, stores it in the ACC
(4121 H), and sets NTF (40AFH) to 2.

The ROM routine that begins at

0FBDH converts the contents of the

ACC, NTF (it does not matter if they

are integer, single-precision, or double-

precision; however, ACC and NTF
must be correctly set) to an ASCII string

representing the value. As in the Basic

STR$ routine, the value is returned with

a leading blank. On return, the HL reg-

ister contains the address of the leading

blank and the string ends with 00H.

This ROM conversion routine has

two entry points: one at 0FBDH and the

other at 0FBEH. The difference is in the

format of the resulting string. At

0FBDH, the string is just converted to

ASCII. An entry at location 0FBEH ex-

pects to have the A, B, and C registers

set according to the values presented in

Table 1 . Many functions of the Basic

PRINT USING statement are simply

accomplished by judicious use of the

routine at 0FBEH.
Integer function INNUM (lines 147-

175) uses the keyboard input function at

FORTRAN •80 VER. 3.34 COPYRIGHT 1978 (C) BY MICROSOFT
BYTES: '0 3 86
CREATED 04-NOV-79
00001 PROGRAM BRKOUT
00002 INTEGER XPOS,YPOS,PPQS,XDIR,YDIR, SCORE, SPEED
00003 INTEGER SPVAR, FLAG, BEST, STP

004 LOGICAL PEEK.GETCH
00005 COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS ,YPOS , PPOS , XDIR ,YDIR , SCORE

,

00006 X SPVAR, NB, SPEED, FLAG, BEST
00007 CALL RANDOM
00008 STP =

00009 BEST=0
00010 10 PPOS=28
0011 SPVAR=0

00012 CALL IN IT
:. 3 CALL PSL'T

00014 DO 99 NBP=1,NB
00015 L=100+IRAND(250)
00 0.16 DO 10 K=1,L
001

7

DO 9 M=l,100
00018 9 CONTINUE

019 CALL PADDLE
2 i CONTINUE

00021 CALL PTC (0,60}
00022 CALL OUTINT(NBP)
00023 SPVAR=5
00024 XDIR=3

2 5 IF(IRAND(2) .EQ.l) XDIR=-1
00026 YDIR=1
00027 YPOS=29
00028 XPOS=2+IRAND(58)
00023 50 DO 20 K=l,3
00030 CALL PADDLE
00031 20 CONTINUE
00032 CALL BALL
00033 CALL CKGAME

034 CALL DELAY
1 5 IF( (PEEK(X'3840') .AND. 4) .EQ.0) GO TO 25

3 6 FLAG=1
00 3'.' NBP=NE

00038 25 IFIFLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 50

00039 DO 30 K=l,20
00040 CALL HOP
00041 30 CONTINUE
00042 9 9 CONTINUE

4; BEST=MAX0( BEST, SCORE)
00044 CALL PTC(8,23)
00045 CALL OUTSTR( ' RUN GAME AGAIN? $')

4 6 40 KEY=GETCH(0)
00047 IF(KEY.NE.78 .AND. KEY.NE.89) GO TO 40
00048 IF(KEY.EQ.7 8) STP=1
00049 IF(STP.EQ.0) GO TO 100
00 50 END

Program Listing 2. BREAKOUT
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ROM address 05D9H to read the key-

board to an internal buffer. The cursor
is at the current screen address (location

4020H) and the characters echo from
the keyboard to the video. Input is ter-

minated with the break or enter keys.

The routine at 05D9H expects the HL
register to contain the starting address
of the buffer and the B register to con-
tain the maximum character input. On
return, register HL still points to the

start of the buffer. The carry flag is set

to signify that the break key was
pressed, or reset for normal input termi-

nation by pressing the enter key. Regis-

ter B contains the length of the actual

input string and register C contains the

original maximum length.

INNUM will return with a function

value of zero if either the break key was
pressed or a null (zero length) string was
input. If a string is present, the routine

at ROM address 0E6CH converts the

string to its minimal binary configura-
tion. If it fits in integer format, it is con-
verted to 16-bit integer. Otherwise, it is

converted to single-precision or double-
precision. Finally, CINT at ROM ad-

dress 0A7FH converts to integer and
loads the HL register.

The rest of Listing 1 is the set of rou-

Register

A

Explanation

Edit control, specified by bit number:

Bit = 1

Bit 1

Bit 2 =

Bit 3 = 1

Bit 4 = 1

Bit 5 = I

Bit 6 = 1

Bit 7 = 1

Generate exponential notation ±d.dd-
ddE ±dd (also see B and C registers for for-

matting).

Not used.

Generate trailing sign if the value is negative.

Force sign to be generated, " + " for positive

numbers, "-" for negative numbers. The
sign may be leading or trailing.

Generate leading "$" immediately to the left

of the leading digit.

Generate leading "*"
filler.

Insert commas into string.

Edit according to options specified.

B Specifies the number of digits to the left of the decimal

point. The field + ddd.ddddd would be converted with B
set to 3.

C Specifies the number of digits to follow the decimal point.

The field above would be printed using C register set to 5.

Note: These register conventions define the editing to be performed
on the number in the ACC, NTF and are used with the entry at

OFBEH. The entry to this routine at OFBDH is with an XOR A in-

struction which disables editing.

Table 1

FEATURES:
• GEAP CHARACTER FONTS
• CREATE HI-RES DRAWINGS WITH-
OUT TRS-80 MODIFICATIONS OR
PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE

•CREATE OR MODIFY FONTS
• TRUE PROPORTIONAL LETTER/

LINE SPACING

PRINT TIME OPTIONS SUCH AS
MAGNIFY, DOT SPACING CON-
TROL, REVERSE CHARACTERS,
UNDERSCORING, TRUE PRO-
PORTIONAL PRINT

•BLOCK GRAPHICS ON R/S LPV & VI.

OKIOATA MICROLINE, EPSON, PRO-
WRITER. NEC 823A HI-RES GRAPHICS ON
EPSON, PROWRITER, NEC 8023A.

wmiiifln»^¥Witi*Mtt
l
ti>rTiratimrii

You can create and print graphics like these - or

you can choose from our library of over 60 type
styles! fcJ ^ — ja. m _

• COMPATIBLE WITH MOST DOS'*

•WORKS WITH MOST WORD
PROCESSORS

•WORKS WITH TRS-80 MODELS 14 III

• SUBSCRIPT, INTERMIX FONTS
AND HI-RES GRAPHICS ON THE
SAME LINE

•EXPANDED PRINT AND MOREI
• USER FRIENDLY

GEAP - A graphics utility that allows easy creation of a graphic screen on
your TRS-80. You use GEAP to create the graphic display, intermix text and
input statements at will, and then let GEAP write a BASIC program to
recreate the screen. GEAPcontains numerous expansion modules that give
you great power! GEAP allows graphic dumps on Epson, C.ltoh, Nee, R/S LP
V and VI and Okidata printers. GEAP graphics can be translated into HI-
RESOLUTION printer graphics or lettersets with the aid of Dot Writer!

00T WRITER — A two part program. Part one translates GEAP screen
graphics into HI-RESOLUTION printer graphics. Part two is a word
processor that allows you to print your edited text using our special type
styles or your own style that you created with GEAP. Edit text with most
Ropular word processors. Follow our format which is similar to the
ewScript format. Print with our script program for remarkable text

control and beautiful, HI-RESOLUTION type styles. Type styles can be
intermixed on a line or within a word. Over 50 format commands. Now
supporting EPSON, C.ITOH PROWRITER 8510, PMC8510, NEC8023A. More
ready soon!

GEAP & DOT WRITER $99.95

ADDITIONAL LETTERSETS - We currently have 5 disks full of type styles for
use with our program or with similar programs. Write for type samples.
ADDITIONAL LETTERSETS S29.95each

MANIPULATION UTILITIES - NEW letterset manipulation utilities contain 12
utility programs to help you create type styles. These are the same utilities

that we use!

MANIPULATION UTILITIES „„ $39.95
-273
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tines used to do Set, Reset, and Point

graphics on the TRS-80: SETUP,
PLOT, and POINT. The program uses

no ROM routines or self-modifying

code here. If you never send it anything

except the proper range number, re-

move the code to form MOD(x,128)

and MOD(y,48) to speed it up.

SETUP (lines 178-273), a subroutine

called by PLOT and POINT, uses the

three Fortran parameters (X, Y, and Z)

to store associated values in temporary

locations. SETUP calculates the line

and column numbers of the applicable

graphics byte from the X and Y inputs

(see lines 244-249 for formulas used)

and, as a by-product of these calcula-

tions, extracts the row and column

numbers of the graphics pixel in the

video byte. This information is used to

calculate the graphics byte video screen

address and an index into the table of

masks to be used by PLOT and POINT
for the appropriate bit to be set, reset,

or tested.

"One disadvantage ofFor-

tran is its limited ability to

handle expressions as part

of a Do statement.
"

Subroutine PLOT (lines 276-311)

calls SETUP to decode the input pa-

rameters of X, Y, and the set/reset flag.

Then it examines the graphics byte to

see if it has bit 7 turned on (a graphics

Program Listing 3. BREAKOUT/CMD

*** USRLIB *** FORTRAN EXTENSIONS FOR TRS-80 *** MACRO-80 3.34 04-NOV-79

PAGE 1

00001 PROGRAM BRKOUT
00002 INTEGER XPOS,YPOS,PPOS,XDIR,VDIR, SCORE, SPEED

00003 INTEGER SPVAR, FLAG, BEST, STP
00004 LOGICAL PEEK,GETCH
00005 COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS , YPOS , PPOS , XDIR ,YDIR, SCORE

,

00006 X SPVAR, NB, SPEED. FLAG, BEST

00007 CALL RANDOM
00008 STP«0
00009 BEST=0
00010 L00 PPOS=28
00011 SPVAR=0
00012 CALL INIT 1

00013 CALL PSET
00014 DO 99 NBP=1,NB
00015 L=100+IRAND(250)
00016 DO 10 K=1,L
00017 DO 9 M=l,100
30018 9 CONTINUE
.') 1 9 CALL PADDLE - •£.;.•

-
' ".--£:''

00020 10 CONTINUE
00021 CALL PTC (0,60) .

'

>'',A\S-.

00022 CALL OUTINT(NBP)
<:<%am--00023 SPVAR=5

00024 XDIR=1 ' -.«
00025 IF(IRAND(2) .EQ.l) XDIR=-1
00026 YDIR=1 ?:«&.
00027 YPOS=29
00028 XPOS=2+IRAND(58) .

• l-.S,

00029 50 DO 20 K=l,3
00030 CALL PADDLE
00031 2 CONTINUE
00032 CALL BALL
00033 CALL CKGAME
00034 CALL DELAY
00035 IF((PEEK(X'3840') .AND. 4) .EQ.0) GO TO 25

00036 FLAG=]
00037 NBP=NB
00038 25 IF(FLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 5

00039 DO 30 K=l,20
00040 CALL BOP
00041 30 CONTINUE
00042 9 9 CONTINUE ..;'-

00043 BEST=MAX0( BEST, SCORE)
00044 CALL PTC (8, 23)
00045 CALL OUTSTR', ' RUN GAME AGAIN? $')

00046 40 KEY=GETCH(0)
00047 IF(KEY.NE.78 .AND. KEY.NE.89) GO TO 40

00048 IF(KEY.EQ.78) STP=1
00049 IF(STP.EQ.0) GO TO 100
00050 END
00051 SUBROUTINE LINE (NUMBER)
00052 CALL PTC(NUMBER,0)
00053 CALL DISPL(30)
00054 RETURN
00055 END
00056 SUBROUTINE BOP
00057 DO 10 1=1,25
00058 CALL OUT(255,l)
00059 DO 5 J=l,10
00060 5 CONTINUE
00061 CALL OUT(255,2)
00062 DO 10 J=l,10
00063 10 CONTINUE
00064 RETURN
00065 END
00066 SUBROUTINE FILL ( ISTART , ICOUNT , ICHAR)

00067 K=ISTART+ICOUNT-l
00068 DO 10 I=ISTART,K

Listing 3 continues

byte greater than 80H) and forces it to a

graphics blank (80H) if the byte was a

character (less than 80H). The low-or-

der bit of the third parameter (set/reset

flag) is examined and the set or reset ac-

tion is taken by using the appropriate

mask and logical And or Or operations.

Logical function POINT (lines 314-

331) calls SETUP to decode the two in-

put parameters, X and Y. The third pa-

rameter generated by SETUP is ignored

as it is not used by the bit-testing rou-

tine. Once the parameters have been de-

coded, the data masks are used to mask

off and to test the bit in question. A
Fortran value of - 1 (true) is returned if

the point is on, and zero (false) if the

point is off.

Breakout

In the July 1981 issue of 80 Micro-

computing, I published an article called

"Modifying Tiny Pascal For Disk." As

part of that article, I presented a Tiny

Pascal version of the game Breakout.

This Fortran version of Breakout dem-

onstrates the functions and subroutines

in USRLIB.
Communication between subroutines

in the Fortran version is done as global

variables in a common block. The vari-

ables are listed in a block which may be

made common to any routine by nam-

ing that block. This convenient proce-

dure reduces the overhead in the For-

tran program on parameter linkage.

One disadvantage of Fortran is its

limited ability to handle expressions as

part of a Do statement or as the sub-

script used for an array. This causes the

use of temporary variables in the For-

tran program which detract from the

clarity of the resulting program.

Some characters displayed in INIT

are greater than 192 (COH). The Level II

Basic reference manual notes that any

character greater than 192 (COH) is dis-

played as a Tab for the difference of 192

and the value (202 is equivalent to

TAB(IO) print command).

Creating and Testing USRLIB

To create USRLIB/MAC, enter the

source code in Listing 1 using Edit (the

editor that comes as part of the

Macro-80 assembler). Exit the editor

with the E command to write the source

file to the disk. If you don't name the

file USRLIB/MAC, make sure you use

the extension /MAC so the Macro-80

assembler is able to find it.

Assemble USRLIB/MAC using the

Macro-80 assembler and create a relo-

catable file (/REL file) and a listing

file (/LST file) with the Macro-80

Command: Continues on p. 196
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Listing 3 continued

00070
00071
00072
00073
00074
00075
00076
00077
00078
00079
00080
00081
00082
00083
00084
00085
00086
00087
00088
00089

00091
00092
00093
00094
00095
00096
00097
00098
00099
00100
0010
0010
0010
0010
0010
0010
0010
00108
00109
00110
00111
00112
00113
00114
00115
00116
00117
00118
00119
00120
00121
00122
00123
00124
00125
00126
00127
00128
00129
00130
00131
00132
00133
00134
00135
00136
00137
00138
00139
00140
00141
00142
00143
00144
00145
00146
00147
00148
00149
00150
00151
00152
00153
00154
00155
00156
00157
00158
00159
00160
00161
00162
00163
00164
00165
00166
00167
00168
00169
00170
00171
00172
00173
00174
00175
00176
00177

100

10

1 1

12

13

106

CALL POKE(I,ICHAR)
CONTINUE
RETURN
EN 11

SUBROUTINE PCLR
INTEGER PPOS
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IXPOS , IYPOS , PPOS , IXDIR , IYDIR
COMMON /GLOBAL/ ISC , ISPV, NB, ISPD , IFL , IBEST
CALL FILL(16320+PPOS,8,32)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PSET
INTEGER PPOS
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IXPOS , IYPOS , PPOS
CALL FILL(16320+PPOS,8,176)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PADDLE
INTEGER PPOS
LOGICAL PEEK
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IXPOS , IYPOS , PPOS
IF(PEEK(X'3840') .NE.32) GO TO 100
CALL PCLR
PPOS=HAX0 ( 2 , PPOS-1

)

CALL PSET
IF(PEEK(X'3840') .NE.64) RETURN
CALL PCLR
PPOS=MIN0(54,PPOS+1)
CALL PSET
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DSET(X,Y)
INTEGER X,Y
K=X+X
CALL PLOT(K,Y,l)
CALL PLOT(K+l,Y.l)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DCLR(X,Y)
INTEGER X,Y
K =X +X
CAM, PLOT(K,Y.0)
CALL PLOT(K+l ,Y.0)
RETURN
END
LOGICAL FUNCTION DTEST(X,Y)
INTEGER X,Y
LOGICAL POINT
DTEST=0
IF(POINT(X+X,Y) .AND.POINT(X+X+l,Y) ) DTEST=1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE XCHK
INTEGER XPOS r XDIR
COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS , IYPOS , IPPOS ,XDIR
IF(XPOS.GE.2) GO TO 100
XDIR=-XDIR
XPOS=2
CALL BOP
RETURN
IF1XPOS.LE.61) RETURN
XDIR=-XDIR
XPOS=61
CALL BOP
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE YCHK
INTEGER YPOS,YDIR,SPVAR
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IX , YPOS , IP , IXD , YDIR, IS ,SPVAR
IF(YPOS.GE.5) GO TO 100
YDIR=1
YPOS =-5

SPVAR=1
CALL HOP
RETURN
IF(YPOS.LT.23)
IF(YPOS.LT.19)
IF(YPOS.LT. 15)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PCHK
INTEGER XPOS, YPOS, PPOS, XDIR, YDIR, FLAG
COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS , YPOS , PPOS , XDIR , YDIR

,

IS, ISP, NB, ISPD, FLAG
FLAG=0
IF (YPOS. LT. 47) RETURN
YPOS=46
K=XPOS-PPOS
IF(K.LT.0 .OR. K.GE.8) GO TO 100
YDIR=-1
CAUL BOP
K = K+ 1

GO TO ill
XDIR=»2
RETURN
XDIR=-1
RETURN
XDIR=1
RETURN
XDIR=2
RETURN
FLAG=1
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INIT
INTEGER SPEED. SCORE, BEST
LOGICAL PEEK,GETCH
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IX , IY . IP, IXD , IYD
COMMON /GLOBAL/ SCORE, IS , NB, SPEED , IFL, BEST

Listing 3 continues

SPVAR=MINC
SPVAR=MIN6
SPVAR=MIN6

!SPVAR,4)
;spvar,3)
!SPVAR,2)

1,11,11,11,12,12,12,13) .K

PREMIUM 5-SCREW
SMELL FITS ALL

STANDARD RECORDERS BLANK CASSETTES
DATA TRAC / C-05, C-10, C-20

CASSETTE STORAGE CADDY

HE*"-
ORGANIZE

YOUR TAPES!

$295 EACH TRACTOR FEED
DIE-CUT BLANK

CASSETTE LABELS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
ORDER 2 DOZ. CASSETTES AND 1 CADDY
GET 1 CADDY FREE! SSJ^M"

OfflRexPIRES AUGUST I IW3

Sl&^BO
USSETTES: n rely on

vo«k-oc«-^,
:
..^:^vb

' ..« "its n(00 .„ ioper"'

drop YOUVE TRIED THE REST.
NOW BUY THE BEST'

Call: 213/710-1430 ZS^ZSZT"1

ORDER NOW . . . YORK 10™Comouterujqt¥
MAIL TO: 24573 Kittridge St., #80 Canoga Park, CA 91307

— - — — — - ORDER FORM - — — — ___,
TEM 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN TOTAL
C-05 7,50 Q 13 50

C-10 8.00 14.40

C-20 Q 10.00 18 00
hare. Box Q 2 50 Q 4 00

Storage Caddy @ $2 95 ea Quantity

FREE Quantity

Blank labels 400/100 3000/1000

SUB TOTAL
Calil residents add 6% sales tax

Shippmg/riandling 1 doz $2 2 doz S3 50
3 doz $4 50. each additional doz $ 50

Fa Parcel Post instead ot UPS ADD $1

Outside Continental USA. ADD S2

TOTAL

Charge to

Credit Card:

Check or MO.
encloaed- Credit Card: ) VISA f; MASTERCARD
3 PLEASE SEND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Card No.

Each cassette

includes two YORK

10 labels only

8oxes ate sold

separately Ship

merits are D>

UPS unless

Parcel Post ie

quested Boxes

caddies and blank

labels are tree oi

shipping cr.dige1

when ordered with

cassettes When
ordered without

cassettes shipping

charges Boxes

$i 00/doz

Caddies $1 00

each MINIMUM
SHIPPING

HANDLING ON
ANY ORDER-
J2 00

_Exp_

Name

Address

City State/Zip

Signature

Computer make & model
_Disk?(y/n)

s See List of Advertisers on
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Continuedfrom p. 194

M80 USRLIB.USRLIB = USRLIB

If you find assembly errors, compare

the source code to Listing 1 and use the

editor to correct errors.

When assembly is complete, you've

created USRLIB in relocatable format.

To test USRLIB, create the source

file for BREAKOUT/FOR from List-

ing 2 using Edit just as you did for USR-
LIB/MAC. Compile BREAKOUT/
FOR using the Fortran command:

F80 BREAKOUT.BREAKOUT = BREAK-

OUT-

N

Compile-time errors are displayed on

the screen between the subprogram

names. Note the line number and the

type of error for later correction. The
-N switch at the end of the F80 com-

mand causes the compiler to suppress

the Assembly-code generation in the

listing file output so you don't run out

of disk space.

Once you have created Breakout and

USRLIB, link them together with the

L80 linkage editor. If you have two disk

drives, use the following command at

the * prompt in L80:

*RREAKOUT,USRLIB,FORLIB - S,

BREAKOUT -N.-E

This command will link the two mod-

ules and extract whatever routines are

necessary from FORLIB/REL (the

Fortran relocatable subroutine library).

Once all the linkage editing is complet-

ed, BREAKOUT/CMD is assigned as

the module's name and control returns

to DOS Ready. The linkage editor then

writes the linked modules to the disk un-

der the name BREAKOUT/CMD (see

Listing 3).

J. B. Harrell can be reached at the

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Qtrs.

192-A, Portsmouth, NH 03801.

PAJARO
Models I/III 48k

A new programming environment allowing more
efficient development of software with user defined

statements. Programs easily chained using a built-in

bank of variables.making memory seem much larger.

Multiple programs in memory. Both integer and 32
place floating point are supported^ as well as random
and sequential disk files. PAJARO's syntax is much
like BASIC'S (altho it can be changed if you wish, to

Spanish, german or whatever you like). Machine
language like commands (Block moves and searches!

as well as DRAW and SOUND commands. Compiled
programs run up to 20 times faster than interpreted

BASIC and may be moved to other types of com-
puters (IBM PC, APPLE and CPM run time units

available early '84). Models l/lll 48k at least 1 drive.

Price is $89.95 post paid in the US. Manual only is

$25.00. ___

uiim
MAGNETICS

-402

Lifetime warranty, SS DD 40 track;

Box of 10. . . . introductory price . . . $29.95
LOWCOST disks, 6 month warranty SS DD 40 track.

Box of 10. . . .
introductory price . . . $19.95

Add $2.50 shipping for each disk order. Calif, orders

add 6.5% sales tax. Add $3 for COD. Send Cashier's

Check or Money Order only to:

RDS.79Hill.Watsonville,CA 95076 (408)722-5354

Lining 3 continued

00178
00179

00180
00181
00182
00183
00184
00185
00186
00187
00188
00189
00190
00191
00192
00193
00194
00195
00196 10
00197
00198
00199
00200
00201
00202
00203
00204
00205
00206
00207
00208
00209
00210
00211
00212 It

00213
00214
00215

216
03217
00218 7.\

00219
00220
00221
00222
00223
00224
00225
00226
00227
00228
00229
00230
00231
00232
00233
00234
00235 1

00236
00237
00238
00239
00240
00241
00242
00243
00244
00245
00246
00247
00248
00249
00250
00251
00252
00253
00254
00255
00256
00257
00258
00259
00260
00261
00262
00263
00264
00265
00266
00267
00268
00269
3G270
00271
00272
00273
00274
00275
00276
00277
00278
O0279 :

00280
00281

CALL CLS
CALL PTC (J ,22)

CALL OUTSTR('< BREAKOUT >$')

CALL PTC (4,10)
CALL OUTSTR( ' <BREAK0UT> IS AN EXCITING, FAST-ACTION GAME% )

CALL DISPL(202)
CALL 0UTSTR( "WHERE YOU USE THE LEFT AND RIGHT ARROWS TO% )

CALL DISPH202)
CALL OUTSTR('MOVE THE PADDLE AND TRY TO MAKE THE BALL% )

CALL DISPL(202)
CALL OUTSTR( 'BREAK OUT OF THE WALLED-IN AREA ON THE% )

CALL DISPH202)
CALL 0UTSTR1 'PLAYING FIELD. SOUNDS ACCOMPANY EACH OF% '

)

CALL DISPH202)
CALL OUTSTR('THE BALL''s COLLISIONS WITH A SOLID OBJECT. % )

CALL CRLF
CALL DISPH202)
CALL OUTSTR( 'PRESS <ENTER> WHEN YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN. %')

IF(GETCH(0) .NE. 13) GO TO 101
CALL CLS
CALL PTC (3, 22)
CALL OUTSTR('< BREAKOUT >%')

CALL LINE(7)
CALL OUTSTR( 'SPEED (1-10, 1 IS FASTEST): $')

SPEED=INNUM(2)
CALL LINE(10)
CALL OUTSTR( 'NUMBER OF BALLS (1-50): $')

NB=INNUM(2)
CALL CLS
SPEED=MIN0(MAX0(SPEED,1) ,10)

NB=MIN0(MAX0(NB,1) ,50)

DO 10 1=0,63
CALL DSET(I,3)
CALL DSET(I,4)
CONTINUE
DO 20 1-3,47
CALL DSET(0,I)
CALL DSET(1,I)
CALL DSET(62,I)
CALL DSET(63,I)
CONTINUE
CALL FILL(15616,320„191)
SCORE=0
CALL LINE(0)
CALL OUTSTR( 'BREAKOUT SCORE: BEST:*.

CALL OUTINT(BEST)
CALL PTC (0,5 4)

CALL OUTSTR( ' BALL :

$
'

)

RETURN
em
SUBROUTINE CLR
INTEGER XPOS,YPOS,YDIR, SCORE
COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS , YPOS , IP . IX , YDIR , SCORE

K=( (XPOS-2) .AND.124)+2
J=K+3
DO 10 I=K.J
CALL DCLR(I.YPOS)
CONTINUE
SCORE=SCORE+IABS(YPOS-27)
CALL PTC (0,33)
CALL OUTINT(SCORE)
CALL BOP
YDIR=-YDIR
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CKBALL
INTEGER XPOS, YPOS, XDIR, YDIR
LOGICAL DTEST
COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS, YPOS , IP, XDIR, YDIR
YPOS=YPOS+YDIR
XPOS=XPOS+XDIR
CALL XCHK
CALL YCHK
CALL PCHK
IF(DTEST(XPOS,YPOS) .NE.0) CALL CLR
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BALL
INTEGER XPOS, YPOS, FLAG
COMMON /GLOBAL/ XPOS , YPOS , IP , IXD , IYD , IS , ISP

,

;
NB,ISPD,FLAG

CALL DCLR( XPOS, YPOS)
CALL CKBALL
IF(FLAG.EQ.0) CALL DSET(XPOS , YPOS)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CKGAHE
INTEGER SCORE
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IX , IY , IP, IXD , IYD, SCORE
IF(MOD(SCORE,1800) .EQ.0)CALL FILL ( 156 16 , 320 , 191)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DELAY
INTEGER SPVAR, SPEED
BYTE I,J,K,M
COMMON /GLOBAL/ IX , IY , IP , IXD , IYD, IS

,

; SPVAR, NB, SPEED
K=SPEED * 3

M=SPVAR * 50
DO 10 1=1,

K

30 10 J=1,M
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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wxso

rkso
MX/ 00

Oki.dat.a

$369
559

649

81A
83A

91

93

mm DAISY WHEEL
^iSlMJ New smith Corona TP-1
True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an
office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular
daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE:
$499.

*LESS $50 REBATE*
June.-July 1983
FEATURES:

if Friction feed

ir 1 5 cps, 120 wpm
if Changeable daisy

it Parallel or serial interface

if Compatible with R/S, Applen SUNLOCK SYSTEMS= 4217 Carolina Ave.

Richmond. Va 23222
AWJT10NAL PRINTER SPECIALS

$4

6 39

499

849
WE WILL Mm OR BEAT ANV AVUERTJSEV

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-368-9191
In Virginia call 804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard, Visa and CODs

INSTANT SOFTWARE
Challenging.

These programs will give your family endless hours of fun
and enjoyment. All of Instant Software's programs are fully

documented and easy to use. Check out these programs and
you'll agree that INSTANT SOFTWARE offers the best

games at the best prices.

MISSION: MUD
From the slimy Mud Patch come . . THEMUDMONSTERS1 Dead-
ly to the human touch, these muck creatures are about to invade the
Earthbase city. Your only hope for defense is to find the old caches of
hidden weapons before the MUD MONSTERS do. And even if you
do. you don't know whether your shots will destroy them or clone
theml Can you survive the MUD MONSTERS? You'll never know
until you try.

TRS-SO- Model 1 (with convert) 32K or Model III PMC compatible
0325RD Disk $19.95

GAMES. Fun. Exciting.

KITCHEN SINK-
Defend the ancient castle of the Cloud People from the hoard of
winged invaders. Use anything you can lay your hands on: brickbats,
safes, even .

.
. the kitchen sink? The native savages below will let you

use their armed boats, for a price. Only your aim and your judge-
ment can save the Cloud People before time runs out.

TRS-80" Model I. Model III 32K I Disk Drive
#0386RD Disk $19.95

MOUNTAIN PILOT—
The fast buck can still bemade ... but there's a price. If you can bring
supplies to the desperate miners of Goldtown, you'll be paid well.
Your return trip with the gold bullion is the real payload though. The
catch? Can you make it through treacherous Eagle Pass not once, but
TWICE?! Simulation.

TRS-80 Tape Color Computer Extended BASIC 0370RO 16K S19.95

r
•TRS-80 is a Trademark of the Radio Shack Division of l'and\ Corporation.

YES! I WANT A GALLERY OF GAMES. SEND ME:

Name

.

_copies of 0325RD @ $19.95
.copies of 0386RD @ $19.95
.copies of 0370RC @ $19.95

-Visa MC AE CHECK/MO
ADD $2.50 for postage & handling

Card#

Address

.

City ____

State ZIP

.

Interbank*

Exp. Date_

Signature

I CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473
INSTANT SOFTWARE, Rte. 101 & Elm St., Peterborough, NH 03458

Instant Software
337B8G

J
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Aerocomp's

Density Controller
inical Superiority

At last' a double density controller for Model I with higher probability of data recovery than with any other

double density controller ON the market TODAY! The "DDC" from Aerocomp, No need to worry about the pro-

blems that keep cropping up on existing products. AEROCOMP'S new analog design phase lock loop

has a wider capture window than the digital types currently on the market. This <allows high
1 JTf

,

s°
'

^
° ?,5^™%"?^

ing The finest resolution available with digital circuitry is 125 ns (nano seconds). The "DDC analog circuit allows in-

finately variable tuning. Attack and settling times are optimum for 5;i/4 inch diskettes

The units presently on the market use a write precompensation circuit that is very sloppy .
Board to board

tolerance is extremely wide - in the order of +100 ns. The "DDC" is accurate to within + 20 ns.

The bottom line is state of the art reliability!

• Test Proven
Tests were conducted on AEROCOMP'S "DDC", Percom's "Doubler A"* and "Doubler II"' and LNW's "LNDoubler "**

using

I RTdS Shack TRS80-' Sodel l Level 2, 48 K'wlth TRS80 Expansion interface and a Percom
i

TFD10C -disk drive

(Siemens Model 82). Diskette was Memorex 3401. The test diskette chosen was a well used piece
j
of-media to'deter-

mine performance under adverse conditions. The various double density adapters were installed sequentially in the

fhe^cons^stedo'f formatting 40 tracks on the diskette and writing ^ 6DB6 dat Pa m
pattern was chosen because it is recommended as a "worst case test by manuf acturers of drives ;and d'Skettes. An

5^pmnl . w ~,, th9n maCje to read each sector on the disk once - no retrys. Operating system was iMewaos/uu, version

fo with DoublefSap vlrsion 2.0 unreadable sectors were totalled and recorded The test was run ten times with

each double density controller and the data averaged. Test results are shown in the table.

• Features
TRS80 Model I owners who are ready for reliable double

density operation will get (1) 80% more storage per

diskette, (2) single and double density data separation

with far fewer disk I/O errors, (3) single density com-
patibility and (4) simple plug-in installation. Compatible

with all existing double density software.

• Value $139.95
for the Best DD Controller on the market.

• TEST RESULTS •

MFR & PRODUCT SECTORS LOCKED OUT(avo

AEROCOMP "DDC
PERCOM "DOUBLER II" 18

PERCOM "DOUBLER A" 250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

SPRING SPECIAL
"DDC" and LDOS $189.95

Note: test results available upon written request. All tests conducted prior to 8-25-81

Aerocomp's 14 day money back guarantee applies to hardware only.

Specials will be prorated. Shipping $2.00 in Cont. US. See opposite page for details.

$169.9i DDC" with DOSPLUS 3.30
H^HKrt3&3rtSfairi^«slte(*iS!^sv-d.'-

Thfadvances that make the "DDC" great are incorporated in the new aerocomp Single

and Double Density Data separator ("DDS").

* Has your original manufac-
turer left you holding the bag?

If you already own a Percom "Doubler A", "Doubler II" or LNW
"LNDoubler" or Superbrain, the AEROCOMP "DDS" will make it right.

Look at the test results:

MFR. & PRODUCT

SECTORS LOCKED OUT

WITHOUT "DDS" WITH "DDS"

PERCOM "DOUBLER II" 18 1

PERCOM "DOUBLER A" 250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

Note: Same test procedures as "DDC
* Trademark of Percom Data Co.
** Trademark of LNW
* * * Trademark of Tandy Corporation

• "DDS" $49.95
(Use 1791 chip from your DD Con-
troller)

^ DD*> with disk controller

chip included $ / 9.

"

O
* Disk controller

chip $34.95
(Shipping $2.00 Cont us - see opposite

page for details)

Plugs directly into your existing

Double Density Controller.

Density Data Separator ("SDS")

Do you need a
Single Density Data
Separator?
The internal data separator in the
WD1771 chip (R/S Expansion Interface)

is not recommended by WD for

reliable data transfer. Do you have any
of these problems: Lost data, tracks

locked out, CRC errors, disk retry? YOU
NEED ONE!

• "SDS" $29.95
(For Mod. I; shipping $2.00)

%m opposite
pagetttm
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SINGLE & DOUBLE SJDED

PACESETTERS
Aerocomp leads the way to the BEST value in

disk drives on the market Quality, performance,

reliability, warranty, service plus free trial
-

that's what you get from the leader.

AEROCOMP!

BEST FEATURES
Fast 5 ms. track-track access

Single or double density

Easy entry door

"Flippy" feature allows read-write to the

back of the diskette to cut media cost in

half!

Disk ejector (M PI)

External drive cable connection

(no need to remove the cover to hook up

the cable)

NEW!

HALF-HIGH DRIVES
Two complete drives in the space ot one.

Complete with power supply & enclosure.

• Two 40 track SS $389

• Two 40 track Dual Head .... $539

• Two 80 track SS $419

• Two 80 track Dual Head .... $579

low as

COMPLETE DRIVES
TRS80 Mod. I & III, IBM PC & Tl 99/4A Power
supply & enclosure. MPI or Tandon. 5.25 in.

• 40 track single side $199
• 40 track SS "Flippy" $219
• 40 track Dual Head $279

• 80 track SS $299
• 80 track SS "Flippy" $319
• 80 track Dual Head $379

• APPLE compatible w/cable (Shugart). . . $279

• APPLE compatible disk controller $89

BARE DRIVES
Internal drives tor TRS80 Mod. Ill, IBM PC, Tl

99/4A, 5.25 in. (controller required)

• 40 track Single Side $1 69

• 40 track Dual Head $249
• 80 track SS $269

• 80 track Dual Head $339

(add $20 for "Flippy modification)

• 8 inch Single Side Thinline $399

• 8 inch Dual Head Thinline $499

MODEL III DRIVES
Convert your cassette Mod. Ill to disk. Complete

internal drive kits with 40 track SS drives, disk

controller, power supply, mounting towers, hard-

ware & cables.

• Drive Kit Only (no drives) $199

• One Drive System Kit $399
• Two Drive System Kit $569

MODEL I STARTER PACKAGE
One 40 track SS drive, 2-drive cable,

TRSDOS 2.3 disk & manual, freight &

insurance.

$249

MISCELLANEOUS GOODIES
• TRSDOS 2.3 disk & manual $20
• LD0S(Mod. I or III) S11

9

• NEWDOS/80, 2.0 (Mod. I or III) $129
• DOSPLUS3.5 $129
• Diskettes (10 in library box) $23
• MX80 ribbons $9
• 5.25" Drive Power Supply & case $59
• 2-Drive Cable $24
• 4-Drive Cable $34
• Extender Cable $13

TRS80 Color Computer Drives

First Drive $399
Includes controller, cable (2-D)

and Book

Additional Drives $199

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Use your AEROCOMP drive for up to 1 4 days. If you
are not satisfied for ANY REASON (except misuse
or improper handling), return in the original shipping

container for a full purchase price refund. Applies to

hardware only. Sorry, we cannot refund on software.

We have confidence in our products and we know
you will be satisfied.

WARRANTY
We offer a six months warranty on parts and labor

against defects in materials and workmanship. In

the event service becomes necessary for any
reason, our service department is fast, friendly and
cooperative. Our goal is 48 hour turnaround on all

warranty or repair drives!

100% TESTED
AEROCOMP disk drives are 100% subjected to

burn-in and bench test We even enclose a copy of

the test check list signed by the test technician,

with each drive. AEROCOMP means reliability!

ORDER NOW!
Order by mail or call TOLL FREE TO THE
NUMBERS BELOW. Please note toll free lines will

accept orders only. We accept VISA or MASTER-
CARD. Be sure to include card number and expiration

date. We will not charge your card until the day we
ship. Order by mail with credit card or send check or

money order. Please allow 2 weeks for personal

checks to clear our bank Order COD. No deposit

required but all COD's will arrive cash, certified

check or money order only. We'll send a card

showing the exact COD amount before your

shipment arrives. Shipping is not included in the

prices shown. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

NEXT DAY SHIPMENT on all in stock items.

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVSCE
(800) 824-7888. OPERATOR 24
FOR VISA/MASTERCHARGE/C.O.D. ORDERS
California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alaska
and Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operator 24.

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLY!
For Applications and Technical information, call
(214) 337-4346 or drop us a card.

Ac=f\suyrfilP
Redbird Airport, Bldg. 8
P.O. Box 24829
Dallas, TX 75224 „ 82

See List of Advertisers on Page 355
80 Micro, July 1983 • 199



TECHNIQUE

Basic, Faster and
Readable— Part

by John Corbani

onditional tests are easier when you tailor

the logic to the expected input and increase

the speed by utilizing MBasic. Here's how.

The first part of this series (80 Micro,

June 1983, p. 104) touched on Basic

source code formatting, print tech-

niques, and some keyboard routines.

Now it's time to take a look at how the

MBasic interpreter works.

Basic programs consist of a continu-

ous sequence of numbered command
statements. Unless otherwise instructed

by a GOTO n statement, Basic inter-

prets and executes commands from the

lowest numbered statement until it en-

counters STOP, END, an error condi-

tion, or until the operator presses the

break key. Each numbered statement

holds up to 255 characters and a pro-

gram is formatted into as many physical

lines as desired. The instructions in each

statement are interpreted and executed

in straightforward left-to-right, top-to-

bottom order. (A rigid priority se-

quence is followed in arithmetic opera-

tions, but the left-to-right sequence

holds in most cases.)

Basic statements are held in memory

in a condensed format significantly dif-

ferent from the listing on the screen or

printer. All Basic words are stored and

evaluated during execution as 1-byte

characters. The ASCII format is seen

on the screen for readability only. Pro-

gram lines are condensed and stored im-

mediately after the programmer presses

the enter key. List and LLIST translate

the condensed code back to ASCII.
Disk users can save programs in the

ASCII format by adding ,A to the end

of a Save command.
The coding of Basic key words is the

secret of MBasic 's high speed. The
other elements of a Basic statement are

operator-entered constants (string or

numeric), variables (string or numeric),

and remarks. These elements are stored

in ASCII in all cases. Every statement

has a minimum overhead consisting of

the address of the next statement num-
ber as a 2-byte integer, the statement

number stored as a 2-byte integer, and a

statement terminator. The terminator is

10 PRINT" INPUT A";:INPUTA
20 IFA>29ANDA<40THENPRINT"IN THE THIRTIES" :GOTO10
30 IFA<30THENPRINT"LESS THAN 30": GOTO 10
40 IP A<20 PRINT "LESS THAN 20": GOTO 10
50 PRINT "TOO BIG": GOTO 10

Figure i

a single byte with a zero value for all

statements except the last one in a pro-

gram. The terminator of the last state-

ment in a program is 2 zero bytes in suc-

cession. The detail sequence is next

statement address—LSB, MSB (least

significant byte, most significant byte);

the statement number

—

LSB, MSB; the

executable body of the statement; and

the terminator.

While execution of a program nor-

mally runs from top to bottom, the

branching statements GOTO and GO-
SUB allow the Basic programmer to ex-

ecute statements in any sequence he

chooses. If. . .Then. . .Else and On
statements may precede branching

statements to allow conditional as well

as unconditional program branches.

Additional condition statements are

available with MBasic 5.n, but the ones

mentioned here create virtually all pro-

gram structures.

The above information is available in

most Basic instruction manuals and is

fine as far as it goes. However, as men-

tioned in part 1 of this series, the inter-

pretation and execution of computer

Basic statements do not always go

smoothly. The direct execution of an
immediate statement generally follows

rigorous rules. Errors are well flagged

by the interpreter and the programmer

The Key Box

Model I or III

Cassette or Disk Basic
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IF YOU'RE GOING TO
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The readers of 80 Micro were
asked to select their favorite

operating system for the TRS-80
Model I&III. LDOS, DOSPLUS,
TRSDOS, MULTIDOS, WOBOS I and
riEWDOS/80 were all on the ballot.

They picked riEWDOS/80.
The editors of 80 Micro have also

awarded their Hall of Fame Awards.
From among every software

package on the market, the editors

picked only six that they felt made a
lasting and significant contribution
to the TRS-80 computer.
NEWDOS/80 was one of the six.

Since we first introduced the
NEWDOS operating system we've
been stating its features, capabilities

and advantages. Thank you 80 Micro
readers and NEWDOS/30 users for

supporting us.

Version 2.0 .. .

High Performance DOS
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 is our

highest performance system yet.

The versatility and sophistication of
Version 2.0 includes features like:

• Double density support on the
Model I

• Enhanced
compatability between

Model I and III

• Triples directory size
• Dynamically merge in BASIC (also

allows merging of non ASCII
format files)

• Selective variable clearing
• Can display BASIC listings page by
page

• Automatic repeat function key
• Routing for peripheral handling
• Enhanced disassembler
• Command chaining
• Superzap to scan files

• Fast sort function in BASIC
Hard Disk Support Now Available
Support for Apparat's and Radio
Shack's Model III hard disk
(optional-available upon request
for additional $60)

These
features make
riEWDOS/80 one
of the most powerful
additions you can make to
your system. And Apparat's
commitment to support assures tha
you've purchased a superior
product, both today and tomorrow.
Atjust $149.00 it could be the best
investment you will make for your
TRS-80.

For more information see your
local computer store or contact
Apparat, Inc., 4401 S. Tamarac
Parkway, Denver, CO 80237,
303/741-1778.
TRS-80 and TRSDOS are registered trademarks of
Tandy Corp., LDOS - Logical Systems. DOSPLUS -
Micro Systems Software, MULTIDOS - Cosmopolitan
Electronics, WOBOS I - Western Operations,
NEWDOS/80 - Apparat.

Daratlnc.
s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 201



receives explicit notification of any

problems found. Conditional tests are

another story and these are the focus of

this month's effort.

Figure 1 is a hypothetical test se-

quence illustrating some of the situa-

tions that arise in evaluating a variable.

Lines 10, 20, and 30 are technically cor-

rect, but they process data the hard way

and are difficult to read. Line 40 runs as

fast as line 30, is more readable, and is

only one character longer.

A number of other improvements are

possible by thinking about the rules in

detail. Then is a conditionally optional

key word. Line 40 is not grammatically

correct, but it does execute. Check for

simple English sense before using any

optional key words. If any Basic word is

required after a conditional test, Then is

unnecessary. In addition to dropping

the Then, line 40 has spaces inserted

between Basic words only where

readability is improved.

There are five statements in the above

routine, each with its own 5-byte over-

head. There are also four identical

GOTO 10 statements. This routine exe-

cutes slowly for most input. Execution

speed is governed by the way Basic

reads an If statement. The interpreter

reads the If statement and then evalu-

ates the condition or conditions. If the

condition is true, the statement after the

real or implied Then is carried out, and

execution either proceeds as directed by

a GOTO or goes on to the next num-

bered statement. If the statement is

false, the rest of the line is checked for

an Else. If none is found, execution

continues to the next statement. If there

are a lot of tests, most of them will be

10 INPUT "INPUT A"; A:
IF A<20 PRINT "LESS THAN 20" ELSE
IF A<30 PRINT "LESS THAN 30" ELSE
IF A<40 PRINT "IN THE THIRTIES" ELSE
PRINT "TOO BIG"

20 GOTO 10

Figure 2

10 INPUT "INPUT A";

A

20 IF A<20
THEN

PRINT"LESS THAN 20":

ELSE
IF A<30

THEN
PRINT "LESS THAN 30":

ELSE
IF A<40

THEN
PRINT "IN THE THIRTIES":

ELSE
PRINT "TOO BIG"

30 GOTO 10

Figure 3

a) 80 IF N>0 AND A/N>10 THEN A$="HI" ELSE A$="LO"
A$="<=0"
90 RETURN

ELSE

b) 80 IF N>0 THEN
IF A/N>10 THEN A$="HI" ELSE A$-"LO"
ELSE A$="<=0"

90 RETURN

c) 80 IF N<=0 THEN A$="<=0" ELSE
IF A/N>10 THEN A$="HI" ELSE A$="LO"

90 RETURN

Figure 4

false and false tests are read to the end.

As long as they have to be read, give the

interpreter something to find.

Many techniques can clean up and

speed up this routine. Look at Fig. 2 to

see how to improve the code.

Everything is in two readable state-

ments. A is input and evaluated, and the

proper message printed in one state-

ment. The optional print feature of the

Input command should be used

whenever possible.

Perform tests in the order that re-

quires the minimum number of tests.

The If statements each have their own
line with Else used as the standard end

of a logical statement and physical line.

Lines are indented only enough to pro-

vide a flush-left edge of executable

code. Statement numbers stand out

clearly, making it easy to find the first

line of a statement. After any Print

command, the interpreter drops directly

to the single GOTO 10 in line 20. The

AND in the original statement 20 was

eliminated by reworking the sequence.

The sequence is frequently listed in

tutorial manuals in a form similar to

that in Fig. 3 . The extra white paper and

the overhead of this format serve no

useful purpose. This simple routine uses

15 of your 16 screen lines. On-screen

editing of such code is virtually impos-

sible without a printout by your side.

Compacting the code reduces required

memory and increases execution speed.

A possible complication in

If . . . Then . . . Else statements can occur

when Boolean operators are used in

complex evaluations. Remember that a

test failure causes a search for an Else

before jumping to the next statement.

Before that search begins, the tests

themselves are always completed. In a

complex evaluation, the whole evalua-

tion is performed even if the first part of

an AND is not true.

Figure 4 (a) is a potential trouble

spot. If N = 0, the first test will fail, but

a division by zero is attempted anyway

and an error occurs. Figure 4 (b) shows

how to break things up when such an er-

ror is possible. Adding formatting

characters is justified when statements

get this messy. Complete thoughts or

lines of thought should have their own
lines if you can afford them. Once

again, the logic is tailored for the ex-

pected input. Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) ex-

pect A to be greater than zero most of

the time. If A is expected to be zero

most of the time, 4 (c) is a shorter and

faster routine. Note that one line of

thought per physical line is used.

Any program's execution speed, no

matter what the language, generally ex-
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IYORD GRAPHICS
DATA PROCESSOR

CopyArt II has earned the "Professional
Software Programmers Association's
Recommended Seal of Approval"
Certification #1633

Columns
Sorting

Graphics

Math

Graphic Characters

Justify/Proportional

Super/Sub Script

Underlining

Change Character Size or

Pitch Easily!

Help Command
Electric Webster Integration

Headers/Footers

Page Numbering

Edit Basic Programs

DOS Commands Like Dir,

Kill & Free

Hi-Res Graphics Supported on

Most Printers with Capability

Free Mail List Program Allows

Merging Names with

Form Letters

Scripsit File Loader

Imbed Printer Control Codes

Block Move
Find/Replace with Wildcard

and Repeat

Super Easy Manual &
Reference Card!

Add Graphics Easily!

CUSTOMIZED PRINTER DRIVERS FOR
Radio Shack LP II, V, VI, VIII, DMP2100, DMP100, DMP500, DMP600

Daisy Wheel II

Epson MX-80, MX-80F/T, MX-100, FX-80 (all with or without Graftrax 80,

Graftrax Plus, or Type III) Smith-Corona Daisy Wheel

Okidata 80, 82A, 83A, 84, 92, 93 Brother HR-1 Daisy Wheel

C. ftoh 8510, 1550, Prowriter Series, Starwriter F-10 series, Printmaster

Others Supported. Call if yours is not listed. Printer must have mechanical ability

to do some features.

call toll free

800-528-1149 ^
SPECIFY PRINTER WHEN ORDERING
COPYART 149.95
Extra printer drivers 19.95
"ELECTRIC WEBSTER" . . 149.95

This Report Card was
done for CopyArt
Version One (since

vastly improved to

CopyArt II).

;"As a word processor

with integral: graphics

capabilities, GopyArt is

fabulous! ";

: Dan Robinson,

.-.; 80 MICRO, Sept 82

Visa/MC/AMEX

Check/COD

Computer Products Inc.
4897 E. Speedway Tucson, AZ85712

(602) 323-9391 - 164

s See List o! Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 203



ecutes in-line code faster than called

subroutines. Maximum speed is ob-

tained by duplicating commonly used

routines where necessary in the pro-

gram. The trade-off for increased speed

is increased program length.

If you choose to call a common sub-

routine throughout a program, GOTO
is a much faster call than GOSUB.
Otherwise, GOSUB is more convenient

and easier to use. GOSUBs require no
consistency within a program.

In-line code makes sense within the

body of a keyboard polling routine.

GOTO makes sense to call that routine

and perhaps a graphics plot routine

where operator interaction is critical.

GOSUB is fine when there are hardware

or human speed limitations and there is

no other alternative.

Try your best to have one entrance to

and one exit from a routine. Multiple

exits can make tracing program flow a

real nightmare. Figure 5 (a) shows

GOTO used to point to multiple exits.

Figure 5 (b) leaves 100-120 as indepen-

dent subroutines but uses line 90 to en-

sure a single return point for line 80.

The On command is a natural when
parsing the reply to a menu query. Fig-

ure 6 (a) illustrates the requirements.

The On statement compares the value

of a variable with a series of GOTO or

GOSUB line numbers. If the variable

value is less than one, an error occurs.

Error checks should be made early in

the program. If the variable value is

larger than the number of subroutines

in the On statement, the program goes

on to the next statement. Either check

for impossibly high values or provide an

escape route similar to that illustrated in

Fig. 6 (b).

There is little difference in execution

time between the two techniques. Figure

6 (b) is, perhaps, a more general solu-

tion. Note the jump back to line 200 in the

case of an impossible choice. Blinking

the screen before asking for a retry tells

the operator that the computer read the

entry but did not accept it. Always try to

get some immediate visual confirmation

that the computer accepted input data.

I mentioned earlier that some special

rules apply when the interpreter per-

forms mathematical calculations. The

rules are straightforward and clearly

described in the manuals. Unfortunate-

ly, Radio Shack provides few illustra-

tions. Figure 7 illustrates some common
arithmetic problems and shows the end

results as a remark after each statement.

a) 80 IF A<=0 THEN 100 ELSE
IF A/10<10 THEN 110 ELSE 120

100 A$="<=t)" : RETURN
110 A$="LO": RETURN
120 A$="HI": RETURN

b) 80 IF A<=0 GOSUB 100 ELSE
IF A/10<10 GOSUB 110 ELSE GOSUB 120

90 RETURN
100 A$="<=0": RETURN
110 A$="LO": RETURN
120 A$="HI": RETURN

Figure 5

rRS-80™ OWNERS...
Enter the World of

Nationally Acclaimed Programs for the
TRS-80 Computers

Now from the authors of SUPER UTILITY+
a complete line of software to increase the use and
capabilities of your system.

While SUPER UTILITY+ won recent honors as

Utility Program of the year by the 200,000 readers

of 80 Micro, the quality and consistency carries

through the complete Powersoft line.

Professionally written and completely docu-

mented, Powersoft programs are accepted as
industry standards among TRS-80 enthusiasts.
SUPER IITIUTT PLUS 74.95

SCRIPLUS 39.95

TOOLBOX FOR LDOS 89.95

MASTER MECHANIC SET FOR LOOS . . . 39.95

BASIC/S COMPILER SYSTEM 49.95

MAIE/80 49.95

SUF1RM0YE XFER SYSTEM 700.00

DOSPUIS II 250.00

PwirMAIH- 150.08

PrairflRAN 39.95

PmrOOT 49.05

PnurORIVER 29.95

PiwirTERM 20.05

INSIDE S0+ 10.05

SU+ TECH MANUAL 14.05

SU+ SPECIAL EDITION 500.00

BOOT UP WITH POWERSOFT...
THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SOFTWARE VENDOR!

WE SUPPORT LDOS! BUY ANY PRODUCT AND
GET LDOS FOR $99!

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG TODAY'
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

AVAILABLE THROUGH SELECTED DEALERS EVERYWHERE
I—jj^^N^M—=: 1 1 500 Stemmons Fwy.
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. . . And I can driyett at 32 CPS
with my personal computer.

• 48K buffer for high
speed throughput

• Diablo 1640/1650/630
software compatible

• Serial and parallel interfaces
• Serial baud rates to 19.2K
• Built in diagnostics & demo program.
• Four CPU's, no cables, belts,

wheels or pulleys

at
finer

computer
stores

Letter quality daisy
wheel printer

16 print styles, 96 char, wheel,
IBM type ribbon
Automatic bi-directional

printing

Proven reliability 100,000
printer mechanisms produced

Up to 32 CPS print speed
in typical applications

Interconnecting cables for all

major micro-computers
Automatic proportional spacing
Parallel 6K bytes per sec.

transfer rate

Optional extras: forms tractor,

cut sheet feeder.

The DTC 380Z

DAISY
Wheel Printer

$135900

lenns
Data Terminals & Communications
590 Division St., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 37H-J1I2 ,.237



The A character is used for exponentia-

tion as it is in the Model III. Model I

owners use an up arrow or a square left

bracket.

Line 300 establishes values for a

number of variables. Line 3 10 illustrates

normal left-to-right evaluation of the

operators. Line 320 indicates the prece-

dence of exponentiation over division

and division over addition. Line 330 il-

lustrates the precedence of negation

over division. Lines 340 and 350 illus-

trate the difference between multiplica-

tion and exponentiation. Multiplication

of two negative numbers always results

in a positive number. Signs do not

change in exponentiation.

Line 360 might help those who are

not familiar with radians or Micro-

Soft's trigonometry functions. Radians

are units of angular measure employed

by scientists and artillery officers. The

rest of us are much happier with

degrees. We think a circle is made up of

exactly 360 degrees and consider that

complicated enough. For some reason,

others insist that a circle consists of ex-

actly 6.2831853 + radians. This number
is exactly two times pi, a most frustrat-

ing number. The letters D, E, F, and G
are the radian equivalents of 90, 180,

270, and 360 degrees. If you have

degrees and want plain answers, multi-

ply the degrees by 6.2831853/360

(.017453) before using them in trigono-

metric functions.

That does it for this month. I've men-

tioned some of MBasic's structure, the

way program flow can be controlled,

and some math oddities. Next month
I'll look at program loops to see how
they can run smoothly.

John Corbani can be reached at 2455

Calle Linares, Santa Barbara, CA
93109.

a) 200 CLS: PRINT TAB(10)
"(1) READ": PRINT TAB (10)
"(2) WRITE": PRINT TAB(10);

210 I$=INKEY$: IF I$<"l"OR I$>"2" THEN 200 ELSE
I=ASC(I$): ON I GOSUB 400, 500: GOTO 200

b) 210 I$=INKEY$: IF I$>"0" THEN
I=ASC(I$): ON I GOSUB 400, 500

220 GOTO 200

Figure 6

300 A=10: B=20: C==30: D=1.5708: E =3.1416 F =4.7124: G=6 2832
310 PRINT A/B*2 'A/B=.5: .5 *2=1

320 PRINT C+B/AA2 'AA2-100: B/100= ,2i C+.2=30.2
330 PRINT B/-A*-A '-A=-10: B/ -A=-2: -2*-A=20
340 PRINT -A*-A '=+100
350 PRINT -AA2 '=-100

360 PRINT SIN(D)

,

SIN(E SIN(G)
•=1, = , =- 1, =0

Figure 7

MMKaaMWkiaiwiM aamBs^i^mtmmmsmimiaaatm^mtmmmmmmmmBa^m^mMmamnaaam

And It's Available
TriSoft introduces the CP/M-68K operating system for the Radio Shack Model-16 and Model-ll Enhanced

computers. This addition to the CP/M family adds the speed and power of the 16/32 bit MC68000 under

CP/M-68K while maintaining compatibility with the vast library of CP/M 2.2 software.

Runs in conjunction with CP/M 2.2

Easy context switching between 2.2 and 68K
Z80 acts as I/O slave under CP/M-68K

68000 assembler provided
Industry standard C compiler provided

Requires CP/M 2.2

TriSoft CP/M-68K
Manual set only

Pickles&TroutCP/M 2.2

Standard P&T CP/M
Model- 1 6 P&T CP/M
Hard Disk P&T CP/M
P&T manual set

$395.

45.

WithCP/M-68K
$175. 525.

210. 555.

235. 580.

35.

H, J^

4102 Ave. G
Austin, Texas

78751
1-512-445-5580

1-5170
CP/M, CP/M 2 2, CP/M-68K '" Digital Research

TRS-80 Model 1 6 and Model II
'" Radio Shack/Tandy

68000 ' Motorola

Z80 '" Zilog
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BBONS
Low Price • FREE Shipping

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
RIBBON CARTRIDGES
top quality factory fresh

Cartridges for price each in quantity of
use on these printers: 1-5 6-23 24-99 100 +
MX-70, MX-80, IBM PC 7.41' 6.45 5.61 4.88
MX-100 19.96 17.36 15.09 13.13
Prownter, PC 8023A-01 7.98 6.94 6.04 5.25
RS LP2, LP3, LP5 7.98 6.94 6.04 5.25

RIBBON LOOPS
top quality nylon refills for your old cartridge
Loops for use price each in quantity of
on these printers: 1-5 6-23 24-99 100 +
MX-70, MX-80, IBM PC 3.56 3.09 2.69 2.34
MX-100 5.41 4.71 4.09 3.56
Prowriter, PC 8023A-01 2.46 2.14 1.86 1.62
RS DMP400, LP6, LP8 2.04 1.77 1.54 1.34
RS DMP200, DMP500 3.56 3.09 2.69 2.34
RS LP2, LP3, LP5 2.46 2.14 1.86 1.62
Spinwriter (nylon) 2.46 2.14 1.86 1.62

Cartridges and loops may be mixed for quantity prices.
Our FREE CATALOG includes loading instructions for
loops. Discounts available for schools. Florida res. add
5% tax.

visa DATA SYSTEMS MasterCard "
(305) 788-2145 • Box 99 • Fern Park, FL 32730

NEW for the Color Computer TRS-80

COCOCASSETTE SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE

ENJOY A MONTHLY COLLECTION OF 6-10 PROGRAMS!

Including games, education, home finance and more,
on cassette for as low as $5,00 a month! Add some ac-

tion ond imagination to your Color Computer. . . Best of

oil, we do the work!

PRICES

1 YR (12 ISSUES). $55.00
6 MO (6 ISSUES)

.
. $30.00

SINGLE COPIES $ 6.00

-MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% TO ORDER
-OVERSEAS ADD HO 00 TO SUBSCRIPTION AND H 00 TO
SINGLE COPIES

616 396-7577

mm
PROGRAMS ARE FOR

t'XTF.NDED BASIC

MODEL ONLY ISSUES

^408 ARE SENT flR5T CLASS

SUBSCRIPTION SOFTWARE

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: VISA'

T & D SOFTWARE P.O. BOX 256-C • HOLLAND, MICH 49423

CBS^te
BOOKSELLER

The Source for Computer

Master Your TRS-

with these
sp€trtsable Gu

HOW TO WRITE A TRS-80 PROGRAM
Ed Faulk & Datamost $14.95 paperback

Simple and successful programming techniques in a
clear, understandable format. Working examples of tech-
niques discussed, additions to the programmer's library of
subroutines.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE GRAPHICS
FOR THE TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

Don Inman & Kurt Inman with Dymax $14.95 paperback
Sound and graphics demonstrate the creative use of
6809 assembly language in this exciting hands-on guide.
Video screen diagrams, complete instructions for pro-
gramming the TRS-80 color computer.

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Don Inman with Dymax $14.95 paperback

A comprehensive guide to the graphics capabilities of
Extended Color Basic for the TRS-80, Programming appli-
cations, useful subroutines & exercises.

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Hubert S. Howe, Jr. $9.95 paperback

The basic concepts and steps in writing assembly lan-
guage programs for the TRS-80 Modell III in a practical,

easy-to-follow book. Prentice Hall

B. Dalton stocks a complete selection of
computer books in 700 stores nationwide.
Check your yellow pages.

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-328-3890 ext. 6020
IN MINNESOTA 1-800-682-3816 x 6020
IN MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL 922-6699

IN ALASKA 1-907-276-3242 (store hours)
IN PUERTO RICO 1-809-752-1275 (store hours) "347
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TUTORIAL

by Steven and Yvonne Grant

The Model II contains a number of

hardware/software capabilities that

arc not exploited by Radio Shack's

TRSDOS. SDLC/HDLC communica-
tions hardware, direct memory trans-

fers and compares, 16K video memory
scrolling, light-pen controls, and a host

of other facilities exist, but are not im-

•ogram the Model IFs

MC6845 chip so you

can control up to 16 of

its screen functions.

Program I isting 1

10 'CRTC SCRAMBLER
20 'THIS PROGRAM ACCESSES A MACHINE LANGUAGE PRCGRAM AT EFE0 hex

22 'TO MODIFY THE TRS-80 MODEL II CRTC CONTROLLER
30 SYSTEM "CRT7" "THIS LOADS THE MACHINE LANGUAGE ROUTINE
40 DEFUSR1 = S.HEFE0

50 RVS - CHRS(26) 'RVS - SETS THE REVERSE VIDEO MODE
60 NVS = CHR$(25) "NVS = SETS THE NORMAL VIDEO MODE
70 DIM V(16) 'CONTAINS THE VIDEO VALUES
80 FOR J = 1 TO 16

90 READ T:V(J)=T 'FILL THE VIDEO ARRAY
100 NEXT J
110 DATA 56.75, 52, 53, 17, 19.125, 16, 19, 19, 16, 17.125, 57, 17.125, 16 , 16, 16, 16

120 CLS
130 PRINT @100, H TRS-80 MC6845 CRTC MODIFICATION MENU "

140 PRINT (3260, RVS;" 1 ";NV$," HORIZONTAL FREQUENCY "

150 PRINT @340,RVS;" 2 ";NVS," HORIZONTAL CHARACTERS PER LINE "

160 PRINT @420,RVS;" 3 ";NV$," HORIZONTAL SYNC POSITION " f
170 PRINT §500,RVS;" 4 ";NV$," HORIZONTAL SYNC WIDTH "

180 PRINT (8580, RVS;" 5 ";NV$," VERTICAL FREQUENCY "

190 PRINT @660,RVS;" 6 ";NV$," VERTICAL CHARACTERS "

200 PRINT @740,RV$;" 7 ";NV$," VERTICAL DISPLAYED ROWS "

210 PRINT 0820,RVS ;" 8 ";NV$," VERTICAL SYNC POSITION "

220 PRINT @900,RV$;" 9 ".NVS," INTERLACE MODE "

230 PRINT @980,RV$;"10 ";NV$," MAXIMUM SCAN LINES "

240 PRINT @ 060, RVS;"] 1 ";NVS," CURSOR FORMAT "

250 PRINT @1 140, RVS; "12 ";NV$," CURSOR END SCAN LINE "

260 PRINT @1220,RV$;"13 n ;NV$," HIGH ORDER START ADDRESS "

270 PRINT @1300,RV$;"14 ";NV$," LOW ORDER START ADDRESS "

280 PRINT @1380,RV$;"15 ";NV$, n HIGH ORDER CURSOR POSITION "

290 PRINT §1460,RVS; "16 ";NV$," LOW ORDER CURSOR POSITION "

300 PRINT @1540,RVS;"17 ";NVS," IMPLEMENT THE MODIFICATIONS "

310 PRINT @1620,RV$;"18 ";NVS," SET EVERYTHING NORMAL "

320 PRINT:PRINT TAB (5) ;

330 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER FOR THE FUNCTION DESIRED ";A

340 CLS
350 IF A = 18 THEN RESTORE:FOR J = 1 TO 16:R£AD T:V(J) =T:NEXT J:GOSUB 430:GOTO 120
360 IF A = 17 THEN GOSUB 430:GOTO 120

370 PRINT @500,"THE CURRENT VALUE IS ";V(A)

380 PRINT @660 , "ENTER THE NEW VALUE "

;

390 INPUT AA
400 V(A) = AA
410 GOTO 130
420 END

Listing continues

plemented in the Model II.

In the meantime, users can experi-

ment with these capabilities. The two
programs shown here allow users to

program the Motorola MC6845 CRT
controller chip, which defines the

Model II 's screen.

The Basic routine in Listing 1 pro-

vides a menu-driven program allowing

16 of the screen functions controlled by
the MC6845 to be changed individually

or several at a time. Basic should be

started with the -M:61400 command
to protect the machine-language
routine.

The Assembly-language routine in

Listing 2 picks up the modifications re-

quested by the Basic program and
feeds them to the internal registers of

the MC6845.
We don't own an assembler, so the

op-codes required for the machine
code were typed in using Debug and
then saved as an executable file with

the Dump command from TRSDOS.
The completed section of memory
should look like Fig. 1. The Dump
command format is DUMP CRT7
{START = EFE0 END = EFF7
TRA = EFF7}. This will save the ma-
chine code and execute it starting with

the C9 op-code at EFF7. This starting

point allows Basic to load the program

and then take up at line 40 immediately

The Key Box
Model 11/12/16

32KRAM
Disk Basic

Assembly Language

Editor/Assembler or Debug
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SAVE TIME

DATA SELECTION
BYJOB OR CLIENT

INSTANT ACCESS TO
CLIENT FILES

PASSWORD
PROTECTION

PERSONALIZED
DISK SYSTEM

KEEP FAST,
ACCURATE RECORDS

Data-Timer is the brand new computer program that manages
your billable time and resources more accurately and more
profitably. And it's so simple to use. Used in conjunction with

your Day-Timer™ Diary, Data-Timer is the ideal package for:

DATA-TIME
TIME ANALYI

BILLI
Radio Shack

CP/M
IBM

now CKABT RJH MITIAL Setup

advertising execs

physicians (cither

individual or

group practice]

business executives accountants engineers medical therapists or
consultants attorneys architects anyone who bills on

an hourly basis

-wSI1f^f1_** Sllilllillii;

Mam
Each Data-Timer Package comes complete with a Program Diskette; easy-to-follow Program Document, Day-Timer™ one
full year desk scheduler, and User's Manual; a Quick Reference Guide; and a pad of 350 Data Entry forms. And Data-
Timers works on your Radio Shack™ TRS-80 Models II, 12 and 16; IBM™ Personal Computer and System 23 Datamaster;
and CP/M. Minimum requirements: 64K of memory, 225K of disk storage total. And every Data-Timer Package is backed
by our 100% Guarantee of Satisfaction.

Data-Timer is marketed nationally through Day-Timer Corporation, Wayne Green Inc., and Data-Systems Company.
Regional Customizing Centers are available for unique personalized requirements.

*See Your Local Software Dealer for Software Contest Information

b, Inc.
Subsidiary of BEATRICE FOODS CO.

ALLENTOWN, PA 18001

WAYNE GREEN INC.
PtTEfieaOJGH NEW HAMPSHIRE OJdM USA

DATA SYSTEMS COMPANY
HARRJSBURG, PA. 17105

To order: CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473

or use coupon below

OPlease send me.

$295.00 for my _____

Company

\ame_
.

Address .

State Zip_

Please send additional information

Data-Timers

computer

Dealer inquiries invited



/ isling continued

430 X = USR1(VARPTO(V(1)))
440 FOR XX = 1 TO 22

450 FOR YY = 1 TO 75 STEP 5

460 PRINT @(XX,YY) ,"*"

470 NEXT YY
480 NEXT XX
490 PRINT @0, "ENTER 'N' FOR A NEW RUN"; : INPUT RS:CLS
500 RETURN

TRS-80
EF80
EF90
EFAO
EFBO
EFCO
EFDO
EFEO
EFFO

PC
2800

? P

Model II DEBUG Program
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

22 EA EF 11 03 00 01 FD 10 2A OC 2E 2B 3E FF 3C

19 D3 FC ED A3 20 F7 C9 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

SP SZHPNC AF BC DE HL IX IY AF' BC
21FE 000000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000

Figure 1

..

DE'

0000
HL'

0000

after the command in line 30 sticks

CRT7 in memory.
The Basic program loads the ma-

chine code and then sets up a USR call

in line 40. This statement provides a
link between Basic and the machine

code at EFEO. The machine code du-

plicates the function of the TRSDOS
CRT subroutine at 0664. TRSDOS still

has its screen initializer resident in low
memory so that a Basic CLS command
will reinitialize the screen from 0664 in

TRSDOS and bypass the user's ex-

periments.

The main body of the program,
from line 130-400, provides the menu
of items that can be changed and then

fills an array with any new values en-

tered by the user.

There are a lot of different ways to

enter hex data directly from a Basic

program. We've chosen low-value dec-

imal fractions and integers that are rep-

resented in machine code by the hex
numbers desired. Because of the way
Basic represents, for instance, single-

precision numbers, entering decimal

18.375 causes a hex 13 to be stored in

the array. Decimal 16 is represented by
hex 00. Changes should be made in

.125 increments in the Basic program
in order to change the MC6845 values

by one unit.

Line 430 issues the call to the ma-
chine-code routine by using VARPTR.
VARPTR identifies the memory ad-

dress that points at the array contain-

ing the data entered by the user. The
end of the program just displays a few

asterisks on the screen so that users can
see the results of any changes.

The machine code explained in List-

ing 2 locates the first variable in the ar-

260-4004 1-Disk Drive

List Price $3199

SALE s2499

260-4005 2-Disk Drive

List Price $3999

SALE $3099
And, if you like these prices, you won't believe our

other super deals on ATARI, Apple, Franklin,

Epson, Okidata, C. Itoh, "and our complete, in-

stock, inventory of accessories, and software. ^ 133

CALLTOLL FREE: 800-526-531

3

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA, INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road.West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-219 1 nf America
In New Jersey Call 201-728-MO" ^

THE HAPPY MEDIUM!

Cassette #a^ette

t

Oo
ex'

FREE
a valuable collection of

hints, kinks, pgm. tips and
other good stuff for tapists

.

Also story on KWIK SOFTWARE...
SOFTROLS, and LEMONAID LOADERS
for easy, reliable, SYSTEM and
CLOADS, as well as KWIK high-
speeds, using your own CTR.

Write or call (9to9) for your

FREE copy of CASSETTE GAZETTE.

Give name, address, make/model
computer & recorder , and where
you saw this ad. Why not do it
now? You'll be glad you did.

\
TO

73

O

KWIK Software
Box 328
Bolivar, M0 65613 " 3

Phone (417) 326-7154

LEMONS TECH
P.O. Drawer 429

Buffalo, M0 65622

(417)345 7643
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ray containing the CRT definition data

and successively reads each byte,

passes it into the appropriate register

of the MC6845, locates the next vari-

able, passes it along, and so forth. The
Model II uses port FC to specify which
register of the MC6845 is being ad-

dressed and then stuffs the data values

into that register through port FD.
Once all 16 registers have been loaded,

control passes back to the Basic

program.
We won't go into a lengthy explana-

tion of each register's function in the

MC6845. Most of the functions are

self-explanatory after a little experi-

mentation. Exhaustive detail is provid-

ed in either the TRS-80 Technical

Reference Manual or in the MC6845
CRTC Data Sheet AD1-465 published

by Motorola. Anyone sending us an
SASE will receive a detailed descrip-

tion of the device.

Altering some of the parameters
controlled by the MC6845 causes dras-

tic changes in the CRT display. It is

hard to imagine practical applications

for a nonstandard horizontal sync

width, for instance, but it may be
possible to incorporate the stranger

patterns into games or graphics. A user

MC6845 CRTC MODIFICATION CODE

Op-Codes Instructions

22 EAEF LD EFEA, HL

11 0300 LD DE, 00 03

01 FD10 LD BC, 10 FD

2A mini! LDHL.(nnnn)

2B DECREMENT HL
3F: FF LD A, FF
3C INCREMENT A
19 ADD HL, DE
D3 FC OUT (FC), A

ED A3

20 F7

C9

OUT1

JR, NZ8
RETURN

Explanation

Load the value of HL which is provided by the

Basic VARPTR command.

Load the value used to increment HL.
Load B with the loop count. Load C with the

CRTC register port.

Load HL with the address of first variable in the

Basic array. This value is loaded indirectly from

the first line.

Load A for increment.

Set A to register 0.

Increment HL.
Condition register addressed by port EC to ac-

cept input.

Send value pointed to by HL into register ad-

dressed by A. Then increment HL and

decrement B.

Jump back if B is not zero.

Program Listing 2

could even add video memory and
build dramatic high-speed graphics on
the Model II using modified versions

of the programs described here.

Steven and Yvonne work in telecom-

munications. They can be reached at

366 N. 117th Court, Apt. 9, Omaha,
NE 68154.

100% Radio Shack Equipment

Order Toll Free 1 WO-874-1 551
FLA Residents 904-438-6507 collect

EPSON, OK! DATA, CITOH, TABCO Printer Switches

704 W Michigan Ave; P.O. Box 8098

Pensacbla, FLA 32505
.-'!

'TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandv Corporation.

PBMHMMMHMHMHMMMMMBMM
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-,•,*&

s Guide

tilities

EDITORS / / /& /
T A /

r

* A AA //

r /*

A A
/i /§
/t A
A A

Cer-Comp Disk Editor $29.95 16K D Y Y

CoCo Pro Full Screen Editor $15 4K C,D Y Y

Eigen Systems Basic Aid $49.95 4K C Y Y

Data-Comp Text Editor $50 64K D FLEX Y Y

Frank Hogg Laboratory "Ed" Editor $50 D FLEX Y Y

$125 D OS-9 Y Y

Superior Graphic Software Products The Data Doctor $49.95 16K D Y Y

EDITOR/AJ5SEMBLERS

/ AA AA A
/«$• /Or

/
/iA

/
/i

r /i
Cer-Comp CORES 64 $34.95 16K C

CORES 9 $29.95 16K C

CORES 64M $39.95 16K c

Data-Comp Text Processor $75 64K D FLEX

Eigen Systems CCEAD (Color Computer Editor Assembler Debugger) $ 6.95 16K C

The Micro Works Inc. SDS80C Software Development System $89.95 4K ROM Pack

Macro-80C Editor/Assembler Disk $99.95 16K D
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Utilities are necessary tools for every

serious programmer. These pro-

grams are standard routines that help

users operate computers. They can re-

cover blown disks or repair those dam-
aged by power surges, ease the coding

process, and increase program versatility.

There are many categories of utilities.

Each has its own characteristics and op-

tions. Having the right utilities available

when you need them makes all your

programming tasks run smoothly.

This guide presents the different utili-

ties made especially for the Color Com-
puter. Special features and options are

mentioned, as well, to help you make an

informed decision.

Editors

Text editors enter and manipulate

text files from the keyboard. They work
like simple word processors to insert,

change, or delete file items.

Screen editors permit cursor move-
ment across the video screen without

destroying any of the text it passes over.

Graphics characters, and other char-

acters not normally accessible from the

keyboard, can be entered directly.

Assemblers

Machine-code programmers need a

tool to incorporate operation codes (op-

codes) into their programs. Assembler

programs translate symbolic operation

codes into computer-operating instruc-

tions, item for item. They assign loca-

tions in storage for successive instruc-

tions, or compute specific (absolute)

addresses from symbolic addresses. As-

semblers output the same number of in-

structions or constants as were defined

in the input symbolic codes.

Disassemblers

As you can imagine, disassemblers

/

/ / / / / Y Indicates that capability

/ / / / ,®

/* /$ /§ //
/4 /dp /* /<$ /A

S = Screen

P= Printer

C = Cassette

D = Disk

Y Y N Global and local Can edit or create files larger than memory.

N N

Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y Y Reconstructs files.

/P / /A / /# /
/<t /» /§ /

/JP /* /

/J /$ /J / /Jf /$ /
/£ A A /* /§ /$$/§A A //AA/W

/////i/f/tM/
Y N N Y Y Y

Y N N Y Y Y

Y N Y Y Y Debug monitor included.

Y Y Y Y Y N

Y N N N N N Includes machine-language monitor.

Sends object code to RAM.

Y N Y N Y

Y Y Y N Y Y

Manufacturer's

Addresses

Cer-Comp
5566 Ricochet Ave.

Las Vegas, NV 89110
702-452-0632

CoCo Pro

P.O. Box 37022

St. Louis, MO 63141

Color Software
Services

P.O. Box 1708

Greenville, TX 75401-1708

214-454-3674

Computer Shack
1691 Eason
Pontiac, Ml 48054
313-673-8700

Custom Software
Engineering Inc.

807 Minuteman Causeway
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

305-783-1083

Data-Comp
5900 Cassandra Smith Road
Hixson, TN 37343
615-842-4601

Double Density

Software
920 Baldwin St.

Denton, TX 76201

817-566-2004

DSL Computer
Products

13726 W.Warren
Dearborn, Ml 48126
313-582-8930

Eigen Systems
Box 180006

Austin, TX 78718
512-837-4665

Continues on next page
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DISASSEMBLERS / U./i 7 / 7$

A A / A /////* / A //$
// // A A // A // A A A//# /> /<? /> /$ /<$ /> /-J /<£ /o*/

The Micro Works Inc. 80C Disassembler $49.95 16K C I Y I Y I Y S.P Y

ASSEMBLERS

7//

'

A /
7s> 7

A A
7$ 7i/I // r

A /jf
7 o< AA AA /£

A A
Cer-Comp

Data-Comp

Frank Hogg Laboratory

Disk Assembler

Mnemonic Assembler System

ASM-Assembler

$29.95

$50

S50

16K

64K

D

D

D

Radio Shack DOS

FLEX

FLEX

MONITORS / A
/f

A*

7i

/£ A
A /$ A*

4
// / / /

7/A /i A
// // /i /$

A A A /9 A A°° /<? /<? / ^
Cer-Comp TRSMON Monitor $19.95 4K c Y Y Y N

Instant Software Gold Bug $49.95 16K D Y Y Y Y

The Micro Works Inc. CBUG Monitor $29.95 4K C Y N Y N

$39.95 4K ROM Pack Y N Y N

Star-Kits Humbug $39.95 4K C, D Y Y Y Y

DISK ZAPPERS ~T A /

7tA
7/

AA
A

A AA ///*
//A /i AA7 i A A /& A
//AA AA

A. M. Hearn Software CZAP $ 9.95 16K C Y Y

Color Software Services Disk Zonker $24.95 16K D Y Y

Hume Design Diskpro $29.95 32K D Y Y

Nelson Software Systems Super "Color" Disk-Zap $49.95 16K D Y Y

Superior Graphic Software Products The Directory Doctor $49.95 16K D Radio Shack TRS-80-C Y Y

The Disk Doctor $49.95 16K D Y Y

The Disk Hospital $99.95 16K D Y N
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perform the opposite of assemblers;

they translate from machine language

to assembly language. They decipher

machine-language programs by gener-

ating symbolic-code listings.

Monitors

Monitors provide the interface be-

tween a machine-code program and the

programmer. Since machine-code pro-

grams execute directly on the micropro-

cessor chip, evolving programs must be

protected against system crashes.

Monitors let you insert breakpoints

within the code. When a breakpoint is

encountered, the monitor regains con-

trol from the program being debugged.

This gives you a chance to check the

status of registers in the microprocessor

or bytes in RAM to check whether the

/> / / / /£/ # / / / / o?

////w/# // / 9 /£$/ £/I /s /.i /jf/J
// /$ / 9 /Jr//p

/<? /4r /S /*4/*
Y N N N Y—Tape or Disk Cross-assembles 6800-6809 code.

Y Y Y Y Y

Y Y Y N N— to disk

/ /

/ // /£ / Y indicates that capability

S = Screen

/& //AA /

// /•$

P = Printer

C = Cassette

D = Disk

/£
/<?

Y up to 10 N

Y Y N Also comes with small assembler.

Y N N

Y N N

Y Y N

/ /*/
/* /*/*

/4 /f/<t
Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Modifies in either hex or ASCII.

Backs up directory and allocation tables.

Checks, recovers, and stores allocation tables and spare directory track.

Recovers, reads, and restores destroyed disks.

Collection of The Disk Doctor, The Data Doctor, and The Directory Doc-
tor in one package.

Addresses continued

B. Erickson Software
P.O. Box 11099

Chicago, IL 60611

312-276-9712

Frank Hogg Laboratory

770 James St., Suite 215

Syracuse, NY 13203
315-474-7856

Hoyt Stearns

Electronics

4131 E. Cannon Drive

Phoenix, AZ 85028
602-996-1717

llume Design
4653 Jeanne Mance St.

Montreal, Quebec
Canada H2V 4J5
514-843-3961

Instant Software Inc.

Elm St.

Peterborough, NH 03458
603-924-9471

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

Nelson Software
Systems
9072 Lyndale Ave. South

Minneapolis, MN 55420
612-881-3018

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86 Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

Star-Kits

P.O. Box 209

Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

914-241-0287

Sugar Software
2153 Leah Lane
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
614-861-0565
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DISK^TAPE TRANSFER UTILii its% /i/

/i/s

V indicates that capability

S = Screen

P = Printer

C = Cassette

D = Disk
/i

// AA
/i/J

////////
A. M. Hearn Software TAPEXFER $ 9.95 16K C Y Loads tape programs to disk automatically.

Displays each program as it copies.

OFFLOAD $ 9.95 16K C Y Creates tape backups of disks. Tape—disk.

CoCo Pro CoCo Copy $15 32K D Y Copies tape—disk, disk— disk, allows disk kill.

Color Software Services Disk Backup $16.95 16K O D Y Loads disk to tape.

Double Density Software Color Disk Saver $12.95 32K C Y Disk— tape and reloads tape to disk to restore

a blown disk-

Auto Load $12.95 16K C Y Leads tape -disk.

DSL Computer Products Copy Cat $19.95 16K C Y Lets user back up software.

Hume Design DTT $14.95 (C)

$19.95 (D)

C, D Y Copies program disk— tape (up to nine times).

TTD $14.95 (C)

$19.95 (D)

C, D Y Transfers tape programs to disk automatically, individ-

ually or complete tape (up to nine copies of each

program).

program is functioning as it should. The
monitor lets the target program resume,

ensuring that all registers are in the state

they held at the time of the breakpoint.

All monitors permit displays or print-

outs in various formats including dec-

imal, octal, hexadecimal, ASCII, or

symbolic (where symbols are displayed

instead of values). These symbols are

the mnemonics referred to in disassem-

blers. Some monitors even offer a

disassembler as an option. Data dis-

played or printed can be altered from

the monitor and might affect the results

of any resumed execution of the main

program.

Another option, single-stepped code,

lets you execute one opcode at a time.

This is not a hardware option due to

chip architecture.

A sort option saves you from re-

writing your own sort routine every

time you need to rearrange data in a

program.

Disk Zappers

Disk zappers are among the most

useful utilities. They often save disks

that for some reason have been blown.

Dust, hair, and smoke particles can col-

lect on disks and interfere with writing.

The disk zapper finds the bad sector

and lets you write over it with fake in-

formation. This enables the program to

load, and you can rewrite over the false

data. It's much easier than rewriting the

entire program.

Many zappers find and restore killed

files by altering a single bit on the disk

utility and restoring that file's entry in

the directory hash index table (HIT).

Since many operating systems kill only

FILE UTILITIES /

A

/
.^ /

//

//
A

AA
A ///4t A

A A°
A. M. Hearn Software Catalog $ 9.95 16K c

Tapedir $ 9.95 4K c

Neatdir $ 6.95 16K c

CoCo Pro Master Directory $20 32K D

EX.PDIR $12 16K D

COLORDIR $12 16K D

Custom Software Engineering Inc. Disk Data Handler $54.95 32K D

Data-Comp SORT/MERGE $75 64K D FLEX
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TAPE UTILITIES /& /$ /
// /£
/ -\ / ^

/ o / _>> A // // // //
A. M. Hearn Software

B. Erickson Software

COPYTAPE

Cassette Dump

Cassette Copy

$9.95

$10

$10

4K

16K

4K

C

C

c

Y

Y

Y

Copies and merges tape-based software.

Prints out non-protected tapes.

Cassette copy program.

the directory entry leaving the file itself

intact until it is overwritten, only that

entry must be amended. Some disk zap-

pers even let you completely restore old

files.

Compressors/Renumberers

Compressors remove blanks from
programs so that they are compiled

more quickly and reduce processing

time.

Renumberers are the last utility need-

ed in program development. They re-

number lines, perhaps enlarging the

increments between lines, to facilitate

future installation of new features.

File Utilities

Some file utilities read and write files

between formats, copying individual

files between the disks, or merging
several files into one.

With other utilities you can examine
and manipulate the contents of a file.

These utilities usually give detailed in-

formation, such as an expanded menu
or catalog of the disk's contents.

Some also imitate the editing features

J>

Creates a file of disk directories and lets programs be run without knowing which
disk contains them. Printer option.

Creates a directory of your tapes.

Alphabetizes disk directories.

Combined directory of all disks.

Saves up to 120 files on a disk.

Provides sorted directory list with lengths address, grans used. Optional report

to printer.

Lets you define disk data files, input, update and report user data. Printer option.

Quickly sorts and merges files, including those too large for memory.

of a DBMS (data-base management
system), and let you sort, add or remove
fields.

Buyer 's Guide continues

WHY BUY A JOY
STICK TWICE?!

(Tf YOU n*>^
*^~

fttTpiRv COMPATIBLE

JOY STICK KIT*
Without Joy Stick Model l/lll $15.95

With Joy Stick Model l/lll $26.95— Be Your Own SYSOP !!!!—
Bullet-80 Bulletin Board Model l/lll

Version 8.0 $150.00

SPRING SPECIALS

Full line of H&E Computronics Software.

Versa Business Series ( all 5 packages)

Reg. $549.75 SPECIAL LOW PRICE $499

10% off All game software

if you mention this ad !

AD EXPIRES JUNE 30th

Please call for information about ANY products.

We have In stock a FULL LINE of Software from

ALL Major Houses.

Aft«r-Mark«t Computer Gallery"
P.O. Box 993 (Mail Order)

1 Franklin St. (Retail Outlet)

Danbury, CT 06810

Volet Line - 203 743-1299

Buliet-80 Computer Line - 203 744-4644

(300/1200 Beud)
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING &. HANDLING.

•internal installation Required No trace cutting or electronics

irvolKBO

**A Division of Computer Services of Oanbury
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GENERAL UTILITIES /

Ac? / Q> /

A* A* /
// // //

/ A
/J /$
/4 M

A. M. Hearn Software

B. Erickson Software

Cer-Comp

Computer Shack

BACKUP

CCRPM

ONERR

TAPELIB

ROM-Save

Hi-Resolution Text Screen Display

Color DFT

$ 9.95

$12.95

$12.95

$12.95

$10

$24.95

$24.95 (C)

$29.95 (D)

16K

16K

4K

4K

4K

16K

16K

C

C

c

c

c

C, D

C, D

Custom Software Engineering Inc.

Double Density Software

Eigen Systems

Frank Hogg Laboratory

Alpha-Draw

Graphic Screen Print Program

Basic Precompiler

F-Mate FLEX Utilities

FLEX F-Mate

F-Mate FLEX Diagnostics

Four Drives From Two

Terminal-CoCo

Color Key Command

DD Clock

Tape Name

Disk Basic Aid

FHL Extended Use Utilities

FHL Color Utilities

$ 8.95

$ 7.95 for Radio Shack printers

$ 9.95 fpr non-RS

$50

$75

$69.95

$75

$19.95

$19.95

$18.95

$ 9.95

$ 7.95

$49.95

$49.95 object

$69.95 source

$50 object

$75 source

16K

16K

64K

64K

64K

64K

32K

64K

16K

4K

4K

32K

C, D

C,D

D

D

D

D

C

D

C

C

C,D

D

D

D

Hume Design

Spectrum Projects

Star-Kits

Sugar Software

Screen Print Program

64K Disk Utility Package

Electronics Drafting Board

Nowtalk

STAR-DOS

STAR-DOS 64

Auto Run

Piratector

$14.95 (C)

$19.95 (D)

$21.95

$39.95

$20

$49.90

$75

$14.95

$99.95

64K

64K

16K

16K

64K

16K

32K

C, D

D

D

C, D

D

D

C

D
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V indicates thai capability

S = Screen

P= Printer

C = Cassette

D = Disk

Extended Color Basic

Extended Color Basic

FLEX

FLEX

FLEX

FLEX

FLEX

FLEX

FLEX

Star-DOS

Helps recover crashed disks, hastens backups.

Disk drive speed-checking routine. Displays on screen current, average, high, and low
speeds of your drive. Comes with instructions to correct speed.

Error handler for Basic programs. Lets your program take control in the event of errors.

Library of five subroutines with an append routine.

Utility to copy ROM packs to cassette.

Allows use of 32-by-24, 42-by-24, 51-by-24, and 64-by-24 text screens with Basic and other
programs. Lets you mix text and graphic supports.

Direct file transfer of Basic programs from Models I or III to the Color Computer.

Subroutine that draws any keyboard character on the graphics screen.

Produces printout of screen image produced by program in machine language.

Lets you use free format, unlimited variable lengths. Basic is automatically compiled so it

can't be listed.

Package of 15 different utilities.

Part of package to install FLEX.

Zeroes and 1's test of memory diagnostics, random pattern test, walking bit

tests, dynamic drop-out tests, and convergence test. Also has disk-repair section.

Lets user specify each side of a double-sided drive as an individual drive.

Lets you use standard CRT with Color Computer.

One-button entry of over 80 Basic commands.

Real-time clock displays on screen at all times.

Saves the name of each program found on a tape to printer or tape.

Speeds and simplifies writing and entering Basic programs.

Includes many utilities.

Includes many utilities.

Dumps high-resolution graphics screens to printer.

Program makes additional 8K RAM available, also includes a spooler and ROM pack
to disk converter.

Creates electronic circuits on a 480-by-540-pixel worksheet.

Machine-code dump program that outputs hex code in a human voice through television
speaker.

Disk operating systems compatible with Radio Shack disk format.

Auto program loader with Color Graphics editor to create title screens.

Piracy protection for Color Computer disk systems.
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REVIEW

Logo 1

by Molly Watt

7ou can introduce your children to programming

on the Color Computer with Radio Shack's new

Color Logo. It'll give them a good start.

• •••

TRS-80 Color Logo

Tandy/Radio Shack

Fort Worth, TX 76102

Color Computer
$99.95 disk, 32K RAM
$49.95 program pack, 16K RAM

A good introduction to an analysis of

Color Logo is a review of the creation

and purpose of the original Logo. Both

languages have similar educational

goals and applications, although their

capabilities are somewhat different.

Logo was developed at MIT (Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology) with

funding from The National Science

Foundation. It took more than a decade

of research and development before its

release.

Logo is a sophisticated programming

language capable of complex data pro-

cessing, handling many variables, using

embedded recursion, and accepting user

input. It is structured, so programs are

composed of procedures as parts of a

superprocedure.

Seymore Papert, Logo's most promi-

nent spokesperson, worked with Jean

Piaget prior to his work on Logo. He
developed the language based on the

knowledge that children learn through

playful exploration.

Logo provides an artificial intel-

ligence environment in which the user

learns about geometry and computer

programming simultaneously by solv-

ing problems like those Jenny and Joey

encountered (see sidebar).

This mirrors Piaget 's thesis that all

true learning involves interaction and

forming a theory about how to do some

task—in this case drawing a square—

and then revising the theory when it

proves inadequate.

The MIT Logo Group designed this

language with "no threshold, no ceil-

ing." Logo would be an appropriate

and almost natural language for a

young child to use and continue using in

an extremely complex fashion as an

adult.

At this point, a full Logo language

barely squeezes into the memory of 64K

computers. Many users find that they

quickly deplete the amount of user-

available memory.

Color Logo

George Gerholt and Larry Kheriaty

developed Color Logo for the TRS-80

Color Computer. As they point out in

their manual, "Color Logo is not just

Logo under another name for another

computer; there are some very impor-

tant differences between the two."

The authors retain the Piagetian phi-

losophy of Logo by informing users

that it is a language with which a child
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LIVE WIRES FROM
THE UTILITY COMPANY! t:

INSTANT ASSEMBLER
New Version!

The INSTANT ASSEMBLER is a powerful assembly language development system for the
TRS-80, and our new version is better than ever. If you are already an assembly language
programmer, its unique design will greatly increase your productivity. If you are just getting
started, there is no better assembler to help you leam machine language programming
Some of its unique features are immediate assembly, which detects syntax errors as source is

entered, and a compact source format that allows you to write programs nearly threetimesas
large as other assemblers in the same amount of memory. It produces relocatable code
modules that can be saved on disk or tape and linked together in memory lor large or
modular assemblies ll will also assemble to disk tape, or directly to memory foi immediate
debugging with the built-in debugger You can quickly switch from assembler to debugger
without losing your source. The built-in debugger will step though your programs one
instruction at a time, showing each disassembled instruction and its effect on the registers and
memory. It can even use the symbols in your source code when stepping or disassembling.
Our new version will load or save both conventional source files and its own condensed
source format

The INSTANT ASSEMBLER package includes six separate programs. The assembler itself

includes the editor and built-in debugger. The LINKING LOADER is included in several
versions for different memory sizes. A stand-alone version of the debugger (MICROMIND)
is also included. MICROMIND can be relocated in memory and has commands to single-

step, set breakpoints, display or alter registers or memory, find bytes or words, disassemble to
screen or printer, convert between hex and decimal numbers, and write SYSTEM tapes. The
INSTANT ASSEMBLER comes with a comprehensive 65 page instruction manual with
many examples.

Specify Model I or Model III. TAPE INTASM 2.1 $39.95 on tape
Specify Model I or Model III. DISK INTASM 2.1 $49.95 on disk

INSIDE LEVEL II

The Programmers Guide to the TRS-80 ROMS
INSIDE LEVEL II is a comprehensive reference guide to the Model I and Model III ROMs
which allows the machine language or Basic programmer to easily utilize the sophisticated
routines they contain. Concisely explains set-ups, calling sequences, and variable passage
for number conversion, arithmetic operations, and mathematical functions, as well as
keyboard, tape, and video routines. Part II presents an entirely new composite program
str ,f, jre which loads under the SYSTEM command and executes in both Basic and machine
code with the speed and efficiency of a compiler. In addition, the 18 chapters include a large
body of other information useful to the programmer including tape formats, RAM useage,
relocation of Basic programs, USR call expansion, creating SYSTEM tapes of your own
programs, interfacing of Basic, variables directly with machine code, and special precautions
for disk systems. INSIDE LEVEL II was reviewed in the April 1982 issue of 80 Micro which
said "The book has no flaws; it is a perfect gem." Byte Magazine said "1 recommend this book
:<> s'"..)us machine language programmers."
Includes updates for Model III. INSIDE LEVEL II $15.95

DEMON
New Program!

DEMON (for DEbugger and MONitor) is a new and sophisticated tool with which you can
explore and debug machine language programs. It has two modes of operation. In the STEP
mode, it "emulates" the operation of the Z-80 and allows you to step through any machine
language program one instruction at a time, showing you the address, hexadecimal value.
Zilog mnemonic, register contents, and step count for each instruction. This ability is

extremely useful not only in debugging your own programs, but also for examining how
other people's programs work. It will even follow program flow right into the ROMs. DEMON
leaves the video screen unaltered so that the program you are stepping through can perform
its display functions unobstructed. STEP mode commands include step (trace), step to a
branch, run in step mode at a variable rate, run for a specified number of steps, change flags
or registers, execute a CALL or RSI set breakpoints in RAM or ROM, and break when a
number in a defined range appears in any double register. Commands in the MONITOR
mode (all of which are available from the STEP mode) include hex arithmetic, hex to decimal
conversion, block move, fill memory, find bytes, jump to address, disassemble to screen or
printer, load memory from disk or tape, write memory to disk or tape, full screen memory edit
in hex or ASCII, and relocate other programs or itself. DEMON also includes a labelling
disassembler with EDTASM format output to either disk or tape. This will generate source
code from programs in memory which can then be altered and reassembled with your
assembler. Screen displays may be routed to your line printer for hard copy.
Specify Model I or Model III. DEMON $29.95 on tape or disk

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH CLONE
Make duplicate copies of almost any tape including Basic, SYSTEM, data lists, assembler
source, or "custom loaders". The file name, load address, entry point, and every byte (in

ASCII format) are displayed on the video screen. Model 111 version allows changing tape
speed so you can make 1500 baud copies of 500 baud programs like SCR1PSIT
Specify Model I or Model III. CLONE $16.95 on tape, $21.95 on disk

DISK INDEX VERSION 3
Our excellent disk indexing program has now been entirely rewritten in machine language.
DISK INDEX will assemble a master index of your entire program library by automat ,\\
reading the program names and free space from each disk. The index may then be
alphabetized or searched for any disk, program, or extension. It will alphabetize ^4UU
programs in less than 50 seconds and will find any program out of 2400 in less than 3
seconds. Disks or programs may be added or deleted manually, and the whole index or any
selected part may be printed on paper in several different formats. The index itself may also
be stored on disk for future access and update. A 48K machine will hold up to 255 disks and
over 2400 programs in each index, and you maybuildasmanyindexesas you need. There is

no limit to the number of filenames it can read on any one disk. It will run on either a Model I

or Model III and catalog disks for either machine regardless of which one is running it, though
Model I owners must have double density to catalog Model III disks. It will automatically
recognize any DOS and disk density. DISK INDEX works with any operating system written
for the Model 1 or Model III except CP/M, and is extremely fast and easy to' use
Specify Model I or Model III. DISK INDEX VERSION 3 $29.95 on disk

TELCOM II
Our popular smart terminal program has just gotten a lot smarter. After two years of
experience with TELCOM and many requests from customers, we have created TELCOM II

for the most demanding telecommunications applications. TELCOM II maintains the same
ease of operation and all the features of our original program (see below), and includes many
enhancements. The terminal mode now has a help menu, a large spooler for simultaneous
printer output at high baud rates, acknowledges receipt of all commands, and displays
control characters. You can now load disk files into the memory buffer from within the
terminal mode, transmit the buffer with a single command, and send files a line at a time. You
can even view the buffer or data that has already scrolled off the screen. TELCOM II has 10
different 40 character programmable messages that can each be sent with a single command,
and the messages can now include control codes and delays. It also has 5 different character
translation tables for compatibility with different systems. One of the most substantial
additions to TELCOM is a full protocol file transfer mode which is compatible with the LYNC
program available on CP/M systems and the IBM PC. TELCOM II will exchange di -. '.. -

with any computer running this protocol (including another TRS-80 running TELCOM II).

and will automatically correct errors in transmission! Files can be sent to or fetched from an
unattended computer with ZERO errors. The extreme ease of use TELCOM is known for has
not been compromised. Reconfiguration of the programmable features is done internally
from clear menus for fast, easy operation. TELCOM II comes with a comprehensive
instruction manual which is available separately for $5 (which will apply to subsequent
purchase of the program). You won't find a smarter or easier to use terminal program at any
price.

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM II $69.95 on disk

TELCOM I
Our original and popular smart terminal program has most of the features needed to
communicate with time share systems or for high speed file transfers between two disk- based
micros over modems or direct wire. It is menu driven and extremely simple to use. Functions
include terminal mode, save RAM buffer on disk, transmit a disk file, receive a disk file,

examine and modify UART parameters, 8 programmable log-on messages, automatic
checksum verification of accurate transmission and reception, and many more user conveni-
ences. Supports line printers, lowercase characters, Xon/Xoff protocol, programmable
character keys, and even saves itself on disk in different configurations. It will also exchange
binary files without conversion to ASCII.

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM I $39.95 on disk

RAM SPOOLER AND PRINT FORMATTER
This program is a full feature print formatting package featuring user defineable line and page
length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), indentation, sc <•. •

dump, and printer pause. In addition, printing is done from a 4K expandable buffer ar.\i -

that the LPRINT or LLIST command returns control to the user while printing is being done.
Works with cassette or disk systems. Allows printing and processing to run concurrently.

Output may be directed to either the parallel port, serial port, or the video screen. 80 Micro
said "I can only give my highest recommendation of Spooler and Mumford Micro Systems.

"

Specify Model I or Model III. SPOOLER $16.95 on tape, $21,95 on disk

4 SPEEDS FOR YOUR MODEL I

The SK-2 clock modification allows CPU speeds to be switched between normal, an increase
of 50%, or a 50% reduction; selectable at any time without interrupting execution or crashing

the program. Instructions are also given for a 100% increase to 3.54 MHz. The SK-2 may be
configured by the user to change speed with a toggle switch oron software command It will
automatically return to normal speed any time a disk is active, requires no change to the
operating system, and has provisions for adding an LED to indicate when the computer is not
at normal speed. It mounts inside the keyboard unit with only 4 necessary connections for the
switch option (switch not included), and is easily removed if the computer ever needs service.

The SK-2 comes fully assembled with socketed IC's and illustrated instructions.

Model I only. SK-2 . «?d <«

orders accepted. SPECIFY MODEL I OR MODEL III. Dealer inquiries

land, California 93067
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learns and explores. It incorporates

some powerful ideas in math, computer

science, and problem-solving.

However, because the full Logo lan-

guage does not fit in the CoCo's mem-
ory, Color Logo mimics only the turtle

graphics capabilities of Logo. The list

processing capabilities of Logo, seldom

used by school children but often used

by their teachers, are not present.

Color Logo has three modes. Run is

the direct interactive mode in which you

communicate with the turtle and watch

what happens on the screen (see side-

bar). Most user experimentation while

learning the language takes place in the

Run mode.
Doodle is a drawing mode for very

young users. You draw by typing com-

mands with single keystrokes, similar to

the programs called "Instant" that ap-

pear in books on Logo.

Edit is the mode where you define

and revise procedures. In Edit, you

have more flexibility in commands and

syntax than you have in Run.

Another feature of Color Logo is its

multiple turtles. In fact, there are more
than 250 of them, and they can

each draw at different points of the

screen—very slowly.

The ability to change the shape of the

turtle provides some nice possibilities

for animation projects. The program

also responds to one-keystroke input.

These features provide some basic tools

for creating simple interactive games.

A Critical Look at Color Logo

I was able to use Color Logo im-

mediately based on my knowledge of

other Logo implementations. Many of

the commands are the same.

The 1 35-page documentation is clearly

written and illustrated. It is well or-

Figure 2

ganized and complete. Almost any
adult could easily learn Color Logo
using this manual, although new docu-

mentation or charts are necessary for

young users.

You can learn Logo at the computer,

so my initial experiments occurred in

the Run mode. First, I moved the turtle

forward 30, then 40, and later 100.

To my amazement, I found that when
the turtle wraps around from the top of

the monitor to the bottom, it does not

draw a line. Lines only appear when the

total command can execute on the

monitor screen. This is inconsistent with

other versions of Logo and interferes

with a child's understanding of the

computer's capabilities.

Next, I typed FD twice on the same

line, resulting in the command FD FD
50. Then an extra turtle hatched on the

screen and I couldn't get rid of it. Color

The Logo Learning Process
Imagine Jenny and Joey, two sec-

ond-graders about to use Logo on a

computer for the first time. Their

teacher has challenged them "See if

you can draw a square with the com-

puter."

To do this, they'll have to type in-

structions on the keyboard to direct a

tiny surfboard-shaped "turtle." The
turtle already knows how to perform

several functions, called primitives.

Their teacher gives Jenny and Joey

four primitives to work with: For-

ward, Back, Right, Left.

Joey decides to pretend that he is

the turtle. He walks the steps the tur-

tle would to form a square. Jenny

sits down on the rug to record the

action.

As Joey walks, he describes what

he is doing out loud: "I'm walking

forward six steps. Now I'm turning

right. Now forward six again. Now
I'm turning right. Now forward six

again. Right, forward, and that's it.

I'm done!"

Jenny has written on her paper:

How to make a square

forward 6

right

forward 6

right

forward 6

right

forward 6

Together they approach the com-

puter and start typing.

Forward 6 ("Oh, Oh, not far

enough. Now what? Try 30.")

Forward 30 ("OK, that's better.")

Right

The computer prints an error

message: RIGHT NEEDS MORE
INPUTS.
("Inputs—what's that? How much
should I turn? Oh, I don't know, try

30. No, more; 60. No, more—90.

OK, that's good. Next.")

Forward ("I forget how much. Six

was too small. .
.")

Using a range of problem-solving

strategies, including trial and error,

asking for help, discussing and de-

scribing the problem, and estimat-

ing, they evolve the following steps

for drawing a square:

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 36

Now that they have solved the

problem, Jenny and Joey are ready

to teach the computer a procedure

for drawing a square. This procedure
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Logo does not accept more than one
command per line in Run mode.

I also attempted to reproduce a fa-

vorite activity of elementary students by
typing REPEAT 100 ( FD 88 RT 33 FD
42 RT 1 1 BK 3 LT 10 FD 50. . . ). Noth-
ing happened. An error message in-

formed me: "I CANT DO THAT IN
THIS MODE."

Another favorite challenge to begin-

ning Logo users is teaching the turtle to

draw a circle. Even adults find this a

mystifying experience, since they usually

think about circles in terms of geometry
formulas. In Logo, many different sets

of instructions create a circle shape.

In Color Logo, the turtle represents

only turns of 45 degrees. A command
less than 45 turns the turtle zero if the

number is nearer zero than 45, and ro-

tates 45 if it is closer to 45 in value.

The two examples in Figs. 3 and 4

includes their list of instructions and
a name for the list. Once they've

created the procedure, the children

can set the instructions into action by
typing the name of the list.

After some discussion, they agree

to combine their first initials to

create their own special name for this

square. They name it J J. They
change modes and enter the editor to

give the computer their list of in-

structions. They type:

TO J.I

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 90

FORWARD 36

RIGHT 9(1

FORWARD 36

END

Now the computer knows how to

run JJ, so Jenny and Joey can direct

the turtle to draw a square by typing

JJ as often as they like. They will

find ways to use it as a subprocedure

in a superprocedure.

In the future, this JJ square might
form the trailer for a truck, the out-

line of a head, the basis for a star, or

a repeated tile pattern in alternating

colors (see Fig. 1).

During this first session on the

computer, Jenny and Joey devel-

oped problem-solving skills, used

turtle geometry, wrote a computer
program, and created a building

block for future geometric designs.

This is a powerful experience for

most children. Beyond using the

same version of JJ over and over,

they can edit the procedure as their

knowledge of the language increases.

The same set of instructions with

some minor changes becomes:

TO JJ2 :SIZE

FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT :S1ZE

FORWARD .SIZE

RIGHT :SIZE

FORWARD :SIZE

RIGHT :SIZE

FORWARD .SIZE

END

This set of instructions creates a
box of any size depending on the

number typed in for :SIZE. With a
third edit, the last line of JJ3 could
be JJ: SIZE + 10, creating a new box
ten turtle units longer on each side

than the one before, and continuing

forever (see Fig. 2).

The children could add many em-
bellishments in the future, such as
pen color and background color. A
stop rule can end the growing screen

full of JJs just before it wraps. Or
you can combine it with a test rule

that, when satisfied, prints a con-
gratulatory statement.

Using this square is a powerful ex-

ploration of geometry. The turtle

graphics aspect of Logo is important
to many elementary schools that are

introducing it as a first programming
language.

look identical on the monitor in other

versions of Logo. There is no logical

reason for them to look different from
each other in this version, yet they do.

Most young children draw a circle in

the most literal way first, taking 360
turtle steps and turns, but it won't work
in Color Logo. This is another illustra-

tion of the inability to use repeat in the

Run mode.
A fundamental concept in turtle ge-

ometry, the Total Turtle Trip Theorem,
states that all closed geometric shapes

must turn the turtle 360 degrees. This
basis for exploration, geometric think-

ing, and pattern-building in a Logo cur-

riculum is less flexible in Color Logo.
An enjoyable feature unique to Color

Logo is the Hatch command that

creates new turtles. The documentation
includes an entire chapter on this func-

tion and I enjoyed duplicating some of
its procedures.

The Tree program in Program List-

ing 1 demonstrates using a group of
turtles to draw branches and then simu-
late leaves by remaining on the tree for a
period of time (see Fig. 5). It also shows
some of the sophistication possible in

this language.

Expanded examples of this program

S0FTC0
MODEL I/HI

SMART TERMINAL
PROGRAM

One version for both Models 1 and III

computers! Features include full ASCII
or binary file uploading and download-
ing, 8 progammable buffers with
imbedded carriage returns, auto log-on,

spooled printer output, local echo, DOS
commands, and much more. No sup-
porting programs are included be-
cause none are needed! Our all-in-one

terminal program is now in use by
hundreds of satisfied customers. In-

cludes complete instruction manual.

$4995 A

Specify disk or tape. Model III disk is TRSD0S
1 .3 under License from Tandy Corp. Model
I disk is TRDOS 2.3 compatible data disk.

Stewart Software
COMMUNICATIONS & UTILITIES

(901)767-8914 - 278

P.O. BOX 573 MEMPHIS, TN 38101
DEALER

'XnIS

: Add $1 .25 Shipping and TN residents

add 6%% sales tax
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are explained comprehensively in the

manual. I made a typing error in copy-

ing the program and spent a couple of

frustrating hours attempting to locate

the bug. The error messages did not

indicate the line and level where the

problem occurred.

The debugging process is a major

flaw in this language. For example, I

tried out the Print command combined

with the command XLOC. I expected a

print statement to provide the X coor-

dinate of the turtle's location on the

Fig. 3. TO CIRCLE 1

REPEA T 360 <FD 1 RT 1)

END

Fig. 4. TO CIRCLE 2

REPEAT36(FD10RT 10)

screen. Instead, an error message ap-

peared on the graphics screen (not on

the text portion). In addition, the screen

started scrolling as I attempted to re-

cover from the bug.

I typed FD 40, and created a shadow

turtle printed at the turtle's original

position. I reproduced these bugs sev-

eral times and was only able to get rid of

them by hitting break (see Fig. 6).

Logo developers at MIT spent a great

deal of energy on plain English error

messages for debugging. Color Logo

gives the user an inadequate set of tools

"Teachers will find

debugging difficult

with only seven

error messages.

"

to fully learn this skill. It also hinders

teaching students by using Color Logo.

Teachers will find debugging difficult

with only seven error messages.

In the Edit mode, Color Logo differs

in several ways from other Logo edi-

tors. You enter the editor by hitting

break and typing E. The cursor appears

at the beginning of the editor, even if

you've already entered several defined

procedures. To define a new procedure,

you must move the cursor past any pro-

cedures already present.

A plus for the Color Logo editing

system is that you can indent when writ-

ing a program. This allows you to write

the program in an easy-to-read format.

Also, if you have a printer, a young

child can use the Color Logo editor as a

simple word processor. Children like to

revise and print out stories and letters;

the indentation function gives them the

flexibility to create the note in Fig. 7.

Several of the inconsistencies between

Logo,and Color Logo are resolved in the

Edit mode. For example, you can write

programs in Edit with as many com-

mands on a line as you wish. You can

also use repeat in the Edit mode.

Although these features of Color

Logo's Edit mode are consistent with

Logo, they reinforce a sense of inconsis-

tency in the language's internal logic.

The student finds that he must use un-

familiar commands to define proce-

dures, even though those commands are

useless in the Run mode. He cannot ex-

periment with them unless he incorpo-

rates them into an Edit procedure.

This inconsistency is a problem for

the young child and his teacher. They

lose the immediacy of experimentation

possible with commands that function

in the Run mode.

In General

I am delighted to find a turtle graph-

TO TREE :S

IF ME = (CLEAR SY 0)

IF:S6
(FD :S LT 30

HATCH ! TREE ( 3* :S/4)

RT60
HATCH 2 TREE ( 3* :S/4)

VANISH )

ELSE ( REPEAT 500 )

END

Program Listing 1 Figure 5
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ics language available for an inexpen-

sive system. I recommend that all own-

ers of the Color Computer who work or

live with children get Color Logo. It's

fun to use and easy to learn. It provides

a powerful structure for problem-

solving and encourages mathematical

thinking.

Special features, such as hatching extra

turtles and changing the turtle's shape,

provide new possibilities for animation.

The inclusion of variable inputs and re-

cursion provides some of Logo's greater

power. The simple word-processing

possibilities provide more curriculum

connections for young children.

+ A

PRINT XLOC

1 CANT FIGURE OU

C

FD 40 L

}

}

Sv

Figure 6

Teachers and parents who do not

own a Color Computer should recog-

nize the limitations of this turtle graph-

ics language. My recommendation is to

go for the more consistent full Logo im-

plementation if possible. It offers more
precise, useful error messages for de-

bugging and developing advanced pro-

gramming skills. Besides, the turtle

graphics in other implementations are

truer to the mathematics created by the

user during exploration and play.H

Contact Molly Watt at Gregg Lake

Road, Antrim, NH 03440.

JULY 11, 1983

DEAR RACHEL,
I AM HAVING A BIRTHDAY PARTY ON

SATURDAY. WE ARE GOING TO GREGG
LAKE TO SWIM. MY DAD IS OUR DRIVER.

THE PARTY IS FROM 1-5.

I HOPE YOU CAN COME!
LOVE,
MOLLY

P.S. BRING YOUR BATHING SUIT!

Figure 7

disk for $79.95! 3^
Well, not quite, but with the

MAN disk management
system it feels like your whole
disk library is on one big disk!

Here's how II works. Under the Hexman
system, a set of "Filestore" disks reside

permanently in your disk drives. These disks

contain your most active tiles. Any files that

you wish to use, or create or change are kept

on these Filestore diskettes. Files that you

are not currently using are kept in a"Library"

of disks beside your computer. Hexman
maintains a catalog of all your files, and
which disks they are on. When you need a file

that is not currently in the Filestore, give

Hexman its name. Hexman will Instruct you

to insert the appropriate Library disk and

transfer the file Into the Filestore. Library

disks are identified by numbered color-coded

labels which we provide.

If you had to mount Library disks every

time you needed some files, Hexman would
be no better than the old way of doing things

But here comes the clever part. Hexman
knows which files are in the Filestore, so it

only loads files if they are not currently avail-

able in the Filestore. It counts how frequently

you use each file, and ensures that the files

in the Filestore are the ones that are used
most frequently If the Filestore disks are

getting too full, Hexman removes the least

frequently used files. Because the most
active files are kept in the Filestore, the

chances are that any file you need will be
ready and waiting. Only when you request a

rarely used file does Hexman need to move It

in from the Library. Thus as Hexman
becomes familiar with your pattern of file

usage, transfers from the Library drop to a

minimum.
Each morning, when you first use Hexman.

it scans your Filestore, notes any changes
and takes action. Any new files are auto-

matically cataloged. New and updated tiles

are backed up lo the Library. Hexman makes
this easy to do by sorting the files Into

Library disk sequence, then prompting you to

insert the appropriate Library disks one after

the other. This Filestore scan and backup
process ensures that your disk Library files

match the active files in your Filestore. Thus
you can safely treat the few Filestore disks In

your drives as if they contained your whole
disk Library

Besides the basic Storage Management
Module described above, additional modules
are available for those that need the extra

power. The Security module creates two
additional copies of any vital files, and allows

off-site storage of one of those copies The
KeySearch module allows the cataloging

and retrieval of files by keywords (also called

headings or categories). This module allows

fast retrieval of files even when you can't

remember their names. Other extension

modules for the Hexman system are planned.

Requirements.

TRS-80 Model III—48K, 2 drives.

Model I.—48K, 2 drives

Double Density adapter

Lowercase modification.

Operating Systems.

LOOS 5.1 Newdos 80 Vers 2

DOSPLUS 3.5

\wBYBTBMB

HexMAN D.M.S. Vers 2 US$79.95
(Storage Management Module)

Security Module $38.95

KeySearch Module $49.95

TrsrJsmxKs
IRS-80 - T«nHy Core Dm
(.DOS - Logical Systems Inc Inqui'

NswdosSO- Appsrsllnc tmtcor

P.O. Box 397. Station A
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604) 682 7646
Electronic Mail Micronet 70235.1376 - 46
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Time was when you could pull any computer magazine
off the rack and it would suit your purpose.

Not anymore. Today, you need a magazine that is tailor-

made for your system, a magazine designed to fit your com-
puting needs, a magazine that lets you move freely to ex-

pand your knowledge of computing and to use your com-
puter to its fullest capacity.

For users of Radio Shack computers, that magazine is 80
MICRO. No other computer magazine in the world pro-
vides more useful information on the TRS-80* than 80 MI-
CRO. In 1982 alone, 80 MICRO published over 5000 pages
containing informative articles; useable programs and
helpful tips; hardware, software, and book reviews; new
product announcements; science, business, and home-use
applications; Color Computer* information; tutorials: util-

ities; and games.

80 MICRO is the largest single source of information for

your TRS-80. No one else even comes close—not even
[J

address
Radio Shack. Because 80 MICRO is not affiliated with the
manufacturer, you get unbiased, independent reporting on
the latest happenings and innovations.

Send in the attached card today, use the coupon below

or call toll free 1-800-258-5473.

Stop buying those ill-fitting computer magazines off the

rack. Subscribe to 80 MICRO and get the magazine that's

tailor-made for vou.

I want the magazine that's tailor-made for me.
Send me 12 issues of 80 MICRO for only $35.97.

CHECK

CARD#

MC DVISA DAE DBILL ME

EXP. DATE. INTERBANK.

SIGNATURE.
I

|
NAME

CITY. STATE. .ZIP.

337B8

If you use a TRS-80 you'll want to subscribe to 80
MICRO. A one year subscription is only $35.97—25% off

the newsstand price.

"TRS-SOand TRS-80 Color Computer are trademarks of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

I

j
80 MICRO Subscription Department

I PO Box 981, Farmingdale, NY 11737

I Canada and Mexico $45.00 1 year only, US funds. Foreign Surface $55.00, 1 year only, US

$ funds drawn or; US bank. Foreign air, please inquire. Please allow 8-8 weeks for delivery.
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GENERAL

A History o
Lan

ramming

by Alan Neibauer

T
his article traces the development of major

programming languages from the days of wires

and switches to modern programming dialects.

Some computer users feel that the

history of computer languages should

read like Genesis: Fortran begat Cobol,

Cobol begat Basic, and so on. Unfortu-

nately, programming languages were

not created with the same overall plan

as life on earth.

In the early days of computers, be-

ginning with the ENIAC of the early

1940s, computer programs were
controlled by thousands of wires and

switches. The wires and switches physi-

cally con troiled the How of electrons

through the computer and, consequent-

ly, the machine's performance. Each
program required a different electronic

configuration, and rewiring from one

task to another took hours.

With the invention of the IBM Card-

Programmed Calculator (CPC) in the

late 1940s, programming took a giant

step forward. A set of prewired special-

purpose boards performed generalized

functions.

These boards made the CPC emulate

a floating-point machine with built-

in functions like square roots, sines,

and exponents. The CPC was still not

a saved-program computer that al-

lowed convenient program storage and

execution.

In essence, these computers under-

stood only machine code—a series of

bit configurations that the computer

converted to internal operations. Each

code gave the machine one instruction,
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similar to throwing one switch or plug-

ging in one wire on the ENIAC.
This method of programming caused

immense difficulties. It took a great

deal of time to develop and enter sub-

stantial programs into the computer.

The process was cumbersome and er-

ror-prone, resulting in programs that

were hard to debug. As hardware be-

came more sophisticated, the realiza-

tion that computers were useful and

efficient tools focused interest on

automatic programming.

Wanted: Languages

The new goal was to design systems,

or languages, that would make it easier

for the programmer to write programs,

and that the computer would automati-

cally convert into machine code through

the compilation process. One such ef-

fort centered around MIT (Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology) and the

Whirlwind computer, developed be-

tween 1947 and 1951.

Dr. Grace Hooper of the Eckert-

Mauchly Computer Corporation led

the first commercial effort at automatic

programming. The Univac I was pro-

grammed in mnemonic code, what we
now call Assembly language. This was

still rather clumsy and required several

instructions to produce simple func-

tions. Because Assembly code is still

close to the language in which the com-

puter works, it is considered a low-level

language like machine code.

Dr. Hooper's group continued work-

ing, however, and laid the groundwork

for most current high-level languages.

A high-level language's syntax is far re-

moved from the machine's internal

workings and, ideally, is more easily un-

derstood by humans. Dr. Hooper be-

lieved that all programming should be

at this level in problem-oriented lan-

guages. Her efforts resulted in several

compilers.

The A2 compiler, which uses a series

of floating-point subroutines in main

memory, was most widely used. The

compiler, which depended on a sequence

of compiling instructions, acquired a

form of pseudo-code after May 1954.

The Algebraic Translator AT3 (called

Math-Matic) was not a commercial suc-

cess but contributed a number of con-

cepts to Algol, a high-level language

discussed below. AT3's use was limited

because the Univac, for which it was

designed, became obsolete as a scientific

computer before the language was

completed.

Finally, the BO compiler, Flow-

Matic, played a major role in the devel-

opment of Cobol. Released in 1956,

Flow-Matic relied heavily on English-

like syntax and was one of the first lan-

guages suitable for business applications.

Meanwhile, another Univac team

was working on their own compiler.

Anatol Holt and William Turanski de-

veloped the GP (Generalized Program-

ming) system based on hierarchies of

library subroutines.

The language was later extended to

GPX for the Univac II. For the first

time, a computer language primarily

considered the structure of computer

systems, program segmentation, and
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when choosing a data-base
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interactive

String

Handling

Scientific

List

Data

Processing

Algebraic

Symbolic

Darsimco

1955

Comit

1957

Fortran I Fortran II Fortran IV

IT 1957 1962

1956 Fortran 111

1959

Dope Basic

Scalp Joss

1962 1964

Pascal

1968

Shrdlu

1970

Sam
1977

Snobol

1962

PL/I

1965

IPL-V Sail Lisp

1958 POP-2 1960

Flow-Matic

1956

Cobol

Fact I960

Comtran

Aimaco

1959

Math-Matic

1953

Algol

1958

Mad
Jovial

Alpak

Unicode

1960

Univac I

A-2 _
,Q-. Speedcode

I 1952

Logo

1977

Altran

1971

1950 1960 1970

Table I. Historical development ofprogramming languages. Left column is the theoretical purpose of each language or those that led to its development.

memory allocation.

While all this activity was going on at

Univac, the folks at IBM released the

IBM 701, one of the first commercial
large-scale computers. It utilized the

Speedcode language, which was easy to

program but slow in operation. The
Pact system was next, but it suffered the

same fate as AT3—by the time it was
ready for the 701, the machine was

obsolete.

The development of the medium-size

magnetic drum spurred software evolu-

tion. A number of interpretive lan-

guages appeared and the IBM 350 dem-
onstrated how proper data placement

on the drum could optimize program-

ming efforts.

Soap (Symbolic Optimizer and As-

sembly Program) took advantage of

these features. Unfortunately, progress

in other languages limited its usefulness.

Dr. Al Pedis, who developed an alge-

braic compiler for Purdue University,

wrote the IT compiler at Carnegie Tech.

IT took alphanumeric card input from

the IBM 650 and produced a program

in Soap. Later, a program called For-
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transit translated Fortran into IT,

through Soap to machine language.

Again, hardware technology directed

the progress of computer languages.

The IBM 704 computer, using magnetic

core memory in place of electrostatic

tube storage, incorporated many im-

provements over earlier machines.

Fortran Emerges

While developing the 704 in 1954,

IBM made John Backus leader of a

team assigned to write a high-level, au-

tomatic program language for scien-

tists, mathematicians, and engineers.

According to Backus, the team, in-

cluding Irving Ziller, Harlan Herrick,

and Roy Nutt, "simply made up the

language as they went along."

In April 1957, after some 25 man-
years of work, the team produced the

first Fortran (FORmula TRANslation)
compiler.

Fortran didn't always work at first,

but, after modifications and improve-

ments, it did produce executable code.

The relatively easy-to-use language pro-

moted practical use of computers.

Since that time, several versions of

Fortran have resulted in various en-

hancements. Fortran II appeared in

1957, followed by Fortran III and For-

tran IV in 1962. Although IBM did not

design the language to be universal, it

received wide acceptance by hardware

manufacturers.

The power behind IBM and its user's

group, SHARE, stimulated the growth

of Fortran. In May 1962, a committee

tried to develop standards for the

language. In 1966, the American Stan-

dards Association (now the American

National Standards Institute—ANSI)
published its guidelines.

The committee standardized two

Fortran languages. Basic Fortran,

formally called USA Standard Basic

Fortran, was for smaller computers,

while USA Standard Fortran (or simply

Fortran) was for larger machines.

Later, Fortran VI would be developed,

but renamed PL/I.

Interest in computer languages was

also growing in Europe. A European

computer group, GAMM, was inter-

ested in developing an algebraic compil-



THE GUARDIAN,
en major

You've seen 4:00 a.m. come
you'd care to remember. Your wi

erent. Your boss thinks you're on sleeping pills

Your kids don't recognize you. n

But, at last, the package is done and on

the market.
I

It seems like everybody in the continen- '

tal United States has a copy of your

software*'
'

Out of x\\
nco m

Suicide is an

ugly word, but that's

what turning an un-

protected program

onto today's market

shapes up to be. It's

not that people are

dishonest, but when

their friends see a

great new program

they've bought and

ask for a copy to

test,' m<

can't rei

pirated, they approach Paul Brandon. He was one of the first

Ilium
programmers to develop disks that would boot on

ji\
' Model I or double-density TRS-80

Model III. Now, he's responsible for

another first — the first program
|

ever to offer a professional software I

protection program at a price

everyone can afford.

Essentially, the program oper-
1

^-r ates by configuring disks in

a manner that makes it dif-

ficult for anybody to get at

the information it contains.

"Difficult" is perhaps too

mild a word. "Impossible" is

too strong — but only slightly.

If you want to give the hackers

of this world headaches with-

out end, then the GUARD-
IAN is for you.

And, even though it will

make life difficult for the well-

intentioned pirates of our world,

'
it won't give YOU migraines

when it's time to use it. Simple to

use, as secure as Fort Knox - and, even

reenPlay

58, Chapel Hill,

to order, CALL:,1-800-334-5470
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er for a variety of machines that might
result in a universal standard. Because
of the international complications of
the effort, Dr. Perlis and John Backus
were named to its American faction.

While the group eventually gave up
on an international language, it issued a

report, The Preliminary Report on an
International Algebraic Language, in

the spring of 1958. The language, ini-

tially called IAL, became known as

Algol. Later versions would include

Algol 58, Algol 60, and Algol 68.

Many other teams worked on alge-

braic languages based on the Algol

model. Burroughs developed the Balgol

compiler. The Systems Development
Corporation created Jovial (Jules

Schwartz' Own Version of the Interna-

tional Algebraic Language). The Uni-

versity of Michigan created the Mad
language and the Naval Electronics

Laboratory developed Neliac.

The American representatives did not

suggest Fortran as a base for the new
language, although it was certainly pop-
ular in the United States. By mid-1959,

most computers accepted Fortran and it

seemed a universal language in this

country.

However, since Fortran was an early

compiler, several of its features were

awkward. It served primarily as a
compiler language for the IBM 704, not

as a computer-independent program.
Some members of the ACM committee
felt this ruled Fortran out as a universal

program.

Also, there was a close connection

between the language's popularity and
IBM's growth. IBM was the largest of
the mainframe companies. Some com-
mittee members did not want to encour-

age IBM's monopoly by declaring

"their" language the international

standard.

IBM and SHARE gave some support

to the new language. SHARE formed
an IAL group to help implement Algol

on the IBM 700 computers. However,

the group was too small a minority in

the organization and the effort was
never successful.

Since Algol and Fortran were not

related, a growing acceptance of the

newer language would only diminish

the other. SHARE'S primary concern

was the enhancement of their IBM
computers and the Fortran language.

Other algebraic languages include

Alpak and its successor, Altran, from
Bell Laboratories, and SAC-1, a large

collection of Fortran subroutines. Un-
fortunately, Algol never achieved com-

mercial success in this country, and few

manufacturers support it.

Government Involvement

One of the few organizations that

could afford complex systems, and
would require complex languages, was
the United States Government. The
government needed a new language that

would be compatible with many com-
puters and suitable for data processing,

not scientific applications.

In 1959, the Secretary of the Defense

called a meeting to attack this problem.

Representatives of major manufactur-

ers, users, and academic institutions at-

tended. The meeting started Codasyl, the

Committee on Data Systems Languages.

Up to this time, no one had paid

much attention to business applications

for computer languages. Academic and
scientific uses were the main concern.

Even the first data processing compil-

ers, the BO or Flow-Matic, were limited

by hardware inadequacy. Other at-

tempts at such a language included

Aimaco (Air Material Command, 1959)

and IBM's Comtran (1959).

A data processing language accom-
modates complex file descriptions,

including records and fields, and it uses

English-like syntax. While the Flow-

-—;::
V&XXXXXXXXi TM

For Apple' II +
,
Ace" (others coming) com'esj

with plastic Applesoft Basic Template,
Pascal Template and 2 blanks

For TRS-80' Model III

comes with 2 Blank Plastic Templates
Add *8.00 lor Shipping/Handling $439.°
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A. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY nr,
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B. TOUCH DESIRED KEY ON VIP to
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computer keyboard.
D. TOUCH PROGRAM KEY AGAIN to
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E. REPEAT AD (or all 31 keys

F. TOUCH SHIFT LOCK KEY ON VIP
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'
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Matic had these features, the Univac I

was slow with extremely long compiling

times.

The Codasyl committee took their

project to heart. Because of the urgency

reflected in the government's request,

two separate committees went to work.

The short-term committee reviewed ex-

isting languages and techniques and
made recommendations to Codasyl. An
intermediate committee examined these

recommendations

.

The short-term group felt the needs

of the committee could be best served

by developing a new language—Cobol.

By the time they forwarded their report

to the intermediate group, Honeywell
had released the Fact compiler. Mem-
bers of the intermediate group believed

that the Fact language was a more
suitable base for the common business

language.

The short-term committee did not

want to see their efforts wasted, and a

power struggle ensued. With the even-

tual support of the Codasyl executive

board, Cobol was finally accepted.

The committee's language was first

released in an April 1960 report. A
maintenance group formed to refine

and improve the language, resulting in

Cobol 61.

Although the language was a joint

effort of many manufacturers, every-

one didn't work together in total har-

mony. Honeywell's powerful Fact com-
piler went far beyond Cobol's initial

parameters.

Fact was a data processing compiler

that relied on English syntax and worked
for configurations as small as 4K. While
it had a great influence on the develop-

ment of Cobol, Fact fell under the

pressure of Cobol's supporters.

After the first Codasyl report, RCA
and Remington-Rand rushed to pro-

duce the first Cobol compiler. Because

of its support of Fortran, IBM stayed

out of the competition.

By December 1960, RCA and Rem-
ington had Cobol running on their

machines. The effort's most significant

aspect was that both manufacturers ran

the same Cobol program on their own
computers. It seemed that the govern-

ment objective of compatible software

had been reached.

With several compilers available,

Cobol became widely accepted. Al-

though it was not the only data process-

ing language and some companies re-

sisted its development, the United States

government propelled it into a commer-
cial success.

The government refused to purchase

or lease computer equipment unless a

Cobol compiler was available for it or

the manufacturer could prove that such

a compiler was unnecessary. With the

full weight of the government behind it,

Cobol did become the COmmon Busi-

ness-Oriented Language.

Historically, Cobol owes much to

other attempts at creating a universal

data processing compiler. Many of the

features of Fact were considered in later

versions of Cobol, and Univac's Flow-

Matic (originally BO) set many of the

initial standards.

It was one of the first compilers to use

full data names (TAXES-DUE) instead

of symbolic ones (TXDU) and utilize

complete English words as commands.
This influence is usually cited in most
Cobol manuals, with a formal acknowl-

edgment to Flow-Matic.

Cobol 61 was followed by Cobol-61

Extended in 1963, then Cobol-65, and
Cobol-68. Starting in 1968, Codasyl

began publishing a journal of develop-

ment announcing periodic improve-

ments. The American National Stan-

dards Institute (ANSI) approved a

version in 1968, and approved revised

standards in 1974 known as American
National Standard Cobol 1974.

',*,.-,3.., i - --fe:-U ':.«**.•
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The Quest for Perfection

Those who still searched for the

per feci language moved away from

data processing compilers like Cobol.

One group developed when an effort to

create Fotran 6 was abandoned in hope
of finding a new idea.

In October 1963, three represen-

tatives of IBM and three members of

the SHARE user's group formed the

Advanced language Development Com-
mittee. Their goal was to develop some-

thing called NPL (New Programming
Language), later changed to MPPL
(Multi-Purpose Programming Lan-
guage), and finally to PL/I. The Com-
mittee hoped to write a language suit-

able for both scientific and business

users, so the two groups could com-
municate and share programs.

Because of IBM's influence, the

focus of the new language was to be
their OS/360 operating system. While
the group intended to develop a new
Fortran, it soon decided to take other

directions. Since the new effort would
not be compatible with Fortran, the

group selected NPL as a title that would
relate the language to IBM's new prod-

uct line.

IBM was concerned about releasing

PL/I with their new operating system.

The IBM work group, which first met in

October 1963, was supposed to com-
plete the language definition by De-
cember of that year. The deadline was
extended to February 1964, but the lan-

guage was too late for the release of
OS/360.

By April 1964, the group released the

"Specifications for the New Program-
ming Language," followed by a second

version, "Report II of the SHARE and
Advanced Language Development
Committee" in June 1964. As with Co-
bol and Fortran, IBM refined the PL/I
language until release of the 1976 PL/I
American National Standard.

Although the language was a new
one, the committee drew upon its ex-

periences with Fortran, Cobol, and
Algol. Some claim that IBM hoped
PL/I would replace both Fortran and
Cobol and become a more universal

language. However, other manufac-
turers have made little movement
toward the language.

IBM was working on many other lan-

guages for their family of computers.

One system, RPG (Report Program
Generator), allowed the easy generation

of reports on their 1401 system. Since

RPG's first release in the early 1960s,

IBM has announced RPG 1 1 for the

IBM System/3 computer and RPGI1I
for the System/38.

Cobol, Fortran, Algol, and PL/I are

only a few of the many high-level lan-

guages developed over the past three

decades. In fact, some 200 or more
computer languages have been imple-
mented since the 1950s, with over 100
more no longer in use.

Other Language Functions

While the scientific and data process-

ing goals of compilers played a domi-
nant role in software development,

scores of other languages have evolved

for list or string processing applications,

or specialized functions.

Of the list processing languages, IPL-

V (Information Processing Language
V) is among the oldest; it was first

released in 1958. Allan Newell at the

Rand Corporation developed the lan-

guage as one of the first to use memory
cell lists linked with pointers. Other list

processing dialects are Sail, POP-2, and
Slip, a descendant of FLPL, KLS,
Threaded Lists, and IPL-V. The most
popular today seems to be Lisp.

John McCarthy at MIT designed

Lisp, which is used mainly for artificial

intelligence development. Later, the

Vanguard
Technologies

113 Muncie, IN 47302 (317)759-812 8 ^166
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Stanford Artificial Intelligence Project

released a new version, Lisp 1 .6.

Like other languages in its group,

Lisp combined elements of functional

programming with a facility for list

processing. Lisp has had a great in-

fluence on the creation of Logo,

another list processing language used in

education.

A focus on string processing com-
pilers resulted in Comit, released in

1957. Snobol, string-oriented symbolic

language, was a general-purpose com-
piler of this type first implemented in

1962. D.J. Farber, R.E. Griswald, and
LP. Polansky developed it at Bell Labs.

One of the micro user's favorite lan-

guages, Basic, was a late bloomer. In-

terpretive languages were not respected

during the compiler period.

In the mid-1960s it became obvious

that another approach was necessary

for the nonscientific computer user. At
Dartmouth College, a relatively small

institution in 1965, a majority of the

students were non-science majors. The
college wanted to provide computer

courses and facilities for these students.

At the time, the school was using a

remote time-sharing system and had
made some early attempts at developing

an interactive language. Professor John

Kemeny devised Darsimco (Dartmouth
Simplified Code), later dropped be-

cause of its inefficiency relative to

Assembly code.

Much of this changed when an LGP-
30 computer was installed on campus.

Because of the time-sharing and non-

science focus of the computer, Dr.

Thomas Kurtz and Dr. Kemeny tried to

develop a suitable language.

At first the two professors tried their

own dialect of Algol—Algol 60. They
dropped it in favor of Scalp (a Self-

Contained Algol Processor). Later, the

school developed Dope (Dartmouth

Oversimplified Programming Experi-

ment), but finally settled on Basic (Be-

ginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruc-

tion Code).

Joss (Johnniac Open-Shop System)

was an early attempt to design an inter-

active language for time-sharing use.

While it spawned a number of dialects,

it is not used today.

One of the newer languages gaining

acceptance is Pascal, named after Blaise

Pascal (1623-1662), inventor of an early

calculating machine. Pascal is a struc-

tured language originally developed by
Niklaus Wirth of the Institute fuer Infor-

matik in Zurich, Switzerland. Since its

release in 1968, several extensions of the

language evolved, and a number of

compilers are currently available.

Evolution

This is not the end of the history of

programming. Many other languages

have developed and been implemented.

Ladder, developed by SRI Internation-

al, deals with large complex data bases.

Terry Winagrad at MIT created Shrdlu

in 1970 as a natural-language processor.

Yale's Roger Schank and Robert

Abelson developed a language called

Sam in 1977.

Charles Moore created Forth to con-

trol telescopic equipment at the Kitt

Peak National Observatory. The Gen-
eral Motors Research Laboratories also

developed a language called Dyana, an

extension to Fortran, to help measure

vibrational and other dynamic systems.

No doubt you know of other lan-

guages and will learn of more in the fu-

ture. As computers grow in popularity,

new systems and languages develop to

serve specific needs and those of users at

large.

Alan Neibauer can be reached at

11138 Hendrix St., Philadelphia, PA
19116.
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Data Manager

»** Field Manager - Change, Delete, Add, or Modify Fields ANY time.
*** DATAWORD Text Writer - Merge Data Files with Form Letters, etc.
*** Label Maker - Any Size. Merge from Data base or stand alone.
*** Supports LEGAL Size Documents - Any Paper Width to 15 Inches.

OTHER FEATURES
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* Auto Totals & Subtotals
* Multiple Drives Supported
* Menu Driven, User Friendly
* Multiple Files on One Disk
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t Auto Screen Format
* Auto Column Averaging
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For Additional Information, Check
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SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
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High Capacity and Ease of Use in Mind.

Features:

• Over 20 various Fin. Reports

• P&L Statement by Department

• Flexible Report Format

• Create up to 500 G/L Accts.

• Over 4000 Transactions/Month

• Fully Menu-Driven

• User-Oriented Documentation

For Model III 48K & 2 drives

General Ledger $99.95

Also offering ... a Comprehensive
Loan Amortization Program.

For Business or Home use.

Model 1 & I 1 1 48K 1 dr $24.95

R & S SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 81

Hammond, IN 46320

(312) 862-4531

Add $3.00 for shipping/handling
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COMPUTER
LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest

possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNW80. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to afull4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with

5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80 CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-

through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just

some of the outstanding features you will have when your .LNW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 hjgh resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz Z80ACPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1000 baud cassette
I/O -$89.95

B. SYSTEM EXPANSION-Expandthe LNW80computerboard, TRS-80and PMC-80 computer
with the following features: • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •

Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus(screen printer port) •

Onboard power supply • Solder- masked and silk screened legend- $69.95 (tin plated contacts) -

$84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. Fully

assembled and tested. - $99.95
D. COMPUTER CASE -This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNW80 that professional factory-built appearance. - $84.95 Add $12.00 for shipping.

E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE -This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit

gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance. -$59.95
Add S10.00 for shipping.

F. LNW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31 .00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50

I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $1 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted. Add $3.00 for shipping plus S1.00 for each additional item. All

shipments via UPS surface. Add $2.00 for U.S. Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS & INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE- (714) 641-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680

>- See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 237



DMSCOl IfJTER FIRST DRIVE

IVING DOWN

ONE FULL YEAR WARRANTY AT AN INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE

-VZ&\-c NEW!
TEAC'S TRUE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES!

1 5/8 INCH NOT 2 INCH OR 2 7/16 INCH! DIRECT DRIVE!
NO DRIVE BELT! 3MS TRACK TO TRACK! MODEL I or in COMPATIBLE!

ONE YEAR WARRANTY!
BE WARNED! NOT ALL REDUCED HEIGHT DRIVES ARE MODEL I AND III

COMPATIBLE. ONLY A TRUE 1 5/8 INCH HALF HEIGHT LETS YOU INSTALL
TWO DRIVES IN THE SPACE ALLOTTED FOR A SINGLE CONVENTIONAL DRIVE

"YOU CAN BUY THE REST BUT WHY NOT BUY ONE OF THE BEST!
TEAC'S NEW 40 TRACK W/SLIM LINE CASE & POWER SUPPLY ....

2 DRIVE CABLE $23.99
with gold plated connectors

DOS PLUS 3.5 MODEL I OR III

HAYES SMART MODEM $220.00
TANDON DRIVES AVAILABLE AT IDENTICAL PRICES WITH 90 DAY WARRANTY ONLY

<
fc.T'

kltT

MX80W/G1

a m^,,.i^ m.^1% m. i**w^<-p OKIDATA
OKIDATA 80A ... $345.00

«HTRAXPLUS $379.00 SATA 83

A

* 4?'S3oO
MX80FTW/GRAPHTRAXPLUS $495.00 OKIDATA 84AP :.7.7.7.7.7.'.7.".7.^;;.7 $1029:00
MX100W/GRAPHTRAXPLUS $659.00 OKIDATA 84AS ."??"$1209.00
EPSONFXSERIES $569.00 OKIGRAPH $59.00

PRINTER CABLES $23.99
C-ITOH PROWRITER....8510A $399.00

Visit our two

retail locations at:

886 Ecorse Road
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

(313) 426-5086/(313) 482-4424

We tarry a full line of EM, EPSON, and FRANKLIN Computers
<

or

D ISPLAYED

/DEO

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
180 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Free Shipping in the U.S.

48 Contiguous States

111 Marshall Stret

Litchfield, MI 49252
(517) 542-3280*

TO ORDER: :all (313) 426-5086 or (313) 482-4424 or (517) 542-3280
?"% OR WRITE:

DISPLAYED VIDEO, 886 Ecorse Road, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation

'Authorized dealership PI42
^62 Prices subject to change without notice

J



"NO YOURE NOT SEEING THINGS, THATS FOUR INTERNAL DRIVES IN
A MODEL III, WITH UP TO 4 MEG. DISK STORAGE AVAILABLE NOW,

ONLY FROM DISPLAYED VIDEO!!"

LAYED VI

DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS-80* MODEL IV with TANDON disk drives, one of the most reliable disk drive systems on the

market, for INCREDIBLY low prices.

Model IV with 64K, dual 40 track double density disk drives, complete systems with TRSDOS and ONE BOX OF DISKETTES

PLUG IT IN AND GO $1,699.00
MODEL II with 48K, dual 40 track double density diskdrfffc^mplete systems with TRSDOS and ONE BOX OF DISKETTES

.•$1,549.00 —*—
l^ms with DOSPLUS andONE BOXOF

$1,949.00

PLUG I

MODEL III with 48K, dual 40/40 track

DISKETTES p^Q jj
MODEL III with 48K, dual 80/80 tr

DISKETTES pi
j jp

MODEL III with 48K, four 40 track double density internal disk drives, complete systems with TRSDOS and ONE BOX OF

PLUG IT IN AND GO $2,299.00

ete systems with DOSPLUS and ONE BOX OF

. . . $2,249.00

MODEL III with 48K, four internal drives of any configuration available to achieve up to 4 meg of disk storage CALL
MODEL III Internal Drive Kit: Includes controller board, dual drive mounting bracket,

dual power supply, all hardware cables and connectors (gold plated) $299.00
MODEL 16w/l drive $4,450.00 w/2 drives $4,850.00

Visit our retail

location at:

111 Marshall Street

Litchfield, MI 49252
(313) 482-4424

(313) 426-5086

(517) 542-3280

We cany a full line of IBM, EPSON and FRANKLIN Personal Computers IMMEDIATE DEI
DV's 120 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

Free Shipping in the U.S.

DELAYED
'Dfttf

48 Contiquous States

Authorized Dealership at:

111 Marshall Street, Litchfield, Michigan 49252 PI42
To Order: Call (313) 426-5086 or (313) 4824424 or (517) 542-3280

^^lf or write:

Displayed Video, 111 Marshall St., Litchfield, Michigan 49252
* TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation Prices subject to change without notice

^62



BUSINESS

Service with a Smile
by James H. Nestor

L
earn Basic programming on the Model II

and keep customer records with this program
and the accompanying step-by-step guide.

Options:

SERVICE CUSTOMER FILES

Written by J.H. Nestor. . . 1982

Sunday, May 2, 1982

1

2

3

Figure 1

Customer File Maintenance* Entry Mode Record # 8

City .

.

State .

2

$

$

$

$

$

DATE ITEM AMOUNT
$

S

$

s

s

s

Figure 2

One way to learn Basic programming
is to find an interesting program and try

to read its code. To that end, I wrote a

program for the Model II that I'll go

through step by step, describing its

functions and features along the way.

The program provided here (see Pro-

gram Listing), called Service, is one

component of a program written for a
landscaping business. It records such

diverse information as feed and spray

schedules, quoted service estimates, and

the dates services were performed.

Users can enter new-customer informa-

tion or update current records. Service

maintains all this information in a

convenient format.

Service's main menu lets you choose

to add a new record or upgrade a cur-

rent one. A third option lets you exit

from the program and return to TRS-
DOS (see Fig. 1).

Adding

When you choose the first menu
selection, adding new information to

the files, the screen clears and a format-

ted display appears (see Fig. 2). Each
customer is allotted one page of data,

divided into three zones on the screen.

Zone 1 contains the customer name,

address, and telephone number. Zone 2

The Key Box

Model 11/12/16

64KRAM
Basic

TRSDOS
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SUPER DIRECTORY
Foryears SUPER DIRECTORY has helped computer owners
all over the world organize and file their disk's more quickly

and efficiently. Now, with version 3.0, it's reached new
heights in usefulness. Complete with a 50 page, hard bound
manual, SUPER DIRECTORY 3.0 will get your disk library in

order and keep it that way! The complete package sells for

only $49.95, please write for more information.

SUPERDOS
You've heard about it! You've read about it! Now try it for

yourself! SUPERDOS! It'saTRSDOS user"sdream cometrue!
Plug this time saving disk package into your TRSDOS and
watch itgo. You'llsavetimewithsuperfastboot upsandquick
backups. Bypass mandatory date and clock operations, over-

ride passwords, and make as many backups of VISI-CALC
and SCRIPSIT as you want! Even error calls are simpler, no
more ERROR 1 3, you'll get full, easy to read English sentences.

Best of all, SUPERDOS will correct all current known errors

existing within TRSDOS! So, what are you waiting for, get

SUPERDOS today!

DISK (Model III only) $19.95

DFTII
Terminal communication and file transfers don't have to be
complicated anymore. With DFT-II, you can send files over the

phone almost as easy as you would copy them from one disk to

another (without conversion)! Communication between many
different computers, including the color computer becomes
possible, and now, through a special ASCII mode, you can even
converse with the big mainframes. (300-9600 BAUD)
DISK ON LY $24.95

TRS-ZAP
When your TRS-DOS doesn't do what you want it to do, you can
co one of three things. Do what Radio Shack did. throw it out
and buy a new dos (Like Multidos), or Buy SuperDos, or fix it

yourself with TRS-ZAP. TRS-ZAP is a unique program. It has
over 80 different zaps ready to to to work for you at your
command. Simply type in a 8 character command and your
TRS-DOS will never be the same. Apply one or apply all 80 its

up to you. Here are a few of the things you can do with your
copy of TRS-ZAP.
Print text reasons for ERROR, No ERROR 13; Allow 80 track
operation for 80 track drive; Faster Boot time; Slave drives no
reset. An added feature! Typing BOOT will Reset; Allows
lowercase input at COMMAND LEVEL; Sets DATE to 00 on
Boot. Can be set at DOS; Assigns PASSWORD as PASSWORD
without asking; Copies same Password on Source to Dest. Disk
Changes DIR (SYS,INV,PRT) to DIR(S,I,P); AUTO Command on
any Drive. Not just Drive #0; Speeds track to track acess time
on drives; CMD File which accesses BASIC DIR from DOS.
TRS-ZAP (Model III Disk Only) $29.95

MODEL l/lll SOFTWARE
MEMORY CH I PS 1 9.95
LAZY WRITER 175.00
ADVENTURE INTER
SEA DRAGON 1 9.95/24.95
ALTERNATE SOURCE
TCOM 29.95
TASMON 29 95
TRACKCESS 29.95
ANITEK
ZORLOFF 69.95
CEC
MULTI DOS 99.95
EBASIC 39.95
COMPUTER SHACK
MODEM GAMES 15.95/19.95
ASSAULT 1 9.95/24.95
DFT II Disk 24.95
JOVIAN 1 9.95/24.95
CYCLE BILLING SYSTEM 199.95
GREYMOON 1 5.95/1 9.95
FAMILY TREE 29.95
CHECK WRITER 39.95
CYBORG 1 9.95/24.95
EPSET 80 1 9.95/29.95
JUMBO 29.95/29.95
SUPER DIRECTORY 49.95
SUPER DOS 1 9.95
DIGOUT 1 9.95/24.95
PASCAL 49.95
ULTRA TERM 59 00
BILLING SYSTEM 39.95
PRINTER HELPER 19.95/24.95
DUNGEON ESCAPE 15.95/19.95
SIMON AND MERFUNKLE 15.95/19.95
CLASH 1 9.95/24.95
INFOEX BULLETIN BOARD 129.95
INVOICE SYSTEM. 39.95
LIBERATOR 1 9.95/24.95
ARACHNID PLUS 19.95/24.95
CORNSOFT
FROGGER 1 9.95/24.95
BOUNCEOIDS 1 5.95/19.95
CRAZY PAINTER 1 5.95/1 9.95
MICRO CHORD 19.95/24.95
FUNSOFT
APPLE PANIK 1 9.95/24.95
MED SYSTEMS
DUNZHIN (disk only) 39.95
KAIV (disk only) 39.95
WYLDE (disk only) 39.95
MELBOURNE
GRAND PRIX 80 15.95/19.95
MARTIAN PATROL 1 5.95/1 9.95
PENETRATOR 24.95/24.95
WILD WEST : 1 5.95/1 9.95
MICROSYSTEMS
MICRO TERM 79.95
POWERSOFT
POWERMAIL 79.95
POWER DRIVER 29.95
POWER DOT 49.95
POWERDRAW 29.95
SIMUTEK
Z BASIC 79.95/89.95
Z BASIC DISK AND TAPE 99.95
SOFT SECTOR
CATERPILLAR .'

1 5.95/1 9.95
SNEAK THEIF 15.95/19.95
RALLY 1 5.95/1 9.95
OUTHOUSE 1 5.95/1 9.95
TREND
DEMON SEED 1 9.95/24.95
CENTAUR
OUBLIETTE 39.95

COMPUTER SHACK
1691 Eason • Pontiac, Michigan 48054

Info: (313) 673-8700 • Orders: CALL TOLL FREE (800) 392-8881

i $3.00 for shipping in the U.S.A. - $5.00 forCanada or Mexico - Proper po
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Enter/Edit Keys

Left Arrow moves cursor to the left one space at a time. Does not erase

characters in its path.

Right Arrow moves cursor to the right one space at a time. Does not

erase characters in its path.

Up Arrow moves cursor to previous field. If already at field 1, Up
Arrow is ignored.

Down Arrow moves cursor to the next field. If alread\ at last field on

the screen, Down Arrow is ignored.

Enter is the same as Down Arrow.

Tab is ignored.

Backspace moves cursor to the left one space at a time. Erases

characters in its path.

Space Bar moves cursor to the right one -pace at a tunc. Erases

characters in its path.

Fl inserts a blank space at the cursor position. Moves all characters one

space to the right.

F2 deletes the character under the cursor. Moves characters one space

to the left.

ESC displays options menu at bottom of the screen.

With the exception of ESC, you can use all the keys above in combina-

tion with the repeat key.

Table 1

10000
10 010
10020
10030
10040
10050
10060
10070
10080
10090
10100
10110
10120
10130
10140
10150
10160
10170
10180
10190
10200
10210
10220
10230
10240
10500
10510
105?
10'

10540
10550
10560
10570
10580
10590
10600
11000
11010
11020
11030
11040
11050
11060
11070
11080
11090
11100
11110
11120

Program Listing

DATA SERVICE/BAS
DATA SERVICE BUSINESS SCHEDLUING PROGRAM
DATA written by J.H.Nestor
data revised as of 3/28/82
data adds or updates customer records
DATA •

'

CLEAR 3 00
DEFINT A-Z
ON ERROR GOTO 370 3

DIM LA$(40) ,LF(40) ,C$(40)
DIH RO(40) ,LC(40) ,CC(40)
DIM SM$(12) ,LM$(12)

' set initial variables
»

NF=38 ' number of fields
NE=1:EA$= "Customer Number " : EF=3 : EO=22 : EU=1 :CU=2t
I$(1)="S ERVICE CUSTOMER FILES"
I${2)=" written by J.H. Nestor. .. .1982"
P$="* Customer File Maintenance *"

RV$=CHR${26) • reverse video
NV$=CHR$(25) • normal video
ES$=CHR$(24) ' erase to end of screen
OF$=CHR$(2) ' cursor off
i

1 setup

GOSUB 30000 • read programmer's notes
GOSUB 31000 ' initialize screen variables
GOSUB 33030 ' get the date

' open data files

OPEN "R",1,"PAGE1/DAT"
OPEN "R",2,"PAGE2/DAT"
i

1 control menu

SS=0
GOSUB 32030 ' display screen header
GOSUB 28030 ' restore original screen variables
PRINT:PRINT TAB ( CF ) RV$TD$NV$: PRINT
PRINT TAB (22) "Options: ":PRINT
PRINT TAB(22) "Enter New Records ...1"
PRINT TAB (22) "Read/Update Records 2"

PRINT TAB (22) "Exit the program 3"

PRINT:PRINT TAB ( 22) "Enter your selection

Listing continues

lists the services and their cost to this

customer. Zone 3 records the services

actually provided, charges, and pay-

ments received.

In the add mode, the cursor appears

in the name field, a reverse video block.

Type in the name in that space.

The cursor does not move beyond
that block until you press the enter or

down-arrow key. Then the program dis-

plays the name in normal video, and the

cursor and reverse video block jump to

the next field, address.

At any time, you can return to a

previous field by pressing the up-arrow

key. You can also edit data within the

fields after you've typed it. Table 1 lists

the keystrokes used in entering or

editing data.

The left-arrow and right-arrow keys

permit movement within a field without

erasing any characters in their path.

You can move back a few spaces to cor-

rect an error, then return to your orig-

inal position and continue typing. The
backspace key and the space bar erase

any characters in their path.

The Fl key inserts a blank space into

the field at the current cursor position,

and moves everything beyond the cur-

sor one position to the right. You can

repeat it to open space for inserting

characters that you omitted. The F2 key

deletes one character at the current cur-

sor position, and moves everything to

the left to fill in space.

Screen Options

Pressing the ESC key in any field

produces the following options menu at

the bottom of the screen:

(S)AVE (E)DIT (P)RINT (M)ENU

To select a command, press the appro-

priate first letter. The menu responds to

either upper- or lowercase characters.

Save writes data from the screen to

the disk. The screen clears and the rec-

ord number counter on the top line ad-

vances one digit. The program is ready

for you to enter the next page of data.

Edit moves the cursor back to the

first field, name. You can change any

field on the screen until you press ESC
again.

Print produces a message on the bot-

tom of the screen that asks you to press

the enter key to print the screen, or the

ESC key to return to the options menu.
Pressing enter sends the contents of the

screen to your printer. The printout

stops after the last data field on the

screen. The options menu is not

printed.
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- COMPUTER SHAC
O NEW WAR GAMES! __^-_.- _..

CRUSADERS (l/lll Disk $24.95 Tape $19.95)

The scenario is that you are the King of Jerusalem and have to rule your

Kingdom from 1169 to 1177. Your ultimate aim is to prevent any

incursions by the invading Saracens. You have a total of forty-eight

fortresses, all interconnected by caravan routes. The program will pick

these off one by one, unless you can defeat the Saracen army in the field, by

gathering together an army for yourself from the various garrisons.

Each year consists of six (bi-monthly) moves. At the end of each year (at play

rating 6), you will find a new Saracen army moves into the Kingdom from

enemy territory. All Saracen armies that stay in the field for a year are

reduced by desertions.

The program itself has an artificial intelligence, in as much as the Saracens

attempt to seige and take castles and fortresses that they have not

previously moved to. In thisway a Saracen army that has been seiging for a

few years may be reinforced by a new army, which may be sufficient troops

lo affect the taking of the fortress.

However, your troubles do not stop there 1 You have to provide food for

garrisons and your assembling army. If you find a garrison is under seige,

the only way to give them food is to send a caravan, which costs money!

The program is menu-orientated and a map is supplied for both the

Northern area and the Southern, I
he graphics are good, and both Crusader

lines and Saracen lines are also displayed, again with an appropriate map.

The caravans, of course, are used to transport food from town to town and

when this option in the menu is selected then the 5 available caravans are

displayed on the screen. You then have four options, to attach or detach

food or horses, and lo raise or move caravans.

EMPEROR (Mod. I/Ill Disk $24.95 Tape $19.95)

Occasionally a game comes along which is of such immensity that it is

almost impossible to describe. Such a game is "Emperor". It is entirely a

game of strategy, played on a graphic map of the Roman Empire as it was in

the first four centuries A D The p'aye' fanes the part of ihe Emperorand he

must pit his wits and forces against invading barbarians, rebellious provin-

cials and treacherous Roman Generals. Even the Plebs of Rome will have

to be placated with bread and circuses if the Emperor is to keep his head

and throne. If he can last our for the first eight years of the game, he is

judged on the state of the Empire at the end of that time. There are three

levels of play. Depending upon his choice, the Emperor has fo guide the

Empire through the first, third and fourth centuries. To win in the first

century he must expand the Empire by two provinces, in the third he must.

maintain his Empire intact and in !he fourth he must lose not more; than two

Provinces. For each Province the player is given three items of information,

the number of loyal Legions, the number of revolting Legions and the

number of Barbarian Invaders or Local Rebels. During play Legions must

be raised, taxes inflicted and troops moved. The choice of Generals can be

very criticahsome are loyal and good fighters, some are neither. Battles

must be fought and invasions repelled. All the while the citizens in Rome
must be kept happy and —you must keep an eye on those Barbarians in

Britannia 1 _______

FLIGHT SIMULATOR!

JUMBO (l/lll Disk or Tape $29.95)

You're in the cocpit of a jumbo 747. preparing for a spectacular flight! You

are the one and only pilot, which moans that all controls will be in your

hands. You must first plot a course to a variety of places around the globe.

Now prepare for takeoff, watch the array of dials and meters that line your

control panel, only you, an experienced pilot can understand and react

accordingly. As you feel the plane ease into the air, be prepared for

anything! Keep your eyes on the airspeed, but also keep the plane level,

watch all indicator lights while making the ride as smooth as possible. As

you approach your destination, the automatic pilot kicks off and you must

prepare for landing. You release the landing gear, level the plane, and go

into final approach. Keep your nose up, and once you hit the ground, drop

your flaps and hit the air brakes! You've done it
1 You've piloted your first

successful mission, congratulations! Where will you fly to next?

MORE NEW
GAMES FRO!

COMPUTER

!

&_
mm

tesmm

fo_S*

GAUNTLET
San Francisco under siege! It's finally happened, what

the skeptics thought would never occur, they've landed 1

The aliens have come 1 Not to give us wonderful gifts or to

fill our minds with incredible knowledge, but to conquer11
!

The city's been laid to waste, its people captured and now

only you survive! Operating one of the armies most

advanced tanks, you've managed to escape capture, that

is until now' Your suddenly surounded. the aliens are

everywhere, now you have only two choices ... fight or

die!

Machine language, 1 6K, Sound, Disk version saves high

scores. For the Model l/lll.

Disk $24.95 Tape $19.95

TOP TEN
1.) CLASH
2.) LIBERATOR
3.) GAUNTLET
4.) MARTIAN PATROL
5.) DIGOUT
6.) WILD WEST
7.) GRAND PRIX
8.) ASSAULT
9.) APPLE PANIK

10.) CYBORG

Send in now for our
Hundreds •

computers!

Yes. I am interested in buying mail order from you. Please

rush your new catalog full of information on the new programs

for the Radio Shack computers I know that you ship almost

every order out within 24 hours and that every product is

"Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back."

NAME:

ADDRESS:.

.ZIP:STATE:
Catalogs free in the U.S. Foreign orders must be accompanied

by $1.00 for postage.

g§H_f__ OMPUTER SHAC
1691 Eason • Pontiac, Michigan 48054

nfo: (313) 673-8700 • Orders: CALL TOLL FREE (800) 392-8881

add $3.00 for shipping in the USA -$5.00 for Canada or Mexico • Proper postage oi

II items in this ad. Write for our catalog and price list.



REMSOFT, INC.

Let Your TRS-80®
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired of buying book after book on assembly

language programming and still not knowing
your POP from your PUSH?

REMSOFT proudly announces a more
efficient way, using your own TRS-80® to

learn the fundamentals of assembly language
programming . . .at YOUR pace and YOUR
convenience.

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO
TRS-80* ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING, will

provide you with the following:

• Ten 40 minute lessons on audio

cassettes

• A driver program to make your TRS-80®
video monitor serve as a blackboard for

the instructor.

• A display program for each lesson to

provide illustration and reinforcement for

what you are hearing.

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and
useful routines to test memory and to

gain direct control over the keyboard,
video monitor, and printer.

• How to access and use powerful routines

in your Level II or Model III Basic ROM

AVAILABLE FOR MODEL 1 & 3

REMASSEM (tape) $74.95
REMASSEM (disc) $79.95

LEARN TRS-80®
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK I/O

Your disk system and you can really step
out with REMSOFT'S Educational Module,
REMDISK-1, a "short course" revealing the
details of DISK I/O PROGRAMMING using
assembly language. Intended for the student
with experience and assembly language.
COURSE INCLUDES:
• Two 45-minute lessons on audio cassette
• A driver program to make your TRS-80®

video monitor serve as a blackboard for

the instructor.

• A display program for each lesson to

provide illustration and reinforcement for

what you are hearing.

• A booklet of comprehensive, fully

commented program listings illustrating

sequential file I/O random-access file

I/O and track and sector I/O.

• A diskette with machine readable source
codes for all programs discussed in both
Radio Shack EDTASM and Macro
formats.

• Routines to convert from one assembler
format to the other.

Presently available for Model 1 only

REMDISK-1 only $29.95
Dealer inquiries invited

These courses were developed and recorded by Joseph E.

Willis and are based on the successful series of courses he
has taught at Meta Technologies Corporation, the Radio
Shack computer Center, and other locations in Northern Ohio

40.
REMSOFT, INC.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid, Ohio 44119
(216)531-1338

SHIPPING CHARGES.
$2.50 WITHIN UNITED STATES
$!>.00 CANADA AND MEXICO
01HER FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 20%
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 6%% SALES TAX

TRS-80" IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

/ istinx continued

11130
11140
11150

1 sh
11160
11170
12000
12010
12020
12030
12040
12050
12060
12070
12080
12090
12100
12110
12120
12130
12140
12150
12160
13000
13010
13020
13030
13040
13050
13060
13070
13080
13090
d #

13100
13110
13120
13130
13140
13150
13160
13170
13180
13190
13200
13210
1322
1323
13240
14000
14010
14020
14030
14040
14050
14060
14070
14080
15000
15010
15020
15030
15040
15050
15060
15070
15080
15090
15100
15110
15120
1513
16000
16010
16020
16030
16040
16050
16060
16070
16080
16090
16100
16110
17000
17010
17020
17030

AN$=INKEY$:IF AN$="" THEN 11130
AN%=VAL(AN$)
IF ASC(AN$)=19 OR ASC(AN$)=126 THEN GOSUB 35030:GOTO 11040

ow notes
ON AN% GOSUB 12030,13030,36030
GOTO 11040 ' repeat menu

1 enter new records

MO$="Entry Mode"
R=LOF(l)+l
GOSUB 28030 ' restore original variables
GOSUB 24030 ' clear variables
GOSUB 14030 ' enter/edit
i

GOSUB 15030 ' options
IF ED%=1 THEN 12070 ' edit
IF MU%=1 THEN 12160 ' menu

GOSUB 26030 ' write to disk
GOTO 12040 ' next record
i

RETURN
i

1 read/update records

MO$=" Read/Update Mode"
GOSUB 28030 ' restore original variables
GOSUB 24030 ' clear variables

GOSUB 16030 • enter record #

IF A=27 then 13240 ' [esc] - return to menu
IF R>LOF(l) OR R<1 THEN GOSUB 34030:GOTO 13050 ' bad recor

GOSUB 24030 ' clear variables
GOSUB 17030 ' get the record
GOSUB 14030 • display/edit the record

GOSUB 15030 ' options
IF ED%=1 THEN 13130 ' edit
IF MU%=1 THEN 13240 ' menu

GOSUB 26030 ' write to disk
IF SS=0 THEN 13220 ' test if scan request <

R=R+SS:SS=0:GOTO 13120 ' scan
GOTO 13040 ' next record

RETURN

1 enter/edit routine
i

GOSUB 25030 ' display data on screen
FOR Y=l TO NF

GOSUB 21030 ' input routine
GOSUB 18030 ' update screen

NEXT Y
RETURN

or >

' options

ED%=0:MU%=0
PRINT NV$ ""OF $;: GOSUB 23030 ' display options
AN$=INKEY$:IF AN$="" THEN 15050

IF AN$="S" OR AN$="s" THEN 15130 ' write to disk
IF AN$="P" OR AN$="p" THEN GOSUB 29030:GOTO 15030 ' print
IF AN$="M" OR AN$="m" THEN MU%=l:GOTO 15130 ' menu
IF AN$="E" OR AN$="e" THEN ED%=l:GOTO 15130 ' edit
GOTO 15050
'

8 RETURN

1 get customer record #

R=0:GOSUB 25030 ' display screen
PRINT @(23,0) ,NV$ES$;
GOSUB 27010 ' swap variables
Y=1:PRINT @ (RO{Y) ,CO(Y)) ,LA$(Y) : C$ ( 1) =STRING$ ( 3 ,32)
GOSUB 21030 input routine
IF YOl THEN PRINT NV$:GOTO 11040
R=VAL(C$(Y)

)

GOSUB 27010 ' swap variables
RETURN

' get the data files

FIELD 1,255 AS CO$
Listing continues
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Menu returns you to the main menu.

It does not save data on the disk.

Updating Records

Selecting item 2 on the main menu
clears the screen and displays the for-

matted fields. At the bottom of the

screen, the program asks for the cus-

tomer number. The customer number
in this application is the record number
from the Add operation. The fifth

customer you enter has customer num-
ber 5, for example. Entering a negative

number or a number larger than the

number of files produces an out-of-

range message.

Once you've entered a valid customer

number, that file appears on the screen.

The cursor moves to the first field.

Edit or enter data as in the Add oper-

ation. Pressing the ESC key produces

the same options list. If you make
changes, you must save the screen.

Then the program asks you for the next

customer number. Press the ESC key to

return to the main menu.

Structure of the Program

The Service program is written in

Microsoft Basic. It runs in the inter-

preter mode, or you can compile it using

the Microsoft BASCOM compiler.

The program produces two random-

access disk files. They are located on

any disk drive by changing the drive-

spec in the Open statements in lines

10590-10600.

I wrote the Service program in a

structured manner. Subroutines are in

the order of importance. Only control

modules or other subroutines with

lower line numbers call subroutines. All

subroutines have only one entry point

(at the top) and one exit point (at the

bottom). I've commented all subrou-

tines, subroutine calls, and major func-

tions in lowercase.

Screen Entry

The method of displaying the fields

and accepting/editing data is powerful,

easy to use, and allows screen modifica-

tion for customized displays.

Line 10160 determines the number of

fields in the display. Lines 10100-101 10

dimension the arrays accordingly. In

the interpreter mode, the DIM state-

ments use the variable NF, as in DIM
LA$(NF), LF(NF), or C$(NF). But if

you compile the program with the

BASCOM compiler, the NF variable

doesn't work.

All the screen format information is

in lines 38050-38420. There is one data

statement for each field on the screen. It

contains the label of the field, the length

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355

LIBERATOR by John Crane

Adventure, excitement, action, danger and even beautiful

girls! Liberators got it all! This fantastic arcade game will get
your heart pumpin' and your mind moving!

With your eyes glued to the screen and your fingers wrapped
around the controls, move cautiously through the treacherous
industrial park on a most dangerous mission. You must locate

and rescue four lovely young girls from their monsterous capture. Ahh, but there's a

catch! They've been captured by a 2000 pound, seven foot tall, mechanical robot

gone mad. Sound easy? Just wait until you see the surprises we've got instore for you!

1982's most popular arcade game, Donkey Kong", comes to life on your TRS-80
screen through the magic of John Cranes LIBFRATOR! And if you thought Donkey
Kong was fun, wait until you experience LIBERATOR'S five seperate screens (more
than the arcade version) each utilizing the best sound and graphics possible!

Model l/lll.

Tape $19.85 Disk $24.95

By Bill Dunlevy

Once again, one of the markets most creative programers,

creator of Assault. Jovian, and the ever famous Cyborg, brings

tothe industry another smash hit! Yes, Bill Dunlevy has created

CLASH, a fantastic new arcade simulation! "^
Mounted upon your great white winged stallion, prepare

yourself for a clash within the arena. This day, you will be
competeing against famous riders from all over the planet. As the tournament begins,

their is a frenzy of flapping wings and bucking horses, but finally all riders are airborne

and the contest has begun. With a firm grasp on the reins, manuever your horse

above the others and then descend upon them. You must dismount the other riders,

before their skiM prevails and they dismount you.

Be warned, CLASH is for those riders of skill and reactions! Even one second of

carelessness can prove fatal. But for those who love a challenge and an adventure,

CLASH, with its multi-levels of play, will definitely become a favorite! Model l/ll

Tape $19.95 Disk $24.95

DIG OUT by John Crane

Uh oh! The wackiest game to ever hit an arcade is now invading

your computer! Dig Out, that crazy game of dirt and rock will

turn your reactions inside out.

As the game begins, you'll find yourself amidst tons of rock and
aarth. You must dig your way through the surrounding tunnels

and hunt down the deadly monsters. But watch out!!! As the hunter, you might just

become the hunted. The monsters are strangely powerful, their touch can destroy

and their eggs can obliterate. Besides all this, the underground is their natural

habitat. With a mere thought, they can move through tons of rock and appear before

you. So, you better be quick and your reactions better be good!!!

DIG-OUT is truly another COMPUTER SHACK classic. In each of its fifteen different

levels, DIG-OUT combines the best sound, fantastic graphics, and above all, exciting

action for a game that surpasses even the original. Model l/lll

Tape $19.95 Disk $21.95

ASSAULT by Dunlevy I Frayer

Strap yourself into the dimly lit ATV (All Terrain Transport),

check the motor, the laser's, and visibility, Now prepare yourself
j

for an underground trip that you won't soon forget ... If you live!

After weeks of exploring and mining, you've accumulated quite
|

a tidey sum of gold. But just as you thought the adventure

to be over, you stumble upon a part of the mountain that is soon to become your battle

ground, if not your grave. These wide open caverns are inhabited by strange

creatures set upon stealing your gold and maybe even your life. You can battle them
in your laser equipped ATV, but beware! Along the walls grow rather harmless looking

mushrooms, that is until you've touched one. But all of this is childs play compared to

battling NODRID, the emperor spider of this hellish place. His bloodthirsty fangs will

make short work of any unwary adventurer, but you will not find him such an easy

prey! Model l/lll

Tape $19.95 Disk $24.95

COMPUTER SHACK
1691 Eason • Pontiac. Michigan 48054

rnfo (313) 673-8700 • Orders: CALL TOLL FREE (800) 392-8881

Master Charge and VISA OK Please add S3 00 for shipping in the U S A S5.00 for Ca

Mexico Proper postage outside of U S • Canada - Mexico Hours 9 00AM - " 00 P M ES
«-_ .», „ ^......k, ..„.,. i„. -mi ,.«m^ .„ ik.c ->h vA/r,<<» (,->,• /-,.,r catalog and price list

mmmMkammfmfmkfmme«i»-
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/ islin/t continued

17040 GET 1,R ' get file # 1
17050 '

17060 ' disassemble the string
17070 S=1:F0R Q=l TO 18
17080 C$(Q)=MID$(CO$,S,LF(Q)

)

17090 S=S+LF(Q)
17100 NEXT Q
17110 '

17120 FIELD 2,255 AS CO$
17130 GET 2,R ' get file # 2
17140 '

17150 ' disassemble the string
17160 S=l:FOR Q=19 TO 38
17170 C$(Q)=MID$(CO$,S,LF(Q)

)

17180 S=S+LF(Q)
17190 NEXT Q
17200 RETURN
18000 '

18010 ' update screen with inputs
18020 '

18030 PRINT NV$
18040 IF Y<1 THEN Y=1:F=1
18050 GOSUB 19030 ' compute totals on statement
18060 IF Y>NF THEN 18110
18070 GOSUB 20030 ' test if numeric field
18080 PRINT @(RO(Y) ,CC(Y)

) ,C$(Y)
18090 IF Fl=l THEN Y=0:F1=0
18100 IF Y>NF THEN Y=NF
18110 RETURN
19000 '

19010 ' compute totals on statement
19020 '

19030 V#=0:FOR Q=22 TO 37 STEP 3 : V#=V#+VAL (C$ ( Q) ) :NEXT Q
19040 V#=INT( (V#+.005) *100)/100
19050 V$=" n +STR$(V#) :V$=RIGHT$(V$,9)
19060 IF INSTR(V$, n

.
n )=0 THEN V$=V$+" .

00

"

19070 IF INSTR(V$,".")=8 THEN V$=V$+ n 0"
19080 C$(38)=RIGHT$(V$,9) :IF VAL (C$ ( 38) ) =0 THEN C$ ( 38) =STRING$ (

9

,32)
19090 PRINT @ (RO(38) ,CC(38) ) ,C$(38)

;

19100 RETURN
20000 '

20010 1 format numeric fields
20020 i

20030 IF Y< 9 THEN 20250
20040 IF Y= 9 THEN 20200
20050 IF Y=ll THEN 20200
20060 IF Y=13 THEN 20200
20070 IF Y=15 THEN 20200
20080 IF Y=17 THEN 20200
20090 IF Y=19 THEN 20200
20100 IF Y=22 THEN 20200
20110 IF Y=25 THEN 20200
20120 IF Y=28 THEN 20200
20130 IF Y=3i THEN 20200
20140 IF Y=34 THEN 20200
20150 IF Y=37 THEN 20200
20160 GOTO 20250 ' not numeric field

VA#=VAL(C$(Y) ) :VA#=INT((VA#+.005)*100)/100
VA$=" n +STR$(VA#) :VA$=RIGHT$(VA$,8)
IF INSTR(VA$, n

.
n

) =0 THEN VA$=VA$+ n
. 00

"

IF INSTR(VA$, n .")=7 THEN VA$=VA$+"0"
C$(Y)=RIGHT$(VA$,8) : IF VAL(C$(Y))=0 THEN C$ ( Y) =STRING$ (

8

RETURN

input routine

20170 '

20180 ' format to dollars and cents
20190 '

20200
20210
20220
20230
20240
,32)
20250
21000
21010
21020
21030 IF Y>NF THEN 21750 ' return on last field
21040 GOSUB 22000 ' print entry block
21050 '

21060 ' get a keystroke
21070 '

21080 PRINT CHR$(1) ; : A$=INKEY$: IF A$= "" THEN 21080 ELSE A=ASC(A$
)

21090 PRINT CHR$(2)

;

21100 '

21110 ' test for invalid control characters
21120 '

21130 IF A>8 AND A<13 THEN 21080
21140 IF A>13 AND A<27 THEN 21080
21150 '

21160 ' test for <- or -> or backspace
21170 '

21180 IF A=28 AND POS(X)>SC THEN PRINT CHR$ ( 28) ; :GOTO 210!

ignore it
ignore it

/ isling continues

of the field, the row on the screen, the

label column, and the data column.
You can change the configuration of

the screen by changing any of this data.

The order in which you enter the data

statements determines the manner in

which the cursor moves from field to

field. The field described in the first

data statement, in this case line 38050, is

the first cursor position.

The field in line 38060 is the next. The
cursor moves sequentially from field to

field. The location of the fields on the

screen has no bearing on the direction

of cursor movement.

All of the data in the fields is manipu-
lated as ASCII strings. The string array

C$( ) contains the data on the screen.

For example, C$(l) contains the name
data. Padding the strings with blanks

(CHR$(32)) initalizes them to max-
imum length.

Use the MID$ function to insert char-

acters into the data field strings. In the

Model II version of Microsoft Basic,

you can use MID$ on either side of the

equation.

You can see the uses of MIDS in the

following examples:

10 A$ = "THIS IS A LINEOFSTRINGDATA"
20 B$ = MID$(A$,11,4)

30 PRINT B$

Running this code produces "LINE" as

the value of B$.

10 A$ = "THIS IS A LINEOFSTRINGDATA"
20 B$ = "STUPID"
30 MID$(A$,19,6)= BS

40 PRINT AS

Running this code produces "THIS IS

A LINE OF STUPID DATA" as the

value of A$.

These examples demonstrate that you
can use MIDS to extract substring data

or to insert new data into a string. The
input subroutines in lines 21000-21750

use this method to insert keystroke data

into the padded data strings.

The input subroutine also tests for

the special keys that move the cursor

within and between fields, and perform

functions such as inserting and deleting

characters. The F2 key routine in lines

21330-21390 is a good example. When
it detects the F2 key, it determines the

current cursor position within the data

field string C$(Y) and it divides the

string into two parts.

The left portion contains the char-

acters left of the cursor. The right por-

tion contains those characters right of

the cursor. The two halves are reassem-

bled in line 21370. A blank space (" ")

at the end of C$(Y) adjusts for the

character deleted and maintains the
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TRS-80 COLOR
AARDVARK

COMMODORE 24 VIC-20 SINCLAIR/TIMEX TI99

&.'j*

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others.

Quest is played on a computer generated

map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor-

ation of ruins and temples and outright

banditry. When your force is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a

life or death battle to the finish. Playable

in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every

time. 16k TI99, TRS-80 Color, and Sinclair,

13K VIC-20. $14.95 each.

32K TRS 80 COLOR Version $24.95.
Adds a second level with dungeons and

more Questing.

CATERPILLAR
O.K., the Caterpillar does look a lot like a

Centipede. We have spiders, falling fleas,

monsters traipsing across the screen, poison
mushrooms, and a lot of other familiar

stuff. COLOR 80 requires 16k and Joy-
sticks. This is Edson's best game to date.

$19.95 for TRS 80 COLOR.

ADVENTURES!!!
The Adventures below are written in BASIC,
are full featured, fast action, full plotted ad-

ventures that take 30-50 hours to play. (Ad-
ventures are interactive fantasies. It's like

reading a book except that you are the main
character as you give the computer, com-
mands like "Look in the Coffin" and""Light
the torch.")

Adventuring requires 16k on Sinclair,

TRS-80, and TRS-80 Color. They require 8k
on OSI and 13k on VIC-20. Sinclair requires

extended BASIC. Now available for TI99.
Any Commodore 64.

$14.95 Tape - $19.95 Disk.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian

city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to

survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.
It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of

problems. Exciting and tough !

DERELICT
(by Rodger Olsen & Bob Anderson)

New winner in the toughest adventure from
Aardvark sweepstakes. This one takes place

on an alien ship that has been deserted for a

thousand years — and is still dangerous!

.^ Dungeons of Death — Just for the 16k TRS-
- 80 COLOR, this is the first D&D type game

good enough to qualify at Aardvark. This is

serious D&D that allows 1 to 6 players to go
on a Dragon Hunting, Monster Killing, Dun-
geon Exploring Quest. Played on an on-
screen map, you get a choice of race and
character (Human, Dwarf, Soldier, Wizard,
etc.), a chance to grow from game to game,
and a 15 page manual. At the normal price

for an Adventure ($14.95 tape, $19.95 disk),

this is a giveaway.

WIZARDS TOWER - This is very similar to

Quest (see above). We added wizards, magic,
dragons, and dungeons to come up with a

Quest with a D&D flavor. It requires 16k
extended color BASIC. $14.95 Tape,

$19.95 Disk. VIC 20 Commodore 64.

PLANET RAIDERS — Not just another de-

fenders copy, this is an original program
good in its own right. You pilot a one man
ship across a planetary surface dogfighting

with alien ships and blasting ground installa-

tions while you rescue stranded troopers.

Rescue all the troopers and be transported

to another harder, faster battle. Joysticks

required. ALL MACHINE CODE! EDSONS
BEST! 16K Tape TRS80COLOR $19.95 -
32K Disk $21.95.

BASIC THAT ZOOOMMS!!
AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER!
The compiler allows you to write your
programs in easy BASIC and then auto-
matically generates a machine code equiv-

alent that runs 50 to 150 times faster.

It does have some limitations. It takes at

least 8k of RAM to run the compiler and it

does only support a subset of BASIC—
about 20 commands including FOR, NEXT,
END,GOSUB,GOTO,IF,THEN, RETURN,
END, PRINT, STOP, USR (X), PEEK,
POKE, *,/,+, -, > , < ,=, VARIABLE
NAMES A-Z, SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES,
and INTEGER NUMBERS FORM 0-64K.

TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It

generates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809
code. It comes with a 20-page manual and
can be modified or augmented by the user.

$24.95 on tape or disk for OSI, TRS-80
Color, VIC 20, or Commodore 64.

SEAWOLFE - ALL MACHINE CODE In

this high speed arcade game, you lay out
patterns of torpedoes ahead of the attacking
PT boats. Requires Joysticks, at least 13k
RAM, and fast reflexes. Lots of Color and
Sound. A fun game. Tape or Disk for Vic20,
Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Color.

$14.95 Tape -$19.95 Disk.

Dealers — We have the best deal going for

you. Good discounts, exchange programs,
and factory support. Send for Dealer Infor-

mation.

Authors — Aardvark pays the highest com-
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible advertising coverage.

Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope
for our Authors Information Package.

Adventures and Quest now available

for TI99

Please specify system on all orders

ALSO FROM AARDVARK — This is only a partial list of what we carry. We have a lot of other games (particularly for the

TRS-80 Color and OSI ), business programs, blank tapes and disks and hardware. Send $1 .00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 / (313) 669-3110

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri. „m
$2.00 shipping on each order

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 247
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If you
ever wished that

you had a better program-
ming language, PASCAL 80 may

be the language you dream about. It is

a compiled language, faster, more ac-

curate and easier to modify than Basic.

Yet it is so easy to use that you can
forget the hassles and diskette spinning
of other compiled languages, including
other versions of Pascal.

Now you can create your own com-
mand files that execute from DOS
without having to load a language into
the computer first, but do it with far less

work than machine language. You can
sell your compiled programs without any
royalty payments!

Although designed for teaching and
ideal for that purpose, PASCAL 80 also

allows serious applications with a full

fourteen digits of accuracy, even on log

and trig functions!

PASCAL 80 allows you to create files

on the TRS-80® Model I, Model III,

LNW-80, PMC-80, or LOBO MAX-80
that will run on any of the other
machines under TRS-DOS®, LDOS,
NewDOS, NewDOS 80, DBL-DOS or
DOS Plus.

PASCAL 80 is used in dozens of High
Schools, Colleges, and Technical
Schools, and has been favorably re-

viewed in Byte, Creative Computing,
and other magazines.

You get all of this at a bargain price of
only $99 plus $2 shipping. If you call and
order by MasterCard or VISA, we will

even credit you $1 for the phone call.

Call or send your check today!

NEW QL'ASSICS SOFTWARE
239 Fox Hill Road *»^
Denville, NJ 07834 ^^

(201) 625-8838 ..255
^^

TRS-80* and TRS-DOS are trademarks of Radio Shack,
LNW-80 of LNW Research, PMC-80 of Personal Micro
Computers, LOBO, LDOS, and MAX-80 of Lobo Systems,
DOS-Plus of Micro Systems Software, NewDOS and
NewDOS 80 of Apparat, and DBL-DOS of Percom.
PASCAL 80 is a trademark of New Classics Software.

NEW! ! POINTER VARIABLES!

Lining continued

21190 IF A=28 AND POS(X)<=SC THEN 21080
21200 IF A=29 AND POS(X)<(EC-l) THEN PRINT CHR$( 29) ; : GOTO 21080
21210 IF A=29 AND POS (X) >= ( EC-1) THEN 21080
21220 IF A=8 AND POS(X)<=SC THEN 21030
21230 IF A=8 AND POS(X)>SC THEN PRINT CHR$ ( 8) ; :MID$ (C$ ( Y) ,POS (X)
-(SC-1) ,1)=" ":GOTO 21080
21240 '

21250 ' test for [Fl] - insert a space
21260 '

21270 IF AOl OR POS ( X) >=( EC-1) THEN 21350
21280 PO=POS(X)-(SC-l)
21290 L$=LEFT$(C$(Y) ,PO-l)+" " : R$=RIGHT$ (C$ ( Y) ,LF (Y) -PO+1) : LR
$=L$+RS
21300 C$(Y)=LEFT$(LR$ f LF(Y))
21310 PRINT @(RO(Y) ,CC(Y)) ,C$ (Y) ;: PRINT @ (RO( Y) ,CC(Y) +PO-1)

,"";:GOTO 21080
21320 '

21330 ' test for [F2] - delete a space
21340 '

21350 IF A<> 2 THEN 21430
21360 PO=POS(X)-(SC-l)
21370 L$=LEFT$(C$(Y) ,P0-1) : R$=RIGHT$ (C$ ( Y) , ( LF ( Y) -PO) )

+" " : LR
S= T S+ R S

21380 C$(Y)=LEFT$(LR$,LF(Y))
21390 PRINT @(R0(Y) ,CC(Y)) ,C$(Y) ;:PRINT @ ( RO ( Y) ,CC ( Y) + ( PO-1)

)

,""; :GOTO 21080
21400 '

21410 ' test for up-arrow
21420 '

21430 IF AO30 THEN 21490
21440 PRINT @ (RO(Y) ,CC(Y) ) ,NV$;C$(Y)
21450 Y=Y-2:GOTO 21750
21460 '

21470 ' test for down-arrow
21480 '

21490 IF A<>31 THEN 21550
21500 IF Y>NF THEN 21080
21510 IF Y<=NF THEN PRINT @ (RO ( Y) ,CC ( Y) ) ,RV$ ; C$ ( Y) : GOTO 21750
21520 '

21530 ' test for [ENTER]
21540 '

21550 IF A<>13 THEN 21590
21560 IF Y>NF THEN 21080

IF Y<=NF THEN PRINT @ (RO( Y) ,CC( Y) ) ,RV$;C$ ( Y) : GOTO 21750

test for [ESC]

IF A=27 THEN Y=NF:G0TO 21750

test the length

IF POS(X)XEC-l) THEN 21080

insert the character and display it

21570
21580
21590
21600
21610
21620
21630
21640
21650
21660
21670
21680
21690 P=POS(X)-(SC-l)
21700 MID$(C$(Y) ,P,1)=A$
21710 PRINT @(RO(Y) ,POS(X)

) ,A$;
21720 '

21730 GOTO 21080 ' get another keystroke
21740 •

21750 PRINT NV$;:RETURN
22000 '

22010 ' print the entry block
22020 '

22030 SC=CC(Y) :EC=SC+LF(Y)
22040 PRINT @(RO(Y) ,CC(Y)

) ,RV$C$(Y)
22050 PRINT @(RO(Y) ,CC(Y)

)
,"";

22060 RETURN
23000 '

23010 ' display options
23020 '

23030 PRINT" ":PRINT @ (23,0) ,ES$;
23040 PRINT 8 (23,15) ,RV$" OPTIONS:
T (H)ENU "NV$;
23050 RETURN
24000 '

24010 ' clear variables
24020 '

24030 FOR H=l TO NF
24040 C$(H) =STRING$(LF(H) ,32)
24050 NEXT H:CO$= n "

24060 RETURN
25000 '

25010 ' display data on screen
25020 '

25030 CLS:PRINT RV$p$TAB

(

45) MO$TAB

(

65) "Record # ";R;NV$

(S) AVE !E)DIT !P)RIN

Listing continues
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fixed length, LF(Y), of the field.

File Handling

The file handling in the Service pro-

gram uses a different scheme of fielding

the files and writes to two files instead

of one.

The Field statements in lines 17030-

17120 and 26090-26170 contain one

variable. You assemble all the data into

one string, COS, which the program

writes to the file. The subroutines read

only one string from the file, and disas-

semble it into the field array C$( ).

This method is easy to use, especially

when the field lengths or number of

fields is subject to change.

I have written the data for Service

into two data files because it doesn't

fit into a single file. The total record size

for each page of data is larger than the

256-byte limit for random-access

records.

Lines 26000-26200 contain the sub-

routine that writes the field data to the

two files. The first 18 fields of data are

in the first file and the balance of the

fields are in the second file. You read a

page of data by calling the same record

number from both files.

Three groups of data statements are

in the screen display routine: lines

10000-10050, 38050-38420, and 38460-

38640. The other data statements are of

less importance.

Notes

The six data statements at the begin-

ning of the program contain a program

heading. I have used data statements in-

stead of remarks so you can compile the

Service program with the BASCOM
compiler for speedier operation. It is

not possible to break and list the pro-

gram once you have compiled it.

When you've revised a program sev-

eral times, it is difficult to remember

which version is in use. The "Program-

mer's Notes" subroutines help me deter-

mine which version is in use even after

I've compiled the program.

When you first run the program, line

10530 executes a GOSUB to lines

30000-30060, where the six data state-

ments are read into string array ST$( ).

The Menu routine tests for special

characters: in this case, CTRL-S or

CTRL-6.
If line 1 1 1 50 detects either of these

control codes, the program branches to

the "display programmer's notes" sub-

routine in lines 35000-35110. This rou-

tine clears the screen and displays the

information in ST$(1)-ST$(6). It also

displays the current amount of memory
and string space free.

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

hen your o
speak your 1

»u need a basi<

everyone who works in BASIC needs The

BASIC Handbook. It is the definitive reference

work on the subject of BASIC.

The BASIC Handbook is an easy-to-

use encyclopedia of nearly 500 words

covering the "dialects" used by virtu-

ally every BASIC-speakins computer

n the world. But more than that, it's a

simple, step-by-step guide to translat-

ing programs from one computer

to another. So now you can actu-

A ally use software printed in

magazines and elsewhere, no

matter what computer you own.

J

Written "H£/ by Dr. David A. Lien, author

of the Tandy TRS-80 Level I User's Manual and

the Learner's Manuals for the Epson

MX printers, this completely revised

Second Edition contains almost twice

as many entries as the best selling

First Edition, making it

by far the most up-to

date BASIC reference

book you can buy.

Extensively indexed and cross-referenced, The BASIC Hand-

book gives you 480 pages packed with the information you need to

be a better programmer. And if, after 30 days you don't agree it's

indispensable, send it back. We'll return your money.

The BASIC Handbook is available in several

languages and accepted throughout the

world. No one who programs in BASIC

should be without it.

Available at better computer and

book stores, ,^^^ v «_. ,—.«._
« can (800) 854-6505

nCa!,forn,a(619) 588-0996
To order by mail, send check or

money order for $19.95 (California

residents add 6%), plus $1 .65

. shipping and handling.

Overseas orders send

$19.95 plus $2.38 surface

shipping and handling.

CompuSoft
Publish

MasterCard

535 Broadway, Dept 140783, E! Cajon, CA 92021

»>«*>!(«!*w;*
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You can keep any information you
wish in the data statements.

The data statements in lines 38460-

38640 are used in a date conversion

subroutine in lines 33030-33220. This

routine takes the DATES value from

TRSDOS and converts it into a more
useful configuration. DATES looks like

"WedAug 14 1982330". The subroutine

creates the variable TDS in the format

"Wednesday, August 14, 1982".

The Service program is easy to oper-

ate. It produces a file-card system of in-

formation storage and retrieval. Other

components of the system enable the

operator to print labels, print lists by

type of service, and print statements for

billing.

I've written Service for a particular

purpose. However, it incorporates a

program design that you can easily

modify to suit your own needs.

J. H. Nestor can be reached at 39114
Route 303, Grafton, OH 44044.

i isting continued

25040 PRINT @ (13,0)," DATE ITEM
AMOUNT "

25050 PRINT @(20,0) , STRINGS ( 78 ,"_"

)

25060 FOR G=l TO NP
25070 PRINT @ (RO(G) ,LC(G)) ,LA$(G)
25080 PRINT § (RO(G) ,CC(G) ) ,C$(G)
25090 NEXT G
25100 PRINT @(23,20) ,RV$"Press ESCape to End the Entry "NV$;
25110 RETURN
26000 '

26010 ' write to files
26020 •

26030 PRINT @(23,0) ,ES$; :PRINT @ (23,25) ,RV$" WRITING TO DISK "N
V$;
26040 '

26050 CO$="":FOR Q=l TO 18
26060 CO$=CO$+C$(Q) ' assemble string
26070 NEXT Q
26080 '

26090 FIELD 1, 255 AS AA$
26100 LSET AA$=CO$
26110 PUT 1,R ' write to file # 1

26120 '

26130 CO$= nn :FOR Q=19 TO 38
26140 CO$=CO$+C$(Q) ' assemble string
26150 NEXT Q
26160 '

26170 FIELD 2, 255 AS AA$
26180 LSET AA$=CO$
26190 PUT 2,R ' write to file # 2

26200 RETURN
27000 '

27010 ' swap fields to setup customer # input
27020 '

27030 SWAP NF,NE
27040 SWAP EA$,LA$(1)
27050 SWAP EF,LF(1)
27060 SWAP EO,RO(l)
27070 SWAP EU,LC(1)
270 80 SWAP CU,CC(1) Listing continues

$995microMERLIN
,m

128K RAM
RS232 Serial I/O

Centronics Parallel Port

Complete with Power Supply
and Enclosure

To order call 213/202-1865
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

16 BITS FORYOU
TRS-80 AicroMERLIN

TM

Hardware
•5MHz 8088

16-bit mP
•8087 co-processor

•128K- 768K

byte RAM
•2K - 8K EPR0M
•Color Graphics

Software

•8 Vectored

Interrupts

»3 Programmable

Timers

RS232C Serial I/O

•Centronics

Printer Port

•CP/M 86

•MS-DOS
•IBM PC, Tl

Diskette Format

•File Transfer

Utilities

Watch for Upcoming Products
RAM Disk Option
Multitasking O.S.

Available for TRS-80
Models I or III

LNW Model I

AIK^R* PROJECTS"
#~# ENGINEERING, INC.

10810 W WASHINGTON BLVD., SUITE C
CULVER CITY, CA. 90230

MicroMERLIN is a registered trademark of Micro Projects Engineering Inc. CP'M and CP/M 86 are registered trademarks of Digital Reserarch Inc. IBM PC is a
registered trademark of IBM. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Inc. TRS-80 and TRSDOS are registered trademarks of the Tandy Corporation.

LNW is a registered trademark of LNW Research.
^546
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After 2 years of extensive research and development

~7^ XYZT Computer Dimensions, Inc is proud to announce

DICE
the NEW INTERACTIVE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

NICE is nothing less than a comprehensive integration of all computing facilities -

including DOS, numerous utilities, application programs, even games combined with
menus, database, screens, libraries, reports - an interactive environment friendly
to the first time user and the sophisticated systems intergrater alike. If you know
what a turbo-charger can do for an auto engine, that is what NICE does for a
computer. Clearly, it is the most exciting news to come along in software for the
microcomputer

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO BOOT YOUR SYSTEM?
THEN YOU KNOW HOW TO TURN YOUR COMPUTER
INTO THE MOST POWERFUL USER FRIENDLY BUSINESS MACHINE!!

NICE makes development and using software - EASY. Based on a new concept this

state-of-the-art software gives you the interactive power until now found only on
mainframes, but at micro prices. Put a powerful menu-driven command structure

at your fingertips! Run word-processors, spell-checkers, spread-sheet programs,

utilities, application programs without remembering command sequence or

constantly checking the manuals. Everything you need is on the screen. Create
your own applications and add them to the system - use menus, relational files,

customized screens, special forms. In a matter of hours, you zip through the

programming projects you usually expected to take months. All thanks to a

modular, consistently designed system.

IS YOUR WORDPROCESSOR WORKING?
THEN THOSE SCREENS OUGHT TO BE IN YOUR SYSTEM !

Using a computer should not be difficult - no more complicated than driving a car.

With NICE you are no longer required to know all of the intricate internal

operations of the computer. Creation of all types of screens, menus, inquires and

reports or customized forms is as simple as writing a letter - type it on your

word-processor, save it to disk, and it is ready for use. You don't have to be a

programmer - just a computer user.

It's NICE for you!

NICE system consists of:
Interactive Control & Programming Language (ICPL) $150.
Menu and Screen management facilities (MSF) $75.
Database facility (DBF) , $75.
Forms and Report Writer (FRW) $75.

Library Support Option (LSO) $75.

Minimal NICE configuration — ICPL + MSF+LSO.

Minimal hardware requirements — 2 disk TRS-80* mod l/lll. System is compatible

with NEWDOS/80*-LDOSW-DOSPLUS*-MULTIDOS« floppy or hard disk.

Check, M.O.. C.O.D., VISA,
MC plus $4.00 s/h.

Foreign orders — extra $10.00

VISA

XYZT Computer Dimensions, Inc. 'f-

2 Penn Plaza, Suite 1500
New York, N.Y. 10121

(212)244-3100
Order by Mail or Check Your Local Dealer
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Nine educational and entertaining
games controlled by a single pro-

gram. Even very young children can
select a game, play it, and select a
different game. ..ALL BY THEMSELVES!

• PICTURE MENU GIVES CHILDREN
CONTROL

• MATCH NUMBERS AND LETTERS
• COUNT COLORFUL BLOCKS
• ADD AND SUBTRACT STACKS OF
BLOCKS

• LEARN THE ALPHABET
• PRACTICE SPELLING NAMES
• COMPARE SHAPES
• DRAW AND SAVE COLORFUL PIC-

TURES

The large numbers and letters fill the

screen with color. Children enter
single key stroke responses and get
immediate visual and musical feed-
back. Hints are provided when ap-
propriate. Beyond just teaching
children basic skills, EARLY GAMES
makes them feel comfortable as they
control the computer. Designed for

children ages 2V2 to 6 years old.

EARLY GAMES offers the child a
diverse selection of activities which
stimulate the process of problem
solving as well as foster individual

creativity.

Pamela Bach, Director

Youth World Day Care Center

I took EARLY GAMES home for my kids

and they really liked it! It held their at-

tention and they learned from it!

Jeanerte Fritze

Computer Saleswoman

EARLY GAMES can help children
learn new concepts, information,
and skills and also introduce them to

the joys and benefits of home com-
puters.

Peter Clark, faculty

Institute of Child Development
University of Minnesota

All nine games for S29.95

(Minnesota residents add 5% sales tax)

Apple II Plus

IBM Personal Computer
Atari 24K Disk or 16K Cassette

TRS-80 Model l/lll 32K Disk or 16K Cassette

TRS-80 Color Computer 16K Disk or Cassette

GAMES
educational software

Suite 140E

Shelard Plaza North

Minneapolis, MN 55426
1-800-328-1223

Minnesota residents call:

612-544-4720

Luring continued

27090
28000
28010
28020
28030
28040
28050
28060
2807
28080
28090
29000
29010
29020
29030
15) ,;"

29040
29050
29060
29070
29080
29090
29100
29110
30000
30010
30020
30030
30040
30050
30060
31000
31010
31020
31030
31040
31050
31060
31070
32000
32010
32020
32030
32040
32050
32060
32070
33000
33010
33020
33030
33040
33050
33060
33070
33080
33090
33100
33110
33120
33130
33140
33150
33160
33170
33180
33190
33200
33210
33220
34000
34010
34020
3 4030
34040
34050
34060
34070
34080
34090
35000
35010
35020
35030
INT
35040
35050
35060

RETURN
i

1 restore original variables

SWAP NF,NG
SWAP LA$(1) ,OA$
SWAP RO(l) ,00
SWAP LC(1) ,0U
SWAP CC(1) ,UU
SWAP LF(1) ,OF

RETURN

' print screen

R0=R0W(X)-2:PRINT @ (RO, 0) ,NV$; STRING$ ( 80 ,32) : PRINT @ (RO,

Press ENTER to Print, ESC to Return";
AB$=INKEYS:IF AB$=" n THEN 29040
IF ASC(AB$)=13 THEN 29080
IF ASC(AB$)=27 THEN PRINT @ 1680 ,STRING$ ( 70 ,32) : RETURN
GOTO 29040
PRINT @ (RO,0) ,STRING$(80,32) : PRINT @ (RO,0),"";
PRINT § (23,0) ,NV$ES$
SYSTEM "SCREEN"
RETURN
i

1 read programmer's notes

FOR A=l TO 6

READ ST$(A)
NEXT A
RETURN

1 initialize screen variables
i

FOR E=l TO NF
READ LA$(E) ,LF(E) ,R0(E) ,LC(E) ,CC(E)

NEXT E
NG=NF:0A$=LA$(1) :0F=LF(1) :00=R0(1) :0U=LC(1) :UU=CC(1)
RETURN

1 print screen header

PRINT NV$:CLS
FOR F=l TO 2

PRINT TAB (17) IS(F)
NEXT F
RETURN

1 date conversion routine

FOR X=l TO 7

READ SD$(X) ,LD$(X)
NEXT
FOR Y=l TO 12
READ SMS(Y) ,LM$(Y)
NEXT Y
FOR X=l TO 7

IF INSTR(DATE$,SD$(X)) <> THEN DA$=LD$ (X) : GOTO 33120
NEXT X
FOR Y=l TO 12
IF INSTR(DATE$,SM$(Y))>0 THEN MO$=LM$ ( Y) : M0=Y:G0T0 33150
NEXT Y
WN$=MID$(DATE$,7,2) : FY$=MID$ (DATES , 9 , 4)

YN$=RIGHT$(FY$,2)
MN$=STR$(MO) :MN$=RIGHT$(MN$,LEN(MN$)-1)
DN$=MN$+"/"+WN$+"/"+YN$
LD=LEN(DN$) :IF LD<8 THEN DN$=DN$+STRINGS ( 8-LD,32)
TD$=" "+DA$+", "+MO$+" "+WNS+". "+FY$+ 1

*
"

LQ=LEN(TD$) :CQ=INT( (32-LQ)/2) :CF=CQ+22
RETURN

i

' bad record number

FOR LP=1 TO 3
PRINT @ (22,30) ,ES$;
FOR DE=1" TO D1:NEXT DE
PRINT @ (22,30) ,RV$" < Record Out of Range "NV$;
FOR DE=1 TO D2:NEXT DE

NEXT LP
RETURN

' display programmer's notes

CLS:PRINT TAB(10) n * PROGRAMMER'S NOTES & FILE DATA *":PR

FOR A=l TO 6:PRINT TAB ( 10) ST$ (A) : NEXT: PRINT
PRINT TAB (10) "MEMORY AVAILABLE = ";MEM
PRINT TAB (10) "STRING SPACE = ";FRE(A$)

Listing continues
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150 Programs for Business & Home — $395N
Model I (Tape)

xecutive Calculator Software Package
Over 150 user proven programs integrated into a comprehensive software system

Includes Programs For:

• Over 150 user-proven programs
• Fully illustrated users guide
• TrsDos speed up utility (Disk only)

• Programs use sound and graphics
• Automatic update privileges

Order with Confidence by Phone or Mail

Visa / MasterCard welcome

Graphs & Charts

Real Estate Analysis

Loans & Investments
Pricing & Profits

Plus many others 111

SOFTWARE
B09 PARKWAY, CONWAY, AR 72032, 501 327-4443 393

«*H< t«n t H m mm

'BRAINWAVE'

"I sra* Uus bit of genius

to every client that enters

m office ........."

F. SlilWrl

Concord, W

IF YOU WANT TO AMAZE EVERYBODY THAT EVEN COMES NEAR
YOUR COMPUTER, THEN IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO ORDERBRAINWAVE. THIS IS THE FINEST PIECE OF
SOFTWARE YOU'LL FIND ANYWHERE TO DEMONSTRATE THE
REAL POWER OF YOUR MACHINE. TALK ABOUT A DYNAMITE
METHOD OF DEMONSTRATING THE ABILITIES OF YOUR PER-
SONAL COMPUTER THIS IS IT!! EVEN THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED EXPERT WILL COME TO HIS KNEES WHEN
YOUR COMPUTER ANSWERS HIS COMPLEX QUESTIONS.

EXCELLENT DOCUMENTATION WILL GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE
SIMPLE PROCEDURE OF DEMONSTRATING THIS PIECE OF
GENIUS. GET READY FOR A BARREL OF FUN ON . YOUR
FISST TRY WITH THIS PHENOMENAL PROGRAM. HAVE FUN!!

WSfl < WSTFJ»H)
FUW5H CWD t t DP DATE

*0 St TAX FOR BASS, SALES
* 1 9 . ^»5

AX 11.11 KAUfflC

PUB «3.ll FOR C.D.D.

DCUJOE HOOa MuWER;

I/mORCOOR
TAPE OR DI»

2 **** ***< ******************************

"THE HOLLAND COMPANY
P. 0. BOX 101 — TURNPIKE STATION
36-1 BOSTON TURNPIKE
SHREWSBURY, MA 01545 617-791-8868 J

******************** **********

^425

yDllnPATo,
The Disassembler That

Even Tracks Down DATA!!!

• Outputs fully labeled R.S. or APPARAT" EDTASM*
formal code to display, printer, cassette or disk.

• Loads programs from cassette or disk and
displays main entry point.

• Printer output fully paginated.

• Outputs" H37F7 DEFM 'Cass? '

DEFB 03H
instead of the meaningless "equivalent",

" AB25 LD B,E
LD H,C
LD (HL),E
LD (HL),E
CCF
JR NZ,$+5 ", etc.

• Automatically identifies such data areas.
• Relocates itselfto any desired RAM area, up/down
one byte or as many as required

.

• Runs on TRS'-80 Model I (Level II) or Model III,

16K or more, cassette or disk

Toorder DISftDRlO phone (513) 435-4480
(M-F, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST), or send check or money
order for:

#1354-12 (Model l/lll cassette) $34.95

#1354-22 (Model III diskette), TRSDOS"
format $39.95

(U.S. Funds only) Add $2.00 shipping (U.S.)

$5.00 (Foreign). $3.00 Additional on C.O.D. Orders.

Ohio Residents please add 6.5% Sales Tax.

•Registered Trademarks Tandy Corporation

Professional Software for both Novice and Expert

Software

Pro/Am Software

o, 220 Cardigan Road
Centerville, Ohio 45459

Visa and Mastercard accepted.
When ordering vracard include card number, interbank

number. e*p,ratron date, your name address and
phone number

^260

NMX-8 §1 »1M k d

With the i

purchase of§|

m

For a limited time. Data Services, Inc., will give
you a FREE Epson MX-60 Printer ($645 value),

when you buy a TRS-60 Model IV, 46K, with two
40 track drives. Call for our newest low prices.

(Inludes RS-232, Printer Cable, TRSDOS)

The perfect system, the perfect price!

TRS 80 Model III, 48k - two PERCOM 40
track drives - EPSON MX-80 Printer.

Data Services offers more — APPARAT'S
NEWDOS80, version VER 2.0, regularly $149.95
— now only $1 19.95 (Model III units only.)

Up to 20% savings on TRS computers — ac-
cessories — programs, Plus: EPSON / PERCOM /

APPARAT / HAYES SMARTMODEM / VERBATIM
DISKETTES / MEMOREX DISKS.

*TRS-60 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.

See List of Advertisers on Page 355

FREE SHIPPING in 48 contiguous states.

No Soles Tax on out-of-state orders.

Visa/Master Cord welcome.
Personal checks., allow 3 weens to clear.

(International orders, freight F.O.D. Wichita,
Kansas)

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800-835-1 129
or order by mail from:

DATA SHMCES, JMC.
COMPUTER SERVICES SINCE 1970

P.O. Box 1 157 Wichita, Kansas 67201-1 157
(In Kansas, call 1-016-838-9021)
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CHESS
PROGRAM

• 32 book openings

• chess clock

• printer output

• problem mode
• audio alert

• thinking on
opponent's time

• infinite levels

•suggests moves

SFINKS
CHESS TUTOR

programmed learning

3 level game
(jiuuieiii mi,

audio alert

printer out)

book openii

• superb graphics

#TH0R
REVERSI PROGRAM
Programmed by
Sylvain Quin

• eight levels

• problem setup
• move takeback
• suggests moves
• audio alert

Please specify

tape or disk and
Model 1 or 3

Florida residents add
5% sales tax.

1981 Paris

World
Microcomputer

Chess
Championship

Learn to

play chess

32K
Model 1 or 3

disk only

only

$19.95

PRIZE WINNER

_ 1982 Paris

;llo-Reversi

Championship

16K

Model 1 or 3

only $34.95

(904) 377-4847

EXCEPTIONAL
DEALER

DISCOUNTS
WILLIAM FINK
SUITE 24B

1105 N. MAIN ST.

GAINESVILLE. FL
-283 32601

Listing continued

35070 PRINT PRINT TAB{10) "(P) rint Screen or ESC to return to M

enu "
;

35080 AN$=INKEY$:IF AN$="" THEN 35080
35090 IF AN$="P" THEN SYSTEM "SCREEN"
35100 IF ASC(AN$)=27 THEN RETURN
35110 GOTO 35080
36000 '

36010 exit program
36020
36030 PRINT PRINT
36040 CLOSE
36070 SYSTEM
36080 RETURN
37000
37010 error messages
37020
37030 PRINT @ (22,0) ,RV$" There is an ERROR Type ";ERR;" in Line

"
; ERL " You must restart this program. "

37040 PRINT @ (23,0)," Check the System for possible problems, T

HEN press ENTER to restart ";NV$;
37050 AN$=INKEY$:IF AN$="" THEN 37050
37060 CLOSE
3707 RUN "SERVICE/BAS"
38000
38010 data statements
38020
38030 label ,length, row, label column, data column
38040
38050
38060

DATA
DATA

38070
38080

DATA
DATA

38090 DATA Zip ,5,3,55,63
38100 DATA Phone 1. ... ,12,4,1,14
38110 DATA Phone 2 ,12,4,40,51
38120 DATA Service 1 . . . . ,20,6 ,1 ,14
38130 DATA $,8,6,40,43
38140 DATA Service 2 ,20,7,1,14
38150 DATA $,8,7,40,43
38160 DATA Service 3 . . . . ,20 ,8,1,14
3 817 DATA $,8,8,40,43
38180 DATA Service 4 ,20,9,1,14
3 3190 DATA $,8,9,40,43
38200 DATA Service 5 . . . . ,20 ,10 ,1,14
38210 DATA $,8,10,40,43
38220 DATA Service 6 ,20,11,1,14
38230 DATA $,8,11,40,43
38240 DATA "",8,14,1,4
38250 DATA "",20,14,23,24
38260 DATA $,8,14,53,55
38270 DATA "",8,15,1,4
38280 DATA "",20,15,23,24
38290 DATA $,8,15,53,55
38300 DATA "",8,16,1,4
38310 DATA "",20,16,23,24
38320 DATA $,8,16,53,55
38330 DATA "",8,17,1,4
38340 DATA "",20,17,23,24
38350 DATA $,8,17,53,55
38360 DATA "",8,18,1,4
38370 DATA "",20,18,23,24
38380 DATA $,8,18,53,55
38390 DATA "",8,19,1,4
38400 DATA "",20,19,23,24
38410 DATA $,8,19,53,55
38420 DATA Total Amount Due... $,9,21,33,55
38430 1

38440 1 data statements for date conversion routine
38450 i

38460 DATA Sun, Sunday
38470 DATA Mon, Monday
38480 DATA Tue, Tuesday
38490 DATA Wed, Wednesday
38500 DATA Thu, Thursday
38510 DATA Fri, Friday
38520 DATA Sat, Saturday
38530 DATA Jan, January
38540 DATA Feb, February
38550 DATA Mar , March
38560 DATA Apr , April
38570 DATA May, May
38580 DATA Jun, June
38590 DATA Jul, July
38600 DATA Aug, August
38610 DATA Sep, September
38620 DATA Oct, October
38630 DATA Nov, November
38640 DATA Dec, December
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,-Bight Color Co/^

I PER-—A program that strips the
copy protection from Radio Shack
Visicalc, Scripsit, Time Manager, and
Desktop/Plan 80. Our program comes
on a Disk and automatically removes
the backup protection.

NO PROGRAMMING NECESSARY.

REGULAR PRICE $20.00

It the same old news and reviews cause you to snooze then choose

Forum Sixty-Eight or Color Computer News
Forum Siily-Klght is new to date
• no will provr itself ml soon
So rouse from your slumber
•nd fret the first number
('•use the first issue s coming in Junt

Forum Silly- Eight is the journal for

Motorola Microprocessors The forum

lion.
I computing

Color Computer News will wake your
com puter

and open your eyes up wide.

And soon you'll discover
from cover to cover
there's lota of good info inside

Color Computer News ii ihe ,.,,«-, no
Color Computer maganne covering
the entire spectrum of Color
Computing from beginner to advan-
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SOFWARE^ p O BOX 336

26-1563
26-1569
26-1580

26-1581
26-1582

26-1585
26-1590
26-1591
26-1592
26-1594

Scripsit I/HI 99.95
Enhanced Visicalc 199.00
Project Manager 99.95
Personnel Manager 99.95
Time Manager 99.95
Business Checkwriter 149.95
Super-Scripsit 199.00

Scripsit Dictionary 149.00
Profile III+ 199.00

Desktop/Plan 80 199.00

OTHER SPECIALS THIS MONTH

DOS + ver 3.4 (The Friendly DOS)
Only $99.95

APPARATS NEWDOS/80 ver 2.0

Only $119.95

Verbatim®] Ill
Diskettes

Top-quality Verbatim* Diskettes

Use VISA - Mastercard - Money Orders
No Purchase Orders Please!

Allow 2 weeks for personal checks
Kansas Residents add 3.5°7o Sales Tax.

CALL TOLL FREE!

1-800-835-0071

Dealer Inquiries Invited.

IN KANSAS:
316 - 665-3611

FORUM 80

316-665-3985

T
526 E. 4th

HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 67501
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Buyer's Guide
to

Upgrades and Peripherals

You bought a Color Computer, and you're pretty

happy with it. But for some reason, the standard com-

puter isn't enough. You wish it had enough memory for

word processing or supported parallel instead of serial

communication. You'd like a new keyboard for easier

typing, or you want to add joysticks to play games. For

whatever reason, you want to upgrade.

Before you can enhance your machine, however, you

have to know what products are available. This buyer's

guide introduces you to the world of Color Computer

hardware. It surveys what's on the market and the price

ranges of those products.

Some products listed here require hardware modifica-

tion; others are peripherals that simply plug in to the sys-

tem. Only those products designed for the Color Com-
puter are included. Non-specific products that work

with virtually any computer are excluded.

The information in this guide was supplied by manu-

facturers. 80 Micro has not tested these products and

does not guarantee any claims. We encourage you to

research a product thoroughly before purchasing it.B

Basic ROM/
Extended Basic
Basic ROM
$36 plus $3 shipping/handling (s/h)

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212^41-2807

This ROM uses Basic 1.1, and it is a

plug-in chip—its installation doesn't re-

quire cutting traces or soldering. In-

structions are included, as is a 90-day

parts and labor warranty. No extended

warranty is available.

Extended Basic ROM
$99

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014

619-942-2400

You can install this ROM without

cutting traces or soldering. Documenta-

tion accompanies the product, as does a

90-day warranty.

**Manufacturers marked by two

asterisks did not respond to our ques-

tionnaire.

Extended Basic ROM Kit

$88 plus S3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

This ROM is burned into a plug-in

chip; you don't need to cut traces or

solder. It comes with instructions and a

90-day warranty.

** Extended Color Basic ROM Kit

$99 (installation not included)

Radio Shack

One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

This ROM provides advanced graph-

ics capabilities for your Color Comput-

er with standard Basic. It requires a

minimum of 16K.

Blank EPROM
Packs
CMemory
$24.95

Micro-Labs

902 Pinecrest Drive

Richardson, TX 75080

214-235-0915

CMemory supports the 2716

EPROM chip or the 2016 or 61 16 RAM
chip; it doesn't contain a chip. It has 8K

capacity (16K if you piggy-back the

memory). The pack has a plastic case

and uses EPROMs or RAM or both in

2K blocks. It occupies unused address

space and $C000-$DFFF. Instructions

are included along with a 90-day war-

ranty.

CMemory-16
$34.95

Micro-Labs
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902 Pinecrest Drive

Richardson, TX 75080
214-235-0915

Enclosed in a plastic case, this pack
doesn't include an EPROM chip but it

supports the 2732 chip. It has 16K con-
tinuous memory beginning at $C000,
divided into from one to four 4K blocks

of EPROM. Instructions and a 90-day
warranty are included.

MultiMemory Board
$30 plus $7.50 for the case

Control Craft Inc.

19270 North Hills Drive

Brookfield, WI 53005
414-784-9027

An EPROM chip is not included in

MultiMemory, but the board supports

the 2516, 27 16-5V, 2532, 2732, and
2564 EPROM chips as well as the 2016,

4016, and 6116 RAM chips. The
board's capacity is 6 chips or 16K—
whichever is greater. It lets you use

static RAM as well as an EPROM (type

D or earlier) provision for the write-

protect switch.

You can replace jumpers with DIP
switches. MultiMemory has a gold-

plated edge connector and comes with

sockets for memory and decoupling
caps. Quantity discounts are available.

Installation instructions and a 90-day
warranty are included.

ROMless Pak I

$24.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

ROMless Pak I comes in a plastic

case and includes a PC board with sock-

ets and discrete components installed.

An EPROM chip is not included, but
the pack supports the 2716 or 2732 chip,

and it has a capacity of 8K. Instructions

are included; the hardware has a 90-day
parts and labor warranty.

ROMless Pak II

$29.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

ROMless Pak II is a bare board in a

plastic case. Although it doesn't include

a chip, it supports the 2716 EPROM
chip on the 61 16 RAM chip. The prod-

uct has a capacity of up to 12K ROM or
RAM. Instructions are included. The
PC board is guaranteed to be free from
defects and it has a 90-day parts and
labor warranty.

Cooling Fans
CoCo Cooler

$49.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

CoCo Cooler is an internal cooling

system that cools chips, especially the

heat-prone SAM chip. A 90-day war-
ranty covers the product.

Color Fan
$34.95

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-3200

Color Fan, a 20CFM fan, cools the

Color Computer's interior. It is 3 inches

in diameter and mounts under the key-

board. Installation instructions are in-

LEVEL IV MEflNB, I VfiLUE I DUALITY I SERVICE I SUPPORT

BUILDING A PREMIUM BRADC COMPUTER IB A CLAIM PEW COMPANIES CAN MAKE.
AND EVEN FEWER CAN BACKUP. ME DO IT EVERY DAY. EACH LEVEL IV MOD III
IB CAREFULLY ABBEMBLED FROM PRE-TEBTED COMPONENTS OF THE HIBHEBT
BUALITY, AND TESTED FOR PERFORMANCE TO A LEVEL FAR ABOVE THAT FORWHICH IT MAS ORIBINALLY DC8IBNED. AFTER BURN-IN EACH UNIT IB
DELIVERED MITH THE FAMOUS LEVEL IV BIX MONTH LIMITED PARTS AND LABORMARRANTY (COPIES ARE AVAILABLE ON REBUEBT).

A LEVEL IV MOD III IS DE8I8NED TO BE COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE MITH THE
MOUNTAIN OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE READILY AVAILABLE FOR IT. ANY ITEMTHAT M0RK8 ON, OR ATTACHES TO, A STANDARD MOD III MILL FUNCTION MITH
OURS.

CONSIDER THE POLLOWINB OPTIONB TO ENHANCE YOUR MOD III
i)...BINSLE OR DOUBLE HEAD, 40 OR BO TRACK DRIVES
2)...EIBHT INCH BINBLE OR DOUBLE HEAD DRIVES
3). - .WINCHESTER &.4 OR 14.3 MEB DRIVES
4)... 8.1 ME8AHERT2 CPU CLOCK SPEED (SUPER FAST COMPUTINB)
3>...MULTI-UBER/MULTI-TA8KINB CAPABILITY, (&4 TERMINALS)
6)... 80 CDLUHN BY 24 LINE DISPLAY, 64K RAM
7)...CP/M CAPABILITY, RUNS STANDARD CP/M PR0BRAM8

BUILDINB A MOD III CAPABLE OF THE ABOVE CERTAINLY MAKES IT A PREMIUM
3RADE UNIT, BUT THE MOST IMPORTANT THINB WE
8ERVICE AND SUPPORT.

NOW FOR THE SURPRISE, OUR 48K 2-DRIVE UNIT, SELLS FOR ONLY S 1499REMEMBER LEVEL IV MEANS, "VALUE »BUALITY »BERVICE "SUPPORT
SOME MAY BET CLOSE TO OUR PRICES, BUT NONE WILL MATCH OUR VALUES.

OFFER 18 AFTER-THE-BALE
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MOIL HMD PHONE QB»ER CENTEK
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LIVDNZR. MICHIBHN 11150

COMPUTER 5HLE5 CENTER
1BZ NORTH ZOTH STREET
BOTTLE CREEK. MI 1101S

FULL LINE R/S SOLES CENTER
131 SOUTH FRONT STREET
B-OMHEIHC. MICHZfiHN 1WI7

DESK TOP
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

T L0M PRICES CHI1 313-525-6200 0TLHB
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Start with a Model II floppy system and

grow into a hard disk. Since all P&T
CP/M 2 systems are fully compatible,

you will have no conversion worries.

Special note: P&T hard disk systems
allow you the user to configure logical

drive assignments to your specifications.

Write for more details.

Prepaid VISA, M/C. or COD orders accepted.

All prices FOB Goleta and subject to change.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

PICKLES
& TROUT
P.O. BOX 1206

GOLETA, CA 93116 ThSrSri
(805)685-4641 I KOU 1 ®

eluded, as well as a 30-day money-back

guarantee and a 90-day parts and labor

warranty.

Disk Controllers

Atomtronics Disc Controller Board

$274.95 without video

$349.95 with video

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.

Los Alamos, NM 87544

505-662-3200

The Atomtronics Disc Controller

Board controls four 514 -inch disk

drives and uses the 2793 controller chip.

It uses the FLEX operating system and

doesn't read Radio Shack Color Com-
puter disks. The DOS must be loaded

from disk. A formatted 5 !4 -inch disk

(double-sided, double-density, 80-track

disk) has 720K capacity.

The controller includes a parallel

printer port, a real-time clock, and an

optional 80-by-24-character video

display. It mounts inside the Color Com-
puter's case, and installation instruc-

tions are included. A 30-day money-back

guarantee and a 90-day parts and labor

warranty cover the controller.

Disk Interface

$199.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

The Disk interface controls four 5 14-

inch disks and uses the 1793 controller

chip. Using Radio Shack's DOS, it

reads Radio Shack Color Computer

disks but not Model I/III disks. The

DOS is stored in ROM, and formatted

disks have a capacity of 165K. The

product comes with a two-drive cable, a

cartridge, and an owner's manual. It's

covered by a 90-day warranty.

TG-99 The Alternative

$159.95 CCMD +

9

$199.95 EXTMD9
Cer-Comp
5566 Ricochet Ave.

Las Vegas, NV 89110

702-452-0632

The Alternative controls four 514-

inch disk drives (single- or double-sided,

any mix of 35-, 40-, or 80-track drives).

It doesn't read Radio Shack Color Com-

puter disks. The product uses the

CCMD + 9 or EXTMD9 operating sys-

tems stored on a 4K or 8K EPROM pack.

A 5 14 -inch formatted disk has 175K

RAM of user space in a single-sided

35-track drive and 350K RAM in a dou-

ble-sided 35-track drive. In a single-

sided 40-track drive, the disk has 200K

RAM and in a double-sided 40-track

drive, it has 400K RAM. The 80-track

single-sided drive provides 400K, and

the double-sided drive has 800K.

The EXTMD9 is Extended Disk

Basic compatible, has on-error han-

dling, an on-screen clock, a full-featured

DOS, and a built-in Debug machine-

language monitor. Time and date

variables are maintained for Basic in

string and numeric forms. Installation

instructions and a 90-day hardware

warranty are included.

EPROM
Programmers
EPROM Programmer

$105

Control Craft Inc.

19270 North Hills Drive

Brookfield, WI 53005

414-784-9027

This programmer plugs into the game

pack port and lets you produce pro-

grams on EPROM. The programmer is

self-contained with software on

board—no external power supply is

needed. It can program the 2716, 2732,

2764, 2516, 2532, and 2564 5-volt

EPROMs. Instructions and a 90-day

warranty are included.

The Spectrum EPROM Programmer

$99.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

With this programmer, you can pro-

gram the 2716 and 67864 EPROMs.
You can write your own version of

Basic or modify regular, Extended, or

Disk Basic. Instructions are included, as

well as a 90-day warranty.

Joysticks, etc.

Colorcade Super Joystick Module

$19.95

Colorware Inc.

78-03 Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-647-2864
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This module interfaces an Atari joy-

stick (or equivalent) to the Color Com-
puter. It allows electronic rapid fire with

variable speed control. The module also

serves as a six-foot joystick extender. It

comes with instructions and a 90-day

parts and labor warranty.

Command Control Adaptor

$17.95

WICO Corporation

6400 West Gross Point Road
Niles, IL 60648

312-647-7500

This adapter works for switch-type

joysticks. It includes a circuit board, but

its installation doesn't require cutting

traces. It has two 9-pin female input

plugs and two two-foot adapter cords

with 5-pin DIN plugs. Installation in-

structions are included, as is a one-year

limited warranty (you must return the

adapter to WICO with $3 and proof of

purchase).

Command Control Analog Joystick

$49.95 each

WICO Corporation

6400 West Gross Point Road
Niles, IL 60648

312-647-7500

The Analog Joystick has spring re-

turn and a fire button on the stick, and
its six-leaf switch design is the same as

arcade models. Other features include a

steel shaft handle, four non-slip pads,

and a five-foot cord. The joystick

comes complete with instructions and a

one-year limited warranty (you must
return it to WICO with $3 and proof of

purchase).

<* See List of Advertisers on Page 355

Command Control Track Ball

$69.95

WICO Corporation

6400 West Gross Point Road
Niles, IL 60648

312-647-7500

This arcade-type track ball has steel

shaft bearings, a phenolic ball, light en-

coder wheels, and two optical encoders.

It has a limited one-year warranty (you

must return it to WICO with $3 and
proof of purchase).

Double Stick Interface

$19.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

With this interface, you can hook up
two Atari-type joysticks to the Color

Computer. An extra-long cable for

direct plug-in to two joystick ports

comes with the product. Instructions and
a 90-day warranty are also included.

Endicott Joystick

$19.95 each/$37.95 for two
Endicott Software

P.O. Box 12543

Huntsville, AL 35802
205-881-0506

A potentiometer -type joystick, the

Endicott Joystick measures four inches

by 2 3/8 inches by four inches and
weighs four ounces. It is free-floating,

and the fire button is on the base. It has

a six-foot cord and plugs in—no modi-
fication or adapter is needed. Instruc-

tions and a 90-day replacement or re-

pair warranty are included.

**Jarb Dual Joystick

$35.95 each

Jarb Software Inc.

1636 D Avenue, Suite C
National City, CA 92050
619-474-6213

The Dual Joystick, a potentiometer

joystick, has both units assembled in

one box. It has two cables, two fire but-

tons, and two shafts. The fire buttons

are on the base. Installation instruc-

tions, a text program, and a 180-day

warranty are included.

Kraft Joystick

$64.95 each

Kraft Systems
450 W. California Ave.

Vista, CA 92083

619-724-7146

This is a potentiometer-type joystick

DISK III PLUS

MODEL III DISK KITS

Gold Plated edge connectors

120 days warranty

Tandon Disk drives

PLUS

TRS DOS manual and disk

FREE SOFTWARE
• Home budget
• Mailing List

• Diagnostic II

I

• Loan amortization

Model 4 Computer - $ call

Model 4 Disk Kits — $ call

Visa — Mastercharge — Cashier's check
(credit card orders add 3% handling)

Disk Kit No Drives $239.

Disk Kit with one
Tandon SS/DD drive $434,

Disk Kit with two
Tandon SS/DD drive $610.

Model 111, 2 Dr. 48 K $ call

ASHLAND COMPUTER
1716 Wilshire Blvd.

Ashland, KY 41 101

(606)325-2210 " 514

Monday thru Friday 10-5 EST

POWER LINE

PROBLEMS?

SPIH-SPIKER® ...THE SOLUTION
Protects, organizes, controls computers &
sensitive electronic equipment. Helps prevent

software "glitches", unexplained memory loss,

and equipment damage. Filter models attenuate

conducted RF interference. 120V, 15 Amps.
Other models available. Ask for free literature.

DELUXE POWER CONSOLE

$79.95
Transient absorber, dual 5-stoge

filter. 8 individually switched

sockets, fused, moin switch, & lite.

QUAD-II $59.9

5

Transient absorber. Dual 3 stage

filter. 4 sockets, lite.

QUAD-I $49.95
Transient absorber, 4 sockets.

MINIM $44.95
Transient absorber, 3 stage filter,

2 sockets.

MINI) $34.95
Transient absorber, 2 sockets.

2Z m
215-837-0700

Out of State Order Toll Free

800-523-9685
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED • CODs add $3.00 + Ship.

-485

6584RuehRd.,Dept 80
Bethlehem, PA 18017
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that can be either free-floating or have a

spring return—you choose with a switch.

The fire button is on the base. Sample

programs are not included, but instruc-

tions and a full one-year warranty are.

**Radio Shack Joystick

$24.95 per pair

Radio Shack

One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

Radio Shack's Joystick has 360-

degree movement and a single-shot but-

ton. An instruction sheet is included.

Spectrum Joystick

$39.95 each plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

This free-floating joystick is a poten-

tiometer. The "soft-touch" fire button

is on the base. The joystick has a red

LED power on/off indicator, and its

cable is nine feet long. The Spectrum

Joystick has a 90-day warranty.

Keyboards
Premium Keyboard

$89.95

Micronix Systems Corp.

#7 Gibralter Square

St. Charles, MO 63301
314-441-1694

The Premium Keyboard has 57 keys,

four of which are special-function keys.

It does not have a separate numeric key-

pad. You must install the keyboard, but

cutting wires and soldering joints isn't

required. The keyboard has Alps key

switches and a low profile, and it is laid

out like the Radio Shack keyboard.

Special driver software is included, as

are instructions and a 90-day limited

warranty.

Replacement Keyboard

$149

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150

800-521-3305

Level IV Products installs this key-

board externally. It is an Alps keyboard

in a Model I bezel. The keyboard has 65

keys (none of which is a special-func-

tion key) and a separate numeric key-

pad. Its cable plugs into the left side of

the machine, and the reset button works
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with this keyboard. Documentation and
a 90-day warranty are included.

Word Processing Keyboard
$89.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

The Word Processing Keyboard has

57 keys, including four special-func-

tion keys. It doesn't have a separate nu-

meric keypad. The keyboard is a direct

plug-in replacement and must be in-

stalled inside the computer; you don't

have to cut wires or solder joints. The
package includes software for user-de-

finable keys, plus instructions and a

90-day warranty.

Light Pens
Colorware Light Pen
$19.95

Colorware Inc.

78-03 Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-647-2864

The Colorware Light Pen plugs into

the right joystick port. It doesn't need

special driver software, but the package

comes with six sample cassette pro-

grams (including a light pen menu pro-

gram and entertainment and education-

al programs). Instructions and a 90-day

parts and labor warranty are included.

Spectrum Light Pen
$19.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

Spectrum's Light Pen plugs into the

right joystick port. Five demonstration

packages are included, but special

driver software isn't needed. The light

pen has a 90-day warranty.

Lowercase Kits

LCA-47
$75

Micro Technical Products Inc.

123 N. Shrine, Suite 106

Mesa, AZ 85201

602-834-0283

The LCA-47 provides true descend-

ers, has a fast, bipolar character gener-

ator ROM, and is compatible with 80C
software. You can remote two on-

board switches—an enable/disable

switch and a black-on-green/green-on-

black switch. Installation takes about

five minutes; cutting traces and solder-

ing aren't required. Installation instruc-

tions are included, as is a one-year parts

and labor warranty.

Lowercase Kit

$69.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

The Lowercase Kit has a direct, plug-

in circuit board. It supplies true de-

scenders and can be installed in about

five minutes—cutting traces or solder-

ing are not required. Installation in-

structions and a 90-day warranty are in-

cluded.

Lowerkit

$79.95

Green Mountain Micro

Roxbury, VT 05669
802-485-6112

Lowerkit provides true descenders

and has optional Kata Kana, Greek,

APL, math symbols, and generalized

European characters. Special character



TO YOUR COMPUTER HARDWARI
NEEDS. CALL ROSE TODAY!

& SOFTWARE

AEROCOMP DISK DRIVES
External drives for TRS80 Mod. I or III, IBM PC & Tl

99/4A are complete with power supply & enclosure.

MPI or Tandon.

40 Track Single Side $199

40 Track SS "Flippy" 219

40 Track Dual Head 279

80 Track SS 299

80 Track SS "Flippy" 319

80 Track Dual Head 379

APPLE compatible w/cable (Shugart) 279

APPLE compatible disk controller 89

TRS80 Color Com puter Drives

First Drive

Includes controller

and book

$399
cable (2-D)

Additional Drives. $199

*AII New! Half-High Drives

Available Now. Call For Prices.

BARE DRIVES (MPI or TANDON)
Internal drives tor TRS80 Mod. Ill, IBM PC & Tl 99/41

(controller required)

40 Track SS $169

40 Track Dual Head 249

80 Track SS 269

80 Crack Dual Head 339

8 inch Single Side Thinline 399

8 inch Dual Head Thinline 499

MODEL III DRIVES
Complete internal drive kits with 40 track drives, disk

controller, power supply, all hardware & cables.

Drive Kit Only (no drives) $1 99

One Drive System Kit 399

Two Drive System Kit 569

MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY
CONTROLLER

AEROCOMP "DDC" $139

AEROCOMP "DDC" w/LDOS 189

AEROCOMP "DDS" 49

(Double dens, data separator tor Percom

Doubler, LNDoubler or Superbrain

AEROCOMP "SDS" 29

(Single dens, data separator)

MISCELLANEOUS DRIVE STUFF
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual $20

LDOS(Mod. lor III) 119

NEWDOS/80, 2.0 (Mod. I or III) 129

D0SPLUS3.5 129

Diskettes (10 in library box) 23

MX80 Ribbons $9

Drive Power Supply & Enclosure (5.25") ... 59

2-Drive cable 24

4-Drive cable 34

Extender cable 13

rotal Acess :93: :

Porohle

HAYPRO II Comporer

64 K CP/M, Centronics and

Serial Ports

Perfect Writer & Speller

Perfect Calc. & Filer

9" Green Video 80 x 24

2 Double Density Drives

your
choice

call for

prices

MICRO
DECISION
64 K CP/M, 2 serial

Ports. MBASIC WordStar,

Logicalc Correct- IT, BaZic

12" Green Video 80 x 25

DoubleDen(200K) Drive

ACEIOOO
Uses APPLE Software

Call, it may be

cheaper by now $999

brother
EM-1 Electronic

Typewriter

Choose
Either One $799

COEX 80 F/T
80cps Friction/Tractor

10,12,16.5 cpi

+ Doublewide

6,8,12 1pi $299

TRS-80 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
Holmes Speedup mod for Mod l/lll $89

48K CP/M for Mod III includes all hard-

ware and CP/M 2.2 275 •

64K CP/M for Mod III with 80 x 24

video and CP/M 2.2 399

16K Memory, 200nsec, Guar 1 yr 8/$12

64 K Memory, 200nsec, Guar 1 yr 8/$48

12" Green Phospher Monitor 99

SOFTWARE
Super Utility Plus 3.0 by Kim Watt $59

Alcor PASCAL, Model I or III 169

P&T CP/M for the Mod II 159

P&T CP/M for the Mod 16 189

P&T CP/M for the Hard Disk 199

All SNAPPWARE **10%**OFF

I have lots of other software. Call me now for your

needs. All at discount.

MEDIA & SUPPLIES
8" disks SS DblDen, Guar. Forever $29

8" disks DS DblDen, Same Guarantee 39

5" Flipsort, holds 50 disks 23

8" Flipsort same deal 29

5" Library boxes $2.50

8" Library boxes $3.50

5" or 8" Head cleaning kit 9

Tractor paper, letter size 2900 sheets 25

LNW COMPUTERS
128K LNW-80 Model II, Both NTSC & RGB

outputs. RS232 and parallel printer port.

Uses both 5" and 8" drives. Works on all

known TRS-80 DOS's. Comes with

DOSPLUS. Also works with CP/M 2.2

which is included at no extra cost Now

a FREE 12" GREEN PHOSPHER

monitor and cable included. All for

the low price of $1995

PRINTERS & OTHER ACCESSORIES
ANADEX DP-9500A or 9501 A $1239

ANADEX DP-9620A, 200 cps 1 399

ANADEX WP-6000, 284 cps, NLQ 2695

PROWRITER, 120 cps, 10" Friction/Tractor...399

PROWRITER 2, 120 cps, 15" Fric/Trac. . . 669

STARWRITER F-10, 40 cps Daisy WheeL.1250

PRINTMASTER F-10, 55 cps Daisy .... 1499

Rutishauser Bidirectional Tractor 199

Rutishauser Sheet Feeder 895

PERIPHERALS -

32K LNW Expansion Interface w/RS232...$349

Mod III RS232 complete, ready to install. . . 79

Signalman Mk I Modem 300 baud,

direct connect 89

Please add $5 handling charge to all orders under $24

ORDER NOW I

TOLL FREE
800-527-3582
Write or call. Toll free lines are for orders only. Texas

residents call 214/458-1 966 and deduct $2.00 from

your order. If you need technical information or service

use the Texas number. Prices are subject to change

without notice and are mail order only. I accept VISA

or MASTERCARD, you can send a check or money

order (allow a couple of weeks for personal or

company checks to clear) or order COD (cash,

certified check or money order only). Shipping is not

included unless otherwise indicated Please add $5

handling charge to all orders under $24. Texas orders

add 5% tax. No tax added on shipments outside

Texas. Order up -
I need the money!

TOTAL ACCESS™
P.O. BOX 790276
DALLAS, TX 75379
214-458-1966

NEXT DAY SHIPMENT on all in stock Merchandise
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sets can be programmed on request, and
character-creation software is available.

The kit is a plug-in module; cutting

traces and soldering are unnecessary.

Installation takes about a minute, and
instructions and an unconditional six-

month warranty are included.

Parallel Printer

ROM Packs

BT-1010 Parallel Printer Port

$79.95 plus s/h

Basic Technology

1500 Kent Road
Ortonville, MI 48462
313-627-6146

The BT-1010 is a plug-in, self-decod-

ed cartridge with a provision for chang-

ing the port address location. It has a

five-foot cable with a Centronics con-

nector, and it provides an 8-bit port.

The pack is user-programmable with an

option for other computer-program-
mable printer controls or inputs. A
machine-language driver is included on
a tape that is disk-loadable and position

independent. A user's manual with

operating and installation instructions,

$$ PRINTERS
EPSON

MX 80 $379

MX 80 FT III 449

MX 100 FT III 589

FX 80 549

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10 $329

Gemini 15 509

C. ITOH

8510 Prowriter Parallel . . $419

8510 Prowriter Serial 559

1550 Parallel 669

1550 Serial 749

SMITH CORONA TP-1 . . . $549

COMREX-CRI 825

SILVERREED 629

NEC 3510 1499

Interfaces with Cables .. 69

Shipping and Handling, Add 3%.

CA Residents Add 6%.

THE COMPUTER STORE
869 Sandcastle • CDM, CA 92625

714-662-1425 „244

schematics, parts lists, and parts layout

diagrams is included, as well as a

180-day full parts and labor warranty.

CPrint

$39.95

Micro-Labs Inc.

902 Pinecrest Drive

Richardson, TX 75080
214-235-0915

You must initialize CPrint via soft-

ware (EXEC 49152). CPrint provides

an 8-bit port and is fully buffered, has

printer-driver software in ROM, and a

fully buffered bidirectional port. It pro-

vides a Centronics-type parallel port

and has all normal printer commands.
You can set line width and page length,

and a blank line is automatically insert-

ed between pages. Instructions and a

90-day warranty are included.

RAM Chips
4K-16K Memory Upgrade Kit

$39.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

This kit turns your Color Computer
into a 16K machine. It has plastic RAM
with no circuit board; installation

doesn't require cutting traces or solder-

ing. Various companies manufacture

the RAM, and access time is 200 nano-

seconds. Installation instructions are in-

cluded, and the integrated circuits come
with a warranty.

4K-16K RAM Upgrade
$15.95

American Small Business Computers
118 S. Mill St.

Pryor, OK 74361

918-825-4844

This plastic RAM upgrades your
computer from 4K to 16K. It has no cir-

cuit board, and installation doesn't re-

quire cutting traces or soldering. Access

time is 200 nanoseconds. Installation in-

structions and a 180-day warranty are

included.

16KRAM
$12 for eight

Total Access

P.O. Box 790276

Dallas, TX 75379
214-458-1966

This product upgrades your comput-

er to 16K; the RAM is either plastic or

ceramic and does not include a circuit

board. Cutting traces and soldering

aren't needed for installation. Access

time is 200 nanoseconds. The chips are

guaranteed for one year.

16K RAM Chips

$29

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
800-521-3305

This ceramic RAM is manufactured

by NEC. A circuit board is not includ-

ed. Cutting traces and soldering might

be required, depending on your revision

board. Access time is 150 nanoseconds.

The upgrade is FLEX compatible. In-

ternal upgrade instructions are includ-

ed, but the chips do not come with a

warranty.

**16K RAM Upgrade Kit

$49 (does not include installation)

Radio Shack

One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

This kit converts your 4K RAM Col-

or Computer to 16K.

16K-32K Memory Upgrade Kit

$39.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014

619-942-2400

With this kit, you can upgrade your

16K RAM computer to 32K RAM. The
plastic RAM is made by various manu-
facturers, and the kit does not include a

circuit board. Access time is 200 nano-

seconds. Installation instructions are in-

cluded, and you will have to cut traces

and solder. The integrated circuits are

warranteed.
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Jew Interactive Computing Environment

Will migrate all >oyr programs, utilities, sprtad sheeis. word processor, business applications, games into one efficient user friendly system!

INTER riVE CONTROL and PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE (ICPL). . .... . .

.'..'. $150.00

The heart of the whole system! This flexible approach allows you to

create a configuration that best fits your needs. You can execute ICPL

commands directly from a BASIC PROGRAM. Ideal for develop-

ment of serious applications. jHH 1

MENUFACILITY
(Comes fm cjiarge with screen management.) Simple to use yet

unbelievably powerful. Create your own menus in a matter of minutes

and link them together. BH 1

. $75.00

55 fields -of 64

every field can toe a key.

- retrieve records% any

lue. Full set of commands

SCREEN MANAGEMENT FACILITY
The most flexible screen management facility ev

micro: Programmable function keys . . Easy def

can be produced with any word processor.

575.

$75.00

zation of your files and

of operation, eases file

DATABASE FACILITY
Unlimited number of files, each

Characters each. Unlimited number

True multikey access — no sorting

key, by exact value or even by partia

^ add. read, update, delete, find, tfexl. Easy file definition and

maintenance. Fully compatible with SCREEN facility. Can be called

directly from BASIC program. fflMIXZPM

LIBRARY SUPPORT OPTlU
*Aliowis creation of libraries for logi

programs. Saves space, increases

manipulation.

REPORT WRITER 1. .

.

All kinds of reports, invoices,

special forms can be easily specif

SPECIAL OFFER - COMPLETE PACKAGE $399.00

COMING SOON $5,000 GIVEAWAY CONTEST FOR HlIIE USERS
DosAide

Ever need to go from your program to DOS without losing data? With DosAide you just hit both shift keys and your memory is saved to disk

giving you full DOS functions (even go to BASIC) without losing your program data! For all Mod III DOS's.

(103015) $24.95

THE BI-TECH REMOVABLE
BiTech Micro-Magnum 5 Removable Hard Disk Drive

The BiTech removable-only 5.25-inch disk drive combines proven technology with

design reliability. The drive features fulfill the fundamental requirements of a

peripheral storage device including mass storage, input/output, and backup. Total

capacity of the removable cartridge is 5.0 MBytes.

High reliability is an important design consideration. No preventive maintenance is re-

quired — no head alignment, no CE alignment disks and no filter changes.

BiTech Micro-Magnum Hard Disk Cartridge

The BiTech removable disk cartridge is used with the Micro-Magnum disk drive. The

cartridge is small, lightweight, and portable, yet provides a total storage capacity of

5.0 MBytes.

Both disk surfaces are available for data storage. Pre-recorded embedded servo* in-

formation provides for cartridge interchange and servo positioning.

When the cartridge is inserted into the drive, a door actuator mechanism opens head access and air filtration ports. When
cartridge is removed, the door automatically closes, protecting the disk from contamination.

KEY FEATURES of Micro Magnum Removable Drive and Cartridges

the

Formatted Capacity 5.0 MByte Disk Cartridge

Tab to Write-Protect the Cartridge

Lightweight (11 ounces), Durable, and Transportable

Compact size: .748 inches high by 5.39 inches wide by

5.551 inches long

Cartridge Front Loaded for Easy Use

Fast Access Time

5 MBit/Second Data Transfer Rate

Embedded Servo Information for Reliable Cartridge

Interchange and Data Integrity

• Self-Seals to Maintain Contaminant Free Environment

COMPUTER INTERFACES AVAILABLE FOR TRS-SO, APPLE, ISM PC, EPSON and moro to follow

YES WE HAVE IT N0W...ANI WORKWf \J

BT Enterprise Dept. 1 -G Orders Only *«****,«« «o chonge

10D Carlough Road 800-645-1 165
;

; ^^«^ v

Bohemia, NY 11716 p^all (51 6) 567-8
1 15; ;::[0:'

:

.

T Enterprises is o division of Di Tech Enterprises inc Ame<xon Express Coae Diaxhe

(516) 567-8155 (voice) (516) 588-5836 (modem) 'o™ oub Md«e<ord o v IS0



TRS-80
COMPUTER
DISCOUNTS

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• 100% Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
ASSOCIATES

175 E North Delsea Drive

Vineland, N.J. 08360
800-257-0426

NJ 609-691-7100 ^o

'mm&msi&m i"
' iiiiriiiiMiiriiMiiiiifiiiirj

When it comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard, Visa Accepted.

Call Free: (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo. CA
9.3401 (InCal. cal

(805) 543-1037

55K VisiCalc 5+orage
Add 32K more data storage to your
VisiCelc with BIGMEM Model 1 kit and
VCXM software. BIGMEM features inch

• 48K internal memory on power-up
• plus access to 32k E/I memory
• Run 64K' CP/M or your Model 1 DOS
• 2. 7K protected RAM above RDM
Overlay ROM with your RAM BASIC

BIGMEM kit includes MK RAM chips,
A&T controller, cable, solder and
instructions ($180). VCXM disk ($34).

Utility software disk ($20). Get all
three ($224). 64K CP/M 2. 2 ($119).

USA shipping included. NYS add tax.

MICROHflTCH

PD Box 501

DeWift. NY 13214

MartwConl.

,.-.'.; 9

(315)446-8031 after 6PM
VI5KHLC T« VI5ICDBP. BIEHCH Tfl AICRDKRTCH.

Cr/A TA DI6ITRL ftSCHICH CDIPDIHTIDI.

32KRAM
$34.95

B.T. Enterprises

10B Carlough Road
Bohemia, NY 11716
516-567-8155

NEC and AMD manufacture these

32K RAM chips. Access time is 150
nanoseconds. A 30-day warranty covers

the product.

32K RAM Chips

$79

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
800-521-3305

This ceramic RAM is manufactured
by NEC. It doesn't include a circuit

board; cutting traces and soldering

might be required, depending on your
revision board. Access time is 150 nano-
seconds. The upgrade is FLEX compat-
ible. Internal upgrade instructions are

included, but the chips aren't covered

by a warranty.

**32K RAM Kit

$149 (does not include installation)

Radio Shack

One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

With this kit, you can convert your

4K or 16K RAM Color Computer to

32K RAM.

64K Chips

$49.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421
212-441-2807

These chips upgrade the Color Com-
puter to 64K RAM. Hitachi, Motorola,

or NEC manufacture the RAM, which
is either plastic or ceramic. A circuit

board isn't included, and installation re-

quires cutting traces or soldering on
some versions of the Color Computer.
Access time is 200 nanoseconds. Instal-

lation instructions and a 90-day warran-

ty are included.

64K Memory
$48 for eight

Total Access

P.O. Box 790276

Dallas, TX 75379
214^58-1966

This product turns your computer in-

to a 64K machine. The RAM is plastic

or ceramic and does not have a circuit

board; cutting traces or soldering is un-

necessary. Access time is 200 nanosec-

onds. The chips are guaranteed for one
year.

64K Memory Upgrade
$64.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

This upgrades your Color Computer
to either 32K or 64K RAM. Various

companies manufacture this plastic

RAM. Access time is 150 nanoseconds.
The upgrade doesn't have a circuit

board, and installation doesn't require

cutting traces. The 64K upgrade re-

quires minimal soldering on some ver-

sions of the Color Computer. Installa-

tion instructions for the upgrade and a
warranty for the integrated circuits are

included.

64K RAM Chips

$96

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
800-521-3305

OKI manufactures this ceramic
RAM. The chips do not include a circuit

board; cutting traces and soldering

might be required, depending on your
revision board. Access time is 200 nano-
seconds. The upgrade is FLEX compat-
ible. Internal upgrade instructions are

included, but the chips aren't covered

by a warranty.

Atomtronics RAM Expansion

$75 (RAM only)

$44.95 (Adapter card)

$54.95 (Wolfbug)

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.

Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-3200

This product expands your computer
to 64K. Motorola manufactures the

plastic RAM . A circuit board for C & D
boards is included ($44.95). Installation

doesn't require cutting traces but does

require soldering. Access time is 200

nanoseconds. The C & D series boards

require an adapter card. The Wolfbug
monitor allows use of 64K with 1.0

series ROMs. Installation instructions,

a 30-day money-back guarantee, and a

90-day parts and labor warranty are in-

cluded.
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OKIDATA
Microline 80 334.

Microline82 414.

Microline 83 667.

Microline 84 999.

Microline 92 518.

Microline 93 880.

80/82a/92 Tractor 49.

SMITH CORONA
Daisy Wheel 599.

C.ITOH
Prowriter I (P) 363.

Prowriter I (S/P) 540.

Prowriter II (P) 699.

Prowriter II (S/P) 766.

EPSON
MX-80 363.

FX-80 535.

MX-100 611.

Graftrax Plus 59.

BROTHER HR-1
Daisy Wheel Printer ... 713.

Tractor Feed 199.

Printer Cable Ml/Ill 39.

BY THE DOZEN
Prowriter 35.

Epson (MX-80 FX-80) 51.

Okidata

(80/82/83/92/93) 39.

Okidata 84 49.

LYNX MODEM 300 Baud
Complete with software and

RS-232, ready to plug in and

operate on Model I or

Model III 229.

HAYES SMARTMODEM
300 Baud 219.

1 200/300 Baud 539.

RS-232 for Model III .... 99.

PRINTERMAID
64K Spooler for Mod I or

Mod III. Works with serial and

parallel printers! $399.

TIRED of EYESTRAIN on

your present monitor? These

monitors will work on your

Model I and stop those

HEADACHES!
USI 12" AMBER 179.

US1 12" GREEN 99.

USI 9" AMBER 139.

BMC 12" GREEN 89.

Model I Cable 15.

MOD III MONITORS
AMBER or GREEN . . $139.

(Requires installation)

MultiDOS 99.

NewDOS80V.2 129.

DOSPIus 129.

TRSDOS1.3 29.

MOD I DOSPLUS
49.95

while supply lasts!

10-MEGABYTE
HARD DISK
Complete with LDOS for

MOD I OR MOD III

Specify Model

Only $1499.

JUST PLUG IT IN!

PERCOM

DOUBLER
MODEL I USERS double

the storage on your present

disk drives! Installs in 5 minutes.

JUST PLUG IT IN!

Percon Doubler with

DOSPIus 139.

40 TRACK DRIVE
for Mod I or III external

249.00 COMPLETE!
Includes Power Supply

and Cabinet

ONE 40 for MODEL III

Drive Zero

449.00 COMPLETE!
Includes: PS, Hardware,

Instructions & Drive

TWO 40 TRACK DRIVES
ModlllDRV0&1

599.00 COMPLETE!
Includes: PS, Hardware,

Instructions & 2 Drives

$14
Mod l/l I I/Color

w/inst. & 2-yr. warranty

DISKETTES
by100's

Verbatim SS/DD 239.

EctypeSS/DD 199.

Smoke (holds 50) .... 19.95

Plastic Box (10 boxes hold 10

diskettes ea.) 19.95

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER .

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS CALL (602) 323-9391

SIMUTEK has hundreds of items IN

STOCK! If you don't see it, call; we
probably have it.

ARIZONA RESIDENTS ONLY - ADD
4% SALES TAX. Prices subject to

change without notice. Personal checks

require 3 weeks to clear.

SHIPPING COSTS
CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

ONLY!
AIR or FOREIGN
CALL FOR COSTS

C.O.D. is CASH or

CERTIFIED CHECK ONLY
and is $5 extra.

send check, money Computer Products Inc.
ORDER OR CREDIT
CARD TO: 4897 E. SPEEDWAY TUCSON, AZ 85712 (602)323-9391

VISA-MASTERCARD-AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED
INVOICE
$20-$75 —
$75-$200 -

$200-$1000'

$1000 up -

SHIPPING

4 $ 4.00

4 $ 9.00

-) $19.00

-> $22.00

*We'll beat any price in this magazine

by $1.00. Just quote the ad with the

page number. We reserve the right to

refuse to meet prices below our cost.

_^1M
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Grand Slam

$74.95

DSL Computer Products Inc.

P.O. Box 1113

Dearborn, MI 48121

313-582-8930

Grand Slam lets you upgrade from
16K RAM to 64K. The RAM is ceram-
ic, and the product does not include a

circuit board. You will have to cut some
capacitors, but soldering isn't needed.

You need an E or F board and a 1.1

ROM. Installation takes about a half

hour. Access time is 150 nanoseconds.

Installation instructions, diagrams, and
a full one-year warranty are included.

RAM Slam

$49.95

DSL Computer Products Inc.

P.O. Box 1113

Dearborn, MI 48121
313-582-8930

This ceramic RAM lets you upgrade
from 16K to 32K RAM. RAM Slam
doesn't include a circuit board, and its

installation doesn't require cutting

traces or soldering. Installation instruc-

tions are included, and installation

nT[03ri-L303^?

I \f% TC-T0C 780!

should be completed within 15 minutes.

Access time is 150 nanoseconds. RAM
Slam has a full one-year warranty.

Saddle Set

$39

$54 including color diagnostic tape

Computerware
4403 Manchester Ave., Suite 102

Encinitas, CA 92024
619-436-3512

Saddle Set lets you upgrade a 16K
RAM Color Computer to 32K. Several

manufacturers make the RAM, which is

either plastic or ceramic. No circuit

board is included, and installation

0/
RADI°

|

u/0 SHACK
EQUIPMENT

TRS-80® Model 100 Portable
Computer 8K 26-3801

Model PC-4 Pocket Computer
26-3650

•Discounts on all TRS-80" Equipment
•20% Off all TRS-80' Software
•Call for special package

$679.95

$54.95
Cash Price

GSB ELECTRONICS
Lumberton Plaza Mt. Holly, NJ 08060

TOLL FREE 800-257 5225 in NJ (609) 779-8877

FREE PRICE LIST

TM-TANDY CORP.

^492

Don't Leave Your Good
FORTRAN Up To Chance

Model II Direct Screen Input/Output With Full Editing, $49.95

For Free Brochure.
.

.

Th» Proper Touch
PO Box 13760. 202
Houston, Texas 77219
^423

doesn't require cutting traces or solder-

ing. Access time is 200 nanoseconds. In-

stallation instructions and a 90-day war-

ranty are included.

Real-Time Clocks
BT-1020 Real Time Clock/Calendar
$109 plus s/h

Basic Technology

1500 Kent Road
Ortonville, MI 48462
313-627-6146

Installing this real-time clock doesn't

require cutting traces or soldering; you
just plug in the cartridge. It is fully user-

software programmable, has a battery

back-up, and is self-decoded with

jumper-selectable address alternatives.

It features the day, data, time, 100-year

calendar, alarm interrupt, time inter-

rupt, and 50 bytes of keep-alive RAM
memory. It also compensates for day-

light savings time and leap years. Basic

and position-independent machine-
language programs are included on tape

but are also disk-loadable.

The user's manual includes operating

and installation instructions, complete
schematics, parts lists, and parts layout

diagrams. A 180-day parts and labor

warranty covers the product.

CoCo CooCoo
$79.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421
212-441-2807

The real-time clock uses the PIA port

and has a battery back-up. It is accessi-

ble via software and includes date infor-

mation. Although cutting traces isn't

required, soldering is. Installation in-

structions are included, as well as a

90-day warranty.

ROM Pack Port

Extenders
Disk Interface/ROM Pack Extender

$29.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-441-2807

Installing this extender doesn't re-

quire cutting traces or soldering. The
product provides one port and has gold-

plated connectors that prevent corro-

sion. The extender has a 90-day warranty.
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ARE YOU
T

Have you had too much of firing laser cannons, guarding fuel cannisters, eating ghosts, avoiding missiles, and just plain getting killed off

in pursuit of a few points? Or maybe you never really liked arcade games in the first place; either way, there is a program that you shouldn't

be without. The name of this program:

You become leader of a small and struggling country, attempting to stay alive, and expand if you can. Your government will have to deal

with the many things every government runs in to; things like protecting your economy (or else risk a recession), providing services and food

for your people, stimulating industry and encouraging new business, managing your government revenues, and controlling your army. From

1 to 4 players can take part if you have 16K of memory, or up to 9 players with more memory. If you don't have enough people around, you

can assign any number of the countries for the computer to control. (The computer is a worthy opponent, and it plays by all the rules!) You

won't quickly become tired of this program, since you will have to make very many decisions to become a successful ruler; you must ponder

tax rates, food distribution, government services, large-scale loans, your army's status, your battles, and much more.

Included with the program is a 40 Page Handbook on how to rule a country successfully. (It is 8 1/2 by 1 1 inches, spiral bound; most business

programs don't have a manual as good as ours!) The program is top-quality with excellent input and display routines.

The 16K and 32K versions are provided together on cassette; the 32K version contains a SAVE GAME feature. PRICE: $18.50

A 32K version (with SAVE GAME) is provided on diskette. PRICE: $20.50

For those of you with 48K: SUP LUS!
We fill up the extra memory with features such as Research/Development spending to make your army more efficient, a credit rating system,

expanded reports for information about your country, more intelligent computer opponents, selectable computer "skill levels" (the computer

countries can be anything from "Defensive" to "Aggressive"), and MUCH MORE!
With a 50 + Page manual (re-written specifically for SUPREME RULER + ), and the program provided on either Cassette or Diskette.PRICE: $26.50

(Note: Any SUPREME RULER Purchaser can upgrade to SUPREME RULER + at any time by returning the original disk/cassette and paying only the difference in price plus $1 shipping.)

AND FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE NOT TIRED OF ARCADE GAMES

XTERMINA TE
This 100% Machine Language program will challenge any arcade-game player. An original idea (as far as we know), in which your job is

to prevent hordes of alien "BUGS" from escaping out of an underground cavern, by destroying ("Exterminating") them. For the novice, this

game becomes only gradually more difficult, so as not to intimidate the player. But for an advanced player, there are methods of getting

to the higher skill levels very quickly. EXTERMINATE! is a game with quality graphics and sound, and surprises to keep you busy at every

new skill level.

EXTERMINATE: 16K and 32K versions on same Cassette - $15.50

Model l/lll 32K program on Diskette - $17.50

CLEARANCE!!!
We constantly examine and update our software offerings in order to make sure that

they all live up to our current high standards of quality, and sometimes we remove a

program from our line-up. This recently happened to our battle-simulation program, The
BATTLE of ZEIGHTY. So now we have stopped producing it, but we still have a pile of

them stocked up in our inventory. To get rid of them, we've cut the price IN HALF! (Previous

purchasers have been compensated.) With this special offer there will be no warranty
other than the Media Guarantee. (There will be no updates or returns.)

This is not to say that The BATTLE of ZEIGHTY isn't a good program; it is a well-made
one player game. It allows you to set up a small army to your own specifications, and
then you must use it to try to take over the fictional Zeighty Pass. You give each of your

army divisions specific orders, while the computer plays the defending army. The display

is satisfactory, consisting of a "Map" that shows the position of the army divisions. Land
features (terrain) are not taken in to account, but you'll have enough to keep you busy.

The program contains a wide set of commands and options (such as mines, artillery,

4 different division types, and more). It also has a built-in "HELP" function.

With a 20 page, full size manual; for 16K, Cassette - S 8.95

32K, Diskette - $10.95

OUR "TRIPLE PROTECTION"
GUARANTEE

In today's software world it is hard to tell a good program from a bad one by only a magazine

ad; that's why JMG has a warranty plan that will guarantee your satisfaction. Here is our

"Triple Protection" guarantee:

1) QUALITY GUARANTEE: If you are unsatisfied with the software product you have pur-

chased, you may return it (in good condition) within 14 days for a refund, less a $2 handl-

ing charge. (We also ask that you send us a brief letter stating the reason for your return.)

2) UPDATES GUARANTEE: We always listen to our customers, and we often improve and

expand our software products on the basis of their comments. If we make an improvement

to a product and release a new version, all our previous purchasers will be notified and

offered the update. To receive an update, you only have to return your original disk plus

$1 for shipping costs.

3) MEDIA GUARANTEE: The diskette or cassette has a Lifetime Guarantee. If yours turns

out to be defective, or it fails and you do not have any backups made, then just return the

disk/cassette and we'll replace it.

TO ORDER:
Just pull out a piece of paper and write the following information down:

1)Your name and address (including zip/postal code)

2) The program you would like.

3) Disk or Cassette?
4) State the computer you own. (Model I or III? How many Disk drives?

16K, 32K, or 48K?)

5) Enclose either payment (check / money order) OR Credit Card name &
number, and expiry date.

6) Mail it to JMG, to either of our addresses.

OR
Go and see your nearest dealer. It he doesn't carry JMG programs, shout

at him a bit.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

JHTi.
SSFTMflf
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THE FINE PRINT:
We accept VISA and MasterCard.
All prices in U.S. Funds.

Please allow 1 or 2 weeks for PERSONAL CHECKS to clear.

SHIPPING CHARGES are $2.00 in North America, $5.00

overseas.

If you order 2 or more programs, there is no shipping charge
in North America; 1/2 charge ($2.50) overseas.

P.O. BOX 598
FALLS STATION,
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

U.S.A. 14303

OR
710 UPPER JAMES ST.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO
CANADA L9C 2Z8
(416) 389-6086

Software Authors: Do you have a new and original program? Why not check us out! Our royalties are worth looking in to.
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Verbatim®
Diskettes

Top-quality Verbatim® Diskettes

from Tech »Data, your complete
supply and peripheral wholesaler.

Dealers only.

Call Toll Free

800-237-8931.
In Florida, call

813-577-2794.

Tech* Data Corporation
3251 rech Drive North

St. Petersburg, FL 33702

SLICK PAGES? NO!
GREAT DEALS? YES!

Computer Shopper pages aren't slick Because they

were designed tor one purpose: to put buyers in touch

with sellers at the lowest possible cost. This resulted

in bargains on new and used equipment and software.

individuals nationwide are able to list their pre-

owned items tor only a tew dollars. This created hund-
reds ot classified ads in over 100 big 11x14 pages

And to make sure there were enough buyers for

advertisers, the subscription price was set low, too!

So strike your first deal by taking advantage of this

special trial subscription offer, today! 6 months, $6 or

12 months. $10. Money back guarantee MasterCard

and VISA accepted

namPUTBR shiappsR
P.O. Box F582»Titusville, FL 32780 ^

305-269-3211

NEW MOD l/HI SOFTWARE
32K, Cassette or 1 Disk (printer optional)

ACNAP: machine code — electronic circuit analysis. 20

nodes, 60 components. Disk I/O, component editing,

tolerances, Monte-carlo, worst case, log or linear, noise

equivalent bandwidth, spectral data. $39.95

REAP: Level II BASIC — menu driven real estate analysis

package Compare investment alternatives taking tax and

depreciation into account. Individual tax, comparative

investment, property, exchange basis, and installment

sales analysis. $39.95

QSORT: machine code — menu driven coupon

management program. High speed sort finds coupons fast

— warns of coupons about to expire. Unlimited

catagories. $39.95

SIM21: Level II BASIC — Blackjack simulation. Check your

favorite strategies and card counting schemes. Special

report option lists every action taken. Generate

performance statistics. $39.95

PAID: Level II BASIC — compound interest, annuities,

loan payments, present worth, future worth, and rate of

return calculations all in one package. $39.95

BV ENGINEERING
P.O. BOX 3351, RIVERSIDE, CA 92519

(714) 781-0252

The Solution

$249.95

Frank Hogg Laboratory Inc.

770 James St., Suite 215

Syracuse, NY 13203
315-474-7856

This ROM pack port extender pro-

vides five extra ports. You don't have to

cut traces or solder to install it. It has a

2K/4K EPROM socket with a 4K moni-
tor EPROM. The monitor has a built-in

FLEX boot, 64K memory access circuit,

and a tracking power supply. The pack-
age doesn't contain cards. Installation

instructions and a 90-day warranty are

included.

The Spectrum Switcher

$99.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212^141-2807

The Switcher provides two ports and
its installation doesn't require cutting

traces or soldering. It lets you switch be-

tween a ROM pack and a disk control-

ler without having to turn off or unplug

the machine. The Switcher also lets you
dump ROM packs to tape or disk with

an auto-start switch. It comes with in-

structions and a 90-day warranty.

Y-PAK Dual Port Adapter

$70

TJN Systems

765 Rt. 83, Suite 111

Bensenville, IL 60106
312-860-5525

The Y-PAK doesn't require cutting

traces or soldering. The dual-port

adapter lets you select an automatic

start feature in ROM cartridges. If the

auto-start is turned off the cartridge is

still readable. Documentation is included.

Serial-to-Parallel

Converters
CCP-l Serial to Parallel Printer

Interface

$69

Botek Instruments

4949 Hampshire
Utica, MI 48087
313-739-2910

The CCP-l doesn't require initializ-

ing software. It is Centronics compati-

ble and can be configured as a 7-bit or

8-bit port. It has a switch-selectable

baud rate from 300 to 9600, and all nec-

essary cables are included. The convert-

er comes with installation instructions

and a one-year warranty.

Epson—Color Computer Interface

$49.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212^*41-2807

This interface need not be software-

initialized. It provides an 8-bit port and
is Centronics compatible. It fits directly

into the Epson MX-80 and FX-20 print-

ers; it doesn't need a Radio Shack cable

or an external power supply. Instruc-

tions and a 90-day warranty included.

PI80C Parallel Printer Interface

$69.95

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O. Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

The PI80C is Centronics compatible

and doesn't have to be software-initial-

ized. It can be configured as a 7-bit or

8-bit port. You must supply the printer

cables. Instructions and a 90-day parts

and labor warranty are included.

Serial to Parallel Converter

$69

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
800-521-3305

This converter is Centronics compati-

ble and provides an 8-bit port. It trans-

mits data at up to 9600 baud. Up to 600

baud, you need do nothing as far as

software is concerned. For 4800-9600

baud, you must do a quick Basic POKE
that is included in the documentation.

At 9600 baud, data is transmitted eight

times faster than with an Epson printer

alone. The converter comes with docu-

mentation and a 90-day warranty.

SPC-CC
$69 plus $4 s/h

Binary Devices

11560 Timberlake Lane
Noblesville, IN 46060

317-842-5020

SPC-CC is Centronics compatible
and provides a 7-bit or an 8-bit port.

You don't have to initialize it via soft-

ware. Baud rates of 300, 600, 1200,

2400, or 4800 are available. Installation

instructions, a 10-day money-back
guarantee, and a 90-day warranty are

included.
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Miscellaneous

Analog Interface

CCAD Analog Interface

$169.50

Technical Hardware Inc.

P.O. Box 3609

Fullerton, CA 92634

714-870-1882

This interface is a 12-bit analog-to-

digital converter that digitizes 16 dif-

ferent analog inputs, performs timed

operations, controls three outputs, and

formats data. It has two uncommitted

pre-amplifiers, is user-friendly, and

plugs into a user port. It has a real-time

clock and an analysis frequency of 83

milliseconds to 16 hours. The interface

includes a complete, documented soft-

ware package for use as a data-logger

system. Instructions and a 90-day re-

placement warranty are included.

Bubble Memory

Color Bubble

$600 (tentative)

Green Mountain Micro

Roxbury, VT 05669

802-485-6112

Due out soon, Color Bubble is a

1 -megabit (128K byte) bubble memory
system. It comes with the BOSS (Bubble

Operating System Software), and fits

inside the Color Computer's case. Av-

erage access time for a program or data

is under 14 second. Bubble storage is

non-volatile—programs aren't lost

when the power fails, and no battery

back-up is required. It's removable and

provides high security for sensitive data.

Documentation and a six-month un-

conditional warranty are included.

Buffer

Smartbuffer

$335 and up
Data Match Corp.

3810 Oakcliff Ind. Court

Doraville, GA 30340
404-441-0408

The Smartbuffer is a print buf-

fer/interface and a serial-to-parallel

converter. It adds up to a 256K RAM to

the computer (user upgradable to 128K;

factory upgradable to 256K). It includes

a circuit board, but its installation does

not require cutting traces or soldering.

Smartbuffer is a stand-alone unit with

up to eight input/output ports.

As a serial-to-parallel converter, it is

>s See List of Advertisers on Page 355

Centronics compatible and provides

either a 7-bit or 8-bit port. You don't

have to initialize it with software. It

converts serial to parallel or vice versa

and converts baud rates, protocols,

character bit lengths, and stop bits.

Smartbuffer is also a temporary stor-

age device for printers, plotters, and

modems, and it buffers output or input

data. Multiports let you connect several

computers with several printers. Instal-

lation instructions, a six-month parts

and labor warranty, and a two-year

parts warranty cover the Smartbuffer.

Cassette Controller

Softrol Cassette Recorder—LSS-2
$19.99

Lemons Tech Services

P.O. Box 429

Buffalo, MO 65622

417-345-7643

Softrol is a solid state cassette motor

controller. It provides fingertip control

of the cassette and suppresses surges

from switching that put hits on a taped

program. Its one-second motor turn-off

delay eliminates tape pinch by pulling

the end of the program past pinch roll-

er/capstan pressure. This delay puts a

silent gap between programs on the

tape, making program location easier.

Delay can be disabled if needed, such

as for transmitter keying. You can use

Softrol to switch any 5-10 volt dc load

up to 1.5 amperes, either positive or

negative ground. The unit uses no bat-

tery or line cord—it receives its power
from the tape recorder. The product

comes with a money-back guarantee.

Cassette System

TC-8C High-Speed Cassette System

$129.95

JPC Products Co.
12021 Paisano Court NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

505-294-4623

The TC-8C is a two-port high-speed

(3000 baud) cassette system that records

and loads programs in half the time of

the standard Color Computer system

using the standard Radio Shack tape re-

corder. It has two independent soft-

ware-selectable cassette ports. It has

high data reliability, heavy-duty motor

control relays, and a spare EPROM
socket (2K or 4K). Instructions, a

30-day money-back guarantee, and a

90-day full warranty are included.

ell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality

Dealer inquiries

invited. CQD's
accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

PACIFIC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd., San Luis

San Luis Obispo. CA 93401.
InCal call (800) 592 5935 or

(8051543-1037

S 207

TRSDOS«-*CP/M

^FORMATTER
Model II users! Convert files between

TRSDOS and CP/MI

REFORMATTER runs under TRSDOS
Operates on single drive system
Converts in both directions

CP/M operating system not needed

All TRSDOS record lengths supported

Initializes blank CP/M diskette

Displays or dumps CP/M files

Manipulates CP/M directory under

TRSDOS ^380

$249.00 from stock. CP/M«IBM,
TRSDOS--DEC. and CP/M—DEC ver-

sions of REFORMATTER also available at

$249.00 from MicroTech Exports, Inc.,

467 Hamilton Ave.. Palo Alto. CA 94301
Tel: 41 5/324-91 14 TWX: .

910-370-7457 MUH-ALTOS J*. •

MICRO- DESIGN
|f yov doN'i know ihe numder, you should.

DX-2 $45Q95
Modi I I i xpANsioN sysiEM wiih

PHONE MODEM, DISK
CONTROLLER, EPROM, >2K

Ml MIII1V AN(I Ml ( \\ MOKI .

1 1 IK Assn
V. Ml V V. Ill'

$74 Q"?

UPGRADE
IRS 80, Mochl 4 sysinvi

l pC,HA(l( i N C 1 1 d i N C, lh(

ixopiioNAl MDX-6 DISK

CONTROLLER, Oni 40 iRAtk

Disk Diiivt, c.ablts ancI

llAI((lu.M)l .

•-'

Visa &
M-v-itiM ami

A( (
i
pud

$5QQ00

MICRO DESIGN
101 Manchaca Road. Suite B Austin. Texas. 787<

1-800-531-5002
Texas Res. Call 512-441-7890

See our other ads
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Communication

Hardware
Blackbox

$69.95 each/$125 for 2

Hume Design

4653 Jeanne Mance St.

Montreal, Quebec H2V 4J5
Canada
514-843-3961

The Blackbox lets you transmit pro-

grams over telephone lines without a

modem. Any Basic, machine-language,

or data program can be transmitted

from one Color Computer to another.

Expansion Interface

Unit

BT-1000 Expansion Interface Unit
$270 plus s/h

Basic Technology

1500 Kent Road
Ortonville, MI 48462
313-627-6146

This parallel bus expansion unit plugs

into the Color Computer's expansion
unit. It features five expansion slots; a
buffered plug-in cable; internal +5
volt, + 12 volt, and - 12 volt 16-watt

power supply; internal memory decod-

ing; and four 24-pin RAM/EPROM
sockets. The user's manual includes

operating and installation instructions,

complete schematics, parts lists, and
parts layout diagrams. The 180-day
warranty covers parts and labor.

Extension Interface

Extension Interface

$79.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421
212-441-2807

The Extension Interface brings the

Color Computer's rear jacks to a cen-

tral control center. It has a printer/

modem switch, LED, power indicator,

and motor on/off control for the tape

recorder. A 90-day warranty covers the

interface.

Gold Plug
Gold Plug 80

$9.95 each/$54.95 for six

E.A.P. Co.

P.O. Box 14

Keller, TX 76248
817-498-4242
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This gold plug eliminates contact

problems with tin or lead card-edge

connectors. Installation instructions are

included. If you feel unqualified to in-

stall the plug, you can return it for a re-

fund if unused.

Input/Output Port

I/O Port

$59.95

Green Mountain Micro
Roxbury, VT 05669
802-485-6112

The I/O Port is an 8-bit cartridge that

interfaces the Color Computer to the

real world. It can be used with ROM
packs or the TRS-80 disk system; it

comes with a three-foot cable and 3M
style header connector. Documentation
and an unconditional 90-day warranty

are included.

Interface Port
BT-1030 Versatile Interface Port

$69.96 plus s/h

Basic Technology

1500 Kent Road
Ortonville, MI 48462
313-627-6146

This interface port is a fully self-de-

coded plug-in cartridge with provision

for changing the address location. It is

fully programmable, has two 8-bit par-

allel ports, four control lines, two 16-bit

timer/counters, and a serial shift regis-

ter. The user's manual contains operat-

ing and installation instructions, com-
plete schematics, parts lists, and parts

layout diagrams. A 180-day full parts

and labor warranty is included.

Inverted Video

Inverted Video Upgrade
$32

Level IV Products

32429 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
800-521-3305

Level IV Products installs this up-
grade for you. The upgrade modifies

the Color Computer so green characters

appear on a black screen rather than
vice versa. The work is covered by a
90-day warranty.

Morse Code Translator

Morse-Pak
$79.95

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-3200

This Morse Code translator pack
turns the Color Computer into a termi-

nal for Morse Code communication. It

allows code speeds up to 60 wpm and
has .75 amp transmit relay. A parallel

printer port is included. Instructions, a

30-day money-back guarantee, and a

90-day warranty come with the pack.

Multi-Function Product
ColorMate

$495

Computer Systems Distributors

P.O. Box 9769
Anaheim, CA 92802
714-772-1390

ColorMate has several functions. As
a memory expander, it turns the Color

Computer into a 64K RAM machine.

Texas Instruments manufactures this

plastic RAM. The product has a circuit

board, but its installation doesn't re-

quire cutting traces or soldering. Access

time is 350 nanoseconds. It has a trans-

parent refresh and includes 2K RAM
and simple memory diagnostic.

As a disk controller, ColorMate con-
trols four 5 14 -inch floppy or hard disk

drives. It reads Radio Shack Color

Computer disks and uses the SDOS op-

erating system loaded from disk. The
1793 controller chip is used for the flop-

py drives; the hard drives use an intelli-

gent controller. The capacity of a for-

matted 5 '4 -inch disk is approximately

100K. ColorMate has an optional 5M
or larger Winchester disk drive. It uses

Radio Shack's floppy disk drives and
controller.

ColorMate is also a ROM pack port

extender that plugs into the ROM pack

port. Cutting traces or soldering is un-

necessary. ColorMate provides one
serial ACIA port and one parallel

printer port or Winchester interface. As
a parallel printer ROM pack, it provides

an 8-bit port. It's Centronics compati-

ble, and you don't need to initialize it

with software.

Also a real-time clock, ColorMate
does not have a battery back-up but is

accessible through software. You can

enter the date when booting up. Instal-

lation doesn't require cutting traces or

soldering. It computes the exact time to

l/60th of a second, includes month,
day, and year, and also handles mid-

night and leap years.

ColorMate extends the Color Com-
puter to run professional operating sys-

tems and software tools from Software



WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
TERMINALS

Zenith ZT

1

Zenith Z-29
Sanyo CRX- 1100

$595.00
$679.00

CALL

COMPUTERS
Sanyo MBC1 000 64K (..A! I

Sanyo MBC1 200 Graphics CALL
Sanyo MBC3000 Dual 8" CALL
Sanyo MBC4000 16-bit CAI

L

ALL SANYO COMPUTERS INCLUDE
WordStar, MailMerge, SpellStar,

InfoStar, CalcStar

Franklin Ace 1000 CAI L

Franklin Ace 1200 CALL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Novation Modems

Cat $139.00
D-Cat $155.00

J-Cat $119.00
Apple-Cat $299.00
Apple-Cat 1200 baud $629.00
Smart-Cat $199.00
Smart-Cat 1 200 baud $495.00

D.C. Hayes
Micromodem II $299.00
Micromodem II w/Term. Software $339.00
Smartmodem $239.00
Smartmodem 1 200 baud $569.00

Signalman
Markl $89.00
Mark VI (IBM) $189.00

DISKETTES
Verbatim 5 " SS/DD $26.95

Verbatim 5 " DS/DD $39.95

Verbatim 8 "SS/DD $36.95

Verbatim 8 "DS/DD $39.95
Maxell MD1 5 "SS/DD $29.95

Maxell MD2 5 "DS/DD $39.95
Maxell FD1 8 "SS/DD $37.95
Maxell FD2 8 "DS/DD $44.95

3M Head Cleaning Kit $2500
5 " Flip Pak (Holds 10 Disks) $2.99
5" Flip N' File (Holds 50 Disks) $19.00

RAM
1 6K RAM Kit for Apple II and TRS80 Model I

4116 Chips 200 nano seconds $17.50

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Microsoft

Ram-Card (16K) $79.00

Z-80 Softcard $299.00
Softcard Plus $549.00

Saturn

32KCard $199.00

64KCard $419.00
128KCard $585.00

Videx
Videoterm $199.00
Enhancer II $125.00

Advanced Logic Systems

Add-Ram(16K) $79.00

Z-Card $225.00

FRAMKLIMACEIOOO

• Apple® ,,

compatible

• 64K of RAM
• Upper and

lower case

• Typewriter-style

keyboard

• Numeric pad

Auto repeat keys

• VisiCalc® keys

• 50-watt power

supply
• Built-in fan
Franklin ACE is a trademark of

Franklin Computer Corporat
Apple is a registered tradem
ofApple Computer Inc. VisiC

is a registered trademark of

Visi Corp.

„rk

CALL FOR SYSTEM PRICES

See List of Advertisers on Page 355

The CP/M Card (CP/M & 64K)
Smarterm II

Practical Peripherals

MicrobufferH16K
Microbuffer II 32K
Microbuffer/E 16K
Microbuffer/E 8K
Microbuffer In-Line 32K
Microbuffer In-Line 64K

Interactive Structures

PkasoAP- 12 (Apple)

PkasoEP-12(Epson)
PkasolD-12(IDS)
PkasolD-12W/Color
PkasoNE-12(NEC)

Kensington System Saver

TG Joystick

TG Paddles

$299.00
$149.00

$229.00
$259.00
$139.00
$139.00
$259.00
$299.00

$159.00
$159.00
$159.00
$169.00
$159.00
$69 95
$49.00
$49.00

APPLE SOFTWARE
MICROPRO
WordStar $379.00
MailMerge $190.00
SpellStar $190.00
DataStar $259.00
CalcStar $115.00

VISICORP
VisiCalc $199.00
VisiTerm $89.00
VisiDex $199.00
VisiPlot $169.00
VisiFile $199.00
VisiSchedule $259.00
VisiTrend/Plot $259.00
VisiLink $199.00
VisiCalc Business Model $89.00

MISCELLANEOUS
MicroTerminal $69.00
Screenwriter Professional $ 1 69.00

Dictionary $79.00
DB Master $169.00
PFS Filing System $99.00
PFS Report $75.00
PFS Graph $99.00
Easy Writer Professional $ 1 99.00

Easy Mailer Professional $79.00
2 -Term Professional $ 1 29.00
Word Handler $149.00
MultiPlan by Microsoft $229.00
dBase II $489.00
HowardSoft Tax Preparer $149.00

IBM PC SOFTWARE
INFORMATION UNLIMITED

Easy Writer

Easy Speller

Easy Filer

VISICORP
VisiCalc 256K
VisiDex

VisiFile

VisiTrend/Plot

VisiSchedule

VisiWord
MICROPRO
WordStar
MailMerge

MISCELLANEOUS
SuperCalc
SuperWriter

Home Accountant Plus

dBase II

$289.00
$149.00
$319.00

$199.00
$209 00
$259.00
$259.00
$259.00
$329.00

$379 00
$19500

$279.00
$289.00
$129.00
$495.00

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
SSM 1 Modemcard with Transend 1

Software $349.00

SSM 2 Modemcard with Transend 2

Software' $379.00

Free "Source""1 ' telecommunications

package with either modem!

DEALER INQUIRIES PLEASE CALL
1-800-343-7036

1-800-343-6522
For fast delivery, send certified checks, money
orders, or call to arrange bank wire transfers.

Personal or company checks require one to

three weeks to clear. All prices are mail order
only and are subject to change without notice.

Calffor shipping charges.

IBM PC HARDWARE
Quadram 128K Ram Card
Quadram 192K Ram Card
Quadram 256K Ram Card
Microsoft 64K Ram Card
Microsoft 192K Ram Card
Microsoft 256K Ram Card
TG Joystick

$599.00
$719.00
$795.00
$399.00
$699 00
$799.00
$49.00

DISK DRIVES
CCI-121 add on drive for Sanyo MBC 1000 $359 00
CCI-1 00 add on drive for TRS80 Model I $299.00
Corvus 5M W/Mirror $2895.00
Corvus10MW/Mirror $4195.00

Corvus 20M W/Mirror $4895.00

Rana Systems for the Apple II

Elite One 40 track SS/DD CALL
Elite Two 40 track DS/DD CALL
Elite Three 80 track DS/DD CALL
Elite Controller CALL

Sanyo EFD 160 $699.00

MONITORS
Sanyo
9" B&W
9" Green
1
2
" B&W

12 " Green
13"Coior

Taxan
1 2 " Amber
V?" Green
12 "Color RGB Med Res.

12"ColorRGBHi.Res.
Zenith

1

2

" Green
13 "Color RGB

Amdek 1 3 " Color I

Comrex 13" Color

$159.00
$165.00
$179.00
$199.00
$399.00

$139.00
$129.00
$319.00
$529.00

$99.00
$589.00
$329.00
$329.00

PRINTERS
NEC Spinwriter Letter Quality

3510 Serial

3530 Parallel

3550 IBM PC Version

7710 Serial

7720 KSR
7730 Parallel

Sanyo PR5500 Letter Quality

Brother HR-1 Letter Quality

Toshiba P1 350 Letter Quality

Epson
MX Series

FX Series

RX Series

ins

Microprism
Prism 80
Prism 132

Okidata
ML82A
ML83A
ML84
ML92
ML93

Star Micronics

Gemini 10
Gemini 1

5

$1595.00
$1629.00
$1995.00
$2250.00
$2675.00
$2250.00
$859.00
$899 00

CALL

(Ail
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

$479.00
$729 00

$1149.00
$589.00
$999.00

$369.00
$549.00

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

Technical information call 617/242-3361

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax.

Hours 9 AM-9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 6)

Orders accepted by phone or mail only.

420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. MI7
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
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HEXIS
SAVE $50.00 NOW!

Home Expense and Income System
for your TRS-80* III,

48K 2 DISK,

LP VIII or VI System.

Requires TRSDOS*

Check these features:

• You define up to a total of 64
accounts (income and/or expense)

• Completely MENU driven

• 6 different reports, even down to

daily detail.

• Easy to read User Manual

• HEXIS can be copied for back-up
purposes

• 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

• 1 FULL YEAR WARRANTY
• plus 2 Bonus Programs FREE

ALL THIS FOR THE INCREDIBLY
LOW PRICE OF ONLY $49.95

LIMITED TIME ONLY!!!
Price will be $99.95 shortly.

Order now by sending your H/W configuration

and printer control code summary (if not LP VIII

or VI) and your check or money order to: I.S.B.,

D*pt. HEXIS, P.O. Box 628, Proctor, VT
05765 or call (802)459-2088 for more informa-

tion. Allow 2-3 weeks for deliveries.

" Trademark of Tandy Corporation .

.

TRS-80 MODEL II

DISPLAY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ma

Complete $89.
Demo disk $19.

Info pack Free

SAVE MONEY
Big reductions in program size

SMILE
Easy to use
Your spouse will like it

Your kids will love it

SAVE TIME
Assembler language speed
Interactive map generation

RELAX
We intend to set the standard
in screen management

Miiinnsii&ifro
it iHftsZO
Computer Products " 5

Bridle Road, Antrim NH 03440
Tel. 603-352-7725
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Dynamics. It includes SDOS, a Basic

compiler, a 6809 assembler, text editor,

and utilities, plus all manuals. Color-

Mate has a 90-day labor, replacement,

and refund warranty.

Numeric Keypad

The Spectrum Numeric Keypad
$79.95 plus $3 s/h

Spectrum Projects

93-15 86th Drive

Woodhaven, NY 11421
212^41-2807

This external, 12-digit numeric key-

pad allows easier number entry. It plugs

into the right joystick port and comes
with a free machine-language driver. In-

structions and a 90-day warranty are

included.

Parallel Bus
Expansion Unit
BT-2000 Companion
$249.95 plus s/h

Basic Technology

1500 Kent Road
Ortonville, MI 48462
313-627-6146

The BT-2000 is a switchable, parallel

bus expansion unit that plugs into the

Color Computer cartridge slot. It has

five expansion slots, each of which is in-

dividually selectable by keyboard con-

trol, by program control, or by a push-

button switch on the front of the unit.

LEDs on the front panel tell you which

slot is activated. Cold start reset gives

you control of the computer from a

locked-up condition without turning off

the computer. The unit has a +5 volt

power supply and a buffered plug-in

cable. The user's manual has operating

and installation instructions, complete

schematics, parts lists, and parts layout
diagrams. A 180-day full parts and
labor warranty covers the product.

Prototyping Board

and Enclosure

Proto-Pak

$34.95

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-3200

Proto-Pak includes a four-inch by
four-inch prototyping board and plastic

box designed to fit into an expansion

port. The board is epoxy glass. Each
hole has a gold-plated pad and a ground

plane. Circuit examples and installation

instructions are included. A 30-day

money-back guarantee and a 90-day

parts and labor warranty cover the

product.

Serial Line Analyzer

Serial Line Analyzer

$199

Control Craft Inc.

19270 North Hills Drive

Brookfield, WI 53005

414-784-9027

This product turns the Color Com-
puter into a piece of test equipment. It

plugs into the ROM pack port of the

Color Computer and operates with all

size memories. As an error-checker, it

checks odd parity, even parity, no pari-

ty, framing error, data overrun, DCD
high, and if the DCD changed since the

last character. An instruction manual
and a 90-day warranty are included.

Terminal Program Pack

Communication Pack
$69.95

Atomic City Electronics

3195 Arizona Ave.

Los Alamos, NM 87544

505-662-3200

The Communications Pack adds a

6850 ACIA serial port with terminal

software in ROM. It lets you use a stan-

dard port to drive the printer while us-

ing the added port to communicate at

up to 19.2K baud. It has a standard

DB25 connector. Instructions, a 30-day

money-back guarantee, and a 90-day

parts and labor warranty are included.

Video Monitor Interface

Video Plus

$24.95

Computerware
4403 Manchester Ave., Suite 102

Encinitas, CA 92024
619-436-3512

Video Plus connects the Color Com-
puter to a composite video monitor

—

color or monochrome. Video Plus lets

you fine-tune for each monitor and
computer, and it works with every

motherboard revision. It does not dis-

able the TV interface, so you can
change from monitor to TV and back.

An audio hook-up is available for mon-
itors with sound. Installation requires

no soldering, and instructions and a

90-day warranty are included.



MASTER ELECTRONICS, INC.
*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy

CAN SET YOU UP IN A

• 1 111^"fWrr
between all Radio Sha
IBM PC + PC-XT compute

n

Model 16 8.5 me
.L US NOW!!!

FULLY STOCKED
IN: Model ll's

Model Ill's

ALL- PRINTERS

AND — MORE!!
* PLUS *

THE ALL NEW:
"111

Toll FREE: 1-800-531-7323
TEXAS CALL COLLECT 51 2/689-5536

G S
MASTER ELECTRONICS, INC.

154 NORTH 5th

RAYMONDVILLE, TX 78580
WS41

'CALL FREE (800) 654-4058
"Larger Quantities Quoted Upon Request"

_1 " single-side
04 double -den.

_1 " double-side
04 double-den.

_« single-side
o single-den.

WAM/jertSfcmAg. «M/ ' £L Jp

ScotcK
935

3
25

O50

3-
400

single-side
double-den.

. double-side
double-den.

RO. Box 1674
Bethany OK.

73008
'(Continental US only,

See List ol Advertisers on Page 355

(Data Cartridges)

DC 100A 13^ea
DC 300A 175Qea

DC 300XL 2040ea

Dealer Inquiries Welcome)

.

':

*
Menu
( 1 ) Receive I

(2) Send Direct _

(3) Terminal Mode

(4) Terminal Mode to Host Comj

(5) Receive Text or Program Filei

(6) Send Text or ProgramH
(7) Print Received Files

(8) Change Wait C

(Q) Exit Communi

Features
All transfers up to Y,

Interoffice transfer to 19,200

• Automatic retransmission of errors

• Disk to disk transfers

Mot dependent on RAM size

No uploading or downloading of <

Multiple file transfers

• Unattended transfers

• Confidential transfer mode
• Print received information

System
dio Shack
Model 111, 32K (one disk min.)

"
lei II

el 12

Model 16

Operatin

S^Koo

fou can communicate between any combination

of computers, i.e.. IBM PC to TRS-80 Model IJ,

or TRS-80 Model III to Model 16, etc.

For more information write or call us.

Order direct from:

Newport Group
44 West Memorial Blvd. PO. Box 386

Newport. Rhode Island 02840

Phone: (401) 846-5763

vfc

: - . .



HARDWARE
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•%.r»*s U *».*. re er Help
by Philip M. Van Praag

he author of the Hardware Hacker series re-

turns to explain how to use test equipment to

diagnose and repair digital logic circuits.

Figure I

Printer Interface

LOCATION: U2-11 (Printer status enable)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 50 ns/DIV
CONDITIONS: Printing any characters

LOCATION: U2-H (Printer status enable)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, .5 fjs/DW
CONDITIONS: Printing any characters

LOCATION: U6-6 (Strobe)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 1 fis/DIV

CONDITIONS: Printing any characters

REMARKS: Pulses occur every .45 ms.

LOCATION: U7-7 (D2 output data line)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 1 ms/DIV 4V

CONDITIONS: Printing continuous FA
character sequences

Figure 1 continues on p. 278

Building your own TRS-80 peripher-

al interface can be both utilitarian and
fun. But once the project is completed,

it may need repair. This article describes

how to diagnose and repair digital logic

circuits, the fundamental building block

of most peripheral support interface

(PSI) projects previously published (80

Micro, October 1982, p. 216; November
1982, p. 112; December 1982, p. 173;

January 1983, p. 132).

This information should help you
solve initial problems as well as those

that develop after the PSI has been used

for some time. In particular, the wave-

form patterns illustrated below may
help you gain a better understanding of

how the circuitry works.

Test Equipment Requirements

One advantage of working with digi-

tal logic circuits is their reliability and
simplicity. Even if they fail, you can

often repair digital circuits without so-

phisticated test equipment.

Table 1 contains a list of equipment
that should satisfy any PSI service need.

It contains some items that are not ordi-

narily considered test equipment, but

are useful and often indispensable. Only
the logic probe and the oscilloscope

need further explanation.

You don't have to spend a lot of

money on a logic probe. A $25 probe

with a pulse stretcher, TTL (transistor-

transistor logic) and CMOS (comple-

mentary metal oxide semiconductor)

sensing, and guaranteed pulse detection

of about 250 nanoseconds are adequate

for most service needs.

An oscilloscope, by far the most ex-

pensive item, is valuable for design and
knowledge-seeking endeavors. Al-
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180 Day Warranty

onics* m
EMINI 15 I

The Gemini 10 Star Printer has a wide spectrum of impres-

sive features at a ROCK BOTTOM price. The printer comes
standard with a 9 wire printhead, 2.3 K buffer, friction and
tractor feed and prints 100 cps. It has true descenders,

emphasized, double strike, block graphics and hi-resolution;

italic characters & user programmable ROM for special

characters. Also comes standard.

MX-80F/T MX-100
FX-80 RX-80
OUR PRICES ON THE EPSON PRINTERS ARE SO LOW,

WERE NOT ALLOWED TO PRINT THEM! CALL TODAY FOR PRICES!

EPSON PRINTERS FEATURE TRUb BACK-
SPACE. SOFTWARE RESET. AND PRO-

GRAMMABLE FORM LENGTH. HORI-
ZONTAL":' A3 & RIGHT MARGIN THEIR

FINE QUALITY PRINTING & RELIABILITY

ARE ONLY A PART OF THE REASON YOU
MAY EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM
EPSON PRINTERS

*&

90 DAY WARRANTY

NEW FROM BROTHER!
COMRlTER daisy wheel

Especially designed for word processing; 200

words per minute, bidirectional, daisy wheel

$84-9.95

RADIO SHACK
PRINTERS

DMP 1 00 $339.95
DMP 200 $679.95
DMP 400 $1015.00

DMP 500 $1525.00
DMP 2100 $1799.00
Daisywheel II $1649.00
DWP410 $1287.95

A TP-1

The Smith Corona TP-1 text printer is a microprocessor controlled daisy wheel printer

which delivers fully formed executive quality printout at a speed of 1 44 words per min-

ute. The printer is a simple, low cost, and reliable unit which can be utilized with word
processing systems, microcomputers, personal computers, small business systems, or

in any environment which requires high quality printing. Its compact size and attractive

packaging will allow it to blend into any environment.

COMPATIBLE WITH ALMOST ALL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
•Smith Corona is a registered TRADEMARK <£ C C Q

of SCM Corporation -<9 >J \J Z)

OKIDATA PRINTERS
Microline 82A $425.00
1 20CPS, pin feed, paper up to 9.5" wide

• Microline 84 $1049.00
Microline 92 $559.00
160 CPS, 10". pin feed

Microline 83A $699.00
120CPS, adjustable tractor feed, paper up to 6" wide

Microline 93 $949.00
160 CPS, 15", adjustable tractor feed

THESE ARE OUR CASH DISCOUNTED PRICES C D. AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% HIGHER Al I COMPUTES ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT COLLECT PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS. AND AVAILABILITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM & IBM PER-
SONAL COMPUTERS ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC TRS-80 6 RADIO SHACK ARE TRADE-
MARKS OF TANDY CORPORATION

918 825-4844 SmaII
;

rs|pED INK) QUICK?
Then |ust call our automated TOLL FREE
answering machines. Leave your name.ad-

dress, and phone number. Requests will be

mailed 1 st Class the same day. Only requests

for product information will be processed:

all others will be disregarded by our

answering service.



Ample, uncluttered work area

Good lighting PC Board Circuit Location Voltage

A penlight flashlight Printer Interface Ul-4 2.65

A magnifying glass Ul-1 .09

Rqcic* miniQturp n^nfi tf\r\lQ' f\f\DdMC IIIII JlctlUI C llCtllU lUUlo .

-needlenose pliers

U2-1

U3-11

.09

3.27

-wirecutters U4-3 4.47 or .13

-screwdrivers U5-6 2.37

-dental probes, straight and right angle U6-4 .15

-25 W soldering iron, .031-inch solder, and "Solderwick" U7-1 5.09

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter (VOM) U7-12 2.38

Miniature alligator-clip leads U8-10 .12

Logic probe

Oscilloscope
Memory Addition U 17-10

U18-1

U18-3

1.73

2.97

5.09
Table 1. Recommended Test Equipment

U18-11

U19-3

U19-6

5.09

1.91

.16Continuedfrom p. 274

though highly desirable, it is not always U19-8

U19-11

T 190-1

4.46

1.82

1 .40
required when the other equipment

listed in Table 1 is available.
U20-9 1.83

Don't give up your repair attempts U24-6 4.56

just because you don't have access to a U25-13 1.76

scope. Occasionally, there is no way to U27-6 2.96

isolate a circuit fault without one, but Power Supply—Memory Addition

most failures can be diagnosed without (Disk Controller Version in Parens) U21-2 (None) 5.09

relying on a scope. U22-2 (U37-2) - 4.46

Digital voltmeters and logic pulsers U22-3 (U37-3) - 5.09

(not listed) are niceties but, again, aren't U22^ (U37^) -17.03

required to service the PSI. A little in- U23-1 (U38-1) 18.09

genuity and some common sense should U23-2 (U38-2) 12.04

compensate for these two items.
XI -BASE (Same)

SCR 1-GATE (Same)

.00

.00

Logical Failure Analysis Disk Controller m-4 2.22

I want to present some fundamental
U2-8

U6-1

U7-12

4.20

4.47

4.46
concepts that streamline the trouble-

shooting process. First, reason out the
U8-6 .12

problem. Start with a thorough list and U13-13 5.03

analysis of the symptoms and compare U 14-1

5

4.45

it with the circuitry's expected perfor- U15-15 .20

mance. When you have a general idea U16-1 5.02

of what part of the circuit might be at U16-15 .00

fault, use your magnifying glass and U20-2 .13

penlight to thoroughly inspect the area U20-13 .12
1 (\

on both sides of the PC (printed-circuit)

board.

U21-13

U22-3

U24-4

.19

.30

.14

Using the dental probe, slightly move
U26-9 4.35

wires and components, and inspect all U26-11 .13

solder connections and circuit traces. U27-2 .00

Even if the PSI worked flawlessly U27-6 .00

before, don't rule out a poor connec- U27-8 .00

tion or a bridge across two circuit U27-10 .00

traces. U27-12 .00

Next, measure and confirm dc (direct U30-1 7.52

current) voltages in the area. Even if the
U30-2 5.04

voltages appear to be OK, look at the Piggyback Board U32-2 .17

components for signs of overheating, U34-3 .19

4.39

.20

4.53

and touch them to check for abnormal-
U34-8

ly high temperatures. Be careful on the
U34-11

U35-9
'/2-watt resistors—they run very warm.

Then try dynamic testing. Use th :*
Table 2. Typical PSI dc Circuit Voltages

logic probe (and the scope if you have

one) to trace signals through the cir-

cuitry. Try to isolate the point deepest in

the suspect circuit beyond which the sig-

nal disappears. Think about what the
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signals should be doing as you trace

through the circuitry.

It is wise not to take measurements

directly on the RAM or FDC (floppy

disk controller) pins. Instead, attach the

probe to the other end of the conductor

path. Inadvertently shorting adjacent

pins on these devices could be
Continues on p. 278
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PERSO
AWe Now
V^ IN STOC

COMPLETE
FRANKLIN
SYSTEM

SI 5!

64K FRANKLIN WITH 1-DISK DRIVE
and 12" BMC GREEN MONITOR

TRS-80 MOD 16
• Unique Dual-Processor Design Features

MC68000 1 6-Btand Z-80A Microprocessors

• 1 28.000 Characters of Internal Memory

Expandable to 512,000 Characters.

• One or Two Built-in 1,250.000-

Character Double-Sided, Double-Density

8 ' Disk Drives

• Expandable to Ovei 33 million Characters

of Program and Data Storage on Hard Disks

• Software Compatible with Model II

Programs.

• Multi-User Capability Allows Execution

of Several Programs Simultaneously.

XENIX UPGRADE
Radio Shack's Multiuser Operating

System for the TRS-80 Model 1 6 requires

256K RAM & a Hard Disk Drive.

We are offering the "XENIX UPGRADE"
128K RAM & a 12 Megabyte Hard Disk

Drive for Only $3199 Installation Instructions Included

If you prefer, we will install the "XENIX UPGRADE" for only $50.

MODEL 16— 1 Drive

$4599
MODEL 16—2-Drive

$4299
DT-1 Terminal

$620

ENJOY UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
AND

FLEXIBILITY AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
• See the TRS-80 Model 1 2 at American Small Business Computers Today • 1 6 Bit Power • Graphics • Networking • Disk Expansion
• A Multi-Purpose Computer • Program Development II • Business Applications • Professional features you demand • Communications
• Green Video Display •Detachable Keyboard • Advanced Operating System •Software Compatible with TRS-80 Model II ©Adding
Expansions Boards is Easy • Expand Your Model 12 to your specific Applications.

THESE ARE OUR CASH DISCOUNTED PRICES COD AND CHAHGE ORDERS ARE 3% HIGHER ALL COMPUTERS ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT COLLECT PRICES SPECIFICATIONS AND AVAIi AEiil ITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM & IBM PER-
SONAL COMPUIERS ARE 1RADEMARKSOF IN'ERNATKJNAL BUSINESS MACHINES. INC TRS-80 B RADIO SHACK ARE TRADE-
MARKS OF TANDY CORPORATION

918/825-4844
NEED INFO QUICK?

Then |iist call our automated TOLL FREE
answering machines. Leave your name.ad-

dress. and phone number. Requests will be

mailed 1st Class the same day Only requests
• product information will be processed;

. others will be disregarded by our
lswering service.

call 1-800-331-38$$^

*-217 In Oklahoma. Call:

\i-91 8-825-4844



3.4V

5V-H

figure I continuedfrom p. 274

LOCATION: U8-13 (D4 input data line)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 2 ys/DlV

CONDITIONS: Printing continuous FA

character sequences OV

REMARKS: Not much timing information can

be determined from the data lines as they con-

tain considerable noise and aperiodic pulses.

Memory Addition

LOCATION: U18-3 (Lower RAM group CAS)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 10 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: During the transition time

following the first enter, when display reads

"MEM SIZE?", and continuing until Ready

REMARKS: No pulses appear after Ready

because now both A 14 and A15 are active (as

a result of recognizing the added 32K RAM).

LOCATION: U18-11 (Upper RAM group CAS) 5V-
SCOPE: 2V/ DIV, 2 ^s/DIV

CONDITIONS: After the first Ready

appears on the display (after powerup

and enter).

LOCATION: U19-8 (RAM read enable)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 1 ^s/DIV

CONDITIONS: After the first Ready appears

on the display (after powerup and enter)

LOCATION: U19-11 (Inverted TRS-80 Read)
42V

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, .5 ys/DIV

CONDITIONS: At "MEM SIZE?" display

LOCATION: U24-3 (A15)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 5 /is/DIV

CONDITIONS: After the first Ready appears

on the display (after powerup and enter)

LOCATION: U25-11 (Buffered TRS-80 Write)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 5 /s/DIV

CONDITIONS: After the first Ready appears

on the display (after powerup and enter)

REMARKS: Pulse duration = .6 jjs

LOCATION: U27-6 (CAS)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, .5 jjs/DIV

CONDITIONS: After the first Ready appears

on the display (after powerup and enter)

Figure I continues on p. 280

Continuedfrom p. 276

disastrous.

If you still can't find the problem,

start the analytical process over again

beginning with a scan through portions

of the PSI articles that deal with the

problem area. You might stumble

across some detail that triggers a

solution.

".
. .your voltage

measurements might vary

due to loading effects.

"

Notice that freeze spray and heat

guns do not appear in Table 1 . Ordinar-

ily they should not be needed, and

should not be used unless a thermal in-

termittent problem exists that cannot be

diagnosed by other means. While these

items are often effective, they can cause

stress to many components, damaging

them or causing failure. Use them as a

last resort, and then sparingly.

Typical dc Circuit Voltages

Table 2 contains typical dc voltages at

various circuit locations. These voltages

are measured with a digital voltmeter

having a 10-megohm input impedance.

If you use a VOM (Volt-Ohm-Milliam-

meter), your voltage measurements

might vary due to loading effects. Also,

some variance is normal due to dif-

ferences in component tolerance.

The circuit configuration for these

measurements is as follows: The PSI is

connected to the TRS-80, a printer, and

a disk drive. The TRS-80 and PSI are

turned on; the printer and disk drive are

turned off. The TRS-80 is in its "Mem-
ory Size?" display mode.

Typical Waveforms

The following are typical waveforms

as measured with a Tektronix model

2213 (60 megahertz) oscilloscope. As

with the dc voltages, your measure-

ments might vary somewhat.

Probe-loading characteristics, sweep-

trigger designs or settings, and ver-

tical-amplifier response can cause

measurement variations with respect to

amplitude, rise and fall times, and ring-

ing. Also, the general appearance can

vary due to overlaying aperiodic pulse

repetitions.

The circuit configuration is the same

as for the dc voltages, except that the

printer and disk drive are turned on as

needed. Special operating conditions

are indicated for each measurement.

Contact Philip M. Van Praag at

1630 W. Jagged Rock Road, Tucson,

AZ 85704.
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MODEMS
by

U.S. ROBOTICS

Auto-Link 300 $199
• 300 Baud

Auto-Dial 21 2A $439
• Hayes Compatible 300/1 200 Baud
• Automatic Dial features:

' Full Duplex/Half Duplex (Local Echo|
Standard Phone Jacks FCC Cortrfind

' Analog Loopback Self Test
" RS232 Pins 2 and 3 Reversible
* Front Panel LED Indicators
" Direct Connection to Phone Lines

via RJ11c

* Manual Originate
' Manual Answer
' Auto Speed Select
' RS232 Interface
' DTR Override
' Power Supply Included
" Phone Cable Included

SOFTV

WHAT IS A MODEM AND
WHY DO YOU NEED ONE?
A modem (short for "modulator-

demodulator") is an electronic trans-

lator that converts the electronic

impulses that make up computer

information into tones that can be

sent over telephone lines, ft likewise

translates incoming messages so

your computer can process them.

Modems make it possible to access

electronic information services like

CompuServe® and Dow Jones

News/Retrieval®, and to communi-

cate with other computers by send-

ing and receiving data and programs.

TELEPHONE LIST
Telephone List' will create and maintain, for you. an alphabetized list of
names addresses and telephone numbers. This program will pnnt out a nice,

neat, updated directory at your command.

Model I

Disk $14.95
MICRO-SEABATTLE

Micro-Seabattle is for two players. Each player has a fleet of five ships to locate.

Each ship may be oriented either honzontally or verticallyon the player's gnd.
Players separate their ships, then they try to shoot at each other's target. The
player to sink all of the opposition s fleet is the winner.

Model I or III

Cassette $1 9.95 Disk $24.95
OIL BARON

Oil Baron is an exciting newgame that will help you runyourown Oil Company. It

takes care of your monthly business, income payments, taxes, etc. You can drill

new wells, buy ngs, sell rigs, buy wells, sell wells. The more rigs you own, the
more money you make.

Cassette $14.95
Model I or

Disk $19.95
FLIP OVER

"Hip Over" onto a board of fun & challenge.

Model III

Cassette $19.95 Disk $24.95

BUSINESS MULTI-PACK
This package was Designed to assist businessmen in all aspects ol business

analysis. 1 Business Sales Forecasting. 2lnventory Analysis. 3.General Business
Utilities.

Model I or III

Disk $39.95
HANGMAN

Choose your word.keep it secret from your opponent If he doesn't call out the

correct letters to spell your word, his man hangs'

Model I or III

Disk $24.95
JOTTO

The object of thisgame is to guess, in as lew possible tnes. the word s:ored in the

computer. More than one playercan play in competition by comparing the final

rating after the word is guessed. The rating is the number of attempts used to

guess the word.

Model I or II

Cassette $19.95 Disk $14.95

COMPUTER BASEBALL
Computer Baseball is a one player baseba II game program v<

just like playing a real game of baseball.

Model I or III

FARMEX & DISPLAY
Farme> and Display program was designed 'or diversified farmers 10 help keep
Irack o' which of their enterprises or farms are profitable

Model III

Disk $29.95
THE BOOKKEEPER

Bookkeeper has been designed by an accountant for a small business. These
programs will keep a complete set of books for your small business. This pro-
gram will help you organize your business and help make it a success!

Model I or III

Disk $59.95
PRESSURE NAVIGATION

Pressure Navigation is a navigation program designed to allow a pilot to entera
few common figures and arnve at a single heading and :o fly between two points
regardless of wind;, aloft

nputer Its

Cassette $14.95 Disk $19.95

Cassette $19.95 Disk $24.95
ACCOUNTABILITY

Aicountability was designed to keep track of time and services provided to
handicapptod students in a special education program ! provides 29 specia
services to its students.

Cassette $1 9.95 Disk $24.95
BANNER HI-RESOLUTION

Banner Disks have been written to produce banners.

Model III

Disk $29.95

TRS-80 MOD 16

PRINTER BUFFERS

64K RAM CHIPS
USED TO UPGRADE:

• TRS-80 MOD 4

• COLOR COMPUTER
• MANY MORE . . .

$59.95
Set of 8 Chips

AW...WHAT THE HECK!!
These chips are brand new "4116's".

These 200 nano-second chips are fully

compatible with all TRS-80 products.

Instructions for insertion are included;

however, the dip shunts required for

converting a 4K Model 1 to a 16K
Model 1 are not included at this low

price.
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16K
NOW

13
Set of

RAM
ONLY

.95
8 Chips

It is the policy of American Small Business

Computers to offer merchandise at the lowest

price possible. Some time ago, we began

selling RAM Memory Chips for the TRS-80

for $22.00 per set. Someone else sold chips

for $20.00. We sold them for $18.95.

They sold them foi $1 7.95. So we say,

"AW...WHAT THE HECK!" Lets see the

other guys beat this price.

918/825-4844 SmaII

BuSINFSS

HlUCI COMPUTERS

NEED INFO QUICK?
Then just call our automated TOLL FREE
answering machines. Leave your name.ad-

dress, and phone number. Requests will be
mailed 1 st Class the same day. Only requests
for product information will be processed;

'

all others, will be disregarded by our
.answering service.

call 1 -800-331 -3896

-•I- to Oklahoma, Call:*' >B1 8-825-4844



TYPITALL
The SCRIPSIT" Compatible Word Processor

TYPITALL is a new word processing pro-

gram which is upward compatible with

SCRIPSIT" for the Model 1 and 3 TRS-80.

TYPITALL includes features like these: as-

sign any sequence of keystrokes to a single

control key. See the formatted text on the

screen before printing. Send the formatted

text to a disk file for later printing. Merge
data from a file while printing. Send any

control or graphic character to the printer.

Use the same version on the Model 1 or 3.

Reenter the program with all text intact if

you accidentally exit without saving text.

TYPITALL (disk only) $1 29.95

Manual only (100 pages) $25.00

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC
Complete diagnostic tests for every

component of your TRS-80 Model 1 or 3.

ROM: checksum test. RAM: three separate

tests. Video Display: character generator,

video RAM, video signal. Keyboard: every

key contact tested. Line printer: character

test. Cassette Recorder: read, write, verify.

RS-232-C Interface: connector fault, trans-

mission, framing, data loop, baud rate gen-

erator. Disk Drives: controller, read data,

formatting, read/write/verify with/without

erasing, disk drive timer, disk head cleaner.

System Diagnostic $99.95

TRS-80 MODEL III

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
A complete course in assembly language,

written for the beginner. Basic concepts,

the Z-80 instruction set, complete Model
III ROM and RAM information, program-

ming examples, the disk controller, the

TRSDOS 1.3 disk operating system,

RS-232-C interface.

With the book you can also purchase
Monitor #5, a comprehensive machine
language monitor for the Model 1 or 3.

Book only $1 6.95

Book and Monitor #5 on disk $29.95

SMART TERMINAL
The intelligent terminal program, with

automatic transmission and storage of data,

true BREAK key, cassette and disk files

compatible with SCRIPSIT" and Electric

Pencil". Same program supports both cas-

sette and disk systems.

Model 1 or 3 version $74.95

Model 2/12 (CP/M) Version $79.95

SMALL BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

• ORDER DESK: Enter orders, print in-

voices and mailing labels, recall invoices,

automatically post sales to inventory.

• BOOKKEEPING: Complete ledgers of

income and expenses by categories. Enter

or change data, print ledgers or summaries.
• INVENTORY: Complete list of all pro-

ducts sold by type and selling price.

• CUSTOMIZATION: Complete installa-

tion package for each business.

TRS-80 Model 1/3 Version $350.00

TRS-80 Model 2 Version $400.00

Order desk & Inventory $250.00

Bookkeeping only $150.00

FREE Software Catalogue
Add $3.00 postage & handling.

New York residents add sales tax.

Howe Software
14 Lexington Road
New City, NY 10956 ^175

(914) 634 - 1821
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
•TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

Figure I continuedfrom p. 278

Disk Controller

LOCATION: U7-8 (37ECRD)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 10/is/DIV

CONDITIONS: Disk drive off; TRS-80

powerup without holding down break key

REMARKS: Scope shows +5Vdc (steady) if

break key is held down at powerup. Pulse

duration = 1.1 ^s.

LOCATION: U7-12 (37EOWR)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 20 ^s/DIV

CONDITIONS: During any disk read or

write operation

REMARKS: Pulse repetition rate varies.

LOCATION: U14-15 (37EORD)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 5 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: With Radio Shack's

(cassette-form) "Real-Time Clock" utility

running

REMARKS: Pulse duration = 1.1 p<s. At

powerup, U 14- 15 is at + 4.5V dc (steady)

whether or not break key was depressed. Also

+ 4.5V dc after first Ready display.

LOCATION: U20-4 (Raw Read)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 2 ns/DIV

CONDITIONS: During TRSDOS boot

REMARKS: In single density, bit cells are

8 ms wide. Horizontal pulse jitter is normal.

What you see is an apparent series of alter-

nating clock and data pulses. While the clock

pulses do occur every 8 y&, data pulses are ab-

sent some of the time. Since the scope image

is made up of many scans, however, it ap-

pears as if data pulses always occur between

successive clock pulses.

LOCATION: U20-4 (Raw Read)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 2 ^s/DIV

CONDITIONS: During DBLDOS boot

REMARKS: In double density, bit cells are

4 /is wide. Horizontal pulse jitter is normal.

Note a 4 /us gap between the first and second

pulse, also an apparent 2 \xs gap between

subsequent pulses. The 4 \xs gap occurs since

that is the minimum possible duration be-

tween any two pulses in MFM double-density

mode. The apparent 2 ys gap thereafter oc-

curs because of the many scans that make up

a scope image, plus the fact that, in MFM,
pulses might occur 6 ^s apart. Thus, during

some scans, the second pulse in the sweep oc-

curs 6 ^s after the start of the first pulse.

LOCATION: U21-9 (Read Clock)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 1 Ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: During DBLDOS boot

REMARKS: Horizontal jitter is normal.

LOCATION: U22-3 (8 MHz)
SCOPE: .5V/DIV, 50 ns/DIV

CONDITIONS: Anytime PSI is on

Figure 1 continues on p. 282
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MODELS I & III

CASS. PAYROLL 44.95

STANDARD & POOR'S

STOCK PACK 44.95

IN-MEMORY INFO 14.83

TRENDEX STOCK PKG 37.11

GENERAL LEDGER 89.95

INVENTORY CONTROL I 89.95

ACCTS. PAYABLE 134.95

ACCIS. RECEIVABLE 134.95

DISK PAYROLL 179.95

BUSINESS MAILING

LIST 89.95

PROFILE 71.95

WORD PROCESSOR

DISK 89.95

VISICALC III

ENHANCED 179.00

PERSONNEL MGR 89.95

CHECKWRITER 80 89.95

BUSINESS CHECK

WRITER 134.95

SUPER SCRIPSIT 179.00

SCRIPSIT DICTIONARY 134.00

PROFILE III PLUS 179.00

DESKTOP PLAN 80 139.72

BUSINESS ANALYSIS 126.59

BUDGET MGT 14.70

MOD I DBL

PRECISION 7.37

ADVANCED GRAPHICS 26.76

K-8 MATH 1 79.00

ALPHA KEY 26.76

FROM RADIO SHACK

INTERPRETING GRAPHS . . . 26.76

GRAPH ANALYSIS

EXP. DATA
. . 26.76

K-8 STUDENT MGMT 147.86

"ELIZA" ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE . . . 13.45

MONOPOLY . . . 25.74

XENOS GAME . . 18.54

DISK COURSE III . . . 22.25

MOD III BASIC INST . . . 18.55

TINY PASCAL MANUAL. . . . . . 14.83

COLOR COMPUTER
PINBALL 26.95

FOOTBALI 35.95

SUPER BUSTOUT 19.60

SKIING 26.95

POLARIS 26.95-

GALACTIC ATTACK 26.95

MICRO PAiNTER 26.42

TENNIS 20.21

PERSONAL FINANCE 35.95

COLOR FILE 26.95

SPECTACULAR 36.95

COLOR SCRIPSIT 36.95

BEDLAM 10.81

C C LEARNING LAB 44.95

MODELS II & 16
PAYROLL 359.00

GENERAL LEDGER 179.00

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE 269.00

ACCTS. PAYABLE 269.00

BUSINESS MAM ING

LIST 1 DISK 71.00

VISICALC 269.00

PROFILE II 161.00

JOB COSTING 134.00

PROFILE TRAINING 62.00

TIME ACCOUNTING 404.00

SCRIPSIT 2.0 359.00

SCRIPSIT DICTIONARY 179.00

SCRIPSiT PLOTTER

DRIVER 44.00

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 89.00

LITIGATION SUPPORT 269.00

MENU GENERATOR 35.00

INVENTORY CONTROL
SYSTEM 269.00

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

3-DISK 449.00

ACCTS. PAYABLE MOD II . .

ORDER ENTRY/ICS

3-DISK

. 449.00

449 00

SALES ANALYSIS

3-DISK . 269.00

EDITOR ASSEMBLER II

COBOL
179.00

. 269.00

TEXT EDITOR . . 71.00

SCRIPSIT 2.0 H.P . 359.00

SCRIPSIT DICTIONARY

MOD I! HD . 179.00

MODEL 16
GENERAL LEDGER . 539.00

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

ACCTS. PAYABLE

539.00

. 539.00

THESE ARE OUR CASH DISCOUNTED PRICES. COD. AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% HIGHER.
ALL COMPUTERS ARE SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT. PRICES, SPECIFICATIONS, AND AVAILABILITY
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM AND IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS ARE
TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, INC. TRS-80 AND RADIO SHACK
ARE TRADEMARKS OF TANDY CORPORATION.

THESE ARE OUR CASH DISCOUNTED PRICES CO D AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% HIGHER ALL COMPUTERS ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT COLLECT PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS. AND AVAILABILITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE :BM 81 IRM PER
SONAl COMPUTERS ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC ' RS-80 & RADIO SHACK ARE TRADE-
MARKS OF TANDY CORPORATION

Business

COMPUTER

NEED INFO QUICK?
Then just call our automated TOLL FREE
answering machines. Leave your name.ad-
dress. and phone number. Requests
mailed 1 st Class the same day. Only rei

for product information will be proc
all others will be disregarded by
answering service.

-800-331-389 *!T&j||g|



THIS

MANUAL
TRYING TO SAY*

Profile III Plus© - 108 insert pages for your

manual with plain English explanations and

examples including two 16x22 wall charts show-

ing where program goes and why $14.00

General Ledger - Insert pages for the TRS-80©

Mod III Disk Manual clarifying the obscure.

Section on HOW accounts interact and produce

statements. 19x25 two-color wall chart shows

Flow, Commands, Tips $14.00

Super SCRIPSIT© - 19x25 two-color wall chart

shows commands with explanations and tips in

highly visible form $4.00

VisiCalc© - 19x25 two-color wall chart shows All

THOSE commands with clear explanations at a

glance $4.00

© - Copyrights of Tandy or VisiCorp

Send cash, check, money order to:

CREST SOFTWARE -223

2132 Crestview Drive • Durango, CO 81301

(303) 247-9518

Visa, MC .xrepted, include card » and expiration dale.

(Add $2.00 Shipping — We use UPS)

v.-s^t, ', .lx jSkf&wsiia-S'S >&* &$

ANNOUNCING: CLEANER 80

The System That Makes

Your Cleaning Kit Worth

15 Times The Price

You Paid For It.

ner 80 is a software program
designed to give you your money's
worth — and more— when it comes
to cleaning the disk drive head of

your TRS-80 computer.

With this system, you can get up to

400 cleanings out of each disk drive

head cleaning kit— instead of the 26

cleanings specified by the manufac-
turer. That's 15 times the number of

cleanings you would normally be
able to achieve.

Order yours today, piease

specify whether you need the TDC-

80 Model I or TRS-80 M~ -

s2995 Cleaner 80
Disk Drive Head Cleaning S;

o order write:

Cleaner 80,

. Drive Head Cleaning S
Macro-Systems Software

P.O. Box 1734
Vichita, Kansas 67201-173

pyright 1983, by J. Russell J

4.5V

Figure I continuedfrom p. 280

LOCATION: U24-10 (Index Pulse)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 50 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: During any disk read or

write operation

LOCATION: U26-4 (Late)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 10 us/DIV

CONDITIONS: During double-density disk-

write operation

REMARKS: Pulse repetition rate is erratic. OV-

Early (U26-6) should produce an identical

waveform.

LOCATION: U27-6 (Step)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 10 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: During TRSDOS boot, when 5V

head steps from track zero to directory track

REMARKS: TRSDOS was designed for the

Shugart SA400 disk drive in the TRS-80

Model I. The SA400 calls for 40 ms track-to-

track timing. 8
/
/5

OV—

Miscellaneous Information:

LOCATION: U6-2 (Interrupt)

REMARKS: Should be at + .2V dc (steady)

at TRS-80 powerup and after the first Ready

display. With the clock utility running, U6-2

should look like U14-15, except + 5V instead

of +4.5V, and pulse duration is 44 us instead

Of 1.1 jiS.

LOCATION: U14-12 (Clock circuit output to

D7 data line)

REMARKS: With the clock utility running,

Piggyback Board

LOCATION: U34-8 (Double-density software'4 2V

trigger)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, .5 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: During DBLDOS boot

REMARKS: A single pulse occurs as a result

of reading track zero on the disk.

LOCATION: U36-6 (Write Data)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 2 us/DIV

CONDITIONS: Any single-density write

operation

REMARKS: Same rules apply regarding

pulse repetition as for read operation. Note

the absence of horizontal jitter, as write

precomp is not used for single density. Also

note that the baseline extends through every

other pulse. This indicates that some data in-

tervals contain pulses, while others do not.

Clock pulses, however, always occur at 4 ms

intervals.

LOCATION: U36-6 (Write Data)

SCOPE: 2V/DIV, 2 ms/DIV

CONDITIONS: Any double-density write

operation

REMARKS: Same rules apply regarding

pulse repetition as for read operation.

Horizontal jitter is normal, as a result of

write precompensation.

U14-12 should look like U14-15, except pulse

duration is 44 ms.

LOCATION: U14-14 (Interrupt Request)

REMARKS: Should be at +4V dc (steady) at

TRS-80 powerup if break key is held down;

then, approximately 10 seconds later

(regardless of enter being hit), U14-14 goes

low and stays there. If break is not held down

at powerup, U 14- 14 is at +4V dc all the

time.

OV—

4.3V

M4/JS

4V~

ov-

4^s
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Hi
RADIO SHACK HARD DRIVES
5 Meg. Primary for Model III

Includes Hard Disk Operating Systems

with Basic

8.4 Meg. Primary for Models II, 12 & 16
Uses TRS-DOS Commands, Plus

Specially Designed Enhanced Features

1 2 Meg. Primary for Models 1 1, 1 2 & 1

6

NEW from Radio Shack

$2395

$3199

$3495

COMPLETE MOD III DISK DRIVE

KIT ONLY $399 Reg $595.00
Kit comes complete with power supply, double density disk drive, mounting hard-
ware and instructions. HURRY! This is a limited offer.

DISK DRIVES for the TRS-80 MODEL III

DRIVE
Single Side 40 Track $399

Oouble Side, 40 Track $474

Single Side, 80 Track $474
Double Side 80 Track $549

DRIVE 1

Single Side, 40 Track SI 99

Double Side, 40 Track $269

Single Side, 80 Track $269

Double Side, 80 Track $319

Drive includes the controller board, power supply, cables and all mounting hardware. Complete instruc-

tions are included for installation. It takes 30 minutes to an hour to install disk drives in a Model III.

No soldering is required. TRSDOS operating system is not included in this low price.

5 %" Floppy Drives
TEAC: 50A is a full-size Disk Drive

for use on the MOD I & color

computer. It has a lead screw
actuator. This means that the read-

write head is positioned with much
greater accuracy, but it takes longer.

The 50A has a stepping rate of 30
milliseconds as opposed to 5

milliseconds for the other Drives.

The TEAC SLIMLINE is exactly M>

the size of the other Drives.

TANDON: This is the most
popular 5 1/2" drive. It has been

used by Radio Shack, IBM, Osborne

and many others. Tandon uses a

split-band type actuator.

CDC: The CDC also uses a split-

band type actuator. It is known to

have excellent quality & has been

used by IBM & many others.

TEAC
40 Track isoa;.

Single Sided

40 Track (55Ai

Single Sided Slimline

40 Track, <55B)

Double Sided Slimline

80 Track, i55F)

Double Sided Slimline

$169

$199

$269

$319
180 DAY WARRANTY

TANDON
40 Track, (ioo-i)

Single Sided $189
40 Track, noo-2)

Double Sided $269
80 Track, noo-3)

Single Sided $269
80 Track, noo-4)

Double Sided $319
90 DAY WARRANTY

CONTROL DATA CORP.
(CDC)

40 Track, 0408)

Single Sided

40 Track, (9409)

Double Sided

80 Track, 0409-T}

Double Sided

$199

$309

$319

90 DAY WARRANTY

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR BARE DISK DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY & CABINET. FOR ONLY S50.00. WE WILL ASSEMBLE & TEST DISK DRIVES WITH POWER
SUPPLY & CABINET

THESE ARE OUR CASH DISCOUNTED PRICES COD. AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 396 HIGHER AIL COMPUTERS ARE SHIPPED
FREIGHT COLLECT PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS. AND AVAILABILITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM ft IBM PER-
SONAL COMPUTERS ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONA. BUSINESS MACHINES INC TRS-80 6 RADIO SHACK ARE TRADE-
MARKS OF TANDY CORPORATION

2%*

918/825-4844 SmaII
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SPECIALIZING IN OPERA"

UTILITIES, AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR Tl TRS-80 COMPUT

SU+ 3.0

Inside SU+ 19.95

Rttiil 99.90

SALE... 59.95

NEW SUPER UTILITY+
VERSION 3.0

Includes Operators Manual
and 2nd Backup Disk

The Book Inside SU+ 2.2

Included FREE
A 1 9.95 Value at no extra charge

Experience a legend with the
program voted as the outstanding

utility of 1982.
MOD I or MOD III Protected Media

PMOD/CMO

PCHECK/CMD

PFIX7CM0

PVU/CHD

PCLEAhVCMD

PSS/CMD

PREFORM/CMO

PMAP/CMD

PASSGO/CMD

DISK MODIFICATION UTILTIY

DIRECTORY CHECK UTILITY

DIRECTORY REPAIR UTILITY

SECTOR VERIFICATION UTILITY

DISK CLEANUP UTILITY

FILE SECTOR STATUS

REFORMAT WITHOUT ERASE

DISKETTE AND FILE MAP

PASSWORD REMOVAL

Automatic Density Recognition

Automatic Track Count Recognition

Automatic DOS Recognition

The Best Directory On The Market

MOD I or MOD III

l<ee space on you' dtshs. i

AS'EST ana EASIEST to u*« ind ine onl

Meoory ace to read multiple OOS onme n

4

POWERDRIVER Tj&
By Powersoft **g$^W%s£&Bm':

NEW S^j^jft^>jj^Qsy ' *^^l^^^

PRINTER Dl

A
This new generation of custom printer drivers allows

you to utilize all of SUPERSCRIPSIT'S featu res with

your EPSON (Graftrax Required). PROWRITER and
C.ITOH F-10 STARWRITER printers. You can now
utilize all of the printers custom features such as

compressed, expanded and proportional print,

underlining, bold-face, super-scripting, and sub-

scripting. All drivers can be called from within

SUPERSCRIPSIT at "document open time." Order

by printer designation as follows:

POWERDRIVER E EPSON MX70/80/100
POWERDRIVER P C.ITOH PROWRITER
POWERDRIVER S OITOH STARWRITER

MOD I or MOD III

^^^MSBMMIFai
[POWERDOT

A brand new concept, POWERDOT allows you to

create hi-resolution screen prints on EPSON
(GRAFTRAX & GRAFTRAX+) C.ITOH PROWRITER
printers without any hardware additions or modifica-

tions to your TRS-80. You can draw directly on your

screen which is a "picture window" of a much larger

drawing area and move the window to other areas of

the drawing. Your only limitations are imagination

and disk space. The completed drawing is dumped to

the above printers by reducing and transforming the

complete graphic pixels to single hi- res dots. Use the

same disk for booting on MOD I
or MOD III. Desi-

gners, architects, engineers and artists will love this

unique drawing program. MQD ,
Qr MQD ,„

IEWSCRIPT
By Prosoft

Munlictirtf s Suigistid List 124 95

OiskCmt 0>t) Special 111.39

THE WORD PROCESSOR

FOR BUSINESSMEN AND PROFESSIONALS

A FEW OF NEWSCRIPTS STANDARD FEATURES:

• FormLelterswiinmer»nvjolnamesanaaOOiesses» Giressuwttb appearance to your Imai

Documents • Comotehensive manual mm hurcrscs r,i cuair-p-es • Ce-ter-ng iop'5 mm
Miss 'Jems p.ii<u:ori • U11J-: in -.g '-olcta-; rliv.Me mom 'it. • Sua -snots !r
scripts proportional pitch • GeneratesTabieolContents sc-'eomcw • * : n*sb-x«gra;'««.s

special SVIMXHS • Search ana replace globally 01 willwi a tange • BlocK move copy,

deietemserllwoihc'*. ajiOS.'.vf A huu PS DIRECTORY. kill REPEAT* Baseoon

s' j-'C s:a:Pi sysie-ns« Supc'ied ready -to 'unc- n:<y DCST.iS • iasiv

NtWDOS NflVHOSSO .tOOS.TRSEOS • eludes 'anoy DjiCk Releience CM
tvEWSCRI"! CONTROLS 'H'SF PRATERS „.„..-...
,p';-it,uxg'i MX '

)C all ^-nrH! -.iusuiid^i-n-gi-lbx.v.isnrs ila'LS-i" •

• Cefiuomcs 737. 739; Raao Shack LP IV LP VIII. Ptownter. Daisy Wheel II, NEC PC-8023A.

"i 8500R C TO- 5510 Rignl|ustitiea true proportional priMmg

SPECIFY MOD I or III

MULTIDOS1.3a
i Electronics

SUPER SAVINGS
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

MULTIDOS1.3a
MODI
MOD I DD
MOD III 5995

ntities limited subiect to prior sales

Specify when ordering)

mloScan is an information releience ulility that is used lo organiie. store and relneve any lype ol

useful information in any lormal

I! cotibnes the leatures cl a word processc. caia base manager arid in'o-matm- retr evil and

display uli iiy You compos; intonration records on ine screen as no, me word processing leave.

m any to-mat ydu like Eacn -ecbrrd is desc-ibed by l 17 cha-acier key p-uase mat you specly

Once ciealed me rnlormabor lile's keypt-rasesca- be scanned as a Is: on ibe screen using an

imp'ess-ve key scan b-acket you scra'i me keypbrases m-u me brackets w '.' me arra- keysc-

your keyboard. Whe- lie desired Keypbrase is 'and you press a single Key and me co-iespondir

;

mlormalior record is retr. even trcr disk and displayed on Ibe screen 'he record displays me»acl y

the same forma: as you used lowaste i I
wtoScan Is Ihe ullimale mlotmalion reference ladlily. you

Car even :esign your own forms lc "liil ir."

As mloScan is yvnllen in machine a-guage i-Vn-.alion -eccrd reine.ai and d ;p-av takes less

than 'A second No programming or other technical knowledge is required lo use IntoScaa

A slunnmg ns.al presental on. I utilizes the display window lec"n.o.ue Menus Keyptiiase lisls

CiS playec te>l. and status r.iorna'ion are displayed in a ser es ol Orspav windows on yui.r
.

sen

impressive graphic display panels are used lo enhaxe ibe visual dentation ct me proouci ana

,.-,.»
i vfrxmat-or v5u *i ! be proud :c na« this application runn ng on your machn-e ' a-yo-e sees

Ibis ulilily on you* computet. Ihey will never as*, why you bought the computer

A truly outstanding information processor al an unbelievable price

MOD l/lll MINIMUM 48K 1 Drive

Minuficturef s Suggested List. . 79.95

DiskCount Data Special

.. LLYMASTER can help you find out It's the "big picture" financial

management tool designed for people responsible for budgets and sales.

Revenues and expenses can be placed in up to 702 categories, and

grouped and totalled into higher categories. Results are displayed

immediately, and can be printed and stored on disk. TALLYMASTER is

easy to learn and easy to use. It's menu-driven, and the built-in HELP

command displays intormation on any of 21 specific topics Facilities

include sorting in four ways, selection of ranges of categories to be

changed or reported, merging of several files, and multi-column printed

reports. Arithmetic (unctions even allow simple sales projections.

TALLYMASTER was designed to fill the gap between a bookkeeper's

detailed journals and the "CALC" programs. II was designed lo help :

s
.e

person running a business (or a household) gain better control over the

finances of that business

MOD l/lll
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Powermail is a highly sophisticated mas mailing
system designed to run under all of the popular OOS's
currently available for the Mod I or Mod III. The
program is written entirely in machine language for
maximum operation speed, and occupies only 4K of
the avialable RAM in your computer. There are no
slow periods when Powermail is running. New
features have been added to the program that others
have always lacked You now have the ability to keep
track of mailings using the 24 'flags' that are in-

corporated into the Powermail program. The
Powermail system will handle a file up to 8
megabytes, or 65535 names, whichever is smaller.
The program will also sort the entire maximum file size
and open up to 168 files simultaneously during the
process. Author Kim Watt. MOD I or MOD IK

This communications package is one of Ihe most versatile available II

includes a lull featured intelligent terminal program, host program
direct tile transfer function, and hex conversion utilities lor bulletin
board downloading plus: • Support for virtually all manual and auto
dial modems. • Exclusive Ultra Term direct disk tile transter function
allows full control from the transmitting computer, and unattended
operation at the receiving computer. • Split screen feature lets you
type outgoing messages on the bottom halt ol the screen while
incoming messages are displayed on the top of the screen • Full
Line printer support. • Universal ASCII tormat file transmission and
reception with memory input/output buffer supports delays between
characters, delays between lines, and prompt controlled transmission
for compatability with virtually all syslems A counter continuously
displays the amount ol tree memory remaining whenever the buffer is

in use. • Full featured host program that supports PRINT and PRINT
graphics from basic, and automatically relocates and protects itself in

the lop ol memory is included. • Auto Dial phone numbers stored in

program with srngle Key Auto Dial. MOD I or MOD II

SPECIAL OFFER
Any order of $100 or
more from this ad will

receive one choice of
the following
absolutely

A. Green Window MOD l/ll/lll

B. PowerDraw
C. PowerDRIVER E, P, or S

Please select one only
Note: Orders of LDOS 5.1 do not
qualify since the Master Mechanics
set is already included at no charge.

PCHECK/Cf
PFIX/CMD
PREFORM/CMD
PVU/CMD
PERASE/CMD
PMOVE/CMD
PDIRT/CMD
PASSGO/CMD
PUN/CMD
PEX/CMD
PMOD/CMD
PFIND/CMD

PCOMPARE/CMD
PCLEAR/CMD
PSS/CMD
PMAP/CMD
PMX/FLT MX80
PHELP/CMD
PBOOT/CMD
PFILT/FLT
DVORAK/FIT
DVORAK/JCL
CODE/JCL
DECODE/JCL

MOD I or MOD III

ioi giaphtcs. s

• merge re*l with graph tt

applica'
PowerDRAW saves graphics 'o disk
lale< lime in the following formats
Ol CONDENSED TOKEr-JS
1. f-U*:-. Sm .:< • - •.-•ri.it

2) EDTASM Source file format
3) BASIC d*Ta statements
41 BASIC Strings

51 BASIC arrays (Ne
6) Load Fife Formal
Many more features' Completely cursor controlled PowerORAW com
complete w>th PDRAW.CMD as weti as three otNer utilities wntten by K
for extending the use of PowerOraw Also has 3 printer drivers including oi
that is specifically wf if fen lor the Epson prmter with or without GrattraK'Tr'
means alt fhe graphics you design may be printed Out PERFECTLY on yo
printer 1 Works w«fh joystick also

' •

MOD l/lll

More Specials
PROGRAM NAME RETAIL

THE WSSTi:^ MECHANIC SET FOR LDOS •) o q =.

BASIC/S SYSTEM MOD l/MDO III 49.95

MAKE 80 MOD I 19.95

MAKE 80 MOO III 19.95

POWER TERM MOD l/MOD III 2995

SCRIPLUS 30 MOO l/MOO III 39 95

STBO III MOD l/MOD III
1 50 00

MICROTERM
79.95

JOVIAN MOD l/MOD III 24.95

FROGGER MOD l/MOO III 22.95

DEMON SEED MOD l/MOD III 19.95

CATERPILLAR MOD l/MOO III 19.95

CHICKEN MOO l/MOO III 19.95

ASSAULT MOD l/MOD III 24.95

DOSPLUS II MOD II 249.95

MICROCASH MOD III 199.95

ALL SNAPP-WARE 10% OFF

BOOKS & WHATEVER

SUPER UTILITY TECH MANUAL 2.2 2 14.95

INSIOE SUPER UTILITY + 2.2 z 19.95

THE CUSTOM TRS-80 29.95

TRS-80 Disk & Other Mysteries 22.50

TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded 29.95

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED 29.95

BASIC FASTER & BETTER 29.95

MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK I/O 29.95

SPECIAL

34 95

39.95

14.95

14.95

2495

2995

12495

69.95

21.95

20.49

17.95

17.95

17.95

21.95

199.95

149.95

11 95

1595

26.95

19.95

26.95

26.95

26.95

26.95

Now program in the "C" language compiler
subset tor LDOS. LC generates Z-80 EDAS
IV source code as output. Compiled pro-
grams run on both MOD I and MOD III. Buy
LC and get EDAS IV. Save
$60.00 with the best LDOS editorassembler
package on the market. Over 200 pages of
documentation. Requires 2 drives and 48K.

FOR LDOS MOD l/lll

SOFTWARE AUTHORS
DiskCount Data may be interested
in marketing your program. Send
evaluation copies to address
below, Attn: Software Evaluation
Dept. We are interested in high
quality programs.

I 214-680-8268
-?0-i

SHATTERPROOF

ENHANCES IMAGE

$24.95

^J*ESBB5A*w=

PREFERRED BY COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
EVERYWHERE

DPTicam

Phone Your Order In Today Or Mail To
DISKCOUNT DATA
2701 ^C W. 15th St.. Suite 324
Piano. TX 75075
Office Hours Mon Fri 10A M. !o 9P.M. CST
Send Cash, Check or Money Order
Please add $3.OO for postage and hand ling addition-
al $1.50 for CO.D.'s. #
Foreign orders welcome, please specify air or
surface. All shipping charges assumed by purchaser.

•
When ordering by mail, please specify computer
model number (I, II, or III), drive configuration, and
memory size.

w2"?£l; AND WST Cheerfully Accepted

<-- See List ot Advertisers on Page 355
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Weak Lini

Stronger

i
f your TRS-80's screen is giving you a

headache or making your eyes burn, try the

tips presented here and solve the problem.

The screen is often the TRS-80's

weakest link. Users complain of head-

aches, burning eyes, and difficulty fo-

cusing on the screen after a few hours of

use. These problems are inherent in the

design and type of monitor used by Ra-

dio Shack computers, but there are sev-

eral possible solutions to the problems.

Eye Fatigue

The main causes of computer-moni-

tor eye fatigue are flicker, glare, and

poor contrast. The display device in

most computer terminals (excluding

LCD and gas-plasma displays, which

are rare) is a cathode ray tube, or CRT.

The name comes from the electron

beam generated around a heated metal

cathode and directed and accelerated

toward the screen's face by a series of

focusing grids. The screen attracts the

electron beam by a 10-15 kV charge ap-

plied to the tube's outside surface, called

the anode.

This electron beam, traveling at near

the speed of light, strikes the face of the

screen, which has a phosphor-based

286 • 80 Micro, July 1983

coating applied to its inner surface. The

impact of these particles causes the out-

er electrons of the phosphor molecules

to be ripped off, making the phosphor

glow. The color that the phosphor

glows and how long the glow lasts are

determined by the type of phosphor and

what pigments and other chemicals are

mixed with it.

Phosphor Types

In a TRS-80, the CRT screen glows a

bluish white because it uses a standard

black-and-white (or P-4) phosphor. The

tube used in TRS-80s is the RCA
12VCLP4, a TV-grade CRT.
One reason so many people complain

of eye fatigue with TRS-80s is the phos-

phor type used. The black-and-white

P-4 phosphor Radio Shack uses has a

decay, or fade out, time of .024ms or

.000024th of a second. This means that

as the electron beam sweeps the screen's

face, the phosphor glows for .000024th

of a second and then fades out, going

black until the next scan (which occurs

every .017 second).

The screen is black more often than

it's white, rapidly strobing on and off

(although it's difficult to detect the mo-

tion because the screen scans at the rate

of 60 times a second, which is faster

than the eye can catch).

The eye can detect these changes—on

certain levels. Glance at a fluorescent

light out of the corner of your eye some-

time—it's strobing at 60 shots a second

—and you'll be able to detect the strobe

effect. Adelle Davis, the internationally

known expert on health and nutrition,

states that this flicker can burn up to

5,000 international units of vitamin A
out of the retina of your eyes each day.

To see the flicker effect on your mi-

crocomputer, turn the brightness con-

trol up until the screen fills with a large

square of white raster lines. Darken the

room, and then wave your hand up and

down in front of the screen.

Apple, IBM, and some other manu-

facturers have handled the flicker prob-

lem by using a slower-decay or more

persistent phosphor in their CRTs. As

the electron beam sweeps the screen, the

phosphor glows and then fades at about

.12 second—so when the beam comes

around for the next scan the last dot of

light is just fading out. The result is a

display that glows, rather than strobes.

The drawback to this slower decay is

a slight vapor trail left behind fast-mov-

ing characters on the screen . With fast-



SUP0UP3.0
Duplicate SU+ 2

in STANDARD /CMD for-

mat. No need for expensive backup disks!

• Keep a SU + backup on your system disk — always
ready when you need it!

• Create a 'bootable' SU+ disk in unprotected for-

mat!

• Enter SU f with high memory unaltered! Pass data
back and forth between SU \ and other programs.
Load a high memory monitor and jump to it after

SU^ loads'

• No machine language knowledge required 1 SUP-
DUPdoesall the work!

• Works with SU+ versions 2.2z, 2.2P, 3.1 and 3.1a!

If you own Super Utility Plus 2 you need
SUPDUP3.0 1

!

• SUPDUP 3.0
1

is provided on disk with users manua
for the Model I or III.

1 302 - 41 st Street • Orlando, Florida 32805
TO ORDER

Send Check or Money Order Credit Card orders include acct number
and exp date or call TOLL FREE l -800-327-4459. FLA residents or

technical queries call 1-305-423-5683 FLA orders add b% sales tax

This product is lor yourpersonal use only. Not meant for distribution or sale

1 "W.ttSoft 2 -Breeze/QSD, Inc

oved !!

••'CxO SOFTWARE has expanded its operations,
and is introducing a complete, new line of Software
and Hardware for Business Users.

• We have single and Multi-User Micros for up to
64 users.

• All programs are written in 8080 Assembler for
CP/M Operating Systems on Z80 or 8080 process-
ors.

Here is a partial list of our new products:

• LEGAL BILLING SYSTEM - Complete, comprehensive
system for any size- legal office.

• INVENTORY MANAGEMENT / POINT OF SALE - For re-
tail operations. Gives complete control over
your inventory.

WORD PROCESSORS, BOOKKEEPING, EMPLOYEE PAYROLL
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE, and much more...

Call or write today for free information on all our
products. This is your only chance to find out more
about how this software will help you and your bus-
ness. We do not plan to advertise in this magazine
after this month, so call today.

(201) 347-6020

WBt
21 Route 206 Suite 1

Stanhope, NJ 07874 -^-
\

• 517

Business Software For The

COLOR COM
and the TRS-80 Model III

Data Base Manager
Part I

Part II*

Church Contributions

Balanced Billing System
Single Entry General Ledger

$99.00
$99.00

$99.00
$99.00
$95.00

Integrated Business Software*

*available for Color Computer only

Accounts Receivable $295.00
Accounts Payable $295.00
General Ledger $295.00
Inventory 2 $295.00
Payroll $295.00
64K memory upgrade

including installation $125.00

Call or Wnto for free catalogue

2457 Wehrle Dr.. D 80. Buffalo, NY 14221

PHONE (716)631-3011 ,___

Dealer Inquires Welcome

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355
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action graphics or arcade games, you

can see the phosphor fade out slowly.

However, it's barely noticeable, doesn't

interfere with the graphics, and is a

small price to pay for the elimination of

flicker—and 90 percent of your eye

fatigue!

There's a difference between looking

at a glowing screen and a flickering

screen as anyone who's used one of

these newer CRTs can attest. Some peo-

ple find this slow-decay effect trouble-

some, and for them a faster phosphor,

such as a P-34 amber or a P-31 green,

might be better.

The slower-decay phosphors are a

different color from the black-and-

white variety, and are usually green or

amber. Green is available in two differ-

ent types: the P-31 , which decays quick-

ly and still presents the flicker problem;

and the P-42, used by IBM and Apple,

which decays more slowly. Langley-St.

Clair Instrumentation Systems offers

the P-42 as a replacement for Model I,

II, and III CRTs.
In Europe, the standard is the am-

ber, or European Orange (also known

as LA Orange), phosphor. Because

European Orange requires a rare-earth

element, these monitors are generally

more expensive.

The reason for using a colored phos-

phor has to do with the amount of light

striking your eyes. White is the entire

color spectrum, and is fairly intense. If

you pick out a single color, such as

green or yellow, you eliminate the other

colors and reduce the intensity of light

coming at you without reducing the

visibility of the screen characters.

You get the best contrast ratio by

placing yellow on black. An amber or

yellow display produces the most visi-

ble characters for the least amount

of total light emitted, making it easier

for your eyes.

Eliminate the Glare

Glare is another problem for TRS-80

users. Glare is the ambient light of the

room you're working in, reflected off

the face of the screen. The easiest way to

reduce glare is to simply move your ter-

minal so that no light shines directly on

the screen.

If it isn't possible to change the room
lighting or move your computer you

might consider a glare shield. Radio

Shack makes a glare shield, a fine fabric

mesh that affixes to the computer's out-

er frame. It eliminates a lot of glare, but

some people complain that it has a neg-

ative effect on character resolution, or

your ability to read the screen.

Polaroid sells a glare shield, which

sells for over $100, that uses polariza-

tion of light to stop glare. This sheet of

optically treated glass uses a slick set of

optical tricks to make reflected light

cancel itself out. It's quite effective, and

also quite expensive.

There are other fabric mesh products

on the market that can help the glare

problem in varying degrees. Some affix

directly to the CRT's face (requiring

disassembly of the microcomputer),

and others mount on the frame.

Improving the Contrast

Contrast enhancement refers to im-

proving the contrast and clarity of the

characters on the screen. The three

main mechanisms of contrast enhance-

ment are adding darkening pigments to

the phosphor to make a blacker field for

the letters to stand out, darkening the

glass on the front of the screen for the

same reason, and improving the band-

width of the video or character-generat-

ing electronics so the spots on the screen

are sharper.

To improve the electronics of your

TRS-80, you can try eliminating the

1,500-ohm resistor mounted on the

CRT socket and in series with the cath-

EPSON
GRAPHICS

RHDDRMINE UT ZOO PPT
532 LRSER 1.0 K0 S'.ITS 1.0 & 0.5

SOC 500

NRNQMETERS

FROM YOUR

BASIC • FORTRAN • PL-1 • PASCAL
PROGRAMS

Grafpac-80 will read data from a disk file on your System and convert it to a hi-resolotion plot or graph Grafpac-80 plots up lo 960 oots

across and ± 32000 dots vertically on the Epson MX-80 — that's ±25 pages !'

Gralpac-80 commands include: circle, ellipse, two and three dimensional data, penupftjown, plot/move relative or absolute, single

character or siring plotting with rotation and size control, border generation, and many more

Grafpac-80 is available for CP'M on 8 inch disk, TRS-DOS (model I and III) on 5 V. inch disk. Requires 48K memory TRS-DOS systems

need two disks
'

Prices: TRS-DOS I & III $49.95

CP/M $69.95

P^ase nclude %i 00 shipping t.ha'ge with ail orders!

A version is available lor TRSDOS users with one disk, however, you must send us a copy of your TRS DOS and include $10 00 lO' copying

M.E.S.C. • Parkhurst Drive • Salisbury, MD 21801 • (301) 742-7333

The following are registered trademar.s CP/M Digital Research TRSDOS TRS-80 • Tandy Corp . MX-80 Epson Corp

PACKER: Machine language program that edits all or part

of your Basic program to run faster save memory, or

ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK -unpacks

multiple statement lines into single statements

maintaining logic, inserts spaces and renumbers lines.

SHORT—deletes unnecessary woids. spaces, and REM
statements PACK— packs lines into maximum multiple

statement lines, including all branches. MOVE— moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location on program On

2 cassettes tor 16K. 32K & 48K

For TRS-80 Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic . .
.
S29.95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your SYSTEM format

tapes. Includes verity routines The Model III version

allows use of both 500 and 1500 baud cassettes speeds

For TRS-80 Model I or III Level II $15.95

CASSETTE LABEL MAKER: A mini word processor to print

cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50 peel - and

stick labels on tractor feed paper

For TR-80 Model I of III I evel II & Printer S17 95

PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program in

seconds to change all Prints to LPnnts (except Print® or

Print**) or LPnnts to Prints. Save edited version

For TR-80 Model I or III Level II S12.95

FAST SORT ROUTINES for use with Radio Shack's

Accounis Receivable. Inventory Control I. and Disk

Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II Sorts in

SECONDS' You'll be amazed at the time they can save.

Supplied on data diskette with complete instructions.

FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable $19.95

FAST SORT for Inventory Control I S19.95

FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette of

cassette tor 1 drive system) :-. $14.95

ALL THREE ROUTINES S44 95

Prices subject to change without notice. Call or write for a

complete catalog. Dealer inquiries invited VISA and

Mastercharge accepted. Foreign order in US currency

only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax

On-line catalog in Whichita FORUM-80: 316-682-2113

Or call our 24 hour phone (316) 683-4811 or write:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE , 1R7
614 N.HARDING

WICHITA. KANSAS 67208

TRS-80™is a trademark ot Tandy Corporation
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ode, or replacing it with a 100 llU peak-
ing coil.

Some people have also reported good
results with replacing the coax to the

cathode with a piece of RG-58U, and
adjusting the blue focus trimmer on the

Model III video board. Be careful,

though; this is an area where the power
can exceed 14,000 volts.

To improve the electronics of charac-
ter generation on the Model I or III you
can buy one of the hi-res graphics kits,

such as Mikeegraphic. The Model II

video electronics are much better (con-

sidering the TV-grade CRT that comes
with it), and come pretty close to high-

res graphics. But that's not much con-
solation to a Model I owner.

X-Rays and CRTs

CRTs produce some X-rays, although
the government has set standards de-
signed to protect the public.

The standards for exposure by office

workers are the same as the standards
for clean-up crews in disabled nuclear

reactors: 5 rads (or 5,000 millirads) per
year. A standard chest X-ray is about 30
millirads, so this standard is equivalent

to over 160 chest X-rays annually.

While there are no specific standards
for X-ray emissions from computer

monitors, the FDA applies the old
black-and-white TV CRT emission
standards to computer terminals. This
standard calls for X-radiation, mea-
sured at a distance of 6 cm (about 3

inches) from the screen, to not exceed .5

millirad per hour.

Since X-rays are cumulative, that

equals a chest X-ray about every 60
hours you're in front of the screen

(measured at 3 inches; radiation decays
as you move away from the screen).

"This standard is

equivalent to over 160

chest X-rays annually.

"

This standard was fine for black-and-
white TVs, which are usually viewed at

a distance of 6-10 feet, but office work-
ers' unions and groups have expressed
concerns that the standards aren't ap-
propriate for computer terminals. The
FDA recently found that eight of 87 ter-

minals tested exceeded this liberal stan-

dard (one by more than 2 l/i times).

Color Versus Black and White

Color monitors are worse than

monochrome (single-color) monitors
because they operate at much higher
voltages. X-ray emission is a direct and
linear function of voltage, and some
color CRTs operate at up to 35,000
volts. Until recently, Federal standards
for X-ray emission from color monitors
equaled 2.5 millirads per hour, or a
chest X-ray about every 12 hours, again
measured at 6 cm from the screen. They
are now set at black-and-white levels.

TRS-80s operate at fairly low volt-

ages, and the CRT's manufacturer used
a slightly leaded glass to reduce
X-radiation. Their own documentation
indicates that, at normal operating volt-

ages and current, the X-radiation will

never exceed the federal standards for

black-and-white TVs (.5 millirad/hr),

and tests done on similar CRTs were
unable to detect any X-rays at all when
configured similarly to the TRS-80.
Leaded acrylic X-ray shields are avail-

able for color monitors.

The TRS-80 is one of the best micro-
computer buys around, and with a glare

shield, contrast enhancement filter, or
replacement CRT, the weakest link in

the man-computer interface can be
made stronger.

Thorn Hartmann can be reached at 5
Garland St., Plymouth, NH 03264.

t^mtmmimmm^—amm—mmm

ARE YOU TIRED OF HEADACHES AND WATERY EYES FROM STARING AT
YOUR TRS-80 'S HARSH WHITE VIDEO DISPLAY?

Well, a FATIGUE FIGHTER optical fil
to a nice, easy on the eyes, green. It i
thick acrylic -for durability, attaches i
and matches TRS-80 styling. So, invest i
FATIGUE FIGHTER for your Model I, II, or
one of the most used accessories you wi

1

————— TO ORDER:———

—

ter changes that display
s made of hard 1/8 inch
n seconds without tools,
n some relief, get a
III. It will probably be

1 ever buy.

P.S. Available
direct from us
or at computer
stores.

Send Name & Address Typed or Clearly Printed with
Check or Money order (U.S. FUNDS) for $14.95 Each,
Including Shipping. Canadian Orders Add $1.00 Each
All Other Foreign Orders Add $2.00 Each tor Shipping.
NO CREDIT CARD ORDERS. COD'S (U.S. ORDERS
ONLY) are $2.50 Additional Per Order & are Accepted
by Mail or by Calling 904-378-2494 9-5 M-F. Florida
Residents Add 5% Sales Tax.

*"^l SOUTHERN INNOVATIVE DESIGN

J
1520 NORTHEAST 12TH STREET

A GAINESVILLE. FLORIDA 32601 " 35

IIES INVITED—

<*" • Enclosures
and power supplies

with or without drives.

• Low minimum orders.
Attractive quantity pricing.

•Durable, textured, color compatible
finish looks great on your display counter!

•Fully engineered product, high reliability design.

NOW AVAILABLE IN QUANTITY: DUAL TEAC FD-55

VERTICAL ENCLOSURE WITH OR WITHOUT FILLER PLATE,
SINGLE OR DUAL TEAC FD-55 HORIZONTAL ENCLOSURE.

• All standard configurations also available.

Ann Arbor Precision
7536 Jackson Road
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
Order Desk: 9-5 EST
(313) 426-5477 Mon-Thu

y See List of Advertisers on Page 355
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Profile File Transfer

by John Mabry

Profile is one of the best-known data-

base management packages for the

Model III. Although the original Pro-

file has many useful features, you can-

not transfer old Profile data into a new

file. For example, say you have a Pro-

file data base of library holdings and

decide you need a new field. The sim-

plest way to do this is to create a new

template for the data base, transfer all

the current data into the new file, and

add the new field information later.

Profile doesn't allow this, however; you

cannot transfer data from an old tem-

plate to a new one. Instead, you have to

type in the new field information for

each Profile record.

The program presented here,

XFER/PRO, lets you transfer Profile

data using a two-disk Model III system.

It is written in Basic and uses Profile's

Basic access routines to invoke Infofile

as a subroutine.

To use XFER/PRO, first create new

Profile disks containing the new field.

Interchange the drive-zero disk and the

drive- 1 disk. The program provides lit-

tle protection against mistakes such as

inserting the wrong disk in the wrong

drive or inadvertently overwriting old

files. In fact, you should make the

transfer using back-up copies of the old

files with a second copy of the new files

handy.

To make a transfer, call up Basic at

"TRSDOS READY". Then answer the

"How many files?" question with 2V,

3V, or 4V, as appropriate. Press enter

again for memory size and type RUN
"XFER/PRO".
At the prompt, remove the Basic disk

and insert both old Profile disks into the

proper drives. Press enter to access In-

fofile (line 160). The same line passes
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If
you need to trans-

fer Profile data to

new files, you can use

this easy Basic program.

the subroutine values to new variable

names. Line 166 prints the field names

and the size or length of each field to

your screen. Insert the "new" Profile

disk (zero disk only) and repeat the pro-

cess of accessing Infofile for that disk.

The new field names and field lengths

appear below those of the old file.

If fields or their names are unusually

long, both might not fit on the same

screen. You should make careful note

of the field names, numbers, and

lengths to be transferred in case this

does happen. The new field length

should be at least as long as the old field

to be transferred. It is not necessary that

they have the same name.

The program (lines 225-260) steps

through each of the old disks' fields and

asks for a corresponding field to trans-

fer to on the new disk(s). Enter zero and

no transfer occurs from that source

field (line 240). This lets you skip over

fields of no interest.

The same source field reappears if

you attempt to transfer a larger field to

a smaller one or to a nonexistent field.

If you enter the wrong number, break

and GOTO (not run) line 210 in the

command mode. The program prompts

for this but provides no editing facility.

Once you make your choices, the

program asks you to put the old disk in

drive zero (drive 1 still has its disk).

After you press enter, the program

stores the first field to be transferred in-

to array Al$(i). The variable W counts

the old, to-be-transferred fields and the

J(W) array that holds the corresponding

numbers of the receiving fields.

The variable G counts the number of

passes in case memory cannot store all

the records of the selected field at once.

The program will not transfer fields

deleted by Profile on the original disk

(line 370).

After a completed gulp, the program

prompts you to insert the new (destina-

tion) disks.

From this point on, the entire process

is automatic except for inserting the

Profile disk(s) and pressing enter when

prompted.
When the program transfers all files

requested, it reopens "Infofile" on disk

zero of the destination file (line 700) and

records the total number of records

transferred. This should equal the vari-

able N minus RD. If you do not want

this feature, you can disable it or use it

from the command mode after redesig-

nating the two variables (e.g., N = 400:

RD = 0: GOTO 700).

This program is intended to be a utili-

ty program that facilitates the transfer

of file contents to new fields. It accom-

modates up to four drives, but I tested it

on only two, and all user prompts as-

The Key Box
Model I or HI

32KRAM
Disk Basic

Two Disk Drives

Profile



IT HAD TO GO SOMEWHERE
There's no reason to deprive you of solid microcomput-
ing information just because it wouldn't fit between the

covers of80 Micro. But even 80, as thick as it is, can hold
just so much. Here's the answer—The Rest of 80—31
of the best tutorials and utilities, hand-picked from the
overflowing files at 80 Micro. These never-before-pub-

lished articles for the Model I and Model III were just too
good to let them get away.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Whatever your programming skills,

The Rest of 80 can help you learn

more and save time and effort. Here are

just a few of the chapters you'll find:

An Unlistable, Unbreakable Program
Adding Commands to BASIC
Programming in Tiny Pascal
Line Drawing
Automatic Master Disk Directory

Faster Loadingfor the Model I

ASCII Converter

____-^, A Better LDOS KSM
-~-~~

s. oiA And more on BASIC,

gf ^ I'D BE LOST
G&Wt WITHOUT IT!

\ aft

Pascal, and assembly language!
Every program is of the same high qual-

ity you wait for every month in 80
Micro. Now try The Rest of 80—a wel-

come addition to your computer library.

ISBN 0-88006-062-X, softcover with spiral bind-
ing, 7x9, approx. 300 pp. BK7392 $9.97

Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473 for

credit card orders. Or mail your order with pay-
ment or complete credit card information. In-

clude Si.50 per order for shipping and handl-

ing. Send to: Wayne Green Inc., Attn: Book
Sales, Peterborough, Nil 03458.

tutor*

SB*-\ uu" -T^TT

A
WAYNE
GREEN

PUBLICATION

Send me copies of

THE REST OF 80. Enclosed is $9.97
(BK7392) per copy plus $1.50 per order ..I

^

shipping and handling.

D MasterCard Bank # DVISA DAMEX
Card* Expires.

Signature

Name ___
Address

>V city :

State

337B8RB

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 291



sume two drives. This transfer program

should also work on the Model I Pro-

file, but again, I didn't test it.

Lines 100 and 110 keep the number

of disk swaps low. Line 100 clears 19000

for string space. You might increase the

string space for other 48K machines.

You would certainly have to decrease it

Program Listing

' XFER/PRO '

a file transfer program for PROFILE
( MODELS I & IIT )

By John H. Mabry, Ph.D.
Psychology Department
MURDOCH CENTER
Butner, N.C 27509

40

90 PRINT" ** PLEASE NOTE **

When entering BASIC you need to specify the number of files

equal or greater than the number of drives (example: 2V )

.

This program requires the V postfix as well."
95 PRINT " If you have not done this press the BREAK key, type
CMD";CHR?(34) ;"S";CHR?(34) ;" to reenter TRSDOS then BASIC to an

swer the 'number of files' question. OTHERWISE YOU MAY CONTINUE
THIS PROGRAM HERE BY PRESSING <ENTER>. " : INPUTAN$

100 CLEAR19000:CLS
110 DEFINTA-W:DIMD(4) ,NM$(32) ,CU(32) ,LN(32) ,F?(32) ,FD(4) ,NA$(32)
,CW(32) ,LE(32) :X=17000
150 INPUT" INSERT SOURCE DISKS IN PROPER DRIVES AND PRRSS <ENTER>

" ; AN$ : CLS : ONERRORGOT07 000: OPEN "
I
" , 1

,
" INFOFILE"

155 ONERRORGOTO0: CLOSE
160 GOSUB6000:N=NR:MY=MX:DM=MD:RD=DR:LR=RL:F=NF:FORI=1TO4:FD(I)=
D(I) :NEXTI:FORI=lTOF:NA?(I)=NM?(I) :CW(I)=CU(I) :LE(I)=LN(I) :IN=IN

STR(NA$(I) ," ") :NA?(I)=LEFT?(NA?(I) ,IN-1)
166 PRINT@(I-1)*32,USING"##";I;:PRINT". ";NA?(I);" (

" ;LE( I) ; ") ";

:NEXTT:CL=(I-1) *32:CL=INT(CL/64) *64:CL=CL+64
167 PRINT@832,"YOU DID WELL ";

170 PRINT@845,"-"; : INPUT" NOW INSERT DESTINATION DISK (DRIVE

ONLY) & <EN> B ;AN$:PRINTCHR${27) ;CHR$(27) ;CHR$(31) ;:ONERR
ORGOTO7 010:OPEN"I" .1

, "INFOFILE"
175 ONERRORGOTO0:CLOSE:PRINT@768,STRING?(32," ");

180 GOSUB6000
200 F0RK=1T0NF:IN=INSTR(NM?(K) ." ") :NM? (K) =LEFT? (NM?(K) .IN-1) : PR
INT@CL+(K-1) *32,USING"##";K; :PRINT". ";NM$(K); n

( " ; LN ( K)
;
") ";:N

EXTK:PRINT@719," ( ) = Field length "

;

2iei PRINT0768," Indicate by number the DESTINATION (new) FIELD to

recieve each SOURCE (old) FIELD: '0' = NO transfer. "

;

225 FORK=1TOF:J(K)=0
230 PRINT@896," FIELD #";: PRINTUSING" ##" ;K; : PRINT" ( ";NA?(K);":

) ON SOURCE, TO DEST. FIELD # " ; : INPUTJ (K) : PRINTCHR$ ( 27) ;CHR$ (

3

l);
240 IFJ(K)=0THENNEXTK:GOTO270
250 IFJ(K) >NFORLN(J(K) ) <LE(K) THENGOTO230
260 NEXTK
270 CLS: INPUT" PRRSS <EN> TO CONTINUE ELSE <BREAK> AND 'GOTO' 21

TO RP-EDIT FIELDS ";AN?
300 CLS : M=0 : FORI=lTOF : LD ( I) =M : M=M+LE ( I) : IFJ ( I ) =0THENNEXTELSE : Q=0

:FORK=lTOJ(I) :DL( J ( I) ) =Q:Q=Q+LN(K) :NEXTK:NEXTI
305 DIMAl?(N) :CLS:FORW=1TOF:IFJ(W)=0THENNEXTW:GOTO700:ELSEIX=1
307 V=INT(X/LE(W) ) : IFV>=NTHENA=N:B=1 : ELSEB=INT(N/V) +1 : A=V: IFA>NT
HENA=N
308 ID=1:DN=1
309 FORG=1TOB:PRINT@0," PASS # ";G
310 INPUT" INSERT BOTH SOURCE DISKS (OLD PROFILE REC.'S) AND
<EN> ";AN$:MR=0:ONERRORGOTO7020:OPEN"I" , 1

, "INFOFILE"
311 ONERRORGOTO0: CLOSE
312 FOR I = 1 TO DM + 1

314 OPEN "R",I."PRnDAT:"+CHR$(47+I) ,LR
317 NEXT I : FIELD 1, LD(W) AS DUMMY$, LE(W) AS A$:FIELD 1, LE(1
) AS CHECK?
320 PRINT@512,CHR?(27) ;CHR?(29) ;CHR?(31) ;" GETTING FIELD ";:PRIN
TUSING"##";W; :PRINT" FOR TRANSFER TO FIELD ";J(W);
33" PRINT0576, "GETTING RECORD # "

;

340 FORRN=IDTD(ID+A)-l:PRINT@592,USING"####";RN;
350 IFRN>FD(DN)THENDN=DN+1:FIELD DN, LD(W) AS DUMMY$, LE(W) AS A
?:FIELD DN, LE{1) AS CHECK? :NN=RN-FD(DN-1) :GOTO350 : ELSE NN = RN
370 GETDN,NN : IF ASC (CHECK?) =192 THEN NEXT RN:GOTO 41H
3 90 MR=MR+1:A1?(MR) =A?
400 NEXTRN
410 ID=RN:IFN-ID<ATHENA=(N-ID)+1
420 CLOSE: PRINT: PRINT" INSERT DESTINATION DISKS (NEW) AND <EN> "

;

:INPUTAN?:PRINTCHR?(27) ;CHR?(29) ;CHR?(30) ; : ONERRORGOT07 030 : OPEN"
I", 1, "INFOFILE"
430 ONERRORGOTO0: CLOSE

Listing continues

for 32K machines. However, the string

space was not optimized for this ma-
chine. It seemed like a good approxima-

tion after several "PRINT MEM"
commands showing just over 22K left

after loading and collecting variables.

Line 110 defines the value of X that

holds the key to how many records the

program accommodates in a single

pass. I left this to the end of line 1 10 to

help make changes easy between ma-

chines. If you can increase the string

space cleared in line 100, you can also

increase the value of X. If you add more
programs or use a 32K machine, you

must decrease the value of X along with

the string space cleared in line 100.

Other than the value of X, the num-
ber of swaps necessary depends on the

total number of fields in the source rec-

ord and the length of each field. Some

"The program provides

little protection against

mistakes such as

inserting the wrong disk

or inadvertently

overwriting old files.

"

fields take only one pass (one swap),

while others require several.

Nothing in the program prevents mis-

taken disk placement. I made an at-

tempt to circumvent the return to

TRSDOS if a nonsystem disk is placed

in drive zero by including ON ERROR
GOTO at critical points (see lines

7000-7030), but this works only occa-

sionally.

At other times the machine displays a

double-size screen format and a cryptic

message. If this occurs, the break key

restores the program about half the

time. The simplest solution is to keep

your disks straight with good labeling.

I wrote the current program on the

newer version of TRSDOS. The oper-

ating system on early Profiles is an

earlier version. If you have not changed

to the newer DOS, the current program

might have some unanticipated bugs.

More important, whatever version of

TRSDOS your Profile has, the Basic

program must be on the same.

John Mabry can be reached at the

Murdock Center, Butner, NC 27509.
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Listing continued

470 F0RI=1T0MD+1
480 OPEN"R",I,"PRnDA r

i
1 :"+CHR$(47 + I) ,RL:NEXTI

490 FIELD 1, DL(J(W)) AS DUMMY$, LN(J(W)) AS B$
500 DN=1:RM=0:PRINT@576, "PUTTING RECORD # ";

5] FORRN=IXTO(IX+MR) -1: RM=RM+1
520 IFRN>D(DN)THENDN=DN+1: FIELD DN, DL( J(W) ) hS DUMMY$, LN(J(W)

)

AS B$:NN=RN-D(DN-1) : GOTO520 : ELSE NN=RN
53« GETDN,NN
550 LSETBS---AIS(RM)
56 PUTDN,NN:Al$(RM)="":PRINT@592,USING"#### n ;RN;
570 NEXTRN: CLOSE :MR=0
5 80 IX=RN
5 9C NEXTG
600 NEXTW
700 CLS: CLOSE: OPEN" R" ,1

,
" INFOFILE" ,128

710 FIELD 1, 2 AS NR$ :GETl,l
720 LSETNR$=MKI$(N-RD) : PUTl ,

1

730 CLO^E: PRINT" TRANSFER COMPLETE- CHECK RESULTS BY ENTERING TR
SDOR AND RUN PROFILE": END
4 99 9 END
6000 REM
6010 OPEN"R" ,1, "INFOFILE"

.

L28
6020 FIELD 1,2 AS NR$,2 AS MXS.l AS MD$. 2 AS DR$, 1 AS RL$,1 AS
NF$.2 AS D$(l),2 AS D$(2),2 AS D$(3) ,2 AS D$(4)

6030 GET1,1
6040 NR=CVI(NRS) :MX=CVI(MX$) :MD=ASC(MD$)
6050 DR=CVI(DR$) :RL=ASC(RLS) :NF=ASC(NF$)
606 F0RI=1T04:D(I) =CVI(D$(I) ) +1:NEXTI
6070 FORI=0TO3:GETl,I+3
6080 FORJ=0TO7:K=I*8+J+1
6090 FIELD 1,(J*16)AS D$,13 AS N$, 2 AS CUS.l AS LS
6100 NM$(K)=N$:CU(K) =CVI(CU$) :LN(K) =ASC(L$)
6110 NEXTJ,

I

:CLO^E: RETURN
7000 PRINTCHR$(27) ;CHR$(29) ;

" * IMPROPER DISK IN DRIVE '0' * "; :

CLOSE: RESUME150
7010 PRINTCHRS(27) ;CHR$(29) ;" * IMPROPER DISK IN DRIVE '0' * n

; :

CLOSE:RESUME170
7020 PRINTCHR$(27) ;CHRS(29) ;" * IMPROPER DISK IN DRIVE '0' * "; :

CLOSE: RESUME 310
7030 PRINTCHR$(27) ;CHR$(29) ;" * IMPROPER DISK IN DRIVE '

1 * "; :

CLOSE:RESUME 420

First in

Its Class

and

Looking

for

Work.

TRS-80 Model I, II, III

Five multiple regression procedures

(including stepwise, backward elimination, all

subset, and ridge), 24 transformations, com-

prehensive data base manager (with search

and sort), descriptive statistics, hypothesis

testing (7 tests), time series analysis (7

models), random variate generation, discrete

probability distributions, sampling distribu-

tions, nonparametrics (5 tests), and com-

plete documentation.

Complete package with manual — $125

To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping

and handling to:

Quant Systems
P.O. Box 628

Charleston, S.C. 29402

803-571-2825

S.C. residents add 4% sales tax

Overseas orders add $7 for shipping

^194

BBBI
I

AN OPTIMIZING COMPILER
AND assemb;
a&IPaE
intellegence bystems
fast load libraries:

COMPILED CODE CAN BE STORED IN
RELOCATABLE FILE8

INTERPRETER:
OVER 126 FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTED IN
BASE INTERPRETER.

DOCUMENTATION:
THE MANUAL IS OVER lOtt PAGES COVERING
ALL ASPECTS OF THE 8Y8TEM. NUMEROUS
EXAMPLES OF EACH FACILITY ARE INCLUDED.

SUPPORT SOFTWARE:
LITTLE META-TRANSLATOR WRITING 8YBTEM
IB A LI8P PROGRAM WHICH PERMITS VOU
TO SPECIFY THE SYNTAX OF A PROGRAMING
LANGUAGE AND HOW CT tS TO BE INTERPRETED.

REQUIREMENTS:

ORDERING
•Y8TEM MANUAL. ...•aO.
COMPLETE SYSTEM. >I60.
L TITLE META MANUAL ONLY....*».
LITTLE META TRANSLATOR .... *40.
VISA and MASTERCARD
PLEASE INCLUDE EXPIRATION DATE and CARD No.

AR WEST SYSTEMS. SOFTWARE INC
P.O. BOX 3301 EUGENE. Off B7403
W3I 486-5166

3 programs into 1 Statistical System.
NFWI STAT-T°-pL0TTER

i
Libra Labs integrates

D
El

Move numerical data files created in Radio Shack's PROFILE (II OR + )
program

into Radio Shack's STATISTICAL ANALYSIS program.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS program data can be input from disk data files, the

keyboard or PROFILE. Output to printer.

As an option, output the results of SCATTERGRAM (new). HISTOGRAM (with or

without shading), CORRELATION and TIME SERIES onto the Radio Shack
MULTIPEN PLOTTER, or Houston Instruments HI-PLOT intelligent plotters.

The Plotter option provides auto pen-changing, auto-scaling and improved calculations of

numerics. You can use the Plotter to provide graphs and legends which are accurate for

scientific, business and technical presentations. Multiple copies can be created on

paper or projection transparencies.

Plotter driver subroutines are accessible for installation

other BASIC programs. Suggested corrections to the

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS program are provided.

Illustrated manual included. Friendly software with

installation ana sample data file Quick and efficient

1 Disk, TRSDOS 2.0 format $99.00

TRS-80, TRSDOS, Radio Shack trademarks of TANDY Corporation.

Libra Laboratories Inc. All rights reserved. jr

4*
eaVofv^

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TERMS: Orders shipped UPS free for M/C, VISA,
check, or money order. • Orders shipped UPS
C.0.0. for P.O. No. • International orders

add 10%. • Specify computer model

201-494-2224 „ 131

A
i ups s &tF4r x** <k <

V
,.- See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983
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BOOKSHELF

INTRODUCTORY/G
j
YOUR FIRST
COMPUTER

CAPTAIN 80 BOOK OF BASIC ADVENTURES— by Rob
ert Liddil. This book contains 18 of the most popular
Adventure programs available today, all in one easy ic

read book with listings ready to be keyed in to your
computer. This unique book also contains an ADVEN
TURE GENERATOR program, not available from any
other source. This generator program will actually

write another BASIC ADVENTURE PROGRAM! Al-

though specifically written for the TRS-80 Model I & lit.

these programs are adaptable to other computers us-

ing Microsoft BASIC. BK 1240 $19.95.

40 COMPUTER GAMES FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM
PUTING— Forty games in all in nine different categories.

Games for large and small systems, and even a section
on calculator games. Many versions ot BASIC used and
a wide variety ot systems represented A must for the

serious computer gamesman BK7381 $7 95

DON'T (or How to Care for Your Computer) -by Rod
nay Zaks In plain language, with numerous illustra-

tions, this book tells all thedo'sanddon't'sof the care,

preservation and correct operation of the small com-
puter system. Specific chapters cover each piece of

hardware and software, as well as safety and security

precautions and help for problem situations. Have
your computer work right the firs! time and keep it

working No technical background required For all

computer users BK1237 $1 ' 95

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER— by Rodnay Zaks Whether
you are using a computer, thinking about using one or

considering purchasing one. this book is indispen-

sable. It explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various com-
ponents and peripheral units. It is written in everyday

language and contains invaluable information for the

novice and the experienced programmer (The first edi-

tion of this book was published under the title "An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing"
)

BK1191 $8.95'

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
- by Austin Lesea & Rodna> Zaks— will teach you how
to interconnect a complete system and interface it to

all the usual peripherals It covers hardware and soft-

ware skills and techniques, including the use and de
sign of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S-100
BK1037 $17.95.'

COMPUTERS FOR EVERYONE 2nd Edition-by Jerry

Willis and Merl Miller. This new, updated edition shows
you how computers can be used in your home, office or

school. It explains what computers can do and features

a consumer's guide of the more popular computers to

help you decide which one to buy and who to buy it from.

There's even a chapter devoted to software that de-

scribes over 100 programs currently available. Also in-

cluded are chapters on peripherals, telecommunications
and computers in education. Abounds with colorful pho-

tographs. BK1260S5.95

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING by Hal
Glatzer. This book explains in plain language what a

word processor can do, how to use one, how it improves
productivity—especially in businesses that handle lots

of words—and how to buy one wisely. No technical

knowledge required, for all first-time users and those
considering purchasing a word processor. BK1238 $12.95

A USER GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM by Jean Yates

and Rebecca Thomas. Here at last is a clearly written

book that allows you to use the Unix operating system
easily, and at a fraction of the time it previously took. If

you're using, evaluating or simply curious about this sys-

tem, this is your book. BK1242 $15.99

WORDSTAR MADE EASY by Walter A. Ettlin. Now Word-
Star is as simple to learn as it is easy to use. This book
teaches WordStar in 14 easy lessons, saving hoars of

hard work. It comes with a convenient pull-out Command
Card. BK1239$7.95

_ \^t: *H»«*

by
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1

K

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE— by George Young. You
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer pro-

vides but the thought of buying one makes your wallet

wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide

to interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your micro-

computer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the

price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcom-
puting magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom"
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy

wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: step-

by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selec-

tric, information on various Selectric models, includ-

ing the 2740, 2980. and Dura 1041, driver software for

Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing tech-

niques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some back-

ground in electronics, you can have a high-quality, low-

cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388
(125 paqes) $12.97

COMPUTER CARNIVAL— by Richard Ramella. Your

child can become a crackerjack computerist with the

sixty TRS-80 Level II programs in COMPUTER CARNI-
VAL. This large-type, spiral bound book for beginners

is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes

and puzzles. Written by 80 Micro columnist Richard

Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to en-

sure continued learning, yet short enough to provide

your child with the immediate delight and reward of

mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater

enjoyment, get the CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-min-

ute cassette containing all the programs in the book.

Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend
more time enjoying the programs. BK7389 $16.97

CC7389 Book and Cassette $24.97

TEXTEDIT—A Complete Word Processing System in

Kit Form— by Irwin Rappaport. TEXTEDIT is an inex-

pensive word processor that you can adapt to suit your

differing needs— from form letters to lengthy texts.

Written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC, the system consists of

several modules, permitting the loading and use of on-

ly those portions needed. A disk is also available which
provides the direct loading of the modules, however,

the book is required for documentation. For Model I

and III with TRSDOS CONVERT., one disk drive (2 disk

drives or copy utility needed to transfer to system
disk). Runs under TRSDOS 2.2/2.3. May not function

under other systems. BK7387 $9.97 Disk DS7387 $19.97

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM by George Young and Peter

Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy. And it's no fun to build an electronics project that

you can't use Kilobaud Klassroom. the popular series

first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice This is a practical course in digital

electronics It starts out with very simple electronics

projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct
your own working microcomputer 1

Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,

and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're
learning at home or in the classroom, this book provides

you with a solid background in electronics—and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14 95

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK-by Dr.

Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT. Here is the completely up-

dated and revised edition of the best-selling Weather
Satellite Handbook— containing ali the information on
the most sophisticated and effective spacecraft now
in orbit. Dr. Taggart has written this book to serve both

the experienced amateur satellite enthusiast and the

newcomer. This book is an introduction to satellite

watching, that tells you how to construct a complete
and highly effective ground station. Not just ideas, but

solid hardware designs and all the instructions neces-

sary to operate the equipment are included. An entire

chapter is devoted to microcomputers and the Weath-
er Satellite Station, and foi the thousands of expen
menters who are operating stations. The New Weather
Satellite Handbook details all the procedures neces-

sary to follow the current spacecraft. Weather Satellite

contains Operation Satellite Systems. Antenna Sys-

tems, Weather Satellite Receivers, A Cathode Ray
Tube (CRT) Monitor for Satellite Picture Display, A Di-

rect-Printing Fascimile System for Weather Satellite

Display, How to Find the Satellite, Test Equipment, Mi-

crocomputers and the Weather Satellite Station, Sta-

tion Operations. BK7383 $8.95.'

ANNOTATED BASIC—A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR NEO-
PHYTES—BASIC programming was supposed to be

simple— a beginner's programming language which

was so near to English that is could be easily

understood. But, in re'cent years, BASIC has become
much more powertul and therefore much more difficult

to read and understand. BASIC simply isn't basic

anymore.
Annotated BASIC explains the complexities of

modern BASIC. It includes complete TRS-80' Level If

BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is an-

notated to explain in step-by-step fashion the workings
of the program. Programs are flowcharted to assist

you in following the operational sequence. And— each
chapter includes a description of the new concepts
which have been introduced.

Annotated BASIC deals with the hows and whys of

TRS-80 BASIC programming. How is a program put

together? Why is it written that way? By observing the

programs and following the annotation, you can devel-

op new techniques to use in your own programs— or

modify commercial programs for your specific use.

Annotated BASIC Volume 1 BK7384 $10.95

Annotated BASIC Volume 2 BK7385 $10.95

Order Both Volumes and Save! BK738402 $18.95

'Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to: 80 Micro Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include

check or detailed credit card information No C.O.D. orders accepted. $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each additional book for U.S. delivery and foreign surface. For foreign airmail

$10.00 per book. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.

For Toll Free Ordering Call 1-800-258-5473 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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SPECIAL INTERESTS

DOS RANDOM ACCESS & BASIC FILE HANDLING— By
H.J. Muller. This book was written for the nonprogram-
mer. It is ideal for the businessman or professional who
needs to solve ana write special programs for in-house
business problems, or the hobbyist who wants to go be-

yond the cassette recorder and into disk storage and file

manipulation. It is written as a self-instruction tutorial

and will provide anyone with some Level II experience
with the ability to write special programs for inventories,
mailing list, work scheduling, record keeping, research
project data manipulation, etc. 150 pages. BK1236
$29.50

TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES— by Harvard C.
Pennington. This is the definitive work on the TRS-80
Model I disk system. It is full of detailed "How to" infor-
mation with examples, samples and in-depth explana-
tions suitable for beginners and professionals alike.

The recovery of one lost file is worth the price alone.
BK1181 $22.50:*

MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES by James Earvour. From the company that
brought you TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES.
Contains more than 6500 lines of comments for the dis-

assembled Level II ROMs, six additional chapters de-
scribing every BASIC subroutine, with assembly lan-
guage routines showing how to use them. Flow charts
for all major routines showing how to use them. Flow
charts for all major routines give the reader a real in-

sight into now trie interpreter works BK i 166 $29.50
*

MACHINE LANGUAGE DISK I/O AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES— by Mike Wagner. The purpose of this book is to
inform anyone familiar with Z-80 assembly language pro-
gramming how to control trie TRS-80 Model I and III disk
drive interrupt systems. Driver routines for every func-
tion described, with abundant examples, are included in

this book. It also covers util ization of TRSDOS assembly
language file I/O calls and techniques. BK1258 $29.95

MOD III ROM COMMENTED— Soft-Sector marketing,
1981. This nook is not an instruction course on
machine language, but rather an information source
that you can use time and time again for writing your
own program or patching old Mod I machine language
programs. It contains an explanation of ROMs in the
latest machine from Tandy, with most every location of
the 14K ROMs listed, with comments. BK1235 $22.50.

THE CUSTOM TRS-80 AND OTHER MYSTERIES— by
Dennis Kitsz. More than 300 pages of TRS-80 customiz-
ing information. With this book you'll be able to ex-
plore your computer like never before. Want to turn an
8 track into a mass storage unit? Individual reverse
characters? Replace the BASIC ROMs? Make Music?
High speed, reverse video, Level I and Level II? Fix it

if it breaks down? All this and much, much more.
Even if you have never used a soldering iron or
read a circuit diagram, this book will teach you how!
This is the definitive guide to customizing your 80!
BK1218 $29.95.*

BASIC FASTER AND BETTER AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES— by Lewis Rosenfelder. You don't have to
learn assembly language to make your programs run
fast. With the dozens of programming tricks and
techniques in this book you can sort at high speed,
swap screens in the twinkling of an eye, write INKEY
routines that people think are in assembly language
and add your own commands to BASIC. Find out how
to write elegant code that makes your BASIC really
hum, and explore the power of USR calls. BK1221
$29 95

*

THECP/M HANDBOOK (with MP/M)— by RodnayZaks.
A complete guide and reference handbook for CP/M—
the industry standard in operating systems. Step-by-
step instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations.
This also includes a complete discussion of all ver-

sions of CP/M up to and including 2.2, MP/M and
CDOS BK1187 $14.95.'

MASTERING CP/M—by Alan R. Miller For advanced
CP/M users or systems programmers who want max-
imum use of the CP/M operating system, this book
takes up where the CP/M Handbook leaves off. It will

give you an in-depth understanding of the CP/M
modules such as CCP (Console Command Processor),
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), and BDOS (Basic
Disk Operating System). If explains the incorporation
of additional peripherals to the system, console I/O,

the use of the file control block and much more. It also
includes a library of useful macros and a comprehen-
sive set of appendices. BK1263 $15.95

MONEYMAK

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-ln 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer
:related, money-making, high

profit, low capital investment opportunities.
BK1003 $15.00.

-

SMALL COMPUTERS FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS-
MAN— By Nicholas Rosa and Sharon Rosa. Here is an
excellent guide ior businessmen who are intercsied in

finding out what a computer can do for their business,
but are not interested in becoming "computer nuts."
The authors are consultants who assess the computer
needs of businessmen and who touch base with every-
thing necessary to consider before purchasing a com-
puter. The authors tell readers how and where to shop
successfully for a computer; what to expect their com-
puter to do for them; how large a computer to consider;
how to select software; whether or not to use a consul-
tant; how to introduce the computer to the staff, and
much more. Specific topics addressed include ac-
counting records, warehousing, light factory operation
and parts inventories. BK1223 $12.95'

How to
Mafce Money
With
Computers;

.
...

SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTER— By Richard G. Canning and Nancy C.
Leeper. For a well-organized manual on the process of
selecting the right computer system for your small
business, this text can't be excelled. Designed to intro-

duce the novice in data and word processing to the real

benefits of computerization, the book is filled with
money- and time-saving tips, photos of equipment,
lists of suppliers, prices, explanations of computer ter-

minology, and helpful references to additional sources
of information. Everyone contemplating a first com-
puter installation should have this book. BK1222
$14.00-

micro
BOOKSHELF
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TRS-80 DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS— by
Frank J. Derfler. If you are interested in using the
TRS-80 as a terminal or message system, this is the
book to buy. It covers communications, technical ma-
terial, software and hardware for the entire TRS-80
family of machines. BK1245 $12.95

MODEL III TRSDOS COMMENTED— Published by Soft
Sector Marketing. This book is intended to show moder-
ately experienced programmers the organization and in-

ner workings of a typical Z-80 disk operating system.
Every function of the operating system has been decod-
ed and explained, not to bit-by-bit detail, which would be
a monstrous task, but rather at an instruction-by-

instruction level. Many not-documented features of the
system have been found, as well as a few errors. The
techniques shown in the system coding will be useful as
a guide to programmers interested in systems program-
ming at an assembler level. BK1257 $29.95

INSIDE SUPER UTILITY PLUS— by Paul Weiner. This
book really explains all the mysteries and functions of
that remarkable program— Super Utility Plus. This is an
excellent tutorial on TRS-80 disks, it contains detailed in-

structions for recovering bad disks using Super Utility

Plus, and also documents previously undocumented
features of SUP. This is an excellent companion book to
the Super Utility Plus manual. BK1269 $19,95

TRSDOS 2.3 DECODED AND OTHER MYSTERIES— by
James Less Farvour. This book is intended to guide the
beginning or experienced system programmer through
the internal operations of the TRSDOS operating system
used on the Radio Shack Model I computer. A knowledge
of basic computer architecture and assembly language
programming is assumed, however the significant fea-

tures of both are presented in the text. An absolute must-
have for Model I owners! BK1276 $29.95

USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN BUSINESS-By Stan
Veit. Written by the owner/manager of one of the coun-
try's largest computer stores selling systems to small
businesses, this book is an essential background
briefing for any purchaser of microcomputer systems
or software. In a fast-moving style, without the usual
buzz words and technical jargon, Veit answers the
most often asked questions. CONTENTS: How a com-
puter can help your business; Data base management
to advance your business; Effective use of word pro-
cessing; How to use a computer without disrupting
your business; Buying your system; Computer lan-

guages; What are the limitations of the microcom-
puter; Software: where to find it, how to judge it; What
to do when the computer goes down. BK1225 $9.95*

BUSINESS SYSTEM BUYER'S GUIDE— By Adam Os-
borne with Steven Cook. When you enter the market
place of small business computers, you face a bewil-
dering array of products, prices, features and fables.
This guide cuts through the jargon and unravels the
task of buying the right computer system. This book
provides solid information on how to determine your
needs, how to choose software and hardware for all

business applications, what to expect from vendors,
what to avoid, and what questions you must ask. It also
provides a wealth of detailed information on products,
manufacturers, retailers and the whole microcomputer
market. BK1229$9.95

'Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to: 80 Micro Book Department • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include
check or detailed credit card information. No COD. orders accepted. $1 .50 for the first book, $1 .00 each additional book for U.S. delivery and foreign surface. For foreign airmail
$10.00 per book. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address.
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INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers. This is a comprehensive reference guide to the
Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization ot the
sophisticated routines they contain. It concisely ex-

plains set-ups, calling sequences, variable passage
and I/O routines. Part II presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under the
SYSTEM command and executes in both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency of a com-
piler. Special consideration is given to disk systems.
BK1183$15.95."

Z-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-by
Lance A. Leventhal. This book thoroughly covers the
Z-80 instruction set, abounding in simple programming
examples illustrating software development concepts
and actual assembly language usage. Features in-

clude Z-80 I/O devices and interfacing methods, as-

sembler conventions, and comparisons with 8080A/
8085 instruction sets and interrupt structure. BK1177
$16.99.*

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE— by Hubert S Howe,
Jr. This book incorporates into a single volume all the
pertinent facts and information you need to know to

program and enjoy the TRS-80. Included are clear

presentations of all introductory concepts, completely
tested practical programs and subroutines, details of

ROM and RAM and disk operating systems, plus com-
prehensive tables, charts and appendices. Suitable for

the first time user or more experienced users. BK1217
$9 95

"

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Rodnay Zaks. Here is as-

sembly language programming for the Z-80 presented as
a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an
educational text and a self-contained reference book,
useful to both the beginning and the experienced pro-

grammer who wish to learn about the Z-80. Exercises to

test the reader are included. BK1 122 $15.95.
-

PROG

Nanos System
REFERENCE CARDS
FOR MODELS I, II, III, COLOR AND
POCKET COMPUTERS!
At last! No more flipping through the pages of the
BASIC manual ! No more working through the maze
of machine language instructions! These cards
completely summarize the BASIC and Assembler
manuals! FEATURES INCLUDE:
memory map, eyeball graphics, math instructions,

BASIC commands, store instructions, BASIC func-

tions, load instructions, BASIC statements, move
instructions, special keys, exchange instructions,

PRINT USING examples, shift instructions, BASIC
special characters, compare instructions, BASIC
and assembler messages and codes, branch in-

structions, BASIC facts, data alteration instruc-

tions, reserved words, I/O instructions, ROM
routines, complete character chart with graphics
and space-compression codes, hex-dec chart, con-
trol code cross-reference, assembler instructions,

commands and operators, screen line layout, editor

commands and subcommands, condition code
easy access.
Plus— "magic graphics number—a mystery until

you learn how to use it!

Designed as a fold-up, accordion-style card, fits in

your pocket. Panels organized for optimum speed
for reference.

Model I: BASIC and Assembler FC1002 $4.95
Model II: BASIC and Assembler FC1005 $5.95
Model IhCommands and Utilities FC1010 $3.95

Model III: BASIC and Assembler FC1005 $5.95

Color. BASIC and Extended FC1 006 $4.95

Z-80: Microprocessor FC1011 $4.95

ZX80.ZX81 and Timex Sinclair 1000: FC1012 $5.95

Pocket Computer BASIC FC1009 $2.95

Apple II and Apple II Plus: BASIC and 6502 FC1008
$4.95

Apple II and Apple II Plus: BASIC only FC1007 $3.95

LEARNING TRS-80 BASIC-by David A. Lien. Dr. Lien,

who is the author of THE BASIC HANDBOOK and the

original Radio Shack LEVEL I USER'S MANUAL, has
complied a tutorial which includes portions of the
original USERS MANUAL, and most ot LEARNING
LEVEL II along with extensive additions. It will com
pletely cover the TRS-80 Models I, II, III, and 16 (sorry,

not the color or pocket computers) I! is, of course, writ

ten in the easy learning style which readers of Dr.

Lien s books have come to enjoy. BK1175 $19.95.

THE BASIC HANDBOOK—SECOND EDITION— by
David Lien. This book is unique It is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA of BASIC. While not favoring one
computer over another, it explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a
computer does not possess the capabilities of a need-
ed or specified word, there are often ways to ac-

complish the same function by using another word or

combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your com-
puter, be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized
monster BK1 174 $19.95."

mmskm-

PROGRAMMING THE 6809— by Rodnay Zaks and
William Labiak. This book explains how to program the
6809 in assembly language, covering all aspects pro-

gressively and systematically: basic programming tech-

niques and devices, application examples, data struc-

tures, and program development. No prior programming
knowledge is required. BK1264 $14.95

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS— by Don Inman
with DYMAX. This exciting book will enable you to ex-

plore all the graphics capabilities of Extended Col- or

BASIC. You'll learn how to create interesting graphics to

enhance your own computer programs. Also included

are application programs and subroutines that will be in-

valuable when you begin writing your own graphics pro-

grams. Each chapter ends with a summary and practice

exercises. BK1266 $14.95

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE GRAPHICS FOR THE TRS-80
COLOR COMPUTER—by Don Inman and Kurt Inman
with DYMAX. This dynamic new book uses sound and
graphics to show you how 6809 assembly language can
be used to perform tasks that would be difficult or im-

possible with BASIC. All of the techniques are explained
in a hands-on approach. Learn how to tailor you own pro-

gramming style, from editing, assembling, executing
and even debugging, to making your own programs run
quickly and efficiently. It is also packed with video
screen diagrams which explain each step of the process
of creating your own graphics. BK1277 $??,??

6809 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING— by Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr. Getting

involved with Tandy's new Color Computer? It so, this

new book from the Blacksburg Group will allow you to

exploit the awesome power of the machine's 6809
microprocessor. Detailed information on processor ar-

chitecture, addressing modes, register operation, data
movement, arithmetic logic operations, I/O and inter-

facing is provided, as well as a review section at the

end of each chapter. Four appendices are included
covering the 6809 instruction set. specification sheets
of the §809 family of processors, other 6800 series

equipment and the 6809/6821 Peripheral Interface

Adapter. This book is a must for the serious Color Com-
puter owner. BK1215 $13.95.'

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-by Peter Grogono The
computer programming language PASCAL was the

first language to embody in a coherent way the con-

cepts of structured programming, which has been
defined by Edsger Dijkstra and CAR. Hoare. As such.

it is a landmark in the development of programming
languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth
in Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but

is more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now
widely accepted as a useful language that can be effi-

ciently implemented, and as an excellent teaching

tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other pro-

gramming language and therefore suitable for an in-

troductory course. BK1 140 $12.95,-

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL— By Rodnay Zaks. A
step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn

the language quickly and completely. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of

the language are presented in a clear, easy-to-under-

stand format with exercises to test the reader at the

end of each chapter. It describes both standard
PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL, the most widely used dia-

lect for small computers. No computer or program-
ming experience is necessary. BK1189 $15,95
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Directory

Hardware Manufacturers
and Distributors

It's difficult to keep track of all the products now available for Radio

Shack computers. 80 Micro has compiled a list of manufacturers and

distributors of TRS-80-compatible hardware and software. The first

half of the directory, covering hardware only, is below. The software

directory will appear in a forthcoming issue. Manufacturers are listed

first, followed by distributors (in alphabetical order).

Note: Only those companies that responded to the directory ques-

tionnaire are included.

Hardware

Manufacturers

A.M. Electronics Inc.

3446 Washtenaw Ave.

Ann Arbor, MI 48104

313-973-2312

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Action Computers

85 Factory St.

Nashua, NH 03002

603-883-5369

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Add-on hardware for updates

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks

Lowercase character sets

Monitors

Motor controls

Multiplexers

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Aerocomp Inc.

P.O. Box 24829

Dallas, TX 75224
214-337-4346

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Alamo Computer Co.

1234 Avant

San Antonio, TX 78210

512-534-7782

Controllers, interfaces

Alpha Products

79-04 Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 11421

212-296-5916

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

Digitizers

Joysticks, paddles

Alphanetics

P.O. Box 339

Forestville, CA 95436
707-887-7237

Controllers, interfaces

Tape digitizers

The Alternate Source

704 N. Pennsylvania Ave.

Lansing, MI 48906

800-248-0284

Typesetting equipment

Ann Arbor Precision

7536 Jackson Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
313-426-5477

Disk drive enclosures

Apparat Inc.

4401 S. Tamarac Parkway
Denver, CO 80237
303-741-1778

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Printer buffers
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Atlantic Cabinet Corp.

P.O. Box 100

Williamsport, MD 21795

301-223-8900

Computer furniture

Bi-Tech Enterprises

10B Carlough Road
Bohemia, NY 11716

516-567-8155

Add-on/add-in memories
Books
Bulk erasers

Cables

Clock board

Disk drive cases

Hard disk drives

Multiplexers

Printer ribbons

Printer stands

Voltage protectors

B.W.J. Technology

1900 Holt Road
P.O. Box 6214

Arlington, TX 76011

817-277-2726

Line spike-surge-noise suppressors

Big Five Software

14619 Victory Blvd.

Van Nuys, CA 91411

213-782-6861

Joysticks, paddles

Binary Devices

11560 Timberlake Lane
Noblesville, IN 46060
317-842-5020

Controllers, interfaces

CECDAT Inc.

Box 497

Hayden Lake, ID 83835
208-772-9571

Character generator

Lowercase modification

Cole's Consultants Inc.

94-165 Leokane St.

Waipahu, HI 96797

808-677-3380

Data and copy conditioners

Communications Electronics

Box 1002

Ann Arbor, MI 48106
313-994-4444

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Printer ribbons
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Compucover
P.O. Box 324

Mary Esther, FL 32569

904-244-5238

Dust covers

Compulink Corp.

1840 Industrial Circle

Longmont, CO 80501
303-651-2014

Add-on/add-in memories

Controllers, interfaces

Printer buffers

Computer Case Co.

5650 Indian Mound Court

Columbus, OH 43213
614-868-9464

Cases

Computer Discount

West Milford Mall

West Milford, NJ 07840

201-72S-8080

Color Screens for Model I & III

Computer Peripheral Resources

P.O. Box 834 9105-925E

Oak Harbor, WA 98277
206-679-4797

Disk drive power supplies and
cases

Computer Services of Danbury
P.O. Box 993

Danbury, CT 06810

203-743-1299

Joystick interfaces

Computer Shopper
407 S. Washington Ave.

Titusville, FL 32780
305-269-3211

Publication

Computerware
P.O. Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024
714-436-3512

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Computone Data Systems Inc.

1532 Elbridge St.

Philadelphia, PA 19149
215-744-5582

Barcode optical wand

Compuware Corp.

1008 Abington Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
609-428-2309

Calendar and clock cards

Controller, interfaces

Peripherals switching devices

Connecticut Microcomputer
36 Del Mar Drive

Brookfield, CT 06804

203-775-4595

Converters

Control Craft Inc.

P.O. Box 123

Muskego, WI 53150
414-784-9027

Add-on/add-in memories
EPROM programmers
Controllers, interfaces

Serial line analyzers

Cook Laboratories Inc.

375 Ely Ave.

Norwalk, CT 06854

Cassettes

CRB Microtools

14835 N. First Ave.

Phoenix, AZ 85023
602-993-3999

Real time clock

Creative Computer Center

1236 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, FL 32803
800-327-9294

Cables

Printer ribbons

Data Match Corp.

3810 Oakcliff Ind. Court
Doraville, GA 30340
404-441-0408

Controllers, interfaces

Printer buffers

Data Systems

P.O. Box 99

Fern Park, FL 32730
305-788-2145

Printer ribbons

Dragonfire Ltd.

P.O. Box 971

Oak Harbor, WA 98277
206-679-3990

Custom plastic nameplates, stick-

ons, covers and soft cases

DSI/Cyzern
P.O. Box 1225

Fayetteville, AR 72702

501-521-0281

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

CY-8000 16-bit Model I and
III processor-computer

Digitizers Continues



EXPENSIVE - The LNW
System Expansion II and built-in 'r^^^W?
comes with a full 32K of 200ns RAM^V--'

'

RS232c 20 MA current loop serial interface.

That's for starters. Next, consider our heavy gauge

steel case, power indicator lamp, gold-plated

connectors, FR-2 glass epoxy circuit board with

solder mask and silk screen legends. Then there is

the parallel printer port, screen printer port, real

time clock, and extra heavy duty onboard power
supply with over current protection, over voltage

protection and thermal shutdown. If that's not

enough then there is the floppy disk controller,

guaranteed operation at a 4MHz CPU speed and
our 6 month warranty. Every one of these features

is STANDARD. This is true system expansion.

You get every 'expensive' feature without

spending more.

CHEAP - Our price is $399.95. Any way you

compare, features or price, LNW's System
Expansion II is the clear winner. The LNW
System has been field tested for over two years

with thousands of users. It works with any DOS, is

100 r
'r TRS-80 Model I compatible and it works

'right out of the box'. If there is any doubt in your

mind as to whether you should buy ours or the

'other guys', just ask an LNW owner!

WE ARE #1 - Number one in price, features,

reliability, performance and delivery. LNW is

committed to 'expensive' features and quality at

reasonable prices. LNW is committed to support,

thorough documentation, and reliability.

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680

(714) 641-8850 (714) 544-5744

made us the number one

manufacturer of system expansion units

and accessories for the Model I computer.

EXPANSION OPTION- 8-inch drive capability

is as easy as plugging in the LNDoubler 5/8

option*. Now you can have any combination of

single- or double-density, single- or double-sided,
8"* and/or 5" disks on-line! 8-inch disk storage

increased to 591,360 bytes - 77-track single-sided,

double-density or 1,182,720 bytes - 77-track

double-density, double-sided.

The LNDoubler's unique 5/8 switch allows you

to boot from 5- or 8-inch system disks and it's

accessible from outside the interface. The $219.95

LNDoubler 5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS+ 3.3.9), complete with

BASIC and utility programs... ready to run your

software.

Each of your present 40-track, single-sided 5-inch

drives will store up to 184,320 bytes (formatted

storage) - that's an 80 r
'<. increase in storage

capacity for only half the cost of just one disk

drive. With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model 1 will have 3.75

Megabytes of online storage - that's more storage

than a Model II or Model III!

i^-32

*H"" drive operation requires special table, 8'"

double-density requires 3.55MHz CPU speed-up
modification or LNW-80 4MHz computer.



COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

COMPLETE YOUR WORD PROCESSOR

SPELL—RITE
THE Cassette Spelling Veritier

You've got the best word processor Now complete your system with

the best spelling verifier. Spell-Rite is a convenient, fast way to insure

that all of your documents are letter perfect. Spell-Rite was designed

specifically for cassette-based word processors. Like Yours 1

Spell-Rite is easy to use. completely menu driven.

Spell-Rite is Fast 1 You can verify a 1000 word document in under 9

minutes - including cassette I/O.

Spell-Rite is complete. It comes with its own 10.000* word dictionary

which you can expand Also included is a superb manual.

Spell-Rite works with any word processor that generates ASCII tape

files, such as Color Scripsit. Super Color Writer and Telewriter 64 32K

of RAM and Extended Basic are required

Cassettes and manual S59 95

|
DISK BASIC

H rtlU MADE BETTER

Your Color Disk Basic is one of the most powerful Basics on any

computer. Add Disk Basic Aid and it also becomes one of the easiest to

use! The Basic Aid package will make developing and entering Basic

programs a snap. Here are just SOME of the great features Basic Aid

contains

• Full Screen Editing • Cross Reference

• Automatic Line Numbering • Automatic Key Repeat

• 2 Key entry of Basic keywords • User definable keys

PLUS. Label support 1 This unique Basic Aid feature is a vast

improvement in the Basic language Label any line you want and

use that label in all calls to that line. Forget about line numbers,

just call routines by name like this:

"ON A GOTO ENTERCHECKS. PAYABLES. EXIT"

A real time saver. And for transportability Basic Aid will convert

all labels to line numbers

These and other great features make Basic Aid a must' for anyone who

writes or modifies Basic programs. Basic Aid runs on 32K or 64K Disk

systems. It comes with complete documentation and our new heavy

duty keyboard overlay.

Disk Basic Aid S49

SPECTRUI STICK

Put the joy back into color computing with (he Spectrum Stick This

heavy duty joystick gives you a true feel of control. And it comes with

an extra long cable and power on/off LED

...the feeling of this joystick is superb " March 1983. 80-Micro

TX: add sales tax S39 95

Send check or money order for total purchase price, plus S1 50 S & H

Charge cards: Include all embossed information

D Spell-Rite a Disk Basic Aid

D Spectrum Slick D Send Free Catalog

P.O. Box 180006

Austin. Texas 78718

SEND to Eigen

Systems
(512) 837-4665

Name

Address

FREE
business software

directory

• Radio Shack's Model I, II, III.

• Heath's M BASIC and HDOS
• CPM: Xerox, Alto...

• IBM Personal Computer

IDM2 is GREAT !" -publisher of 80-US

" (GL) superior to either the Osborne (SBSG & Taranto)

or Radio Shack. .. MAI L-X has a greater capacity ..

.

more flexible than (R.S.)"

-columnist of 80-microcomputing

" imperceptively fast. . .(DBMS) is a good and reliable

workhorse" -publisher of Interface Age

Data base manager, integrated accounting package
(AR, AP, GL & Payroll), inventory, word proces-

sing, and mailing list. Compare and be selective !

Micro Architect, Inc.

96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174

Complete Business
Software Package

TRS-60 MOO. 11/ 12/16
FLOPPY OR HARD DISK

General (_*dger

Account* Payable

Account* Receivable

o Inventory

Payroll W/Job Coating

o Practice Management

o Structural Engineering

o Reviewed |n April 80 MICRO

Software Modules All Interactive

P.O. BOX 2.23 - DEPT. A

NEWTONVILLE, N. Y. 12128 (518) 271-6825
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Direct-connect modems
Floppy disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Printer buffers

Remote data acquisition system

modules

Voice synthesizers

EAP Co.
P.O. Box 14

Keller, TX 76248

817-498-4242

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Connectors

Gold Plug 80

Eigen Systems

Box 10234

Austin, TX 78766

512-837-4665

Cables

Electronic Specialists Inc.

171 S. Main St.

Box 389

Natick, MA 01769

617-655-1532

Electrical equipment

Endicott Software

P.O. Box 12543

Huntsville, AL 35802

205-881-0506

Joysticks, paddles

Epson America Inc.

3415 Kashina St.

Torrance, CA 90505

213-539-9140

Printer terminals

Printers

B. Erickson Software

P.O. Box 11099

Chicago, IL 60611

312-276-9712

Color Computer EPROM/RAM
pack

Color Computer two-slot adapter

Esmark Inc.

507 E. McKinley

Mishawaka, IN 46544
219-255-3035

Light pens

ETS Center

P.O. Box 651

35026-A Turtle Trail

Willoughby, OH 44094

216-946-8479

Accessories, labels

FGA Software

74 Meyer Road
Hamilton, MA 01956
617-468-1634

Test equipment

Freedom Micro-Systems Inc.

Star Route

Wytheville, VA 24382
703-228-5800

Cables

Heart of Texas Computer Systems Inc.

1900 E. Randol Mill Road, Suite 114

Arlington, TX 76004-1327

817-274-5625

Add-on/add-in memories
Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

H & E Computronics Inc.

50 N. Pascack Road
Spring Valley, NY 10977

914-425-1535

Hard disk drives

H & H Trading Co.

P.O. Box 549

Clayton, CA 94517

415-672-3233

Stock market

Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.

5835 Peachtree Corners E.

Norcross, GA 30092
404-449-8791

Chronograph
Direct-connect modems

HF Signalling Inc.

5114 Bristol Ave.

Kansas City, MO 64129

800-831-4448

Printer buffer

Printer switches

Holmes Engineering

3555 S. 3200 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84119

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CP/M hardware

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Printer buffers

Speed-up units

Video CP/M hardware

Horizons Software

P.O. Box 4792

Springfield, MO 65808

417-831-5673

Joysticks, paddles

Hurricane Laboratories Inc.

5149 Moorpark Ave., Suite 105

San Jose, CA 95129

Add-on/add-in memories

CP/M device

CRT terminals

80 by 24 display screen

ICM Industries

10529 Connaught Drive

Carmel, IN 46032
317-872-4827

Cables

Interface Technology

P.O. Box 383

Des Plaines, IA 60017
312-297-2265

Controllers, interfaces

Interface Inc.

7630 Alabama Ave.

Canoga Park, CA 91304
213-341-7914

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

J & M Systems Ltd.

137 Utah, N.E.

Albuquerque, NM 87108

505-265-5072

Controllers, interfaces

Hard disk drives

J.E.S. Graphics

P.O. Box 2752

Tulsa, OK 74101

918-742-7104

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

Joystick interfaces

Speed-up modification

JMR Electronics Inc.

19205 Parthenia St.

UnitH
Northridge, CA 91324

213-993-4801

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Voice synthesizers

JPC Products Company
12021 Paisano Court
Albuquerque, NM 87112
505-294-4623
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High-speed cassette interface (for

the Model I and the Color

Computer)

Kalglo Electronics Co. Inc.

6584 Ruch Road, E. Allen Tpk.

Bethlehem, PA 18017

215-865-0006

Electrical equipment

Khadin & Company
1420 W. Shaw Suite B
Fresno, CA 93711

209-221-1118

Disks

Printer ribbons

Langley-St.Clair Instrumentation

Systems Inc.

132 W. 24th St.

New York, NY 10011

800-221-7070

CRT terminals

Replacement CRTs

Laredo Systems Inc.

2264 Calle de Luna
Santa Clara, CA 95050

408-980-1888

Controllers, interfaces

Hard disk drives

Lemons Tech Services

325 N. HWY 65, P.O. DWR 429

Buffalo, MO 65622
417-345-7643

Cassette/Lemon-Aid loader

Digitizers

Cassette recorder controller

Libra Laboratories Inc.

495 Main St.

Metuchen, NJ 08840

201-494-2224

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

LNW Research Corp.

2620 Walnut
Tustin, CA 92680

714-544-5744

Add-on/add-in memories

Controllers, interfaces

LNW computers

Lobo Drives International

358 S. Fairview Ave.

Goleta, CA 93117

805-683-1576

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Max-80 computers
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Master Electronics Inc.

154 N. 5th St.

Raymondville, TX 78580
572-689-5536

Acoustic recorders

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Matchless Systems

18444 S. Broadway
Gardena, CA 90248

213-327-1010

Cables

Floppy disk drives

Printers

Maxtek Inc.

2908 Oregon Court, BLDG 3

Torrance, CA 90503

213-320-6604

Retrofit graphics hardware

Meca
56677 Sunset Ave.

Yucca Valley, CA 92284

619-365-7686

Digital tape drives

Micon Micro Systems

P.O. Box 360

Azle, TX 76020

817-444-2533

Moving message center

Micro Data Supplies

22295 Euclid Ave.

Euclid, OH 44117

216-481-1600

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Disks

Diskette III with drives, power
supply and controller

Micro Mainframe
11325 Sunrise Gold Circle

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
916-635-3997

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Multiplexers

Print buffers

Micro Projects Engineering Co.

10810 W. Washington Blvd., Suite "C "

Culver City, CA 90230
213-202-1865

Add-on/add-in memories
Converters

Merlin add-on to enable Models I

& III to run IBM PC progams.

The Micro Works Inc.

P.O.Box 1110

Del Mar, CA 92014
619-942-2400

Add-on/add-in memories
Communication module
Parallel printer interface for the

Color Computer

Micro-80 Inc.

2665 N. Busby Road
Oak Harbor, WA 98277

206-675-6143

Cassettes

Micro-Design

6301 Manchaca Road, Suite J

Austin, TX 78745

512-441-7890

Add-on/add-in memories

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Model III computers

Micro-Grip, Ltd.

3164 Dumbarton Ave.

San Bernardino, CA 92404

714-864-6643

Friction feed kit for the Epson

printer

Microhatch

P.O. Box 501

Dewitt, NY 13214

315-446-8031

Add-on/add-in memories

Micro-Labs Inc.

902 Pinecrest

Richardson, TX 75080
214-235-0915

Add-on/add-in memories

C memory for the Color Computer
CRT for the Color Computer
80-GRAFIX
GRAFYX Solution Continues



Since 1978
• REPUTATION BACKED BY YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE.

• PIONEER IN DIRECT TO CONSUMER SALES

OF MICRO COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONICS

• MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN SALES OVER THE

YEARS

• TENS OF THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS

• HONEST

• RELIABLE

• LARGE INVENTORY

• NAME BRAND PRODUCTS

DISCOUNT I

J- 4.1 Jt

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728
(9121 377-7120

u

EPSON
PRINTERS

MX-80 $369
FX-80 SCALL
AAX-100 $CALL
NEW PRODUCTS. SCALL

BUY
DIRECT
SAVE

DISCOUNT
PRICED

FROM
MODEL 12 $2639
MODEL 16 $4012
MODEL III $588

~¥ COLOR COMPUTER. . . $235
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF TRS-80 COMPUTERS

MICROLINE 80

MICROLINE 82A
MICROLINE 83A
MICROLINE 84P

DISCOUNT
PRICED
FROM

MICROLINE 92P

MICROLINE 93P

PACEMARK 2350

PACEMARK 2410

• LOW COST • 12CPS

• MICROPROCESSOR ELECTRONICS

• 10 OR 12 PITCH FROM
• SIMPLE RELIABLE % MtQA
MECHANISM "fr WJT

PRINTERS

FROM ^# JF M
Prowriter . SCALL
Starwriter. $CALL
Printmaster SCALL

.IL

Mic ron

i

c i .

PRINTERS

GEMINI - 10

GEMINI - 15
DISCOUNT ^
PRICED 9
FROM 339

A ATARI

ATARI 800

ATARI 1200

DAISY
WHEEL

PRINTERS

** %*fl

O commodore TRS-80

COMMODORE 64 SCALL
VIC 20 $CALL
VIC 1541 DRIVE SCALL
VIC 1530 DATASETTE SCALL
VIC 1525 PRINTER SCALL
VIC 1600 SCALL
AND MORE SCALL

DMP- 1 00 .

DMP-200. .

DMP-400.

.

DMP-500. .

DMP-2100.

DWII

DWP-410.

.

CGP-115. .

$309
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
SCALL
5199

• TRS-80 DISK

SOFTWARE
• TRS-80 MODEMS
AND TERMINALS

• PANASONIC
MONITORS

• AMDEK MONITORS
•COMREX MONITORS

ACE 1000 COMPUTER
ACE 1200 COMPUTER
DISCOUNT
PRICED

FROM
*m

Novation

DISCOUNT
PRICED

FROM
ALL PRODUCTS WE SELL ARE BRAND NEW
AND COVERED BY THE MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFIC WARRANTIES. COPIES AVAILABLE

UPON REQUEST.

WE DO NOT SELL ANY USED, RECONDITION-

ED, FOREIGN OR INFERIOR MODIFIED EQUIP-

MENT.
PRICES AND PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

\ferbatim
IATALIFE DISKETT

5 YEAR GUARANTEE

$CALL

• CARDCO VIC 20/64 PERIPHERALS

• COMREX COMRITER CR-1 DAISY

WHEEL
• NEC

• QUADRAM, IBM, APPLE PRINTER

BOARDS AND MICROFAZER BUFFERS

NEW PRODUCTS
TRS-80 MODEL IV. . . SCALL
TRS-80 PORTABLE. . SCALL

SPECIAL PRICES
LIST J2695

OKIDATA PACEMARK
2350P PRINTER

350 CPS $2066

FREE UPON REQUEST
• DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION
KIT

• COPY OF MFR'S WARRANTY ^96
WRITE

MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
TELEMARKET DEPT NO. 4-

2803 THOMASVILLE RD E. • CAIRO, GA. 31728

See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 303



CIRCUIT SOLVER I

/
. /

You don't have to be an

engineer to make produc-

tive use of this program. A
large clear manual leads

you through the use of Cir-

cuit Solver using sample
problems which have prac-

tical application

Features

• Simple Circuit Entry
• Circuit Listing
• Circuit Storage*

Retrival

Easy Circuit Editing

Supports Op-Amps
Many Useful Sample
Circuits

ORDER #

CSI- 1 ooc PET CBM 64' S34 95

CSI-101C APPLE' 34.95

TRS-80' 34.95CSI-H)2C

Include $2.50 shipping and handling.

' PET CBM 64. APPLE and TRS-80 are ' Trademarks
ol Commodore, Apple Computer and Tandy Resp.

SHS SOLUTIONS
1430 N. LATROBE
SUITE 2A
CHICAGO, IL 60651

-4.(2

TRS-80®
Programmer's Sourcebook
Now there is a national TRS-80

sourcebook with system software list-

ings plus club listings, all in addition

to many new application software list-

ings and all of which are separated by

model number. The first edition of this

8'/i x 11 inch bright yellow publication

is now in national distribution in both

the U.S. and Canada.

Complete details on how you can list

your software are contained in the first

edition which is now available through

your favorite computer store or book-

store (ask for ISBN 0-912043-00-8) or

you can order direct from us by send-

ing $4.95 (plus SI.00 postage and
handling) to: ^ ."' Ocean, Inc.

P.O. Box 2331-E
Springfield, Virginia 22152-0331
VISA and MasterCard Telephone charge orders

accepted: (703) 323-1928 (Dealers inquiries invited)

« TRS-80 is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp.

THE COMPLETE TRS-8
COLOR COMPUTER
DATABASE

IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE:

SPREADSHEET CALCULATIONS*
TEXT & DATA UTILITIES

POWER a FLEXIBILITY:
• 50 DATA FIELDS per dala record
• REORGANIZE data or text records

• SEARCH on record names or any data
• PRINT labels using text or data records
• ASSIGN your own record & data names

i • FORMATTED printing for data records & fields

• MERGE. BACKUP (to cassette), or COPY any file

• 250 Screens of text with embeded printer controls
• ASCENDING & DESCENDING SORT using any data

EASY TO USE AND WELL SUPPORTED
» NO programming or equipment modifications required
i MENU driven with single stroke commands
» COMPLETE cursor control fo- text & data entry
100 PAGE MANUAL WITH 2 MASTER DISKETTS

' REQUIRES: 32K Color Computer with 1 disk drive
FOR VISA/ MASTER CARD ORDERS CALL:

800-334-0854 e«t. 887
In N.C. 919-544-5408 OR SEND $75.00

check/money order

HOMEBASE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 3448. DURHAM, N.C. 27702

N.C. residents add 4% sales tax.

•(TM) Tandy Corp. -

TRS-80 MOD I or III

HACK AND SLAY

Program of

Your Choice

With Order

Of Any Five

Programs.

. $19.95 Disk

. $16.95 Cass.

THE ONLY
3-D ACTION GAME!
INCLUDES 3-D GLASSES!
COLOR COMPUTER 16K EX.

STAR EMPIRE $24.95 Cass.

HOT- LINE 707-869-3420

8AB ENTERPRISES
16471 RIO NIDO RD.
GUERNEVILLE, CA 95446

PROTECT YOUR
COMPUTER

FROM POWER SURGES WITH A

VOLTAGE SPIKE PROTECTOR

ACTS LIKE V
A SAFETY

VALVE

ASSURING

PROTECTION

• NO WIRING REQUIRED-JUST PLUG IT IN.

• PROTECTS SOLID STATE EQUIPMENT FROM

DAMAGING VOLTAGE SPIKES.

. USE ON YOUR COMPUTER-PERIPHERALS TV. SET-

STEREO ETC.

REGULAR $16.25 EACH

• • SPECIAL «10." EA • *
ORDER 2 OR MORE @ $10.00 EACH

SHEPHERD MARKETING
-m=m, P.O. BOX 941339 ~jm~

,

v:£ SCHAUMBURG, IL 60194 3
PHONE 312-490-9239 ™

We ship PP-IL residents add 6% sales tix

' Calculate ct»'*i. inn o .tr-t vq food intake

• Evaluate nutniws -ai leofvourdier
• Compare daily a.ei tc .noiv.daal RDA Chart
• Create personalized daily meals and r

• Plan varied daily menus Cased on sound nulnlion
• Save records of daily meals and menus 'or future planning
• Print nutrition charts food meal. menu, and grocery lists

Takea Byte' is a Modular BASIC Program

MAIN Program Menu
(1 : Recommended Daily Dietary Allowance (RDA; CHART
(2) 733 Expandable Random Access FOOD LIST Data File

(3) 28 Nutritional MEAL LIST Dal

[4)7 Balanced DAILY MENU LIST Data File Examples
(5) GROCERY LIST Program Module
(6)25 Page user s manual including Charts and Tables

100%RSCO ENTS, NO FOREIGN DRIVES OR MEMORY—FULL WARRANTY
16K COLOR STD BAS $239.00

16K COLOR EXT BAS 299.00

16K MODEL IV 799.00

48K MODEL IV, 2 DR RS232 1599.00

80K MODEL 12, 1 DR 2499.00

80K MODEL 12, 2 DR 3149.00

128K MODEL 16, 1 DR 3898.00

DMP 100 PRINTER $ 299.00

DMP 200 PRINTER 599.00

DMP 500 PRINTER 1398.00

DMP 2100 PRINTER 1599.00

DMP 410 DAISY 1195.00

DMP DAISY WHEEL II 1599.00

12 MEG HD MODEL 11/12/16 2769.00

ALL RS SOFTWARE 20% OFF128K MODEL 16, 2 DR 4510.00

CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.

(817) 825-4027
NOCONA ELECTR • Box 593 Nocona.TX 76255
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Continued

Micromint Inc.

561 Willow Ave.

Cedarhurst, NY 11516

516-374-6793

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Disks

Model I disk controllers

Voice synthesizers

The Microperipheral Corp.

2565 152nd Ave. NE
Redmond, WA 98052
206-881-7544

Direct-connect modems

MTS Enterprises

P.O. Box 596

Niceville, FL 32578

904-678-3328

Power strips

Printer cables

Mumford Micro Systems

Box 400

Summerland, CA 93067
805-969-4557

Clock speed-up

MWB Industries Inc.

2013 Franklin St.

Detroit, MI 48207
313-259-1104

Screen cleaning cloths

Nat Hellman Inc. Computer Associates

400 S. Beverly Drive Suite 214
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
213-273-0133

Keyboard dust covers

Omikron Systems

11127 Hearst Ave.

Berkeley, CA 94702
415-845-8013

Add-on/add-in memories
Converters

CP/M for Models I and III

Orion Instruments

172 Otis Ave.
Woodside, CA 94062
415-851-1172

EPROM programmers
In-circuit emulators

P. Tree Associates

Suite 269, 2701-C W. 15th St.

Piano, TX 75075

214-867-5656

Disk holders

Pacific Office Systems of

Mountain View
2265 Old Middlefield Way
Mountain View, CA 94043

415-493-7455

Controllers, interfaces

Controller and formatter for

nine-track magnetic tape drives.

Pel/Tek

P.O. Box 1026

Southampton, PA 18966

215-947-2334

Disk organizer

Percom Data Corp.

11220 Pagemill Road
Dallas, TX 75243

214-340-7081

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Personal Micro Computers Inc.

475 Ellis St.

Mountain View, CA 94943
415-962-0220

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Disks

EPROM programmer
Floppy disk drives

Monitors

Printer buffers

Printers

ROM extender

Pion Inc.

74 Appleton St.

Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-1717

Hard disk drives

Solid state disk emulators

Powersoft, Div. of Breeze/QSD Inc.

11500 Stemmons Expwy., Suite 125

Dallas, TX 75229
214-484-2976

Joysticks, paddles

Process Control Technology

8030 Lorraine Ave., -328

Stockton, CA 95210
209-952-6576

Controllers, interfaces

Floppy disk drives

Programmer's Institute

P.O.Box 3191

Chapel Hill, NC 27514
919-967-0861

Color Computer keyboard

Prototype Machine Works
7741 Alabama Ave. -8

Canoga Park, CA 91304
213-346-6711

Controllers, interfaces

Plotters

R.I.S.T. Computer Components Inc.

P.O. Box 499

Fort Hamilton Station

Brooklyn, NY 11209
212-680-3093

Voice synthesizers

Rabco Enterprises

806 Freedom Circle

Harleysville, PA 19438

215-368-4866

Plotters

Racet Computes, Ltd.

1330 N. Glassell, Suite M
Orange, CA 92667
714-997-4950

Controllers, interfaces

Data switcher

Hard disk drives

Multiplexers

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

7070B Farrell Road SE
Calgary, Alberta Canada T2H-0T2
403-253-6142

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Connectors

Direct-connect modems
Joysticks, paddles

REM Industries Inc.

9420 B Lurling Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

213-341-3719

Cooler fan for Color Computer
Covers

Disk containers

Disk file with locking lid

Fans

Hard keyboard covers

Mobile printer stand

Stringy/floppy container with

locking lid

Riverlake Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 1927

Roswell, GA 30077
404-475-0028

EPROM and PROM programmers

Sandpiper Software

P.O. Box 336

Maynard, MA 01754
617-568-8641

Cassette duplicators

Cassettes

See-Thru Enterprises

933 Frank Ave.

Windsor, Ontario Canada N8S 3P4
519-735-2995

Connectors

Green filter

Semldisk Systems

P.O. Box GG
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Beaverton, OR 97075 New York, NY 10166 Monitors

503-642-3100 212-986-6770 Plotters

Add-on/add-in memories Printers Printer buffer

Disk emulator Printer ribbons

Starbuck Data Co. Printers

Small System Design P.O. Box 24

225A Lowell Road Newton Lower Falls, MA 02162 Universal Data Research Inc.

Hudson, NH 03051 617-237-7695 2457 Wehrle Drive

603-880-1322 Analog and digital data acquisition Buffalo, NY 14221

Converters devices 716-631-3011

Controllers, interfaces Acoustic modems

Software Affair General purpose device control Direct-connect modems

858 Rubis Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94087 Street Electronics Corp. Voicetek

408-730-1030 1140 Mark Ave. P.O. Box 388

Music synthesizers Carpinteria, CA 93013 Goleta, CA 93116

805-684-4593 Voice recognition

Software Concepts Voice synthesizers
Voice synthesizers

105-106 Preston Valley S.C. VR Data Corp.
Dallas, TX 75230 Sun Research Inc. 777 Henderson Boulevard
214-458-0330 Old Bay Road Folcroff , PA 19032

Cables New Durham, NH 03855 215-461-5300
Joystick, paddles 603-859-7110 Cables

Uninterruptible power supply Controllers, interfaces
Southern Innovative Design Floppy disk drives
1520 NE 12th St. Total Access Hard disk drives
Gainesville, FL 32601 P.O. Box 3002

Optical display filters Richardson, TX 75080 Williams Enterprises

214-458-1966 3101 Cheverly Ave.

Spectral Associates Acoustic modems Cheverly, MD 20785

141 Harvard Ave. Add-on/add-in memories 301-773-3015

Tacoma, WA 98466 Bulk erasers Add-on color screens

206-565-8483 Cables Disk boxes

Add-on/add-in memories Cassette recorders

Floppy disk drives Controllers, interfaces Xitex Corp.

Monitors Direct-connect modems 9861 Chartwell

Voice synthesizers Disks Dallas, TX 75243

Floppy disk drives 214-349-2491

Star Micronics Inc. Hard disk drives Controllers, interfaces

200 Park Ave., Suite 2309 Joysticks, paddles Converters

Hardware Heart of Texas Computer Systems Total Access

Inc. Cables
Manufacturers Holmes Engineering A.M. Electronics Inc.

by Hurricane Laboratories Inc. Action Computers
JMR Electronics Aerocomp Inc.

Product LNW Research Corp. Alpha Products
Master Electronics Inc. Apparat Inc.

Acoustic Modems Micro Data Supplies Bi-Tech Enterprises

Action Computers Micro Projects Engineering Co. Computerware
Holmes Engineering Micro-Design Creative Computer Center

Master Electronics Inc. Micro-Labs Inc. DSI/Cyzern
Micromint Inc. Microhatch EAP Co.
Total Access The Micro Works Inc. Eigen Systems

Universal Data Research Inc. Omikron Systems Freedom Micro-Systems Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd. Holmes Engineering

Add-On/Add-In Memory Semidisk Systems ICM Industries

Action Computers Spectral Associates JMR Electronics

Apparat Inc. Total Access Libra Laboratories Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises Lobo Drives International

Compulink Corp. Master Electronics Inc.

Computerware Bulk Erasers Matchless Systems

Control Craft Inc. Action Computers Micro Data Supplies

DSI/Cyzern Bi-Tech Enterprises Micro Mainframe
EAP Co. Master Electronics Inc. MTS Enterprises continues
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Daisy wheel quality

without daisy wheel
|—-J— expense. -•".--*-

You need the quality print that a daisy wheel

printer provides but the thought ofbuying one makes your

wallet wilt. The Selectric™ Interface, a step-by-step guide to

interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcom-

puter, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price.

George Young, co-author of Microcomputing magazine's

popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost al-

ternative to buying a daisy wheel printer.

The Selectric™ Interface includes:

•step-by-step instructions

• tips on purchasing a used Selectric™

• information on various Selectric™ models, in-

cluding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041

•driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips

• tips on interfacing techniques

With The Selectric Interface and some background in elec-

tronics, you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quali-

ty printer. Petals not included.

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473. Or

mail your order with 'payment plus $1.50 shipping and

handling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail Book Sales,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

Dealer inquiries invited. ^ . _ __
ISBN 0-88006-05 14 1 28 pagfs q> 1 Z 97
Li Yes, I want Selectric Interface (BK7388). Enclosed is $12.97 per

copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling.

MASTER GVISA GAMEX

Card #_

Signature

Name

Expires

.

Address

City

337B8S

*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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*
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POWERBYTE SOFTWAREt
Presents

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
Business and Home

for the

•TRS 80 Color Computer ..

•TDP-100 Computer
65 Applications Available including:

*
*
*
*

J

J
*
*

I
*
*
*

*

i
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

» ALL PROGRAMS FOR CASSETTE & GUARANTEED TO LOAD *

J -FREE CATALOG }
* WITH INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS »

J POWERBYTE SOFTWARE }
^ mjjĵ m 2CHIPLEYRUN 2HK' *
*

;

W£A WEST BERLIN, NJ 08091 MR *
* ^™l

(609) 346-3063 - 486 -——-- *

THE ACCOUNTANT - General Ledger, Income $29.95
Statement & Balance Sheet
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE - Create $21.95
Journal for Current Accounts & Record of Paid Accts.

BUSINESS INVENTORY $ I 9.9 5 AT HOME INVENTORY $12.95
ORDER TRACKER $19.95 CHECKBOOK BOOKY $12.95
MY PROFIT MARGIN $16.95 THE STOCK TICKER $16.95
BILLING SOLVER $19.95 TAPE
CASH FLOW MODEL $16.95 UTILITY BILL SAVER $12.95
THE CLIENT TICKLER $19.95 THE BAR CHART $8.95
INCOME & EXPENSER $15.95 MOTHER'S RECIPES $12.95
BUSINESS $16.95 THE MAILMAN $12.95
APPOINTMENTS GRADE MY KIDS $15.95

AND MANY, MANY MORE

Which TRS-80* Accounting Software
Do I Buy . .

.

That's a tough question. I know, I asked it myself not very long ago. I'm Mike
Motta. As president of Shawmut Systems, specialists in TRS-80" custom soft-

ware, my customers were asking me for Model II and 16 Accounting Software
— GL, AR, AP and Payroll. But I said "Why write the software. There must be a
good package already available." So I searched for the best I could find. And I

found it

'

Now, when I tell you that these are the best Accounting programs I've seen on a
microcomputer, you probably think that you are just listening to another sales
pitch. But you're not. You're listening to a businessman with over twenty years
combined experience in sales, management, and programming. So when I say
that these programs will work for you, it really means something.

Each program, designed for the Model II or 16, will work with one or more floppy
or hard disks. With each program, I'll include a 200 page manual written with
the first time user in mind, and a set of sample data files so you can start using
the program right away.

But I won't stop there. If you have a question, or a problem, call me. You won't
get an operator, or order taker. You'll get me. And if I can't talk to you on the
spot, I'll call you back. And I'll fix your problem. FAST.

Now I could say a lot more about these programs, but you really won't know
how good they are until you try them. So, order the programs you need, and try

them for 14 days. If you're not convinced that these are the programs for you,
send them back, and I'll refund your money.

My price for these programs is only $289.00 each, postpaid. I could charge hun-
dreds more, but I want you to have the best programs at the best possible price.
So mail or call your order in today. I'll make sure you'll be satisfied.

Model 11/16 Accounting Software Packages

Accounts Receivable
General Ledger

Accounts Payable
Payroll

.$289

.$289

SHAWMUT SYSTEMS
105 Circle Drive • PO Box 324-A

Somerset, MA 02726
(617)672-9794

Ask about our Model I and I

versions.

•TRS-80 is a Trademark
of Tandy Corp.

Send check, money order or

Visa/MC number

Mass. residents add
5% sales tax.

^363
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PROTECT YOUR TRS-80 MOD III* KEYBOARD

PLEXA-LOK
PROTECT YOUR $2000 INVESTMENT FOR UNDER $20!

PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard -
then gently snaps into position.

Your valuable computer is protected from objects and spills directly on top of keyboard
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair!

PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors

accidentally destroying their hours (and your $) of work.

PLEXA-LOK
ENHANCES looks of your

system

PROTECTS keyboard from

dust

30-DAY GUARANTEE
ALLOWS computer to

remain on while unattended

KEYBOARD protected

from kids

HIGH QUALITY
Acrylic

SCHOOLS - A MUST!

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
S19.95 Prepaid UPS
Continental USA

CA Hesidenls «do 0-
- > ,>

Dealei nquinos Welcome

• TU lAN'JV COR»ORATON

MOM FRl 9 00-5 00

iiCaiO and Visa Accepted

VJ*V»t*aMKBHl*-i4*tvi-r?t*vit*-2b*S!^*^

LAST KI.KCTROMCS
P.O BOX 1300E

SAN ANDREAS CA 95249
(209) 754-1800

\

MAKE IT

EASY
TO
SAVE

your copies oi^L

micro
Your magazine library is your prime reference source—keep it

handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes.

They are made of white corrugated cardboard and are dust resis-

tant. Use them to keep all your magazines orderly yet available

for constant reference.

Self-sticking labels are available for the following:

80 Micro 73 Magazine Radio Electronics

Microcomputing QST Personal Computing

inCider CQ Byte

Desktop Computing Ham Radio Interface Age

One box (BX1000) is $2.00, 2-7 boxes (BX1001) are $ 1 .50 each,

and 8 or more boxes (BX1002) are $ 1.25 each. Be sure to specify

which labels we should send.

Call TOLL-FREE for credit card orders:

1-800-258-5473
Or use the order form in this magazine and mail to:

imicro
Attn: Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458

^SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES $2.00 per order up to and
including a quantity of eight 25C for each additional box ordered.C

SYSTEM REFERENCE CARDS

"This is a quality document and is beautifully con-

ceived and produced. . . .1 am in awe of your magnificent
document."
H.W.W., Dayton, Ohio

Send Check or Money Order

CARD ORDER NO. PRICE

MODEL 1: BASIC & Assembler FC1002 $4.95

MODEL 1: BASIC Only FC1001 2.95

MODEL II: BASIC & Assembler FC1005 5.95

MODEL III: BASIC & Assembler FC1003 5.95

MODEL III: BASIC Only FC1004 3.95

COLOR: BASIC & Extended FC1006 4.95

POCKET: BASIC FC1009 2.95

APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC & 6502 FC1008 4.95

APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC Only FC1007 3.95

NEW!

NEW!
Heath/Zenith

HDOS 2.0

FC1014$5.95

Z80
MICROPROCESSOR

FC1011 $4.95

ZX80, ZX81 and

Timex Sinclair

1000
FC1012S5.95

Call TOLL-FREE for Credit Card Orders 1-800-258-5473. Or, send your order with

payment or complete credit card information to:

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS ©Retail Sales* Peterborough, NH 03458
^

Enclose $1.00 per order for shipping and handling

Is a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp.

5 a Registered Trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

t Registered Trademark of Zuog. Inc.
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Continued

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Software Concepts

Total Access

VR Data Corp.

Cassettes

Action Computers
Cook Laboratories Inc.

Master Electronics Inc.

Micro-80 Inc.

Personal Micro Computer Inc.

Sandpiper Software

Cassette Recorders

Action Computers
Master Electronics Inc.

Personal Micro Computer Inc.

Total Access

Connectors

Action Computers
Alpha Products

DSI/Cyzern
EAP Co.

Holmes Engineering

Libra Laboratories Inc.

Master Electronics Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Racet Computes Ltd.

See-thru Enterprises

Controllers, Interfaces

A. M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers
Aerocomp Inc.

Alamo Computer Co.
Alpha Products

Alphanetics

Apparat Inc.

Binary Devices

Compulink Corp.

Compuware Corp.

Control Craft Inc.

Data Match Corp.

DSI/Cyzern
Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Holmes Engineering

Interface Inc.

Interface Technology

J.E.S. Graphics

JMR Electronics

J & M Systems Ltd.

Laredo Systems Inc.

Libra Laboratories Inc.

LNW Research Corp.

Lobo Drives International

Micro Mainframe
Pacific Office Systems of Mountain
View

Process Control Technology
Prototype Machine Works
Racet Computes Ltd.

Starbuck Data Co.
Total Access

VR Data Corp.

Xitex Corp.

Converters

Action Computers
Alpha Products

Connecticut Microcomputer
DSI/Cyzern

Holmes Engineering

J.E.S. Graphics

Libra Laboratories

Micro Projects Engineering Co.
Omikron Systems

Small System Design

Xitex Corp.

CRT Terminals

Action Computers
DSI/Cyzern

Holmes Engineering

Hurricane Laboratories Inc.

Langley-St. Clair Instrumentation

Digitizers

Alpha Products

DSI/Cyzern

Lemons Tech Services

Master Electronics Inc.

Direct-Connect Modems
Action Computers
Communications Electronics

DSI/Cyzern
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.

Holmes Engineering

Master Electronics Inc.

Micro-Design

Micro Mainframe
The Microperipheral Corp.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Total Access

Universal Data Research Inc.

Disks

Action Computers
Communications Electronics

Khadin & Co.
Master Electronics Co.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Micromint Inc.

Personal Micro Computers Enc.

Total Access

Floppy Disk Drives

A.M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers
Aerocomp Inc.

Apparat Inc.

DSI/Cyzern
Heart Of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Holmes Engineering

Interface Inc.

JMR Electronics

Lobo Drives International

Master Electronics Inc.

Matchless Systems

Micro Mainframe

Micro-Design

Percom Data Corp.

Personal Micro Computers Inc.

Process Control Technology
Spectral Associates

Total Access

VR Data Corp.

Hard Disk Drives

A.M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers
Bi-Tech Enterprises

H & E Computronics

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Holmes Engineering

Interface Inc.

J & M Systems Ltd.

Laredo Systems Inc.

Lobo Drives International

Master Electronics Inc.

Micro Mainframe
Percom Data Corp.
Pion Inc.

Racet Computes Ltd.

Total Access

VR Data Corp.

Joysticks, Paddles

Action Computers
Alpha Products

Big Five Software

DSI/Cyzern

Endicott Software

Horizons Software

JES Graphics

Master Electronics Inc.

Micro Mainframe
Powersoft, Div. of Breeze/QSD

Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Software Concepts

Total Access

Monitors

Action Computers
DSI/Cyzern

Personal Micro Computers Inc.

Spectral Associates

Total Access

Multiplexers

Action Computers
Bi-Tech Enterprises

DSI/Cyzern
Master Electronics Inc.

Micro Mainframe
Racet Computes Ltd.

Plotters

Master Electronics Inc.

Prototype Machine Works
Rabco Enterprises

Total Access

Print Buffers

Action Computers
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Apparat Inc. Micro Electronics Inc. Printer Terminals

Compulink Corp. MTS Enterprises Action Computers

Creative Computer Center Personal Micro Computers Inc. Epson America Inc.

Data Match Corp. Star Micronics Inc.

DSI/Cyzern Total Access

HF Signalling Inc.

Holmes Engineering

Micro Mainframe Printer Ribbons Voice Synthesizers

Personal Micro Computers Inc. Action Computers DSI/Cyzern
Total Access Bi-Tech Enterprises JMR Electronics

Communications Electronics Master Electronics Inc.

Printers Creative Computer Center Micromint Inc.

Action Computers Data Systems R.I.S.T. Computer Components Inc.

Epson America Inc. Khadin & Co. Spectral Associates

Master Electronics Inc. Master Electronics Co. Street Electronics Corp.

Matchless Systems Total Access Voicetek

Hardware Add-on/add-in memories Acoustic modems
Controllers, interfaces Add-on/add-in memories

Distributors Floppy disk drives Cables

Hard disk drives Cassette recorders

Printers Cassettes

ABC Data Products Connectors
8868 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard Alpha Products Converters
San Diego, CA 92123 79-04 Jamaica CRT terminals
800-854-1555 Woodhaven, NY 11421 Direct-connect modems

Cables 212-296-5916 Disks
Cassettes Connectors Floppy disk drives

Connectors Controllers, interfaces Hard disk drives

Disks Converters Monitors
Furniture Digitizers Printer buffers

Printer ribbons Disks Printer ribbons
Storage supplies Joysticks, paddles Printers

Action Computers The Alternate Source Amflex Products and Services

85 Factory St. 704 N. Pennsylvania Ave. P.O. Box 852
Nashua, NH 03062 Lansing, MI 48906 Adrian, MI 49221
603-883-5369 800-248-0284 517-423-7112

Acoustic modems Add-on/add-in memories Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories Books Cables
Bulk erasers Cables Cassette recorders

Cables Cassettes Cassettes

Cassette recorders Controllers, interfaces Computers
Cassettes Direct-connect modems Direct-connect modems
Connectors Disks Disks
Controllers, interfaces Floppy disk drives Floppy disk drives

Converters Hard disk drives Hard disk drives

CRT terminals Joysticks, paddles Printer ribbons

Direct-connect modems Printer buffers Printers

Disks Printer ribbons
Floppy disk drives Printer terminals Apparat Inc.

Hard disk drives 4401 S. Tamarac Parkway
Joysticks, paddles A.M. Electronics Inc. Denver, CO 80237
Monitors 3446 Washtenaw Ave. 303-741-1778

Multiplexers Ann Arbor, MI 48104 Acoustic modems
Parts for hardware 313-973-2312 Add-on/add-in memories
Printer buffers Cables Cables
Printer ribbons Controllers, interfaces Cassettes

Printer terminals Floppy disk drives Controllers, interfaces

Printers Hard disk drives Direct-connect modems
Disks

Alamo Computer Co. American Small Business Computers Floppy disk drives

1234 Avant 118 S. Mill St. Hard disk drives

San Antonio, TX 78210 Pryor, OK 74361 Joysticks, paddles
512-534-7782 918-825-4844 Monitors Continues
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r zippy
^ECONOMICAL" 5 MEG. SPEED UP for

the TRS-80 Model III.

6900
EASY INSTALLATION and
RELIABLE OPERATION

Plug "ZIPPY" Into your
Z-80 Socket and Connect 2 Wires

your

TRS-80 Model III

to a *DISK DRIVE SYSTEM"
% oo
Everything you need

Disk Drive
Controller Board - 5"& 8"

Mtg. Brackets

Power Supply & Cables

!! DISK DR
REMEX PREMIUM QUALITY DISK DRIVES

»• AT STANDARD QUALITY PRICES

40 -Track, Single Sided, DD„ 5 ms. step $185P<>bare
40-Track, Double Sided, DD., 5 ms. step $ 248.°o bare

Case & Supply $49.<>°
"*•*$&'&&&&*&*&«&;% y±-#iu&£ii2e!Sbij

"COLOR
##

TRS-80 Models I & III

16 Brilliant Colors

192 x 256 Hi-Rez. Graphics

2 Joystick Ports

Color Basic (Permits color commands
from Basic)

•COMPLETE KIT- includes --

•Board & Manual -Parts Kit

•Power Supply -Cables

•Video Modulator -Enclosure

$ 14900
%% ,,w, *«,., #*

for

TRS-80 Mod. I

MDX ..

R.S.
_Expans.on $ QQOO

LNW - ln,er,aces %***•

Sales & Service"

MDX-2
MDX-3
MDX-4
MDX-

5

MDX-

6

Board & Manual
$ 74.95

$ 74.95

$ 29.95

$ 49.95

$ 49.95

Parts Kit

$189.00

$ 169.00

$ 40.00

$ 79.00

$ 69.00

Enclosure for MDX-2 $45.00

PWXRIESSIVI-
TRADEMARKS:

TRS-8^^^W

537 East Main st.

Lancaster, Ohio 43130
.

. i.a.;.-si::ca_ix.

Phone: 614-687-1019
Hours 9 to 5 . . tviSA* * M.C.'

B*iia8f*MMi«Wl!a*«H6M>

v" 143 J
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pu*sette
TAPES & DISKS

FREE

ffl

C-10's
390 ea,
(min. lot of 500)

w/ labels add 4C
w/ boxes add

13«.

1"Wf
1.8= # in* •;-: jo.

•W--Aft^-itK-v*"'-"'

The Mlcro-Trac™ Generation

Used by Software Firms & Computer Hobbyists
Choice of School Districts Nationwide

.1Mmp(l MINI STANDARD
CASSETTES 12PAK 24-PAK
C05 $ .79 $ .59

C-10 $. 89 $ .69

C-20 $ .99 $ .89

Custom Cases $ .26 $ .21
Cases recommended to protect sensitive cassettes.

5 '/••' DISKETTES
Soft Sector

Single Side

S/D Density.

MINI STANDARD
5-PAK 10-PAK*

14.95 $26.95

•10 PAK w/custom library case, add $3.00

-UPS SHIPPING -
(No. P.O. Boxes please)

S3 00 per pack
— Canadian shipping multiply by 2 —
No. 1 Magnetic Media in the USA!

— Write for volume prices —
TOLL-FREE
(orders only)

1-800-528-6050

ext. 3005
In Arizona State
1-800-352-0458

ext. 3005

•j;iiI:liEIT7Ii
E. 2665 Busby Road
>ak Harbor, WA 98277
1(206)675-6143

Microprocessor based intelligence tor ease of

use and interface. You send the data, the

7128 takes care of the rest.

RS-232 interface and ASCII data formats
make the 7128 compatible with virtually

any computer with an RS-232 serial inter-

face port.

Auto-select baud rate,

Use with or without handshaking.
Bidirectional Xon/Xoff supported.

CTS/DTR supported.

Devices supported as of DEC 82.

NMOS NMOS CMOS EEPROM MPU'S
2758 2508 27C16 5213 8748
2716 2516 27C32 X2816 8749
2732 2532 C6716 48016 8741
2732A 2564 27C64 8742
2764 68766 8751
27128 8755 8755

Read pin compatible ROMS also.

Automatic use of proper program voltage

based on type selected.

Menu driven eprom type selection, no per-

sonality modules required.

(40 pin devices require adapter)

INTEL, Motorola and MCS-86, Hex formats.
Spli! facility for 16 bit data-paths. Read, pro-

gram, and formatted list commanas also.

Interupt driven type ahead, program and
verify real time while sending data.

Program single byte, block, or whole eprom.

Intelligent diagnostics discern between
eprom which is bad and one which merely
needs erasing.

Ve it, t- -,sjre and compare con

Busy light indicates when po
plies to program socket.

Complete with TEXTOOL zero insertion

force socket and integral 120 VAC power
supply. (240 VAC/50HZ available also)

High Performance/Cost ratio.

• •• Model 7128 PRICE $389.00 •••

MODEL 7128 SOCKET ADAPTERS
MODEL 481 allows programming of 8748,
8749, 8741, 8742 single chip processors.

Price $98.00

MODEL 511 allows programming the 8751,
Intel's high powered single chip processor.

Price $174.00

MODEL 755 allows
8755 EPROM/IO Chip

Prlc* $135.00

MODEL 7128/24 budget version of the
7128. Supports 24 pin parts thru 32K only.

Upgradable to full 7128 capacity.

Price $289.00

Non-expandable, very low cost models avail-

able for specific devices.

MODEL 7128-L1 for 2716 only $149.00
MODEL 7128-L2 for 2732 only $179.00

Also available from stock:
Eprom Erasers UVP model DE-4 . . $78.00
Avocet Systems Cross Assemblers $200.00
RS-232 Cable Assemblies $25.00
Programmable Devices call

Complete development systems
. $3240.00

arogramming the

Gtek INC.
Waweland, Mississippi 39576

(601) 467-8048
^299

UVEP
Erases over 15 EPROMS - 15 minutes erase time

Element life 7700 hours

Intensity: 12Ws Vicm'at 1"

Erases all UV EPROMS (2716, 2732, 2516 2532,

• HOBBY MODEL

INDUSTRIAL MODEL
QUV-T8 / 2N

S68.95

WITH TIMER AND
SAFETY SWITCH

QUV-T8/2T

$97.50

INTELLIGENT
PROGRAMMER

PROGRAMS: 2508, 2516, 2532. 2716, 27C16, 27C32,

2732. 2732A, 2758, 8748, 8749H, 8748H

OPTIONAL MODULES: 2564, 2764, 8755A, 8741

* STAND ALONE, CRT, OR COMPUTER CONTROL
* UPLOAD/ DOWNLOAD IN MOTOROLA OR INTEL HEX FORMAT
* MICROPROCESSOR BASED * 4 K INTERNAL RAM
* 90 DAY PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

SOON TO BE RELEASED:
PR0MPR0-8 128K Version S689.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ^oa.uu

LOGICAL DEVICES INC. " 33°

781 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD. • FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33311

Phone Orders (305) 974-0967 • TWX: 510-955-9496

SEE US AT COMDEX SPRING - BOOTH #3019 ^

* RELIABLE

* EASY COPY :ficcx;cn-,v

equipment needed)

* USER FRIENDLY

COMPATIBLE:
IBM PC, TRS-80, APPLE, CPM
FLEX, TEKTRONICS, MDS

(MCS-48)
^PROGRAMMING
PRICE INCLUDES

PERSONALITY MODULE



Continued
Printer ribbons

Printers

Baudy House
950 Scott Lake Road
Pontiac, MI 48054

313-683-8388

Acoustic modems
Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Bi-Tech Enterprises

10B Carlough Road
Bohemia, NY 11716

516-567-8155

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Books

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems
Disk drive cases

Disks

Doublers

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Multiplexers

Power supplies

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer stands

Printers

Speed-up kits

Voltage protectors

Binary Devices

11560 Timberlake Lane
Noblesville, IN 46060
317-842-5020

Controllers, interfaces

CECDAT Inc.

Box 497

Hayden Lake, ID 83835
208-772-9571

Character generator

Lowercase modification

Cheever Microware
4120 McKnight Road
Texarkana, TX 75503

214-832-4251

Acoustic modems
Cables

Cassettes

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

10447-124 St.

Edmonton, Alberta, CanadaT5N 1R7
403-488-7109

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Cassettes

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Printer ribbons

Printers

Cole's Consultants Inc.

94-165 Leokane St.

Waipahu, HI 96797

808-677-3380

Data and copy conditioners

Color Software Services

P.O. Box 1708

Greenville, TX 75401
214-454-3674

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Joysticks, paddles

Hard disk drives

Plotters

Printers

Communications Electronics

Box 1002-Dept. WG
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
313-994-4444

Direct connect modems
Disks

Printer ribbons

Computer Case Co.
5650 Indian Mound Court
Columbus, OH 43213
614-868-9464

Cases

Computer Center

31 E. 31st St.

New York, NY 10016

212-889-8130

Acoustic modems
Cables

Cassettes

Connectors

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Computer Generated Data,

Division of Wagener Enterprises

5541 Parlaiment Drive, Suite 206
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
804-497-1165

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

CRT terminals

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Computer Peripheral Resources

P.O. Box 834-9105-925E

Oak Harbor, WA 98277

206-679-1299

Floppy disk drives

Computer Services of Danbury
P.O. Box 993, 1 Franklin St.

Danbury, CT 06810
203-743-1299

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

The Computer Store Inc.

5153 S. Peoria

Tulsa, OK 74105

918-747-9333

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors
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Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Computerware
4403 Manchester Ave.

P.O. Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024

714-436-3512

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Cassettes

Computers

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Cornputex

17321 Elcamino Real

Houston, TX 77058

713-488-8022

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Connecticut Microcomputer

36 Del Mar Drive

Brookfield, CT 06804

203-775-4595

Converters
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Control Craft Inc.

P.O. Box 123

Muskego, WI 53150

414-784-9027

Color Computer ROMpack cases

Disks

EPROMs

Coosol Inc.

2845 Mesa Verde East #1

Costa Mesa, CA 92626

714-545-2216

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Creative Computer Center Inc.

1236 E. Colonial Dr.

Orlando, FL 32803

800-327-9294

Cables

Disks

Printer ribbons

D. A. and D. Sales Inc.

601 Belleville Ave.

Belleville, NJ 07109

201-751-8444

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Data Systems

P.O. Box 99

Fern Park, FL 32730

305-788-2145

Printer ribbons

Data Technology Industries

701-A Whitney St.

San Leandro, CA 94577

415-638-1206

Add-on/add-in memories

Bulk erasers

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Datacom Computer Sales and Supplies

P.O. Box 02294

Cleveland, OH 44102

216-281-8820

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Connectors

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printers

DLP Co.
6798 Wetheridge Dr.

Cincinnati, OH 45230

513-232-7791

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems
Printer ribbons

Printers

DSI/Cyzern

P.O. Box 1225

Fayetteville, AR 72702

501-521-0281

Bulk erasers

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Disks

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Duck Co.

1691 Eason

Pontiac, MI 48054

800-392-8881

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Direct-connect modems continues



ARE YOU A DREAMER?
IMAGINE THIS

.

You place your order and it arrives when expected. "What do
you know, they did ship that day!" You open your package and

SURPRISE, it's what you ordered, not last year's version six times re-

moved. "Wait a minute, I must have paid full retail to get this kind of
service. H'mm, that's not it. These prices are among the lowest. What's

the catch? I've got it! They charged me large shipping and handling charges
No, not that either. It says here 'Free shipping within the Continental 48 States

via UPS ground.' Only the differential is charged for UPS Blue or 1st Class Now
I've got it, it's only a dream!!!"

At Micro Images your dreams become reality! How do we do it? Simple, we tell the truth If
the item you order is not in stock - we tell you. If we can't ship that day - we tell you

Which version? We tell you. Why are we telling you this? The answer is easy. This is what we
do best and what separates us from the competition, AND WE WANT YOU TO KNOW

POSTMAN DELUXE
Deluxe Mass Mail -Mdl l/lll -$119.95

Deluxe Ver. w/Postwriter -$144.95

MAXI MANAGER
Manager with Utility -$119.95

Maxi Utility Only -$44.95

LITY +
Mod l/lll -Ver. 3.0— $64.95

SEE NEW BOOK BELOW

Data-Writer 2.0

New Version-Mdl l/lll

$129.95
Mod l/lll -$84.95

> 5.1

MDL I or III — $114.95

GEAP- S84.95
w/Dot Writer 1 .5

Add' I Fonts — $27.95 each

NEW SCRIPT- 7.0 $109.95
with Mailing Label Opt. . . $119.95

Mailing Label Opt. Only. . . $27.95

MAXI MAIL
Mod III Only

$84.95

MAXI STAT
Model l/lll

$164,

MULTIDOS $89.95
NEW VERSION 1.6

Specify Mdl I or III Single or Dbl Density

Version 3.5S/3.5D/3.5III $119.95
Version II For Model II $199.95

MICROTERM -Mdl I or $69.95

IVKAL - Ver. 2 Mdl I or III $1 34.95
TZAL - Mdl III - Tape Only $44.95
Basic Editor -Mdl i/iii Tape to Dk$27.95

SPECIAL— $1,795.00
LNW 80 -MODEL II

Includes Dosplus 3.4D, CPM 2.2 and LNW Hi-Res Basic

SYSTEM EXPANSION II — $349.95

LNW-Doubler 5/8 $199.95
Includes Dosplus 3.4D

• •PRINTER STANDS* •
MICROSOFT Model I Only

Fortran 80 or A.LD.S. $89.95
Basic Compiler $179.95

Editor/Assembler + Tape$27.95 Dsk$45.95

PROSOFT UTILITIES
TRASHMAN -Mdl l/lll $34.95
FASTER Mdl l/lll $26.95
RPM- Mdl l/lll $2195

AQDCKi Grammatik $64.95Morcm Proofreader/Edit $45.95

ELECTRIC WEBSTER w/Corr $129.95
COPYARTII $129.95
ZORLOF $64.95

BOOKS
How To Do It on the TRS 80 - ijg. . . $27.95
Machine Lang. Disk I/O - ijg $27.95
TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded - ijg $27.95
Disk + Other Mysteries - ijg $20.95
Basic Decoded - ijg $27.95
Custom TRS-80 - ijg $27.95
Basic Faster & Better - ijg $27.95
Mdl 11/16 VisicalC — W.C. Brown $16.95
Mdl l/lll VisicalC - W.C Brown $16.95
Copyright Kit $11.95
Inside Superutility Plus $17.95

RIBBONS
y2 Dz.

24.00

SPACE AGE NO FRILLS
MX 80 Clear $27.50 MX 80 Clear $13.50
MX 80 Bronze .... $29.95 MX 80 Bronze .... $15.95
Microline 82 A Space Age Bronze w/slot $29.95
NEC 8023A Space Age Bronze $29.95
NEC 8023A Space Age Clear $27.50
MX100 or ML83A w/slot Space Aae $39.95

FLIP N FILE 5 1/»" $29.95

C. ITOH PROWRITER $459.00
Parallel 120 CPS - 10" Carriage

LYNX Auto Dial/Answer Mod l/lll -$239.95

MICROBUFFER - Practical Peripherals

Parallel or Serial (Epson) $149.95

GEMINI-10 $399.00
100 CPS, BI-DIRECTIONAL, LOGIC SEEKING, HIGH RESOLUTION,
BIT IMAGE & BLOCK GRAPHICS. FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED.

PLUS MUCH MORE 1

TO ORDER
CALL OR
WRITE TO:

MICRO IMAGES
INDUSTRIES INC.

146-03 25th Road
Flushing, N.Y. 11354

(212)445-7124

'^-157
CALL:

Mon-Thur.
10AM-9PM
Fri. & Sat.

10AM-5PM

ZIP BOX RELOADS
Epson MX 70/80-20 Yds.

.

Epson MX 100-30 Yds 30.00
NEC/Prowriter-14 Yds 21.00
Centronics 730/737/739/779 or

LP-I/II/IV 16 Yds 18.00
All ZIP BOXES are individually sealed black nylon and
require no rewinding. Epson Reloads also available in

red, blue, brown, green & purple. Any mix allowed.

CATRIDGES Each

Epson MX70/80 7.50
EPSON MX100 12.50
Prowriter8510 & NEC8023A . 7.50
RSLPIII/V 6.50
RSLPVI/VIII 6.50
RS DSY WHII or DWP 410 .. . 6.50
RSDSYWHII- Nylon 6.50
MICRLNE80/82A/83A/92 . . . . N/A
MICRLNE84 1/2 x40yds 5.50
Diablo Hytype II Muiti strike, . . . 6.50

Qume - Multi Strike 6.50
NEC SPIN -Hi Yld - Mum strike. . 7.00
Centronic 703/04/53 11.00
Minimum order 3 cartridges - any mix. For smaller
quantities add $1.50 per order. All our reloads and
cartridges are manufactured by one ot the oldest and
most reputable ribbon Mtg's. in the country.
***** * QUALITY GUARANTEED* *****

Tape Disk
Double Feature 31.95
Stratos or Rearguard 19.95 19.95
Cyborg or Jovian 17.95 21.95
Early Games 26.95 26.95
Zaxxon - Color 32k 33.95
Sea Dragon or Eliminator. . . 17.95 19.95
Forbidden Planet or City 33.95
Outhouse or Fortress II 14.50 16.95

Dz.
4200
5200
36.00

32.00

Dozen

80.00

134.00

80.00

70.00

65.00

70.00
70.00

24.00

60.00

70.00

70.00

75.00
120.00

GAME S

ORDERING INFORMATION
No credit cards at these low prices. Add $2.00 on all COD orders. Certified Ck/MO/COQ
shipped immediately. Please allow 2 weeks for personal checks For extra fast service
phone in your COD order. Free shipping within Continental 48 states via UPS qround For
Canada, Hawaii. Alaska, applicable shipping and insurance charqes apply. Prices subject to
change without notice. New York State residents please add appropriate sales tax
The items listed above are a cross-section of our product line. We ca-ry the full line Of most
companies listed m this ad. plus much more. SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG.



CANADIANS
HACKER'S PARADISE

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ACORN SOFTWARE
APPARATINC.

BIG FIVE
COMPUTERWARE
EPSON PRINTERS

INSTANT SOFTWARE
MARK DATA
MED SYSTEMS

FANTASTIC SOFTWARE
SPECTRAL

WORD PROCESSORS
BOOKS

DISK DRIVES
DISKETTES

LOWER CASE MOD -- MOD I

$29.95 $2.00 &H
AND MORE

MODI MOD III COLOR
Vita & Mattarcard

Phone or Write for Catalogue

[403] 488-7109

CMD MICRO
10447 -124 Street

Edmonton, Alberta

T5N 1R7

Authorized MTl Dealer ^181

LARGECAPACITYSYSTEHASLARGECAPA

SMALL 32K 2 DISKS) IS

ON TDOS (A MINI DOSPLUS)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
5000+ CUSTOMERS

15000+ TRANSACTIONS
BALANCE FORWARD 99 TRANSACT CODES
30-60-90-120 AGED STATEMENTS SHOW
DATE/INV#/DESCRIP/AMT (WITH AGEING)
SELECTIVE FINANCE CHARGES 8 RATES
FAST ENTRY POSTING W/AUDIT REPORT
SUB-ACCTS % OF CREDIT LIMIT DATE OF
LAST PAYMENT SALES ANALYSIS SPECIAL
90 DAY ACCOUNTS LABELS

$149.95
GENERAL LEDGER

400+ ACCOUNTS
o 5000+ TRANSACTIONS/MONTH
g NO OTHER SYSTEM OFFERS..

t REPORT FLEXIBILITY/CAPACITY

t DEPARTMENT P & L (UP TO 5)

t UNLIMITED ACCOUNT CATAGORIES
t STATEMENT OF CHANGES (ASSETS)

t PERCENT P&L comparison

100% sales MTDvsYTD
or net sates QTDvsYTD
or total Exd. MTDvsQTD

$1 49.95
TEST SETS $50.00 MANUALS $30.00

HOLMAN L>P SERVICE
2059 WEST LINCOLN 3.00 S&H
OROVILLE, CA 95965 VISA OR MC
916-533-5992 COD
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Both for $199.95

TEACH YOUR
CHILDREN

SPANISH DRILL AND PRACTICE—An 18 program

set that gives intensive drill and practice for the first

or second year Spanish student. The complete set

consists of verbs, vocabulary, grammar usage, and

reading. It costs $49.95!

ALPHA— Alphabet recognition for pre-schoolers.

ALPHA II— More alphabet exercises.

SIGMA— Addition problems for grades 1-3.

SIGMA-EX— Addition problems for the younger or

slower learner.

SIGMA-82— Addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division. Nine speed levels.

Learning lo Count Money— A three program system

that teaches how to count money.

Available on cassette only for TRS-80 Models I and

$6.95 each, two for $12.00, four for $21.00.

Learning to Count Money $19.95.

Add $1.00 to total order lor tirst class shipment.

*-18<
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Mercer Systems, Inc.

87 Scooter Lane
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

W R E Ih i p p I iu 6
Personal Computer Products

-—•w*'

5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00 12 MB - $1995.00

IBM PC-2 Drive System $ CALL
3" DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEM $725.00

Quadrant - Quadboard with Parallel

Port, Serial Port, Clock/Calendar, Expandable to 256K

64 K on bra - $340.00 128K on brd,

192 K on brd. -$439.00 256K on brd

Quadrant Memory Expansion

192K Maximum

64 K on brd. -$230.00

1 92 K on brd. -$350.00

AST & PERSYST MEMORY EXPANSION PRODUCTS

$395,00

$499.00

128K on brd. -$290.00

$ CALL

Amdek

Mod 300 Phosphor - $150.00 Composite Color II

IBM RGB Compatible Color II - $599.00 Color

IBM/TRS 80 Disk Drives/Cabinets

TM 100 Single 40 Track Drive - $189.00

TM 100-2 Double 40 Track Drive - $280.00

TEAC 5<A" SUM SINGLE & DOUBLE DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS

$345.00

$300.00

CALL

m ^
SYSCOM APPLE COMPATIBLE SYSTEM $625.

Apple Compatible Controller Card $ 79.

Apple Compatible Disk Drive w/Cabinet & Cable 249.

w/Controller 315.

TEAC SUM LINE 5'A" DRIVE $285.00 DUAL SUM UNE $525

Printer/Graphics Interlace M'

Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System - $1495.00 — 12 MB - $1995,

Apple Compatible Joysticks

? T"

MX80 $425.00 FX80 $550.00 MX100 $875.00

TRS 80 / Parallel Printer Cable $20.00

IBM Parallel Printer Cable $35.00

STAR MICRONICS GEMINI 10 $ CALL
** GEMIN1 15 $ CALL

Smith Corona TP-1 Letter Quality Daisy Wheel $575.00

ELECTRONICS
INC.JFTR

TRS-80 MOD III Disk Controller Incl Disk Controller Power

Supply. Mounting Hardware, Cables & Instruction Manuals $239.00

POWER SUPPLIES Dual 8" Slim Line-$I80.00 Dual 5*4" -$ 99.00

AND CABINETS Single 5%" - $ W.OO

3" DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEM FOR IBM $725.00

VISA, MASTERCARD (Sioo Mm.. Add 2%i

Or Certified Check
90 Day Warranty (Parts & Labor)
TRS 80 is a Registered Trademark, Tandy Corp

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

DATA— MAIL
P.O. Box81 8. Reseda. CA91 335

1-800-635-5555 - 452

FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.

[2131 993-4804
* (IN CALIF.)
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Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

EAP Co.

P.O. Box 14

Keller, TX 76248

817-498-4242

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Connectors

Gold Plug 80

Lawrence S. Epstein Associates

1669 59th St.

Brooklyn, NY 11204

212-236-3173

Add-on/add-in memories
Connectors

Hard disk drives

Multiplexers

B. Erickson Software

P.O. Box 11099

Chicago, IL 60611

312-276-9712

Color Computer EPROM/RAM
pack

Color Computer two-slot adaptor

Esmark Inc.

507 E. McKinley

Mishawaka, IN 46544
219-255-3035

Light pens

Exatron Corp.
181 Commercial St.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-737-7111

Stringy floppies

FGA Software

74 Meyer Road
Hamilton, MA 01936
617-468-1634

Test equipment

Fort Worth Computers and Video
377 Plaza, Hwy. 377

Granbury, TX 76048
817-573-4111

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Freedom Micro-Systems Inc.

Star Route
Wytheville, VA 24382
703-228-5800

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Freedom Technology International

119 N. 18th St.

Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-569-2381

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printers

E.B. Garcia and Associates

203 N. Wabash, Suite 2118
Chicago, IL 60601

312-782-9750

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

5486 Riverside Dr.

Chino, CA 91710
714-980-4563

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

H & E Computronics Inc.

50 N. Pascack Road
Spring Valley, NY 10977
914-425-1535

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Heart of Texas Computer Systems Inc.

1900 E. Randol Mill Road> Suite 114

Arlington, TX 76004
817-274-5625

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Cassette recorders

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors
Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Nat Hellman Inc. Computer Associates

400 S. Beverly Drive Suite 214
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
213-273-0133

Keyboard dust covers

ICM Industries

10529 Connaught Dr.
Carmel, IN 46032
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317-872-4827

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Direct-connect modems
Printers

IJG Inc.

1953 W. 11th St.

Upland, CA 91786

714-946-5805

Floppy disk drives

Printers

Individual Systems Inc.

P.O. Box 343

Downers Grove, IL 60515

312-968-2337

Complete systems

Interface Inc.

7630 Alabama Ave.

Canoga Park, CA 91304

213-341-7914

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

J and M Systems Ltd.

137 Utah, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87018

505-265-5072

Add-on/add-in memories

Floppy disk drives

JMC Software Distributors

1025 Industrial Dr.

Bensenville, IL 60106

Cassettes

JMR Electronics Inc.

19205 Parthenia St., Unit H
Northridge, CA 91324

213-993-4801

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Khadin and Company
1420 W. Shaw #B

Fresno, CA 93711

209-221-1118

Disks

Printer ribbons

Kogyosha Company Ltd.

179 Riveredge Road
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Tenafly, NJ 07670

201-569-8769

Monitors

Printer buffers

Printers

Krell Software

1320 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, NY 11790

516-751-2474

Add-on/add-in memories

Laredo Systems Inc.

2264 Calle de Luna
Santa Clara, CA 95050

408-980-1888

Controllers, interfaces

Hard disk drives

Leading Edge Products Inc.

225 Turnpike St.

Canton, MA 02021

800-343-6833

Acoustic modems
Cables

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Printer ribbons

Printers

Libra Laboratories Inc.

495 Main St.

Metuchen, NJ 08840

201-494-2224

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Multiplexers

Lindbergh Systems

41 Fairhill Road
Holden, MA 01520

617-852-0233

Acoustic modems
Direct-connect modems

Matchless Systems

18444 S. Broadway
Gardena, CA 90248

213-327-1010

Cables

Floppy disk drives

Printers

Mayday Software

P.O. Box 66

Rock Creek Road
Phillips, WI 54555

715-339-3966

Cassettes

Direct-connect modems
Disk boxes

Disks

Head cleaning kit

Joysticks, paddles

Printer ribbons

Printers

Meca
56677 Sunset Ave.

Yucca Valley, CA 92284

619-365-7686

Digital tape systems

MedComp Inc.

142 Crescent St.

Brockton, MA 02402

617-583-4480

Cables

Connectors

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Printers

MicroCompatible Inc.

3810 Oakcliff Ind. Ct.

Doraville, GA 30340

404-447-4805

Controllers, interfaces

Printer buffers

Micro Data Supplies

22295 Euclid Ave.

Euclid, OH 44117

216-481-1600

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Micro-Design

6301 Manchaca, Suite J

Austin, TX 78745

512-441-7890

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Controllers, interfaces

Direct-connect modems
floppy disk drives

Printers

Micro-80 Inc.

2665 N. Busby Road

Oak Harbor, WA 98277

206-675-6143

Cassettes

Disks

Micro-Grip Ltd.

3164 Dumbarton Ave.
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Computer Peripheral
Resources -420

5%" Disk Drive Power Supplies

•Shtignri Aritt guaranteed

far 279 rfsys

»C*S'ss 4csamiH6titee as; .-.-s

S'/i" ijHyss

•Kow chip resist*ii5 finish

•Over currant ami ewr »--!«»

protection

•Dealer inquiries tnvlietS

•Caft or wriie {nr Quantity diSiouiK

Tour Business Computer Headquarters"

Compare the
Victor9000 Desktop
Business Computer

Business
Computers

Dual Power Supplies
•Horizontal - 12x12x314 $74.95

•Vertical - 7x12x6 $74.95

•Open Frame - 7x2x3 w/o-case $59.95

•Single Horiz. PIS - 6x12x3% $44.95

•Custom 4' 2 Drive Cable $21.00

•4 Drive Cable $32.00

•Dual Case, Horiz. or Vert, (w/'o PIS) $24.95

•Single Case, Horiz. (w/'o P/S) $18.95

»Shugart 5Va Disk Drive $197,501
SA 405 M, SS, SD or DD

Terms: Personal cheeks aitaw 14 *fey.i, SOD, 880., CeriH
Checks , . . Credit Card*, add 3.5% Shipping and K»»«3*i

$3.00 West and $5,SQ East states, Aii shipping JJfS
face, other means extra.

Send to:

« CPA
P.O. Box 834,

Oak Horbor, WA 533fS';>, '7

rTTr-*-"!"'*'"'

The Victor 9000 DesKtop Business
Computer gives you the kind of
memory, storage capacity and soft-

ware that business applications de-
mand. Just compare the Victor
9000 with the competition, and
were confident you'll pick Victor

VICTOR
Wttag America. I—toi m b&S^m
VKTORMMMMS mooUCTS

Call For Quotes!!

Compare and youll pick Victor.

m
Call For QUOTES On
Complete Product Line

800-351-1580
In Texas Call Collect: 915-283-2920

Van Horn Office Supply
701 W. Broadway "™ P.O. Box 1060

Van Horn, Texas 79855

kTM
1 ftr "CAN YOU BUY DIRECT?

Buying a GENUINE TRS-80 direct, literally, means buying from
the Tandy Warehouses in Fort Worth. For the end user this is not
possible. However, the closer a retailer is located to the source
the lower his cost per unit and the closer his buyer can come to
"almost" buying direct. WE ARE CLOSER so WE SELL LOWER.
It only takes a FREE phone call to verify this FACT.

WARRANTY:
the RADIO SHACK warranty
accompanies all R.S. merchandise
sold by US.

SAVE SALES TAX*
PLUS DISCOUNT

•TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD ONLY 4%

"WE ARE CLOSER"

FORT WORTH COMPUTERS
S 214

IN TEXAS CALL 817-573-4111

TM: TRADE MARK OF THE TANDY CORPORATION

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1 - 8 00 4 33 SAVE
377 Plaza • GRANBURY »NR FORT WORTH • TEXAS 76048

See Lis! of Advertisers on Pago 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 319



FRICTION FEED FOR YOUR EPSON

MX-70V MX-80'
• MX-70 and MX-80 are Trademarks ol EPSON, Inc.

Converts your printer for friction

feed of SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL
PAPER.

SIMPLE Installation (all you need

is a screwdriver, no soldering).

• Tractor feed remains
undisturbed.

. Only
S3995

(add $2.00 for shipping)

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

MICRO-GRIP ..161

3164 Dumbarton Ave.

San Bernardino, CA 92404
CALIFORNIA RESIDENT ADD 6% STATE SALES TAX

VISA & Master Card (714) 8646643
Accepted * '

wmwmmm

NEW REPLACEMENT

I18BBON CARTRIDGES
PRINTER

MAKE, MODEL NUMBER
(Contact us It your printer

Is not listed. We nave ribbons

FOR MOST PRINTERS

RIBBON
SIZE

Inches

by Yards

NEW REPLACEMENT
CARTRIDGES
Price each In

quantity o«

3 6 12

RIBBON
LOOPS

Cartridges

Not included

6 12

ANADEX 9500 Vj x 30 13.00 12.75 12.25 36.00 66.00

CENTRONICS (7-MEG) 5/16x55 7.50 7.25 6.75

C.ITOH Prowrlter Vl x 14 8.75 8.50 8.00

C.ITOH Starwrlter 5/16 x 17 5.50 5.25 4.75

COMMODORE PET 8023P 'It x 1 9.00 8.75 8.00

EPSON MX70/MX80 V» x 20 5.50 5.25 5.00 18.00 31.80

EPSON MX100 Vj X 30 12.00 11.50 11.00 32.00 60.00

IDS Paper Tiger 460/560 V; X 36 7.75 7.50 7.00

NEC 5500/7700 Nylon

Multlstrlke

Multlstrlke High Yield

'/2 x 15 6.25 6.00 5.50 30.00 56.00

>/• x 133 5.75 5.50 5.00 22.00 40.00

'A x 133 6.50 6.25 5.75 25.00 46.00

OKIDATA Mlcrollne 84

80, 82, 83 Dual Spool

Vj X 40 6.25 6.00 5.50

Vj X 1 8 3.00 2.75 2.25

QUME Nylon Vj X 1 5 5.25 5.00 4.50 30.00 56.00

QUME Multlstrlke V< X 98 5.00 4.75 4.25 15.00 26.00

RADIO SHACK DW II

Carbon Film -Black

Carbon Film -Blue, Brown

V. x 153 6.25 6.00 5.50 18.00 30.00

>/4 x 153 7.00 6.75 6.25

RADIO SHACK LP I -II -IV 9/16 xl6 3.50 3.25 3.00 19.50 36.00

RADIO SHACK LP III-

V

>/j x 1

5

6.25 6.00 5.50 26.00 48.00

RADIO SHACK LP VI -VIII '/» X 1 2 6.75 6.50 6.00

CHECK, MONEY ORDER or COD

All orders shipped U.S. mail. Free shipping on prepaid orders

for continental U.S. Add $2.00 for orders outside continental U.S.

Allow 2 weeks for personal checks. Phone 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. E.S.T.

Mon.-Fri.& 9-5 Sat.

ADEL COMPUTER MART
(302) 492-8463 DEpT 10 BQX 195
No Sales Tax „ 356 HARTLY, DE 19953

FLEXPLUS DOS
A powerful, easy-to-use disk operating system!

FLEXPLUS is a powerful, easy-to-use disk operating system. Spectral Associates has

COLOR COSMIC INVADERS adapted TSCs FLEX to the best DOS completely compatible with Radio Shack software for

USe on the Color Computer Eliminate the need for Radio Shack's TRS DOS - use FLEX

* FREE * $21.95 ValllC PLUS with Editor Assembler and have the options of a full range of utilities FLEXPLUS

_,- r» , ITlIfi£l£ works on the 32K Radio Shack disk system with 64K memory chips with a High Resolution

Oil 0V€ry rL.t/k+ U19IY
multi-screen formal that supports a 24 line by 51 character display! Also included are special

Advantages Of FLEXPLUS DOS enhancements to Radio Shack's Disk system when you are runmng FLEX with single or dou

B rice an here ble sided, single or double density. 35. 40 and 80 track drives

! ^ESC^unflex.-- SUPERCHARGER $39.95
• Allows you to save RS compatible binary disk files from FLEXPLUS

Allows machine lanquage access to all 64K RAM in a Series E PC board. No hardware m.nis

• NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS NEEDED
• Warranry will not be voided-no need to open computer *-»*-***> rAUDIITCD
• Most HEX compatible software will run tOLUK LUMrl 1 tit

ci pvdi n« $69 96 Quality Hardware and Software Support™
nVwFBo.;dV TRS-80 • TDP SYSTEM 100 • DRAGON 32

FLEXPLUS with Supercharger $89.95 For Orders Only Call or write for a complete catalog

for E and F Boards Business Office and Information Call:

• Print Spooling-prin. while editing, assembling, etc 1-800-426"1830 (206)581-6938
• All Flex compatible software will run including INTERRUPT * «»UV "«afcV 1»«»V I I

driven software except WA. AK, HI Office open 8:30-4:30 P.S. 1

E Board to F Board Conversion 10.95 We accept Visa. MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS
• Eliminates need for Supercharger. Simple Installation

fr\\ pr jces U.S. Funds. Add 3% for shipping. No C.O.D. WA residents add 7.8%
• Full Instructions, Just remove two chips and plug in our

prewired ICs
SaleS t3X "

• Soldering ol wire lo d test required ^Cb^H* f^ ' I ' B^P ^™ I
ARCADE GAMES »1^E\^ 1 Wkf\M^

ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE $21.95 each

LANCER - Best JOUST type game - 32K
MS GOBBLER - Great MS PACMAN type game - 32K

WHIRLYBIRD RUN - Like SCRAMBLE - 16K

STORM ARROWS - TARG type game - 16K

""'SZV^ms
BERSERK ' 6K Tacoma, WA 98409

SPACE RACE - Best OMEGA RACE type game - 16K
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Continued

San Bernardino, CA 92404

714-864-6643

Friction feed kit for Epson printers

Printers

Micro Management Systems Inc.

2803 Thomasville Road E
Cairo, GA 31728
912-377-7120

Acoustic modems
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Micro Software

205 Dumaine Court, #105

Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32548
904-862-5588

Disks

Printer ribbons

Printers

MTS Enterprises

P.O. Box 596

Niceville, FL 32578
904-678-3328

Cables

Disks

Floppy disk drives

Power strips

Printer ribbons

Printers

National Software Marketing Inc.

4701 McKinley St.

Hollywood, FL 33021

305-625-6062

Uninterruptible power system

NC Software

7216 Boone Ave. N
Minneapolis, MN 55428
612-533-8862

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Printers

Nocona Electronics

600 E. Hwy. 82

Nocona, TX 76255

817-825-4027

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Omikron Systems

11127 Hearst St.

Berkeley, CA 94702
415-845-8013

Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Converters

P^Tree Enterprises

2701C W. 15th St., Suite 269
Piano, TX 75075
214-867-5656

Disk holders

Disks

Printer ribbons

Printers

Pan American Electronics

1117 Conway Ave.
Mission, TX 78572
512-581-2765

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassettes

Cassette recorders

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Disks

Direct connect modems
Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Printer terminals

Voice synthesizers

Pion Inc.

74 Appleton St.

Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-1717

Solid state disk emulators

Rabco Enterprises

806 Freedom Circle

Harleysville, PA 19438
215-368-4866

Add-on/add-in memories
Complete systems

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Specially designed memory
systems

Tractor-feed stationery, envelopes,

forms

Racet Computes Ltd.

1330 N. Glassell, Suite M
Orange, CA 92667
714-997-4950

Controllers, interfaces

Hard disk drives

Radio Ranch Inc.

RR3
Polo, IL 61064

815-946-2371

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Satellite data receivers

Voice synthesizers

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

7070B Farrell Road SE
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2H 0T2
403-253-6142

Acoustic modems
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Add-on/add-in memories

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, printers

Multiplexers

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Rimes Computer Products

262 Tracey

Grand Island, NY 14072

716-773-2519

Joysticks, paddles

Sandpiper Software

P.O. Box 336

Maynard, MA 01754

FNT3617-568-8641
Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Printers

Seneca Electronics

R.D. #1

Harmony, PA 16037

412-452-5654

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Anti-static mats and sprays

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Color TVs
Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Converters

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Multiplexers

Plotters

Power strips

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Surge protectors

Voice synthesizers

322 • 80 Micro, July 1983

Shale Diversified Enterprises

P.O. Box 642

Chardon, OH 44024

216-286-4834

Attache cases for Pocket

Computer systems

Software Affair

858 Rubis Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

408-730-1030

Music synthesizers

Software Concepts

105-106 Preston Valley

Shopping Center

Dallas, TX 75230

214-458-0330

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Connectors

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Printer buffers

Printers

Software Etcetera

19973 Ventura Blvd.

Woodland Hills, CA 91364

213-702-8061

Acoustic modems
Cables

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers

Voice synthesizers

Spectral Associates

141 Harvard Ave.

Tacoma, WA 98466

206-565-8483

Add-on/add-in memories

Star-Tronic Distributor Co.

23995 Freeway Park Drive

Farmington Hills, MI 48024

313-477-7586

Acoustic modems
Cables

Connectors

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Furniture

Monitors

Plotters

Power-line conditioners

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Printer terminals

Voice synthesizers

Starbuck Data Co.

P.O. Box 24

Newton Lower Falls, MA 02162

617-237-7695

Analog and digital data

acquisition devices

Controllers, interfaces

General purpose device control

Tech Data

3251 Tech Drive N.

St. -Petersburg, FL 33702

800-237-8931

Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Disks

Monitors

Printer buffers

Printer ribbons

Printers

Universal Software Applications Inc.

13001 Cannes

St. Louis, MO 63141

314-878-1277

Acoustic modems
Cables

CRT terminals

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printers

Van Horn Office Supply

P.O. Box 1060

Van Horn, TX 79855

915-283-2920

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Bulk erasers

Cables

Cassette recorders

Cassettes

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

CRT terminals

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Joysticks, paddles

Monitors

Plotters

Printer ribbons

Printer terminals

Printers Continues



The world of 3D.

You'll find it in 80 MICRO'S Anniversary Issue: true

stereoscopic three-dimensional Color Computer*
graphics, with your own complimentary pair of 3D
glasses bound right into the magazine. This is the
biggest 80 MICRO we've ever published, 600 pages
loaded with the kind of programs and information you
need:

•stereoscopic 3D Color Computer graphics programs
•how to shop for a printer

•3-year 80 MICRO index, annotated and
cross referenced

•CoBOL tutorial for beginners

•a list of over 200 user's groups

•Model II utilities and applications programs
•Bill Barden's introduction to Assembly Language
•NODOS 80—disk utilities for cassette users

And it's yours for only $5.95. Order your Anniver-

sary Issue today. Use the attached order form, the

coupon below, or call toll free

1-800-258-5473

and use your MasterCard, Visa or American Express.

Experience the 3rd Dimension.

Order your 80 MICRO Anniversary Issue today.

"TRS-80 Color Computer <tr TRS-80 are trademarks of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

>-- See List of Advertisers on Page 339

You can also get the Special Edition Load 80 Com-
panion to the Anniversary Issue: dozens ofprograms on
easy-to-load cassette or disk. Save hours of keyboard-

ing. The Anniversary Issue Load 80 cassette is just

$9.95; the disk, $19.95. Programs included run only on
the TRS-80* Model I and Model III computers.

YES! J want to enter another dimension.

Send me copies of 80 MICRO'S Anniversary Issue

@ $5.95 for a total of

Send me The Special Edition LOAD 80 Companion*
to 80 MICRO'S Anniversary Issue

cassettes @ $ 9.95

diskettes @ $19.95

total

DMC DVISA DAE CHECK/MO

CARD# . EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE.

NAME INTERBANK*

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE. JZIP.

80 Micro»80 Pine Street«Peterborough, NH 03458

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. 7.53

'LOAD 80 programs arefor TRS-80 Model I and Model 111 only.
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OUR I

Prevents: .•....-
disk drive woes, printer interaction

memory loss and damage due t

lightning or AC power line J
disturbances.

Commercial Grade Isolators

ISO-1 3 Isolated Sockets

IS<>-2 2 Isolated Socket Banks, 6 Sockets

Industrial Grade Isolators

ISO-3 3 Double Isolated Socket*

ISO 1 1 2 Double Isolated Banks. 6 Sockets

Laboratory Grade Isolators

ISO17 4 Quad Isolated Sockets

ISO18 2 Quad Isolated Banks. 6 Sockets

Circuit Breaker, any model {Add-CB)

Remote Switch, any model (Add-RS)

JMST® Electronic Specialists, Inc. „iW
17 1 South Main Street, Box 389, Nattek, Massachusetts 01760

Toll Free Order Desk 1-800-225-4876

MasterCard, VISA, American Express

$76.95

76 95

1 15.95

115.95

200.95

169.95

\ id 10.(K)

\ id 18.00

for the TRS-80 from IVIicro-Mega

The Original GREEN-SCREEN

1

The eye-pleasing Green-Screen fits over the front of your

TRS-80 Video Display and gives you improved contrast with

reduced glare. You get bright luminous green characters and

graphics like those featured by more expensive CRT units.

Don't confuse the Original Green-Screen with a piece of thin

film stuck to the face of your video tube, such as that adver-

tised by others. The Original Green-Screen is mounted in a full

frame perfectly matched to the color and texture of the

TRS-80 Video Display. It is attached with adhesive strips

which do not mar your unit in any way.

The full frame design of the Original Green-Screen "squares

off" the face of your video display and greatly improves the

overall appearance of your system.

(Specify whether for Model I or Model III)

THE GREEN-SCREEN $15.95

Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

Terms: Check or money order, no CODs or credit cards, please. Add amount

shown tor postage and handling to price of the item. All items shipped within 48

hours by tirsl class or priority mail. Virginia residents, add 4% sales tax. ^162

YOUR SERIM PRINTER TO PARALLE

The UPI serial printer interfaces allow an ASCII serial printer

to be connected to the parallel printer port of the TRS-80

computers or any other computer which has a Centronics

compatible parallel printer port.

Software compatability problems which normally result

when a serial printer is used are totally eliminated because,

the computer "thinks" that a parallel printer has been con-

nected. Special driver programs and changes to the operat-

ing system are not required with computers designed to

work with a parallel printer.

The UPI interfaces are completely self contained and ready

to use. A DB25 socket mates with the cable from your serial

printer. The ribbon cable attaches to the parallel printer

port of your computer. The UPI interfaces convert the out-

put of your parallel printer port into serial data in both the

RS232-C and 20 ma. loop formats. Switch selectable features

include:

• Linefeed after Carriage Return
• Handshake polarity (RS232-C)

• Nulls after Carriage Return
• 7 or 8 Data Bits per word
• 1 or 2 Stop Bits per word
• Odd, Even, or. No Parity

• Baud rates 110 to 9600

UPI-3VB for TRS-80 I & III

UPI-2VB for TRS-80 II & 16

UPI-3VB-6 for TRS-80 I & III with 6 ft. cable

UPI-2VB-6 for TRS-80 II & 16 with 6 ft. cable

Models for most other computers available at

mm®

$149.95

$149.95

SI 59.95

$159.95

$159.95

NEW SERIAL TO PARALLEL INTERFACES

The SPC SERIAL to PARALLEL interfaces convert serial ASCII

data into parallel format for use with Centronics type paral-

lel printers. A DB25 socket accepts serial data from your

computer. The 36contact ribbon connector plugs into your

parallel printer. Can be used to add a second parallel printer

port to computers which reliably support both serial and

parallel printers.

Switch selectable options include the following:

• 7 or 8 Data Bits per serial word
• Odd or Even parity for serial word
• Parity or No parity for serial word
• 1 or 2 Stop Bits per serial word
• 300, 600, 1200, 2400, or 4800 BAUD

SPC-1 as described above
SPC-CC with DIN plug and cable

for the TRS-80 Color Computer

$89.95

$69.95

All prices U.S. funds. VISA, MASTER CARD, COD, Purchase

Orders accepted from schools, major corporations, and

government agencies. Shipping and Handling on U.S.

orders $4.00. Ten day return period. Ninety day warranty.

BINARY DEVICES
11560 TIMBERLAKE LANE
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060

(317) 842 5020 "106

TRS-80 is a trademark of TANDY
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Continued

Vespa Computer Outlet

16727 Patton

Detroit, MI 48219

313-538-1112

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories

Cables

Connectors

Controllers, interfaces

Digitizers

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printers

Voicetech Industries

Box 499, Ft. Hamilton Station

Brooklyn, NY 11209
212-680-3093

Voice synthesizers

VR Data Corp.
777 Henderson Blvd.

Folcroft, PA 19032
800-345-8102

Acoustic modems
Add-on/add-in memories
Cables

Connectors

Control! ers , inter faces

Direct-connect modems
Disks

Floppy disk drives

Hard disk drives

Monitors

Printer ribbons

Printers

Williams Enterprises

3101 Cheverly Ave.
Cheverly, MD 20785
301-773-3015

Printers

Windham Software Inc.

29 Ivanhill St.

Willimantic, CT 06226
203-456-3530

Floppy disk drives

3M products

Hardware Distributors

by

Product

Acoustic Modems
Action Computers
American Small Business Computers
Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

Computer Center

Computer Services of Danbury
Computerware
Coosol
D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

DLP Co.

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Lindbergh Systems

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Add-On/Add-In Memory
Action Computers
Alamo Computer
American Small Business Computers
Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Computer Generated Data
Computer Services of Danbury
Computerware

Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

DLP Co.
Duck Co.

EAP Co.

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

ICM Industries

J & M Systems Ltd.

JMR Electronics

Krell Software

Lawrence S. Epstein Associates

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Omikron Systems

Pan American Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Bulk Erasers

Action Computers
Bi-Tech Enterprises

Fort Worth Computers & Video
E.B. Garcia & Associates

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Cables

ABC Data Products

Action Computers
A.M. Electronics Inc.

American Small Business Computers
Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

EAP Co.
Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

ICM Industries

JMR Electronics

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Libra Laboratories Inc.

Matchless Systems

MedComp Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Micro Management Systems Inc.

MI'S Enterprises

Nocona Electronics

Omikron Systems

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

X L Systems

Cassettes

ABC Data Products

Action Computers
American Small Business Computers
Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Cheever Microware
CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Computer Center

Computer Generated Data
Computer Services of Danbury
DSI/Cyzern
E.B. Garcia & Associates

JMC Software Distributors

Mayday Software

Micro-80 Inc.

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics
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Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Sandpiper Software

Seneca Electronics

3G Company

Cassette Recorders

Action Computers

American Small Business Computers

Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Computer Generated Data

DSI/Cyzern

EAP Co.
Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Sandpiper Software

Seneca Electronics

Connectors

ABC Data Products

Action Computers

Alpha Products

American Small Business Computers

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Computer Center

Computerware
Computex
D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

EAP Co.

Lawrence S. Epstein Associates

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Libra Laboratories

MedComp Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Controllers, Interfaces

A.M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers

Alamo Computer Co.

Alpha Products

Alphanetics

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises
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CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Computerware
Computex
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

DLP Co.

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Interface Inc.

J & M Systems Ltd.

JMR Electronics

Libra Laboratories

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

MicroCompatible Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Racet Computes Ltd.

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Converters

Action Computers

Alpha Products

American Small Business Computers

Computerware
Connecticut Microcomputer

Coosol

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Nocona Electronics

Omikron Systems

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

CRT Terminals

Action Computers

American Small Business Computers

Computer Center

Computer Generated Data

Computerware

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

JMR Electronics

Micro Data Supplies

NC Software

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Seneca Electronics

Digitizers

Action Computers

Alpha Products

Computex
Coosol

Data Technology Industries

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Direct-Connect Modems
Action Computers

American Small Business Computers

Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

ICM Industries

Interface Inc.

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Lindbergh Systems

Mayday Software

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Micro Management Systems Inc.

NC Software

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Disks

ABC Data Products

Action Computers

Alpha Products

American Small Business Computers

Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

H & E Computronics

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Interface Inc.

JMR Electronics

Khadin & Co.

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Mayday Software

MedComp Inc. continues



AC 600
AC1000
AC9004
DC 800
DC6912
DC5490
DC900
DC1200
DV9200

Wall Transformers
AC and DC Types

ired)

Input Output Prlco

1 17V760H; 12VAC 250mA $3.95
117W80HZ 12VAC 500mA $4.95
11 7W60Hz i2VAC1amp $5.95
117VI60H; 9.2VAC2.5amp 53.95
I20VI50H; 8VDC 400mA $1.95
120V/60H; 6.9.12VDC 300mA S8.95
117V/60H2 9.5VDC 275mA S2.95
120V/60HZ 9VDC 500mA $3.95
120V/60MZ 9.5VDC 300mA

. S2.95
117V.'60Hz 9VDC 200mA S3.25

PCB-3
Makes Circuit
Assembly
A Breeze!

Clan 1
;; "3rd Hand" on edge of oench table or workboard. Insert cir-

cuit board, position components. Notice convenient working angle.
Flip circuit board to Hat position lor soldering and clipping. Reverse
procedure lor double-sided boards.

PCB-3 $13.95

Mostek DC/DC Converter

+ 5 VOLTS TO -9 VOLTS
Input: + 5V. Output: -9V (regulated) @ 30mA.
Printed circuit mounting. Specifications incl.

DC10 $2.95 ea. or2/$4.95

Iar.iecd Digital Thermometer Kit
HM-MiHilM

0ua| sen30f3 _ swlle n

controls tor indoor/outdoor
or dual monitoring — can be
extended to 500 teet. Con-
tinuous LEO .8" ht. display.

Range: -40'F lo 199-F. -40°C
to 100"C. Accuracy ± 1

'

ai. Calibrate

JE300 $39.95 %

Fahrenheit/Celsius.
Simulated walnut case. AC
wall adapter included. Size:

3JTH x ^f,"D:

RADIO CONTROL CIRCUITS

• Toys, hobby cralts, robots, trains

• Burglar alarms - IR data link

• Remote slide projector control

• Consumer remote data links

• Energy saving, remotely switched lighting systems

A complete "-channel digital encoder and RF transmitter; low power,
at frequency ol 27MH7 or 49MHz, a field slrength of 10,O00uV meter
at 3 meters. 9V operation on chip RF oscillator/transmitter, on chip
4.6 regulator. Up to 8OMH2 carrier frequency operation.

LM1871N RC Encoder/Transmitter C hip $1.95

A complete RF receiver/decoder, used at either 27MHz, 49MHz or

72MH2. It provides 4 independent channels when used with LM1871
(2 analog, 2 dig.) operates from four 1.5V cells, Crystal controlled

LM1872N RC Receiver/Decoder Chip . . $2.49

SRX1504
SRX1505

49.435MHz Crystal (LM1872N)

49.890MHz Crystal (LM1 871 N)

S3.95

S3.95

ATARI PADDLES
JSP(2) $4.95 pair

ATARI DRIVER
JSD(1) $2.95 ea.

TV GAME SWITCH
Used on Atari Cosmet-
ically blemished. 100%
functional.

TGS-1 . . . $2.95 ea.

BOOKS
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR - INTERSIL — INTEL

30003 National Linear Data Book (1982) S11.95

(1376 pages) LM, LF, ADC, DAC, LH Series

30008 National Memory Data Book (1980) $6.95

(464 pages) RAMs. ROMs, PROMs, EPROMs Series

30009 Intersil Data Book (19S3) ... .. $9.95

(1356 pages) Complete line.

30010 National Audio/Radio Handbook (1980) S5.95

(240 pages) Pre-Amps. AM, FM & FM Stereo, Power Amps

30011 National Linear Application Handbook (1980) $15.95

(736 pages) Application Notes, Linear Briefs, etc.

30012 National PAL Data Book(1982) $5.95

(176 pages) Application Notes, Linear Brlels, etc.

30013 Zilog Data Book (1983) $7.95
(641 pages) Microprocessors and Support Chips

210830 Intel Memory Components Handbook (1983) $14.95
(798 pages) Contains all Application Notes, Article

Reprints, Data Sheets, and other design Information
on Intel's RAMs, EPROMs, E'PROMs 8 Bubble Memories.

210844 lntolMicroprocessorSPeripheralHsndbook(1983) SI4.95

(1027 pages) Contains Data Sheets on all of

Intel's Microprocessors and Peripherals.

Universal —__ Computer Keyboard Enclosures
"OTE" Blank Desk-Top Enclosures

are designed lor easy modifica-

tion. High strengtrtepoxy molded

fee- end pieces tn mocha Drown finish.

r X) Sliding rear/bottom panel lor service/
r* component access'. Top/twtt. panels .080"

thick arum, aiodine type 1 200 finish (gold tint

UV.jii lur ">->' :: ril.|Cn^-ij- j",:-rr- : .d X.-itiC"

Venled lop & Bottom panels tor cooling efficiency.

hq t -~^^Mr \ Rigid construction provides unlimited applications.
^* -S.5B —-./ AssemDIy instructions included.

DTE-8 Panel Width 7.5" $24.95
DTE-11 Panel Width 10.13" $27.95
DTE-14 Panel Width 13.5" S29.95

V DTE-20 Panel Width 19.25" $34.95

TIMEX iindaii— nana
• Powerful - fully programmable 2K
memory • Portable - 6';" x 6%" x 1\" - 12
oz, • Expandable - Optional 16K RAM
module • Single-key entry commands
• Educational • Unique syntax-check report
codes for error identity • Accurate to 9Vi
decimal places for full range math and
scientific functions • Graph drawing and
animated display • Advanced 4-chip design
combining power, portability and
affordable price.

TS1000 $69.95

ACCESSOR IES FOR iiCB3_JBir-ii=lair-J 1QOO and 2X81
Mti:.]=»'M Sinclair 1016

""

]
F<pans.ailr<im?Klnl6K.si;e 3" » 3" » 1 5" [5 ml TS1016 S49.95

EES3I . Sir-iczlair— 2040 J 32 co'umn thermal prinM,- (4 Ibsl TS204Q $99.95

Keyboard Mask for Your
ZX81/1000* Computer

The JE681 Keyboard Mask provides

i computer the Individual

i the keyboard. The mask has

nd each keypad allowing the

:t!y position Iheir fingers or

JE681 KEYBOARD MASK S9.95 each

Jameco
ZX81/1000* Keyboard

Conversion Kit

80-Key Keyboard

CA150C S69.95

84-Key Keyboard

CA153A $69.95

95-Key Keyboard

CA154A $79.95

CONTROL DATA KEYBOARDS
* Parallel ASCII

* SPST Switching

* FTZ Shielded Base

* N-Key Rollover

* 128 Character ASCII

* Non-Slip, Non-Glare Keycaps

* CDC752 Terminal Keyboards

* Attractive Case

These Control Data Keyboards consist of a
base, cover, the keyboard assembly, and an in-

terface cable. Color (case): Harvest gold and
black. Color (keycaps): Black, blue, and red.

Electrical requirements: +5V @ 600mA, -12V
@ 50mA. Weight: 6 lbs. All units brand new In

original boxes, specifications included.

Keytronics 90-Key Soft-Programmable Keyboard
WITH SECUR

i HFI shielded

> Cursor controls

i r.ur-i. . keyboa

• Capacitance keys
• 10 user programmable keys
• Positive rTL lo^'O

Si2e 17-L x 8 /. "W . ;v,-h

rtade for Visual Technology, this keyboard features: a security keylock (Includes two keys) to guard against
inauthorujed use; an 11-key numeric keypad: cursor controls: and 10 user-programmable keys. Electrical re-

h 5VDC. Color (case): White. Color (keycaps): Black. Complete with case, keyboard assembly,
' chematlcs. Weight: 7 lbs.4C-incn inter'act? cable. an-J ;

Part No. KB270 $109.95 each

23"Lx5'/."Vvx1-3/8"H

MICRO SWITCH 85-KEY KEYBOARD
. SVI1C Main Keyboard

Part No. 85SD18-1
" S29.95each

HI-TEK 14-KEY NUMERIC KEYPAD
SPST switching. Charcoal grey keycaps. Mounled on printed circuit board

.

PartNo.K-14 $9.95 each

ALPS 29-KEY CALCULATOR KEYBOARD
features oris 8-OJMliun ilnc.n^l stkd swivjh 31,1 l-position switch, and l*u 2-iioMlion switches,

mechanical SPST switching. 22 p n edge card connection. Pin-out Included.

Part No. KB297040 (Fits DTE-1 1 Enclosure) .... .S4.95each

POWER SUPPLY +5VDC (a. 1 AMP REGULATED Transaction Tecf.

Output i-SVDC :i.. 1A |alsc . 30VDC1 reg Input lldVAC 60Hz. 2 tone Iblack/beioo; sell-enclosed

case. 6 It., 3 cond. Wack power cord. 6Vi"W 1 7"0 x 2 VV'H wt. 3 IDs Data sheet incl

Part No. PS51194S $14.95 each

POWER SUPPLY +5VDC ft 3 AMP REGULATED
Input: 1 1SVAC. 47-440HZ. Output: 5VDC Adjustable ffl> 3 amp. 6VDC (

rent limit. Ripple* loisi- lMVrrrs. 5MV p-p 2 mounting surlaces 1.1 rsr.cgni.-ed Si/e:4'Wi
4Vi"L i 2-7/16 "H - wt. 2 lbs. Data sheet included

Part No. QPS-1
.

• $29. 95 each

POWER SUPPLY +5VDC la 7.5 A
Input: I15VAC. bO-bOH; .„ :t en|i/?30VAC. i

Chesi:ilb/2J0VAC| Output: 5V0C

P, 12V0C® 1.5 AMP SWITCHING
WAC. 50Hz !-..• 1 5arrp ran volt /pewe- supply select swit-

7.6 amp. 12VDC «j 1.6 amp. 6 It. blk. pew. cord. 11V;"W<

Part No. PS94V0S S39.95 each

POWER SUPPLY 4-Channel Switching - Apple Compatible
Micrctrocesscr. inini-criiiipiitei terniu^l. i-mlir*! ^qii<,iin fni! -:ni irncess r.pntrul a|iplicat'0(i^. Ill-

nut 90-I30VAC J7-M0H." (J-jIput. - SVCC ..-
r
;A. -;,Vf)C ,, iA. > 12V0C ~ IS. -12V0C ... 1A.

Line rep.: ±0 2'i Rpple 30mV p-p Loao reg ±\% Overcu-rent p-ctection Aclj bV main out-

pul±10K. 6-3'8"L i l-7/8"W < 4-15'16"H. WI. I'd lbs.

Pari No. FCS-604A S59.95each

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only
California Residents Add 6Vi% Sales Tax
Shipping — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer!

Spec Sheets — 30e each
Send $1.00 Postage for your
FREE 1983 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to ChangeS finVlilliBilfiiifi

ameco
^534 1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

7/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043

2708,2716,2732 & 2764 EPROM Programmer

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER
8K TO 64K EPROMS - 24 AND 28 PIN PACKAGES
—PROGRAMS 2776'S IN 16 SECONDS—

into HAM by keyboard • Changes data In RAM by keyboarc • Loads RAM trom ...

LPROM • Compares EPROMs lor content dillerences • Copies EPROMs • Power In-
put llbl/AC. 60Hj. -« 10W power consumption • Enclosure Color-. .

light tan panels w/molded mccna brown end pieces • Size: '.5 b.'lTL » BVij .

3V.-M.WI 5*. lbs

JE664-A EPROM Programmer S995.00
Assent)!?; ', '.-.:

::. . ,::i:;ci .
'.im Modutel

JE665 - RS232C INTERFACE OPTION - in; ..nt, =,:•:-: ..t-.-.ce

.':k- ii-iMv- :-ii:. :.cr:yit'.' -i::...,-- i --l- ]t-:t: .'.'. -:..',!'.' S:ir...'.: :.::".,.--u .vr
1::?- r

1ASIC arovidec lor RS 80' Model I. Level II Compuler. Baud rale 9600 WorO
Lgin. 8 bits ode parity Slop bits: 2 Option may be adapted lo other computers

JE664-ARSEPB0MProo.w/JE665.0ption,...: $1195.00
Assemp :>- i: ..n: ]^-^:. ;

;'. i-i-. ,.m !:,., yocuiei

EPROM JUMPER MODULES — The JF664S JUMPER MODULE (Personaii

y
.oil..'. - ., ::l .i:- r- Mpp..-: tn.i-r.'-.' ,n'. .;!.,-.-'.:- :i-p;e- :/..:..r .- i-

r :; ;:.. ,:e-; ::

tbe EPROM c com gurus i PROM sockel connfctions for that particular E"P«0M

No. EPROM EPROM MANUFACTURER PRICE
JM08A !708
» CA 2716.7MS26I6 intei.MotorrjJa.Nationai.NEC.Tt si4 95

..M'cli IMS2716 Motorola. II ( +5,-12, 4 12) ... .$14.95
TMS2532 Molorola, Tl $14.95
2732 AMD. Fujitsu, NEC Hitachi. Intel .... $14.95
J732AI21V) Fuiilsu, inlet . . . ..$14.95

2764
rMS2564

JM64D HN482764G-4 rlltachl (21V) ....: $14.95

EXPAND YOUR MEMO
TRS-80 to 16K, 32K, or 48K

••Model 1 = From 4K to 16K Requires (1) One MI
Model 3 = From 4K to 48K Requires (3) Three Kits

Color = From 4K to 16K Requires (1) One Kit

••Model I equipped with Expansion Board up to 48K Two Kits Required
- See Kit ReuuirirJ lor each 1 BK -I Expansion -

TRS-16K3 "200ns (or Color & Model III $12.95

TRS-16K4 '250ns for Model I S10.95

TRS-80 Color 32K or 64K Conversion Kit

Ki: : npiete wisn 8 each 4:64-2 (200ns) 64K dynamic RAMs
»n documentalton. Converts TRS-80 color computers

wilh D and E circuit boards, and atl new color computers to 32K.
Minor modifications of 32K memory wilt allow the use ot all 64K ol

the dynamic RAM providing you have a FLEX DOS operating system.

TRS-64K2 .$54.95

IBM MEMORY EXPANSION KIT

SAVE HUNDREDS OF SSS BY UPGRADING
MEMORY BOARDS YOURSELF!

Most of the popular memory boards allow you to add an additional

64K. 128K. 192K, or 256K. The ISM64K Kit will populate these boards
In 64K byte Increments. The kit Is simple to Install — just insert the
nine 64K RAM chips in the provided sockets and set the two groups

o* switches. Directions are Included.

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) $59.95

5Vi" Mini-Floppy Disk Drive
FOR TRS-80 MODEL I (Industry Standard)

Features single or double density. Recording
mode: FM single, MFM double density. Power:
+ 12VDC(±0.6V> 1.6Amax., *5VDC( 10.25V)
0.8A max. Unit as Die. at right (does not Incl.

case, power supply, cables). 30-pg. data book
incl. Wt. 3Vi lbs._Slze: 5'/."w x 8"D x 3Vi "H.

Part No. Limited Quantity! Price

FD200 $179.95
Single-sided 10 Irjcks. 2S0K bytes capacity

FD250 $199.95
Double-sided. 35 tracks. 438K bylcs capacity

81' FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
Shugart 801

R

compatible
Single-Sided

77 Tracks
400/800K Bytes
Capacity
Industry Standa id

r-ie FDD100-8 8" Floppy Disk Drive -il-Jsstiv S'.:.n;la-di satires
single or double density Hecording mode: FM single, MFM double
Hn-s.ty. ranr,fr:r -n:<r 250K ^.Isst.'.: siii^Ipj di.--isi:v: vXiK :: ts'sec
double density. The FDD10O-8 is designed to work with the single-
sided soft sectored IBM Diskette I. or eq. disk cartridge. Rower:

FDD100-8 . .$1 69.95 ea.

UV-EPROM Eraser

8 Chips — 51 Minutes

1 Chip - 37 Minutes

Erases 2708. 2716. 2732. 2764, 2516. 2S32, 2564. Erases up to 8 Chips
within 51 minutes (1 chip in 37 minutes). Maintains conslant exposure
distance of one inch. Special conductive foam liner eliminates static

buildup. Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact — only
9.00* x 3.70

-
x 2.80". Complete with holding tray for 8 chips.

s79.95
7

. .

s16.95^/
DE-4 UV-EPROM Eraser

. .

UVS-11EL Replacement Bulb

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 327



AT LAST!

A PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL FOR ENGINEERS

SCIENTISTS MATHEMATICIANS & STATISTICIANS

USING MICROCOMPUTERS

ACCESS
'numerical analysis

'math modeling

"statistical analysis

"computerized design

"process simulation

"report generation

The articles in access are written by working engineers and

scientists who share their knowledge of how to make productive

use of microcomputers wit': you four subscription to access
wili make your microcomputer more useful in all areas where

engineers and scientists use microcomputers Ann you':: even

find ways to use your computer you hadn't thought of The articles

in access are written with you in mind and are aimed at helping

you turn your microcomputer into the most productive tool possi-

ble Join the other engineers and scientists who make access
their source of information on microcomputer applications. Sub-

scription rates are 6 issues for $1 6 (Canada & Mexico $20 Other

$32) Fill out the coupon below TODAY Send check, money
order, purchase order, or use your VISA or MASTER CARD

Sign me up $1 6 enclosed bill me bill my company

Charge VISAQ MC # .

Exp

Lj Send sample issue here's $3

Name & Address

City, State and ZIP

(919)-477-3690

Mail to access PO Box 12847 Research Tnanc

27709 Published by 1 EDS Publishing Co 'nc

le ParK. NC
^155
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OMNITEK COMPUTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1 300 MAIN STREET TEWKSBURY, MASS
617-851-4580 ^s

CBM64 395.00
Verbatim 5.25 D.L 25.00
5 Vi " Head Cleaning Kits 5.00 each or 3 for $ 1 2.00
Okidata Microline 80 299.00
Okidata Microline 82A 399.00
Okidata Microline 83A 629.00
Okidata Microline 92 ( 1 60 CP.S.) corresponds mode 499.00
Okidata Microline 93 799.00
Smith Corona Daisy Wheel Printer 559.00
13" Green Monitor 99.00
B.M.C. 13" Color Monitor 299.00
Epson FX80 FT 539.00

Epson MX- 100 689.00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K 799.00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K and 2 40TRK 1 499.00

and RS232 1 574.00
40 track economy drive Power Supply with case 1 79.00

Tandem drives with Power Supply and case

40 track singlehead 249.00
dualhead 339.00

80 track singlehead 299.00
dualhead 399.00

5.25" Power Supply and case 39.00 or 10 for $340.00
* BASF 40 track D.D. 5 V* new disk drive, as Is,

no return 89.00
8" Power Supply and case 99.00or 10for935.00
Brothers HR-1 D.W. Printer 795.00
FullCommodore Line CALL VK20 149.00

OMNITEK COMPUTERS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
TRS-80 Is a reg. trademark of Tandy Corp. Prices are for mall order only TERMS:

Check, money order. Mastercard and Visa accepted. F.O.B. Tewksbury-freight ex-

tra. Minimum $5.00 S &. H. Mass residents add 5% sales tax. Write for FREE

CATALOG.
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Find out in INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER from Wayne
Green Books. I.K. Sinclair takes the cover offyour comput-
er and shows you what's inside and what it does. Novices

will find information on:

• Microprocessors • Input/output

•Interpreters "Machine language
• Registers • Logic: operations

A look at programming ties it all together—how hardware
and software make a microcomputer work. The informa-

tion applies to any microcomputer system. A glossary of

computer terms and an appendix on binary, decimal, and
hexadecimal conversion make the book all the more
valuable.

812.97. softcover. 109 pp.. 5'/2 x 8W>. ISBN #0-88006-058-

1

C;ill TOLL FREE 1-800-258-5473 for credit card orders. Or mail your

order with payment or complete credit card information. Include SI.50
for shipping and handling.

_
Photocopy of coupon is acceptable for ordering.

yis

Send to:

Wayne Green Inc.

Attn: Book Sales

Peterborough. NH 03458
Dealer Inquiries Invited

I Yes, I want to know what's inside my
computer!
Send me copies of INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER. (BK7390) En-

closed is 812.97 per copy plus 81.50 shipping and handling.

MASTERCARD bank* CVISA DAMEX
Card " Expires

Signal ure

Name .

Address :_

Ciiy_ _„„,„. Stateand Zlp_

Send To: WAYNE GREEN BOOKS Attn. Book Sales

UPS Delivery if complete street address is given.

Peterborough. NH. 03458

337B8Y
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Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Micro Software

MTS Enterprises

Nocona Electronics

P. Tree Enterprises

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Floppy Disk Drives

A.M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers

Alamo Computers

American Small Business Computers
Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Computer Peripheral Resources

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology, International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

H & E Computronics

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

IJG Inc.

Interface Inc.

J & M Systems Ltd.

JMR Electronics

Matchless Systems

MedComp Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Micro Management Systems Inc.

MTS Enterprises

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Hard Disk Drives

A.M. Electronics Inc.

Action Computers
Alamo Computer
American Small Business Computers

Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware

Computer Generated Data

Computerware
Computex
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

Duck Co.

Lawrence S. Epstein Associates

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

H & E Computronics

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Interface Inc.

J & M Systems Ltd.

JMR Electronics

MedComp Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Racet Computes Ltd.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

X L Systems

Joysticks, Paddles

Action Computers
Alpha Products

Apparat Inc.

CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Mayday Software

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Rimes Computer Products

Seneca Electronics

Monitors

Action Computers

American Small Business Computers

Apparat Inc.

Computer Center

Computer Generated Data

Computerware
Computex
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

Fort Worth Computers &' Video

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Kogyosha Co. Ltd.

JMR Electronics

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

X L Systems

Multiplexers

Action Computers
Bi-Tech Enterprises

Computer Center

Computex
Coosol

Data Technology Industries

Lawrence S. Epstein Associates

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

inc.

Libra Laboratories

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Plotters

Color Software Services

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Print Buffers

Action Computers

American Small Business Computers

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware
Computer Center

Computer Services of Danbury
Computerware
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Duck Co.

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Kogyosha Co. Ltd.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

MicroCompatible Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Seneca Electronics

Printers

Action Computers

Alamo Computer

American Small Business Computers

Amflex Products & Services
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SOFTWEAR TO GET YOU
OUT OF THE CLOSET.

Softwear, Inc.® M-8
P.O. Box 572 Bellevue, Washington 98009

Order by phone 206/644-3469 or DCheck or Money
Order enclosed. Charge my DMastercard DVisa
Exp. Date Card #

Qty. Size Color _ Slogan

This fine quality Cotton /Polyester blend T-Shirt

available in Sm, Med, Lg, XL and Green, Red, Lt. Blue

or Black. Slogans include (A) Take a MegaByte. (B)

This Software User Friendly. (C) This Unit

programmed in Basic. (D) Who needs Brains when
you have a Computer. T-Shirts $12.50 each.

U For other Shirt styles send $2.50 catalog. ^261

Name
Address
City State Zip

Postage paid Washington Slats', residents add sales tax

MODEL III OWNERS J

TREASURE RUN
ARCADE ACTION • SOUND • GAME PAUSE
• ALPHA JOYSTICK COMPATIBLE

TOP TEN SCORES (SAVED IN DISK VERSION)

REQUIRES MODEL III. LEVEL II, 16K.

.TAPE-15.95 DISK-19.95

EYE0FMEZR0N
• TEXT-ADVENTURE GAME • EACH GAME
DIFFERENT • LOTS OF ACTION • SAVE GAMES

| IN PROGRESS

REQUIRES MODEL III, 48K, DISK

ON DISK 0NLY-27 95

ADD $1.50 SHIPPING FOR EACH GAME.
FLORIDA RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

JAN PHIL SOFTWARE, P.O. BOX 140

KATHLEEN, FLORIDA 33849

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME, ^u

Subscri}

80 Micro does not keep subscription

records on the premises, therefore

calling us only adds time and doesn't

solve the problem.

Please send a description of the prob-

lem and your most recent address

label to:

EJOmicro
Subscription Dept.

PO Box 981

Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank you and enjoy your subscription

Apparat Inc.

Bi-Tech Enterprises

Cheever Microware
CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Color Software Services

Computer Center

Computer Generated Data

Computer Services of Danbury
Computerware
Computex
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Datacom Computer Sales & Supplies

DLP Co.

DSI/Cyzern

Duck Co.

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

ICM Industries

IJG Inc.

Kogyosha Co. Ltd.

JMR Electronics

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Matchless Systems

Mayday Software

MedComp Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro-Design

Micro-Grip Ltd.

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Micro Software

MTS Enterprises

NC Software

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

P. Tree Enterprises

Rabco Enterprises

this public
is available in

microform

m
JpCL jL • iL B

? --Ill I
IW Hi " tm Wz

University Microfilms International

300 North Zeeb Road 18 Bedford Row
Dept.P.R. Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 London, WC1 R 4EJ

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Sandpiper Software

Seneca Electronics

X L Systems

Printer Ribbons

ABC Data Products

Action Computers
American Small Business Computers
Amflex Products & Services

Apparat Inc.

Cheever Microware
CMD Micro Computer Services Ltd.

Data Systems

Fort Worth Computers & Video

Freedom Micro Systems Inc.

Freedom Technology International

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

JMR Electronics

Khadin Co.

Leading Edge Products Inc.

Mayday Software

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Micro Software

MTS Enterprises

Nocona Electronics

P. Tree Enterprises

Pan American Electronics

Rabco Enterprises

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics

Printer Terminals

Action Computers
Computer Generated Data
Computerware
Coosol

D. A. & D. Sales Inc.

Data Technology Industries

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

Heart of Texas Computer Systems

Inc.

Micro Data Supplies

Micro Management Systems Inc.

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Seneca Electronics

Voice Synthesizers

Fort Worth Computers & Video

E.B. Garcia & Associates

Good-Lyddon Data Systems

JMR Electronics

Nocona Electronics

Pan American Electronics

Radio Ranch Inc.

Rainbow Software Services Ltd.

Seneca Electronics End
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Tired of WAITING on your printer

or is your printer too

CALL 1 -800-231-6667
^7

'SJ£*&'&&54£-S; 'ivi'l'
«*>j

MBIP STAND-ALONE PARALLEL
PRINTER INTERFACE

32K Parallel $299.95
64K Parallel $349.95
64K Upgrades $179.95

Serial Versions Also Available

The MBIP in-line parallel interface works with almost
any computer/printer combination utilizing a Centronics
type parallel interface. Available with up to 256K of RAM
for data buffering, the MBIP can accept very large files

for buffering as fast as your computer can send it.

Most computers are able to send data to the printer at

very high speeds, usually much faster than the printer

can print it. The MBIP, placed between the computer
and the printer, accepts this data as fast as the com-
puter can send it, stores it in it's own memory and then
sends it on to the printer at the printer's own speed.
Since the computer has now transmitted all of its data
to the memory of the MBIP, the computer is now free to

continue useful work while the MBIP dumps its s mem-
ory to the slower printer. Under normal circumstances
without a MBIP the computer could be tied up for hours
on a large file being dumped into the printer costing you
valuable time and money.

Using the MBIP's touch sensitive front panel controls,

multiple copies of your document can be made without
tying up the computer any further. The MBIP simply
keeps dumping copies of your document from its mem-
ory until it has printed the amount of copies you have
specified. Printing may be halted at any point and con-

tinued where it left off later. You can even turn your com-
puter off and MBIP will continue until the print job is

complete. Additional files may be transmitted to the

MBIP for processing even while the MBIP is handling

copies from a previous job.

The MBIP requires no user modifications of software
and installs in seconds with virtually any computer (in-

cluding TRS-80, ATARI, IBM-PC, A°PLE, OSBORNE,
NEC etc.) and any printer (including EPSON, CEN-
TRONICS, NEC, C.ITOH, IDS, ANADEX, OKIDATA, IBM
PERSONAL etc.).

MBP-16K
EPSON PARALLEL BUFFER

16,384 Byte Buffer
16K Epson 80/100 $159.95
8K Serial Epson 80/100 $159.95

The MBP-16K is an intelligent Centronics-Compa-
tible parallel interface for the Epson MX-80, MX-80 FIT,

and MX-100 printers, with 16,384 bytes of on-board RAM
for data buffering.

The buffering capability of the MBP-16K increases

your data processing efficiency by eliminating the wait

normally experienced while printing. An Epson printer

prints at 80 characters per second; at this speed it takes

about five minutes to print a 16,000 character docu-
ment. During most of this time the computer is waiting

for Epson to finish one line so it can send the next. The
computer can't do anything else because it's tied to the

printer. By using the MBP-16K it takes the computer only

four seconds to send a 16,000 character document. The
Practical Peripherals MBP-16K interface typically ac-

cepts data as fast as the computer can send it, until full,

returning use of the computer to you while it handles the

printing. You can continue with other processing while

simultaneously printing data from a previous job,

gaining all the time you normally would have spent
waiting for the printer to finish. The net result is to elimi-

nate the computer-waiting-for-printer/printer-waiting-for-

computer bottleneck, and keep both working. Any
program that involves printed output will be speeded up
by using the MBP-16K.
The MBP-16K supports all standard Epson Com-

mands, is compatible with GRAFTRAX-80, and is plug

compatible with the standard Epson cable. The MBP-
16K does not require any user software for control.

The MBP-16K is easy to install — it simply plugs into

the existing auxilliary interface connector inside the

Epson without modification of the printer.

MICRO SOLUTIONS, INC.
9949 HARWIN #E,HOUSTON, TEXAS 77036

(713) 789-5443 TELEX 794-250-CROWNTEX HOU
VISA • MASTER CHARGE * AMERICAN EXPRESS

^316
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NEWS edited by John P. Mello Jr.

Fade to blackfor the white CoCo, love on the line, CRT headaches,

crime, Comdex, and advice for family units.

Tandy's "other" Color Computer leaves

the market.

smaller and expenses were getting

higher and higher. The division began

losing money and it was mainly the

warehousing and stockpiling of com-
puters that caused it . In the Tandy Cor-

By John P. Mello Jr.

80 Micro News Editor

Tandy's grand experiment hawking
computer products outside its Ra-

dio Shack distribution chain will appar-

ently whither away this year. According

to one Tandy Distribution Products ex-

ecutive and several TOP distributors,

the Fort Worth firm will stop distribut-

ing its Color Computer clone once it's

exhausted inventories of the machine at

its North Carolina warehouse.

"At some point in time this year,"

explained Gary Laws, computer spe-

cialist for TDP, "we will be out of in-

ventory and there won't be any more
TDP computers after that."

Tandy Distribution Products, which

include television antennas, are distrib-

uted through independent RCA dealers

throughout the United States.

"I've told our distributors the facts

—that eventually we're going out of

business," the computer specialist said,

"but 1 still have people out there anx-

ious to sell TDP 100s as long as we're in

business."

Although TDP sold $150,000 in

computer products in March and

despite predictions its CoCo clone

would do better once planned price cuts

took effect in May, Tandy decided to let

the program die.

Laws, who said "several thousand"

TDP units have been sold, explained:

"Volumes were getting smaller and
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poration, a division doesn't lose money
—not for long or it ceases to be an oper-

ating division."

At least two distributors met TDP's
decison with chagrin. "I think we've

been betrayed," observed Bob Rosen of

Spectrum Projects in Woodhaven, NY.
And Darrell Edwards, general manager

of Software Central in Westland, MI,

said of the move, "I'm not happy

about it."

Laws assured TDP owners their ma-
chine would not be "orphaned" by

Tandy. "It's not going to be aban-

While the CoCo's checkered past (or at least its image as a games-only machine) is over,

the white-cased TDP version was an experiment that failed.



NEWS

doned," he said. "A decision was made
on high that it was costing us too much
to deal with the competition."

However, Edwards of Software Cen-
tral said his firm will stop carrying

TDPs because once his customers hear

the computer line will be discontinued,

they'll be mad. "We don't want to be
involved in selling something to the

public that will make them feel like

they've been had. A lot of people are

going to feel that way."
Laws said TDP's 52 service centers

would continue to service the computers
after the program ends. Rosen believed

even local Radio Shack stores would ser-

vice them. But Edwards was skeptical.

"If I buy a Chevy and Chevrolet goes
out of business," he said, "General
Motors may say it'll back up the Chevy.
But when I take it to a Buick dealer to

be repaired, he's going to say, 'Whoa,
that's a Chevy.' A lot of people are go-
ing to be afraid of that."

Laws explained the TDP program had
name recognition and pricing problems

from its inception.

"TDP was one of the best kept se-

crets in the world," Rosen declared.

Laws admitted: "No one knew what
a TDP system was. If you put the TDP
100 beside the VIC-20 with the usual

type of person that was in the store as a
clerk, a customer would buy a VIC-20
10 times what they would buy a Color
Computer—even though the VIC-20
isn't half or a third the machine the Col-
or Computer is."

"If the clerk wasn't an enthusiast,"

the TDP executive continued, "he
wouldn't bother saying, 'Look, I know
this is only $135 but it's only worth that

much, too. If you buy a Color Comput-
er, you get an extremely sophisticated

6809 microprocessor that makes the

machine quite different from the other

stuff on the market.'

"They wouldn't explain that there's

more third-party software for the Color
Computer; that the only people that

probably had more third-party software

was Apple; that for a couple of hundred
dollars you could come away with a 64K
computer that could run rings around
any other 64K computer. I know these

things, but the buying public doesn't

know them."

Rosen complained there was a woeful

lack of advertising for the machine. "I

spent more money on advertising," he
claimed, "than a $2 billion company
spent on their own product."

The original CoCo: More expensive than the

VIC-20, but $80 less than the TDP version.

He said he had difficulty obtaining

even flyers about the computer. "When
I couldn't get any more of those four-

color flyers," he noted, "1 knew some-

thing was up."

"We were aware of the name-recog-

nition problem," Laws said, "but the

thing that killed us was the volatility of
the market."

He explained: "When we went into

production, the TI [Texas Instruments

99/4E] was $549, the VIC-20 was $299,

and an Atari 800 was $899. Our price

was lower than those and we had a bet-

ter machine."

But Rosen contends the TDP com-
puters were not price-competitive from
their beginning. "The suggested retail

price for the 16K with Extended Basic

was $479, which was crazy," he said.

"That's $80 more than what the com-
pany stores were selling them for. It

was $175 more than what Computer
Plus [a large mail-order house] was sell-

ing it for."

"The margin was only 25 percent,"

he continued, "so even if you discount-

ed it, you were still higher than Radio
Shack stores."

He added, "The only way I made any
profit was to do what people selling

Model Ills do. I bought the basic model
and put my own memory chips in it. I

was selling 64K for $499."

One distributor, who asked his name
not be published, said his experience

with dealers in the half-dozen states he

supplies with TDP products was a

mixed bag. "We've had some dealers

who carried TDP 100s and did nothing

with them," he observed. "The
machine essentially sat there. The
dealers were pushing Atari. They didn't

feel TDP was competitive enough to get

behind—even though the margins were

better than on those other machines.

Some dealers have gone wild with it. It's

been a strange market to say the least."

"We told our dealers," Laws said,

"these machines, by their very nature,

would never sell like Atari or VIC-20.

You're going to have to train your sales

people to sell these machines because

they require a little selling. They don't

jump off the counter into people's

hands."

"Then they get into business with us.

They get Sinclair and TI and Commo-
dore. Those machines sell like mad. The
dealer sells every one he can get. They
don't make much money, but they really

do the numbers. He gets busy with those

computers and tends to ignore ours.

"He could get bigger margins on our

machines than on our competitors', but

most of our dealers were too lazy to do
that. They would rather make $5 on a

VIC-20 than $100 on one of our

machines."

"When you sit down and analyze

who was going to push the machines,"

Edwards said of TDP's computer ven-

ture, "they were not in the right hands.

If they had been in the hands of people

who knew computers and were thinking

computers, TDP could have taken off a

lot better than it did."

One market analyst appears to agree

with Edwards. "I don't think Tandy
really understood what was needed,"

commented Aaron C. Goldberg, re-

search manager for information sys-

tems at International Data Corporation

in Framingham, MA. "It was a good
idea if it was carried out well. It. seemed

like a half-baked effort to me."
Clive Smith, a senior analyst at the

Yankee Group in Boston, MA, added:

"It was just an experiment. There was
never a major corporate commitment
behind it."

Through the TDP program, he ex-

plained, Tandy learned "that because

they are not the price performance lead-

ers, it's going to be difficult for them
to develop significant alternative dis-

tribution channels against people like TI

and Commodore, so they're best off

concentrating on their own distribution

network."
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NEWS

COMMUNICATIONS

Saturday Night Beeper
Our eligible reporter joins the lonelyhearts network.
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Grevstad as seen in his college yearbook (1980): The woman's a model and the car was

borrowed.

i:\..^--^^mm

By Eric Grevstad

80 Micro Staff

Mail-order romance is as old as

the postal service, and bulletin

boards are as old as the Network Na-
tion. Single people have blundered into
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each other on The Source or Compu-
Serve, posting public messages and tak-

ing their chances (see 80 Micro, Decem-

ber 1982, p. 412).

But matchmaking by modem—a spe-

cial-interest BBS for eligible women and

men, for those seeking to find a sweet-

heart instead of seeking to swap Model I

disks—didn't begin until Burbank, CA

programmer Gregg Collins launched

Dial-Your-Match #1 in October 1981.

Today, more than 20 such boards are

on line from Fairbanks, AK (907-479-

0315) to Marseille, France (011-33-

91-91-0660).

As 80 Micro's most unattached bach-

elor, 1 was assigned to investigate the

phenomenon. 1 spent several weeks on

nine boards. I'm still single, but now
I'm single nationwide.

216-932-9845: "This board lives for

love in majestic Cleveland, Ohio. " Not
a bad BBS; some interesting items on

the questionnaire and a 13th choice

("That's absurd") in addition to the

usual optionsfor
'

' What 's your sign ? '

'

But quieter than downtown Peterbor-

ough on Monday night—only 72people

in the data base when I called and a plea

in the opening message for more
women (Ifound a total of 10). No ac-

tion in Cleveland.

Perhaps because they're accessible

for the price of a phone call, with no

CompuServe-style user fees, the match-

making boards are extremely popular.

New York (212-541-9175) and Houston

(713-556-1531) were busy every time I

dialed over a period of two weeks.

After reaching a carrier tone and log-

ging on, newcomers must fill out a

questionnaire, starting with first name
and hometown and going on to sexual

preference—hetero-, homo-, or bisexu-

al, as opposed to specific acts or posi-

tions (though a raunchy board in Free-

hold, NJ, 201-462-0435, asks about

them, too).

The other questions ask about age

("Under 12" is a choice), height,

weight, eye and hair color, and so on.

There are invariably items about tastes

in music and hobbies. Nearly every

board asks whether people in a relation-

ship should stay faithful or fool around;

some ask how far it's okay to go on a

first date.

Finally, callers receive a password,

which lets them skip the quiz in future

calls, and an address code, one's name



PROMET
NEW

LOW
PRICE

$1295.00

The PROMETHEUS family of external hard disk systems
were designed to put the power of hard disk data storage
within the reach of all TRS80 Model III owners - without
sacrificing performance, quality, or reliability.

ALL PROMETHEUS SYSTEMS FEATURE
ERROR CODE CORRECTION

COMMERCIAL POWER SUPPLY
UNIVERSAL AC INPUT 110 to 240 VAC

AUTOMATIC MICROPROCESSOR SELF TEST
ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

ERROR CODE LED SHOWS SYSTEM FAULT
EXPANDABLE TO 40 MEGABYTES

PROMETHEUS 5 MByte $1295
PROMETHEUS 10 MByte $1495
PROMETHEUS 15 MByte $1695
PROMETHEUS 20 MByte $1895

PROMETHEUS systems do not include the disk
operating software at this new low price. DOSPLUS 3.5 or
PROMETHEUS system prices do not include operating
system software. DOSPLUS 3.5 or 4.0 can be furnished.
Call for details and pricing.

Call or write for full color brochure.

MODEL III RS232 & DIRECT

CONNECT MODEM
AUTO -ANSWER

DIRECT DIAL OPTION
150 to 19600 BAUD RS232

SOFTWARE PROGRAMABLE
SINGLE CHIP 300 BAUD MODEM

The new M3CB2 series of internal communications boards
for your Model III provide both RS232 Serial Interface and a
complete direct connect auto- answer modem. Available in

either kit or assembled forms, the new M3CB2 utilize the
most advanced LSI communications chips available.

M3CB2-1 Assembled and Tested RS232 Interface $69.95
M3CB2-2 Complete RS232 and D.C. Modem Kit . . . .$169.95
M3CB2-3 Assembled RS232 and D.C. Modem $279.95

MDX - 2 Expansion Interface Kit - $229
Micro Design MDX-2 Model I Expansion Interface Kits come
complete with all neccessary parts to build up the entire
MDX-2 P.C.B.

MDX - 2 Printed Circuit Board $74.95
Direct Connect Modem Kit $39.95
Floppy Disk Controller Kit $31.95
RS232 Serial Interface Kit $24.95
Hardware and Socket Kit $29. 95
Memory Expansion Components $17.95
4116- 16K Dynamic Ram Chips [set of eight] $14.95
We carry all of the individual kits for the MDX-2 Expansion
Board CaP for oricino and detail*

ORDERING INFORMATION
VISA, MC, and American Express accepted, Net 30 terms
available to well rated firms, Prices are subject to change
without notice, Prices do not include shipping, All orders
over $1000.00 shipped free [UPS Ground], Fifteen percent
restocking charge may be applied to returned merchandise

48K MODEL III

SINGLE DRIVE

$1450

DUAL DRIVE

$1650

TRILOGY DRIVE CONTROLLER KITS

AS LOW AS $399
No other drive controller kit on the market provides the
features and reliability that the TRILOGY controller kits for

your Model III! With optional 8 inch and internal Winchester
support, the TRILOGY drive controller kits are by far the

best. Designed around the Western Digital WD2793,
advanced floppy controller chip, the TRILOGY controller

will support disk operating systems like NEWDOS 80,

DOSPLUS, and LDOS, without the CRC Errors you typically

have with other controllers.

FEATURES
SINGLE, DOUBLE & QUAD DENSITY SUPPORT

INCH, 8 INCH, & INTERNAL HARD DRIVE SUPPORT
GOLD PLATED EDGE CARD CONNECTIONS
AUTOMATIC WRITE PRECOMPENSATION
AUTOMATIC P. L.L. DATA SEPERATION

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

POPULAR DESIGN - A - KITS
Single Sided 40 Track Drive Upgrade Kit $399.95
Dual Single Sided 40 Track Upgrade Kit $599.95
Dual Double Sided 40 Track Upgrade Kit $759.95

ADD $70.00 FOR DOSPLUS AND 32K RAM

Many other DESIGN - A - KITS are available, call for

complete brochure.

TANDON
DISK

DRIVE'S

All Tandon disk drives are fully tested prior to shipping and
carry a limited 90 day warranty.

TM100-1 Single Sided 40 Track Drive $199.95

TM 100-2 Double Sided 40 Track Drive $299.95

TM 100-3 Single Sided 80 Track Drive $299.95

TM101-4 Double Sided 80 Track Drive $399.95

EIGHT INCH DRIVE'S
TM848-1 Single Sided 77 Track Drive $399.95

TM848-2 Double Sided 77 Track Drive $499.95

HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVES's
TM55-1 Single Sided 40 Track Drive $295.00
TM55-2 Double Sided 40 Track Drive $295.00
TM55-4 Double Sided 80 Track Drive $349.95
5 Inch Power Supply & Case $59.95
8 Inch Power Supply & Case $199.95
We also have available disk drive systems for the Apple,
IBM, and many other systems currently on the market. Call
fnr dddition^l dGtdil^

mmmmmmm
>hone [713]48i >

7 7327 El Camino Rea
Houston TX. 77058

! ATA SYSTEMS
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plus a three-digit number. The address

code lets people send you mail. The
password makes sure only you can read

it. The questionnaire is put on file, and
puts you into the public domain.

Burbank, CA, 2J3-842-3322. DYM
ttl, Gregg Collins ' original— "The Only
World- Wide Computer Matching Ser-

vice, " roughly 700 callers in the "date-

a-base. " I wrote two 21- to 25-year-old

Floridians, Lisa and someone called

Mirth wind, cracking my icebreaking

joke about the questionnaire's attitude-

toward-life choices ("Intelligent/

Serious, Cheerful/Realistic, Roman-
tic/Optimistic"): "Is the outlook

'Cheerful/Realistic' a contradiction in

terms?" No answers.

Before you can write people, you
have to find them. The BBS command
M ("Matchmaker, make me a match")
triggers a scan of relevant question-

naires (in my case, those of heterosexual

women) and a comparison of their and
your answers. The process takes a

minute or two for uncrowded boards,

up to 10 minutes for popular ones.

Some boards let you set your own stan-

dards, telling the computer to list only

those above a certain percentage of

compatibility.

The M command results in a list of

prospects, giving address code, home
state, sexual orientation, and match
percentage. The closest match I ever

found (discounting 100 percent when I

tried entering my own address code)

was 82 percent with a woman in Tor-

rance, CA.
I hurried to the next command, B

("Browse questionnaires"), and en-

tered her address code; I learned that

she was 21 to 25, somewhere between
5'-5'4" and 125-140 pounds, a bru-

nette, Taurus, and believed couples

should stay faithful. I also learned that

she hadn't called the board in a month,

and that all five spaces in her mailbox

were full.

Omaha, NE, 402-571-8942. This

looked like a wonderful board—a good
questionnaire, lots of candidates in my
age group, 70-percent compatibility

matches with Janine of Iowa (my old

grad school turf) and Mariana, a green-

eyed brunette from Louisiana. I wrote

them my standard witty letter. Neither

wrote back.
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Once you've found and browsed a

prospect, the crucial step is to send a let-

ter. Entering the recipient's address

code and a one-line subject (I used "Let-

ter from New Hampshire"), you're then

given 10 (sometimes 20 or even 99) lines

to make a good impression.

I have no idea which opening lines

work best. Rather than try my usual ap-

proach (I popped the most important

question of high school with "Are you
free at all promwise?"), I hid behind my
role as reporter

—"What've your expe-

riences on the BBS been like? How did

you get involved with computers?"
Once or twice I found myself using a

tone with gold chains around its neck

—

"Write and let's read between the lines

of the questionnaire." It didn't work.

Eric's

Little

Hack Book

A ist of matchmaking boards in

operation as of April 11, 1983:

Fairbanks, AK
Burbank, CA
Burbank, CA
Burbank, C

A

Clovis, CA
Daly City, CA
Glendale, CA
La Palma, CA
No, Hollywood, CA
San Francisco, CA
Santa Monica, CA
Sherman Oaks, CA
Sherman Oaks, CA
Tarzana, CA
Crystal River, FL
Atlanta, GA
Hammond, IN

Cleveland, OH
Lynnfield, MA
Omaha, NE
Cranford, NJ
Freehold, NJ
New York, NY
Cary, NC
Newport News, VA
Vancouver, WA
Marseille, France

907-479-0315

213-840-8252

213-842-3322

213-842-9452

209-298-1328
415-991-4911

213-242-1882

714-220-0239

213-764-8000

415-467-2588

213-390-3239

213-783-2304

213-990-6830
213-345-1047

904-795-8850

912-233-0863

219-845-4200

216-932-9845

617-334-6369
402-571-8942
201-272-3686

201-462-0435

212-541-5975

919-362-0676

804-838-3973
206-256-6624
011-33-91-91-

0660

Santa Monica, CA, 213-390-3239.

Marc Schoenberg 'sMMMMMM (Marc

the Martian's Mixed-Up Matching and
Message Machine), open 24 hours with

hard disk: one of the better matchmak-
ing boards, despite a comparatively

skimpy questionnaire. Lori, an L.A.

18-year-old, sent an unsolicited hello,

making up for a strikeout with Julie of
South Bay.

Julie's file revealed she owns an IBM
PC; I made a quip about IBM and
TRS-80 people being incompatible, and
she huffed, "I don't think someone
who owns a Radio Shack computer

should cut down another person 's com-
puter! " Humorless IBM snob.

The greatest joy in the lonely-

modems world is logging on and seeing

the message, "You have mail waiting."

As the Cleveland BBS indicates, men
far outnumber women on matchmak-
ing boards, and women are far more
likely to be courted with unsolicited

mail. (Lori of L.A.: "There is a lot of

mail being sent to me from desperate

guys who don't match anyone and
don't care who they send mail to.")

80 Micro assistant editor Mary Ruth,

age 25, joined the Cary, NC, data base

(919-362-0676) and had four letters

waiting when she checked back. One
suitor was in his 40s; another, in his 50s;

and one tried the old standby, talk

about the weather, by sending five lines

of asterisks to indicate that North

Carolina had had snow.

Newport News, VA, 804-838-3973.

Hee Haw humor, but the only amusing

Dial-Your-Match around: The first

message after reaching the carrier tone

tends to be a line like "Leroy boy! Is

that you?" The Whogins, postmaster

of the board, has replaced "You have

mail waiting" with "Great Googlie

Mooglie! You've got some dad-gum
mail!" EnterD to delete a message, and
it's "Hang on! Let me find the pencil

with the good eraser!" This adds a min-

ute or two to yourphone bill, but better

corny jokes than Cary, NC's manda-
tory ads for software and peripherals.

The boardseems to be popular with the

Norfolk naval base.

Do matchmaking boards work? In

terms of eventual marriage, probably

not. A few users have married, but most

summarize their correspondence as

does Julie, the California IBM buff:



VI DAIA ANNOUNCES,

THE PRICE WAR IS OVER!!
SMEG WINCHESTER $

OPTIONAL — -^mm^ $CQC
5MEG REMOVABLE DISK CARTRIDGE DRIVE 333

10 MEG — s1249. 15 MEG — s1449.

10 -10 MEG — s1999. 15-15 MEG — $2299.

5MEG DISK CARTRIDGE s75.00

ADAPTOR KIT
ForAPPLEII&lle $150.

For FRANKLIN 150.

For IBM-PC/XT 150.

ForTRS-80 MODI 150

ForTRS-80MODIII 150

ForLNW-80/11 15

Under Desk
Mounting Bracket 34.95

1 Yr Ext. Warranty $150.

0.

Oj

0.

As with our Winchester Hard Disk Drive, all our

designs are tested, re-tested and "burned in!' We're

so proud of our quality control that we offer an
unconditional extended warranty covering full costs

of parts and labor on all VR Data products.

If You Don't See It Advertised
Call Us & Ask For It.

INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL PACKAGE
SAVE $75.00
5Meg Winchester
fixed drive

5Meg removable Disk

Cartridge drive

Adaptor
(your choice)

5Meg Disk
Cartridge

E

p

data
^10

777 Henderson Boulevard N-6
Folcrofr, PA 19032 (2I5I46I-S30D

K \

5995.

$595.

s150.

FREE
s1740.

r©6

800-345-8102
Published prices reflect cash discount. All prices

are subject to change without notice. TRS-80 and
TRSOOS are trademarks of Tandy Corp. DISK III

is a trademark of VR Data Corp.

8.30AM-7PM E.S.T. Mon.-Fri., Sat. 10AM-3PM
CABLE "VRDATA" TELEX 845-124
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"I've never met anybody, but I've been

writing to some very interesting

people."

Still, the boards are at least an oppor-

tunity for friendly banter, and occa-

sionally a chance for more. Anda, a

Tampa, FL, programmer, says "I find

this method very nonthreatening ... In

the long run, I've written to many and

keep in touch with some." One corre-

spondent, she says, eventually came to

visit in person, and the two had a "most

pleasant time ... I really value our rela-

tionship, whatever is to become of it."

The odds that true love will come by

modem are no better than those for its

coming from classified ads. But the

odds for getting a response, if only a

polite rejection—after all, you're writ-

ing to individual people rather than buy-

ing newspaper space—are much shorter.

As gambits go, it's an improvement.

Vancouver, WA, 206-256-6624.

Jane, you heartbreaker:

"Hi, Eric. Seems that we have a high

percent match. Thanksfor the message

but this weekend I leavefor Montana to

continue college. I will not have access

to a computer. Sorry.—Jane454."

OI
Ts: safety

doesn't sell

Evidence, or at

MN&I least discus-
: ' sion, of health

hazards associ-

ated with CRT
terminal use is

mounting (see 80 Micro, De-
cember 1982, p. 382). So iar,

however, safety and conve-

nience have not caught on in

the marketplace.

In the January 1983 issue

of Inc., Craig R. Waters

quotes National Institute for

Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) statistics

showing that CRT users,

compared to paper pushers,

are 20 to 30 percent more
likely to develop ailments

ranging from aching heads

and stiff shoulders to blurred

vision, eyestrain, and

skin rash.

Jon Ryburg of Facility

Management Institute, a con-

sulting and research firm

associated with the office fur-

niture maker Herman Miller

Inc., says that employees

who spend more than 20 to

30 percent of their time at a

CRT suffer 8 to 20 percent

reductions in comprehen-

sion, speed, and accuracy.

Fatigue and irritability are

other symptoms; NIOSH
found that CRT operators

display higher stress ratings

than air traffic control-

lers—or any other group of

workers ever tested.

Sweden and Germany
have adopted, and NIOSH
and several labor associations

have proposed, standards for

regulating CRT design: ad-

justable screens, glare-free

glass, contrast and brightness

controls, a character size

Is this a hazardous work environment? Concern about CRT side ef-

fects is growing.
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larger than 3mm, and so on.

The U.S. has not adopted

such standards.

And among executives

who buy electronic office

equipment—though approxi-

mately 5 million CRTs are

now in use, with 10 million

expected by 1985— user-

friendly features are a drug

on the market.

According to a study by
Advanced Resources Devel-

opment of Medfield, MA,
only the detachable keyboard

(made famous by IBM's PC)
has caught on with American
buyers. Tilt screens and non-

glare screens are beginning to

attract CRT shoppers'
notice, but other ergonomic

or comfort-oriented features

are given low priority.

Says Mary Owen of ARD,
"Users are looking for a cer-

tain standard of functionality

in CRTs which has already

been fulfilled on a wide-

spread basis. Beyond this

standard, users don't seem to

attach much importance to

additional features, which do

not appear to improve the

basic functioning of the

machine."

The Medfield study points

out that the percentage of

CRTs in dedicated data entry

(i.e., full-time) use is de-

clining, giving less incentive

for change for convenience's

sake, and that European-

style Federal regulations are

unlikely. It seems American

workers will be getting

headaches for some time.

Broker snubs

micros for office

According to

their adver-

tisements,
"When E.F.

Hutton talks,

people listen."

Recently, a Hutton executive

revealed the brokerage
house's computer strategy

for the '80s, and listeners

responded with squawks of

disbelief and skepticism.

Norman Epstein, Hutton's

executive vije-president of

operations, told surprised at-

tendees at a Fortune 1,000

Personal Computer Market

Forum that his firm has re-

jected the use of microcom-

puters in upgrading its ex-

isting network of 5,000 dumb
terminals. Instead, the ter-

minals will be connected to

time-shared superminis—

a

Data General Corp. Eclipse

MV/4000 in each of Hutton's

350 branch offices.

While Hutton is bucking

the personal computer boom,
Epstein contends the Eclipse

"brain transplant" will give

the terminals the strength of

micros, but retain communi-
cations and data consistency

with the broker's Compass
teleprocessing network.
Above the MV/4000s in the

hierarchy are 26 integrated

Eclipse mainframes at 16

remote sites, and at top a



Ammicro introduces
the first letter quality printer for $680
that can also be used as a typewriter.

<fDnwnll(BQ)
CORPORATION

The MICROWRITER" Daisy wheel printer.

There was a need for a low cost letter quality machine that would

be suitable for use as an office typewriter, and as a computer printer.

Ammicro met that need by combining the Microwriter parallel inter-

face and the traditional Olivetti craftsmanship that was available in

their Praxis machine.

With the Microwriter you can have the best of both worlds a let-

ter quality printer, and a high quality office typewriter all in one

machine, that sells for less than the cost of a good dot matrix printer!

It's not just printer or a typewriter that comes complete with a

deluxe carrying case, but a feature-packed, lightweight machine that

doubles as an office typewriter. This printer is a simple, low cost,

reliable unit which can be utilized with word processing systems,

microcomputers, personal computers, and small business systems.

The Microwriter's low noise level and slim modern styling allow it to

blend with any decor.

The Microwriter's print quality is identical to the finest office

typewriters on the market. This machine is not only perfect for let-

ters and manuscripts, but with it s 165 character, 12 inch print width,

the machine is perfect for letter quality budget spread sheets, price

lists, data sheets, and forms.

The Microwriter can tab, rule single lines both vertical and

horizontally, underline and print at 10, 12, or 15 characters per inch

(switch selectable)! Its ten character memory for automatic error

correction, lift off correction ribbon, and fixed or programmable page

formats are a few of the many features that make it a perfect office

typewriter. Microwriter not only handles letter and legal size sheet

paper in widths up to 12 inches wide, but also handles fanfold paper.

There's a wide selection of 21 interchangeable daisy wheels

available. And ribbon cassettes that just drop in.

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355

It s operation as a computer printer is simple. Just load it up with

paper and you are ready to go. Centronics compatible parallel output

cables are currently available from stock for the following com-

puters: IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER™, OSBORNE 1™,
ZENITH Z-100™, BURROUGHS B-20™, Convergent

Technologies models IWS & AWS™, TRS-80 MODEL I, II, III™,

APPLE II™ . . . custom cables also available by special order.

This machine creates a new standard by which all current low

cost letter quality printers will follow. Ammicro's Microwriter is tru-

ly designed for the lifestyles of the 80's and for decades to come.

Why settle for just any printer when you can have a

MICROWRITER a fine letter quality typewriter for you and

your computer.

The Microwriter is the only daisy wheel printer on the market for

$680. For more information, see your local computer dealer or con-

tact Ammicro directly.

corp

^258
122 East 42 Street, Suite 1700, New York, N.Y. 10168

(212) 254-3030

(MasterCard)

MICROWRITER l» 1 Irjdrnurk ol Ammicro

CorpotUion PARAXIS » n * Itjdmurk ol CHivctn
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complex of IBM 3033 and

3083 mainframes at Hutton's

New York headquarters.

"We want to extend per-

sonal computing power as far

down into our organization

as we can go and still maintain

central control," Epstein told

Computer-world's Jeffry

Beeler. "If what you want is

integrated solutions, personal

computers can be a real

problem."

Others at the San Fran-

cisco forum, sponsored by
Richardson, TX market-
analysis firm Future Com-
puting Inc., saw Hutton's

move as anachronistic. Many
doubted whether a plan to

discourage the widespread

use of micros could be en-

forced, and some vendors

suggested that offices might

ignore the central order and
install machines anyway.

"Our company has just re-

cently signed an agreement

with E.F. Hutton to supply

the UCSD p-System for the

dozens of personal comput-
ers the firm has already in-

stalled or has on order ," said

James Bandy of SofTech Mi-

crosystems Inc. "I'm not at

liberty to say where in E.F.

Hutton the systems are going

to be installed. I'll let

(Epstein) find out for

himself."

A Hutton spokesman said

later that Bandy referred to

micros in the company's in-

surance subsidiary, which

operates independently of the

brokerage firm.

Silicon SWAT
team

"There are a

million stories

in the Silicon

Valley. This is

one of them.

My name's
Friday. I'm a cop."

While an Atari version of

Dragnet hasn't shown up yet,

the electronics companies of

California's Santa Clara

County now have their own
friends on the force. The Dis-

trict Attorney's Technology

Theft Association (DATTA)
includes detectives from eight

area police departments and
the county sheriff's office,

working under D.A. Leo
Himmelsbach in a coopera-

tive effort to fight high-tech

theft (see 80 Micro, March
1983, p. 368).

The task force, scheduled

to launch operations in late

April, features 18 investiga-

tors whose training includes

40 hours of computer literacy

courses. Deputy district

attorney Douglas Southard

told Computerworld, "We
don't have to be- engineers,

but we do have to know what

an EPROM and systems

software are. Otherwise, we
won't even be able to com-
municate with the high-tech

thieves' victims."

Communication is key.

Besides specialized prepara-

tion, DATTA will rely on

close contact with federal

agencies and manufacturers'

security departments.

According to the unit's co-

ordinator, the combination

of high-tech homework and

pooled resources will give po-

lice a better chance against

Silicon Valley's soft- and

hardware pirates: "It's much
like narcotics enforcement,

where there is a small group

of criminals," said Palo Alto

Police Department Captain

Robert Elliot. "A big part of

our work is intelligence

gathering."

However, as John Mark-
off of Info World concludes,

the jury of public opinion has

reserved its verdict: "Him-
melsbach recently won a bit-

terly contested election in

which he argued that most of

the district attorney's ener-

gies should go toward catch-

ing and prosecuting tradition-

al criminals such as muggers."

Escape fr<

Comdex
Have computer shows gotten too big? One manufacturer

boycotted the Spring '83 COMDEX claiming the Atlanta ex-

position was no place to do business.

Convergent Technologies of Santa

Clara, CA, an OEM supplier of

desktop workstations, says that

Comdex has changed from an in-

dustry gathering to a massive event

attracting unmanageable crowds. The Fall '82 show in Las

Vegas featured about 60,000 people, 1 ,000 booths, and 2,000

exhibitors. The same company has another complaint: "a
growing pollution of 'ME-TOO' products," stifling creativi-

ty for the sake of standardization. Pauline Alker, Con-

vergent Technologies' vice president for marketing, points

out that the Vegas show featured 19 look-alike Unix systems

and 15 IBM PC clones. The CHILDREN'S TELEVI-
SION WORKSHOP, which recently launched a line of

educational software, is starting a magazine designed to in-

troduce kids to computers and other new technology. Called

Enter, the monthly will include career profiles and how-to

articles as well as games and programming puzzles.

There's another new magazine for IBM PC users, but it

won't look good on your coffee table: Each issue of Mentor
is a DISK, featuring a control program (documentation and

table of contents) and several patches and templates for such

programs as VisiCalc and 1-2-3. The San Francisco publisher

envisions ads taking the form of self-running demos of soft-

ware products. Judging from the press release, pop-psych

JARGON has invaded CompuServe: dataFamiliae, a service

"for anyone considering having a family or . . . already living

in a family unit," supplies information and advice on

"parenting and family life, functioning physically and men-
tally, and special family matters and interrogatories." The
latter are question-and-answer sessions. The word from

TAIWAN is "Game Over"—a nationwide ban has closed

down all video arcades in the wake of police claims that the

games produce juvenile delinquents who fight, steal, and rob

to support their habit. The government has offered to pur-

chase the games from licensed parlors (10,000 unlicensed ar-

cades were shut last year), placing them in schools with com-

puter courses and in homes for the elderly. Speaking of the

elderly, 91-year-old Edward L. Bernays, the "father of

PUBLIC RELATIONS," joined Pace University's April

workshop on computer use in that profession. Bernays, who
"created and named the profession of counsel on public rela-

tions" and whose clients have ranged from Caruso and

Nijinsky to Presidents Coolidge and Eisenhower, said, "I'm

still in a learning mode, so it's time for me to keep ahead of

my field."
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ltrate-80
stofttoare

Presents

INSTA-DUPER
Now you can make multiple backups of the many
Instant Software™ programs out there! Don't be
caught without your Pirate-80 Insta-Duper! This

outstanding Disk Utility will back-up protected disks

and tapes, and of course, is intended to be used by

legal owners of Instant Software™ Only! Requires

Mod I or III with 32Kmin. and two drives. Tape copy
requires 2 cassette recorders. $29.95
1 3534 Preston Road • Suite 324 • Dallas, Texas 75240
We accept Checks. COD., MasterCard or Visa Please
add $3.00 for shipping/handling ^315

Instant Software' is a trademark of Wayne Green. Inc

:.^3

MAP now holds the wild card:

3by5
The Complete Personal Information
Retrieval System for Microcomputers

Features Include:
• 3by5 editor/search program you use like a card file

• Enter, modify or delete records while searching

• Index automatically updated

• Rapidly search large data and text files in seconds

9 No coding required

• Interactive Help File included
a Demonstration data and text files

• Maintenance policy to keep MAP updated

• Complete documentation

MAP is Available For Gse On:
• TRS-80 Model II TRSDOS', 64K
• TRS-80 Model III TRSDOS or .DOS- 48K
• Apple lle :i DOS. 64K

• Aii versions require 1 disk drive

TM Tandy Corp 'TM Logical Systems, Inc. 5TM Apple Computer, Inc.

Complete MAP package for only $125.00
Abridged introductory version for $35.00

SOFTSHELL
The Small Computer Specialists for Professionals

P.O. Box 18522, Baltimore, MD 21237

See List of Advertisers on Page 355

BIG FIVE
• ADVENTURE
• SPECTRAL

NSTANT SOFTWARE
TOM MIX SOFTWARE

rnrr please write and request
1 II Imp mm CUSTOMER DISCOUNT PRICE LIST

MANUFACTURE WARRANTIES

TRS-80 TANDY CORPORATION

PERRY COMPUTERS
137 NORTH MAIN STREET, PERRY, Ml 48872

FOR ORDERS CALL 1 -800-248-3823
FOR INFORMATION CALL (517) 625-4161 " 124
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TAKE II

This column will feature Model II, 12, and 16 conversions of
earlier programs. Readers who have converted programs for
their own use are encouraged to submit them.

The September 1982 issue of Microcomputing included an
article called "Black Friday," a stock market simulation

for the Commodore and Atari systems, written by Robert W.
Baker. This version of the game was converted for the Model
II by Byron Lott, 913 Inverness Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.

The game lets one to four players enjoy a realistic simula-

tion of the stock market over a 10-year period (or 10 rounds).

The object of the game is to shrewdly invest your initial

$5,000 in the game's 10 securities, buying and selling each year

in an attempt to become the wealthiest player. All players re-

ceive annual dividends on every paying stock worth $50 or

more. Each player gets a chance to sell any stock he owns or

buy any stock he wants. There is no "selling short" in this

game; a player must actually own the stocks he sells. A player

must also have enough money to purchase the stocks he in-

tends to buy; otherwise, an error message appears and he has

to reenter the transaction.

Once each transaction is completed, an updated table shows
the player's new holdings and cash on hand. When all the

players complete their transactions, the following year's

values are computed and the game continues. At the end of 10

years, each player's net worth is calculated and the wealthiest

player wins.

Should the value of any stock drop to zero during the game,
that stock goes bankrupt and all shares are surrendered. That
stock's value is then reset at $100. If the value of a stock

reaches $150 during play, the stock splits and any players own-
ing shares receive the extra shares. When a stock splits, its

value is halved (rounded to the next highest dollar).

^bbrev. Security name Div./Share

HIB Highway Improvement Bonds $5

XP X-Pando Corporation $1

SP Seaside Properties Inc. none

ODM Old Dog Mutual Funds S4

RD Rubble Development $7

SO Slippery Oil Company none

BT Bumpy Transportation none

KA Kra.sh Auto Company $2

ZE Zap Electronics $6

BPL Blinkey Power & Light $6

Table 1. Stock market securities and dividends

The table shown after each year shows the year, the type of

market (bull or bear), the change in value of each stock

( + /-), current prices, and the number of stock shares each

player owns. Any dividends for the year are shown, along with

each player's total cash on hand.

The securities available for purchase and their respective

dividends per share are shown in Table 1

.

Program Description

Matrix M records each player's holdings, cash on hand,

and dividends or interest for each year. Market changes for

each year are determined by randomly selecting one of the 36

market vectors in Matrix A. Each of these vectors is selected

only once during the game; element 10 is set to 1 when a vector

is used.

The data vectors in this matrix alternately represent bull and
bear markets. For a bull market, a vector is selected from Ma-
trix U; for a bear market, a vector is selected from Matrix E.

The price change vector, also selected at random, is added
to the market vector and stored in vector T. The price changes

are also added to vector F, which keeps track of the current

price of each stock. Vector I contains the dividends-per-share

values, and vector S$ contains the valid stock abbreviations.

HIB—Highway Improvement Bonds (yield 5%). An excellent state

bond with good security and income potential, but no appreciation.

XP—X-Pando Corporation (yield 1%). A rapidly expanding indus-

trial firm that reinvests most earnings on research, causing low yield.

The price-to-earnings ratio is extremely high.

SP—Seaside Properties Inc. (no yield). Good appreciation prospects

but no dividends. In the immediate future, however, the proposed

beach cleanup program could have great effect on earnings.

ODM—Old Dog Mutual Fund (yield 4%). A common stock mutual

fund that represents a good, steady income, with only fair appreciation.

RD—Rubble Development (yield 7%). A high income real estate in-

vestment with steadily depreciating capital assets.

SO—Slippery Oil Company (no yield). Very speculative investment

since profits go toward new oil wells. No dividends are expected.

BT—Bumpy Transport Company (no yield). High appreciation invest-

ment with a good outlook depending on the administrative ability of its

new board of directors. No dividends are expected since all profits are

recycled into the company.

KA—Krash Auto Company (yield 2%). A medium size auto company

representing a somewhat high price-to-earnings ratio with a low yield.

ZE—Zap Electronics Inc. (yield 6%). A highly speculative, high in-

come stock with a fair to poor long term prospect.

BPL—Blinkey Power and Light (yield 3 a/o). A steadily growing utility

company in an established industrial area.

Table 2. Securities prospectus

Program Listing

"Y"THEN845
I
,F(10)

REM 31-AUG-82 *BDL*
CLS:PRINT@16,"SSS BLACK FRIDAY STOCK MARKET GAME S SS" : PRINT: PRINT
CLEAR2000
INPUT" INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRED (Y OR N) " ; QS : IFQ$=
DIMA(36,10) ,U (11,9) ,E( 11,9) ,M( 4,12) ,1(10) ,T(10
S$="*HIBXP SP ODMRD SO BT KA ZE BPL*"
PRINT: PRINTTAB( 22) "*** INITIALIZING DATA ***"
FORX=1TO10:READN:NEXTX
F0RN=1T03 6 : F0RJ=1T09 : READX
A(N,J)=X:NEXTJ:NEXTN

Lis,,nS continues
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Definitely THE BEST of the space
games for the TRS-80 MOD l/lll

• 1,2 or 3 SIMULTANEOUS players!
• Each piloting a separate space ship

• Incredibly realistic graphics!
• Fast arcade responce!
k Options individually selected!

• Meteors • Blackhole Gravity
• Flying Saucers • Objects & Mines
• Bounce or Wrap-Around Screen
• Weapons: Missiles or Lasers

•* Difficulty options selectable!
• # of Saucers • Saucer Speed
• Space Ship Powei 8 Gravity Force
• Meteor Speed • Fuel Supply
• Weapon Supply • Laser Length

• Sophisticated ship controls!
• Variable thrust level • Rotation • Flip

• Fire left or right barrel • Hyperspace

• Cooperative or Competitive!
• Numerous scoring options

• 1 player can fly 2 ships -1 with each hand!

• Alpha & Trisstick compatable ir Sound
32K Disk $29.95 or 16KTape $26.95

Specify MOD I or III. 22 page manual included.

California residents add 6% sales tax.

Outside USA (except Canada) add S10.00
Copyright 1983 by John McAfee

• 1 M. I«NDYCORP

SOFT SYSTEMS
& CONSULTING
~ "OX 60031 Santa Barbara, CA 93 160

We :X1

at the Micromint.
rfaces you need!

Disk-80
Expansion Interface

As featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar

Byte Magazine, March 1981

Reviewed in March '82 "80 Microcomputing"

DSK01 Disk-80 Expansion Interface

with 32k RAM A&T $330.00
DSK02 Disk-80 Expanstion Interface

with 32k RAM & Printer Port

A&T 380.00
DSK03 Disk-80 Complete Kit with

32k RAM & Printer Port . . . 275.00
DSK04 Disk-80 Bare Printed

Circuit Board 48.00
DSK05 Printer/Power Supply

Circuit Board 16.00

The Disk-80 Expansion Interface is the
perfect peripheral for converting your TRS-80
Model I into a professional computer system.
The Disk-80 controls up to four 35 to 77 track

mini-disk drives, and contains a hardware data
separator which substantially increases the
reliability of data transfers. Attaches to the
CPU/Keyboard connector and comes complete
with mini-disk controller, 32K expansion
memory, power supply, optional Centronics
compatible printer port, real time clock and
buffered bus expansion connector.

"Reviewing Disk-80 is almost incongruous,
because any comments can be summarized
with the sentence, "It works." Dennis Bathory
Kitsz, 80 Microcomputing, March 1982.

M interfaces a
r
e Radio Shack harcware and

software compatible and carry a 60 day war-

rantee including parts and labor.

All units include user's manual, power sup-
ply & auxiliary TRS-BUS connector for future

expansion.

Dealer Inquires Invited

N.Y. State residents please add appropriate sales tax.

To Order: Call Toll Free: 1-800-645-3479

(In N.Y. State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793

MICROMINT INC.

561 Willow Avenue
Cedarhurst, NY 11516

Comm-80

As featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar

Byte Magazine, May and June 1980

The COMM-80 is the only interface you
need to turn your TRS-80 Model I into a
time sharing terminal with provisions for a
printer. The COMM-80 combines the most
used features of the RS expansion inter-

face in a low cost unit containing a built-in

RS-232-C interface, a full 8-bit parallel port
and a 40 pin bus connector for future

expanstion. Terminal software is included
at no extra cost.

» RS-232-C Serial output port (50-19200 baud)

with standard DB25 connector.
• Centronics compatible parallel printer port (34

pin)

• 40 pin card edge connector for bus expansion
• Connects directly to CRT terminals, modems,

printers, other computers.
• Includes case, power supply & interconnecting

cable

CM01 COMM-80 Serial/Parallel

I/O Interface A&T $150.00

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. ^117

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 343
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SUPER TM

If you bought your computer to save time, then you
need SUPER, the most powerful database system you
can use. Power is a combination of speed, ease of use
and versatility. SUPER has them all.

FAST - To demonstrate SUPER'S speed, ISA retained a
professional dBASE programmer to benchmark SUPER
vs. the acknowledged leader. A simple mailing list

application was chosen to minimize dBASE
programming cost. The results:

Task
Set up/Program
Input 100 records

Sort & Print Labels

Totals

SUPER Time
5:20 min.

50:29 min.

6:41 min.

1:02:30 hrs.

dBASE II Time
12:18:00 hrs.

1:27:50 hrs.

4:18 min.

13:50:08 hrs.

Notice that SUPER was faster at every task where your
time is involved—and saving your time is probably the

whole reason you bought a computer.

EASY TO USE - SUPER won because of its ease of

use. Since it is menu-driven, office personnel can easily

learn to use SUPER to set up their own applications,

speeding and simplifying dozens of tasks without the
need of programmer support.

VERSATILE - SUPER, unlike other business
programs, doesn't dictate how to run your business.

With SUPER the computer does what you want, when
you want, the way you want it. SUPER may be the only
business program you'll ever need. It can handle
customer files, payables, receivables, depreciation,

appointments, cost accounting, time charges,

commissions, inventory, manufacturing control, and
even matrix accounting systems!

SUPER PERFORMANCE AT A SUPER PRICE -

That SUPER beats the $700 dBASE program may
surprise you, but in terms of price vs. performance
SUPER has no competitors. Among its features are:

production input, data compression, multiple databases
on line, transaction posting, file reformating, stored

arithmetic files, flexible report formats, hierarchical sort

and multi-disk files for up to 131, 068 records. It can
select by ranges, sub-strings, and field comparisons. It

interfaces to word processors such as WordStar™,
SuperSCRIPTSIT™, Model 11/16 SCRIPTSIT™, and
NEWSCRIPT™. In fact SUPER has so many features that

it takes a six-page product description to cover them all.

Write or call and we'll send you one.

SUPER is available for TRS-80™ Models I & III under
NEWDOS™, LDOS™, and DOSPLUS; for TRS-80 Models
II, III and 16 under TRSDOS™; and CP/M™ systems.

Prices: TRS-80 and Osborne versions $250.00

Other CP/M versions $295.00

Manual (Price applicable to purchase) $ 25.00

Now available for IBM-PC $250.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted.

OTHER SOFTWARE
• ManageMint™: A PERT/CPM project

management system compatible with SUPER. It

includes scheduling, resource and financial

management modules.

• Sales Planning and Data Extraction System:

Improves hit rates while cutting costs.

• Small, economical program packages for

accounting, business and office applications as

well as utilities.

Write for Catalogue

Institute For Scientific Analysis, Inc.
^351

SOFTWARE FOR HARD USE TM

Dept. M-3 Institute for Scientific Analysis, Inc.

P.O. Box 7186 Wilmington, DE 19803 (215) 358-3735

ORDERS ONLY (800) 441-7680 EXT. 500

Trade mark owners: dBASEII-Ashton-Tate. SCRIPTSIT. SuperSCRIPTSIT, TRSDOS.
and TRS-80-Tandy Corp NEWDOS/80-Apparat. Inc. WordStar-MicroPro Intl. Corp.

NEWSCRIPT PROSOFT LDOS-Logical Systems, Inc. CP/M-Digital Research.



by Richard Ramella

Selected Short Subie
As you left the Fun House last

month, a big crate arrived

bearing the label Material for

July Fun House. Inside was a

smaller crate. Inside that was a

box, then another box, and so

on until I came to a tiny, jewel-

encrusted treasure chest. Inside

that chest were the very short

programs I'll run this month.

Welcome to the Fun House

Festival of Miniature Programs.

The longest program, the giant

of the month, so to speak, is

fewer than 70 lines long.

We're having this festival be-

cause of the letters I've received

from kids and other people who
know how to have fun. These

letters say that lots of you want

short programs.

Here are some of the reasons:

Shorties are easy to enter and

provide quick results without

much frustration. They give

Fun House visitors ideas for

other programs.

The Key Box

Model I and III

:..vv;-
:: Color Computer

4KRAM
Level II Basic

Color Basic

Corral — Level II

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670

CORRAL * TRS-00 LEVEL II BASIC / RAMELLA
PUN HOUSE / JULY / SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

"ARE YOU..."
"<1> A TENDERFOOT?"
"<2> A HIRED HAND?"
"<3> AN EXPERT WRANGLER?"

AND X<>2 AND X<>3 THEN CLS : GOSUB 750: GOTO 140

THEN W=20
THEN W=10
THEN W=2

» TO 20

GOTO

REM
REM
CLS
PRINT "CORRAL...
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "

PRINT "

PRINT
INPUT X
IF XOl
CLS
V=500
IF X=l
IF X=2
IP X«'3

Y=0
FOR X=0
SET(X,Y)
IF X>9 AND X<12
SET(X,Y+20)
NEXT X
X=0
FOR Y=0 TO 20
SET(X,Y)
SET(X+20,Y)
NEXT Y
A=10
B=5
X=ll
Y=18
SET(A,B)
SET(X,Y)
A$=INKEY$
N=N+1
RESET(X,Y)
RESET(A r B)

IF A$="L"
IF A$="R"
IF A$="D"
IF A$="U"
SET(X,Y)
RESET(A,B)
IF POINT(A-l,B)=-l
IF POINT(A+l,B)=-l
IF POINT(A,B-l)=-l
IF POINT(A,B+l)=-l
IF B>20 THEN PRINT
N=N+1
IF N<W GOTO 680
RESET(A,B)
C=RND(4)

AND X-1O0 THEN X=X-1
AND X+1O20 THEN X=X+1
AND Y+1O20 THEN Y=Y+1
AND -1O0 THEN ELSEY-1

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
"YOU

A=A+1
A=A-1
B=B+1
B=B-1
DID IT* GOTO 730

IF C=l
IF C=2
IF C=3
IF C=4
N=0

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

A=A+1
A=A-1
B=B-1
B=B+1

Listing continues
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?H«NOM€Nfll!

TH€ BLACK HOL€
Vour forces have des-

troyed the Dorfian fleet as
they attacked the galactic

empire. Now, only

their leader is left—
hiding at the bottom of a
black hole. Vour mission is

to seek him out and des-
troy him. once and forever!

fin innovative game with
no second chance — be

perfect or die!

Tape — $19.95
Disk -$24.95

n

RPPl€ PANIC
A spuce farmer, you
peaceful until you?
apples becomes o
and turn on you. Now,
you re backed up to the

i.uall when::

only hope is I

in the floors I

-.uers.

"€njoyable ladder-
climbing game . . . may
be well on its way to the
top of the charts" -

Cfl€RTIV€ COMPUTING

Tape -$19.95
Disk -$24.95

"**&,

*.--<
**GUr

ABl€ T€RRO
i
home from

OU and built

to prevent
bles

orange
ires now

yours?

Rn incredible maze
game — the best

we've seen for the

TRS-80" - BIG HV€
SOFTUJRR€

Tape — $19.95
Disk - $24.95

All games are 100% machine language for

top quality graphics, voice and sound
effects. Games are for the TRS-80 Lev 2,

MOD l/lll and are joystick comoatible.
Specify tape (16K) or disk (32K). Tape

version will not transfer to disk.

TIM€ RUNNCR
Join the first interqalactic "space
rush.'' Territory is yours rev

Coking — only watch out for the
defenders and the perils of vanish
mq hyperspace. A no- nonsense

ie for wealth . end survival

!

, *'fln excellent and innovative game"
-SOFKIDC

"Time Runner is video gaming stripped

down to its essentials" — 80 MICRO Tape/ Disk-

RjnSOFT
-sL,

absolutely state-of-

the-ort . . . one of the
most professional
arcade gam
avoii'

CRCRTIVC COMPUTING

Please see your local computer software
dealer for FUNSOFT products. Should you
desire to order direct, please add $2.00
for postaqe. California residents add 6 1/2%
sales tax. Outside USA, please add $5.00.

A, Mastercharge accepted — write in

h card number and expiration date.

FUNSOFT, INC 2861 1 CFlNUJf ) 991-6540 X391

TRS-80 is a trademark of TANDY RADIO SHACK



Also, a short program is an

honest little event. It says what

it has to say and that's it. The

beginning programmer can

work through the logic of the

program because it uses single-

statement lines and lots of

spaces.

This month we have Oxo,

which is a puzzle, and Flash

Math, an addition game that

tests your brain and your eyes.

These listings work for Level II

and Color Basic.

A graphics game called Cor-

ral comes in two versions: Col-

or Basic and Level II. Kaleido-

scope is a very short program

that has a few surprises. You
Color Computer fans get the

best version, but I include a

Level II listing also.

Corral

Out back of the Fun House is

a genuine western corral, a

fenced area. Inside the corral is

a pony named Pete. You can go

for a ride on Pete ... if you can

get him outside the corral.

First, you're asked your skill

level. Enter the number 1 if

MICRO DESIGN
If you cIon't kNow the NtMbER, you should.

$2qq Q'/

Modi I
'1 I XpANSiON SVSIfM

ftAiLRiNC, ihe MDX FLOPPY
DISK CONTHOLIEH, DIRECT

CONNECT PHONE MODEM,
& SOFTWARE PROCRAMABIE
SI RIAI PORT, f i il Mcxlfl '<

CoMpAiAbiliiy.

I i IK Asm villi el

$7495
Bam bOAltd &
I Mils M.lM \l

,ICRO DESIGN
6301 Manchaca Road. Suite B Austin. Texas. 78745

1-800-531-5002
Texas Res. Call 512-441-7890

See our other ads

i isting continued

680 SET(A,B)
690 V=V-1
700 PRINT @ 960 ,V; n •

710 IF V=0 THEN PRINT "NO POINTS": FOR
GOTO 120

720 GOTO 4 40

730 SET(A,B)
740 GOTO 7 40
750 PRINT "ENTER 1, 2 or : , PARTNER..."
760 FOR T=l TO 1000
770 NEXT
780 RETURN
790 END

T=l TO II I: NEXT T: CLS

:

Corral — Color Basic

CORRAL * TRS-80 COLOR BASIC 4K / RAMELLA
FUN HOUSE / JULY / SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

"CORRAL. .

."

'ARE YOU. .
.

"

' <1> A TENDERFOOT?"
' <2> A HIRED HAND?"
' <3> AN EXPERT WRANGLER?"

INPUT X
IF XOl AND X<>2 AND X<>3 GOSUB 760: GOTO 140

240
250
260
270

100 REM *

110 REM *

120 CLS
130 PRINT
140 PRINT
150 PRINT
160 PRINT
170 PRINT
180 PRINT
190 PRINT
200
210
220 CLS0
230 V=500

IF X=l THEN W=20
IF X=2 THEN W=10
IF X=3 THEN W=2
Y=0

280 FOR X=0 TO 20
290 SET(X,Y,5)
300 IF X>9 AND X<12 GOTO 320
310 SET(X,Y+20,.5)
320 NEXTX
330 X=0
340 FOR Y=0 TO 20
350 SET(X,Y,5)
360 SET(X+20,Y,5)
370 NEXT Y

A=10
B=5
X = ll

410 Y=18
420 SET(A,B,8)
430 SET(X,Y,7;
440 A$=INKEY$
450 N=N+1
460 RESET(X,Y)
470 RESET(A,B)
480 IF A$ = "L" AND X-1O0 THEN X=X-1
490 IF A$="R" AND X+1O20 THEN X=X+1
500 IF A$="D" AND Y+1O20 THEN Y=Y+1
510 IF A$="U" AND Y-1O0 THEN Y=Y-1
520 SET(X f Y,7)
530 RESET(A,B)
540 IF POINT(A-l,B) <>0 THEN A=A+1

IF POINT(A+l,B) <>0 THEN A=A-1
IF POINT(A,B-l) <>0 THEN B=B+1
IF POINT(A,B+l) <>0 THEN B=B-1
IF B>20 THEN PRINT "YOU DID IT.": GOTO 730

590 N=N+1
600 IF N<W GOTO 680
610 RESET(A,B)
620 C=RND(4)
630 IF C=l THEN A=A+1

380
390
400

550
560
570
580

640 IF C=2 THEN A=A-1
650 IF C=3 THEN B=B-1
660 IF C=4 THEN B=B+1
670 N=

680 SET(A f B,8)
690 V=V-1
700 PRINT I 44 8 V;"
710 IF V=0 THEN PRINT
:GOTO 120
720 GOTO 4 40
730 SET(A, B r RND(8)

)

'NO POINTS": FOR T=l TO 1000: NEXT T: CLS0

Listing continues
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CDIN5
THE UNIQUE PERSONAL COMPUTER
PROGRAM FOR COIN COLLECTORS

• Th« program that makes cataloging
your U.S. coin collection a snap!

• Data tile with latest Market Value lor
all grades of most coins supplied on
program disk.

• Quarterly Market Value updates available.

• Multiple printed reports give Inventory
Value - Profit & Lot* • Tax / Insurance
Information.

• Concise Users Manual Included.

. Available for 48K TRS-80 [/HI
64K IBM-PC.

• Write for free brochure or order now.

Price - $95 (Calif, residents add 6* Sales Tax)

plus $1.50 to cover postage and shipping

COMPU QUOTE Telephone 213/348-3662 *"

6914 Berqulst Ave. D«pt. 80 Carioga Park, CA 91307

• 168

PB

wabash
one-year warranteed ^367

DISKETTES!
$18.95/box (10)
with FREE library case!
5V4" single-side, single-density; double-density

addS2/box 8" disks comparably priced. Add $2
per order shipping. In Illinois add 6% sales tax.

Immediate shipment on VISA, Master Card or

Money Order; Add 14 days for personal checks.

CALL TOLL FREE ^Sff

(800)222-1248 **
In Illinois Call (312) 882-8315
Call for our volume discount price!

DIGITAL IMAGES
Box 941005. Schaumburg IL 60194

Foreign Computer
Stores/ Magazine Dealers

You have a large technical audience that

speaks English and is in need of the kind of

microcomputer information the Wayne
Green Publications group provides.

Provide your audience with the maga-

zines they need and make money at the

same time. For details on selling Micro-

computing, 80 Micro , Desktov Comyuting,

inCider, HOT CoCo , Instant Software and
Wayne Green Books contact:

Sandra Joseph
World Wide Media
386 Park Ave. South
New York, N.Y. 10016
Phone—(212) 686-1520

Telex—620430

NOW FOR

MODEL 100

Say "Goodbye" to

the awkward hunt &
peck method of typ-

ing! Instant Software

introduces you to Typ-
ing Teacher—the patient

tutor that will improve

your typing skills. This

complete seven-part pack-

age takes you all the way
from initial familiarization

with the keyboard, through

words and phrases, to com-
plete mastery of the keyboard.

On screen diagrams show you
the correct placement for fingers. Displays-

keep eyes up and away from keyboard to

master proper techniques.

Take home TYPING TEACHER today
and type like a pro tomorrow.
Requires: TRS-80* Model 100. 8K
#0463RH $17.95.

TRS-80*, Tape, Mod I and Mod III. 16K.

#0099R $17.95

TRS-80 Disk Model I & III w/CONVERT,
or PMC, 16K, #0451RD $22.95

U YES! Send me
Instant Typing

from Instant Software.

_._0463RH@$17.95

__0099RD@$17.95 0451RD@$22.95

Please add $2.50 for postage & handling.

VISA, MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED.

Card#

MCBank* Expires

Signature

Street

C il>

Slate Zip

337B8T OR CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-258-5473

instant Software

Rt. 101 & Elm St. Instant Software
Peterborough NH 03458 !!553fiHI

•TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division

of Tandy Corporation.

• FOR APAfiTrBfT BUILDING OWNERS *

APARTMENT BUILDING
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Cowputerize vour sianagenient -functions
for up to 30 apartment buildings.
Performs all necessary accounting for
all owner and tenant transactions.

Transactions include: Rent Pmts. Late
Chrgs. Mort Pmts. Utility Pints. Taxes.
Insurance. Capital Expenditures. 40
User Categories < Income & Expenses)
and much more.

Produces many reports: Audit Trail.
Late Rents. Percent Rtn on Inv. G/L
Pull Dump. Income. Expenses. Taxes.
Investments. Rcvd Rents. Late Chr9.
Deductables. Utilities. Insurance.
Percent Occupancy. Profit/Loss Stmt.
User Cat's. Vacant Units and more.

Runs on TRS-80 Model I & III 32K.
Supports Hard Disk Drive operation.
=-> Send for FREE Description and

Sample Printouts.
==> Also available is FREE 1983

Software Catalog with
complimentary Phone Directory
Pro9ram.

COST" OJ-sJL_Y *7^«S> - ^JEi
COLEMAN COMPUTER SERVICES

P.O. BOX 588, ST. dSMS. N.Y. 11412

• 448

MICRO DESIGN
If yoi; doN'i ItNow The numder, yoc should.

MDX-5 M..59?*
tillv AssiMblid

For tht Model 1 Lsm who wi>x s Sysmu
4lRtA(ly Mas (loppy disk this is

il.i PHONE MODEM & SERIAL
PORT Ion yen!! ^427

$49 95

rid Ad i pud

• See I is! of Advertisers on Page 355

MDX-6 '1132
MDSoSyMiw

MicRo-OiisqNs siancI aIoni

HOPPY DISK ( ONTROLII R *4v y '

BOARD foR yoi.R Model -4 ^428 • l«'»X«m

.ICRO DESIGN
6301 Manchaca Road. Sutte B Austin. Texas 78?4 f

1-800-531-5002
Texas Res. Call 512-441 7890

* ' See our other ads
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Listing continued

740 SOUND RND(8)*13,1
750 GOTO 730
760 CLS
770 PRINT "ENTER 1, 2 OR 3 , PARTNER. . .

"

780 FOR T=l TO 1000
790 NEXT
800 RETURN

Oxo

100 REM * OXO * TRS-80 LEVEL II AND COLOR BASIC / RAMELLA
110 REM * FUN HOUSE / JULY / SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
120 CLS
130 A$(l)="O n

140 A$(2)="X"
150 AS(5)- n G n

160 PRINT A$(l) ;A$(2) ;A$(3)
170 FOR T=l TO 3

180 PRINT
190 PRINT"123"
200 PRINT
210 PRINT "TURN n T
220 INPUT "ENTER 2 NUMBERS SEPARATED BY COMMAS ";

C

-D

230 IF C>3 OR D>3 OR C=D THEN 220ELSE IF COl AND C<>2 AND C<>3
AND DOl AND D<>2 AND D<>3 THEN 220
240 IF A$(D)="X" THEN A$(D)="0" ELSE IF A$(D)="0" THEN A$(D)="X"
250 IF A$(C)="X" THEN A$(C)="0" ELSE IF A$(C)="0" THEN A$(C)="X"
260 CLS
270 PRINT A$(l) ;A$(2) ;A$(3)
280 IF A$(1)=A${2) AND A$(3)=A$(1) GOTO 310
290 NEXT T
300 PRINT @ 448, "3 TRIES UP. TRY AGAIN?": END
310 IF T<3 THEN PRINT @ 448, "TOO QUICK. DO IT IN EXACTLY THREE M

OVES. TRY AGAIN?": END
320 PRINT @ 448, ffVERY GOOD. 3 MOVES AND COMPLETE.
330 END

Flash Math

100 REM * FLASH MATH * TRS-80 LEVEL II AND COLOR BASIC / RAMELLA

110 REM * SEE COLOR CHANGES AT BOTTOM...
120 G=200
i30 CLS
140 A=RND(20)
150 B=RND(20)
160 PRINT @ RND(15) *64+RND(50) ,A"+"B
170 FOR T=l TO G
] 80 NEXT T

190 CLS
200 G=G-5
210 IF G<50 THEN G=50
220 INPUT "ANSWER" ;

C

2 3 PRINT
240 IF C=A+B THEN PRINT "RIGHT.": P=P+1
250 PRINT
260 PRINT "SCORE"P
270 IF COA+B THEN 310
280 FOR T=l TO 500
2 90 NEXT T

300 GOTO 130
310 PRINT "YOU SAID"C"BUT"A"+"B"="A+B" ."

3 20 PRINT "GAME OVER. WHY NOT TRY AGAIN?
330 END
340 REM ********************************

350 REM * CHANGES FOR COLOR BASIC
360 REM * 120 G=300
370 REM * 160 PRINT @ RND ( 15 ) *32+RND ( 23

)

380 REM ********************************

********

..A" r"B *

********

you're a tenderfoot, 2 if you're

a hired hand, and 3 if you're an

expert wrangler. Your skill level

determines how fast Pete runs.

When the game starts, you

are the blip at the bottom of the

corral near the entrance, and

Pete is the blip at the top. Use

the keys L for left, R for right,

U for up, and D for down to get

yourself between Pete and the

corral gate at the bottom.

You drive Pete in any direc-

tion by putting yourself on the

opposite side of him and mov-

ing toward him.

The number 500 is at bottom

screen left. To win that free

ride, drive Pete through the cor-

ral gate before the number

reaches zero. See the separate

Color and Level II listings.

Move 'em out, partner!

Oxo

Oxo is a puzzle for computer

experts from about four to sev-

en years old. The listing works

in Level II and on color ma-

chines.

The word OXO appears on

the screen with the numbers 1,

2, and 3 beneath. The player

has three turns—no more, no

less—to change OXO into ei-

ther XXX or OOO.
On each turn the player must

choose two numbers out of 1 , 2,

and 3. The letters above the

chosen numbers then change.

An X becomes an O, and an O
becomes an X. That's all there

is to it, but it's a fine puzzle for

its intended audience.

Flash Math

Think you're smart? I think

so too. Flash Math presents

fairly easy addition problems.

It goes as high as 20 plus 20.

You get to keep playing and

increasing your score as long as

you get the right answers. If

that were all, it would be simple

and not much fun, but the pro-

gram does more.

The problem can appear any-

where on the screen. And every
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"KII'BRTS." SA¥
giving aw

Our colleagues in the software business
think we'll go broke offering a $5.00
update. But that's what we're doing -

any registered owner of the Lazy Writer
Word Processing System can get the
new 3.4 version for only $5.00. Lazy
Writer owners know we won't go broke;
they've been getting free or low cost
updates since the beginning. The same
critics marvel at our support, while our
competitors are irritated by it. We
publish a newsletter, sponsor seminars,
and answer all our mail. We also let

our users make unlimited backups from
the master copy for personal use.
Lazy Writer is constantly being im-
proved and expanded to meet different
word processing needs.

NEW FEATURES IN LAZY WRITER

Here's what's new in the 3.4 version:
* text loads and saves faster
* load or append files from DOS
* improved insert capability
* automatic index maker

Previous low cost updates have added:
* semi-automatic hyphenation
* visible and adjustable page breaks
* additional cursor moves
* file chaining for continuous printing

of long documents
* faster overlay interchange
* utility allowing user modification of
program defaults

* many other small improvements

m it(Qi:i:
[pm

A GROWING SYSTEM OF PROGRAMS
Lazy Writer was the first TRS-80
machine language word processor that
allowed loading extension programs from
within the word processor. Our grow-
ing family of special purpose extensions
lets you take Lazy Writer beyond the
confines of ordinary word processing.

Our LAZYFONT extension lets you print
custom type fonts and graphics, like
you see on this page. Define the fonts
yourself right on your screen or pur-
chase from a large selection.

LAZYDOC, our automatic document
maker, saves you time. If you use the
same standard documents over and
over, whether court orders, insurance
forms, evaluation reports, or letters,
you could just answer custom prompts
and "fill in the blanks", instead of re-
typing each time. One user reports he
did 90 letters in just three hours!

In response to our customers' need for
form letter capability, we gave them
LAZYMERGE. This program pulls in-
formation from a mail list and merges it

with text for custom form letters, using
all the power of Lazy Writer's print
formatting commands. You can even
bold or underline inserted material and
add alternate language for missing
fields, and more.

Our popular LAZYSTUFF package in-

cludes LAZYCALC for math functions,
LAZYDRAW for block graphics, plus

LAZYDO and LAZYTAB.

Lazy Writer is not the cheapest word processor you can buy -

but it may be the cheapest in the long run.
Mode! I & III $175

13349 Michigan Ave. (313) 581-2896
AlphaBit Communications, Inc. Dearborn, Michigan 48126 „476

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 351



Kaleidoscope — Level II

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280

ELSE W=191

REM * KALEIDOSCOPE * TRS-80 LEVEL II 4K / RAMELLA
REM *FUN HOUSE / JULY / SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
CLS
A=RND(14) *64
B=RND(30)
C=RND(2)
IF C=l THEN W=12
Z$=CHRS(W) +CHR$(W)
PRINT @ A+B,Z$;
PRINT @ A+6 2-B,Z$;
PRINT @ 960-A+B,Z$;
PRINT @ 960-A+62-B,Z$;
A$=INKEY$
IF A$="E"
IF A$= n F n

GOTO 13
A$=INKEY$
TF A$ = "" GOTO 26
END

GOTO 120
GOTO 26

ELSE GOTO 13

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

Kaleidoscope — Color Basic

REM * KALEIDOSCOPE * TRS-80 COLOR BASIC 4K / RAMELLA
REM * FUN HOUSE / JULY / SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
CLS0
A=RND(14) *32
B=RND(15)
Z$=CHR$(143+RND(7) *16)
PRINT @ A+B,Z$;

A+31-B,Z$;
448-A+B,Z$;
448-A+31-B,Z$;

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
A$=INKEY$
IF A$="E" GOTO 120
IF A$="F" GOTO 2 40

GOTO 13
A$=INKEY$
IF A$= nn GOTO 240 ELSE GOTO 130
END

math problem remains on the

screen for a little less time than

the problem before. Toward
the end, if you haven't made a

mistake, the problems make
truly split-second appearances.

I doubt if anyone can even

see the problem at its shortest

appearance, but don't let that

stop you from trying.

Only one listing is given here.

Level II computer whizzes

should stop typing with line 330

END. Color Computer players

should type in the program

as given, and then type the

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE TRS-80" MODEL I I & 16 NOW AVAILABLE 1

% FASTER $119.95*

$59.99*

DISK SORT 20 for HARD DISK or floppies new up to 15

TRSDOS - 2 0a & 4 1 COMPATIBLE FILL IN THE BLANKS & GO TO IT

WILL SOF1T ANY RANDOM FILE OUTPUT OPTIONS TAGS. TAGS & KEYS. OR COMPLETE FILE
1.000 REC'S SORTING 15 BYTES. INCLUDING ALL DISK I/O = 2 MIN 33 SEC s (FLOPPY)
HARD DISK IS MUCH FASTER 1 NONSTOP JOB STREAM EXECUTION.

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE . save hours
• SEE USED LINE rs'NAMES AT A GLANCE • PRODUCES NICE PROGRAM LISTING
• OTHER OPTIONS .INCLUDE MAKING NEW PROGRAMS. DROPPING REMARKS

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING/SYSTEMS DESIGN doc Only$iooo (

DEDUCTIBLE on
•PLUS POSTAGE AND HANDLING PRtCES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE PURCHASE

!
TRS-80 8 TRSDOS

, tr^ d
R

e

F

m A

S

r

T

k

E

s

R

op . ...
GOOD-LYDDONI DATA SYSTEMS ^ M

A
C
CCEP

V
T

'

E

SA

I TANDY CORP

GOOD-LYDDON DATA SYSTEMS
5486 RIVERSIDE DR. • CHINO, CA 91710 • (714) 980-4563

new lines at the bottom of the

listing. See them in lines 360

and 370?

Kaleidoscope

You might think a kaleido-

scope program without color is

like watching a black-and-white

movie of a rainbow. Not quite.

Since we can see only two

things—light or no light—the

Level II Kaleidoscope provides

a constantly changing pattern.

In Level II and Color Basic

listings, tap the letter E to erase

the screen and start a new pat-

tern. To freeze a pattern tap F,

and to unfreeze the pattern and

continue, tap any key except

shift or break.

I have several line changes

that give different results. Gen-

erally, you should make only

one change and then see what

happens. Later, you might try

mixing them.

120 CLS (RND(8))

150 Z$=CHR$(143 + (RND(2)*16)

150 Z$= CHR$(143 + RND{2) + 2* 16)

195 SOUND A/2,1

225CLS0

The last is my favorite. I sug-

gest you watch for a minute

or two to see if you get hooked

by it:

150 Z$=CHR$(143 + (RND(2) + 5)*16)H
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THE GREAT
**# si^v £

Tame your computer without

breaking your wallet's spirit I

Quality programs on tape or disk

for the price of peanuts

!

A subscription to Chromasette Magazine consists of 6 to 8 ready-to-load useful, practical, and

fun programs delivered by First Class Mail every month. Programs like Curve Fit, Diggem, Graph Text, List

Mod, Robot Run. House Adventure, and Keep Text.

Treat yourself to a great show — get a subscription to Chromasette Magazine. Or catch-a single

act and try a back issue. You'll be delighted by the tricks your computer will do!

The Bottom Line:

The Fine Print:

Tape Disk Calif, residents add 6% to single copies.

1 year (12 issues) $50.00 $95.00 North America — First Class postage

6 months included.

(6 issues) $30.00 $55.00 Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions and

Single Copies $ 6.00 $ 1 1 .00 $1 to single copies. Sent AO rate.

All issues from July 1981 available — ask for list. Programs are for the

Extended BASIC model and occasionally for disks.

MAGAZINE
__/ • m'l I P.O. Box 1087 Santa Barbara, CA 93102 (805) 963-1066 MasterCard /Visa ^ 103

If you have a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I or III there is Cload Magazine
with programs on tape or disk especially tailored for your system.

P.O. Box 1448, Santa Barbara, CA 93102 (805) 962-6271

- See List ol Advertisers on :>ogc j5o 80 Micro, July 1983 • 353



TRUNKS FOR THE

Introducing the most logical place to store

Elephant Memory Systems® (or lesser brands

of disks): The Trunk
With its alphabetized library index, you can

file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instantly.

The Trunk is made of durable molded
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid, to keep
disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments

which disks despise.

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles

as a carrying handle so your Elephant Memory
Systems® disks can go anywhere you do.

There's a model for 5V4" and 8" floppies, as

well as a cassette-and-game file and a special

Atari® version.

So if you're looking for the best disk storage

system on the market . .

.

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case.

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED DY ELEPHANTS.
Elephant Memory Systems® Disks

Afull line of top-qualityfloppies, in virtually every 5W and 8" model,for compatibility with virtually every computer on the market.

Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certified 100% error-free andproblem-free, and to maintain its qualityfor at least

12 million passes lor over a life-time ofheavy-duty use).

Marketed exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021.

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624. • 472



READER SERVICE
This card valid until August 31, 1983.

Please help us to bring you a better maga-
zine—by answering these questions.

My vole for tru bmi «dverti»«nent

R—d« Sen-ice number n
Ihii nut goee to Jcompeny) whoee

A How much hive you invented in computer toftwara during the last 12 months?
' Nnlhing

: 3 J10T>$250 OS. S500-S1.000
: 2 Lee. then $100 • :« S250-J500 Oe. Over $1,000

B. How do you acquire meet of youMofrware?
C\. From eorrwere houeee 04 Program it myssK
r!2. From magazinea OS. Copy it

1 From fnmul.i anil other proRrammers

C. Where do you buy moat of your computer hardware?
: :i. Radio Shack atom Q4. Mail order
: :2 Other compuler'elsctronio store C5. Uaed equipment dealer
i )3. Department More (36. Private individual

D. What type of TRS*K»| do you own'
Cl. Model I Level I TJ4. Model III Level I 07. Model 12
." 2 Model I Level II ( .5 Model III Level II OS. Color
VAX Model II 296. Model 16 09. Pocket

E How much have you invested in computer hardware (including peripherals) during the last 12
months'
Cl Nothing
' ? hmierJl.OOO

C3. $1.000- $2,000

How much do you plan to spend on computer hardware (including peripherals! during the next 12
months?

-t. Nothing
:. I.'nderSl 000
! $1.000-$2.0O(i

u.4. $2.000-*3.000

. .5 13 TOO- $4,000

Z4. $2.000-$3,000

ZS. $3.000-$4,000

336. $4,0OO-$S.O00

7 Over S3.0W

06. S4.000-SS.00O
237 Over $5,000

C Which of the following peripherals do you plan to buy during the next 12 months?
31 Printer

i:2. Modem
C3 Plotter

C4. loystick/Came Paddles

C3S. Light Pen

H. Do you ever write Assembly-language progran
Hi. Ves

I Nu

06 Voice Synthe

L'7. Disk System
D8. Expansion Interface

.. 9 Monitor

1 the stock market?

C2. Too complex r.3. lust right

I Do you invest

C;i. Yes

C2. No

J. The articles in SO Micro are:

1 Ton iimple

L. Which of the following columns do you reed? Please rate them on 1 scale of 1 [seldom
(always read|.

1 Remarks 5. Copemica Mathematics 9 The Color Key
2 Commander 80 6 MONEY DOS 10. The Next Step
3 The Gamer's Cafe 7 Fun House 11. Suite 16

4 News 8. Feedback Loop 12. Medical Opinion

M. If you are not a subscriber please circle 500.

d| to 5

Reader Service: To receive more information from any of the advertisers in this issue of 80
Micro circle the number on the Reader Service Card that corresponds with the Reader Service
number on the ad in which you are interested. You will find numbers, preceded by a ^ , near
the logo of each advertiser. Complete the entire card, drop into a mailbox and in 4-6 weeks you
will hear from the advertiser directly.

1 6 u, 21 151 ' V-. : 166 171 3i l .•'b 311 lib 321 451 4 9,., 466 471

2 7 -.- 22 152 i -V b- 167 172 3!2 32. : -.i: -.'- 322 452 49- •'.-2 467 472

3 8 •.' >• 23 tS3 <-.--. •„.- 168 173 >U 393 .-' 3 ,1,- V 1
4i • 4 39 4b.- 468 473

4 9 •: 24 154 r>.' 'I-.4 169 174 .,34 ,,,., i'4 1'9 .4 454 4 9.1 4 -.4 469 474
'

5 10 15 :: 25 155 Uv- •(!• 170 175 393 310 ' 42b :2- 455 4(9' -f' 470 475

26 3! •> j' 46 176 '29 ' ;-.(• 191 196 326 ' i 3 ib 14- 346 476 4.-9 49r 491 496
2? 32 •: 42 47 177 .-.- •(>• 192 197 32 3i2 .i.i- 34 2 34 7 4 77 4 92 •I.-/ 492 497

28 33 c .1 -. 48 •HH 193 198 I2c AAA ( i,-. -.4 - 348 478 4 :,.-. 40,9 493 49B
29 34 .<- .i.i 49 ") IKJ Ml 194 199 3 29 334 499 ,4 4 349 479 4o4 499 494 499

30 35 .:- i- 50 «>:. ' 99 •3:.: 195 200 232 A 'A., iJ.l -.4 3 350 480 4b'- 4Mb 496 500

51 56 31 hb 71 2C 20b 211 216 221 -.31 '33 9b- Ibb 371 501 3(ib 9" 516 521

52 57 93 ft- 72 202 x 2 1 2 217 222 352 :': 3 b «. 3.; .- 372 '-.". :,;:' •: 517 522

53 58 b< 9r. 73 203 22H 213 218 223 353 33b 3h3 '.6b 373 ''. 9.:n - •
-: 518 523

54 59 M 99 74 204 223 2-4 219 224 354 439 -'»>.-. 339 374 3.34 399 - 4 519 524

55 60 0-3 70 75 205 2iC 2'3 220 225 355 931, 369 1/9 375 505 ': ' 9 31': 520 525

76 81 of; r 96 226 23' 233 241 246 .;'>, 33- -fib 39' 396 526 9 9 541 546

77 82 B ; 92 97 22 7 2 -.:- 22/ 242 247 377 St.} ',-,' 292 397 52? '-32 31' 542 547

78 83 or, -.• 98 :-:-c 2 3~- 233 243 248 378 AHA -,br. 19.; 398 528 '•39 9 9; 543 548

79 84 39 •- 99 229 2>1 233 244 249 379 334 309 394 399 629 934 939 544 549

80 85 .10 99 100 23.) 2 :: 24.3 245 250 380 3rt-3 lyf 39'- 400 530 '-"- 942 545 550

101 106 111 "(, 121 _;.,, 239 2(9 266.271 4-;.! 436 41 1 4 '
ft

42- 551 ~9r, 9b, i 566 571
102 (07 -.? 117 •.'.- 252 2'-7 262 267 272 4i./ 4(9 4 i 2 -1 :

'

422 552 99- 3G2 567 572
103 108 "3

! 19 123 253 2'f. 232 268 273 43.: 49,1 4 ' 3 '.-_. 423 553 93o '-r! 568 573

104 109 ' '4 na 254 230 234 269 274 404 4 9- 4 • .1 4 19 424 554 339 964 569 574

105 110 '')
i
;: 125 255 26- 233 270 275 405 1 ' 3 4-9 4 2.., 425 555 969 bbb 570 575

126 131 • 39 14' 146 276 2-. I 2M-. 291 296 4 23 4 t
' 4 19 44' 441 576 92' 99b 591 696

127 132 • : ,' 14 2 147 277 292 292 297 4 2- 4 -2 4 - .- 14 2 44 577 999 9b 592 597

128 133 •..«: '.4 3 148 278 20.3 2oc 293 298 4 2,3 44 3 4 4.9 578 991 93.9 593 598
v'l >:,.i • <9 •..:.-. 149 279 234 239 294 299 429 4 34 4,9 444 4.9. 579 994 -,99 594 599
130 135 '4f. 145 150 280 2 33 2Mb 295 300 4 29 439 4 4.. 4,9- 450 580 93'- 9-9(1 595 600

Name

Address

City State _Zip_

80 Microojuly 1983

BOOKS
7-83

Please send me the following 80
Micro products: 80 Micro

Peterborough NH 03458

Qly. Cataloy # Title Unit Price

-

Total

Shipping and handling charges:

S 1 .50 1 si book, S 1 .00 each additional book
(UPS, use street address)

S 10.00 each book overseas airmail

Shipping-handling

Total

Enclosed S_
Bill: DAE

Card#

D MC
Check

DVISA

.Exp. date

D /v\.0.

Signature

Name

Interbank#

Address,

City State. -Zip.

Mo C.O.D. orders accepted. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

SURSCRIPTION

BOmicro
subscribers save $1

off the

newsstand price.

Renewal

Enclosed $

Bill: G AE U IAC G VISA
Card#

Exp. date

Signature

Name

Address

City

New Subscription

1 year—$35.97

a Check D M.O.

Interbank*.

State. .Zip.

Canada and Mexico S44.97, 1 year only, US Funds.

Foreign Surface S54.97, 1 year only, US Funds drawn on US bank.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

337R89
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Reader Service Number

443 A Siring Systems
556 ACLInC
10/ Aarovark80

503 Abacus Associates

563 Absecon Software . .

26 Access Unlimited . .

.

356 Adel Computer Mart

82 Aerocomp Inc

1 it-. AlleiGelder Software

237

378
.
..:.247

143

382
358.359

320
198.199

229
476 AiphaBit Communications 351

17 Alpha Products Co 13.15.17
374 ALPS 20
110 Amdek Corporation 137
217 American Small Business Computers

275. 277, 279.281, 283
258 Ammicro 339
559 Anadex Inc 386
141 Anitek Software P'OductS

.
57

• Ann Arbor Precision 289
40 Apparat Inc 201
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TheGAMERSCAFE by Mercedes Silver

Dear Daddy,

Thank you so much for the Model

100! It was sweet of you to remember

my birthday, even though I couldn't be

with you and Mommy in Baltimore.

The guys and I have been dying to get

one. I know you're back-ordered on

them at the store.

Mad Max wouldn't let me take it

apart and tinker right away. I had to

write patches for him to play games on

it, but I haven't done much work with

CMOS RAMs yet and probably did a

crummy job. Vertical games like

Cosmic Fighter are a little crowded, but

horizontal ones like Penetrator look all

right.

I am fine and there is nothing to

worry about. Rodney stopped halluci-

nating as soon as we got something to

eat, and we're fine now. The check

from 80 Micro finally came for the

January and February columns, and I

sold my Air Supply albums to a girl in

Beckley, WV. Max always rolled his

eyes and pretended he was going to be

sick when 1 played them anyway.

Also, the Cafe started doing well. I

had to do a project for my Real World

I/O course, so I rigged a relay to a

bunch of games that tips a chair and

dumps Max into a barrel of water when

you hit 100,000. Mad Max is a proud

man—an austere one, really—and the

fact that he's willing to do this to help

Rodney just shows the kind of loyalty

we have to one another. These people

are my friends.

*****
It's a little later now. We had a really

slow day in Knoxville, TN; Rodney kept

asking "Where are the crowds? Where's

the World's Fair?" and tried to cash a

check at the United American Bank.

"Did you know 'Heartbreak Hotel'

was co-written by Hoyt Axton's

mother?" Max read. He dragged us all

to the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville last
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night and spent the day humming over

his souvenir program.

I went through about a ton of mail

for the scoreboard. A lot of people send

scores that are too low by the time the

magazine with the old record comes

out, but everybody is very cheerful:

"Hey Mad Max, I read that the high

score for Sea Dragon was only 147,910.

I think it's time for that record to

fall... I wish to tell you that I got

178,350 points. I don't lie, so please

take my word for it. My name is Mike

Beebe, and I live in Sacramento, CA
(yea!)."

"Michael James David Beebe," read

Max. "Too bad somebody sent in
—

"

"552,890 points, John Hope, Kings-

ton, Ontario," said Rodney, the Human
Data Base.

"—before he wrote," Max finished.

"Sounds like an okay guy, for Sac-

ramento."
*****

What I wish, really, is that the

customers here on the road were as nice

as the readers. H.J. Nielsen Jr. of

Conyers, GA ("I have been accused of

using Superzap on my scores") sent the

last comment on Galaxy Invasion:

"The point of this letter is to ask you to

knock it off with the '1 million, six ships

left, and bored.' Let me know when you
can go for coffee and still have ships go-

ing behind the score."

On the other hand, Patrick Kellogg

of White Bear Lake, MN thinks scores

are too high: "How can you compete

with someone who 'had six ships but

got bored'? . . .When your column first

came out, I thought it was great. But

now it's just depressing."

"Hear, hear," muttered Rodney.

"Seems like 10 years since Winthrop

and I left Boston last fall."

*****
We usually give people tips, but this

month we're happy to receive some: two
adventurers wrote with help for Quest

for the Key of Nightshade (80 Micro,

February 1983, p. 85).

Eugene Ulrich of Philadelphia had

trouble with OV errors when trying to

go beyond Skill Level 1 on his Model I.

He fixed things by changing the value of

J in three lines: in lines 2520 and 2550 to

J = RND(N*200) + N*100, and in line

2620 to J = RND(N*200) + N*75.

As for strategy, while Eugene travels

light with leather or no armor, Chris

Lampton (Hyattsville, MD) advises hir-

ing seven warriors and giving them

chain mail. Both recommend getting to

a town and buying supplies as quickly as

possible, and caution against traveling

more than one square over water.

When declining to fight, says Eu-

gene, don't hold down the N key too

long lest the computer interpret that as a

move north. Chris likes to burglarize

castles several times before attacking,

even if it means repeated trips to town

to hire burglars.

Finally, both recommend a modest

skill level. Eugene believes level 20 is im-

possible, unless you resort to an "act of

desperation"—line 170, G =G + 350,000.

*****
Philip MacKenzie wrote from Trend

Software Co., asking us to plug a cou-

ple of new games—Stronghold, a two-

player arcader similar to Warlords, and

Convoy, with "more action-packed

graphics than any other TRS-80 game,

over 25 different aliens, and virtually

no tlickering." Probably a rebuttal



The Big Board

Alien Defense 91,320 Carl Pflaiuer, Gillette, NJ
Armored Patrol 81,000* Winthrop

Astro Blast (CC) 15.225 Andrew Puglise, Aliquippa, PA
Attack Force 996,310 Kevin Bolduan, Lake Oswego, OR
Bable Terror 7,858 Mad Max
Bounccoids 2,028,450 Scott McClure, Winter Park, FL
Caterpillar 237,800 Ron Coleman, Jacksonville, FL
Chicken 8,922 Halrdan Hansen, Nelson, N.Z.

Cosmic Fighter 581,280 L. Ken Jackway, Phoenix, AZ
Cyborg 99,960 George Heineman, Framingham, MA
Defense Command 126,170 Bette Dufrainc, Bolton, CT
Demon Seed 94,210 Philip MacKenzie, Bloomfield Hills, Ml
DigOu! 194,100 Ron Coleman, Jacksonville, FL
Donkey King (CC) 74,800 Richard Uglum, Milwaukee, WI
Eliminator 271,300 Dean Mitchell, Edmonton, Alt a.

Flying Saucer 1,270** James Oh, Pebble Beach, CA
Fortress 187,600 Mark Brinkman, Emporia, KS
Frogger 16,080 Philip MacKenzie, Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Galactic Attack (CC) 41,340 Rich Fiore, Clemson, SC
Galaxy Invasion 7,185,230+ James & Richard Oh, Pebble Beach, CA

•Mohan Ramaswamy (Aitamonte Springs, FL) reports 368,000. He doesn't say whether it was

Method I or II.

**Played at the highest level.

+ Solo record: 2,026,850 (Nelson Kruger, Duarte, CA).

+ + Level 6.

Gamer's Cafe readers are invited to submit their high scores, for these

and other TRS-80 games. We'll print unvalidated scores, but validated

ones (a photo of the screen) will, of course, rank higher in prestige.

Galaxy Invasion Plus

Ghost Hunter

Jovian

Laserball

Laser Defense

Liberator

Lunar Lander

Meteor Mission 2

Meteoroids (CC)

Microbes (CC)

Missile Attack

Monkey Kong (CC)

Monster Maze (CC)

Outhouse

Pac Attack (CQ
Paddle Pinball

Panik

Penetrator

Planet Invasion (CC)

Polaris (CQ
Poltergeist (CC)

Robot Attack

Scarfman
Sea Dragon

Space Castle

Space Intruders

Space Warp (Level 8)

Stellar Escort

Storm (CC)

Supei Nova

Swamp Wars

Time Runner

1,113,600 Geordon Portice, Twining, MI
41,1 90 John Kane, Nelson, N.Z.

133,320 Mark Brinkman, Emporia, KS
72,530 Ncii Matson, Panama City, FL

246,910 George Heineman, Framingham, MA
417,300 Patrick Kellogg, White Bear Lake, MN

9,600 Nelson Kruger, Duarte, CA
100,780 Mike Bolduan, Lake Oswego, OR
25,270 Andrew Puglise, Aliquippa, PA
69,400++ Rich Fiore, Clemson, SC
41,430 John Kane, Nelson, N.Z.

746 Andrew Puglise, Aliquippa, PA
14,340 Rich Fiore, Clemson, SC
27,759 Philip MacKenzie, Bloomfield Hills, MI
56,235 Andy Lehtola, Mound, MN

86
1
,680 James Oh, Pebble Beach, CA

36,920 David Sanderman, Lomita, CA
345,510 George Heineman, Framingham, MA
57,500 Andrew Puglise, Aliquippa, PA
53,879 Rich Fiore, Clemson, SC
4,840 Rich Fiore, Clemson, SC
19,210 Mike Bolduan, Lake Oswego, OR

336,220 Jack Martin, Somis, CA
552,890 John Hope, Kingston, Ont.

37,650 Mark Brinkman, Emporia, KS
4,515 Philip MacKenzie, Bloomfield Hills, MI
261 Jer McLanahan, New Canaan, CT

53,350 Geordon Portice, Twining, MI
170,775 Andrew Puglise, Aliquippa, PA

1,166,340 Mark Brinkman, Emporia, KS
39,200 Winthrop

89,479 Mad Max

to people who said Demon Seed looked
epileptic.

Speaking of Demon Seed, whoever
scores over 94,210 is going to get tons of

prestige. That's MacKenzie's score

—

the first Big Board entry by a game
author.

"Co-author," Max interrupts. "Like
'Heartbreak Hotel.'

"

"Hoyt Axton's mother wrote Demon
Seed?" Rodney inquires. "I thought

that was MacKenzie and Jeffrey

Sorensen."

"No, they wrote 'Great Balls of

Fire,' " says Max. "Attack Force was
done by Jerry Lee Lewis on the old Sun
Records label." (These guys think

they're very funny. I think people who
look over other people's shoulders

when they're writing letters are rude.)

* * % * *

It was nice of Prof. Brookstone at

Johns Hopkins to write about the peo-

ple from Apparat and Logical Systems
and Micro-Systems Software tearing

their hair when they saw SilverDOS. I

guess that means I'll get the master's.

I'm not doing anything ambitious now,
just finishing SilverScripsit and Silver

Utility Plus; I made one version that

was so protected even I couldn't back it

up, and then I found a bug in it and had
to start over.

Love and kisses to you and Mommy,
and say hi to everyone at the store.

Your best girl,

Mercedes

0% H& COMPONENTS, NO FOREIGN DRIVES OR MEMOF WARRANTY

12 MOD IV MOD 16
1 DR 80K $2499 1 6K Ext. Bas. $799 1 DR 1 28K $3898
2 DR 80K $31 49 48K 2 DR RS232 $1 599 2DR 1 28K $451

CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS

(817) 8254027
NOCONA ELECTRONICS • P.O.Box 593 • Nocona,TX 76255
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SAVE $50.00 on a fully-tested PERCOM
Disk Drive for Model III* Reg. $499.00.

Now $449.00 ea or $750.00 Dual

Percom's internally-mounted drives, with their widely-acclaimed disk

controllers, are completely pre-tested with a 48 hour Burn-in. So, you

know it works right when you get it. Choose single or double-density

storage capacity.

A First-Drive System includes the four-drive disk controller, one drive,

power supply, mounting hardware, cables and a fully-illustrated,

easy-to-understand owner's manual.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH:

NEW "Star Gemini" Printer

Dot Matrix Model 10 —
100 CPS Model 15 —

.00 Sale $329.00

Retail $699.00 Sale $479.00

NEW "C-ITOH F-10 Starwriter" Printer

Req. Retail $2295.00 Sale $1595.90

SPECIAL CLOSEOUT:

"Brother" HR1 Daisywheel Printer

Serial —
Parallel —

Closeout Sale $799.00
Closeout Sale $745.00

Make sure it's done right. Let us install your

First-Drive System.
Purchase your Model III* Drives from us and for $79.95 plus shipping,

you can have our experienced professionals perform a 48-hour burn-in

of your Model III* computer, install the drive system, and check out

your expanded system to make sure everything works correctly. Call for

pricing of complete Model III* system with 2 to 4 Access Unlimited or

Percom drives.

Get the best! Our own fully-tested drives* for

as low as $275.00 Model i

Every Access Unlimited Floppy Disk Drive is electrically and mechanically

tested, then burned-in for 48 hours under operating conditions. The

signed test list in your shipping carton is proof of that.

Our floppy disk drives offer you either single or double density. With

double-density, it stores up to 364 Kbytes, depending on the format.

AFD40-1 SS/DD-$275.00 TFD 44-1 DS/DD-$350.00

AFD40-2 Dual SS DD-$550.00 TFD 44-2 DS/DD-$700.00

SATISFIED GUARANTEED! If you're not completely satisfied with your

Access Unlimited Disk Drive, return it within 15 days for a full refund. All

our drives have a comprehensive 90-day limited warranty.

"Percom" Quality for your "Model III"

Nothing but the best for your "Model III". Percom internally mounted

drive systems: including 4 drive controller with gold edge connectors,

double density disk drive or drives, all hardware and cabling. A free copy

of DOS Plus 3.4 is also included with every first drive purchase.

TFD 340N1 one drive single sided double-density $449.00

TFD 340N2 two drive single sided double-density $699.00

Brand Spankin' New! SALE Dual Headed Drives

for the Price of Flippies!
Now you can have a "dual headed "PERCOM" Drive System for your

"Model III!!

TFD344N1 One drive dual headed double-density $560.00
TFD344N2 Two disk dual headed double-density $860.00

'completely compatible with programs existing on single sided or

double sided diskettes.

WE HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN THE "MODEL I"!!

You have a good system and you just don't want to sell out to a Model

Ill-Upgrade with the Percom Doubler II, the overwhelming favorite

double density adapter for over 2 years! Simply plug the adapter into

your expansion interface and run either single or double-density

programs. Comes complete with FREE DOS Plus 3.4 but will also run

with LDOS NEW DOS 80 and TRS DOS.

Upgrade your Model I to Double Density— New Low Price $129.95

For "TRS 80 Model I & III" — Super Utility & V30 — $55.45

Percom Hard Disk— Quality for your System
'works with existing floppy drives Rpn frnm e^qc
"can be daisy-chained up to four hard disks

heg - Trom^ao

DOS Plus 4.0 or LDOS included FREE — Now from $1395.00
'Now available for immediate delivery in 5 & 10 megabyte configuration.

Can be used for Model II*. Ill*, "Apple II" or "IBM PC" computers.

Your present system too

small?

Take advantage of iBEX

company business system and

stand alone word processing-

systems— overbuild — We
Bought 'Em All!

Model No. 7202 Regular retail $9070.00
Now for a limited time only— while supply lasts— Lowest Price

Ever!

$2595.00
F.O.B. Dallas

Look what you get for $2595 PLUS
• Z80 • CP/M compatible
• 64 kilobyte RAM.
• Dual 8" floppies

(total 2.4 Mbytes)
• Switchable to IBM 3740 format
• 12" green phosphor
monitor (80 x 24 characters)

• Centronics compatible

printer interface

FREE SOFTWARE!
• Serial interface

• Full function keyboard

• Clock timer and calendar

(with battery)

• Over $2200 Worth of

FREE Software: CP/M Operating

System, M/Basic Interpreter,

Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller,

Perfect Calc, Perfect Filer

"SILENT SCRIBE" QUIET MATRIX IMPACT PRINTERS

DP-9000A (80 Col, 150 CPS, Graphix™ PLUS) ONLY $1625.00

DP-9501A (132 Col, 150 CPS, Graohix PLUS) ONLY $1625.00

DP-9620A (132 Col, 200 CPS, Graphix PLUS. Enhanced "NLQ"
(Print Quality) ONLY $1745.00

"MPI" GRAPHICS PRINTER
• 150 CPS Sale. Only $1099.00

HOT OFF THE PRESSES:
Inside Personal Computer Disk Storage

THE Necessary Basic Book, NEW irom "Percom' Only $5.95

• •#>*" ' :":;*: •- - v
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WHILE THEY LAST!
"Epson 14x20" Reg. $795— Your Price $699.00

"TRANSTAR" 130P DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
• 16 CPS • Permits full range of word processing functions: proportional

spacing, superscript, subscript, underscoring AND true boldface!

Now Only $875.00

"DIABLO" MODEL 2300 MATRIX PRINTER
Close Out Special —
• Rugged, commercial duty • 7x9 dot matrix • High Speed! 200 CPS!
• Top of the line, highest quality

Reg. Retail Price $2495.00 CALL FOR OUR SPECIAL PRICE

'Tl 810" PRINTER-Close Out! Your Price — Only $1200

"SOUND-TRAP" — Give your Epson, Okidata NEC Star or other

likesize printer a nice quiet place of its own.
Only $109.00

Save $$ on our most popular items!
Percom Data Separator (reg. $29.95) Now $23.95

Screens for Models I*, II*, III Green, Lt. Blue,

Dark Blue, and Amber. Bronze for color video

(reg. $24.95) Now $12.95

Head Cleaning Kit (reg. S29.95) Now $19.95

Drive Numbering Tabs, pkg. 0-3 (reg. $4.50) Now $ 3.95

Flip-N-File 8" (reg. $54.95) Now $28.95
NEW Style Smoke Grey File 5VS, Holds 75 Now $24.00

Introducing the "Color Cod&t" — A complete diskette filing

system by "Color Kits" 5 different colored library cases — each case

will store 10 diskettes -----

Reg. $39.95 — $19.95/set

MEDIA FOR LESS

"BASF" 5VV Single Sided/Double Density

Lifetime Limited Warranty. Reg. $44.95 Now $24.90 bx of 10

5Va" Double Sided/Double Density — Now $34.95 bx of 1

"SENTINAL" complete with hub rings & one year limited warranty.

Single sided/Single density 5W $18.70 bx of 10

Single sided/Double density 5W $20.70 bx of 10

Double sided/Double density 5 'A" $29.70 bx of 10

8" "BASF" Diskettes Double Sided/Double Density —
$39.95

LIBRARY CASES - Holds 10 Diskettes Sale $2.95 ea.

DOS + 3.4

Anti-Static Mats
& Golden Brown.

3' x 5' — Reg. $75.60

4' x 6' — Reg. $120.90

4' x 8' — Reg. $161.30

Reg. $159.00 Sale $29.95

Colors: Russett, Blue & Gold, Natural Brown

Sale

Sale

Sale

$57.00

$91.00

$122.00

$14.95PAGEMATE" Typing Easels

SAVE on an "Arrick Quick Switch"
Changes a "TRS-80" printer port or a peripheral between computers

instantly and easily. Available for "RS-232" and "Centronics." Plugs

included.

Now from $99.95. Cables from $26.95

BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM FURNITURE
"Atlantic Cabinet" — Oak!
50" Split Level Desk
50" Personal Computer Desk
38" Personal Computer Desk
Matching Printer Stand

$249.00
$126.00
SI 05.W
$89.00

"Toor" & "O'Sullivan" Computer Furniture Also Available — Call

For Details, Prices

Print Wheels & Thimbles— From $8.50 each

Printer Ribbons — For Centronics. Diablo. C-ltoh, Star and Epson

80, 100 From $5.95 each

• LIMITED TIME OFFEMJMITED QUANTITIES •

• Prices subject to change without notice •

* Trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Coip.

" " Reg. Trademarks • Prices do not include state taxes.

1(800)527-3475 »
Order by phone or by mail. We accept Visa, MasterCard, cashier's checks, certified

checks, and money orders. With personal checks, allow additional time for bank

clearance. Your bankcard will not be charged until your order is shipped. On orders

over $1,000, we pay freight (surface only) and insurance; please add S3. 00
shipping and handling over 50 lbs. Over 50 lbs., add $5.00 for orders under

51,000.00. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery.

Please send me a FREE catalog. I'm not ready to order at this time.

YES, I'm taking advantage of your Sales prices.

Name
.

,

Company Name

Address

City.

Phone Number

!

Quantity

State

Item Unit Price Subtotal

Subtotal

State Sales Tax (Texas residents only)

handling charge

Check one: Totai

payment enclosed DVisa Q MasterCard*

*lt MasterCard numbers abnve namp

Expiration Date- ill

Authorized signature, it charged

ACCESS UNLIMITED
DEPT. B-7/401 N. Central Expwy. Richardson, Texas 75080

Tel. 1-800 527-3475 214/340-5366

21 4/690-0207 — Sat. and Evenings Only ^ 2e



by Terry Kepner

Send any questions orproblems dealing

with any area of TRS-80 microcom-

puting to Feedback Loop, 80 Micro, 80

Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

/had the same problem that T.R. of
Weslaco, TX had, where the back-

up/copy underNEWDOS80 resulted in

a motor-too-slow error followed by
failure in format routine (February

1983, p. 410). Isolved it by using a small

fine-grain file to clean the contacts on
the TRS-80flat connector and the disk-

drive cable attached to it. The problem
is due to a missing signal rather than a

disk-drive fault.

A.S.

Maitland, FL

Do you mean that the drive cable

wasn't picking up a signal when it

should have been? Or that the signal

just isn't there? It's ambiguous, but it

sounds as if you're saying the cable/

drive connection was at fault. In either

case, if all other solutions have failed,

try A.S.'s solution.

/ have a Model I with double density

installed by Radio Shack. I have aprob-
lem exiting from Scripsit while in the

double-density mode. When I type

END andpress enter, the system has to

be rebooted to get to TRSDOS.
I called Radio Shack and they in-

formed me that they don 't support any

of their programs under their double-

density system. I've also had a problem
getting VisiCalc to print with myLP VI.

Ifound out that I can't use the LPC/
CMD with this program in double-

density. Do you have a solution?

J.R.

Geary, OK

I was most disappointed when I

heard that Radio Shack wouldn't sup-

port their software with their double-

density modification. LPC/CMD
won't work with it because it tries to use

the same memory locations as TRSDOS
2.7D. Similarly, the exit vector used by
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Scripsit to return to TRSDOS is not the

same address used by TRSDOS 2.7D.

The only permanent solution I know
of is to switch to a DOS that supports

both the Radio Shack double-density

board and Radio Shack's programs.

MULTIDOS, DOSPLUS, and LDOS
all do this.

Does anyone know of a patch to fix

these programs to work with TRSDOS
double density? If so, let me know.

The answer to S.G. of Miami, FL
(February 1983, p. 408), about the in-

ventory control program is that there

are some LPRINT" " and LPRINTs
that don 't belong in the program. The

LPRINT" "s should be changed to

LPRINT. He should look for an

LPRINT where there shouldn 't be one

and drop it. I think it's located either

just ahead of the line that prints the

string of dashes or at the end near the

pagination code. The LPRINT" "

causes misalignment at the header and
with the column titles.

P.E.

Newark, DE

That works only if your printer actu-

ally LPRINTs when it receives an

LPRINT without a quoted space. Many
of the earlier printers require a space

after an LPRINT before they'll respond

to the LPRINT.

I'm writing in response to H.L. of
South Bend, IN (March 1983, p. 414).

He has the same problem that I've had
for the past six months: a small ripple

travelingfrom the bottom to the top of
the video display. It seems to be noise

coming in over the ac house wiring. I'm

in the process ofgathering parts to con-

struct an EMI/RFI ac filter.

I'm building my filter the same way
as Paul Fowler outlined in his "Light-

ning Strikes Twice" article (July 1981,

p. 184). The only difference is that I'm

using Radio Shack's new EMI/RFI
filter (273-100) and I'm omitting the

transient surge absorber since it causes

erratic system operation. The last part I

have to locate is the ac socket Waber
#3015.

S.M.

Port Richey, FL

Good luck, and be sure to let us know
if your filter eliminates the ripple.

Approximately a year ago lightning

hit near my home. My Model I screen

blinked, and garbage appeared on the

screen. I turned the computer off and
when I turned it back on, everything

worked fine. Recently, I tried to load

some machine-language programs,

such as T-Bug and EDTASM. They

loaded, but when I ran them the screen

cleared and the Memory Size? prompt
appeared. Theprograms are in memory
(IPEEKed at them), and my 16K mem-
ory is good as far as I can tell.

I'd like to repair my TRS-80 myself,

if I can. Would you advise me on how
to check the ROMs and the memory?

B.C.

Nokomis, FL

Before digging into your computer,

check your tape recorder. It could be

that your tape heads are either dirty, out

of alignment, or failing due to age. Bor-

row a new one and see if the programs

load and execute. A new tape recorder

might solve your complaint.

Similarly, check the tapes themselves

for dimples or slight indentations that

may be pulling the tape away from the

tape head at the end of the programs.

Because the computer turns off the tape

motor immediately after the end of a

program, part of the program is usually

left trapped between the pinch roller

and the post. Since the post is metal and

the roller is rubber, the tape is pressed

into the roller, creating a small depres-

sion. To relieve this pressure, press the

stop button on your tape recorder. This

pulls the pinch roller away from the

metal post and frees the tape. Forget-

ting to do so and leaving the play button



LYNN Computer Service presents a new concept for

computer users — The Video Instruction Series. A"REAL
TIME" learning aid where the user is shown step by step

how to use complicated operating systems and programs.

Your VCR, used side by side with your computer, serves

as your personal tutor.

PICTURES ARE WORTH
THOUSANDS OF WORDS AND SAVE

HOURS OF FRUSTRATION

VIDEO INSTRUCTION SERIES TOPICS:

TRSDOS 1.3 MOD
LAZY WRITER
SUPER SCRIPSIT
SCRIPTSIT
DOS PLUS
PROFILE III PLUS
PROFILE

VISICALC
NEWDOS 80v2.0

LYNN'S PAYROLL SYSTEM
MULTIDOS
LDOS
LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM
LYNN'S CHECKBOOK LEDGER

EACH TAPE
ONLY

Level II Basic for Model I/III

ONLY

MASTERCARD — VISA and C.O.D. Orders accepted

add $3.00 per orderfor shipping and handling. Telephone

orders taken 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Central Time.

Specify either VHS or BETA Tape Format

% Inch Tapes — $1 0.00 Additional Per Tape
C.O.D. Orders add $3.00

master charge
INI INH«»»N. C*«t>

BankAmericard

VtSA

WHYSPEND LONG HARD HOURS
LIKE THIS

WHEN IT COULD BE EASY
AS THIS!

Software and Video Tape
Combination

OFFER!

LAZY WRITER AND VIDEO TAPE

ONLY $150 00

NEWDOS 80v2.0 WITH VIDEOTAPE

ONLY$150 00

LYNN'S A/R, PAYROLL, or

CHECKBOOK LEDGER SYSTEM
WITH VIDEO TAPE

ONLY$99 00

COMPUTER SERVICE
6831 West 1 57th Street Tinley Park,

(312) 429-1915
linois 60477

VISICALC IS A TRADEMARK OF PERSON.ELSOFTWARE INC. LAZY WRITER IS ATRADEMARKOF ABC SALES INC. SCBIPSIT.SUPERSCRIPSIT. PROFILE. PROFILE PLUS ANDTRSDOSARE

TRADEMARKS OF TANDY CORP. LDOS IS ATRADEMARK OF LOGICAL SYSTEMS INC. NEWDOS80 IS ATRADEMARK OF APPARAT INC. DOS PLUS IS ATRADE MARK OF MICRO-SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE INC MULTIDOS IS A TRADEMARK OF COSMOPOLITAN INC.

»•- See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 361
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down for long periods of lime leads to

permanent indentations in the tape at

these places, thus preventing proper

program loading. Check the other

dumps of the programs on the tapes;

perhaps they're O.K..

If the above doesn't apply, you may
have a bad bit somewhere in your
RAM. What makes it frustrating is that

it's intermittent. Only the most compre-
hensive memory test will find the bad
location. If you're in a hurry, buy eight

new RAM chips (several manufacturers
sell sets of eight for under $20) and
replace the ones currently in your
machine. Then test the programs to see

if they'll load and work properly. If

they do, you've solved your problem. If

not, the problem is more technical.

First, get hold of the TRS-80 Micro-

computer Technical Reference Hand-
book (Cat. No. 26-2103). This manual
requires knowledge of electronics and
expertise with a soldering iron. If you're

willing to muck around with the insides

of your Model I, you should be pre-

pared for lots of work and frustration

before you've solved the problem. If

you're going to operate on the machine,
I suggest you replace the CPU-to-
keyboard cable with one more rugged

and better soldered. The constant Hex-

ing of the cable while you work on the

boards pulls the standard cable loose.

The technical manual is available

either from a Radio Shack store or from
National Parts (900 East Northside

Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76102, 817-870-

5662).

/ notice you recommend that some
sort ofa line filter is a good idea. Since

my Model III occasionally fades in and
out with apparent voltage irregularities,

I'm wondering how serious a problem

this is. Your mention of several disas-

ters has caused me to worry even more.

According to the Model III Technical

Reference Manual, "If a failure in the

power supply causes the outputs to rise

uncontrolled past a specified voltage,

the power supply will automatically

shut down. " Is this statement incorrect

or are your statements merely editorial

advertising? If you're right, what type

offilter do I need?

D.B.

Lebanon, MO
362 • 80 Micro, July 1983

Note that the operational statement

in your quote is "If a failure in the

power supply. ..."

In almost every horror story I've

heard about power problems, the fault

was with the power supplied by the elec-

tric company and not with the comput-
er's power supply.

The computer's power supply is a 120

V ac to 12, 5, and -5 volts dc converter.

It has only enough regulation to convert

the pulsating ac current to a stable dc

current (±5 percent). It's not designed

to stop extremely high voltages (at very

low amperes) from entering the com-
puter from the electricity supply.

Neither is it designed to smooth out

gross voltage fluctuations that take

place over long periods of time (.001-2

seconds).

The power supply does, however,

have a fuse that blows if too much cur-

rent enters into the computer.

Unfortunately, lightning strikes in-

troduce extremely high voltages at very

low current rates into the electric com-
pany's power grid. When these get in-

side the computer, the voltage causes

arcing between the various connections

inside the microcomputer integrated cir-

cuits, because the components inside

the ICs are so close together. Arcing is

almost always destructive.

Voltage spikes are also caused by fail-

ing electric motors, arc-welding outfits,

and similar heavy-duty electric equip-

ment. The distance these spikes travel

through a power grid is measured in

miles, but fortunately is restricted to the

particular branch of the grid where the

spike originated.

Your complaint, fading video, is a

power fluctuation. If the voltage drops

below a predetermined level (usually 90

volts), the computer doesn't have

enough power to operate reliably. This

is a data-dangerous situation. If you
happen to be accessing a disk at the

time, and if you're lucky, you'll only

destroy the file you're working on and

not the entire directory. Voltage spikes

are fairly easy to guard against. Many
companies, including Radio Shack, sell

voltage spike protection devices.

Protection against minor power fluc-

tuations (between .001 and 1 second) is

also available at a modest cost. For

long-term undervoltage protection,

you'll have to invest in a battery back-

up power system. These, however, are

expensive.

/ have a solution to R.Z. 's problems
with booting up his Model I (March

1983, p. 416). It may be a solution

which I got from the Jessup Company
(Box 33485, Seattle, WA 98133). It's

called Drive-Life and is used on the

head assembly rails of a disk drive, but

it can also be used to clean the card
edges on the Model I.

The Jessup Company suggests that

two or three cleanings are necessary

before you notice an improvement in

the computer's operation. It took two
before a significant improvement was
made in mine, and after four I haven't

had a single reboot in many hours ofop-
eration. The cleaner costs $5 for a rather

small bottle, but it's well worth it.

S.T.

Visalia, CA

Sounds interesting. Has anyone else

used it out there?

Your reply to R.Z. is good (March

1983, p. 416), butyou might like to pass

on my experience. My Model I behaved

like R.Z.'s and I spent many hours

checking pads, polishing and silvering

contacts, and replacing plugs and
cables. Nothing helped. Radio Shack

examined the Expansion Interface unit

for several weeks, but found nothing

wrong. As a last resort, an independent

technician replaced both the clock

crystal and the disk controller IC which

took care of the problems for eight

months.

Looking back, it seems ridiculous

that I had never cleaned the disk con-

troller IC. Now, every three or four
months when theproblems return, I re-

move the disk controller chip, clean the

pins with a pencil eraser and alcohol,

and spray the socket with a contact

cleaner. After doing this, all my prob-

lems are solvedfor months.

N.I.

Mario w, NH

I've never heard of anyone who had
to clean the disk controller IC, but it

seems obvious that it's worth a try. Just

remember to be very careful about

bending the pins when you insert the IC
back in the socket; buying a new one

isn't cheap.

Just often enough to be irritating, the

MP1 disk drive on my Model I goes into



ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMERS!

Edit Your Programs With Instant Software's

Advanced Debuggers!

Solve your programming problems from ASSEM to ZSIM!
ASSEM, the 3-pass editor/assembler:

•USES little RAM
•PROVIDES a powerful line editor
•CORRESPONDS with any parallel port printer
• EXECUTES without modification on 16, 32 or 48K
systems, with 1-4 disk drives

ZSIM, the machine code simulator/debugger:
•EMULATES instructions using simulated registers

•ASSEMBLES directly to disk, tape or memory
•TRACES program execution through ROM to debug
larger, more complicated programs with speed and ac-

curacy.

The most advanced debugging system!

TRS-80* Model I only, Disk, 32K #0365RD $1 19.97

Debug larger, more complicated programs with this

simulating, labeling debugger! Any debugger will enhance
the usefulness of your assembler, but only ZSIM can make
your programming tasks easier! ZSIM:
•RUNS machine code instructions one-at-a-time at your
bidding

•EMULATES the instruction using simulated registers

•INTERRUPTS the simulations whenever any one of a
large number of user-specified conditions are met
•DISPLAYS mnemonics for each instruction, using
convenient labels

•LISTS register contents and corresponding memory
locations

ZSIM works on ROM as well as RAM since you don't need
breakpoints to retain execution control (although break-
point operation is also available). This is the best tool

available to examine your code in DETAIL!!
Take a closer look at your assembly code!

TRS-80 Model I, Tape, 16K. #0376R $29.95

Instant Software
•TRS-80 is a trademark of the

Radio Shack Division ofTandy Corporation.

YES!! I want to enhance my TRS-80! Send Me:

copies of 0365RD @ $1 19.97

copies of0376R @ $29.95

Please add $2.50 for postage and handling

VISA DMC D AE CHECK/MO
Name

Address

City State. _Zip_

Interbank

Card* Exp. Date.

Signature

Call toll free 1-800-258-5473

Instant Software, Rte. 101 & Elm St.,

Peterborough NH 03458 337B8F

Tried and Proven:

THE ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOK
PROGRAM BY KSoft

One year old and a proven success! LOG (or Ihe TRS-80 (R) is still the only program on

the market that addresses one very obvious problem: Despite data-base managers, word
processors, and a dozen brands ot spreadsheets, the fact is that most of the information

people handle on a day-to-day basis just won't fit into fields, files, and codes.

LOG, on the other hand, is a program that.'thinks' like you do! LOG turns your video screen
into a one page of a large notebook. Thumb slowly or search liko lightning through your

previous entries; modify, update, or erase as you desire with the built-in text editor. Ap-
pend new pages with a single keystroke, up to 170 individual pages on a Model III diskettel

Keep a separate LOG notebook on any diskette in any drive.

Yes! LOG supports hardcopy to your lineprinter.

Yes! All commands are single keystroke (no modes to remember).
Yes! You can access LOG while BASIC is running.

Yes! It really works!

People are using LOG to store address lists, programming notes, diaries, personnel files,

recipes, record collections, and a hundred other uses. Think up your own applications.

You'll probably use it every day.

Model
Model

ARK
i«K

S49 95

S 19 9^

(upper case only)

(upper/lower case)

Minimum system: 48K, 2 disk drives, DOS 2.3 (I) or 1.3 (III) required. Ask about other

Operating Systems or hardware configurations.

Write or Call for further information:

KSoft
318 Lakeside Drive

Brandon, MS 39042

f601) 992-2239

Master Card and Visa Accepted
MS Residents pay S% sales tax.

We pay shipping and handling in USA.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation)

^331

Fill CoCo's Pot O' Gold With
81 K and 45,000 Words a Month
And did we mentio n more 'nan 200 pages of programs, news,

information and fun exclusively for your TRS-80® or TDP-100
Color Computer?

That's what has made the RAINBOW the premier monthly
magazine for CoCo. Columns on Education, learning Assembly
Language, Machine Language utilities, Fantasy Games,
Hardware and two tutorials a month just for beginners!

Plus, the popular Bob Albrecht teaching data file techniques,
the well-known Don Inm^n on graphics. More than 30 products
reviewed each month. "Inside" information in the RAINBOW'S
Pipeline feature. Lots of letters from readers.
Programs are thp RAINBOW'S specialty! Over a dozen of them

a month. In areas such as business, utilities, education, graphics,
statistics and games. Serious programs. ..fun programs. ..useful
programs. More than 81 K each month.

All Of this is available for just $22 a year. It's a great bargain, and
carries a money-back guarantee of satisfaction.

Try the RAINBOW. Your CoCo will love you for it!

(502) 228-4492
The RAINBOW
5803 Timber Ridge Drive

P.O. Box 209
Prospect, KY 40059

.-296

YES! Sign me up for a year (12 issues) of the RAINBOW
Name
Address
City State
Payment: Enclosed
Account #

Zip
n VISA MasterCard c American Express

: Signature
Interbank #Card Expiration Date

Subscriptions to the RAINBOW are $22 a year in the United States Canadian and Mex-
ican rate U.S. $29. Surface rate to other countries U.S. $39: air rate U.S. $57. All sub-
scriptions begin with the current issue. Please allow up to 5-6 weeks for tirst copy

s See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 363
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a repetitive search mode instead of
reading or writing to the disk. After re-

booting, the system works fine for
another hour or so. I've cleaned all the

connections, the system passes memory
tests, and the drives are within half an

rpm of 300. I don't have line filters or

isolation transformers, but then I

haven't observed many line transients

either. I installed the Percom data-sepa-

rator board, but that doesn't seem to

help.

G.E.

Tempe, AZ

See the previous two letters in this

column for some ideas on controlling

the problem, and also refer to the

March 1983 Feedback Loop column for

more discussion. You don't say, but I

assume you don't have Gold Plug 80 re-

placement connectors. They can be pur-

chased from the EAP Company (Box

14, Keller, TX 76248, 817-498-4242) at

$18.95 for the CPU-EI set and at

$54.95 for a complete set of six. If

you're handy with a soldering iron, buy
them. It'll improve your computer's

performance.

In response to R.F. 's problem with

Graftrax in his Epson printer (March
1983, p. 418), he sent out 14 spaces and
expected 14 blank spaces to be printed.

As far as the Graftrax was concerned,

he sent out 14 CHR$(32)s (binary

00100000). Since one bit is on, one dot is

printed. For the Graftrax, a space is

CHR$(0). The following listing prints

six dots after a 14-dot column space:

10 POKE 14312,27:POKE l,l:POKE

14312,75:POKE l,l:POKE 14312,20:POKE

l,l:POKE 14312,0:POKE 1,1

20 FOR X= 1 TO 14:POKE 14312,0:POKH

1,1:NEXTX
30 FOR X= 1 TO 6:POKE 14312,128:POKE

1,1:NEXTX

Instead of using the usual IF PEEK
(14312)<>63 THEN method of wait-

ing, I use POKE 1, 1 which is shorter

and provides enough of a delay for the

printer. Notice that POKE 1,1 POKEs
into ROM, which does nothing but

waste a short period of time.

R.G.

North Hollywood, CA

Thanks for the information.

/ use my Smith-Corona TP-1 printer

with my Model HI and SuperScripsit,

and I've encountered a problem that I

don't know how to correct. The first

time I request afile to be printed, every-

thing is underlined, even the margin spac-

ing. By pressing break, answering No to

the Continue prompt, and giving another

print file command I can fix this.

Has anyone else had this problem

Now...You Can Monitor

7 Most Important

RS-232 Interface Lines

k ft_JLA

\ %hW**®
\

"
:

<c

Made in America

RS-232-INTERFACE TESTER
. connects in series with any RS-232 interlace. LED's clearly

display status ol 7 (unctions: transmit data, receive data,

request to send, clear to send, data set ready, carrier detect,

data terminal ready. Requires no power; may be left in per-

manently. Satisfaction guaranteed ORDER NOW! Only $39.95

plus S1.75 for postage and handling, ill res add !-M sales

tax); we accept MC. Visa FREE: riust.-ated catalog of problem

detecting equipment. Phorc° 815/539-5827. Make checs
payable to:

* BOOKKEEPER *

$34.50
TRS-80 Model III

'erfect for TIME DOME and 90?

of other general ledger

will run on this program

* SCRIPSIT - MAILER '

S34.50
Form Letters Envelopes Labels

From address list and letter

made by SCRIPSIT

* SERVICE BILLING *

$34.50
Weekly • Bi-Monthly

Monthly

_ (714) 774-9383 -

H. A. K. Workshop ^2i

9791 Orange Ave
Anaheim, Calif. 92804

TRS-80 Is a trademark of TANDY

and if so, is there a solution?

B.M.
Phoenix, AZ

I own a Model IIIand a TP- 1 prin ter.

Everything works fine except that the

TP-1 goes into the underline mode
whenever I print a document using Su-

perScripsit. By stopping and restarting

the printing I can overcome this prob-

lem. I've also noticed that if I use the

underline code set for a line, the unit

seems to underline everything twice. I

use theD WIIprinter driver and have no
other problems.

J.K.M.

Erie, PA

I have a Model HI with SuperScripsit

and a SC TP-1. Everything works fine

except that the second time Igo to print

out a document, the printer goes into an

automatic underline mode (the first

time is always fine). The third time I

print a document, everything is back to

normal.

According to the Smith-Corona

manual, an ASCII "EM" (hex 19) tog-

gles the automatic underlining mode of
the printer on and off. Is there any way

I can prevent this?

EM.
New Orleans, LA

The problem, as E.M. has correctly

ascertained, is the code used by Super-

Scripsit to initialize the DWII. This

code clears the DWII buffer and pre-

pares it for printing. Unfortunately this

is the code used by the TP-1 to initiate

underlining. For those of you whose

printer underlines at the first print com-

mand, make the very first byte in your

text file the code to turn off the

underlining. After the first printing, al-

ternate making that first line of the text

file a comment line to conform to your

needs.

A more permanent solution is to ex-

amine the DWII printer driver in the

SuperScripsit manual, find the line of

code that specifies the initialization

character, and then using an Editor/

Assembler, reassemble the DWII driver

with the initialization code set to zero or

some other innocuous code.

I'm astonished that more users aren 't

irate over Scripsit's horrible hyphena-

tion system. This must be the most un-

usable hyphenation program in any
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•TRS-80 is a

trademark of Radio Shack

division of Tandy Corp.

*Kead this ad

and give us a call.

TOLL-FREE. 800-258-5473.

It needs software before it can do anything. And good software

is as valuable as any piece of hardware you can buy.

The Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 is a ten-volume reference series with over 200 programs for the
Model I, Model III, and Color Computer. In each volume, you'll find:

•BUSINESS •GAMES •HARDWARE •TUTORIALS
•EDUCATION •GRAPHICS •INTERFACING -UTILITIES

Photographs, schematics, and program listings provide the essential detail you need for programming and tinkering..

TOLL-FREE
1-800-258-5473 U iD

TOLL-FREE
1-800-258-5473
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With running the programs once you have

them. Encyclopedia Loader provides

direct loading of programs and saves

you the time of typing and debugging.

These ten 30-minute cassettes have

selected listings from each volume,

ready for you to load and use.

Loaders and softcover Encyclopedias are

available separately or in sets.

Don't Put Up The White Flag.

Get some help for yourself and your TRS-8

with the Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 and

Encyclopedia Loader.

I

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80 & ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADERTM

Shipping and handling:

$1 .50 per volume for single

volumes of books and cas-

settes, $10.00 per item for

foreign air mail. All Encyclo-

pedias shipped UPS with

complete street address; all

Loaders shipped 1st class

mail.

Photocopy of

coupon is

acceptable

for ordering.

To Order Complete Sets (and save an extra $15.00)

J Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 , volumes 1-10,

EN8080L softcover edition $109.50

Encyclopedia Loader Volumes IK) EL8000

A$149.50 value $119.97

Save $15.00 shipping and handling charge. When you order a com-

plete set of softcover Encyclopedias or Loaders, WE PAY THE SHIPPING!

To Order Single Volumes

Please indicate quantities.

HSoftcover edition @S 10.95 per volume
Vol.1 Vol.1 Vol.5 Vol.7 Vol.9

Vol.2 Vol.4 Vol fi Vol.8 Vol.10

C Encyclopedia Loader @$1 4.95 per cassette

Vol 1 Vnll Vol.5 Vol 7 Vol.9

Vol 7 Vol.4 Vol f, Vol. R Vol If)

Payment Enclosed

Card#

Name

Address

VISA

lnterBank#.

CAMEX L'JMasterCard

Expires.

Signature.

.City. _ State. Zip.

Mail to: Wayne Green Inc., Books Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458 337B8E
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word-processing software. Scripsit

leaves huge blank spaces in the middle

of the copy, frequently refuses to use all

the available space on a line even

though a perfectly acceptable syllable is

available on the next line. I could under-

stand this if hyphenation were pro-

grammed in, but Scripsit 's system is

theoretically supposed to allow the user

to make the decision. Scripsit won't

even let you justify your own copy. If

you hyphenate a word on one line and
try to delete a portion of it on the next

line, Scripsit yanks the hyphenated part

down to the line being worked on.

I'm not dissatisfied with Scripsit, I

think it's a good program for $99, but

prospective buyers should be warned

about the hyphenation problem.

I put out a newsletter and use a

40-character column width. This tends

to exaggerate Scripsit 's weaknesses.

M.L.
Wichita, KS

As far as I know, Scripsit is the only

TRS-80 word processor that tries to use

hyphenation, but you're right, it

doesn't work very well. You can, how-
ever, force the hyphenation by hand.

Just put a space after the hyphen. This

makes Scripsit treat the first part of the

hyphenated word as a separate word.

You didn't put a space after the hyphen,

so Scripsit thought that the portion on

the first line was there by mistake and

moved it to the next line, attaching it to

the rest of the word.

If you want to spiffy up your newslet-

ter, I suggest that you get either Lazy
Writer or NEWSCRIP i . both of which

support proportional spacing. Propor-

tional spacing adds the extra blanks

needed to justify the line evenly between

the letters instead of just between the

words. This works because the incre-

ment is one dot wide (about l/60th of

an inch) instead of an entire space

(about eight dots). Ifyou have an Epson
printer, a program called Maxprint pro-

duces the same justified proportional

effect.

/ need a driver program for the Ep-
son MXSOFTprinter with Graftrax, to

be used with the new TRS-80 Model III

Business Graphics Analysis Pak. The
driver furnished by Radio Shack sup-

ports the V, VI, VIII, DWII, and multi-

pen plotter/printers. Each of the four
program disks must be modified with
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the driverprogramfor the printer used.

I tried all the drivers unsuccessfully.

Fort Worth indicated that there

wouldn 't be any new driverprograms in

the nearfuture.

None of the printers, except the plot-

ter, are still being sold. Apparently all

the newerprinters have a switch that lets

them emulate an LP VIII. I considered

buying either the DMP-100 or the

FP-215 Plotter/Printer, but was told

that neither would be supported by a
driver. The Epson is such afine printer.

I'd hate to buy another printer justfor
graphs.

J.P.

Bellevue, WA

I'm afraid I can't think of any solu-

tions to your problem, so I'll throw this

one out to the readers. Can anyone help

J.P.?

/ have a problem which is more an-

noying than a hindrance. When using

either SuperScripsit or Scripsit, each

performs an automaticformfeed at the

end of the printed text. This spews

paper all over the floor. Can you pro-

vide a location and substitute code to

replace the form feed to civilize these

beasts?

J.H.H.

Scottsdale, AZ

80 Micro is coming out with a book

of Scripsit patches and modifications

that might be able to help you, but I

don't know the release date. In the

meantime, does anyone know of a way
to defeat Scripsit's and SuperScripsit'

s

automatic form feed at the end of the

text printing?

/ want to interface my Adler SE1010
electronic typewriter with my Model I

and use it as a letter-quality printer with

my SuperScripsit program. Desks Inc.,

who sells Super Cord (which interfaces

the Adler 1010 through the serial port),

says that the typewriter works fine as a

printer when the serial option on Super-

Scripsit is chosen. Radio Shack advises

that I'll have to write my own printer

driver. Who's right? If Radio Shack's

correct, where can I get a driverfor my

Adler SE1010?
Also, I keep being told that I don't

have to limit myself to 48K; I can up-

grade to 64K. Can my Model I be up-

graded safely to 64K, and if so, what's

the best way?

J.H.M.

San Clemente, CA

I think Desks Inc. has SuperScripsit

confused with Scripsit. When you

choose the serial option, Scripsit just

ships the file out the RS-232 port. Su-

perScripsit, on the other hand, uses

complex printer drivers that instruct it

in sending the file to the printer. These

drivers allow you to use your printer's

special features, such as proportional

spacing and different print fonts and

pitches. Because Desks Inc. didn't tell

you which SuperScripsit printer driver

to use with their Super Cord, I suspect

they don't realize the difference be-

tween the two word-processing pro-

grams. Call them back and ask them
which printer driver you should use. If

you need a custom driver, I don't know
of any available for the Adler SE1010.

Perhaps a reader can help.

As for the 64K memory question, I'll

be discussing that next month. Also, 80

Micro is doing an article on CP/M and

64K conversions for the Model I and III

computers that will appear in the near

future.

A computer magazine recently pub-

lished a benchmark testfor microcom-

puters based on the sieve of Eratosthe-

nes. The best published time for a

4-MHz Z80 was 6.8 seconds. My Color

Computer did the job in 2.5 seconds.

To get this result I had to use Assembly

language and shift into hyperspeed with

an STA SFFD9. My question is this:

Can I harm my computer by operating

at I.89MHz?

DM.
San Francisco, CA

If you don't take precautions, yes!

The Color Computer was designed to

operate at a specific frequency. Forcing

it to operate at a higher speed pushes the

components to their limits. Because

they're working faster, they get hotter.

If they get too hot, the computer mal-

functions. If you do this too frequently,

the components begin to break down
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(overheating is destructive to ICs).

To combat the overheating, install

heat sinks on the CPU, SAM, and PIA
chips. To help dissipate heat, set up a

fan to blow air through the computer's

vents. REM Industries Inc. (9420 B
Lurline Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311,

213-341-3719) sells a unit specially

molded to fit against the Color Com-
puter and keep it cool. The CoCo
Cooler (Cat. No. AM501) retails for

$39.95.

/ have a copy of AIDS-III that I've

used successfully on my system for a

year now. My system is an old 48K
dual-drive Model I with Aerocomp's
DDC board installed. I usually operate

under DOSPLUS 3.4D. The system

works fine with either single or double

density, but I have an annoying prob-

lem. The instructions for AIDS-III call

for a shift/down-arrow combination

for severalfunctions. This doesn 't work
on my machine. I wrote the manufac-

turer and they said to use the shift/

down-arrow/Z-key combination. That

didn *t work either. Is there afix so I can

use the shift/down-arrow combination?

M.B.
Winterport, ME

The problem has one of two sources:

the ROM or DOSPLUS. The original

Level II ROM had a flaw. The
shift/down-arrow combination of keys

is supposed to act as a control key.

When these keys are pressed, the ROM
is supposed to wait for the next key to

be pressed and take its value as a num-
ber from 1 to 26 (A = 1 , Z = 26) instead

of its ASCII value (A = 65). Earlier

ROMs (that power up Memory Size?)

didn't wait, however. Instead, they used

the value 26. In the newer ROMs (that

power up Mem Size?) this bug was fixed

and the ROMs wait for the next

keystroke.

Unfortunately, software written for

the older ROMs is designed to ignore

the value 26 as the control key value and

to wait for the next key pressed to get

the right value. When this software is

used on the newer ROMs, it doesn't

work unless you press all three keys

(shift, down-arrow, and Z) as the con-

trol key. To test your machine, use this

program: 10 A$ = INKEY$:IF A$
= " "THEN 10 ELSE PRINT ASC
(A$):GOTO 10. Now press the shift/
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down-arrow keys. If you get a 26, then

you have the buggy ROM. If you get

nothing, press the A key and see if you

get a 1 . If you do, you have a new ROM.
Try this in both Level II Basic and in

Disk Basic. It's possible that the key-

board driver used by DOSPLUS 3.4D

isn't responding properly. If you can get

the combination keys to work in Level

II but not in Disk Basic, hold down the

shift/up-arrow keys as DOSPLUS
boots up. This disables the DOSPLUS
I/O routines in favor of the ROM rou-

tines. The disadvantage to not using the

DOSPLUS I/O routines is that the

Spooler program and other DOSPLUS
I/O utilities may not work properly

with ROM routines.

I have aprogram that usespolynomi-

al regression to fit a line between any

number of points. The program is a

Basic adaptation of a Fortran program.

The problem is that the program runs

perfectly on an Apple II but not on my
TRS-80. On the Model HI theprogram
always bombs on the fourth order of
the polynomial regression andproduces
errors on the third order.

In attempting to debug this, I ran

benchmark data on both the Apple and

the TRS-80, comparing variables each

time there was an update of either the

matrix or an important variable. The

problem centers around minor discrep-

ancies on the matrix values between the

two computers. For example, at one

point in the third order of the regres-

sion, one matrix value of the Apple is

844,999,995 while the TRS-80 had
845,002,000. Though the difference is

only .0024 percent, it's enough to cause

problems with the TRS-80 program.
There are no errors in the program.

The TRS-80 uses double-precision rou-

tines throughout the program. When-
ever there's a function that can only be

computed in single precision, it's con-

verted to double precision by using the

VAL(STRS) convention.

Can I do anything about this prob-

lem? I know the nature of polynomial

regression is such that even a small error

within the matrix is compounded over

and over, but why isn 't this happening

on the Apple? By noting the values

printed, I've concluded that theApple is

apparently using double precision.

M.C.
Rochelle, IL

Your problem is rooted in the single- /

double-precision conversion routine.

The single-precision routines are accu-

rate only for the first six decimal places

of a number. Converting a double-pre-

cision number to a single-precision

throws away the last 10 decimal places

of the double-precision number. By
continuing to use the double-precision

numbers elsewhere in the program,

you're falsely assuming that the entire

set of 16 digits is accurate.

There are two solutions to this prob-

lem. The first is a set of double-preci-

sion routines sold as a package by Radio

Shack (#26-1704, $9.95). It gives

15 -digit accuracy with the sine, cosine,

arctangent, natural logarithm, ex-

ponential, and square-root functions.

Unfortunately, this package is very dif-

ficult to obtain because it was discon-

tinued a year or so ago. You might,

however, be able to get a store to call the

regional manager and do a search of all

stores in the region to see if there are

any copies left. A further disadvantage

to the package is that it was designed

to operate only on a 16K Model I or

Model III.

Your only other choice is to write

your own routines in Basic, avoiding

the single-precision ROM routines. I

had to do that once with a standard de-

viation equation. The program ran

much slower because my calculations

used a Basic equation to determine

square roots, but it did give me 15-digit

accuracy (the 16th digit is almost always

worthless). The Apple has 12-digit ac-

curacy and doesn't need to use conver-

sion routines, so you don't have prob-

lems due to number-conversion errors.

/ have a Model III with two TM100-4

disk drives with 80 tracks each. I have

TRSDOS 1.3 on a 40-track disk. My
drives came with an abbreviated

TRSDOS 1.2. I have DOSPLUS 3.4 so

I can read 40-track disks on my 80-track

drives. How do Iget TRSDOS 1.3 on an
80-track disk so I can use SuperScripsit

and Profile III? I thought of Convert,

but it states, "The actual Model HI
TRSDOS system programs don't ap-

pear in the directory so they won 't be

copied.

"

W.K.

Kent, WA
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It isn't worth transferring TRSDOS
1.3 to solve your problem. If you did

transfer it to an 80-track disk, it

wouldn't work. TRSDOS 1 .3 was writ-

ten for a 40-track system. Putting it

on an 80-track drive doesn't change a

thing. TRSDOS would just treat the

drive as a 40-track drive. Because the

80-track drive uses two tracks for every

one in a 40-track drive, anything you

did with TRSDOS on the 80-track drive

wouldn't be readable by any other

machine. In addition, putting TRSDOS
on an 80-track disk would fail the first

time you tried to boot up. TRSDOS ex-

pects to find the directory on track 20,

but DOSPLUS puts the directory of an

80-track disk on track 40! Hence,

TRSDOS wouldn't be able to find the

directory during boot-up.

If you were a machine-language pro-

grammer, you could fix TRSDOS to

operate in an 80-track environment, but

it would take an awful lot of work. Why
don't you put SuperScripsit and Profile

III on DOSPLUS? All you need is a Su-

perzap program to remove the protec-

tion of the two programs from the

TRSDOS disk directory. Check with

the DOSPLUS people and see if they

can help you.

UPDATE
Several months ago I received a letter

asking for help in finding a word pro-

cessor for the visually handicapped.

Well, I now have some great news! Ron
Hutchinson has developed software for

the TRS-80 Models II, 12, 16, and Lobo
computers that interlock with the oper-

ating systems and allows any program

to become speech-oriented. Pressing a

control key makes the computer send

the video screen data to the RS-232
port.

With the use of the Votrax speech

unit, you can have words spoken

and punctuation spelled, or everything

spelled. Many other features are includ-

ed. Model I/III versions are currently

being developed. For more information

contact Ron Hutchinson, SofTalk Sys-

tems, 2350 N. Fourth, Columbus, OH
43202, 614-263-4324.

Terry Kepner is afreelance writer and
programmer, and the vice president of
Interpro. He's been writing about mi-

crocomputers since 1979.
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SPRINTER -

"Double Your Speed"
Speed-up cuts computer operation time for

accounting, word processing, etc., in half,

Saves Time and Money
• Automatic Slow-down for disk I/O

(defeatable).

SPRINTER III ( MOD. Ill) $99.50

SPRINTER I (MOD. I) $99.50

DOUBLE DENSITY
ADAPTER $129.50

• Handles any standard drive configuration

SVt" or 8"

• Compatible with any standard software

MODEL III

Disk Controller/Clock
• Double density, 8" capability, battery

powered, clock calendar. Assembled
board only (DX-3d) $189.95

• Complete Drive O package—DX-3D,
drive, power supply, brackets . $599.00

SPECIAL!!!
HOLMES EXPANSION
INTERFACE SYSTEM
(Mod. I) $399.00
. Includes: Double Density Disc Controller

(DX-2D), RS232w/32K RAM (RX-232M).
Metal enclosure (MF-1).

Double Density Disk Controllei

w/8" drive capacity (DX-2D) $149.95

RS232 (RX-232) $119.50

RS232 w/32K
(RX-232M) $199.50

Case/power supply—for

4 plug-in boards (MF-1) $150.00

Case— for

2 plug-in boards (MF-2) $99.50

VID80 -

"80 Character Video"
. Adds all the extra ram and logic necessary

to convert to an 80 character, 64K or 112K

CP/M system.
• Functions in 80x24 or 64x16 character

mode in CP/M AND DOS modes
• Reverse video (full screen).

. Improved graphic resolution.

• Easy plug-in installation inside case.

• Two models available:

Model III (VX-3) and
Model I (VX-1)

• CP/M system requires purchase of

Holme- CP/M package.
. VX-1 requires upgraded monitor for 80x24

• VX-1 requires purchase of MF-1 or MF-2.

VID 80 (VX-3, VX-1) $279.95

VID-80, 64K CP/M $399.00

VID-80, CP/M, 64K Added Memory
for (112K total) $524.00

48K MEMORY
WITHOUT AN INTERFACE

• Adds memory INSIDE keyboard upto48K.

IM-2 w/16K (32 total) $119.50

IM-2w/32K (48 total) $139.50

Diskettes, brilliantly colored jackets allow

rapid filing ad coding single or double
sided double density (96TPI) $29.95 SS DD

$37.95 DS DD

HOLMES
:^^^= ENGINEERING,
5175 Green Pine Drive

Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

(801) 261-5652

See us in our new
location-

INC. ^15
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RELOADBO by Amee Eisenberg

Your program doesn't run," a man
anxiously intoned when I answered

the phone. "How do I fix it?"

Load 80 problems fall into two cate-

gories: fleas (simple mix-ups created in

the Load 80 production process) and
bugs (major program problems). By the

time a program finishes the 80 Micro

technical review, the only bugs left are

anomalies.

The fleas, however, seem to bite ev-

ery new program. In Basic programs,

they show up as syntax and undefined

line errors. The good news is that they

are easy to fix.

A "Syntax Error in line XX" mes-

sage appears when Basic's grammar is

distorted. If you list the offending line,

some obvious syntax error appears. The
most common problems are incomplete

sets of quotation marks or parentheses,

Ifs without Thens, Fors without Nexts,

semi-colons where there should be co-

lons, or mistyped characters.

Examine the offending line carefully.

Think like a computer—take every

character literally. Compare the line

with that printed in 80 Micro. Then cor-

rect the error, using Basic's Edit mode
(on a back-up copy of Load 80, of

course). Save the program with its

corrections.

An "Undefined Line Number in

XX" message means a program line is

missing. When you list the line men-
tioned in the error message, it invariably

refers to another line. This is the line

that's missing or "undefined." When
you list the undefined line, the comput-

er displays nothing but the Ready

Fleas
and

powder

prompt (see Fig. 1).

Solve this by replacing the missing

line. Read the program listing in 80
Micro to find the correct line. Enter it,

typing carefully to avoid creating syntax

errors. Save the corrected program.

Sometimes an undefined line error

becomes positively mysterious. The
mystery usually involves a block of

lines. When you list the entire program,

the undefined lines scroll across the

screen. And yet, when you list those

specific lines, the computer insists that it

can't find them.

This suspicious behavior is due to a

line that's out of sequence. If line 90

gets between lines 20 and 30, the com-
puter cannot read lines 30-89. The pro-

gram lists completely, because when
listing, the computer spits out what's in

immediate memory.
But when it runs, the computer reads

those lines in numerical order. If it hits

line 90, it knows that it has already seen

every line before line 90. In the exam-
ple, this means that lines 30-40 become
"undefined."

Two steps are required to fix this:

First, locate the out-of-sequence line

and then correct it. Track down the last

visible, or defined, line by listing short

blocks of program lines. Referring to

the example above, LIST 10-20 works

fine. LIST 10-30 shows lines 10 and 20

but not line 30. LIST 30-40 shows

nothing but a Ready prompt. That's the

clue to where the bad line sits (see

Fig. 2).

Now list the entire program and use

shift/control (or the space bar in

DOSPLUS) to pause the display near

the suspect line. Read the display

carefully.

Once you locate the out-of-sequence

line, you must correct it. Check the pro-

gram listing in 80 Micro. Delete the

out-of-sequence line, retype it, and
press enter to let the computer insert it

in the appropriate place. Finally, save

the corrected program.

These simple procedures get most
Load 80 Basic programs running in no
time. In the future, we'll take up some
other common error corrections.

Neither Pascal nor Fortran are

available for TRS-80 tape-based

systems. Therefore, the programs

CRIB/PAS, BREAKOUT/FOR,
and USRLIB/MAC are not on this

tape. If you are a tape Load 80

subscriber who has disk drives for
your system and would like a ma-
chine-readable copy of these pro-

grams, please send us a disk and we
will copy them for you.—Eds.

10 PRINT "I LOVE YOU" 10 INPUT "IS 2+2=4?";A$
20 GOTO 5 20 IF A$="Y"GOTO40
RUN 90 PRINT "YOU'RE SMART"
Undefined Line number in 20 30 PRINT "YOU'RE DUMB"

20 GOTO 5 35 END
READY 40 PRINT "THAT'S RIGHT"

5 PRINT "BABY, IT'S TRUE" RUN
RUN
BABY, IT'S TRUE Undefined line number in 20
I LOVE YOU 20 IF A$="Y"GOTO 40
BABY, IT'S TRUE READY
I LOVE YOU

LIST 10-30
BREAK IN 20 10 INPUT "IS 2+2=4" ;A$

20 IF A$="Y"GOTO 40
READY READY

Fig. 1. Out ofSequence Line Fig. 2. Undefined Line Number
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RELOADBO

Index Page Article i-'ile Spec Comments

Siac 1

A COPYRGHT/BAS Tape Only

B 130 Which Way the Wind Blows WEATHKR/BAS None

C 94 A Pascal Primer CRIB/PAS Pascal t

Side 2

D 290 Profile File Transfer XFER/PRO Needs Profile

E 186 Fortran Breakout BREAKOUT/FOR Fortran

+

FEA 186 Fortran Breakout USRLIB/MAC Needs EDTASM*

t

GEA 24 The Next Step NXTSTEP1/SRC Needs Ed/Asm
H 7.4 The Nexf Step NXTSTEP9/BAS None

Note: Programs indexed with a letter followed b EA need an editor/assembler (Ed/Asm).

* EDTASM is a Radio Shack product, t Not ir eluded on cassette.

July 1983 Load 80 Directory

IEEE-488 TO TRS-80* INTERFACE
Everything needed to add powerful
BASIC GPIB-488 controller capability
to TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or
DOS with a minimum of 16K.

488-80B
For Model 1

Ooeration

mrt.fchton
488 80C

mmmirfaism
For Model 3

SilpPlSf^ Operation

Model 488-80B or 488-80C Price: $375.
+ shipping, insurance & tax

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES

11 Neil Drive • Old Bethpage, NY 11804
Telephone: (516) 694-3370

* Trademark of Tandy Corp.

There is no a/filiation between Scientific
Engineering Laboratories and Tandy Corp or
Radio Shack

:' 203

PRESERVE

BO MICRO
WITH
BINDERS & FILE CASES.

Keep your issues ofBO Micro handy and protected in

handsome and durable library file boxes or binders.

Both styles are hound in dark green leatherette with

the magazine logo stamped in gold.

File boxes: each file box holds 12 issues, wilh spines

visible for easy reference.

$5.95 each, 3 for $17.00, 6 for $30.00

Binders: each binder holds 12 issues and opens flat

for easy reading.

$7.50 each, 3 for $21.75, 6 for $42.00

(USA postage paid. Foreign orders must include

$2.50 per item.)

Please State years desired (1980 to 1984).

Send check or money order to:

lesse (ones Box Corp., P.O. Box 5120. Philadelphia,

PA 19141: please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Sorry, no C.O.D. or phone orders.

INVESTMENT SOFTWARE
For Technical Analysis of

Stocks and Commodities

Trend Analysis Program (TA) $37.50

Calculates moving averages & devia-

tion from trend. Makes graphs w/your
printer.

Advance-Decline Program (AD) $34.50

Calculates Adv-Dec line, short term
trading index & up-down volume files

for input to TA Program. For breadth-

of-market analyses.

Each program comes with User's Guide
& current NYSE data. Other datasets
also available. Write for brochure.

For TRS-80 Model I or III with 48K, 2

disk drives & printer. 1-drive versions
available for Model I.

Harley D. Wilbur ^359

9709 Elrod Road
Kensington, Maryland 20895

ARCADE GAMES
AND GOOD GRAPHICS
for MODEL II

These games, only $19.95 each:
Galactic Invaders Meteors
Computer Casino Bustout
Quest for Adventure Wormy
The Wrath of Ken Chess
Hang The Butcher Othello

SPECIAL! $5.00 discount per game
for orders of two of more games
sent with this ad.

Call or write for full game list.

Mr. Kenneth Kuzel c/o
KUZEL COMPUTER SERVICES

8654 W. Berwyn Ave. #3S
Chicago, Illinois 60656 „ 354

(312) 399-0273 J

Tiicro
Back Issues

mmrrr «I71

January 1980 $5.00

February to June 1980 3.00

Single back issue

July 1980 to June 1983 3.50

Single back issue

June 1983 on 4.50

Add $1.00 per magazine for shipping.

10 or more back issues

add $7.50 per order for shipping.

Back issues*Attn. Mail Order

80 Pine St.* Peterborough, NH 03458

<s See List 0/ Advertisers on Page 3ss

The
r's

A twice monthly newsletter for

lawyers using Radio Shack
Computers.

For a one year subscription

$58 U.S.

$70 Canada-Mexico
$94 Foreign

R.P.W. Publishing Corp.
P.O. Box 1046A

Lexington, S.C. 29072
(803)359-9940 „ 191

MICRO DESIGN
If you (Jon'i kruow The numder, you should.

MICRO-DESIGN h>« h II su<vk< ius »()

tlARClWARt SippOR!. MiCRO DfM^N olffRS ihl

IKS 80 OWNtR A COMpUlC llNI of (ONIROl

sysiiMS, pRiNKRs, i.pqRAdis, disk clnivi s &
Mich MORI. MiCRO DlsiC,N Also <)ff[RS AN

AMA/iNC,ly low pRJCKl COMpllll Modi I 4

sysuM iNai iNclcdis doibli disk dnivis ANd

ihf roMpltit MDX ipc,RAdid"Miscl("sysiiM.

RO DESIGN
6301 Manchaca Road. Suite B Austin. Texas 78745

Texas Res. Call 512-441-7890

. See our other ads
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For everyone who's tried

to top the MX-80, bad news
We just did.

Epson.
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The Epson MX-80 is the best-selling dot
matrix impact printer in the world. It has
been since its introduction. And despite the

host of imitators it spawned, no one has
been able to top it. Until now.

FX-80: Son of a legend.
The new Epson FX-80 is far more than just

doo-dads added on to last year's model. It's

the most astonishing collection of features
ever assembled in a personal printer.

For starters, it's fast: 160 CPS. And clean.

All the print quality Epson is famous for in a
tack-sharp 9x9 matrix.

But that hardly scratches the surface.

Create your own alphabet.
With the new FX-80, you aren't limited to

ASCII characters. You can create your own.
Any character or symbol that can be defined
in a 9x11 matrix can be added to the FX-80's
already impressive library of type styles and
stored in its integral 2K RAM.
So you can create "Sally's Gothic" or

"Tom's Roman" just by downloading and
modifying standard characters. Or you can
create a custom set from scratch. Either way,
you can store up to 256 new characters. And
if you don't need a new alphabet, the RAM
functions as a 2K data input buffer.

Who knows graphics better than Epson?
Nobody, that's who. And if you don't
believe it, witness the FX-80.
With a 12K ROM capacity, the FX-80 gives

you a few things the others don't. For exam-
ple, not one, not two, but seven different dot
addressable graphic modes are program

selectable. And can be mixed in the same
print line. Everything from 72 DPI (dots-

per-inch) Plotter Graphics to the 640 dots
per line resolution designed to match the

remarkable monitor clarity of the Epson
QX-10 personal computer.
And that is in addition to an astonishing

array of 136 different user-selectable type
styles including Proportional, Elite and Italic

as well as the more conventional faces you
get on other printers.

Hard-to-beat hardware.
The FX-80 has all the hardware features
you've come to know and love on the MX
Series: logic seeking, bidirectional printing,

the by-now-famous disposable printhead,
and more.
The FX-80 features an adjustable pin

platen or optional friction/tractor feed, so
you can use fanfold, roll or sheet paper . .

.

backwards or forwards. The FX-80 even
gives you reverse paper feed.

And if you're printing forms, the FX-80
has a feature you're gonna love: a function
that allows you to tear otf the paper within
one inch of the last print position.

Be the first on your block.
We'd be willing to bet that the FX-80 — like

the MX-80 — will have its share of imitators.

Don't be fooled. To make sure you get the
genuine article, rush down to your local

computer store right now and let them show
you everything the FX-80 can do.
And while you're there . . . ask them to

show you how it works with our computers.

MH
EPSON AMERICA, INC.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

3415 Kashiwa Street

Torrance, California 90505

(213)539-9140.

Outside California, phone
(800) 421-5426 for the

Epson dealer nearest you.

^ See List of Advertisers on Page 355 80 Micro, July 1983 • 373



NEW PRODUCTS edited by Eric Grevstad

Australian Editing Aid

Supa*Edit is a machine-

language program that en-

hances Level II Basic's List

and Edit commands. It is

suitable for both Model I and

III tape-based systems (16K

and above), and includes a

lowercase driver for the

Model I.

With Supa*Edit, single

keystrokes let users list a pro-

gram's first or last line, step

through a program line by

line (backwards or forwards),

list and edit the line currently

being worked on, and recover

a program lost after enter-

ing NEW.
The program takes less

than 0.5K of memory, and is

available for $10 plus S3 air-

mail (U.S. banker's check or

draft) from Elite Electronic

Industries, 36 Luxmoore St.,

Cheltenham, Victoria 3192,

Australia.

Reader Service <^551

3-D CoCo Game

Star Empire, a new game

for the 16K Color Computer
with Extended Color Basic

and joysticks, uses high-

resolution graphics and 3-D

glasses (included) to give a

pilot's-eye view of space

combat.

Your first challenge is to

defeat various alien guard

ships and reach a mysterious

NEC Pinwriter Printer

vortex. Plunging through the

vortex, you enter another

universe, filled with many
perils and—-somewhere—an

almost invincible enemy base

that must be destroyed.

The game costs $24.95

(cassette) from Dangar En-

terprises, 16471 Rio Nido

Road, Guerneville, CA
95446, 707-869-3420.

Reader Service *>569

NEC Goes Dot-Matrix

NEC Information Sys-

tems, maker of the Spinwrit-

er daisy-wheel printers, has

introduced the Pinwriter

family of 18-pin dot-matrix

printers.

The 80-column Pinwriter

PI and P2 ($799 each) fea-

ture a Centronics-type and

Level II Eduor

optional RS-232 interface re-

spectively. Both offer 90-cps

high-density and 180-cps

speed printing; the P2 adds a

program- or user-selectable

dual-pass mode for near let-

ter quality output at 35 cps.

The P3 ($1,250) has the same
three modes as the P2, with a

print line length of up to 23

1

instead of 136 characters.

All three Pinwriters sup-

port 10-pitch pica, 12-pitch

elite, and 17-pitch condensed

printing, as well as propor-

tional spacing, boldface, and

underlining. The P2 and P3

allow system download of

custom character sets. Verti-

cal line spacing can be set for

three, four, six, or eight lines

per inch on all models.

The printers are sold by
NEC Information Systems

Inc., 5 Militia Drive, Lexing-

ton, MA 02173, 617-862-

3120.

Reader Service ^581

Model III Service

Sorbus, an independent

company that offers nation-

wide service for IBM, Apple,

and other computers, now
maintains the Model III and

its peripherals.

The firm offers on-site,

van pick-up, or carry- or

ship-in repair through a net-

work of 160 service locations,

15 maintenance depots, and

eight Sorbus Station retail

centers. The stations provide

24-hour turnaround for

Radio Shack or other ven-

dors' Model Ill-compatible

equipment.

Defective units are shipped

for servicing with or without

a prior maintenance agree-

ment. Agreement and other

information is available from

Sorbus Service Division, Man-
agement Assistance Inc., 50

E. Swedesford Road, Frazer,

PA 19355, 215-296-6000.

Reader Service ^562

1.6 MB Minifloppy

Inflo Inc.'s new line of

super-dense half-height disk

drives promises a capacity of

1.6 megabytes (unformatted)

on a 5 14 -inch floppy, accom-

plished by emulating an

8-inch double-sided drive.

Four drives fit in the space of

two conventional ones for a

total memory capacity of 6.4

megabytes.

In addition to the super-

density option, the drive sup-

ports the standard 8-inch

IBM 3740 (single-sided, sin-

gle density) format.

For more information,

contact Inflo Inc., 244 Mill

Road, Yaphank, NY 11980,

516-924-9229.

Reader Service ^574

Counting Every Cent

Hexis (Home Expense and

Inventory System), a menu-

driven software package for

the two-disk, 48K Model III,

lets users define up to 64 in-

come or expense accounts.

Daily account totals are

stored on disk, along with a

detailed statement of all en-

tries and net total for each

session.

The program provides for

six reports, from a monthly

profit/loss statement and an-

nual survey to special reports

on specific accounts or time

periods. A 132-column print-

er is required.

Hexis carries a 30-day

money-back guarantee and a

12-month warranty. Its intro-
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DOES STRING COMPRI
TIED UP IN KNOTS?

LET TRASHMAN CLEAN UP THE MESS!
THIS PROGRAM IS A MUST FOR EVERYONE WHO USES "BASIC"
can reduce BASIC'S string compression time delays by 95% or more.

ON A TRS-80. Why? Because it

TIME WITH FASTER
ASXEH speeds up

lost TRS-80 BASIC programs
>y 20-50%. It's helped hun-
reds of satisfied people and
can help you. Detailed in-

structions make it easy to

use; FASTER analyses your
BASIC programs while they
m, then displays a simple
lange, usually one line,

that sequences program vari-

ables so the ROM will find
.™,„... ;!^.«s»- ismm*.

. - -«._... them faster./

.

You can use FASTER to speed iip programs you've
bought, as well as programs of your own. Since it isn't a
compiler, your BASIC programs can be read and changed
afterwards. FASTER works on business programs, models,
and games. The more complex your program, the better the
results.

Does FASTER really work? Yes! Just check the reviews in
Personal Computing, May. 1981. p. 116: "FASTER is effec-

tive and easy to use"; 80 U.S. Journal April, 1982. p. 106:

"I recommend FASTER to everyone"; and 80 MICRO (April,

1982. p. 40): "If you.. .would like a significant increase in
the run-time speed, then buy FASTER/'
FASTER runs on the TRS-80 Models I and HI. 16-48K tape

or disk, and all major operating systems. $29 95
"QUICK COMPRESS" takes only 276 bytes of

memory, and removes the blanks and remarks from even
the largest BASIC program in less than 3 seconds. It pro-
duces smaller, faster programs without altering their logic.

$19.95
SPECIAL: FASTER and QUICK COMPRESS: $39.95
TERNS: Wo accepl VISA, MasterCard, chocks, or even cash. Please add $2.00 shippi
overseas. C.O.D. charge is $2.00 in U.S. only. We ship within one day of receiving

your

WHAT'S STRING COMPRESSION?
When a BASIC program changes a string (words, names, descrip-

tions), it moves it to a new place in memory, and leaves a hole in

the old place. Eventually, all available memory gets used up and
BASIC has to push the strings together to free up some space. This
takes time. Lots of time. The computer stops running for seconds or

minutes, and you may even think it's "crashed".
Yes! String compression is what's been causing afl those in-

tolerable delays. The keyboard won't work, and until all the strings'

have been collected, you just have to sit and wait. Then things run
for a while, until string compression is needed again. And again.

if you're using your computer for business, that wastes
money. If you're using .it personally,, it wastes your time.

WHAT'S THE SOLUTION?
As soon as you- start using TRASHMAN, those delays will almost

disappear. The program' is. very easy to use, so you don't have to be
a computer; programmer- to take, advantage of it. It's written in

"machine language'.' and. uses only 578 bytes of memory for itself.'

plus two .bytes for each- "string''' in your program. It works with'

other machine language
.
.programs, and all the major operating

systems.

HOW WELL DOES IT WORK?
If you use it with a BASIC program that has only a few strings,

very little time is wasted in string compression, and TRASHMAN will

be only slightly helpful: But, in programs that use hundreds or
thousands of strings, including large string arrays, TRASHMAN is

just wnat you need. If you have any remaining doubts, just look at

the chart, and then get yourself a copy as fast as possible.

TRASHMAN is available on disk
for just $39.95.

ATTENTION SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS:
Trashman may be licensed for use with your packages.

Call for details.

ERRrfnc disKdrives?
You can avoid unnecessary disk

errors and repair bills by using

HPM. This easy-to-use program
measures the rotational speed and
fluctuations of your disk drives, and
warns you if they are running too
fast, too slow, or unevenly.

Incorrect or erratic speed is a
common cause of unexplained disk
errors and loss of data. JRPM's docu-
mentation explains how to detect and correct these problems
quickly and easily. As 80 MICRO (April, 1982, page 41)
said: "II your drives have problems I recommend RPM
beiore paying to get it repaired."
RPM is supplied on diskette for the TRS-80 Models 1 and

III. We suggest you order a copy before you need it.

$24.95
ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE
DEALER, OR CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE:

(800) 824-7888, Operator 422

FOR ORDERS OR INFORMATION CALL:
(213) 764-3131, or write to us.

Dept. G, Box 560, No. Hollywood, CA 91603 ^95

ng handling within U.S.A. or Canada, and $5.00
rders. in Calii.. add 6V2 % sales lax.



NEW PRODUCTS

ductory price is $49.95; list

price will be $99.95 after Sep-

tember 1, 1983. It is available

from International Software

Brokers, P.O. Box 628, Proc-

tor, VT 05765, 802-459-2088.

Reader Service ^572

New I/III Language

Pajaro (pronounced Pa-

ha-ro) is a new software sys-

tem for 48K Models I/III. It

requires one disk drive,

works with most DOSes, and

includes a full screen editor

and user library.

Pajaro is a high-level lan-

guage, similar in syntax to

Basic, with a number of ex-

tensions such as user-defined

commands and statements. A
Do command lets users load

a precompiled program with

local variables, then return to

the original program or Do
another while the main pro-

gram is still in memory.

Sound, Draw, and 2-byte

PEEK and POKE commands
are included, and both ran-

dom and sequential files are

supported. The math pack-

age features integer and
32-place floating point vari-

ables.

The package is meant to

reduce the time spent in soft-

ware development. Users can

call their own specialized rou-

376 • 80 Micro, July 1983

tines at any time; once a pro-

gram is compiled by Pajaro's

Mule (Multi-User Language

Encoding) system, it requires

few changes for compatibility

with other computers (IBM

PC and Apple II units are

planned for early 1984).

With manual included, the

system costs $89.95 from

RDS Software, 79 Hill Ave.,

Watsonville, CA 95076,

408-722-5354.

Reader Service ^577

Model III

Disk Controller

Holmes Engineering offers

two fully assembled and test-

ed floppy disk controller

boards for the Model III. The

boards can be configured to

allow the use of any combi-

nation of 514- and 8-inch

drives.

The DX-3D ($189) uses

gold edge connectors, fully

buffered address and data

lines, and an advanced digital

phase-locked loop circuit.

The DX-3DC ($229.50) adds

a user-programmable real-

time clock and calendar,

powered by an onboard lith-

ium battery for reliable time

even when the computer is

turned off or unplugged.

The boards are available

from Holmes Engineering

Inc., 3555 South 3200 West,

Salt Lake City, UT 84119,

801-967-2324.

Reader Service ^583

The Talking 11/12/16

Compu-Talk is an Assem-

bly-language program that

modifies the 64K Model II,

12, or 16 to become a talking

computer, word processor,

or dumb or intelligent termi-

nal. The program merges

with TRSDOS 2.0a, allowing

users to completely control

the voice synthesizer. It needs

no disk space for a vocab-

ulary.

Using single-keystroke op-

eration, Compu-Talk gives

spelled speech, total speech,

upper- and lowercase identi-

fication, line and column

number, and reading or spell-

ing of the current line or en-

tire screen. It currently works

with Basic, Scripsit 1.0, and

many other Radio Shack pro-

grams, including Tandy's Bi-

Sync package.

The program costs $129.95.

It requires the Votrax Type

'N' Talk (with speaker/amp-

lifier) or Personal Speech

System synthesizer, available

for an additional $250 or

$400 respectively, and an

RS-232 cable ($30).

For more information,

contact SofTalkSystems, c/o

JC, P.O. Box 28355, Colum-

bus, OH 43228, or call

614-279-8271 after 6:30

p.m. EDT.
Reader Service ^568

Portable Power
Protection

The Stedi-Watt Jr. "Com-
puter Pal" gives complete

three-stage protection against

powerline spikes and tran-

sients in a unit that plugs into

any grounded duplex outlet.

It stops surges within 10

nanoseconds.

Its price is $59.50 from Na-

tional Field Sales Inc., P.O.

Box 230, Broomall, PA
19008, 800-345-1280.

Reader Service *^555

Business Computer

Network

The Business Computer

Network is offering a free

telecommunications disk to

those subscribing before July

1 , 1983. The program, valued

at $49.95, automatically dials

and logs onto one of hun-

dreds of data bases and on-

line services chosen from a

central menu. Only a single

keystroke is required.

Besides data-base access to

such items as news, games,

and stock and commodity

prices, the Network offers

electronic mail, a weekly on-

line newsletter, system utili-

ties, and object-code down-

loading of software. There

are no sign-up fees; members

pay on-line service charges

and a monthly utility fee.

For more information,

contact the Business Com-
puter Network, 21 1 S. Fourth

St., Basin, WY 82410, 307-

568-2413.

Reader Service ^567

CoCo Math Programs

Mathmenu is a collection

of 15 math /engineering pro-

grams for the Color Comput-

er with Extended Basic. Two
plotting programs display

3-D surfaces and X, Y func-

tions on the high-resolution

Computer Pal
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Because it's there. And it'll be
there until you have Easy Calc,

Business Analysis and Master
Plot. . . three essential addi-

tions to the modern profession-

al's survival gear. Why spend
endless hours forecasting, cal-

culating and graph-plotting
when Instant Software's busi-

ness programs can do it foryou?
At a fraction of the time. And at

a fraction ofwhat you'd expect
to pay.

MACTFP Pf 'v^^^^^^^^^^^^
Get your point across graphically with
this professional graph-plotting and
printing package.

•Enter graph data from keyboard
equations or from your BASIC
programs.

•Plot up to 10 sets of data on the
same graph.

•Create your own plotting symbols.
•Choose any number of horizontal
and vertical lines.

•Select your own number of inter-

polated points between your data
points.

•Print graphs any size from 1 x 1 to

7 x 24 inches.

Plus much more! Make your charts and
graphs the easy way . . . with Master
Plot.

Requires: TRS-80* Model I only
48K Disk Epson * *MX-80
printer with Graphtrax
#0435RD 8149.95

BUSINESS ANALYSIS—^——
Get forecasting capabilities previously
available only on large computers. This
flexible, professional Lime series analy-

sis and forecasting package lets you:
• Forecast and analyze sales.

•Perform product and business
planning.

• Analyze stock, trends and growth
rates.

• Research business cycles.
• Forecast spending and energy eon-

- sumption.
Plus much more! Analyze and forecast
like a pro with Business Analysis.
Requires: TRS-80 Model I and III 32K

Tape#0140R $75.00
Disk #01.52RD $99.95

EASY CALC ~
Turn your TRS-80 into an electronic

spreadsheet!

•Write numeric data into simple
rows and columns on your screen.

•Add, subtract, multiply, divide or
exponentiate single values or rows
and columns.

•Calculate percentages and sum
mations of rows or columns.

•Enter and save entire series of
calculations.

•Handles up to 600 figures.

Written for non-computerists. Easy to

understand instructions. Easy to use.
Requires: TRS-80 Disk 48K

Model I: #0269RD $49.95
Model III: #0369RD $49.95

* 'Epson is a trademark of Epson America. 'TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.

r
YES! I want to conquer that mountain!
Send me: #0269RD @ $49.95 #0369RD @ $49.95

_*0435RD @ $149.95 *0152RD @ $99.95 #0140R @ $75.00

DCheck/MO

DAmer. Ex.

MC
VISA

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

CARD*
STATE ZIP

INTERBANK* EXP DATE
SIGNATURE

Instant Software

,

337B8C

-800-258-5473
Rte. 101 & Elm Street
Peterborough, NH 03458

.- See L <st o! Advertisers on Page 355
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a MIDWEST
COMPUTER

JJ WHOLESALE

MIDWEST
COMPUTER
WHOLESALE ULL

«^i.v .*««/. »»'•:

* * * BI8KAI1EB * * *
AS A WHOLESALER. MCW'B SERVICE IB NOT RECOMMENDED FOR EVERYONE. A

WHOLESALE TRANSACTION IS BEST SUITED TO THE INFORMED OR EXPERIENCED
SHOPPER. ONE WHO KNOWS HIS NEEDS. IF YOU ARE A BEQINNER WB ASK THAT
you QE£L.ltiniL£LBEIBlL£B. who's higher margin allows the "hand holding"
LEVEL OF SUPPORT WHICH WE CAN'T PROVIDE AT THESE PRICES. IF HOWEVER
YOU DON'T NFJ5D "HAND HOLDINQ" WE CAN OFFER YOU TREMENDOUS VALUES AND
SdYlUQS. ON ALL YOUR COMPUTER BYSTEMS NEEDS. PLEASE READ ON.

CHECK THIS SAMPLE OF OUR PRODUCTS AND PRICES

NEW PRODUCTS

J LiunriJit.Kb 111
TRS-80® MODS 48K. (H ) DRIVES 40T/55/DD $1543
TRS-RO® MOD?? R4K, ( 1 ) DRIVE 77T/55/DD $2680
TR5-80® M0D1G IPBK. (2) DRIVES 77T/DS/DD $4692
TRS-BO® M0D1B PSBK. (?) DRIVES 77T/D5/DD $49B7
TRS-BO® COLOR 32K $ 361
TRS -80® COLOR 64K . $ 472
VICTORS 9000 IPBK. <2) DRIVES B0T/5S/DD $3995
SANYO® MRC 1000 G4K. ( 1 ) DRIVE 40T/DS/DD $1690

j DISK DRIVES I
TBNDON® OR MP I® (CHOICE) RAH
40 TRACK,
40 TRACK
BO TRACK,
BO TRACK.
TANDON® 8
TANDON® 8

SGL. SIDE.
DBL STDE.
SGL SIDE.
DBL SIDE.

DBL. DENS.
DBL DEN5.
DBL DENS.
DBL DEN5.

$185 $239.
$252 $306 . .

$247 $301 .
.

$339 $393 . .

$478 $598 . .5RL SIDE, DBL DENS
DBL STDE, DBL DENS. $592 $712.

6.4 MEG WINCHESTER PRIMARY H/D W/DOS (M0D3).
6.4 MEG WINCHESTER SECONDARY H/D
14.5 MEG WINCHESTER PRIMARY H/D W/D05 ( M0D3

)

14.5 MEG WINCHESTER SFCONDARY H/D

,465
.$599
.$589
. $773
$1096
$1324
$1699
$1399
$1999
$1699

EPSON® MX 80 TYPE II WITH GRAFTRAX 80 $419
EPSON® MX--80FT TYPE III WITH GRAFTRAX PLUS $525
EPSON® MX- 100 TYPE III WITH GRAFTRAX PLUS $675
5MITH CORONA® TP1 DAISY WHEEL $539

(P) DISK DRIVES $18

( 4 ) DISK DRIVES $86
PRINTER ( STANDARD PARALLEL ) $18
RS232C *15
SPECIALS CABI FS ( MADE TO YOUR SPEC 5 ) $CALL

• DI SKETTES
40 TRACK. SGL SIDF.

(BOX OF 10) OPUS® VERBATIM®

40 TRACK,
80 TRACK.
80 TRACK,
40 TRACK.

DBl SIDF,
SGL SIDE,
DBL SIDE.
DBL SIDE,

DENS $20.
DENS $30.

$P5
$38

DBL
DBL
DBL DENS $35
DBL
DBL

DENS $43
DEN5 ( FLIPPY )$30

j ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS 5UBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE. MINIMUM ORDER TOTAL VALUE 15 $100.

j THE TR5 80® COMPUTERS ABOVE, HAVE BEEN MODIFIED
AND ENHANCED. THEY ARE NOT RADIO SHACK® PRODUCTS.

THEY REMAIN HOWEVER FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL THE
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AVAILABLE TO A STANDARD UNIT

M X X PAYMENTS XXX

WE ACCFPT VISA. M/C. MONEY
ORDERS, C. 0. 0. . AND CHECKS.
NON-CFPTIFIED CHECKS REQUIRE (2)

WEEKS FOR BANK CLEARANCE. NO
BALES TAXES COLLECTED ON SALES
OUTSIDE MICHIGAN.

X * * DELIVERY XXX
SHIPMENTS ARE MADE PROMPTLY
FROM STOCK, VIA U. P. S. . (SIZE

PERMITTINQ). OTHERS BEST WAY.

COST UNLESS NOTIFIED OTHERWISE.
ARE 27 DF THE ORDER TOTAL, BUT
NOT LESS THAN «3. 00.

X X XX WARRANTY X X X X

YOUR HARDWARE PURCHASE IS

COVERED BY AN MCW 90 DAY
LIMITED. PARTS AND LABOR
WARRANTY. COPIES AVAILABLE
ON REOUEST. OR THE WARRANTY
OF THE ITEM'S MANUFACTURER.
CONFIRM YOUR COVERAGE WHEN
ORDERING.

T5OMPUTER TH0LE5Al£

P.O. BOX 39P7B! DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 48239

TELEPHONE ORDER LINE (313) 525-3040

Staticide Towelettes

(PMODE4) graphics screen;

two additional programs of-

fer collections of matrix and

vector operations.

Other programs include

numerical differentiation and
integration, base conver-

sions, reverse Polish logic, bi-

nomial expansion, rectangu-

lar/polar conversions, and

quadratic equation roots.

Each program displays infor-

mational text; a documenta-

tion booklet adds detail.

The 16K Mathmenu cas-

sette costs $44.95, and a

menu-driven 32K disk costs

$49.95. Both are available

from Inter + Action, 1 1

3

Ward St., New Haven, CT
06519.

Reader Service ^-561

Anti-Static Towelettes

According to ACL Inc.,

static charges cause as many

as 60 percent of all service

calls on computer and other

electronic equipment. Stati-

cide Wipes are 5Vi-by-8-inch

towelettes that fight static

buildup and dust attraction

without the inconvenience of

bottled CRT cleaning fluids.

A box of 24 wipes in 2-inch

foil envelopes sells for under

$5 from ACL Inc., 1960 E.

Devon Ave., Elk Grove Vil-

lage, IL 60007, 312-981-9212.

Reader Service »^556

Build Your Own DBMS
DBM Sub is a disk of

Model I/III Basic routines

that let you create a data-base

management system custom-

ized to your exact needs.

Features available for DBMS
architects include 50 different

screen formats, up to 70 files

per data disk, and data bases

within data bases. In some

cases, says the manufacturer,

your system will be faster

than commercial machine-

language programs.

The DBM Sub disk con-

tains printer, format, disk

I/O, and other routines, and

works under most DOSes.

With full instructions on

DBMS design and construc-

tion, it sells for $49.95 from

K & L Software, P.O. Box

39093, Northbridge Station,

Charleston, SC 29407, 803-

552-9990.

Reader Service *>584

New Diablo Printers

Diablo Systems Inc.,

known for its Model 620 and

630 daisy-wheel printers, has

added correspondence qual-

ity models to its line of dot-

matrix units. In addition, a

$1,250 color ink -jet printer is

scheduled for release in the

third quarter of this year.

The 1 1 A and 31A printers

use a 16-by-35-dot matrix to

create near letter-quality out-

put at 100 cps. They feature

2K print buffers and front

-

feed of cut sheets.

Diablo's four standard

dot-matrix machines promise

a 4,500-hour mean time be-

tween failures. The 9-by-7-

dot matrix, 100-cps Series 1

1

($649) and 31 ($950) print 80

and 132 columns respectively.

The Series 32 receive-only

teleprinter ($1,394 to $1,495)

offers 150 cps at 300, 1,200,

2,400, or 9,600 baud, as well

as graphics with up to 5,(XX I

dots per square inch. The

Series 38 ($2,195) uses a bidi-

rectional, logic-seeking print

head with a 7-by-7-dot matrix

for speeds up to 400 cps.

The Series C parallel ink-

jet printer operates at 20 cps,

using a 120-dots-per-inch
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nozzle that places a dot of ink
virtually anywhere on the

page. It prints in seven col-

ors, is switch-selectable for

uni- or bidirectional printing,

and generates color back
drops, halftones, and com-
bined text and graphics. Its

ink dries in one second on
standard paper.

The printers, as well as the

enhanced Model 620 Plus

daisy-wheel ($2,100), are
available from Diablo Sys-

tems Inc., 24500 Industrial

Blvd., Hayward, CA 94545,
415-786-5000.

Reader Service ^579

Cassette Port Expander

The Tixim Model CC lets

you control up to four cas-

sette recorders through a 16K
Color Computer's cassette

port. It is supplied with

power transformer module,
cord, and one port connec-
tion cable, and requires no
hardware modification.

Utilities supplied on the

Tixim cassette copy, verify,

and display or print contents

of tapes in recognizable for-

mats. Another utility allows

operation of the unit through

Extended Basic statements

controlled via USR calls;

sample programs demon-
strate a four-recorder data
merge and generate and
recover 254-byte data strings.

The expander sells for

$139.95 from Starflower
Technology Inc., 1031 E.

Duane Ave., Suite H, Sunny-
vale, CA 94086.

Reader Service ^582

Things to Do Today

Priority Organizer is an in-

expensive program for the

Models 11/12/16 that lets

managers or individuals

organize and keep track of
tasks.

Each employee's assign-

ments, jobs, or projects are

stored on disk. Jobs can be
added, deleted, corrected, or

marked as finished; the pro-

gram automatically sorts and
prints items by high, me-
dium, and low priority.

The Organizer stores up to

100 items on a 64K computer.
It sells for $29.95 on disk

from Data Automation Ser-

vices Inc., 4 E. Germantown
Pike, Plymouth Meeting, PA
19462, 215-825-3435.

Reader Service ^558

Share a Peripheral

The Giltronix ASN is a
switching unit that allows

several CPUs to share a
printer, modem, or other

RS-232 device. The unit auto-
matically scans for keyboard
or program signals from a
CPU requesting access to the
shared device.

As long as one port's CPU
is using the device, other in-

quiries are answered "Scan
busy"; when the connection
is broken, the ASN immedi-

Continues on p. 382

Giltronix ASN

INNQVflTIQIN QUfll5URRORT
noaxznwB watatxs&mm
1746 North West 55th. five. No 204

I AUDERHILL, FLORIDA 33313
PHONE 1-1305 1-739-2071V\

F=> *? O 7Z

)

op
aaOSfMBfKS makes 5CRIP5IT a (MBCMB SYtir fiV

- 1 Custom Versions Support P'l Popular Printer

MX-SGJ .ersion allows for Under lining Emphasized,
Sub Super Scnpt.ng. Clouble and ITALICS. MID-LINE ev«
on Justif \ed text lines without disturbing the formattiE5CRIRTR supports EVERY programmable feature of i
G*f/PHT/>fiX 80 and PLC/5 roms. No other MOD does as much

'

.,
sosmasjos) eacaooDtass aoDsatBsa

ii '

-' ' =.?; <- <Jde ov st- in., or" ,-jJei : .. ..-..- :- -?v-
w.-ite fjw Lfrrsps jn sertiio data during print 2 noP-mt any paoe DIPfCT Mith correc t Header s / foot
fee iter SCfilPSJJ ig_._j.et of PLL DOS 'tf/nY/lF^..
See where PPG/. S start and end u/ithout printed
Edit mode f changes GRAPH ICS entry.
(?) TEACHING PROGRAMS fully explain every functi-
6fa
r^

a9«ma«a;
"S^'

jn2, C£55 "2I5K Ver
-
Model I/III for

Centron ics 737 7?9 / LP-8 LP-4 - Daisy Whe el II.
Microhne _80_Jt__8£«_ }.

' Proin'nt'er T cYoth 551 0A
SCJVTP ri OM P-200 * 400 + 41 - Gemi ni 1 3

'»
" 1 5

F-10
MORELDOS COMRRTIBLEiYSTEM REQ TR5-80 MOD I/III. , 32k . lower case.

isK ver. requires SCPIPSIT/LC on both Model's I/III.
*40. 00 on DISK / CASS. ' 5. SK. program.

ff-REE BROCHURE Demonstrates all features.
Customer support by phone or letter after the sale make
Seriptr a elea sure to own and use. 1,500 fully satisfie
customers in Q-. er 14 countries. CfiLL / WPITi POP 11/fO.

ftl
f??* Wff-VPf. TlfIS wfopmriof/ wh£h opofPiivG

Name
I I 1 I I I I I I I I I CDI MODEL 1/3 mi Cass/Oisk

Address - Phone -Zip | Printer Type 11

IBONT LET THIS SIMPLE NAME FOOL YOU «RAY0N fBELUXE is
not a toy but a COM PLETE UURD/GHAPHICS p"ROCc550R"uh ;

.: h
off ers comule te ve-sa t i_ l_i_ty in cr e a ti,-,q" I„s t orn"" lef t e r
sets and graphics. Ulr i ttpn i r ^ -8 Asse mbler it is
fast, flexible and tp.-y easy t o us e . No prliarair. o'

~"

t his
Kind uin-tten in RAS IC can compare to i _t . Com'uu t ; ng the
bit.tjatterns for__760 t 320 b its per p,ag_fc of uri ntm,; "de
roands Z-B0 Assembler. COMPARE + vou won't get G. E. A. Ped@t(Bn®r®d

Programmable LJr

Mix WIDE
INVERT

. COMPARE + vou won't get G. E. A. F

a^EJTQBKCl^ Qr-jSi-HJoa
ed oapiderl ±Lt create li

and regular sizes MID-LINE.
any part of the text e. en MID-LINE.

SHORT LINE SEEKING for maximum speed. M0 WAITING"
S^i^.^Si.S iu ' ^ SUf'tals Qharacter @ et .

a®(BOGiJi!Su3aS A 15JL. Machine Language program
which enables you to create your own custom fonts.
STORE, RETRIEVE AND PRINT letters INSTANTANEOUSLY
Allows 3 1/2 coresident character sets in memory.
PLU5 a fast easy way to print sample LETTERS and SETS
Eepeat printing capability without carriage advance
even on graphic lines gives fypewrjter Quality print.
fflreate 130, or any number of copies of High-Res MAIL
LABELS or LETTERHEADS with easy hands off operation.
Complete FORMATTING CONTROLS within the text allow
for multiple page printing without operator control.Dh e sharpest dot matrix print you've ever seen' 1

r-»
r ' a

r»
e D<^ L i nespacing control for text documents.

(Bit (Basking allows creation of graphs and the graph
paper simultaneously. Superi mp ose any background?';
CREATE Block Graphics in any size and with every set.
r~2ne Line Drawing for creating real business forms.
Character- sets may contain letters up to 40H x 127W.
Bontinuous HIDE printing in any font. or style,
Even allows for partial ExPHNDED trom this mode.FREE BROCHURES''

®Q®@©BGB© OfflatSaGBGOfJCl&tfCR RYON - Disk/Cass MOD 1/3 s45 DI5K. / «35 CASS
gS RV.°^ 9.F L^ J "* ^-- DI5K M0D 1/3 «80. 00 w/7 SETSBD fflXnilB-NjllL..llog)TH BvffllWRffiLfaHERITRGE = AMERICAN TEXT OLD ENGLI5H TlsTo"ELITE = 4 Variations on disk for »15. 00DIGITAL =3 computer fonts for *15. 00 on disk.

aasiq@GD"aaiscsi3@' Qias' uiajoiiksti
1

o& jjdsbb
WE mRE MOW CARPrir.G A ^5 MEG. HARCi L. Ibr StSTEM FOR THE
TR5-80 MODEL III. PRiCfc = i'HM COMPLETE WITH D0SPLUS 4,0
ASSEMBLED - PORMATTED - SYSTEM 5EE5 IT AS 4 DRIVES CALI

"JST POOT -UP AtC -01' APE UP AND <"„ >."i - WITH "ARD DISf

See List of Advertisers on Page 355
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MODEL III DRIVE KITS
^EVERYTHING that you need to upgrade a 16K Model III to a 48K drive system. Features Include

• 32K of memory - original equipment switching power supply - Tandon disk drives

a drive controller board with gold platted edge cards that will work with all Model III software

- a simple to use Installation manual - and a Compuklt Doctor

Drive Kit with one single sided 40 track drive $479.

Drive Kit with one double sided 40 track drive $579.

Drive Kit with two single sided 40 track drives $699.

Drive Kit with two double sided 40 track drives $899.

FREE OFFER- We will Install your Compuklt drive kit free exclusive of shipping

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW MODEL IV KITS
ise»3«aE««iaBS!!fl?Kssa««i«

/// RS232C KIT$69. TANDON DISK DRIVES
Fully assembled and tested. No soldering required.

!Hra&8«SJ£e^*e*aSSSS!i*^^

COMPUKIT DOCTOR $29.95
by Jim Penny

System diagnostic for disk based Model Ill's

;.^>.v„-^i

Model HI & I Phosphur Kits

Green antiglare $89.

Amber antiglare $99.

MODEL IV's priced Super Low

Newscript with labels $ 1 15.

perfect for useage with your Compuklt hard drive

TM 1.00-1 SS 40trk $199.
with case and power supply $249.

TM 100-2 DS 40trk $299.
with case and power supply $349.

TANDON DISK DRIVES

FOR YOUR COCO
Complete drive $449.

Drive 1 $249.

Double headed drive $549.

Double headed drive 1 $349.

a»iaB««Jisa^a««viiB«Mav<»iStea»».««a-*«

DEALERS COAST TO COAST
and Canada Too!

Verbatim Double Density Diskettes

$25.95

All bid request answered.

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Certified Checks,

and Wire Transfers.

Personal checks are held for clearance.

COD orders add 5% minimum COD Charge $15

FREE SHIPPING
ON ORDERS OVER $1000.

120 DAY WARRANTY

Ask for a free copy of Dr. Roberts drive manual with

any purchase, or only $9.95 with out a purchase.

EPSON FX-80 $599.

DOSPLUS 3.5 $119.

COMPUKIT
order line

1-800-23 1-6671
all other calls

1-713-480-6000
P.O. BOX 306 Kemah, Texas 77565

16206 Hickory Knoll Houston , TX 77565
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SMegabyte version

NOW AVAILABLE
MODEL I OPTION ADD $50.

IBM,APPLE,MAX80 OPTION ADD $100.

MODEL II, 16, 12 OPTION ADD $300.

ALL SYSTEMS REQUIRE A D.O.S.

mimmmaaaaaamamaaaaaaaaawaaaamm

COMING SOON
Multiplexing add on system

It's no secret. We have a huge quantity contract to bring you the highest quality system at the
lowest price available. The combination of Tandon Hard Drives and Western Digitals error
checking and correcting Hard Drive Controller Board create the back bone of the Hard Drive
Specialist System.The balance of the interfacing is by one of the oldest Engineering teams in the
Model III/ Hard Drive business.These Systems have been in testing since the September of 1981

and have proven to be reliable and fault free.

5 Megabytes $ 1295.

10 Megabytes $1495.
15 Megabytes $1695.

SECONDARY DRIVES

5 Megabytes $895.

10 Megabytes $1095.
15 Megabytes $1295.

AH prkaa hcluda our 120 day warranty and shipping anywhmra In the U.S.A.

liHllll vKlYE vrEvI
We Accept

VISA, MASTERCARD, BANK CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS,

PERSONAL CHECKS ARE HELD 1-3 WEEKS

See List of Advertisers on Page 355

DIVISION OF COMPUKIT
1-800-23 1-6671
IN TEXAS CALL 1-713-480-6000
P.O. BOX 306 KEMAH, TEXAS 77565 , 455

or vlalt our ahowroom at 16206D Hickory Knoll Houaton, Taxaa I

80 Micro, July 1983 • 381
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Radk>ShackTRS-80's
Full Line

YOU CAN SAVE money when you buy Radio Shack TRS-80 Com-

puters from Pan American EleCtrOniCS. Pan American Elec-

Ironies went into business in 1976 and led the way in bringing con-

sumers original Radio Shack TRS-80 Computers at reduced pnees.

NO other company has done it longer.

NO other company has done it better and

NO other company sells them for less.

Pari
plPrff

lean
lies

TOLL FREE NUMBER 800/531-7466

1117 Conway Avenue • Department E.M.

Mission, Texas 78572
Phone: 512/581-2766
Telex Number 767339

TM — Trademark of Tandy corporation ^122

f
rtiii1*irmf

B

iirtilfrryif?[iW^it^
*'"'

r; i^ rr i- ?"i

f
i r

.
-- ,

MAXLIF
QUALITY RIBBON
GUARANTEED TO WORK"

RADIO SHACK
DAISY WHEEL

CARTRIDGE

$ 6<
49

OKIDATA
80, 82, & 83

DUAL SPOOL

EA.
5 2.

99
EA.

RADIO SHACK
LP VI & VIII

CARTRIDGE

$7 91
EA.

RADIO SHACK
LP III & IV

CARTRIDGE

$6 99
EA.

OKIDATA
DUAL SPOOL 84

*5. 99 EA.

RADIO SHACK

LP I, II, &IV

$0 99
Cm. EA.

MOST RIBBONS AVAILABLE IN COLORS TOO!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING WHEN CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER

MINIMUM ORDER $30 OR 1 DOZEN

JAN TECH
P.O. BOX 647, RANDOLPH, MA 02368

617-961-4210
MASS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX ^41

NEW PRODUCTS

Continuedfrom p. 379

ately resumes its scan. Front

panel switches provide man-

ual control.

The unit is available with

three, five, or seven ports

(priced at $249, $349, and

$449 respectively). It is com-

patible with Giltronix's ASU,

which lets one computer

choose from among several

peripherals.

To order, contact Gil-

tronix Inc., 970 San Antonio

Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303,

415-493-1300.

Reader Service *^578

Fanfold Forms

and Stationery

A new mail-order com-

pany, Micro Format, offers

continuous computer forms

in small quantities for home

or business users. Available

items include "clean edge"

perforated letterhead, index

cards, postcards, envelopes,

labels, and checks.

A $24 starter kit includes

500 sheets of blank station-

ery, labels, and 3-by-5-inch

index cards. The starter kit

and product catalogs can be

ordered from Micro Format,

1271 Dundee Road, Suite

16A, Buffalo Grove, IL

60090, 312-537-2426.

Reader Service ^576

Vocabulary Practice

Quilt Letters is a package

of three programs that use a

4- by 4-box grid of letters to

improve junior and senior

high school students' vocab-

ularies.

In Quilt, players match

wits with the computer in

placing letters within the grid

to create vertical, horizontal,

and diagonal words. Grid is a

solitaire version. A third

game, Supersix, challenges

students to create as many
words as possible from a ran-

domly generated word dis-

played in the grid's leftmost

column.

The package requires a

Model III with 48K and two

disks. It sells for $69.95 from

Joseph Nichols Publisher,

P.O. Box 2394, Tulsa, OK
74101,918-583-3390.

Reader Service »^575

MX-80/CoCo
Connector

Spectrum Projects' Epson

interface plugs directly into a

connector inside the MX-80
printer and terminates in a

four-pin DIN plug that fits

the Color Computer's serial

port. It operates the MX-80
at the normal 600-baud rate,

with settings up to 4,800 baud

available through POKE
commands.
The interface works with

either Color 1.0 or 1.1 Basic

ROM and accesses the Epson

graphics set through soft-

ware. Its price is $49.95 from

Spectrum Projects, 93-15

86th Drive, Woodhaven, NY
11421,212-441-2807.

Reader Service ^552

III Terminal Software

The Model III Terminal

program turns your TRS-80

into a dumb terminal, letting

you access hobbyists' net-

works or business computers.

It supports full and half

duplex and transmits all the

printable ASCII characters

not found on the Model III

keyboard. Users can execute

TRSDOS commands from

within Terminal.

The program sells for

$49.95 from Absecon Soft-

ware Associates, 550 Fourth

St., Absecon, NJ 08201,

609-646-9322.

Reader Service s 563 e*«

Rekord

Rekord is a menu-driven

program for the Model III

that lets you create and >
modify financial or other ^

data bases. It provides a

specialized text editor and

screen prompts for easy use.

The input format is flex-

ible; the program checks to
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see whether query responses

are proper and allows easy

entry correction or modifica-

tion. Data is grouped in up to

20 categories or accounts,

each with two subcategories

or pages. Each account is al-

lowed six lines of identifica-

tion. A checkbook feature

lets you add and subtract

mathematical entries.

The machine-language
program costs $49.95 from
Lewsoft, P.O. Box 333, Los
Alamos, NM 87544. Please

specify cassette or disk and
32K or 48K Model III.

. Reader Service ^566

Keywiz VIP

The Keywiz VIP (Very In-

telligent Peripheral) contains

31 function keys, each of

which can be programmed
with up to eight characters.

Keys can be programmed
again using the shift key, giv-

ing 62 user-defined functions

per keyboard. The device's

memory stores four key-

boards (an LED display

shows which you're using),

for a total of 248 program-

mable keys. Keys can be re-

designated at any time, and
the unit is independent of all

software.

The Model III version is

$439 from Creative Com-
puters, Aztec Environmental

Center, 1044 Lacey Road,

Forked River, NJ 087ji,

609-693-0002.

Reader Service ^570

Color Chess

Chess-D, a 32K Color
Computer program, is one of

the fastest microprocessor
chess programs available. It

inspects up to 10,000 moves
per second, looking at least

five plays ahead at tourna-

ment level (1.5 minutes per
move).

Players can set or change
the look-ahead level from
novice to expert at any time

during a match. The program
plays as either the black or

white game pieces, recogniz-

ing and using all chess moves
including en passant and pro-

motion to any piece. High-
resolution graphics display

the board.

Chess-D is available for

$39.95 (cassette) or $49.95

(disk) from Computer Sys-

tems Distributors, P.O. Box
9769, Anaheim, CA 92802,

714-772-1390.

Reader Service ^550

Check Your Hunches

Dual Moving Average,
first in the Market Master
series of investment pro-
grams for the Models I/III,

lets users test, refine, and im-

prove stock or commodity

Keywiz VIP

Continuous
Checks,

Statements,
and Invoices
for Desk-Top Computers
• Compatible with software from over 300

sources. Or program to NEBS standard
forms yourself.

• Continuous Micro-Perf™ Letterheads and
matching continuous Envelopes provide
a clean, trim look.

• Also, diskettes, continuous labels, other
supplies and accessories.

• Our policy is to process forms printed
with your name within 6 working days.
•Then ship direct to you (We pay shipping
charges on prepaid orders).

QUALITY PRODUCTS
SMALL QUANTITIES AT LOW PRICES

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

FREE Full-color, catalog
fast service by mail or phone

TOLL FREE 1 + 800-825-9550
(Mass. residents 1 + 800-922-8560)

COMPANY

STREET

.':.''' "-
'' -' •

-

••

CITY, STATE. ZIP

SOFTWARE BRAND PACKAGE*

:

DO.OWN :
-';

.':.'K-4

PROGRAMMING
COMPUTER BRAND MODEL PLAN TO PURCHASE WITHIN:

YOUR LINE OF BUSINESS NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

1 MOST OFTEN USE MY COMPUTER FOR:

LJ WORD PROCESSING E3, ACCOUNTINGgD
15107
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withouttrading strategies

capital risk.

The program determines

buy and sell points according

to the intersection of two

moving averages. Users can

select the length of either

average, or let the program

find the most favorable

lengths. Besides printing buy

and sell recommendations

for up to 100 stocks, the

Market Master also produces

graphs and reference sheets.

Its price is under $125. For

more information, contact

Management Services, 2901

Clendenen Lane, Longview,

TX 75601, 214-753-1850.

Reader Service ^554

Modular Micro

Furniture

Bush Industries Inc. (312

Fair Oak St., Little Valley,

NY 14755) offers a line of

modular furniture for com-

puter and peripheral storage

and use. All items are fin-

ished in an Ashley Oak vinyl

veneer with black matte vinyl

accent panels and rounded

edges.

The lineup includes a desk

with 44-inch-wide work sur-

face, recessed shelf, and lock-

able cabinet ($169.95), a

desktop hutch with adjust-

able shelves ($99.95), a roll-

about table ($79.95) suitable

as either a beginner's desk or

Bush Industries Desk and Hutch

printer table (with rear open-

ing for paper feed), and a

video monitor platform

($17.95).

Reader Service »^580

Joy-80 and Model I

Mechanical Joystick

Advertised as "a joystick

that won't void your warran-

ty," the Joy-80 uses no elec-

trical connections to give

four-way control of Model

I/I 1 1 games.

The detachable unit clips

to the keyboard. Two adjust-

able levers press the up,

down, left, and right arrow

keys as you move the joy-

stick.

It costs $19.50 from Van
Enterprises, P.O. Box 238,

Oak Forest, IL 60452, 312-

687-6053.

Reader Service ^571

Many Modems

Universal Data Research

Inc. has introduced a com-

plete line of RS-232 modems
designed around two LSI

integrated circuits and
crystal-controlled for high

performance.

Three 300-baud modems-
acoustic ($149), direct ($179),

and auto-answer ($219)

—

provide half- and full-duplex

operation. The direct- and

auto-answer 1,200-baud

units ($449 and $499 respec-

tively) give full-duplex opera-

tion with switch-selectable

local echo.

Two Bell 212A-compatible

modems ($549 auto-answer,

$599 auto-dial) transmit at

either baud rate. A modem
I/O board ($119) automati-

cally selects the speed, ad-

justing to 300 baud after

testing for 1 ,200.

The modems and I/O

board are available from

Universal Data Research

Inc., 2457 Wehrle Drive,

Buffalo, NY 14221, 716-

631-3011.

Reader Service ^564

Filmastr

Filmastr is a data manage-

ment system for Color Com-
puters with 16K Extended

Basic. It offers custom

screens with up to 20 user-

definable fields, full-screen

editing, formatted printouts,

fast machine-language sorts,

and a variety of relational

search techniques to locate

records or groups of records.

A screen window provides

menu selections, instructions,

and reports. File capacity is

approximately 9,000 char-

acters (24,000 characters in a

32K machine).

Its price is $29.95 (cassette)

or $34.95 (disk) from The

Computer House, Box 1051,

Dubois, PA 15801, 814-

371-4658.

Reader Service <^553

Fun for

11/12/16 Owners

Rizzo Data Systems Corp.

offers a line of game software

for the 64K Models 11/12/16.

All products are available on

a TRSDOS 2.0 disk, and

384 • 80 Micro, July 1983



PRINTER DRIVERS
FOR RADIO SHACK

SUPER SCRIPSIT
(PRINTER DRIVERS ALLOW YOU TO USE
|YOUR RADIO SHACK SUPER SCRIPSIT

WORD PROCESSOR WITH THESE
PRINTERS:

EPSON: OKI DATA: STAR MICRONICS
MX-80 ML-82A Gemini 10

MX-80 F/T ML-83A Gemini 1 5
MX- 100 ML-84A And Others Coming

SMITH-CORONA

FEATURING BOLD CHARACTERS,
Underlining, Subscript & Super Script, etc.

$34.95 plus shipping

THE DATA STATION— 713 S. MAIN—
STILLWATER, OK. 74074— 405/743-4921—

iJB'vy.V ~ .•>.:. >'-..?.
iVr'.it-jj

HAVE THEY EVER ASKED
Why You BoughtA Computer?
— INFO-SCAN WILL SHOW THEM WHY —
Combines the Features of a Word Processor, Data Base
Manager, and Information Retrieval and Display Facility.

Instantly recall and display information of any sort: sales
leads; inventories; product data & prices; daily appoint-
ments & reminders; names & addresses: diaries; lesson
plans & student lists: recipes; index magazine articles,
music and program libraries. You create information files

using a simple word-processing like entry method. A short
key describes the record. Scan the keys on the screen, select
one. press a button and the full record displays (or prints).
Add, delete, change records in a snap. Written in machine
language. Fully self-contained. Simple to operate, you don't
need a Ph.D to use it! Ho programming or other technical
knowledge required. 15 page manual.
INFOSCAN Model l/lll 48K 1 Drive $49.95

— OR SHOW THEM STUNNING GRAPHICS ---

Add the professional touch to your programs. Create com-
plex graphic and text screens effortlessly. Over 30 com-
mands for screen manipulation. Built in HELP' facility.

Enter 1-1/2 inch graphic letters with a single keystroke (48K
required). Save completed screens as a BASIC subroutine,
merge with your programs. Full screen displays instantly
from your program with a single GOSCJB. Do animation.
Load existing screens to make changes. Scores of useful
features. Written in Machine language. 26 page manual.
SCREEN ARTIST II Model l/lll 32K 1 Drive $32.95
Call or write for full brochure, in-

cluding many educational prod-
ucts. Full money back guarantee
VISA, Mastercard, COD wel-
come. Add $2 .50 for shipping.
Ct. residents add 7.5% sales tax.

The
Smallsystem

Center »>w

Post Office Box 268 New Hartford, CT. 06057 (203) 482-3689

Access
any record

in your data base
in one second flat.

Data-Writer 2.0 uses a powerful
file access method called "two-

level seauential direct access."
While it sounds complicated, what it

does is simple: It permits access to any
record in your data base (up to 10,000

records) in one second flat.

Data-Writer is a powerful data base manager. Use
it with a word processor or by itself as a complete sys-
tem for managing textual and numeric data.

DATA ENTRY: You may define up to 20 variable-length
fields of up to 240 characters each with your word proc-
essor, or 20 fixed-length fieids of up to 35 characters with
Data-Writer's Entry program. Special features perform
validity checks on your data during entry.

FILE ACCESS: Once your data base file is created, use
Access to review existing records, make changes and
add new records. Access any record in your data base
in just one second.

FILE MANAGER: Restructure your data base without
editing it. Add new fields, delete fields, rearrange fields,

append one field to another.

SELECT: Create a subset of your file by specifying limiting
criteria, such as SELECT IF SEX - F or SELECT IF AMOUNT
> 100. Several select statements may be combined.
Use this powerful feature to send form letters to all the
females in your data base or just to the doctors.

SORT:A fast two-level sort, lets you sort on any field with-
out having previously designated it as a key. You can
even sort by last name or zip code embedded in a line.

REPORTS: Write reports such as inventories, accounts
payable and receivable, insurance coverage, stock
issues. ..the list is endless. Print totals and subtotals of
columns of data. Save your format on disk.

MATH PROCEDURES, LABELS, FORM LETTERS.

Use Data-Writer for order tracking, client billing, expense
recordkeeping, operational reporting with totals and
subtotals, form letter production to a large list or a sub-
set, mailing list maintenance and other business and
personal applications. Data-Writer's ease of use ap-
peals to businessmen and secretaries alike.

Data-Writer is both powerful and easy to use.

Here's what Data-Writer users say:

"I would like to congratulate you on your excellent
work on Data-Writer... I am a very satisfied user of your
systems."

"I enjoy Data-Writer very much and I am finding it very
efficient in managing my business accounts."

"It's a very, very useful package."
"I am delighted with Data-Writer. Keep on making the
best better."

"Why hasn't someone done this before!"

For the TRS-80 Models I. Ill (48K, 2 disk drives, lowercase re-

quired). Available at your favorite software store or order
from Software Options, 19 Rector Street, New York NY
10006. (212) 785-8285. Toll-free order line: !
(800) 221-1624. Price $145 (plus $3 per order SOF '

•• 5

shipping and handling). New York State

residents add sales tax. Visa/Mastercard I

accepted.

^537
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many on TRSDOS 1 .3 or 4.

1

disks as well. Some require a

printer.

The programs range from

Ricochet, Star Trek, and

Biorhythms ($25 each) to two

six-game packages ($70 and

$75) and Scott Adams' Ad-
ventures 1-12 ($129.95). For

those who insist on sticking

to business, there's an amor-

tization calculator ($25) and

Deluxe Personal Finance

($79.95).

For more information, or

to order (add $3 shipping and

handling), contact Rizzo

Data Systems Corp., 33

Westwood Ave., P.O. Box
458, Bridgeton, NJ 08302,

609-451-7964.

Reader Service ^557

Improved Dot-Matrix

Printer

The DP-9625A, an en-

hanced version of the Anadex

'N^RACK

Computer Clothes

There was competition this month—the anti-static

wipes, the joystick simulator—but July's offbeat-item

honors go to Computer Clothes, a cloth cover for the

Model III that has cute disk drives and a screen appli-

qued to It.

Designed in authentic gray and black, the cover is

advertised as sturdy, stylish, lint-free, washable, fully

lined, permanent press, and safer than plastic covers

that tend to accumulate static. Also, the "screen" serves

as a frame for a 7-by-9-inch photo.

With 30-day guarantee, the outfit costs $35 plus $2

shipping and handling (New York residents add sales tax)

from Home Works, 799 Broadway, Suite 325, New
York, NY 10003, 212-982-2406. The New Products

Desk never looked better.

Reader Service «^560

New Products listings are based on information sup-

plied in manufacturers' press releases. 80 Micro has not

tested or reviewed these products and cannot guarantee

any claims.

Anadex DP-9625A

printer introduced in 1982,

provides four printing modes

as well as graphics capability

at 72 or 144 dots per horizon-

tal or vertical inch.

Single-pass printing op-

tions include 200-cps data

processing and 150-cps cor-

respondence-quality modes,

and condensed printing

modes of 15 and 16.4 char-

acters per inch (150 and 164

cps respectively). A double-

pass, near letter-quality mode
operates at 60 cps at 12 cpi

and 50-60 cps with propor-

tional spacing.

The $1,995 printer also of-

fers left, right, and full

justification, title centering,

positive half-line feed, in-line

font changes, and RAM ex-

pandable to 12.5K. Swedish,

Danish/Norwegian, Ger-

man, French, Spanish, and

Italian character sets accom-

pany the standard U.S.

ASCII. Options available by

mid-year include sub- and

superscript fonts and Code

39 and UPCJbar cocife

The DP-9625A is sold by

Anadex Inc., 9825 De Soto

Ave., Chatsworth, CA
91311,213-998-8010.

Reader Service ^559

One Game,

One Adventure

Treasure Run ($15.95

cassette, $19.95 disk) is a

machine-language arcade

game for the 16K Level II

Model III. It features real-

time action, sound effects,

game pause, and joystick

compatibility; the disk ver-

sion saves the top 10 scores.

Eye of Mezron ($27.95

disk) is a 48K Model III text

adventure. It also records the

top 10 scores, and allows

multiple game saves.

Both programs are sold by

Janphil Software, P.O. Box
140, Kathleen, FL 33849,

813-858-6705.

Reader Service ^565
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If you guessed that a Practical Peripherals Micro-
buffer™ printer buffer saves time, you're right. For
the way it works, this inexpensive product is the
most practical addition to your microcomputer sys-

tem ever.

With Microbuffer, you don't have to wait for

your printer to finish before you resume using your
computer. Data is received and stored at fast speeds,

then released from Microbuffer's memory to your
printer. This is called buffering. The more you
print, the more productive it makes your workflow.

Depending on the version of Microbuffer,

these buffering capacities range from a useful 8K of

random access memory — big enough for 8,000
characters of storage — up to a very large 256K

—

enough for 256,000 characters of storage.

Practical Peripherals makes stand-alone

Microbuffers for any computer and printer combi-

nation, including add-on units especially for Apple
II computer and/or Epson printers. Each has differ-

ent features like graphics dumps and text format-

ting besides its buffering capabilities. You can

choose one that's just right for your system.

Best of all, they're built to last and work
exactly like they're supposed to.

If you're still guessing whether you can afford

to have one, talk with any computer dealer. That's

the best way to find out how practical a Practical

Peripherals Microbuffer is.

31245 La Baya Drive

Westlake Village,CA 91362
(213) 991-8200

s 11

GUESSWHO HAS
MICROBUFFER.



DONT
Pascal

Basic

Cobol
Fbrth

Pilot

Fortran

Spread Sheet
Inventory
Logo

KEDIN
Data Base Management
Word Processor
Communication Utility

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Engineering Utility

General Ledger
Mailing List

Macro Assembler
Education

TRSDOS CP/M**

Open your doors to a world of SOFTWARE with LNW
computers. You'll get MORE PERFORMANCE 1 than with

the IBM PC? the Apple II? TRS80 MODEL II orTRS80
MODEL III

4 along- with software support of TR§DOS or
CP/M, the TWO MOST WIDELY USED OPERATING
SYSTEMS. This means you, the user, can select from the

- largest base of business or personal software.

Standard Features: A serial RS232 communication
port, parallel printer port, Hi-Resolution [480x192)
B/W and COLOR graphics, an 80 character- per-

line screen display along with Quad-density
interface for 5" or 8" floppy disk storage

offering immediate access to 3.5 million

characters, or optional Hard disk

interface to 5 or 10 million characters.

Standard Software: LNWBASIC and DOS PJ_US operat-

ing system packages ^manding all the above features,

are included.

The LNW computer will be the key to your success
with the starting price at $1695.00, along with a full 6
month warranty.

Dealers: You too can open the door to a successful
product. Call for our special dealer programs:
(714) 544-5745.

LNW Computers
2620 Walnut Avenue
Tustin, California 92680
(714)544-5744 ^ao

'TRSDOS is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
**CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.

1 Performance is based on bench mark test in the JAN 1982 issue of BYTE magazine, pg. 54, with LNW80 II as the comparison
2. IBM PC is a trademark of IBM CORP
3 APPLE II is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTERS.
4. TRS80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. International orders please inquire for pricing/sh


